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INTRODUCTION
On the 96 rolls of this microfilm publication are reproduced 

the records from the decimal file of the Department of State, 
1930-44, that relate to political relations between China and 
Japan. The records are mostly instructions to and despatches 
from diplomatic and consular officials; the despatches are often 
accompanied by enclosures. Also included in these records are 
notes between the Department of State and foreign diplomatic 
representatives in the United States, memorandums prepared by 
officials of the Department, and correspondence with officials 
of other Government departments and with private firms and 
persons. The State Department divided the decimal file into 
chronological segments to retire inactive records. This 
division has been maintained in this microfilm publication. The 
records for the period 1930-39 are filmed on rolls 1-88 and 
those for 1940-44 on rolls 89-96.

The Lists of Documents or ’’purport lists” filmed on rolls 
345 and 346 (1930-39), roll 532 (1940-June 1944), and roll 628 
(July-Dec. 1944) of M973 give brief abstracts of the documents 
reproduced in this microfilm publication and serve as a finding 
aid to the documents themselves. The arrangement of the entries 
on these lists generally corresponds to the arrangement of the 
documents in the file.

From 1910 to 1963 the State Department used a decimal 
system for its central files, assembling and arranging individual 
documents according to subject and assigning decimal file numbers. 
The decimal file consists of nine primary classes numbered 0 
through 8, each covering a broad subject area. The records 
reproduced in this microfilm publication are in Class 7, 
political relations of states. Each country had been assigned 
a two-digit number. The country numbers assigned to China and 
to Japan, for example, are 93 and 94, respectively. Thus, 
documents bearing the file number 793.94 concern political 
relations between China and Japan.

When one or more digits follow the second country number, 
they represent a specific subject. This number, in turn, may 
be followed by a slant mark (/). In such cases the numbers 
after the slant mark were assigned to individual documents as 
they were accumulated on a specific subject. For example, a 
decimal file number taken from a document reproduced in this 
microfilm publication is 793.943/5. The number 3 following 
the country number for Japan (94) signifies that the subject 
is extraterritoriality, and the number after the slant mark 
indicates the number of documents on this subject.
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Japan, 1855-1906 (rolls 104-108 of M77) ; despatches from U.S. 
Ministers to Japan to the Department, 1855-1906 (M133); notes to 
the Japanese Legation in the United States from the Department, 
1860-1906 (rolls 66 and 67 of M99) ; and notes from the Japanese 
Legation in the United States to the Department, 1858-1906 
(M163). Also related to matters concerning Japan are communica
tions to special agents of the United States from the Department, 
1823-86 (rolls 152 and 154 of M77); and despatches from special 
agents to the Department, 1794-1837 (roll 10 of M37) .

Despatches from U.S. consular officials in China and Japan 
before 1906 are available as separate microfilm publications for 
each post. Complementary to the despatches from consuls are 
instructions to consuls.

The method of arranging the diplomatic and consular series 
cited above was discontinued in 1906, when the State Department 
adopted the practice of filing incoming and outgoing correspondence, 
memorandums, and other documents by subject in a single numerical 
series. Information on documents relating to China and Japan 
for the 1906-10 period may be found through the use of card 
indexes and Lists of Documents in the National Archives of the 
United States. The Numerical File is available as microfilm 
publication M862.

Several series in the State Department decimal file, 1910-29, 
that relate to Chinese and Japanese affairs are available as 
microfilm publications. In Class 7 there are two series regarding 
Chinese affairs: one concerning political relations between 
the United States and China (M339) and the other concerning 
political relations between China and other states (including 
Japan) (M341); and two series regarding Japanese affairs: one 
concerning political relations between the United States and 
Japan (M423) and the other concerning political relations 
between Japan and other states (M424). Class 8, internal affairs 
of states, has records concerning internal affairs of China 
(M329) and internal affairs of Japan (M422). Additional 
documents are in the remaining classes of the State Department 
decimal file:

Class 0. General. Miscellaneous.
Class 1. Administration, Government of the United 

States.
Class 2. Extradition.
Class 3. Protection of Interests.
Class 4. Claims.
Class 5. International Congresses and Conferences. 

Multi-lateral Treaties. League of 
Nations.

Class 6. Commerce. Customs Administration. Com
mercial Relations, Treaties and Con
ventions. Commercial and Trade Agree
ments.
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In Records of Boundary and Claims Commissions and Arbitrations 
Record Group 76, there are records relating to the Claims Com
missions of 1858 and 1901 between the United States and China.

In Records of International Conferences, Commissions, and 
Expositions, Record Group 43, are records of several conferences 
in which the United States and Japan participated. There are 
records of the Washington Conference on Limitation of Armament, 
1921-22, which met to consider the limitation of armaments and 
certain questions relating to Pacific and Far Eastern problems. 
There are also records of the Commission To Represent the United 
States at the Grand Exhibition of Japan, 1917. The exhibition 
was planned for 1912 but had been postponed, and the records 
relate mainly to the visit of U.S. Commissioners to Japan in 
1908 and to their conferences with Japanese officials. Other 
relevant records in Record Group 43 are those concerning the 
Sino-Japanese Dispute, 1930-32 (documents gathered by Gen. Frank 
McCoy, U.S. representative on the Lytton Commission), those of 
the U.S. Element, Allied Council for Japan, 1946-52, and those 
of the Far Eastern Commission, 1945-51.

In Records of the Foreign Service Posts of the Department 
of State, Record Group 84, are records originally kept at U.S. 
diplomatic and consular posts. Among these are records of the 
U.S. Legation (later Embassy) in China, 1843-1945, and of the 
U.S. Legation (later Embassy) in Japan, 1855-1936, as well as 
those of various consular posts in those countries.

The records reproduced in this microfilm publication were 
prepared for filming by Ralph E. Huss, who also wrote these 
introductory remarks.
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Date .

N.R.

planes, Japanese

CA Plain and Gray
TELEGRAM RECEIVED 

CANTON VIA 
Dated Dec. 

1—-1336 _
From , Reed 10:45

Secretary of State, Washington

Amembassy, Peiping,.----- ;— ---- --- ------
Amembassy, Hankow, I COPIES SENT TO toc«wuX, Shanghai^ 0 N L AND 

December 16, 5 p.m..

December 15, employing about twentj 
twice raided Canton Hong Kong Railway between Cheung Muk~ 

tou and Pukut (seven miles from Hong Kong border) and 

Canton Hangkow railway southern section. Minor damage, 

both lines remain intact.

Press reports Madame Feng Yu Hsiang has arrived at 

Kweilin for propaganda work.

Government paper advises populace to regard peace 

talkers as traitors^^unors of the appearance of Japanese 

transports andJMsC invasion of South China continue to 

circulate. Military headquarters states they are unfounded. 

Another exodus from Canton led by families of officials has 
other 

begun however; and there are/signs that the authorities 

fear Japanese invasion in the near future-.

Nailed Hong Kong, Swatow.

LINNELL
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Division of far Eastern Affairs

December 21, 1937.
Tokyo’s despatch No. 2670, November 18, 

1937, deals largely with the Embassy’s ef
forts in connection with the convening of 
the Brussels Conference, and in regard to 'V 
questions relative to mediation. As back- 
ground a résumé'is given of hitherto unre- 
ported conversations between Mr. Dooman and 
Mr. Yoshizawa, Director of the American Bu- A.m 
reau of the Foreign Office. »

The following are points of current in
terest developed in the conversations:

Ambassador Saito had reported from Wash
ington that the American Government would not 
permit itself to become involved Independently 
of other signatories of the Nine tower Treaty 
in any peace effort.

Mr. Kurusu, Japanese Ambassador at Brus
sels, had reported that the American delega- 

j tion at the Brussels Conference was taking 
a leading role in the proceedings, as was 

« particularly illustrated by a reporter from 
a Chinese source current in Brussels that 
the "American delegation had advised the 
Chinese delegation that continued resistance 
by China would bring from the United States 
something more than moral support". Mr. 
Yoshizawa had discounted the report owing to 
its Chinese source. He did express fear that 
the impression that the American delegation 
had assumed a position of leadership in the

Conference
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Division of Far Eastern Affairs
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Conference might become known in Japan, and 
that "the animus of the Japanese people 
which is now directed at Great Britain would 
be transferred to the United States". He 
thought it would be unfortunate for the 
good relations existing between the United 
States and Japan if they were given grounds 
for believing that the .American delegation 
was responsible for the conference’s recom
mending q.njjbe^^action against Japan.

In this situation Mr. Yoshizawa had 
thought it would be extremely helpful if 
definite assurance could be obtained from 
the American Government that it was neither 
responsible for the Conference nor leading 
its proceedings, together with further as
surance that the United States was not ac
tively promoting a plan for united.. açtion. 
He had thought of instructing Mr. Saito to 
call on the Secretary in the hope of elicit
ing some such assurances.

He added that there was the further 
danger that radical elements in the Nanking 
Government might gain a position of control, 
ruling out the possibility of peace nego
tiations. He thought that no settlement 
reached with an alternate régime that might 
be set up could be regarded as final; and 
stated that this view was held by important 
Japanese, including leading military offi
cers.

In
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I ' In a subsequent conversation between 
’ Mr. Grew and the Foreign Minister, the lat' 
‘ ter said that the reported plans of the 
| Chinese Government to evacuate Nanking 
| were regarded as most unfortunate, because 
| if chaos should result, hostilities would 
| be indefinitely prolonged. He added: "We 
| want to talk with Chiang Kai-shek. This 
'will now be very difficult."

The last two pages, 13 and 14, report 
a conversation between the American and 
British Ambassadors in regard to an Anglo- 
American offer of good offices, and should 
be referred to directly.
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OH ï'017/C,

2 8 1937

of

THE FORÇIGN SERVICE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Î937 DEC 16 PM 2 29

,.,,. k ., p AMERICAN EMBASSY
DiVblON <JF

C’aNd'rECORDS Tokyo, November 18, 1937

No. 2670
SUBJECT: SINO-JAPANESE CONFLICT

iCl

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.

CP4^4/#S
17193?

The Honorable
The Secretary of State

Washington

Sir:

POL/r/^

wilsO^

No. 544 of November 16, 1 p.m. and

I have the honor to supplement herewith my telegram^ 
No. 548 4>f November 18,

10 a.m. reporting my conversations with the Minister for

Foreign Affairs with regard to the Sino-Japanese conflict

It will be recalled that on August 6 I expressed to Mr
0 *

Hirota the hope that he would call on me if he ever saw ways
by î'ô

?/
/
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by which I could be helpful in the situation existing be
tween Japan and China. (See my No. 250,/August 6, 9 p.m. ) 

I had, of course, been giving constant study to developments, 

both in Japan and abroad, with a view to seizing an oppor

tunity to remind Mr. Hirota of the statement which I had 

made to him on August 6. When the Japanese Government 
expressed its intention to decline the invitation of the 

Belgian Government to be represented at the Brussels Con-

( ferenoe, and when the Japanese Government confirmed in its 

note dated October 27, 1937, to the Belgian Government evi-

i dences of intention to refrain from cooperating with the 
Brussels Conference, it became evident to me that, in line 

with the desire of the American Government, as expressed both 

to the Japanese and Chinese Governments, to be helpful to 

the combatants in bringing to an end the current hostilities 

and finding a mutually satisfactory basis for a lasting peace 

between the two countries, I should endeavor to ascertain un

officially and cautiously whether the widespread confidence 

of the Japanese Government and people in the disinterested

ness and impartiality of the United States could in some way 

be profitably employed in the direction of peace.

The Counselor of the Embassy had at various times had 

several informal conversations with Mr. Yoshizawa, Director 

of the American Bureau of the Foreign Office, to explore the 

possibility of a further conversation taking place between the 

Minister for Foreign Affairs and myself along the line of the 

above-mentioned conversation of August 6. They had agreed 
that circumstances were not favorable. On November 8 Mr.

1 Dooman called, with my knowledge and approval, on Mr.

Yoshizawa
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Yoshizawa and suggested to Mr. Yoshizawa that it might be 

useful to examine the situation in the light of developments 

then current. Mr. Yoshizawa heartily concurred. It was 

agreed between them, however, that any conversations which 

they might have would be entirely unofficial and were not 

to be a matter of record. However, in view of my recent calls 

of November 16 and November 18 on the Minister for Foreign 

Affairs, Mr. Yoshizawa has consented to my reporting to the 

Department the general substance of the conversations between 

him and Mr. Dooman which took place on November 8 and on Novem

ber 16, as hereinafter described.

Mr. Dooman began by describing the circumstances which 

led to the opening of the way by President Theodore Roosevelt 
to the peace negotiations between Japan and Russia in 1905, 

I and he related how Mr. Minister Uriscom had, on his own in

itiative, obtained from the Japanese Prime Minister, Prince 

Katsura, an engagement to reveal to President Roosevelt the 

Japanese peace terms if Russia were also prepared to present 

simultaneously its peace terms to President Roosevelt. Mr. 
Dooman stated that the analogy between the situation which 

existed at that time and the situation existing today could 

not be pushed too far, but that it seemed important to con

sider whether the events of 1905 did not suggest some method 

, which might be used today. Mr. Yoshizawa said that it was 

the policy of the Japanese Government not to permit mediation 

by any third Power or Powers between Japan and China. The 
military situation was, Mr. Yoshizawa continued, in process of 

undergoing a change. The Chinese Government was aware that 
it would be unwise for the Japanese military forces to pene

trate very deeply into China from the north, for the reason 

that the Japanese army had constantly to bear in mind the 

possibility
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possibility of danger to its right flank from the direction 

of Soviet Russia. The Japanese army was now disposed to 

accept the challenge of the Chinese army to make Shanghai 

and the Yangtze region the principal theatre of military 

operations. Mr. Yoshizawa said that what the Japanese would 

regard as the perfect solution would be for the Chinese Gov

ernment, following military reverses in that area, to pro

pose to Japan direct negotiations for peace. The military 

situation which might lead to some such overture on the part 

of‘the Chinese Government had not yet been developed, and 

even if the Japanese forces inflicted severe reverses upon 

the Chinese forces, it might take considerable time; and 
also, notwithstanding such reverses, the Chinese Government 

might still be determined to continue the hostilities. Mr. 

Yoshizawa, therefore, thought that until a situation had 

developed which was calculated to bring about what he had 

previously described as the "ideal solution*', there would be 
little likelihood of the Japanese Government giving considéra 

tion to any proposed move toward peace involving the United 

States or any other third Power. -

On November 16, at the request of Mr. Yoshizawa, Mr. 

Dooman called on Mr. Yoshizawa for a further conversation. 

Mr. Yoshizawa referred to the conversation of November 8, 

and asked Mr. Dooman whether we understood the attitude 

of the Japanese Government with regard to the part which 

third party powers are desired by Japan to take in promoting 

peace negotiations between Japan and China. Mr. Dooman said 

that it was his understanding that the Japanese Government 
hoped that the United States and other powers would persuade 

the Chinese Government to enter into direct negotiations
with
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with the Japanese Government. Mr. Yoshizawa replied 

that that was so, but that the statement did not complete

ly cover the Japanese Government’s position: that position 

is that Japan would be willing to consult with the United 

States or with any other power having important interests 

in the Far East, such consultation to be either with such 

powers individually or collectively, but that Japan would 

not participate in any discussion or consultation within 

the framework of any system of collective security such 

as the League of Nations or the Brussels Conference. Mr. 

Yoshizawa then showed Mr. Dooman a telegram from Mr. Saito, 

the Japanese Ambassador at Washington. Mr. Saito reported 

that the opinion of well-informed observers in Washington 

was that the American Government would not permit itself 

to become involved, apart from the other powers party to 

the Nine Power Treaty, in any effort to bring about peace 

between Japan and China; that a suggestion had been ad

vanced to the effect that a useful move would be for Mr. 

Johnson at Nanking and for me at Tokyo to sound out simul

taneously the views of the Chinese and Japanese governments 

respectively with regard to the prospects of peace. Mr. 

Saito concurred in the opinion of the observers above- 

mentioned in respect of the attitude of the American 

Government and believed that any concerted move by Mr. 

Johnson and by me along the line above suggested would be 

extremely hazardous. Mr. Dooman offered the comment 

that he felt certain that the American Government would

view with the greatest distaste any proposition which
might
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might be made looking toward the assistance of the American 

Government in legitimatizing the results of a Japanese mili

tary victory in China. He thought that this point should 

be given consideration at all times by the Japanese Government 

in connection with any plan for participation by the United 

States in a move toward peace. Mr. Yoshizawa agreed, and said 

that he would present the thought to Mr. Hirota.

Mr. Yoshizawa said that reports received by the Foreign 

Office from Brussels tended to give the impression that the 

American delegation had been taking a leading role in the 

proceedings of the Conference. Mr. Kurusu, Japanese Ambassa

dor at Brussels, has excellent contacts among press cor

respondents covering the Brussels Conference, and it could 

be surmised that the Italian delegation is keeping the 

Japanese Ambassador fully informed of developments within 

the conference. Mr. Kurusu is also receiving information 

from one or two other delegations. The purport of the in

formation available to Mr. Kurusu is that the American dele

gation is taking a leading role in the proceedings of the 

conference. As an illustration of some of the reports cur

rent in Brussels, Mr. Yoshizawa said that Mr. Kurusu had 

heard from a Chinese source that the American delegation 

had advised the Chinese delegation that continued resistance 

by China would bring from the United States something more 

than moral support. Mr. Yoshizawa made the comment that the 

Foreign Office did not attach much importance to this report, 

as it had come from a Chinese source. Mr. Yoshizawa said 
that happily the Japanese people are convinced that, not-
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withstanding the President’s speech at Chicago on October 5 

fand the Department of State’s announcement of October 6, 
/

1 the American Government and people have a just appreciation 

of the causes of the conflict between Japan and China, and 

that their concern toward the conflict does not arise from 

material and selfish reasons. On the other hand, it was 

well known that the Japanese people deeply resented the 

attitude of the British Govérnment and of the British press, 

which has been actively encouraging some form of joint action 

by the Powers against Japan. He was now very much afraid 

that the impression which generally prevails in Brussels, 

that the American delegation has assumed a position of leader

ship in the conference, would become known in Japan, and 

that the animus of the Japanese people which is now directed 

at Great Britain would be transferred to the United States. 

The resolution drafted at the Brussels Conference carried 

a sting in its tail, and it would be unfortunate from the 

point of view of maintaining good relations by the United

i ; States and Japan if there were given grounds for believing

j (that the American delegation was responsible for the con

ference’s recommending some form of united action against 

Japan.

Mr. Dooman agreed that it would be extremely unfortun

ate if an impression such as that suggested by Mr. Yoshizawa 

were permitted to arise, and he wondered whether Mr. 

Yoshizawa had any thoughts as to some step which might 

be taken to remove the impression, which he was sorry to 

say was widely prevalent in Tokyo, that the United States 
had
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had taken the initiative in organizing the Brussels Con

ference and is now active in directing the proceedings 

of the Conference. Mr. Yoshizawa said that, in his view, 

definite assurance from the American Government that_ it 

was neither responsible for holding the Conference nor lead

ing the proceedings of the Conference, added to some further 

assurance that the United States is not actively promoting 

a plan for "united action", would be extremely helpful and 

would effectively dispel any fear of Japan’s resentment 
being turned against the United States. He had been turn

ing over in his mind the possibility of instructing Mr. 

Saito to call on the Secretary of State and to make a 

frank statement of Japan’s position in the hope of eliciting 

from the Secretary some assurance along the lines just 

described. Mr. Dooman reminded Mr. Yoshizawa that there 

exists conclusive evidence that, whoever was responsible 

for organizing the Brussels Conference, it was not the 

United States: that fact is clearly demonstrated in the 

opening sentence of the invitation of the Belgian Govern

ment to the Brussels Conference. With regard to suggestions 

that the American delegation is playing a leading role in 

the Conference, it seemed entirely likely that an impression 

to that effect was being deliberately fostered by parties 

who conceive it to be in their own interest to promote the 

idea of American leadership. He thought it would be un
fortunate if the American Government were requested to

confirm the accuracy of the statements of its own officials, 

such as the statement issued by Mr. Sumner Welles on Novem
ber 2.
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ber 2. Further, if the Japanese Government wished, in spite 

of these considerations, to ascertain the position of the 

American Government, an approach by the Japanese Ambassador 

at Washington would excite undesirable conjecture and specu
lation.

Quite apart from the question of the relations of the 

American Government with the Brussels Conference, it seemed 

to Mr. Dooman that there were other circumstances which needed 

to be considered. It seemed that the rapidly developing mili

tary situation around Shanghai required that, if the Japan

ese Government, as stated by Mr. Yoshizawa, were willing to 
consult with the United States as a nation having important 

interests in the Far East, any great delay in initiating any 

such consultation might result in the loss of an opportunity 

for opening the way to peace. It seemed highly unlikely 

that General Chiang Kai-shek would be in any mood to consider 

peace if the Chinese Government were evicted from Nanking 

by the Japanese military forces. Mr. Yoshizawa agreed. 

He said that there was a further danger, and that was the 

possibility that radical elements in the Nanking Government 
might be able to assume a position of control, in which 

event any possibility of peace being negotiated would have 
to be abandoned. If the Chinese Government were to retreat

I
! from Nanking into the remote interior of China, the need 

for some Chinese authority to assume responsibility for 

the maintenance of order would bring about the organization 

of some sort of new regime; and there were several Chinese 
prepared
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prepared to organize such regimes. It was obvious, however, 

that no settlement reached with these regimes or, indeed, 
with any political figure in China other than Chiang Kai-shek 

could be regarded as a final settlement; and this view is 
being held by many important Japanese, including leading 
military officers.

Mr. Dooman said that he would report to the Ambassador 

the substance of the conversation which he had just had with 

Mr. Yoshizawa. It seemed to Mr. Dooman, and he would so in
form me, that the moment appeared to have come when I might 

usefully remind Mr. Hirota that he could confer with me in 

any situation in which he thought I might be helpful in bring

ing about the restoration of peace. Mr. Yoshizawa stated 

that he would, for his part, consult with his superiors, and 

that he would exchange views with Mr. Dooman the following 
morning.

Mr. Dooman immediately reported to me the substance of 

his conversation with Mr. Yoshizawa. He had hardly completed 

his report when the private secretary to the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs telephoned and requested me to call on Mr. 

Hirota at the official residence at 9.30 the following morning. 
I thereupon addressed to the Department my telegram No. 543, 

November 15, 7 p.m., suggesting that consideration be deferred 

of any plan to Implement the resolution drafted by the Brussels 
Conference. I called on Mr. Hirota on November 16 at half-past 
nine in the morning, at the official residence of the Foreign 

Minister. An extended account of our conversation was cabled 
to the Department (see my 544, November 16, 1 p.m.).

In
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in accordance with the Department’s instruction No. 

300, November 16, 8 p.m. I called this morning on the Min

ister for Foreign Affairs at his official residence and 

precisely carried out the Secretary’s directions. I read 

to him the text of the final paragraph of the declaration 

drawn up by the Brussels Conference and pointed out that 

nowhere in the declaration did the phrase ’’united action” 

appear. I remarked that the term "common attitude" is 

quite a different matter and I hoped that this clearing up 

of an erroneous impression would completely set at rest the 

fears which he had expressed to me the other day. Mr. Hirota 

assented.

I then said that in the message from Mr. Hull which he 

had asked me to communicate directly to Mr. Hirota it was 

made clear that there was not an atom of truth in any allega

tion that the initiative in convoking the Brussels Conference 

was taken by the United States. It is Mr. Hull’s understand

ing that neither the United States nor any other Power repre

sented at the Conference has gone farther than to assume its 

share of the common responsibility for an exchange of views 

concerning the situation in the Far East. I then once again 

spoke of the originally inaccurate press reports concerning 

Mr. Eden’s speech in the House of Commons and I also repeated 

to Mr.Welles’s statement to the press definitely correcting 

the misunderstanding. I said I feared that an effort was being 

made in various quarters to injure the relations between the 

United States and Japan by spreading rumors to the effect that 

the United States had not only taken the initiative in con

voking the Conference but is also taking active leadership in 

the
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the Conference, and I appealed to Mr. Hirota, on behalf of 

good relations between our countries, to do everything 

possible to counteract the effect of these rumors and to let 

the actual facts be known. Mr. Hirota said that he would 

take definite steps in that direction and that he would also 

convey to his colleagues what I had said to him.

I then read to Mr. Hirota Mr. Hull’s message concern

ing their mutual efforts to maintain and develop good rela

tions between our countries and Mr. Hull’s apprehension lest 

the present situation in the Far East would injure those re

lations. Mr. Hirota expressed great pleasure at this message 

and asked me to thank Mr. Hull for it. He asked if he might 

have the paper on which I had written the message but as the 

message had come in confidential code and would have to be 

paraphrased I said to Mr. Hirota that I would write him the 

message later on the plea that the paper in my hand was not 

sufficiently neat to leave with him.

Mr. Hirota then referred to our conversation the other 

day and said that reports are now coming in to him that 

Chiang Kai-shek and the Chinese Government are evacuating 
Nanking. He repeated that he felt this to be most unfor

tunate because if chaos should result it would mean an in

definite prolongation of the hostilities. He said **we 

want to talk with Chiang Kai-shek and this will now be 

very difficult." I merely inquired once again whether 

diplomatic channels between the two Governments are not 

still in existence to which Mr. Hirota smilingly assented 

but without comment.

I
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I had today an extended conversation with my British 
colleague (see my 549, November 18, 6 p.m. ) It will have been 

noted that Sir Robert Craigie had suggested that he be auth

orized to press the Japanese Foreign Office for a reply to 

certain questions which he had put to Mr. Horinouchi, the Vice 

Minister for Foreign Affairs, calculated to clarify the atti

tude of the Japanese Government toward any Anglo-American 

offer of good offices, if made. It seemed to me, in the 

light of the indications of Japanese attitude given us by 

Mr. Yoshizawa, that the procedure which Sir Robert was sug

gesting overlooked the holding of a discussion which the 

Japanese considered to be an essential preliminary to any 

official indication by them of departure from the formal 

Japanese attitude - that third countries could best promote 

peace by persuading the Chinese Government to enter into 

direct negotiations with the Japanese Government. It seemed 

to me, further, that it would be logical to assume that the 

Japanese would not answer frankly the hypothetical questions 

put to them by Sir Robert unless and until the British Govern

ment (or the American Government) were prepared itself to 

answer - and to answer in a sense which the Japanese Govern

ment would regard as satisfactory - the hypothetical question; 

Would the offer of good offices be made by the British Govern

ment (or the American Government) within the framework of a 

system of collective security or as independent agents? 
Sir Robert’s response to those thoughts was that he expected 

that the Japanese Government would realize the difficulty
that
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that the British Government would have in stating, in 

advance of some Japanese manifestation of a spirit of 

receptiveness to an offer of good offices, that the offer 

would be made by the British Government independently of 

the League of Nations or of the other Powers party to the 

Nine-Power Treaty. He thought it possible, however, that 

the Japanese Government might make a point of this question, 

and he said that he would express to his Government the 

hope that it would not emphasize the principle of peace 

by collective action even at the cost of ruling out peace 

by negotiation outside the Brussels Conference.

710
EHD:C

Copy to -Mnba-sador Johnson.
" " Peiping.
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n. >.c.rL (»<• AMERICAN EMBASSY
.T_ osni DIVISION UrNo. 2671. cOMMUNlCATIONSokyo, November 26, 1937.
SUBJECT: RECOMMENDATION^^MADE^AND STEPS TAKEN BY THE 

AMERICAN EMBASSY AND STEPS TAKEN BY THE 
BRITISH EMBASSY IN TOKYO WITH RESPECT TO 
THE SINO-JAPANESE CONFLICT.

The Honorable
The Secretary of State

Washington
Sir:

With reference to my despatch No. 2665 Of November 13,
1937, I have the honor to enclose outlines prepared by a 
member of my staff on the following subjects:

I. Recommendations made and steps taken by the 
American Embassy in Tokyo with respect to the 
Slno-Japanese conflict from November 12 to 
November 25, 1937, inclusive.

II. Steps taken by the British Embassy in Tokyo 
with respect to the Sino-Japanese conflict 
from November 12 to November 25, 1937, inclusive 
(so far as known to this Embassy).

Respectfully your^y

ïÀclosures: 
y as listed. 
710.
GDA:mg

Joseph C. Grew.
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch 
No. 2671 of November 26, 1937, 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION I — RECOMMENDATIONS MADE AND STEPS TAKEN BY THE 
AMERICAN EMBASSY IN TOKYO WITH RESPECT TO 
THE SINO-JAPANESE CONFLICT FROM NOVEMBER 12 
TO NOVEMBER 25, 1937, INCLUSIVE. 

/

As reported to the Department in the Embassy’s telegram 
No. 537 of November 12, on the evening of November 11 the 
Embassy received the Foreign Office’s reply to its repre
sentations of October 30 concerning the bombing by Japanese 
airplanes on October.29 of the Methodist Episcopal Mission 
at Sungkiang. The Foreign Office’s note stated that the 
Japanese forces, in carrying out their bombing of the 
Sungkiang area, were duly heedful of foreign rights and 
interests but had at the time no data concerning the loca
tion of the property of the American church in the area; 
that, for the sake of safety, flying at a very low altitude 
had to be avoided in the vicinity of the area occupied by 
the Chinese forces; that on this account the Japanese forces 
were unable to recognize the markings of the Mission; that 
the incident was very sincerely regretted but that it was 
clear that it was wholly due to a mistake; that the Japanese 
Government would exert its best efforts not to repeat such 
actions; and that the Japanese Government was ready to give 
adequate consideration in regard to the damages sustained by 

the Mission.
Following a request from the Consulate General at Shanghai, 

on November 12 the Embassy addressed a memorandum to the 
Foreign Office stating that according to information just 
received, the property of the American Church Mission at Sung
kiang had been bombed and destroyed by Japanese airplanes on 
November 2, and protesting against an unwarrantable attack
which exposed to grave danger the lives of Americans and other 

non-combatants
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non-combatants and inflicted damage upon a humanitarian 
establishment. (Telegram to the Department from the Con

sulate General at Shanghai No. 959, November 11, and Em
bassy’s telegram No. 534 of November 12, 1937).

A telegram from the Embassy at Nanking stated that, 
according to information furnished by the Rev. H. A. McNulty, 
Chairman of the Soochow International Relief Committee, the 

Japanese military through notices dropped from planes had 

warned Soochow. that after November 13 they would bomb that 
city indiscriminately. The Embassy at Nanking reported fur

ther that Soochow was filled with civilian population and 
civilian refugees. Nanking’s telegram, which was repeated 
to Shanghai and Tokyo, requested that Mr. Gauss and Admiral 
Yarnell get in touch with the Japanese Embassy and military 
and see whether anything could be done to prevent such a 
disaster, or at least to give time for some arrangement to 

be made between the Japanese and Chinese military for a 
mutually agreed upon safe area for refugees to be taken to. 
On November 13 the Embassy made representations to the Foreign 
Office in the sense of the above-mentioned telegram. (Tele

gram from the Embassy at Nanking No. 907, November 12, and 
Embassy’s telegram No. 539, November 13, 1937).

Pursuant to the Department’s instructions, the Embassy 
addressed a memorandum to the Foreign Office on November 19 

stating that, according to information received by the Embassy, 
buildings of the American Church Mission at Wusih, marked 
clearly with American flags on the roofs, had been bombed on 
November 12 by Japanese planes, and protesting against an 
unwarrantable attack which had exposed to grave danger the 
lives of Americans and other non-combatants and might have 
inflicted damaée upon a humanitarian establishment. (Tele

gram from the Embassy at Nanking No. 908, November 12, 
Department’s telegram No. 301, November 18, and Embassy’s 
telegram No. 552, November 19, 1937).

On
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On November 17 the spokesman of the Japanese Foreign 
Office informed press representatives that the Shanghai 

newspaper correspondents, in attributing to General Matsui, 
Commander of the Japanese forces in the Shanghai area, the 
statement that Japan might occupy the International Settle
ment, had not correctly quoted the General. (Embassy’s 
telegram No. 547, November 17). Pursuant to the Department 

instructions, on November 20 the Embassy made an informal 
approach to the Japanese Foreign Office, referring to the 

Foreign Office spokesman’s statement of November 17 and 
expressing confident hope that the Japanese Government had 

no intention of taking any action prejudicial to foreign 

rights and interests in the International Settlement at 
Shanghai or in disregard of the alministrative functions and 
recognized responsibilities of the Settlement authorities. 

(Department’s telegram No. 303, November 18, and Embassy’s % 
telegram No. 558, November 20, 1937).
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STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION II - STEPS TAKEN BY THE BRITISH EMBASSY IN TOKYO 
WITH RESPECT TO THE SINO-JAPANESE CONFLICT 
FROM NOVEMBER 12 TO NOVEMBER 25, 1937, INCLUSIVE 
(SO FAR AS KNOW TO THE AMERICAN EMBASSY).

According to information furnished by the British Embassy, 
on November 19 the Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs told the 
British Ambassador that the Japanese representatives at 
Shanghai had been instructed to discuss the question of the 
Shanghai Customs with the local authorities in a conciliatory 
spirit.

Acting under his Government’s instructions, on November 
22 the British Ambassador addressed to the Vice Minister a 
note requesting that instructions be sent to Shanghai by the 
Japanese Government to insure that Mr. Okazakf would collaborate 

fully with Mr. Hall-Patch, Financial Attaché of the British 
Embassy at Nanking, who had been authorized by the British 
Government to arrange a basis of settlement of the Customs 

issue.
The British Ambassador’s note of November 22 invited the 

Vice Minister's attention to a report received from the 
British Consul General at Shanghai to the effect that the 
Japanese naval authorities had seized the customs preventive 
fleet in Shanghai. In addition, with reference to a report 
that the Japanese naval authorities had seized a large 
dredger of the Whangpoo Conservancy Board, the note expressed 
the British Government’s hope that the Japanese Government 
would send instructions for the dredger to be released, in 
view of the importance to international shipping interests 
of a deep channel for seagoing vessels calling at Shanghai. 
The British Ambassador added that in the present circum
stances the maintenance of such a channel could be of no 
military assistance to China as against Japan.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

December 20, 1937

Tokyo’s despatch no. 2678, November 29, 
1937, confirms the establishment of Imperial 
Headquarters previously reported by the 
Embassy, and transmits a translation of the 
ordinance promulgated on November 17, 1937 
In this connection.

The ordinance is brief and provides for 
the establishment of a supreme command for the 
prosecution of hostilities “In time of war or 
when necessitated by incident". The chief of 
staff and the chief of the naval general 
staff are charged with the formulation of 
plans for the coordination of military and 
naval operations.

No conspicuous change in the conduct of 
the hostilities in China is seen as a result 
of the establishment of Imperial Headquarters. 
Further, the question of a declaration of 
war against China appears not to be affected 
by this event.

The Embassy's despatch makes clear that 
the Japanese Navy has favored and the Army

opposed
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ppposed a declaration of war, the latter 
“true to its persistent principle that the 
use of Japanese arms in Manchuria and In 
China over the past six years has not been 
war". The difference of view between the 
Army and the Navy on a declaration of war 
Is reported to/«^introduced an * internal 
political issue11: supporters of the Navy's 
view on the one side and of the Army's view 
on the other.

FE:LD3:VIC:SS
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AMERICAN EMBASSY

Tokyo, November 29, 1937.
No. 2678.

SUBJECT: DEPEEIAL HEADQUARTERS.

o 
c>

iOVZt MX

V
The Honorable

The Secretary of State,

Washington.

793.94/1/675
 

F/FG

Sir:
In reference to despatch No. 2657, November 10, 1937, 

and the Embassy’s telegram No. 561 November 23, 3 p.m. 

with regard to the establishment of Imperial Headquarters, 
1/ I have the honor to transmit herewith the Embassy’s trans

lation of the ordinance promulgated under date of November 17, 

1937, for the establishment of Imperial Headquarters.
This to t 

to

4
1
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This ordinance, in three brief articles, provides for 

the establishment of a supreme command for the prosecution of 

hostilities in time of war or ■when necessitated by incident. 

The chief of staff and the chief of the naval general staff 

are charged with the formulation of plans and the coordination 

of military and naval operations. Provision is made for the 

setting up of detailed regulations in separate form. Such 
separate regulations have not been made public.

Imperial Headquarters commenced functioning on November 20 
At that time a statement was issued (Embassy’s telegram No. 561 
November 23, 3 p.m.) explaining that the new institution is 

simply a supreme command for the exercise of the Emperor’s 

authority over the army and the navy, that the division of 

functions and responsibilities as between the military and 
the civilian Government remains unaffected and that members 

of the Cabinet are not to be assigned to Imperial Headquarters 

although they will on occasion be invited to confer.

No conspicuous change in the conduct of the hostilities 

in China in consequence of the establishment of Imperial 

Headquarters has so far been observable.

The question of whether or not Japan will declare war 

against China appears not to be affected by the establish

ment of Imperial Headquarters.
In despatch No. 2657, November 10, 1937, the Embassy 

expressed the view that Imperial Headquarters as a centralized 

command for the conduct of hostilities in China would be 

carried out regardless of a declaration of war, and this has 

proved correct. Some discussion of the possibility of an 

impending declaration of war is nevertheless still heard.
It
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It is believed that the navy generally favors a declaration 

of war as making easier the enforcement of a stricter blockade 

of China, and that the army continues opposed to a declara

tion of war, true to its persistent principle that the use of 

Japanese arms in Manchuria and in China over the past six 

years has not been war. The Premier in an important inter
view on November 26 (as reported in the ASAHI, November 27) 

frankly stated that a declaration of war has been carefully 

considered by the authorities and that for the time being 

decision opposed to that action has been arrived at. In view 

of the already demonstrated Japanese willingness to take, 

without declaring war, armed and other action usually asso

ciated only with war, it is difficult to see why any further 

action which may now be contemplated by Japan should make 

a declaration of war inevitable. Japan has set new precedents 

in the scope of actions in undeclared war and can hardly be 

concerned at this stage with legalistic arguments if she 

contemplates a further extension of new precedents. But 

an internal political issue has now been introduced by the 

division of opinion on the argument: the navy group favor

ing a declaration of war, the army group opposed.
Respectfully yours,

Joseph C. Grew.

800
CC:C /
Enclosure:

1. Embassy’s translation of Military 
Ordinance No. 1, November 17, 1937.
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch 
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Translation by the American Embassy, Tokyo, of Japanese text 
as printed in the KAMPO, Japanese official gazette, issue of 
November 18, 1937, page 478.
CC:C

The Imperial Headquarters ordinance is hereby promulgated 
and ordered to be enforced:

Imperial Signed Manual 
November 17, 1937.

Countersigned by: Admiral Mitsumasa Yonai, 
Minister of the Navy, 

General Hajime Sugiyama, 
Minister of War.

Military Ordinance No. 1.

Imperial Headquarters,Ordinance.

Article 1. Under the supreme authority of the Emperor 

there shall be set up a supreme command and it shall be 

designated the Imperial Headquarters.

Imperial Headquarters shall be set up in time of war 

or as may be necessitated by any incident.
Article 2. The chief of staff and the chief of the 

naval general staff, as heads of their respective staffs, 

shall perform headquarters functions, shall formulate plans, 
<5- 

and, with a successful conclusion as object, shall coordinate 

action by the army and navy.
Article 3. Organization and duties shall be determined 

by separate regulations.
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Tokyo’s 2680, November 29, 1937 - 
"Pamphlet Distributed with the Compliments 
of the Premier".

-- The attached despatch transmits a copy 
* of the pamphlet entitled "Plea for Peace and 

w Conciliation", which Wilfred Fleisher com
mented upon in an article in the New York 
Herald Tribune on November 23. The author 
of the pamphlet is Mr. Shun Akimoto, formerly 
a writer of signed articles for the Japan 
Advertiser. According to the last named 
newspaper, the author is a friend of the 
Premier and the pamphlet expresses the views 
of the Premier.

Wilfred Fleisher’s article opened with 
the following sentence: "That Japan’s politi
cal idea is to establish a United States of 
Asia is the argument advanced by a pamphlet 

r being distributed to foreign correspondents 
’with the compliments* of Premier Prince 
Fumimaro Konoye". This opening sentence 
gives a misleading impression of the con
tents of the pamphlet; the idea expressed in 
the opening sentence is itself incidental. 
(See page 11 of the pamphlet) The contents 
of the pamphlet are, according to the Embassy, 
"fatuous and commonplace" and "hardly worth 
noting". For a brief summary of the pamphlet, 
see page 3 of the despatch.

FE:J1J:SMJ
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No. 2680
SUBJECT :

THE Ft^EIGN SERVICE 

OE^rTwNi’■: ,'?Tt ™
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

1957 DEC ié PM 2 30
AMERICAN EMBASSY

DIVISION OF , „COMMUN'!/ IlWyo, November 29, 1937.

PAMPHLET THE COMPLIMENTS OF THE PPFWTEP,

Sir:
! The Department’s telegram 314/ November 24, 5 p.m.

1/ instructed the Embassy to endeavor to obtain and forward 
to the Department, with the Embassy’s comment, copy of a 

pamphlet which was referred to in a NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE 
article by Wilfrid Fleisher under Tokyo date line of

CD 
CM•
(0

CD

O)

November 23. The first sentence of Fleisher’s article
| stated: "That Japan’s political idea is to establish a

United States of Asia is the argument advanced by a 
pamphlet being distributed to foreign correspondents ’with

| the compliments* of Premier Prince Fumimaro Konoye." i

rg I
The pamphlet upon which Mr. Fleisher based his article |

is a pamphlet in English which has had fairly wide distri- ?'f
5g 

bution to foreign correspondents and other foreign repre-
sentatives. One came, in fact, to me. The envelope’ in |

which '*f ■
- ... ..... .... -• T.-TOŒftû. -»i:« ---------- - -- - « ■ .. '
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which the pamphlet was received bears a printed letter
head reading "Premier's Official Residence, Nagato-cho, 
Tokyo, Japan". Inside the front cover of the pamphlet 
a printed tab is pasted reading, "With the compliments 

ÎC
of Prince Fumimaro Konoye, Premier’s Official Residence, 

! Nagato-cho, Tokyo." The pamphlet bears no statement of 
name and address of publisher, which is contrary to 
Japanese law. The title of the pamphlet is PLEA FOR

: PEACE AND CONCILIATION. It is dated Tokyo, November 3, 
1937 and the author is put down as "Fuko-an" (an obvious 

Î pen-name). The Embassy has ascertained that the actual 

author is Mr. Shun Akimoto, formerly a writer of signed
v ( articles for the JAPAN ADVERTISER. The envelope in whichI

} the pamphlet came to Mr. Fleisher bore the words, penned 

beneath the printed letterhead, "Per S. Akimoto".
2/ The JAPAN ADVERTISER ran a story about the pamphlet.

Before doing so, and by way of authenticating the document, 
the paper telephoned to the press bureau of the Foreign 
Office to ask about it. The press bureau had no information, 
but undertook to inquire of the Premier’s office. Some 
minutes later the press bureau telephoned back to the 
JAPAN ADVERTISER to state that permission had been given 
to distribute the pamphlet "with the compliments" of the 
Premier, tha^X^Mà^ga^ritten by one of the Premier’s 
friends, and that the views of the Premier are expressed 
in it.

Following receipt of the Department’s telegram the 
Embassy exhibited to an official in the Foreign Office a 
copy of the pamphlet and asked for information with regard 
to its origin. The official of the Foreign Office had not

before
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before seen it end had to make inquiries before replying. 
He later informed the Embassy, informally and in confidence, 

that no record with regard .to ...the pamphlet is on file at ---------------- - ■ ......—.................
the Premier’s office, and that it is supposed by his staff 

that the publication was simply the result of some informal 
consent given orally by the Premier to Mr. Akimoto. It 

hardly need be added that both the Foreign Office and 

officials of the Premier’s staff were annoyed at this 
irregular procedure.

Tjie contents of the pamphlet are. like the contents of 

many other pamphlets which are now flooding Japan on account 
of the incident in China, hardly worth noting. The contents 

are fatuous and commonplace, and the aspect which was 
featured by Mr. Fleisher in his article are incidental to 

other points. The argument is not closely reasoned: Every
where nations are rearming; discontent and a desire for 
parity have superseded the idea of peace; the Japanese are 

by nature religious and have always responded enthusiastically 
to the introduction of religions from abroad; fear of godless
ness is at the base of Japan’s attitude toward the Soviet 
Union; it is Chinese hostility which dragged Japan (who hates 
war) into the armed clash in China; Japan, deeply religious, 

must take this stand against the godless influence of the 

Soviet Union; a united states of Asia is Japan’s wish, and 
the friendly cooperation of China is ardently desired; such 
cooperation would make for the peace not only of Asia but 
of the world.

Except for the attention given it by the JAPAN ADVERTISES 

and
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and by Lip. Fleisher in the capacity of newspaper 

correspondent, other note of this pamphlet has not come 
to the attention of the Embassy.

~ Respectfully yours,

Joseph C. Grew

Enclosures.
1/ Pamphlet, ELEA FOE PEACE AND CONCILIATION. (One 

copy only sent.)
2/ Clipping, U.S. of Asia Given as Ideal of Japan 

JAPAN ADVERTISER, November 23, 1937.
710.
CO :v
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Enclosure No.^L to despatch 
No.2£fJ dated November 1937. 
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The Japan Advertiser.

Tokyo, Tuesday, November S3, 1937.

U.S. OF ASIA GIVEN 
AS IDEAL OF JAPAN

Pamphlet Distributed With Pre- 
I mier’s Compliments Assails

Scramble for Parity

SPIRITUAL PANACEA URGED

China Said Dancing to Music 
of Element in U.S.S.R.

That Hates Religion

Japan’s political ideal “is to estab-, 
iish a United States of Asia after the 
nanner of the United States of Eu
rope dreamed of by the late Mr. 

: (Aristide) Briand,’’ states a pamphlet 
I titled P’ea for Peace and Conciliation 
j by “Fuko-An,” apparently a pseu- 
' donym, copies of which have been 
, distributed among foreign newspaper 
correspondents here “with the compli
ments of Prince Fumimaro Konoe.” 
Contrary to the usual practice requir
ed by law, no indication is given of 
who had the pamphlet printed.

Inquiry in official quarters yielded 
the information that the pamphlet was 
written by a personal friend of the 
Premier and accords in general with 
his views.

Seventeen years ago, every man, 
woman and child in the* world re
joiced over the end of the World War 
and told one another that never again 
would they fight. But today there is 
fighting, the pamphlet points out.

“Discontent is at the root of it all,” 
it continues. “Not satisfied with what 
we have, or instead of trying to make 
the most of what we possess, we want 
to get as much as we possibly can. 
Thus every nation at all strong or 
ambitious is crying for ‘parity’ against 
some country which, it thinks, posses
ses more than a fair share of this 
world’s good. The United States wants 
parity with Great Britain; Germany 
wants parity with France; Italy wants 
parity wth England, and so forth. In 
the Far East, China is now actually 
fighting for parity with Japan.

Satisfaction Difficult
“This scramble for parity must Pe 

arrested, or there will be no end to 
war and preparations for war. But 
nations are like men in that their 
wants are illimitable. The more they 
have, the more they crave. Will Italy, 
who declares that her land appetite 
has been ‘satisfied’ with the recent an
nexation of Ethiopia, rest content with 
that? No, she is now clamoring for 
‘our ocean,’ and it is a question how 
long even het sense of land-satisfac
tion will last. So it will be with 
Germany now screaming for the re
turn of her old colonies.”

The writer offers as the only solu
tion for all this “contentment of a 
spiritual order such as religion may 
generate in the bosoms of devout 
persons.” For Japan, he makes the 
claim that “no people have ever brea
thed on earth who are intrinsically 
more religious-minded.” Thus he 
thinks it natural that “there should be 
something real and poignant in the 
Japanese fear and apprehension for 
that political State which denies all 
religions and glories in the state of 
godlessness and which is dedicated to- 
the worship of physical power and 
material greatness, and which, more
over, makes it part of its declared 
national policy to convert the rest of 
the world to its own doctrines.”

Commenting on Nicolai Lenin’s com
parison of religion to opium, “Fuko- 
An” sees no objection and says “to 
destroy this spiritual comfort—religion 
—to which all men, rich and poor, wise 
and otherwise, have easy access, would 
seem to me very hard and unkind, 1 
and destructive of half the human bliss 
lo which mankind seems to be en- j 
itled.”

Fraternization Impossible
He hopes “that the day will come 

soon when the people of our dear res
pected neighbor, Soviet Russia, may 
regain their God * * * but while the 
craze of unreason and wanton per
secution rages, we cannot fraternize 
with that element or faction which is 
so antagonistic to what our national 
traditions hold as most sacred and in- 

| violable.”
Love of peace is a marked charac

teristic of a religious community, says 
the writer. Japan loves peace. The 

■ hostilities in China were “caused by a 
' little spark, as it were, falling on the 
; smouldering cinders of mutual fear 
and distrust.”

“We came to blows because we were 
driven to it by the spur of a force 
working outside us and in spite of 
ourselves,” he continues. “As the twar 
proceeds, we realize with increasing 
clearness that our poor enemy are only 
dancing their death dance to the music 
of hate and war being played in the 
unseen background. There is every 
evidence to identify this invisible 
piper with that element in the Soviet 
Union which distinguishes itself' from 
the rest of the Russians by its relent
less hate of religion and its fierce apo
theosis of matter and force. We are 
fighting in order to make the Chinese 
realize the presence between us of the 

J common foe, and so direct our con
certed energy against this treacherous 
enemy instead of against one another.” j

In conclusion, “Fuko-An” says that j 
Japan has before it the ideal of a I 
United States of Asia as'“the first ne
cessary step toward the realization of 
that larger ideal Which has been ex
pressed in the oft-quoted phrase: ‘The 
Parliament of man, the Federation of 
the world.’ ”
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PLEA FOR PEACE AND 
CONCILIATION

By Fuko'AN

Those who have visited Japan may remember the 
famous figures of Three Monkeys at Nikko, represent" 
ing the old precept: “See not, hear not, speak not!” 
They symbolize the three emotional tendencies of men, 
namely, to weep, to laugh, to anger. They illustrate 
also three types of men. We know how in life the 
same incident affects different persons in different 
manners—some take a serious, others a humorous and 
yet others a pessimistic view of it.

This rule holds true about this strange world we 
inhabit. The ruling passion today would seem to be 
that of an angry monkey glaring at you with a ferocious 
look of hostility. There is no disarming look of geniality 
in the honorable countenance of Reichsfuehrer Adolf 
Hitler, Premier Benito Mussolini, Mr. Josef Stalin, Mr. 
Neville Chamberlain, or, for that matter, General 
Chiang KaPshek or even our own Premier Konoye. 
And we all know both the cause and the effect of it 
are being dramatically exhibited in the armed conflicts 
now raging in Spain, North China, Shanghai and else" 
where. There is apparently no immediate sign of these 
great men recovering their happy look or of the armed 
conflict ceasing. As for the spectators who were, not 
so long ago, cheerfully discussing disarmament and 
peace, they have not only begun to talk about réarma'
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ment and possible wars, but have already decided to 
re-arm and to compete one with another in intensive 
armament construction. They have discarded the post' 
war faith, “armaments tend to cause the wars which 
they are meant to prevent,” but openly declare the 
opposite doctrine, “armaments are cheaper than actual 
war and rearmament is the only practical key to 
security and peace.”

THE CAUSE OF THE DISCONTENT

What is the cause of all this? Why such complete 
and sudden change? It was only 17 years ago when 
every man, woman and child in the world rejoiced 
over the end of the world war and sang the joyous 
song of peace, saying to one another: “Never again 
—never will we fight again!” The nations, large and 
small, swore to seek the peaceful solution of inter' 
national problems by signing numerous treaties and 
pacts. They drank to one another’s long life in the 
perennial reign of peace and good will. What, then, 
has brought all this dreadful change in national mood 
and international action?

Discontent is at the root of it all. Not satisfied with 
what we have, or instead of trying to make the most 
of what we possess, we want to get as much as we 
possibly can. Thus every nation at all strong or am' 
bitious is crying for “parity” against some country 
which, it thinks, possesses more than a fair share of this 
world’s goods. The United States wants parity with 
Great Britain; Germany wants parity with France; 
Italy wants parity with England, and so forth. In the

c •

Far East China is now actually fighting for parity with 
Japan.

This scramble for parity must be arrested, or there 
will be no end to war and preparations for war. But 
nations are like men in that their wants are illimitable. 
The more they have the more they crave. Will Italy, 
who declares that her land appetite has been “satisfied” 
with the recent annexation of Ethiopia, rest content 
with that? No, she is now clamouring for “our ocean,” 
and it is a question how long even her sense of land' 
satisfaction will last. So it will be with Germany now 
screaming for the return of her old colonies. It is the 
common British view that Germany would never be 
satisfied, for if she had one colony returned to her, she 
would immediately cry for another and so forth. So 
there will be no end to our craving for more unless 
we have contentment of a spiritual order such as 
religion may generate in the bosoms of devout persons. 
As long as the nations remain in the grip of materialism 
or crass self'seeking, so long will there be no end to 
their lust for land and sea conquest. Here then is the 
need of religion alike for individuals and nations.

HOW BUDDHISM CAME TO JAPAN

Now I must say something about the religious life 
of Japan both as a nation and individual people, for 
this is the aspect of Dai'Nippon least understood by 
foreigners. People of Christendom are in the habit of 
regarding all people outside it as heathen, bereft of all 
religious sentiment. This is a great illusion. No people 
have ever breathed on earth who are intrinsically more

( 2 ) ( 3 )
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religious'minded than the Japanese. To recount briefly 
the religious history of Japan: It was in the sixth 
century, to be exact, in a.d. 552, (in the 13th year of 
the reign of Emperor Kinmei) that Buddhism was first 
brought to Japan from the Kingdom of Kudara, and 
in less than a century, that is, in 621 a.d. in the height 
of Empress Suiko's happy reign, assisted by the great 
Shotoku Taishi, Buddhism had already become "‘the 
established religion of Japan.” Another century, and 
Japan had gained the zenith of glory and the flower of 
art and culture, founded on the doctrines of the Lotus. 
You will see in the city of Nara today many wonder- 
ful monuments of Buddhist Nara of the eighth century, 
such as Daibutsu and Shosoin. At first the impact of 
Buddhism on the native faith of Shinto (the Way 
of the Gods) caused great friction, and for a brief 
period even a military clash between their respective 
champions, i.e., the Sogas on the one hand and the 
Mononobes and the Nakatomis on the other. But 
once the initial conflict was over, perfect unity was 
effected between the two religions. The Nakatomis, 
the hereditary champions of Shinto, became zealous 
defenders of Buddhism, and a species of Buddhified 
Shintoism was developed under the name of Ryobu 
Shinto.

CHRISTIANITY IN JAPAN

Later, in the 16th century, Japan was caught by 
another religion. The arrival of Francis Xavier at 
Kagoshima in August of 1549 marked an epoch in the 
religious history of medieval Japan. Hardly had half 

a century passed after Xavier's arrival before 300,000 
Japanese had been converted to Christianity. They 
included some of the greatest rulers of the land, and 
all the greatest names in Kyushu. Had it not been 
for the discovery of the alleged political designs of 
some European nations on Japanese sovereignty, it 
would be easy to imagine that Japan would have be
come one of the foremost Christian nations in the 
world and would have been spared the fate of national 
isolation for nearly three centuries. The other religions 
also suffered. However, with the dawn of the Meiji 
Restoration in 1868, marked by the release of long- 
confined native energy, Christianity was restored to 
Japan, and the progress it has since made under the 
protection of the Constitution which guarantees perfect 
freedom of faith, is little short of the miraculous. It 
will be no exaggeration to say that there is today 
hardly an educated Japanese but is acquainted with and 
deeply in sympathy with the humanitarian principles 
of Jesus Christ, and that in spirit, if not in name, Japan 
is one of the most Christian nations on earth. With 
the progress of Christianity in the new era of en
lightened regime, Buddhism and Shintoism kept pace, 
and indeed Japan proves herself a congenial home for 
all the religious faiths on earth, just as England is said 
to provide a welcome shelter for all political refugees 
who may flee to it for protection.

JAPAN'S FEAR OF GODLESSNESS

In short, Japan is an intensely religious-minded 
nation. Reverence for the Mikado, the first quality

( 4 ) ( 5 )
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that goes to make the Japanese people, is nothing less 
than a religious sentiment, and the Government of 
Japan may be described as a form of religious practice, 
called “Matsurigoto" in Japanese, in which the Emperor 
reigns (does not directly attend to the administrative 
detail) in the name of the gods and Imperial ancestors. 
Ministers of State in ancient days were regarded as 
high priests, and like the Jewish prophets they were 
the “middle men” between gods and people. By the 
way, our present Premier, Prince Fumimaro Konoye, 
represents one of the original Nakatomis who in 669 
a.d. were honored with the famous family-name of 
Fujiwara, now branched into the five princely families 
of Konoye, Takatsukasa, Kujo, Nijo and Ichijo.

Is it any wonder then that there should be some'
thing real and poignant in the Japanese fear and appre- 
hension for that political state which denies all religions 
and glories in the state of god-lessness and which is 
dedicated to the worship of physical power and material 
greatness, and which, moreover, makes it part of its 
declared national policy to convert the rest of the 
world to its own doctrines?

IS RELIGION OPIUM?

The late Mr. Lenin, the deified father of Soviet 
Russia, was quoted as having declared religion was 
nothing but opium, paralyzing the human mind with 
soothing delusions. I personally have not experienced 
the taste or after-effect of opium, but judging from the 
accounts of those who have, like those of the English 
author, Thomas De Quincey, it would seem that opium

PLEA FOR PEACE AND CONCILIATION

gives its devotees a pleasurable sensation which it is 
impossible to compare with any other earthly bliss 
imaginable. Some have gone so far as to declare that 
it brings to the mind a veritable illusion of heaven on 
earth. If so, I, for one, can see no reason why religion 
should not be compared with opium, the one acting 
on the soul much in the same way as opium is on the 
body. To the majority of insignificant human beings, 
such as we are, doomed to a short and uncertain span 
here below, the solace of religion is indispensable. To 
destroy this spiritual comfort—religion—to which all 
men, rich and poor, wise and otherwise, have easy 
access, would seem to me extremely cruel, and destruc' 
tive of half the human bliss to which mankind seems to 
be entitled.

GERMANY AND ITALY

However, I understand that the Russian people, if 
not the present Russian rulers, are now gradually 
returning to the old religious ways of thinking. I 
earnestly hope and pray that the day will come soon 
when the people of our esteemed neighbor, the Soviet 
Union, may regain their God and the freedom to 
worship Him in the open synagogues as in the days 
of religious freedom. We know that a great political 
upheaval often involves the discrediting, even the dis
establishment, of a religion identified with the old 
regime. At the time of our Restoration, for instance, 
Buddhism was for a while terribly discredited, many of 
its temples and monuments being destroyed by fanatic 
reactionaries against the Tokugawa regime. Some of

( 6 ) ( 7 )
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the old observances and customs were also officially 
"discontinued,” but only to be revived with the return 
of normalcy. Thus in the long run abnormal political 
aberrations will right themselves according to rules of 
reason and humanity, but while the craze of unreason 
and wanton persecution rages, we cannot fraternize 
with that element or faction which is so antagonistic 
to what our national traditions hold as most sacred and 
inviolable, be it in the Soviet Union, China or any other 
country, east or west. Hence it is we are being drawn 
towards such countries as Germany and Italy whose 
abhorrence of Bolshevism is as great as ours.

POETRY OF PEACE

One marked characteristic of a religious community 
is love of peace and hatred of fighting. Because they 
believe God is a friend of the poor, the weak and 
lowly, which is the alhpervading idea of the Old Bible 
and the New Testament as well as of the Buddhist 
sutras, all those who sincerely believe in religion of 
whatever kind are the natural enemy of tyrants and 
oppressors of the poor and weak. So if they fight at 
all, they do so as a rule in self defense or in the defense 
of the poor and weak against their oppressors. This 
is one of our oldest and most cherished spiritual in' 
heritances. Of the numerous poetical and artistic 
expressions of this deeply religious anti'war sentiment 
I shall quote the following famous poem from the 
eighth'century Manyoshu anthology.

ole

Arasoye ba Let’s cease quarrelling,
Kami mo ni\u masu Or the gods will be wroth.

Yoshie y oshi Be it as it may:
Yosofuru \imi ga You who pretend love for me 

\ara nafyni I don’t quite dislike—I own.

It is a love verse expressive of the somewhat complex 
sentiment of a woman who suspects that her lover 
does not love her as much as she would like him to 
love her, but who, however, loves him too much to 
let him go. If translated into political language, it 
might be interpreted as follows: “I will not fight with 
you because it will be displeasing in the sight of the 
gods, so I shall content myself by regarding you as a 
friend, though you might have in your heart a senti' 
ment not altogether friendly to me.” The poem is 
often quoted to illustrate the typical sentiment of the 
highly polished people of the eighth'century Yamato 
whose love of peace and fear of fighting was only 
equalled by their fervent loyalty to the throne and 
their bravery once they were called to defend their 
country against invaders.

WHY WE FIGHT

Why then is there this armed clash in North China 
and in Shanghai? I am not here to refute the petty 
anti'Japanese propaganda constantly broadcast by 
our would'be adversaries or their champions. I am con' 
cerned only with the fundamentals. Anyone who has 
followed the events since the outbreak of hostilities on 
July 7th, in the light of the recent Far Eastern politics, 
will realize that the combat was caused by a little
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spark, as it were, falling on the smouldering cinders of 
mutual fear and distrust. What must appear a great 
anomaly in the present conflict is the total absence of 
personal hate for China, or the Chinese people, in the 
minds of the Japanese at the front or at home. It has 
been said over and over again that this combat is being 
waged to dispel Chinese misunderstanding and to pro' 
mote Sinojapanese friendship so as to bring peace and 
prosperity in East Asia. It sounds paradoxical in the 
face of the fierce fighting going on, and Japan may be 
charged with arrant hypocrisy.

But pause for a moment and reflect if it is possible 
for Japan to live in prosperity, even in peace, if China 
remains hostile to Japan. Nor can China thrive with' 
out Japan’s friendship or good will. Friendly rela' 
tions are essential to the existence of Japan and China. 
It has been so in the past, so will it be always. We 
came to blows because we were driven to it by the 
spur of a force working outside us and in spite of our 
selves. As the war proceeds, we realize with increasing 
clearness that our poor enemy are only dancing their 
death dance to the music of hate and war being played 
in the unseen background. There is every evidence 
to identify this invisible piper with that element in the 
Soviet Union which distinguishes itself from the rest 
of the Russians by its relentless hate of religion and 
its fierce apotheosis of matter and force. We are 
fighting in order to make the Chinese realize the pre' 
sence between us of the common foe, and so direct our 
concerted energy against this treacherous enemy instead 
of against one another.

WORLD PEACE OUR AIM

So we appeal to the nations looking on to make a 
penetrating survey of the scene and do all they can 
to bring the conflict to the earliest conclusion, or, what 
is better, to refrain from doing anything likely to pro' 
long the tragic situation. Our political ideal is to 
establish a United States of Asia after the manner 
of the United States of Europe dreamed of by the 
late M. Briand. Though a distant dream at the present
stage of progress, it is bound to come true some day. 
That is our strong faith. A lesser United States of 
Asia is already springing up in such regions as Korea, 
Formosa or in the new Empire of Manchukuo, where 
half a dozen different Asiatic races of men are living 
in perfect harmony and in fruitful cooperation. In the 
great commonwealth of Asiatic nations we are dream' 
ing of the nations might differ from one another in 
race and polity, in manners and customs or in cultural 
inheritances, but that would not prevent our being 
united in the common traditions of honor, justice and 
equity. This would be the first necessary step towards 
the realization of that larger ideal which has been ex' 
pressed in the oft'quoted phrase: “The Parliament of 
man, the Federation of the world.”

So I appeal to the conscience of the whole world, 
including our esteemed neighbors, the Chinese, with 
whom our nation is now unfortunately entangled in 
armed conflict, and the people of the Soviet Union, 
to exert its most humane and serious efforts in bringing 
about a speedy and peaceful solution of the present 
dilemma. This is no time for Japan and China to be

( 10 )
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fighting. Their common action is wanted elsewhere; 
for the two nations, if united in peaceful co-operation, 
will prove a power strong enough to render signal 
assistance in solving any difficult problems that may 
hereafter arise anywhere in the world. Peace in 
Europe, for instance, will depend largely on peace in 
Asia, and vice versa. Some persons have prophesied 
that a United States of Europe could only come after 
another terrible world war. But is it not worth while 
striving to help Europe achieve its universal peace 
without another Armaggedon? The first decided step 
towards this great objective will be for Japan and 
China to work together and assure peace in East Asia, 
and whoever will give even a scrap of paper or half 
a penny’s worth of service in bringing about peace and 
conciliation in the Far East shall hereafter earn the 
lasting gratitude of the two countries as well as the 
respect of mankind as true “peacemakers” and “child' 
ren of God.”
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at the press conference on December 15 stated that the 

Amiercan Government is not (repeat not) contemplating 

any kind of naval move either independently or jointly 

in the Far East.
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TOKYO (Japan)
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Your 650, December 17, 5 p.m.
At the Press* Conference on December Gs^a*correspondent 

inquired whether ^there was Anything in the nature of a

consultation between this Government an</the British Government

on the Far Eastern situation and whether or not any consideration 
was being given to 4 4aval ^demonstration in the Far East^by the/ 

two Governments either j ointlyyparallelT^or'independently. / 

The Secretary ^‘replied ^hat he 4ould only ^repeat/what he/had 

sald'so many tim^s^since the commencement of the ^difficulties^ 

in tly Far East, that is^ that^this ^country and other countries 

like Great Britain which have common^interests, ^common /

79o.94/I 1676

purposes ^an.d common ^objectives with this country in the Far 

East'were1 working 41ong parallel^llnes, were exchanging in
formation, were 4ollaboratinç/'with respect to 4acts *and

/ . I
conditions in the Far East and were/acting concurrently.(
He added 'that this Government, of course, reserves 'its^jbwn I 
freedom Gnd ^independence of action, *that this 4as been the 

policy ^>f this Government érom the beginning^ and that do

Enciphered by

Sent by operator_____________ M.,---------------------- 19.

Index Bu.—No. 50.
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far ae^he knew/this Jrepresented/a course\that was/not 

objectionable ko other] countries.^] The ’correspondent^inquired 

if this1 statement by the Secretary represented a matter of 

general) principle)or)applied to/the question)regarding/a/ 

naval) demonstration.) The Secretary/replied/that the/ only/way] 

to avoid)confusion)was to/keep in mind)the^formula/upon which/ 

this Government, has been) operating /from the beginning of the / 
Far Eastern/conflict and inkhis connectionyhe'referred^the / 

correspondents■to statements)which he]had made) at an] earlier) 
dateH^ee Radio)Bulletin)No. 161 of July/13 last)/

A correspondent inquired if the memorandum from the

President implied that a reply was expected from the Emperor 
of Japan. The Secretary/replied /that, in order to|be | strictly 

accurate), he could only/let the President's'memorandum stand 
for litselfHe added that he/did not know)how!he could/

«zu^ ref A , । a
interpret rit with any partlcular/advantage/either/to the 

correspondent or to^himself.

At the President’s Press Conference on December 14 a

Enciphered by

Sent by operator M._______________ 19.

Index Bu.—No. 50.
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' . / / /. / / 
correspondent Inquired If anything had been received from 

/ / / f /
the Emperor of Japan, to which the President replied in the 
negatived Asked if1 his ^message to the ^Emperor ^meant^that

I ( / / / /
he desired an answer, the President replied that what has 
been given'out'at the 'state Department speaks ^for itself/

Il li 'P^'J ! f
In response to an Inquiry as to whether the Incident would

i i / i 7 / i
mean any change In the policy of evacuating our nationals 
from China^the President^replled'in the negative.

A-W

Enciphered by________________________

Sent by operator_____________ M.,_____________ , 19____ _,

Index Bu.—No. 50. ®- B. MTBBmtlNT nunm ornes: m» 1—138



DECLASSIFIED* E.O» 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE.___394.115 FANA.Y/94 FOR Tel. .#345».. 1.1pm

W3M------- Japan..

TO
(......Grew.--------- .) DATED -.■PÆC.....14, 1937

REGARDING: ^ar Eastern Situation.

Japanese interference with rescue woric at Hohsien: Instructs 
with regard to joint representations with England insisting 
that Japanese military forces desist from operations against 
Hohsien until survivors, together with vessels, etc., conn
ected with their evacuation, shall have been removed to a 
distance of comparative safety.

79o•94/ 
| 

| 679

4



DECIASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

Pr,.3

r -n r
PM 2

cacheta R y q?

December 16th, 1937.
03

DEC 17 1937

#R. WELD'®’

Dear Mr. Under Secretary of State:
In

of yesterday

British note

BRITISH EMBASSY.

WASHINGTON.D.C.

continuation of our conversation

I enclose to you a copy of the

to the Japanese Government on
the subject of the incidents on the Yangtze.
I do this in accordance with my instructions
though for reasons which may easily be imagined
the text of the note has already appeared in the
press.

Very sincerely yours

The Honourable

■Sumner Welles

Department of State

79o.94/l 1680 
F/A

Washington, D.C.



DECLASSIFIED» E.O» 11652* Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
T-*-*

Text of note dated 16th December, 1937 

from His Majesty’s Ambassador at Tokyo 

to Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs.

I have the honour on instructions from 

His Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom to 

address Your Excellency on the subject of attacks 

made by Japanese aircraft and land forces on 

British warships and merchant shipping at Whu and 

near Nanking on December 12th. These incidents 

clearly raise grave issues.

At Wuhu a British tug which had conveyed 

from Nanking His Majesty’s Consul, the British 

Military Attaché and the Flag Captain to the 

British Rear Admiral, Yangtze, was attacked by 

Japanese machine gun fire after transferring these 

officers to H.M.S. ’’Ladybird". The latter proceeded 

to join the tug in order to protect her, when she 

observed a Japanese field gun battery firing on 

merchant ships concentrated above the Asiatic 

Petroleum Company’s installation. Firing continued 

and was directed at H.M.S. "Ladybird" herself.

There were four direct hits on this 

vessel: one naval rating was killed, another was 

seriously wounded and there were several minor 

casualties including the Flag Captain. A direct 

hit was also seen to be sustained by the British 

merchant ship "Suivo". H.M.S. "Bee" then arrived 

on the scene and was also fired on by the shore 

battery. The Commander of H.M.S. "Bee" landed to 

protest and was informed by Colonel Hashimoto, the

senior/



DECIASSIFIEDt E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

senior Japanese military officer then at Wuhu 

that the firing on the warships was due to a mistake 

but that he had orders to fire on every ship on the 

river. At a later interview the same officer stated 

categorically that if any ships moved on the river 

they would be fired on and despite protests His 

Majesty’s Ships "Bee” and "Ladybird" after berthing 

remained covered by guns at point blank range.

Near Hsia Sanshan above Nanking where 

British merchant ships were concentrated in a part 

of the river previously designated by the Commander

in Chief as a safety zone, three separate bombing 

attacks were made by Japanese aircraft on them and on 

His Majesty’s Ships "Cricket" and "Scarab" which were 

with them.

His Majesty’s Government have now been 

glad to receive Your Excellency’s note of December 

14th offering the profound apology of the Imperial 

Japanese Government for the attacks on His Majesty’s 

Ships, stating that measures were immediately taken 

to prevent the recurrence of such incidents and 

adding that they will deal suitably with those 

responsible and pay the necessary compensation.

His Majesty’s Government observe that Your 

Excellency’s note makes no mention of the attacks on 

British merchant vessels and I am instructed to request 

that an assurance may be given that all that is said 

in that note applies equally to these attacks.

His Majesty’s Government take particular 

note of the statement that those responsible will be 

suitably dealt with. Adequate punishment of those 

responsible/



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 19720 *_wSs. Date ..

responsible for the particular attacks under 

discussion seems indeed to His Majesty’s Government 

to be the only method by which further outrages can 

be prevented. His Majesty’s Government cannot but 

recall previous incidents in which Japanese Government 

have expressed regret for attacks made on British 

nationals and property and have given assurances that 

adequate steps had been taken to prevent any repetition. 

They call to mind the attack made on His Majesty’s 

Ambassador in China while travelling by road from 

Nanking to Shanghai, the subsequent attack on motor 

cars conveying British officials on a similar journey, 

the attacks on British civilians and military posts 

on the defence perimeter at Shanghai, as well as other 

incidents, and the repeated assurances of the Japanese 

Government of their intention fully to respect the 

interests of third Powers in the present conflict with 

China. It is clear that steps hitherto taken by the 

Japanese Government to prevent such attacks have so 

far failed in this purpose and His Majesty’s 

Government must now ask to be informed that measures 

have actually been taken of a character which will 

put a definite stop to the incidents of which they 

complain.



DECLASSIFIEDs E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E) 
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
By 0, NARS. Date

' i.

mvtet 17, 1937

My dear Mr. Ambassador]
I as vert much Indebted to you for 

your kindness la «ending ae In accordance 
with your instruction* with your letter 
of December IS a oopy of the British note 
to the Japanese Oovernmant on the subject 
of the recent incidents on th* Yangtse 
River.

Believe ne
Your* very sincerely,

His Excellency
The HonorableSir Ronald Lindsay, F.C., 

a.c.M.a., X.O.B., O.T.O., 
British Ambassador, 

Washington.

793.94/
I 1680

 
F/A

U 87:IJ



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
Bv MLfaUvs 0 -EARS. Date U-&75-----

' U r,v.~

DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE741.94/151 FOR Despatch tt2681

FROM____ Japan_______________ _____________ .) DATED____ Nov.30,1957
TO name

REGARDING: Far Eastern situation- Sino-Japanese conflict. Hostile feel
ings being entertained in Japan towards Great Britain since 
outbreak of undeclared war with China. Published statements 
attacking Britain1s Far Eastern policy and mass meetings held 
both in Hibiya Public Hall and Shiba Park denouncing Britain
for "encouraging bolshevism in China and disturbing the Far East”.

793.94/1 168 
1



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
Bv MLbt^ 0, Date -----

DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE.—394ai5 JOAY/ 1Û6_________________FOR_______ Tel #0015-2045

from —Nayj„Departn»nt _ .......(______________ > dated .....Dec ! .15 ?.. 1937
TO name wim

REGARDING: Sino-Japanese conflict.

Sino-Japanese situation: Yangtze area quiet.

-J 
C
G'

O) 
ce 
M

“r

f*



DECLASSIFIED» E.O» 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

MBo
COMÏANGPAT
December 15,.1937
Rec’d 2:40 p«m»

ACTION» OPNAV WA3HN
INFO: SECOND BRIG US MO

YANGPAT 
COMSUBRON 5 
COMDESRON 5 
CINCAF 
COMSOPAT
AMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0015 Situation Yangtze area Wuhu and above quiet. 
Additional river barriers being laid above Nanking and 
navigational aides removed. USS OAHU and HMS LADYBIRD
with PANAY and Standard Oil survivors escorted by .Tapante 

gunboat HOZU anchored five miles above Nanking for the 

night; expect continue to Shanghai tomorrow morning 2045

HPD



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By offi^V^NARS. Date M&1S

FFSaKanbEr 17, 1937

ACTION: OPNAV
INFO: SECOND BRIGADE USM

ANCON SHANGHAI 
COIOSUBRON FIVE 
CONDESRON FIVE 
COl.iYANGPAT 
COI.ÎSOPAT
ALLOUAS SADOR CHINA 
USS 1ÏARBLEHEAD

' ALUSNA PEIPING

0017. Reliable reports Japanese now about twelve 

miles north Kiangyin, fifteen miles north Chiengkian,

and have crossed river at Wuhu, in considerable forces.

Two columns advancing toward Hanchow numerous transports

off Woosung. Settlement quiet, 1850.

RR :V7C

793.94/1 1633
 

F/FG



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By 0 <^Y^NAfe. Date

DIVISION OF 
ROPEAN AFFAIRS 

EC 2 01937

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

GPO

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

GRAY
From Berlin j

/ *4

* J*.

Dated December 16, 1937

Secretary of State

Washington

297, December 16, 3 p.m,

Embassy’s 295

Rec’d

iber 16, neon,

12:20 p^m,

The cfficially inspired German press continues for the

me st part tc remain neutral in the Far Eastern conflict as

far as cerement is cencerned, the paper VOLKISCHER BEOBACHTER

however betraying a -Eight pro-Japanese bias in its display 

cf news and pictures. While the press as a whole has 

confined itself to factual treatment of the PANAY incident;, 

the above mentioned paper in an article distinguished by 

forced humor concluded yesterday that "true neutrality 
consists in the warships one leaves at home". -Yesterday^s 

BORSEN ZEITUNG endeavored tc explain the Japanese error 

as quite understandable from a military point of view. 

The press gives little prominence to reports cf the 

recent killing cf a German citizen and makes-no mention 

(. f a protest having been made tc the Japanese which as the 

Department is aware was made.

DODD 8 1
)3



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State lettert August 10 f 1972 
By MLfaUrs 0, MRS. Date H-/8-75

oX

DOCUMENT FILE

N°TE

SEE___ 853^20/645^___________ ________ ..... FOR-------------lutter................. ................

FROM__ Hea±k,..JM«ard..T._______(-) DATED-------—
YQ NAME 1—1127 oro

REGARDING: Proposed organization of volunteer unit of Americans to fight 
on side of Chinese military.

Informs concerning—, Allegedly justifiable, asks that U.S. 
government not hinder efforts in the premises.

ror-
FRG.

793.94/ 
! |684

w 1



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By 0 ^1^- niSs. Date I1-I8-7S-----

telegram received

EDA 1—1336

cor-
C»-i< ■

____ From comsopat
A O December 17, 1937

COMSOPAT 17
Received 8:28 p.m,

OPNAV WASH D C 
INFORMATION: 2ND MARBRIG 
COMDESRON 5
COMSUBRON 5
CINCAF
COM YANGPAT
AMAMBASSADŒ CHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

Division 
F Aft WSTERHj

0017 Eight bombs dropped airfield northeast of Canton

Other South China ports quiet 2000.

NPL:EMB



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter. August 10. 1972 ~
By 0 NAHS. Date 12-/8*75 

JR
TELEGRAM RECEIVED

GRAY

1—1336
Hankow via N. R.

From pa^.E{j pEcember 17, 1937

Rec ’ d 1:55 p.m.

Secretary of State

Washington

74, December 17, 1 p.m. Depai State

FOLLOWING FROM COLONEL STILLWELL FOR WAR DEPARTMENT:

"Military situation Yangtze valley unchanged, 

entirely at sea about future Japanese operations

Chinese

Japanese

have not yet moved west of Wuhu. • Large number of

replacements concentrated along river just east of Hankow

mostly Kwangsi, Kweichow and Szechuan troops. Believe

Chinese preparing a front in southern Anhwei

JOHNSON

793.94/I 1636

CSB

6©

&
Tl

-Fi 
0



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By IHLttws 0 _Na5s, Date J&J&15___

JR
GPO

Rec’d 1:50 a.m., 18th.
Secretary of State, a

z Washington.
3'^

74, December 17, 3 p.m.

Following from Colonel Stillwell for War Department.
"Military situation Yangtze Valley unchanged. Chinese 

entirely at sea about future Japanese operations. Japanese 
have not yet moved west of Wuhu. Large number of replace
ments concentrated along river just east of Hankow; mostly 

Kwangsi, Kweichow and Szechuan troops. Believe Chinese 
preparing a front in southern Anhwei".

5£

JOHNSON

W'C ” HPD



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
Bv Date U-/8*?5

c TELEG>KeA>® ÆÈECEIVEJD
MB GRAY

l~“” From Shanghai via N.R.

/ Dated December 17, 1937
~~~ ."X.Rec'd 3:43 p.m.

/V D i v is fi
Secretary of State, ( , M r

Washington. tâw ! KOPJES SENT TO

j O.N.l. AND M.i.D.
1171, December 17, 2 pyn?T ~ ~ "

I 11^3
My No. 1163,/December 16, 4 p.m.

Kawagoe and Hasegawa are reported to have indicated 

in Japanese press interviews on the occasion of the fall 

of Nanking that hostilities will be continued because 

Chinese resistance has not been ended. Commenting on the 

new regime in Peiping, Kawagoe is reported to have said 

Wang Keh Ming is "the right man in the right place" and 

to have added that similar developments may occur in 

Central and South China.

iF.W
. 793.94/ 

| 
| 687

That similar developments may occur, Japanese forces 

are advancing on Hangchow along the Grand Canal and the 

Shanghai-Hangchow Railway and that they are no more 

than ten miles from the city. In the Nanking Wuhu area 

mopping-up operations are being continued.

Sent to the Department. Repeated to Hankow and 

Peiping.
GAUSS J

-< H 
SMS :NPL -'•> ®’Tl .

S ;0 !



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 

Date JJI-&75 

TELEGRAM RECEIVED
LMS GRAY

1—1836

FROHhanghai via N. R

Dated December 17, 1937
Rec’d

Secretary of State

Washington

Zi/LZ p. m.

m.
Departmerf of S

Divlsio
FAR EASTER

1171, December 17, 2 p
/ //(.A 3

My No. 1163,J December 16, 4 p

Kawagoe and Hasegawa are reported to have^/lndicated
in Japanese press interviews on the occasipfi of the fall

of Nanking that hostilities will be continued because

Chinese resistance has not been ended. Commenting on the 
new regime in\?eiping, Kawagoe is^reported to have said 

Wang Keh Ming is\"the right man in the right place" and 
to have added that IsAmilar developments may occur in
Central and South China. -/

That similar (?) foires are advancing on Hangchow 

along the Grand Canal and tSh^ Shanghai-Hangchow Railway

and that they are nomore than çn miles from the city,

In the Nanking Wuh,u area mopping

continued,

operations are being

Sent to the Department. Repeatecf\to Hankow and

L

Peiping
GAUSS

SMSrNPL H 
ï 
s 
m



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 

Js, Date -----

DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE___ 8 93. QI Provisi onal/10 FOR..TS.L/838» 5P.m

FROM China_________________ _ ( Lockhart } DATED ......Dec. .1?, 1937
TO NAME i—ii27 #fo

REGARDING: T JLeaders of the new regime went to Tientsin yesterday for 
purpose of finding a leader for the regime. The opinion 
is that the regime in its present form cannot function 

long.

793.94/11688

wb



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

LMS PLAIN
1—1330

O.N.L AND Ai.I.D.

Secretary of State

Washington,

m,77, December 17, 4 p

D

From Hankow via Ni R

epartmenf of Slate

ed December 17

Ec’d 4:25 p. m,
Division

FAR FASTEB«lAFfelRS

Central News Agency has publis d translation

long manifesto issued by General Chiang December 

teen. Manifesto is a spirited call to the Chinese

1937

a
of 

six- 

to
continue resistance to Japanese aggression. Salient 

features follow: Chinese military dead and wounded have 

exceeded three hundred thousand and loss of civilian 

lives and property beyond computation. Japan has abandoned 

piecemeal for wholesale aggression but the present sit

uation is favorable to China because strength for pro

longed resistance is found in the villages not in the 

big cities and in the determination of the people. 

China’s fight is for independence and self-preservation 

and is unavoidable. The object of the present invasion 

is occupation of territory, massacre of people and 

destruction of Chinese culture and civilization as well 

as suppression of revolutionary spirit. Submission would

kill this spirit and extinguish the nation. Continued 
«0 

resistance may end in defeat but capitulation now means

national



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter. August 10. 1972 _
By IHLtovs 0. —NARS, Date ll-tâ'IS

LMS 2-No, 77, December 17, 4 p. m. , from Hankow.

national ruin and the status of the nation once lost 

could never be regained. The deeper the enemy penetrates 

the interior the greater will be his difficulties and 

tenancious resistance everywhere will ultimately exhaust 

Japan’s military strength. China’s resistance is the 

first obstacle to Japan’s plan for world conquest. Al

though no international sanctions have been imposed 

world opinion has clearly decided which nation is in the 

right and which is in the wrong. There must be no further 

dependence on help from other nations but if justice 

still survives in the world China’s resistance will 

finally be successful. I have pledged myself to un

swerving pursuance of this course.

Repeated to Shanghai and Peiping. Peiping please 

transmit by mail to Tokyo.
JOHNSON

CSB



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
By -NAHS* Date -----

Attache at Peiping as of 8:20 p.m., under date of 8 December, 1937:

An official of the Nipponese Army in Manchukuo stated 
himself with emphasis that there is unrest and also 
bitterness towards the JapOfese* frule there. He also said 
that there was no Japanese secret service in Siberia which 
fact increases their worry. Native troops have been shifted 
to the south, Mostly to the North China area, in order to 
avoid any possible revolts in the immediate rear border forces*

The concentration of 14 divisions of Japanese soldiers 
about 350,000 in Manchuria the majority east of Harbin plus 
others sent from the north China area has been confirmed

À . by many reports. The Russian Government is satisfied with
d the present disposition of their forces on the same front,

p
The Kwantung army leaders openly resent Hasegawas Shanghai 

operations and fear their major objective may be thus compro
mised. The strength of the Soviets is fully recognized and 
no longer underestimated consequently any action by Russia 
is now feared.

The Russians are planning to keep on delaying on any fishing 
, / I 11 agreement with Japan thus making Japan assume the role of an 

7 11 aggressor nation. The Soviets are confident of military
success but are anxious for favorable foreign opinion.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

793.94/
I 1690

» NOTE: The Naval Attache left Peiping for Harbin at 9:30 a.m. rj 
on December 9, 1937.

cc tj 
gm

CD U \
>



DECIASSIFIEDx E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter. August 10, 1972
By NARS. Date

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR 1—1836 FRQNpOMYANGPAT

ACTION: OPNAV

z .*» G» w

INFO: SECOND BRIGADE USMC
YANGPAT
COMSUBRON FIVE
COMDESRON FIVE 
CINCAF 
COMSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

G.N.L ANiHi.i.D.

December 18, 1937
Rec’d 1:50 a.m,

Department of Stat*

" 137 I

Division of

0017. Yangtze River ports quiet. 2132

I

DDM

£S0

aP:

Cl

■L

0) 
ID

"H

0



DECIASSIFIEDt E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972Bvpinitt^ tab. Date

Secretary of State
Washington

Eighteenth 8 p.m

Japanese mills on fire, explosions occurring.

SOKOBIN
WCsKLP

793.94/11692
 

F/FG



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG 1—1336 fr^ncaf

ACTION : OPNAV
INRO : SECOND BRIGADE USI.IC 

AHCON SHANGHAI 
C0MSU3R0N FIVE 
COEDESRON FIVE 
COEYANGP’AT , 
COM SO PAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

■— O E A
AND

0017. Military situation unchanged Japanese 

continue clearing occupied areas of Chinese troops 

extending patrols along front north of Yangtze river. 

Effort in direction Hangchow concentrated along 

Shanghai-Hangchow Railway and Grand Canal. Air raids 

Nanchang, Hangchow and other inland cities conditions 

Settlement unchanged. 1900.



DECLASSIFIED* E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By 0 Date H-&K-----

DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 893.01 Provisional/11 for Tel #654, I18*

FROM __________________  (______________ ) DATED ._„D*®.t„lQ.t..l.???.
TO NAME 1—1127 ero

REGARDING. japaneae Government has no present intention of recognizing 
the so-called provisional government in North China.

793.94/I 1694

wb



DECLASSIFIED* E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 -
Bv0.^^ -NAHS. Date -----

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG 1—1336

COPIES SENT TO I ' 
O.N.I. AM) MJ. DM 

3->7 
via N. R.

Secretary of State,

Washington.

'"tl
M 1 z Eighteenth, 9 p.m.

Destruction so far

Tsingtao

only. No. danger to American property or lives need 

be expected,- All Americans safe and remaining indoors.

SOKOBIN

HPD

793.94/11695
 

F/FG



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
By With, JM».

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MBo 1—1836 _ GRAYFrom

Tsingtao via N.R
Dated December 17, 1937
Rec’d 4:05 a Dec. 18

Secretary of State

Washington
£ivisl,

December 17, 3 p.m

No change in the .quiet situation in this ci€y
However, considerable activity among Chinese officials 
and troops in Tsinanfu is reported from that place today,
The reports state that the Chinese forces are still
leaving Tsinanfu for the south possibly in connection with
reported northwards advance of

Railway from Pukow. Otherwise

Japanese along Tsinfu
no change.

Sent to Peiping, Hankow.

SOKOBIN

DDMsWWC



DECIASSIFIEDt E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 __
By IHLtUr» 0. —MARS» Date IZ-l8',7S

GPO

EG

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

PRIORITY

From
GRAY

COPIES SENT TO 
O.N.I. AND M.I.D.

^2^

AMEEBASSY HANKOW 
AMEMBASSY PEIPING 
AMCON SHANGHAI

Secretary of State,

Washington.

Tsingtao via N. R*

December 18, 4 p.m.

Unfavorable turn of situation has taken place and 

possibly tonight damage will be done to the cotton mills.

SO KO BIN

PEG :HPD

793.94/11697
 

F/FB



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

TELEGRAM RECEIVEDTr—J cupi
EG
This message must be 
closely parapffrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone.

aj (a4 ) j
USS SACRAMENTO *-
From
December 18, 1937
Rec’d 11:36 a.m.

ACTION : CINCAF

PASSED BY CINCAF TO NAVDEPT FOR INFORMATION

0018. Enormous fire in factory district. Heavy 
Explosions. Landing force standing by-jassured ChinEse 

police will maintain order. 2000



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter. August 10, 1972By 0 MARS, Daté

TELEGRAM RECEIVED! COPIES SEf

FROIJIsingtao via N. R,

Secretary of State,

Washington

December 18, 9 a.'m.

Last night still another Chinese of high standing 

reported to me that the Mayor of Tsingtao had again 

received instructions from the Government.

The Generalissimo just what instructions have been 

issued to the local authorities in respect to the pro

tection of foreign property or the destruction of 

Japanese holdings (?) on Thursday from the central (-* ) 

to proceed with the destruction of property belonging 

to Japanese subjects. We are desirous for the Embassy 

to ascertain directly*

Sent to Hankow, Peiping, Shanghai*

66
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By IHLtUrs 0. KARS, Date )2-/8'?5—_

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MB

Action : OPNAV

1—1836 COMYANGPAT

Rec'd December 16, 1937

10:30 p.m

INFO: 2ND BRIGADE, C0MSMBRON 5 
COMSOPAT, AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
ALUSNA PEIPING.

ÇOMDESRONS, CINCAF, 
USS MARBLEHEAD,

0018 Yangtze River ports quiet. 2355

SNS

793*94/ 
11700
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_nas. Date U-18-1S .

TELEGKAM RECEIVED

Holt at Hanking that the channels through Mudfort

and Kiangyin barriers have been made solely for use 

of the Japanese forces and not (repeat not) for the 

use of neutral shipping and that passage of HMS

LADYUIHD, USS OAHU and others of that convoy cannot 

be token os a precedent 1600



DECLASSIFIED* E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972By^ MLtt^ 0, 4^14^ NAnS, Date I2-&ÎS-----

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

USS SACRAMENTO

Rec’d December 19, 1937

4 :50 a.m.
[cOP^S SENT JO

INFORMATION ! (
>T

k •*
1019 QuiEt during night. Rigid curfEw Enforced

from 1800. Air alarm sounded twice this morning. No

planes sighted or heard. Inner harbor mouth blocked

by four sunken gunboats one dredge. Conditions appear 26
Z.

normal now 0950.
(C

JS -4 
o 
h)
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TELEGRAM RECEIV

EDA i—law
This telegram was received ^ROM 
in Navy code and must be 
closely paraphrased before 
being coi.sTunicated to anyone

USS SACRAMENTO

December 18, 1937

Received 8:30 p.m,
FROM: USS SACRAMENTO

TO: CINCAF
PASSED BU CINCAF TO NAVY DEPARTMENT FOR INFORMATION

0018 Information apparently good Chinese will declare 

martial lav/ and destroy Japanese property tonight 1716

SiS
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%™ _

_ „ CINGAFFrom

RECEIVED

Rcc’d DECEmber 19, 1937

INFO : AMBASSADOR CHINA- OPNAV

4 :50 a.m.

O,N.L-A-ND M.LD.

0019 MARBLEHEAD and POPE sailing for Tsingtao today 1208
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MB
1—1836

From

2ND BRIGADE USMC
December 19, 1937
Rec’d 11:17 a.m.

ACTION :OPNAV
INFO AI-.CO N SHANGHAI

C0MSU3R0N 5 
COMDESRON 5 
COMYANGPAT 
comsopatnov'
AMBASSADOR CHINA 

USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING.

8619 Sporadic fighting on Grand Canal north of Hangchow 
»

mopping up in areas between Nanking and Wuhu continuEd.

On north bank of Yangtze in Wuhu vicinity Japanese columns 

driving Chinese northwest along railroad toward Luchow, 
Chinese reported burning Japanese mills Tsingtao 1917.

795.94/
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MS. Date n-aqs.—

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EDA From COMSOPAT
DECEi-ibEr 18, 1937

ReceivEd 8:30 p.m.

FROZÎ: CONSCPAT
ACTION: CPNAV
INFO: 2ND BRIGADE 

CChSUBRON 5
CGÎ.ÎDESRON 5
CI1ÏCAF
CGIAANGPAT

'Al'BASS ADOR CUI NA 
USS LARBLETTEAD 
AIUSNA PEIPING

BLP and thrEE FLP bonbEd area0118 At 1300 Eight 
north of Canton. OthEr South China ports quiEt 2100
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

HM " ' GRAY
1—1836

! From TSINGTAO via N.R.

---- Dated December 18, 1937 
Ju Division u.‘---\
/ fAft EASTEftW Ai? 1 Received 1:10 a.m.
AO ’ Dec. 19

StCRET^h: CF a TATI COp^SSENT TO~| 
via eiihgton J O.N.i. ANDMJ.D, j

December 18, 9 a.m. '

Last night still another Chinese of high stand

ing reported to me that the Mayor of Tsingtao had 
again received instructions on Thursday from the 
Central Government to proceed with the destruction 
of property belonging to Japanese subjects.

Would it be possible for the Embassy to ascer
tain directly from the Government or from the Gen
eralissimo just what instructions have been issued 

to the local authorities in respect to the protection 
of foreign property or the destruction of Japanese 
holdings.

SOKOBIN



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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telegram received

X»i» PLAIN
1—UM

Amembassies Hankow and P 

Secretary of State, 

’■'ashington, .

December 18, 5 p.m, 
Mayor lias just informed consulate strict curfew 

for all must be observed from six p.m. tonight.

From -Tsingtao via N

December 18, 1937
/g. Redd- Dec.19, 7:10 
F Divirion of \
FAR EASTEfifAFttlHS p fc “ : " -

department of State
O.hU. AA

SOKOBIN
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EDA !-«>. _ PLACN
From

TSINGTAO VIA N.R.

Dated December 19

Secretary of State

Washington

December 19, 3 a.m

Received 8:30 p.m,

1937

18th

ht has passed entirely drderly No looting no

damage to American lives and property. All Americans safe 

and sound. No Japanese forces in sight

SOKOBIN
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By -EARS. Date _

ca TELEGRAM RECEIVEDPiam
TSINGTAO VIA N.7U

19.

I

i 'ond ay, 9:15 a. m.

An American citizen has just reported looting of 

Japanese shops near Japanese ke/iple which is in Japanese 

section of town back of American Consulate.

S0KÛBIF

793.94/ 
11710
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Bjr ...IflUftn Date -----

telegram received

From
1—1336

Wash triton

De--n"er 19, 10 a.m.
Chinese have stationed five small jv.nboats at 

entra.n'.E to the commercial har dor where rhe wharves 

are located.
Tv:o Japanese planes flew over Tsin^tao at ei.^n.t 

a.n. Absolute quiet end orderlinEss in city continues.

sozîc.ir

7
 9

 2 . Q
 4? / 
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1 
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Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
b/mUE» Date 7* „

DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

see___ 893*00 P.a. Yunnaq/108 FOR ..

FROM Yunnanftt:-------------------(..—Meyer_____ .) DATED.....Qct>...i2^.. 1337
TO NAME 1-1127

REGARDING: Sino-Japanese conflict: 

Reports developments in-, for month of Sept»
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*• aafiWa8jüMUM68_£asasisi
X» ffaaaa 

«dlttha «uriw- we
«**»«*& with «MrœnlaatUwi «bale
«atlvitiee lato Me eeaatiy Aletrlete. Tha boyaatt at 
/«paeaee £$«<« la mmft aaA la ©tfcmr *f InW 

♦ill*a «^aar* «aw ta >a htltof la numlag

agalaat the Tx-are «rare 4a<»a«sl»*tlaft»
fey atuflaat *BW* •&< ^a««$a awA

®lrl r>ewt»« Baarultlag »a< Ival&lag ef ^aw a»Klers 

tar a«*l«*t W» 4a^aaeee Me e^»-«ae«4. T&a 

yrwrlaaial autbaritlae appear ta M eelltiy feabinA We 
^atl^aax awar^aa^t la tals arlale («ae «!•* ^MrtHaa 
XXX» ^LITICO. AtfnWXU» A. WUamlle
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Plain, Gray and Special Gray.

TELEGRAM RECEWËH R-
-Bated December 17, 1937

1—1336 FR^c’d 18th 10:30

Secretary of State..

’Washington, D.C

A "E BASSY 
Al’EMBASSY 
AKCOFSUL SKAN

Division of
1 Aft EASTERN AtfAiBSF-IBifiJE A / Z

2 il

December 17. O.iX'.L AND M.LD.
department of Stai

Small groups

at Tv.tûnç, Canton

Shangaa?, x ta i Iw a y.

of planes raided Canton Mong Kong Railway 
Hankow Railway at huir.'.ftlTgÿ and Canton

Later raided Canton Hong Kong Railway 

about fifty miles from Canton, Canton :Tankow «ailway near
KYingtaR and the two Canton military aerodromes. No import

ant damages reported. Today about fifteen planes renorted 

to have raided Canton T'ankow Railway interrupting service to

Konkov;.

T?ae account confirms press reports that Japanese now 

occupy San Chau Island (fifteen miles southwest of Kacao) 
u 

as well as nearby ^fopao and ;<aulan and states they have 

’.a force of 2,000 on San Chau.

Organization of more active students propaganda work 

to assist in combating traitors and peace advocates is 

under way. ’‘Traitor purging” student mass meeting held at 

Canton 17th and local student propaganda units reported 

already active. Kwangsi student army of 300 which recently 

completed special course of training for front line propagan 

da and other work left for the northern front a few days agp 

after marked--&ffcotwotat-emcnua at Kweilin. ’•*>

Press reports that Kwangsi authorities telegraoh.ee3.
whoU-



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 ~ _
By MLtfav» 0. -MARS, Date

JS -2-
From Canton, Via NR Dec. 17.

wholehearted support of Chiang’s December 16 broadcast.

Local press generally treats Japanese attacks on 

American and British ships as move to demonstrate Occident
al ^j^rt^^^but sees signs of Japanese weakening in face 

of strong American reaction and alleged forthcoming Anglo-

American solidarity.

T, V. Soong recently visited Canton.

'"ailed Hong Kong, Swatow.

LI NN ELL

SMS
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TELEGRAM RECEIVE

DIVISION OF 
EAN AFFAIRS

2 31937
This telegram was received Bankow 
in confidential code and 
must be closely paraphrasedFwoiJPaty-d December 18 1937 
before being communicated *
to anyone (B)

department of state

Secretary of State

Washington.

82

December 18, 5 p

»d 19th 7:23 a. m,

One. A responsible well informed Chinese official

states that all sections of China and several politi- 

càl factions are represented in continual discussions

now in progress in H ankow and it would appear that

although there is unanimous acceptance of the leader

ship of Chiang Kai Shek and of continued resistance to

Japan, there are differing views regarding methods

and that argument relates principally to the advisa

bility of admitting the Chinese Communist Party on an

open and equal basis into the Government as a means

of inducing Russia to begin hostilities against Japan

It is admitted that Moscow feels reluctant to fight

at present and that the new Ambassador and Military

Attache, while they are military men trusted by Stalin

and Bluecher, have been sent to China mainly to serve

Russian interests if Russia decides to fight and not

because fighting has already been decided upon Inform-"

ant

793.94/ 
I 17 I 4 

F/FG
FILEO
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82, December 18,. 5 p. m. from : ‘Hankow. (2) 

ant said thE Ambassador will wait in West China until this 

quEstion is dEcidEd at an important confErEncE now 

bEing hEld or shortly to occur in M oscow;

Two. AnothEr informant#, believed rEliablE, 

who bElongs to thE faction which advocatEs intErnal 

reorganization in such a way as to inducE Russia 

to c mmencE hostilitiES against Japan, admittEd rECEnt~ 

ly that thE Russian flyers hErE have b£En deliberate- 

ly shirking thEir dutiEs and said thEy would undoubt- 

Edly refrain from rEal fighting until thE Ambassaodr 

arrives with a dEcision from Moscow, that Russia 

intEnds to afford rEal assistance to China or to 

commence hostilitiES on Russia’s own part. Moscow 

was displEasEd by thE possibility that thE rECEnt 

mEdiation by thE GErman Ambassador might modEratE 

thE rEsistancE policy and onE condition of aid from 

Russia would bE Elimination from thE Government of all 

advocatEs of submission or conciliation and thE 

admission of thE ChinESE Communist Party into thE 

GovErnmEnt not in \ 1 thE hopE of communi seing China 

but only to ensure thE union of all political factions 

in dEtErmination to c ntinue ' armEd rEsistance to 

Japan. This informant, likE thE first onE quoted, 

was confident that Russia believes war with Japan 

is inevitable in the near future but before committing 

itself irrevocably to war desires that conditions in 

China and in Europe sh&lid be as favorable as possible.

Russ ia
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82 December 18, 5 p, m, from Hankow (3)

Russia wishes to feel positive that a united China 

will by unremitting resistance effectively engage 

an important part of the Japanese forces, thus 

weakening their combative strength and that no 

danger of attack, threatens in Europe^ Informant 

stated Russia had asked its ally France for promise 

of protection from Germany but France was unable 

to give any commitment unless assured of the 

position which Great Britain would take if Germany 

evidenced intention to attack Russia. ’(’Note. The 

German Ambassador here recently stated confidentially 

he was informed that France had strongly advised 

Russia not to enter the Far Eastern hostilities ,) 

Informant said Great Britain was unwilling to 

promise any action which would interfere with its 

present hope of estranging Germany from Italy and 

that Great Britain moreover would take no positive 

position in reference to Japan’s imperialist expansion 

unless given seme assurance that the United States 

would intervene, if at all, on the side of China. In

formant thought that Great Britain would be satisfied 

by a comparatively slight indication of American atti

tude, such as some action facilitating acquisition by 

China of military supplies in the United States. rile 

thought, therefore, that the course taken by events

would be



DECIASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

3S2. -y

82 December 18, 5 p. m* from .Jîankow (4)

would be vitally affected by the attitude of the 

RJnited States as by inaction or by steps taken of 

whatever nature. •

Three,. I can see no evidence here cf any weak

ening in the determination to continue resistance to 

Japanese invasion. Indeed, Japanese cooperation 

with newly organized governments in North^forces such a 

policy*'even though there is full realization of the 

almost insuperable difficulties in the way of reor

ganizing the forces, obtaining military supplies and 

conducting the Government in different places in the 

Interior. In other words, while Japanese pressure 

is intended to produce a Rightist Government in Worth 

China, Soviet pressure appears tr us to be producing 

a movement to the Left elsewhere.

Four. Interviews referred to in paragraphs 

one and two above were held by McHugh - and he re

quests that substance of this message be communicated 

to the Navy Department. Repeated to Tokyo, December 

19, 11 a, m, 
JOHNSON

PEG
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[CONFIDENTIAL] CONFIDENTIAI^^
PARAPHRASE

A telegram (no. 82) of December 18, 1937, from the 

American Ambassador at Hankow reads substantially aa follows:

According to statements made by a well-informed responsi

ble Chineae official, several political factions and all parts 

of China are represented In continual discussions which are 

now going on In Hankow and It would seem that there are dif

fering views regarding methods, although continued resistance 

to Japan and leadership of General Chiang Kai-shek are unani

mously accepted, and that the principal argument is with re

gard to the advisability of taking the Chinese Conmuniat 

Party Into the Government on an equal and open basis as a way 

to Induce the Soviet Government to start hostilities against 

Japan. It Is conceded that the Soviet Government Is averse 

to fighting at the present time and that, although the new 

Soviet Ambassador and Military Attaché are military men 

trusted by Blueoher and Stalin, they have been sent to China 

principally for the purpose of serving Soviet Interests in 

case the Soviet Government decides to fight and not because 

it has already decided to fight. According to this Informant, 

the Soviet Ambassador will wait In West China until this 

question is determined at an important conference at Moscow 

which will shortly be held or which Is now being held.

It was conceded recently by another Informant, who be

longs to the faction which favors Internal reorganisation in 

such a way as to induce the Soviet Government to begin 

hostilities against Japan and who is believed to be reliable, 
that

bI
Ll

l/h
b'

lb
L
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that the Russian flyer» in China have been eh Irking their 

duties deliberately, This informant said that until the 

Soviet Ambassador arrive» with a decision from Moscow to the 

effect that the Soviet Government intend» to begin hostili

ties on its own part or to afford real assistance to China 

the Russian flyers would undoubtedly refrain from real fight

ing, The posaiMllty that the recent mediation with the German 

Ambassador might soften the resistance policy displeased the 

Soviet Government* One condition of assistance from the Soviet 

Government would be the elimination from the Chinese Government 

of all those who advocate conciliation or submission and the 

admission Into the Chinese Government of the Chinese Cosraunlst 

Party* not in the hope of oommunising China* but only for the 

purpose of making certain the union of all political factions 

in determination to continue resisting Japan by force of arms* 

Like the first Informant cited above* the second informant 

felt certain that the Soviet Government considers war with 

Japan in the near future inevitable but desires that, before 

committing itself irrevocably to war, conditions shall be as 

favorable as possible in Europe and in China* The Soviet 

Government wants to feel sure that by unremitting resistance 

a united China will engage an important part of the Japanese 

troops effectively, in this way weakening their fighting 

strength and that there is no danger of attack threatening in 

Europe, According to this informant the soviet Goverm ent 

had asked its ally France to promise to afford protection
against
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against Germany, but Pranas could not make any such oommitment 

unless assured with regard to the position whioh the British 

Government would take in case Germany showed signs of an in

tention to attack the Soviet union. (Notai Recently the 

German Ambassador in China stated confidentially that he had 
the

information to the effect that/sovlet Government had been 

advised strongly by France not to enter into hostilities in 

the Far East») According to the informant the British Gov

ernment would not take any positive position with regard to 

the imperialist expansion of Japan unless some assurance wore 

received that the United States would intervene, if at all, 

on th® Chinese aide and furthermore the British Government 

was not willing to promise any action which would Interfere 

with the hope it holds of alienating Gemany from Italy» 

It was the informant's opinion that a comparatively slight 

sign of American attitude, such as some action making easier 

the acquisition by China of military supplies in the United 

states, would satisfy Great Britain. He thought, therefore, 

that the attitude taken by the United states, as Inaction or 

steps taken of any nature, would vitally affect the course 

of events*
The American Ambassador sees nothing to indicate any 

weakening on the part of the Chinese in the determination to 

keep on with resistance to the Invasion of the Japanese* In

deed, although the almost insuperable difficulties In the way 

of obtaining military supplies, reorganising the forces, end 
carrying
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carrying on the Government In different places in the interior 

is fully realised, Japanese coopération with newly organised 

governments in North China forces a policy of continued re
sistance* In other words, at the same time that Japanese 

pressure is Intended to bring about a rightist government 

in North China, Soviet pressure seems, in the Ambassador’a 

opinion, to be bringing about elsewhere a movement to the 

left*
Captain McHugh, who held th© interviews referred to in 

the first and second paragraphs of this telegram, asks that 
the Navy Department be informed of the substance of this 

message*

793.94/11714
FE:?(^*:HES 

12-20
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V.

. c._ .RECEIVE!) State of Minnesota .it

J‘ m^ôtûse' of Representatives 7
1938 .MN C ~ Gsorob W. Johnson, Speaker

PM 12 27 SAINT PAUL . '*0

S. A. STOCKWELL 
_ 32nd District / 
^MINNEAPOLIS ’

;>oa AGK3SOWLWQMHHT 
i Ax<n oôjssnxB&AMOW 
^/^Ssz^ 

v 'WM'
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Department of State let Date 

In reply refer to
FE

JftDUftry 18 19Sb

My dear Mr. Stockwellj

I have received, by reference from the White House, 
the letter of December 16, 1937, signed by you and 

Mrs. Stockwell, In which you urge the withdrawal of 

American marines and American citizens from China.

The question of the types and degrees of protection 

which this Government should afford to its citizens 

abroad presents many difficulties and is one in regard 

to which opinions may vary readily differ. In a situa
tion such as has prevailed in the Far East there have 

been developed during more than a century certain
rights, certain interests, certain obligations, and I9<“"

certain practices. In the light of peculiar features 

inherent in the situation, all of the major powers have 

developed and employed, with authorization by the Chi
nose Government, methods for safeguarding the lives and 

interests and property of their nationals believed to ba «
appropriate 

The Honorable
S. A. Stockwell, 

2103 Garfield Avenue, "H
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

T1 
0

■i

793 .94/1 17 14
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appropriate to the situation and warranted by the pecu

liarities thereof. Thus, for instance, there came about 

and there le still in existence the system of extrater

ritorial jurisdiction and various of its concomitants. 

Concurrently, many nationals of this and other countries 

have, during several generations, gone to China, estab

lished themselves there in various occupations and ac

tivities, and subjected themselves both to the advantages 

and to the disadvantages of the conditions prevailing 

thereJ and the American Government has, along with other 

governments, accepted various rights and incurred various 

obligations. In a situation such as now prevails, many 

of our nationals cannot suddenly cut themselves off from 

the >ast nor can the American Government suddenly disavow 

its obligations and responsibilities. The American naval 

vessels and the small contingents of American landed 

forces which have been maintained In China were placed 

and have been kept there solely for the purpose of as

sisting in the maintenance of order and security as af

fecting the lives, the property, and the legitimate 

activities of American nationals, especially in regard 

to conditions of local disorder and unauthorised vio

lence. These vessels and troops have never had in any 

sense any mission of aggression* It has long been the 

desire
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desire and expectation of the American Government that 

they shall be withdrawn when their appropriate function 

is no longer called for.

Offioera of the American Government have repeatedly 

and earnestly advised American cltisens, in face of dan

gers incident to residence in China, to withdraw and are 
making every effort to provide safe means whereby they 

may depart. During the current situation in China the 

American military and naval forces have rendered impor

tant service in protecting the lives of American nation

als, in assisting in evacuating Americans from areas of 

special danger, and in making possible the maintenance 

of uninterrupted communications with our nationals and 

our diplomatic and consular establishments in ths areas 
involved.

It may be stated also that a cardinal principle of 

our foreign relations and one which is never lost sight 

of is to avoid being entangled in hostilities and that 

the Administration is endeavoring to follow an unbiased 

course in connection with the Far Eastern situation and 

is giving close attention to every phase of that situa

tion toward making effective the policies, especially 

the policy of peace, in which this country believes and 
to which it is committed.

AS
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As of interest In this connection, there Is en

closed a copy of a statement given to the press by the 

Department of State on August 23, 1937, outlining the 

policy on which this Government is proceeding with 

reference to the situation in the Far East, together 

with a copy, as given to the press, of a letter of 

January 8, 1938, addressed to the Vice President on 

this subject.

Sincerely yours, 
For the Secretary of Statei

Sumner Welle*

Under Secretary

Enclosures :

JAN

Press releases of 
August 23, 1®^7, 

10 ’
FE:Ed®:HES FE ' . 
1-12, 15, 17

it
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
ML GRAY

' Hankow via N.R, 
1—1336 

From
/ .-Dated December 18,1937

/ Rec’d 2:37 p, m.

Secretary if State / division ol

Washington ( IÀ"0 2r ■ 1937
' A- 4/ /

85, P ec ember 18, 8 p. m. s—fWMp----'

It would bE difficult if net impossible to obtain in

formation desired and I suggest that you let mattEr stand 

with reprESEntaticns which you have airEady madE, 

Sent ti Tsingtao, rEpeatEd to DepartmEnt and

Peiping.

JOHNSON

KLP: SMS

795.94/11715
 

F/FG
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

rr USS SACRAMENTO
From 

Dec ember 19, 1937

Rec’d. 1£s40 p.m.
TO : CINCAF
INFO: Cil AV USS MARBLE-EAD.

0019. Situation oul-eÿ. Curfew at 2200 tonight.

Resioents apprehensive and nervous due to thrEE air

Rumors of furtheralarms today. Planes i:iade no attacks.

79c.94/1 1716 
F^G

4
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telegram received

ML London
This telegyam must v'r" 
closely paraphrase 
being communicated 
one. (B)

Secretary of State 

Washington

785, December 18, 3 p. m.
Your 493, December 15, 7 p., m.//O Ÿ?

The Foreign Office has again requested me urgently to 

inquire of the Department whether they have by this time 

had a mere specific request from China in regard to finan

cial assistance and perhaps the same memorandum, or a simi 

lar one, as that received by the Foreign Office from the 

Chinese Ambassador here on De-cember 6. The Foreign Office 

states that it would be very interested to know the De

partment’s reactions to such a memorandum if it has been 

received or anything that could possibly be said of what 

the Department’s reactions would be. It was stated that 

the Foreign Secretary must place this matter before the 

Cabinet on Wednesday.
JOHNSON
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TELEXrRAM received

JR 1-U3S /

This telegram must He From 
closely paraphrased7b e- ____
fore being communicM'kçdx ,cp o 
to anyone. (A)

Hankow via N, R

.Dated December 20, 1937

Rec'd 1 a.m,

Secretary of State,

Washington

90, December 20, 10 a.m aND mj.d, I

December 20, 10 a.m,
Have just received official notification from Foreign

Office stating

Kiukiang as of
river has bEEn effectively blocked below 

12 noon today. Steamer connection between

Hankow and Shanghai now cut off. Communication by rail and

air remains

Repeated to Peiping, Shanghai, Peiping repeat to

Tokyo

JOHNSON
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CONFIDENTIAL.

? A BAFHRASE

A telegram (No. 90) under dale December 20, 1937, 

received from the American Ambassador, Hankow, reads 
substantially as follows:

The Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs has just 

officially notified the American Ambassador at Hankow 

that, as of twelve o’clock noon of December 20th, the 

Tangtsze River has been effectively blocked below 

Kukiang. Although commuaication by steamer between 

Shanghai and Hankow has now been out off, there remains 

communication by air and by rail.

FEîABr’jREK
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MBo
1—1836

From
GRAY

Washington

at.<7 7'
A’U.D

December 20, 4

LS__6jlQP_ Q»m'
Secretary of State

ed December 20, 1937

Tsingtao via N.R

With reference to my telegram of/becember 20,-1 p.m 

that in spite of blockade of inneram now informed

commercial harbor usual coastal steamships under British

flag will call at Tsingtao and anchor in outer harbor

Nevertheless evacuation of Americans would be expedited 

if it were known transportation was immediately avail

able to Shanghai on naval vessel.

Sent to Peiping, Hankow, Shanghai.

SOKOBIN

I
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

rr 1—133.

From
COMSOPAT

ÜECEmbEr 19, 1937

REc’d 12:40 p.m.
ACTION: GPrAV
INFO: 2nd BRIGT?3MC, COliSUERGF 5, CONDE'S RON 5, COMYANGPAT

AMAMBASS CHINA, USS HARBLEUEAD, ALU3NA PEIPING NITE WP

PEG

0119. South China Ports quiEt.
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CA TELEGRAM RECEIVED Gray

1—1334
TSINGTAO VIA N.H.

From Dated Dec. 19, 1937

Reed 3 p.m.
Secretary of State, ! copBÏs-SENTrTO

'ashington.

December 19, 4 p.m

ky Dlvisi°«of \ 
—F/^EASTEfiy^^. \ , 

i^UX ïjr n ;tP’ 2f^3fL^
One

I' Tsingtao itself nothing of special interest has 

occurred since this morning other than the appearance of 

several Japanese planes flying at no great height but which 

were not fired upon by the Chinese.

Two, Vice Consul ’kiwthorne and myself made a tour of 

the cotton mill district without any molestation. The mills 

have been completely destroyed. We witnessed an enormous 

exodus of Chinese on foot but observed no unusual military 

activity. The Euahsin mill which was transferred to an 

American corporation last week was not damaged in any way.

Three. The mayor is still in Tsingtao. Curfew will 

again be observed from 10 p.m. until 6 o'clock Monday morning, 

Nour. In state ent appearing in local Chinese newspaper 

dealing with last night's destruction of mills, the Mayor 

referred to 11 encirclement of Tsingtao and adjacent districts 

by the enemy, its inclusion within a military zone being 

compelled by the direct threat from that encirclement.-i
T"e “had long ago determined that not an inch of territory tej

woulft -4
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CA —2--from Tsingtao Dec 19, 4 p.m,

would be conceded lightly to anybody." 7e would guard 

the territory and repel the enemy. In other words he 

would defend Tsingtao against any attack.

five. Everything quiet in Tsinanfu with continued 

movement of troops southward and frequent visits by J°- 

planes for observation purposes only.

Repeated to Hankow and Peiping.

SOKOBIN

pane s e

KLP
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
CA _

This telegram must be 
clos Ely paraphrased he 
fore being*communicate 
to anyone (A)

Seer

85. December

'.asl.ington

6 p.m

RANKO’■ VIA N.R
From

DatEd Dec. 18, 
Division

FAÇ EASTEflâl/FfAlfts &Fcd 4:15 p.m.

Department of Si

1957

Dec

A

.18*

Following for War-DEpartmfnt from ColonEl Stillwell:

"G-eneral Feng Yu Hsiang stated today that thE Chinese 

are prepared to continuE their rEsistancE for at lEast six 

months, that the munitions supply, while not plentiful, can 

De made to do, that a total of 120 divisions are availfeible, 

that 25 divisions have not yet been in action at all, that 

a line will bE formed north and south of thE YangtzE extend 

ing roughly from Pengpu through Juhu to Hangchow, and any 

Japansse advances toward Hankow tes is tad. He said that 

while outside help would be welcome, China is prepared to 

carry on alone, that the country is united as never before, 

and that he expected increasing trouble for the Japanese 

on their lines of communication as they penetrated, deeper 

into the country.” December 19, 5 p.m.

Repeated to Peining.

JOHNSON

KLP



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E) 
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
By O* —NARSt Date 12-/8*75

[co^xottu!.) CONFIDENTIAL
PARAPHRASE

A telegram (nO. 03) of December 13, 1937, from the 

American Ambassador at Hankow transmits a message from 

Colonel Stilwell for the War Department whloh reads sub
stantially as followsi

According to a statement on December 18 by General Feng 

Yu Hsiang, the Chinese are ready to continue their resistance 

for six months at least) 120 divisions altogether are avail

able) 25 divisions have not as yet been in action at all) 

although not plentiful, the munitions supply can be made to 

doj a line extending roughly from Pengpu through wuhu to 

Hangchow will be formed north and south of the Yangete River) 

and resistance will be made to any Japanese advances in the 

direction of Hankow. General Feng stated that China is 

united as never before, that he looked for increasing trouble 

for the Japanese on their linos of communication as they 

advanced farther inland, and that China is prepared to carry 

on alone although outside help would be welcome.

FE

793.04/11722

FE:HfrC:HES
12-20
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
rr- Hankow via N.R
This tele^^çgm must be j 
closely paraphrased z | From 
before being communi. 
cated to anyone. (Al

Secretary of State

Washington

December 19, 1937
Rec’d 12:40 n.m. <9^ 

9,X **’ C2.VÏ£ÎOn of
mi yfMas

4 1937

/ of ■

■8, December 19, 4.p.m

My 82 18, 5 p.m,

Report believed to be reliable is that the President

of the Control Yuan has demanded the resignation of Kung,

Minister of Finance; ’Wang Ching Wei, Chairman of the

Central Political Committee, and of Chen: Li Fu, Director

of the party Publicity Department and all prominent

party leaders Demand is backed by Chang Fa Kuei and

other military leaders regarded as pro-communist and in

eludes release 
on

of political prisoners, withdrawal of all

793.94/ 
I 

I 723

restriction/mass movements and general change in military

strategy, although this information was received by

Stillwell from the recognized Chinese communist agent in

Hankow who added that the Reds hope to gain control of 

the Party Publicity Department. Please communicate sub

stance to the ’War Department. Repeated to Peiping for 

relay to Tokyo

JOPTSON

KLP:

—3 0
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^7'^ 
[CONFIDENTIAL]

paraphrase

A telegram (no. 88)of December 19, 1937, from the 

American Ambassador at Hankow reads substantially as follow» i 

According to a report from a source believed to be re

liable, the President of the Control Yuan has made the fol

lowing demandai (1) the release of political prisoners) (2) 

a general change in military strategy) (3) the withdrawal of 

all restrictions on mass movements) and (4) the resignation 

of the Chairman of the Central Political Committee, Wang 

Ching-wel) Director of the Party Publicity Department, Chen 

Li-fuj Minister of Finance, Kung Hslang-hsl) and all prominent 

Party leaders. These demands are backed by military leaders 
regarded as pro-communist, including Chang Fa-kuel. Colonel 

Stilwell received the above information from the recognised 

Hankow agent of the Chinese communists who stated that it 

Is the hope of the communists to gain control of the 

Publicity Department of the Party. The Ambassador requests 

that the substance of the telegram be repeated to the War 

Department.

793.94/11723

FE:ARR:HES
12-20
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•eoember 21 195;/

In reply refer to 
FK 793.94/11723

The Secretary of State presents his compliments 

to the Honorable the Secretary of the Treasury and, with 

reference to previous correspondence in regard to the 

financial situation in China, encloses, for his confiden

tial information, a copy of a paraphrase of telegram 

Ho. 68, under date December 19, 1937, received from the 

.American Ambassador at Hankow.

Enclosure• 
Paraphrase of 
telegram No. 86, 
December 19, 1937, 
from Hankow.

(JR v
DEC 21 19375

793.94/11723
 

F /A

FE :iîÊR|:VCI 

12/20/37
I .J
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By Date -----

TELEGRAM RECEIVED
rr ----------

COMYANGPAT 
1—1836

From December 19, 1937

Rec^d* 3 p»m*
ACTION: C?1:AV.

INFO: 2ND ERIG. IJ3MC, YANGPAT, COMSUBRON 5, COMDESRON 5
CIliAF, C0M3PPAT, ALLAMBA3SCTT1NA, USS MARBLEHEAD, 
AL'T.NA PEIPING. ■ ' ■'

0019.- Yangtze river ports quiet. 2025.

KLP:



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

I

TELEGRAM RECEIVED
rr ----------

COMYANGPAT
1—1336

From- December 19, 1937

RecM* 3 p»m*
ACTION: CPI:AV.

INFO: 2ND BRIG. IJSMC, YANGPAT, COMSUBRON 5, COI.IDESRON 5, 
CINAF, COMSpPAT, AWÎBA3SCTTI.NA, USS MARBLEHEAD, 
AL” ,NA PEIPING.

0019. Yangtze river ports quiet. 2025.

795.94/11724
 

F/FQ
?

■ y jp,L>
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1. Chaos in China

Figures of Amount Copied from Monthly 
Summary of Foreign Commerce 

of The United States.

Which is better for your 
friend IN PEACE?

M 
P 
O 
R

What Is Japan Fighting For?

THE TBUTH ABOUT
THE SINO-IAPANESE CONFLICT

Exports

When the Boxer uprising occurred in 1900, the imminent danger of 

massacre of foreign residents in North China was only averted by 

the allied armies of the Powers concerned. A result of this affair was 

the conclusion of the Boxer Protocol by which the Powers, including 

America and Japan, were authorized to station troops in Peiping and 

Tientsin areas. In addition to these troops, foreign Powers maintain 

naval forces and detachments of marines in Shanghai and other 

points on the sea coast, as well as in the Yangtze River, to protect 

the safety of their respective nationals. They hold extraterritorial 

rights and maintain settlements in which Chinese jurisdiction over 

foreign nationals is excluded. Foreign Powers still exrecise these rights 

because China has not as yet attained a state of organized national 

control capable of according protection to life and property of for

eign nationals. Except in a few cities like Shanghai, peace and order 

in the interior of China has incessantly been disturbed by internal



DECLASSIFIEDt E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
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U. S.

Exports.

u s «
M /|V
P/ E
O *
R £

See/

Which is better for your 
friend IN PEACE?

“Buy from your best Customer”
U S Foreign Trade between Japan and China i()}6 
Statistics According to U.S. Chamber of Commerce 

Washington, D. C.

U. S. Export to Japan and China

Figures of Amount Copied from Monthly 
Summary of Foreign Commerce 

of The United States, U. S. Import from Japan and China

“Business is maintained by mutual trade
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feuds among war-lords as well as chaos due to banditry. There have 

frequently occurred untoward incidents in which foreign nationals 

were subjected to violence even by Chinese military forces. The most 

significant of these was the Nanking affair of 1927. Lawless elements 

in the National Revolutionary Army, then under the command of 

Chiang Kai-shek, attacked and looted foreign consulates in Nanking, 

and subsequently American and British gunboats bombarded the 

city. Thus, in China it has been evident that foreign Powers have had 

to resort to their own forces to protect the safety of their nationals.

The method of the anti-Japanese campaign of the Nanking Govern

ment and the Nationalist Party is systematic. Anti-Japanism is taught 

in schools, from grammar school to college. Enmity against Japan is 

inculcated in the minds of the Chinese soldiers. Student, civic, voca

tional and other groups have been organized for anti-Japanese activity. 

The anti-Japanese leaders have thus inflamed enmity against Japan 

among the Chinese populace. Boycotting of Japanese goods ensued. 

Numerous instances occurred in which Japanese were assaulted or 

murdered. Chinese high officials who desired peaceful relations with 

Japan were sometimes subjected to terrorism and even murder by

radical elements.

2. Revolutionary Foreign Policy of the

Nanking Government

The foreign policy of the Nanking Government and the Nationalist 

Party has been guided by the ideology of the so-called anti-imperialisqj 

movement and propaganda for the immediate abolition of the so- 

called unequal treaties, thus imperiling the legitimate rights and inter

est of the foreign Powers in China. To attain their ends, the Chinese 

have resorted to unilateral and direct action, instead of peaceful diplo

matic methods. Acting upon this principle, they started in 1927 a vig

orous anti-British movement which caused bitter conflict with Eng

land. In recent years the same movement has turned toward Japan 

with increasing severity.

3. Fascistic Anti-Japanese Movement

Among those in the Nationalist Party who take a leading part in the 

anti-Japanese campaign is an organization called the Blue Shirts. In 

1931 a group of young military officers, graduates from the Whampao 

Military Academy in Canton, secretly organized a society named the 

Blue Shirts and offered the leadership to their former director of the 

academy, Chiang Kai-shek. The Society backs the establishment of the 

dictatorship of Chiang Kai-shek, foments anti-Japanese activity and

I demands war with Japan. Its membership totals more than 10,000. It 

j now holds key positions in the Nationalist Party, the Administration

3
2



and the Army. It has overwhelming power in the ranks of the armies 

of the Nanking Government, and the Peace Preservation Corps, the 

armed police force.

4. Communistic Anti-Japanese Movement

While directly opposed to the Blue Shirts from a political standpoint, 

the Communist Party of China, under direct control of the Third 

International in Moscow, has stronger influence with the Chinese 

populace in its anti-Japanese campaign. The Communist Party of 

China was inaugurated at Shanghai in September, 1920. It is a well- 

known fact that the Northern expedition of the Nationalist Revolu

tionary Army, the forerunner of the present Nanking Government, 

which started from Canton in 1926, attained success through the 

support, financial as well as military, of the Third International. The 

revolutionary theory and methods of the Nationalist Party have much 

in common with the teachings of the Third International in Moscow.

After having contended with the Nationalist Party for political su

premacy in 1927, the Communist Party started to organize its own 

“Red” army in order to sovietize China. In November of that year a 

Soviet Government of the Chinese Republic was first established in 

Juichin, Kiangsi Province. There are now more than 200,000 com

munist soldiers scattered in various parts of China. The main force

numbers 100,000 and is centered in the northwestern part of China. 

/ J V Apart from Outer Mongolia and Sinkiang, or Chinese Turkestan, now 

under the complete control of the Soviet Russia, a vast area in Shensi 

and Kansu Provinces extending over 150,000 square miles, constitutes 

1 the territory dominated by the Soviet Government of the Chinese 

Republic.

At the Seventh World Congress of the Third International held in 

Moscow in the summer of 1935, it was decided that the anti-imperial

istic movement should be concentrated upon Japan. According to this 

resolution, the Communist Party of China organized a movement 

whereby a United Front was to carry out more aggressive anti-Japan- 

ese campaign. It must be added that since the Sian incident, in which 

Chiang Kai-shek was kidnaped by the army of Chang Hsueh-liang in 

December, last year, the relations between the Nanking Government 

and the Communist Party have gradually become closer and on more 

friendly terms.

5. Direct Causes of the Present Conflict

It is but natural to expect that assault, murder and similar untoward 

incidents affecting Japanese nationals would increase during the past 

two years and it was this state of affairs that provoked the present con-
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flict. On the night of July 7th of this year a small unit of Japanese 

soldiers was suddenly attacked by the Chinese troops in the vicinity of 

Lukouchiao, a few miles southwest of Peiping, while they were en

gaged in their usual maneuvers under the authorization of the inter

national agreement of 1902. Meanwhile in Shanghai the safety of 

Japanese nationals became endangered because the Nanking Govern

ment was centering armed forces in the demilitarized zone in violation 

of the Shanghai Truce Agreement of 1932, concluded between Japan 

and China and countersigned by the representatives of America, Great 

Britain, France and Italy. On August 9th, an officer and an orderly of 

the Japanese naval landing force were murdered and mutilated by a 

Chinese armed force when they were driving an official car on regular 

inspection duty on the International Settlement extension where 

Chinese jurisdiction is excluded. A few days later, the Chinese military 

force opened fire on the Japanese naval landing force in the Japanese 

residential section of Shanghai and on August 14th, the Chinese Army 

started an aerial bombardment upon Japanese men-of-war, the Head

quarters of the Japanese landing force and the building of the Con

sulate General, thus precipitating the present Shanghai conflict.

/

6. Japan's Desire for Peace

From the outset of the trouble in North China, the Japanese Govern-

6
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1

ment has endeavored to reach a peaceful settlement, but such efforts 

have been ignored by the Nanking Government. In view of the grow

ing anti-Japanese agitation and the imminent danger to the safety of 

Japanese residents throughout China, the Japanese Government or

dered their nationals to evacuate as a precautionary measure to avert 

any recurrence of untoward incidents. Japanese nationals, numbering 

over 50,000, have been evacuated from many parts of China, except 

from Shanghai and a few other points, leaving behind investments and 

business interests built up after many years of arduous toil.

The Sino-Japanese hostilities now cover a wider range notwith

standing the attempt on the part of Japan to localize the fighting. The 

Japanese forces were obliged to attack military works and establish

ments in such points as Nanking and Canton. However, the rumors 

that the Japanese army attacked and murdered indiscriminately large 

numbers of innocent Chinese civilians and non-combatants are entirely 

unfounded. These are simply parts of an insidious propaganda carried 

on with the sinister intention of creating ill-will toward Japan in the 

minds of the American people. Japan is not fighting the Chinese people 

but rather with the Nanking Government controlled by those who 

have provoked hostilities.

Japan’s position in the present conflict is to protect legitimate rights 

and interests. She is fighting for the purpose of defending her economic

7
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existence. She has vital interests on the Asiatic mainland as her invest

ment amounts to $1,400,000,000 or 80 per cent of her total foreign 

investment. It is her earnest desire that China abandon once and for all 

the anti-Japanese revolutionary policy which is threatening Japan’s 

existence and which is essentially an aspect of anti-foreignism, with 

communistic influence in the background.

If this can be accomplished, Sino-Japanese relations will be on a 

basis of permanent peace built upon the foundation of the mutual 

economic inter-dependence of the two nations.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED_________________
 ? COPIES SENT TO

1—UM

MBo From plain

AMEMBASSY HANKOW, PEIPING Tsingtao via N.R /

AMCONSUL SHANGHAI Dated December 20,1937

Rec’d 10:20 p.m.,Dec. 19

Secretary <f State,

Washington*

Twentieth, 9:40 a.m.

Looting has stopped and all quiet in town*

DDM:

SOKOBIN (0 
C>l
•
<r
4^*

0)
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The following information has been received from 
the Commander in Chief of the Asiatic Fleet as of 14 December, 
1937:

The French Ambassador Shanghai has made representations 
to the Japanese Embassy regarding a safety concession in Hankow 
and I have conferred with British, French and Italian represent
atives on the same subject. In view of the recent incidents and 

f the gravity of the situation I belleye the safety of nationals 1 
not only ^an^ow a-^ river ports should be taken up by 

f Governments either individually or jointly with the Japanese
Government. Incidents will probably continue until the Japanese 
Government impresses upon its army and navy leaders the necessity 
for some respect for neutral lives. A copy of your dispatch was 
delivered to each of the naval representatives with whom I 
conferred and these officers were to take the matter up with 
diplomatic officials.

V

DEC 22 1937
OF j

Mtn ^5
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 711.652/163 for Comnnipioatian

FROM______ Italy______________ (Phillips.______ .) DATED ._.Deffi.«..J?.Q/L9S7------
TQ NAME 1—1127

REGARDING: Relations between China and Japan. Conversation with Ciano 
concerning the PANAY indident in which he referred to the some
what natural though serious ni stake which the Japanese bombers &a 
made, and sought to explain the difficulty of observing the Amer 
can insignia from a high altitude.
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1—1836

ACTION: CINCAF

7^15
INFO: COMYANGPAT 

AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
OPNAV
ALUSNA PEIPING

8620 Digest Monday press

From

December 20, 1937

Ff AIRS 1

937 il
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Local press reports according DoaiEi News Agency
Chinese troops at Tsingtao early 19 December set fire 
and destroyed 9 Japanese textile mills in and near Tsing
tao causing damage estimated 3 hundred million yen and .
closed commercial harbor by sinking 5 cruisers in entrance, ^7 

Local Japanese authorities state no Japanese naval or 
a transport concentration is near Tsingtao, that they have 

not approached port due consideration 300 American and “

500 British nationals therEj Japanese army units reported 
00 at Hohsien and Hanshan on north bank Yangtze River pre

paring fordriVE along Hwienan Railway. Other units which 

captured Yangchow 19 December attacked Chinese positions 

north Yangchcw forces oper^ti.ig along grand canal attack
ing Kaoyu 45 kilometers north Yangchow. Japanese Embassy 
spokesman night 19 December stated about 20,000 Chinese 
plaipclcthes soldiers remain in Nanking engaging in 
sniping and many hiding in safety zone. " *■

i-.
Transccean Hanohow reports Chinese official oom- -/ ® -q

munique states Japanese forces advancing northward toward
0Hwaian 

i
, . .......... ' ~~ . . .....
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Hwaian are meeting still, resistance at Chuchow and Wùhu. 

Reuter Hanke, w reports all Yangtze river bocms above Anking 
being closed. Strongest bicm yet built reported at Matang 
near Kiukiang where 400,000 Chinese laborers have filled 
river with boulders and other material instead of sinkr 
ing vessels. Chinese and Soviet sources deny arrival in 
Hankcw cf new Soviet Ambassador stating he is en route to 

Sinkiang from Moscow.
Domei Tokyo rq?orts according Metropolitan Press 

Chiang Kai Shek is continuing resistance due to pressure 

from generals Pai Chung Hsi, Chang Fah Kwei and other 
military leaders. Same report states Pai Chung Hsi re
turned Cantcn recently will take command military opera
tions that Province while T. V. Sot ng appointed head 
Kwangtung Provincial Government will control administra

tion. Sun Fo, President Legislative Yuan, reported left 

Hankow for Moscow recently 0955.

DDM
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AMERICAN CONSULATE ------- ----x
Hamilton, Bermuda, December 15, AFFAIRS

DEC 211937 

\ department of State

Subject: Attitude in Bermuda Towards Sino- 
Japanese Conflict.

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,

Washington.

SIR: (0
01

On the premise that the Department is interested •
<D 

in correlating world wide opinion as regards the 4^

present conflict in China, I have the honor to report —

concerning the attitude prevalent here. The insularity h) 
and unimportance of Bermuda is admitted but, when it is <0
recalled that a cross section of opinion may be obtained

here not only of the Colonists themselves but of those 
m •'"< . i

British officials serving in the navy, army and in a 

civil capacity, perhaps the significance of the views g 

is not altogether negligible.

As to the conflict itself, there has never’from 

the beginning been any doubt of where the sympathies 

of the people of various walks of life lay. The same 

condemnation that met Italian seizure of sovereign 

territory in Ethiopia has been strongly evident as -n

concerns Japanese aggression in China. Much bitterness T] 
0 

has existed that the various world organisms for peace,
such
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such as the League of Nations, Briand-Kellogg pact 

and. above all the nine power treaty, were not only 

helpless to prevent the onslaught upon China but
/ have been openly flaunted by Japan. ,

However, this sentiment, gratifying as it may 

be from the standpoint of international morals, leads 

to no immediate end. More interesting to the Consulate 

has been the potentially constructive opinion manifest 

as regards the unprovoked attacks by Japanese forces 

on British and American persons and ships. I think I 

am correct in stating that there has been no shade of 

differentiation in the indignation,vhether the depri- 

dations took place against one or the other of the 

Anglo-Saxon powers. The assaults have been matter of 

common conversation by all sections of the public. 

No where has the resentment been more pronounced, if 

at the same time more sane as relates to the realization 

of the practical limitations of retaliatory action, 

than in navy circles, with which the Consul entertains 

particularly close relations.

It is not necessary to review the conversations 

evoked by the repeated incidents, commencing with the 

shooting of the British Ambassador to China. The 

attitude is sufficiently exemplified by the remarks 

made to the Consul last night when he attended a dinner 

given at Admiralty House upon the occasion of the King’s 

birthday. In addition to the Governor and Admiral the 
Captains of each of the British war ships, comprising 

the America and West Indies Squadron, were present.
- Each
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Each officer in turn at some time during the course 

of the evening took occasion voluntarily to speak to 

the Consul regarding the issues which have probably 

been most flagrantly evinced in the sinking of the 

United States gun boat Panay.

The trend of remarks, which of course must be 

regarded as purely personal, was to the effect that 

in the general situation Great Britain and the United 

States are mutually aggrieved. There was no tendency 

to consider that because the ship sunk happened to be 

American rather than British we are more concerned than 

they or that it is more encumbent on us to take the 

initiative. No officer wants or seeks a pretext for war, 

but it is extremely galling to them that the two countries 

have thus far been condemned to accept insults which in 

former years would have constituted sufficient pro

vocation for punitive measures. They believe that Japan, 

swollen headed by its successes in China, appreciates 

that the hands of the Anglo-Saxon countries are tied and 

that Tokyo feels it may brazenly carry on its "bluff." 

How far, they ask, must we submit to successive out

rages before taking a firm stand?

British officers realize only too well that with 

the understanding between Japan and Germany and Italy, 

Great Britain may not risk single handed coercive action 

by its fleet against Japan. To take any considerable 

portion of the fleet away from European waters at the 

present juncture would be to invite attack at home.
- Incidentally
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Incidentally any cooperation with the Soviet as a 

pseudo ally would not be welcomed. Equally, it is 

apparent to the British here that the United States 

could not on its own engage in action which might 

develop into open hostilities so many thousand miles 

away from its base unless it were prepared to commit 

itself to a much more serious and costly undertaking 

than American public opinion is yet disposed to accept.

There is, therefore, an almost wistful desire, 

that if conditions continue to progress as they are 

at present, some way may be found for a joint demon

stration short of war in oriental waters by portions 

of the two Anglo-Saxon fleets in a common front. Such 

manoeuver, it is felt, would not be defied by Japan. 

The wisdom and practicability of a step of this kind 

is naturally for events and the Governments concerned 

to dictate. What is welcome is the apparently sincere 

feeling on the part of British naval officers stationed 

at this not unimportant base that for all practical 

purposes the American and British fleets in emergencies 

such as the present are or should be one and that they 

have no secrets to withhold from one another. Further, 

it is held that the two English speaking nations are 

now the only two (and the British alliance with France 
is not lost sight of) which have common ideals and 
interests. Perhaps due in part to expediency, in part 

to the growing racial understanding of latter years 
and not unappreciably to the cordial welcome these

British
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British ships have been given in American ports, there 

is a concrete friendliness for the United States which 

I have not previously noted. In consequence, if the 

situation in Bermuda is a fair index, the Japanese by 

their unfortunate tactics have materially contributed 

to a solidarity of sentiment between the United States 

and Great Britain, especially as concerns British 

military and civil officials, which it is to be hoped 

will prove stable and progressive.

Respectfully yours,

Harold L. Williamson 
American Consul.

800.
HLW/pj.
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL
Hankow, china, November 3, 1937

cm
Subject: Military operations ln/Shansi

HowcS; able

TiièçSêcretary of State

Washington.

Division or \ 
B EASTERN AFFAIRS ']£>
DEC 2 0 1937 |
Oepartfnefd of States

§

£
COPIES SI:NT TO 

I O.N.i. ATU VJ.D.

§
5?a 
aS

> I have the honor to enclose herewith, as of w | ’
jfcssible interest, a copy, in quintuplioate, of

despatch No. 517 of today*s date addressed to

te Embassy at Nanking in regard to military (
i erat ions in Shansi

Respectfully yours

Amerlc
P. R. sselyn 

onsul General
01 
o

Despatch No. 517 to the Snbassy, 
Nanking, November 3, 1937.

Li quintuplioate

800

RYJ/MYH

e»?
r.;

I

&
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL

Hankow, china, November 3, 1937

Subject: Military operations in Shansi

The Honorable Nelson Trusler Johnson, 

American Ambassador, 

Nanking.

Sir:

1/ I have the honor to transmit herewith an excerpt

from a letter written on October 22nd by a usually 

well*informed foreign resident of Shansi which contains 

some interesting observations on military operations 

in that province.

Shansi has been the scene of the only prolonged 

resistance to the Japanese invasion of North China, 

apart from the Chinese stand at Nankow « ) and In 

the hills west and southwest of yelping. Its moun

tainous terrain is easily defensible and Its position 

flanking the Hopeh-Honan plain and threatening the 

Peiping-Hankow Hallway gives it great stratégie 

importance. Nevertheless it seemed at first as if it 

would fall to the Japanese as easily as Chahar, Sulyuan 

and Hopeh.

Nankow foil on August 24th, end chahar was taken 
almost without a blow. Japenone and •Manchukuo* troops 

entering Shansi along the Pelping-Suiyuan Railway and 

by the Hwaian (« )-TUhsien /$) highway occupied 

Tatung ( & /^ ) and Kwangllng '<) during the second

week of September, advancing without opposition at the 

rate of 9 or 10 miles a day. From Tatung columns were
sent
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sont north along the railway into sulyuan to cooperate 

with Japeneee, "Manohukuo* end Mongol forces operating 

In that province and west to Yuyu ( /£ J> ) and Pinglu 
( -^ ) to secure the rear and right flank of the

troops moving south in Shansi.

In North Shansi the first line of defence ie the 

mountains, 50 miles from the Sulyuan border, that 

divide the upper waters of the Sang Kang ) and
Huto GjJ ) rivers. Along this range, which on the 

map follows the pattern of a rude scroll, runs a 

portion of the Great wall. Its passes were supposed 

to be strongly fortified. The Japanese attacked the 

principal passes (the pinghsinkwan ( Jp $4) in the 

east and the Yenmenkwan ( jfil $$) In the centre) and 

while the Chinese concentrated their forces there slipped 

through lightly-held subsidiary passes and taking the 

defenders In the rear forced them to retire south Into 

the Wtei Mountains ( £ 3» ) and down the Huto Biver

towards Yuanping (^ jp ). By October 7th North Shansi 

as far south as Ningwu ( ) and Yuanping was in

Japanese hands.

Below Yuanping, near Hsinkow ( ** ), 70 miles

north of Taiyuan, the Japanese ran into difficulties. 

Central Government and provincial troops entrenched in 

the hills through which the motor road end the light 

railway run have hold up the Japanese advance for over 

three weeks, frontal attacks have failed to dislodge 

than end the terrain offers insufficient scope for the 

encircling movements that drove the Chinese from Nankow 
and Yenmenkwan. further north units of tho 8th Route

Army
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Army have emerged from the wtai Mountains to harraee 

Japanese communications north of the Inner Great Wall; 

the importance of their operations can be easily 

exaggerated but the ex-communists are ekilled in 

guerilla warfare end may be able to hamper the Japanese 

considerably.

Although the Japanese drive down the Peiping-Hankow 

Railway did not get under way until the middle of 

September (when the Japanese crossed the Yungting (^ X ) 

and Chuma (/£.%) rivers south of Peiping and nearly 

enveloped the Chinese on the railway and in the hills 

above Ohohslen ( )) it took loss than a month to

reach shlhklachwang, and the Japanese were attacking 

Niangtzekwan M), the eastern gate to Shansi, only 

a few days after their comrades had launched the first 

assaults on the Chinese positions at Hsinkow. Niangtze

kwan was held by Central Government units supported by 

Northeastern Army troops. For a fortnight Japanese 

frontal attacks made no headway but a flanking movement 

made it untenable and the Chinese withdrew, in the last 

days of October, to new positions around yangohuan 

(7^ J^L), 75 miles from Taiyuan. Yengohuan is only 25 

miles from showyang fé) (altitude, 5500 feet) where 

the railway begins to descend towards the Taiyuan plain, 

1G00 foot below. The fall of these two places would 

dear the way for a rapid advance on Taiyuan and would 

oblige the Chinese at Hsinkow to fall back on the capital.

Respectfully yours,

p. R. josselyn 
American Consul General

BMloauroB:
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e °®*0*** **» 1937.«• Map(l copy only to Department).

Original to Nanking;
Copy to Peiping;
8 ®£pleL!° D®Part»®nt (despatch 

No. 35®, Norember 3, 1937).
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch Mo. 517, November 3, 1937, 
from consul General p. h. josselyn, Hankow, china, to 
the Embassy, Nanking, In regard to Military operations 
in Shansi.

£0 £1

October 22, 1957

"We are still peaceful here. Had our first air 
raid yesterday, about 50 bombs aimed at the air field. 
Total damage was a mule carter who got his head bashed 
in but la still alive.

"There was a real er Is is in Shansi the first week 
of this month. Got. Yen who had imagined he could 
hold the J’s at Nankow for 5 months, Kalgan for 6 
months, and then Yenmenkuan - the pass through the 
inner wall - north of Taiyuan for a year (I) had at 
last come to his senses. His troops had retired from 
Kalgan and Tatung without firing a shot - literally - 
hardly waited to catch sight of the enemy.

"Then he guarded only five or six of the 9 or 10 
i passes through the wall/ It sounds incredible but is 
| true. The Government had given him several million 
I dollars to fortify the borders of this province. He 

took good Government money and spent a much smaller 
amount of his own local flat currency for fortifica- 

i tlons of the three largest passes. The enemy - bally 
nuisances ■? didn’t follow the proper rules of warfare 
(according to Yen’s theories of 25 or 30 years ago) 
and walked in large numbers through the smaller un
guarded passes. The first this side knew at the 
fortified passes was that the enemy was in their rear. 
They threw down their guns and took to the hills, 
again not a shot fired.

"Yen finally decided to call for Nanking’s help 
which he had steadily refused before. Gen’l Chiang 
asked If he could hold for two weeks until troops 
could come In from Honan. Yen replied "no". He asked 
If Yen could hold one week. He would try. so Chiang 
instantly pulled six divisions away from the Shlhchia- 
chuerg area and sent to Taiyuan - trains were arriving 
one every half hour for about two days. Even so they 
would have been too late except for one brigade now 
attached to Yen’s troops but originally lu Pei-fu’s 
troops which sacrificed Itself almost totally to delay 
the enemy at Yuanping - and then Gen’l Li Hsien-chou of 
the 21st Division who in person led four of his regi
ments in assault after assault and Inflicted enormous 

/ losses. Ho got a bullet through the lung......... ...................
* It can be said that two men really saved the province at 

least for the moment, #en*l Chiang, of the brigade, 
who was killed, and this General LI. Their men 
fought like demons when their loaders led. Now 
Szechuan troops are beginning to come in from the 
south. They don’t look very promising. The Japanese 
had about 40,000 In the province south of the wall - 
about 2/3 Mongolians and Manchurians. The Japanese

officers
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offleers oom behind their men and shoot down any 
of these Chinese that falter. In addition they 
threaten to kill all the men's relatives who are at 
home in Manchuria - perhaps actually do it. Anyway, 
they have their men under control. About 2,000 of 
these Manchurians, et al ~ were surrounded, disarmed, 
and offered a chance to go to the Chinese rear for 
reorganisation as Chinese troops - they refused even 
under penalty of death. The Chinese troops executed 
the whole outfit and none of them wavered. I wonder 
what kind of medicine the J's are able to give to 
produce suoh results. If they capture China, or even 
North China and are able to organize its man power 
into suoh fighting units, they cannot be stopped. The 

would do well to wake up.

"General Chiang Kai-shek has certainly been in a 
tough spot, if he sent Government troops into these 
provinces, one group criticized him for establishing 
distatorship, oppressing these northern peoples, etc. 
etc. If he didn't send them in, other groups criti
cized that Nanking didn't care for North China's fate - 
only tried to use N. China as a buffer to save Itself. 
He has managed to stop the invasion for the present - 
but cannot get the J's driven back north of the wall 
again I think. If he could and Government troops arid 
leaders continue to direct regardless of yen - there 
is real hope. Shansi should be the easiest province 
In China to defend - save perhaps Szechuan. He saved 
It though at the cost of shihehiaohuang. If he can 
hold Shansi, I think it will prove to have been good 
strategy, for the Japanese will have difficulty in 
extending their lines still further south into Honan 
if they are constantly subject to raids from the 
Shansi border. How we hope the borders can be heldl

"One further point is of tremendous interest. All 
three of the most heavily defended places north of 
the Yellow River Tsangchow, paotingfu and shihefcia- 
ohuang fell through treachery or failure of the north 
eastern army. At Tsang chow two divisions were sent in 
to relieve one division of the 29th that had been 
fighting for almost two months. Within one hour they 
threw down their arms and fled. At Paotingfu a bri
gade of wan Pu-lin's mutinied, cut back and broke the 
railroad south of paofu rendering it untenable. At 
Hwailu just west of S.C.C. another unit of wen Fu-lin's 
mutinied allowing the enemy to get behind S.C.C. and 
the troops barely succeeded In getting out at all. 
In addition these men of Chang Hsueh-liang's led the 
enemy into Niangtzokuan, the main eastern pass to 
Shansi - They were the ones who had prepared the for
tifications thoron So knew the ground perfectly. 
The Chinese there did not realize the treachery until 
the enemy following wan's troops were already in the 
pass. It oen be truthfully said that the Japanese 
have not yet won a major bettie. The Chinese have 
lost several through incompetency or treachery of their 
own troops. When these units get gradually weeded out, 
I believe the story elsewhere will be more like that in 
Shanghai. It must be terribly discouraging to Nanking 
at times. The North cannot complain at Its fate, it 
was lost by its own worthlessness."
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL
Hankow, china, November 9, 1937

Sir:

§ss
I have the honor to transmit herewith, for 

the ^formation of the Department, a copy, in 
cquinwplicate, of my despatch No. 519 of today*s

Si.............. _.(-idqrepjegt & 1-4 dqT^gad dressed to the Embassy at Nanking in regard
°5 tcC-Tat ïrtiasa air* nnAuati nna .

s
PJapanese air operations i r 
//) °0 Respectfully yours,

Jossei 
Consul General

i

793.94/1 1731

.closure:
1. Despatch No. 519 to Embassy, 

Nanking, November 9, 1937.

In quintuplicate 
800
RYJ/MYH
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AM£U(MK OON.sULAT^ aS^iAL
Hankow, Qhlna, November 9, 1997

Confidential

Subject: Japanese air operation*

The Honorable Nelson Trusler Johnson, 

rimerloan Ambassador, 

Nanking.

sir:

I hare the honor to submit a brief report on 

Japanese air activities in this consular district. 

Japanese air raids into the district began on 

August ISth with an attack on NanchAng, capital of 
Klangsl Province. Kiuklang wss attasked twice nnd 

Nanohang onoe sgeln during August, &nô an ©tteapt 

was made on Hankow and on the airfield at siaokan 

north of Hankow, a three weeks' lull in 

September we* ended by the Japanese announcement that 

air operations would be intensified. Raiding Into 

Kiangsi and Hupeh was resumed on a larger socle and 

operations »«re extended to Hunen. Kenching, Tdklang 

itâ >*), Kwelkl ^), lyang (K $)» Shangjeo 

( «X -0 ), IKshen ( X' ) and Ohangshu ( } in
Kiangs!; Liling ( 7^), chuehow (& ?H). Lnkow

( «* ) and Hengyang ) in RUnan; and Hankow
were attacked. Nanohang averaged a raid a week. At 
Hankow only two attacks materia lined out of nine alarm* 

Little of military advantage ha* been accomplished 
in these nine weeks. At Hankow the first raid failed 
several mile* short ot the town; the second killed and 

wounded
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wounded 900 civilians; th» third destroyed three «planes 

on the airfield, one of then a commercial machine; and 

the fourth destroyed two «planes on the field. In 

these four raids no military objective except the air

field was touched. The airfields at Kiuklang and Nan

ohang htve been attacked, and railway lines and bridges 

In Kiangs! and Hunan. Bombs have been dropped on a few 

places in the country away from railway and without 

military significance, like TUklang In Klengsl, where 

American mission property was damaged. Traffic on the 

Canton-Hankow Railway and the Hunan-Klangsi, Nanohang- 

Kluklang, and Klangsl-Cheklang lines has been delayed 

from time to time but only for brief periods while the 

necessary repairs wore being made. The Japanese have 

not seriously hindered the carriage of troops, munitions 

or supplies in this district. No military objective of 

any consequence has been destroyed. The most serious 

loss Is the «planes; although only a few have been 

destroyed, China can not afford to lose them. The air 

raids have stiffened rather than weakened Chinese morale. 

They have brought the war home to many remote districts 

and helped greatly to unite the people in a common 

hatred of tho foe and a common will to resist. The 

Japanese airmen has been described to me as potent 

recruiting sergeant a visit from whom would do good 

elsewhere (in Sseohuan, for example).

In their raids the Japanese have not been greatly 

hampered by the Chinese air force. At Hankow there has 

not been a single engagement between Japanese and Chinese 

machines. On September 24th, when so many civilians were

killed
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killed in Hanyang and Hankow, the Chinese pilota were 

I at a party in town and did not leave until the amargenoy 
( warning sounded; the Japanese ’planes had come and 

! gone before they reached the airfield. On October 18th 

Chinese pursuit ’planes took the air end flew off 

towards the east whence the previous attack had oome; 

the Japanese 'planes appeared from the southwest and 

flying in perfect formation released their bombs as 

they passed over the airfield unhindered by Chinese 

'planes. The next raid on the airfield was at night 

(between 3:30 and 4:30 a.m. on October 84th) and 

Chinese 'planes remained on the ground, in view of 

Japanese superiority in the air the Chinese can not 

afford to lose 'planes. Their tactics here are to 

conserve them. When the alarm is given the bombers are 

generally flown off, north or west, until the danger Is 

over, while the pursuit 'planes also take the air but 

are seldom risked in combat, thus remaining a potential 

if not very powerful threat. A number of 'planes have 

been cracked up by careless Chinese pilots and one 

bomber was mistaken for a Japanese machine and shot 

down by a Chinese pursuit 'plane.. Some now 'planes 

have been received by rail from the south. Anti-aircraft 

fire from the ground has improved in volume and direction 

since the first raid.

In North China the Japanese have used aircraft 

extensively against Chinese position, retreating troops, 

lines of communication, and centres of supply, but 

these operations have not extended Into this district. 

No attempt has been made to interfere with the Peiping- 

Hankow
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Hankow Hallway south of the Yelloa River, although 

Su chow j*|) In Kiangsu, at the junction of the 

Lunghai end Tientsin-pukow Railways, half way between 

Tsinan and Nanking, has been bombed several 

Japanese coimuniquCs on air raids into the

I interior »re unreliable. For example, they ascribed 

I to fog the failure of the first raid on Hankow, which 

took place in bright moonlight, and they claimed that 

the first attack on the airfield destroyed 19 ’planes 

on the ground instead of the 3 that were actually 

f destroyed (as the writer, who was on the field and 

examined the wreckage before the **all clear* was

■' sounded, can testify). On the other hand the Chinese 

will try to conceal or minimize damage done to military 

objectives while playing up the effect on non-combatents 

and civilian property. It is more difficult, however, 

for them to suppress knowledge of whet happens locally 

than for the Japanese to deceive the public in japan 

(or superior officers in Shanghai) with exaggerated 

accounts of achievements in the Interior of China. The 

heaviest loss of life was in the raid on Hankow on 

September 24th when 308 persons were killed (185 men, 

52 women and 71 children) and 415 were injured (329 
seriously, 285 slightly).1 In Ranch eng, ecoording to 

the semi-official central News Agency, 58 people were 

killed and 130 wounded in 8 raids between August 15th 

and October 31st. The Hankow débâcle of September 24th, 

which

1 ^Hiese figures are 'a revision of those given in my "*
despatch No. 303 of October 4, 1937. They are 
taken from detailed figures supplied to me by 
the Mayor of Hankow.
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whieh was either a deliberate attempt to terrorise 

the civilian population or an exceedingly unskillful 

ettempt on the Arsenal, contributed to the indignation 

aroused in America and wrope by Japan’s method of 

conducting aerial warfare. There are signa that the 

protests by foreign governments and condemnation by 

foreign public opinion have caused the Japanese to 

limit their operations (in this district at any rate) 

more closely to military objectives. These, however, 

are widely dispersed as well as distant from the 

Japanese air bases and it is doubtful if a great deal 

can be accomplished against them*

Meepeotfully yours,
. .

A tpya ; 
i of the '■ 
j ; P. R. josselyn 

American consul General

(despatch 
9, 193?).

Original to Nanking;
Copy to Peiping;
5 copies to Department 

No. 357, November
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR PLAIN
1—183»

AMEMBASSY HANKOW 
AME.13ASSY PETRINO 
AMC ONSUL 3 HALSNAI

Tsingtao via N. R

Washington

Secretary of State

From

p .m.

Dated December 20, 1937

c’d 8:30 a,m.
im vis icTuo ~ j

- P
COPIES SENT TO 
O.N.L ANÜ M.I.D.

Twentieth, 6:30

More explosions
/

occurring knd there are some large

fire s residential districts here Americanh’E sidents
are some distance from where fires and explosions are

occurring. It is reported damage will be done to wharves

SOKOBIN
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lu flBcember 17 taa7
Hon. Corail HtSl co

Sir: CXI

The

is sent

Ci H OIZ 
aijSacheOcommungéft ion

for your^consideration.

Please investigate the statements

CD w

contained therein and forward me

the necessary information for re-

ply, returning the enclosed corre- "J
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Kansas City, Mo.
Dec. 15, 1937

Hon. Jasper Bell
Please support the Ludlow Bill.
Why doesn’t the President order our people out of 

China? Why should we be involved in a foreign war 
because of a few selfish people, who insist on staying 
where they have no business.

Sincerely

MRS. C. BUTTERWORTH
3830 E 63rd
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Vj dear Mr. Belli

I acknowledge the receipt of your communisation of 

December 17, 1937, with which you enclose a letter re» 

ceivad by you from Mrs, C. Butterworth inquiring why the 

President does not order American citizens out of China.

As you are no doubt aware, the President has no au

thority to order American oitIrens out of any foreign 

country in which they may be traveling or residing. Of

ficers of the American Government have repeatedly and 

earnestly advised American citizens in face of dangers 

incident to residence in China to withdraw and are mak

ing every effort to provide safe means whereby they may 

depart. That practice and that effort still obtain* 

The Department is not at present issuing passports valid 

for travel in China except in certain exceptional cir

cumstances,
I

The Honorable

Charles Jasper Bell, 

Bouse of Representatives.

793.94/11733
 

F
/A
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I hope that the above comment on thia natter nay 

be of assistance to you in replying to Mrs. Butterworth’s 

letter.

In accordance with your request Mrs. Butterworth’s 

letter is returned herewith.

Sincerely yours,

Cordell Hull

Enclosure:

CR From Mrs. Butterworth,
UC 2, «377 D,<>’”b'r «• 198?-

-facto® c
FEîE$C:HES 

12-23
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THOMAS C. HENNINGS, JR,
V 11 th Dt st. Missouri

J . ■

COMMITTEE:
FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Congtesft of tïje fëlnîteb States»
House of MepreSentatfoes

8Ha$f)ington, ©. €.
December 18, 1937.

« 
*
O' £;/>

Li_ C?
IE c ~

^Honà^abïe Cordell Hull, 
oSeci^Saj»y of State, 
^Washington, D. C.
Jo
Si
Dear Mr. Secretary:

The enclosed letter received 
today from my constituent concerning the 
Japanese situation.

Inasmuch as I am receiving 
many letters of similar content, I will ap
preciate a letter from your Department which 
I may forward to these constituents writing 
me relative to this matter.

With kind regards, I am

793.94/
I 

I 734
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Hon. Thos. C. Hennings.
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Hennings -

We are asking your help, feeling sure that you’ll 
keep a cool head in the alarm that is now felt in 
regard to the Sino-Japanese war.

Why don’t we bring our ships and boys home? If any 
of our people want to risk their lives in China, permit 
them to stay, at their own risk.

Why should we furnish convoys for the Standard 
Oil? Everyone knows that Smedley Butler told us he did 
most of his fighting for the Standard Oil. Let the 
Standard [Oil] hire convoys—let the English muddle 
thru—but do bring our men and boats home. They can 
keep in excellent condition policing their own country.

Why should we police China, or Japan—let those 
Orientals have it out among themselves. The last war 
was a bitter futile war, let’s not risk one of our boys 
for something that simply is none of our business.

Please, Mr. Hennings, urge what we ask--we are 
depending on you.

With all good wishes and thanks.
Sincerely yours,

MRS. MARY P. RICK
4115 McPherson
St. Louis, Mo. 12/13/57
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in reply refer to 
FE 793.94/11734

My dear Mr. Hennings»

I acknowledge the receipt of your letter of Fw- 
ceaber 18, 1937, with which you enclose a letter re
ceived by you from Mrs. Mary P. Rick in regard to th* 

withdrawal of American weasel* from Chinee© water*. X 

hope that the following ooament on thia matter may be 

of assistance to you in replying to Mrs. Rick's letter 
and letters of similar content.

£
The question of the type* and degrees of proteo- __

tlon which thia Government should afford to It* diti- “
sens ebroad present* many difficulties and i* one in ÿ

regard to which opinions may very readily differ. In a 

situation such a* has prevailed in the Far Fast there 

have been developed during more than a century certain 

right*, certain interests, certain obligations and cer
tain practice*. In the light of peculiar feature* in* 

herent in the situation, all of the major powers have 
developed

The Honorable

Thomas C. Henning*, Jr., nt
g> House of Representatives.
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developed and employed, with authorisation by the Chi» 

nese Government, methods for safeguarding the lives and 
Interests and property of their nationals believed to 

be appropriate to the situation and warranted by the 
peculiarities thereof. Thus, for Inatanoe, there came 

about and there la still in existence the system of 

extraterritorial Juried lot ion and various of its con» 
comltents. Concurrently, many nationals of this and 

other oountrles have, during several generations, gone 
to China, established themselves there in various ooou» 
pations and activities, and subjected themselves both 
to the advantages and to the disadvantages of the con
ditions prevailing thereJ and the American Government 

has, along with other governments, accepted various 

rights and incurred various obligations* In a situation 

such as now prevails, many of our nationals cannot sud» 
denly ttinxwst cut themselves off from the past nor 

can the American Government suddenly disavow its obliga
tions and responsibilities. The American naval vessels 

and the small contingents of American landed forces 

which have been maintained in China were placed and have 

bean kept there solely for the purpose of assisting in 
the maintenance of order and security as affecting the 
lives, the property and ths legitimate activities of 
American nationals, especially in regard to conditions 

of
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of local disorder and unauthorised violence. These vessels 

and troops have never had In any sense any mission of ag
gression. It has long been the desire and expectation of 

the American Government that they shall be withdrawn when 

their appropriate function is no longer sailed for.

Officers of the American Government have repeatedly 

and earnestly advised American citisens, in face of dangers 

incident to residence in China, to withdraw and are making 

every effort to provide safe means whereby they may depart. 

During the current situation in China the American military 

and naval forces have rendered important service in pro
tecting the lives of Americans nationals, In assisting in 

evacuating Americans from areas of special danger, and in 

making possible the maintenance of uninterrupted coimnunlca- 
tions with our nationals and our diplomatic and consular 

establishments in the areas involved.

There is enclosed for possible transmission to Mrs. 
Rick a press release issued by the Department on August 25 

outlining the policy on which this Government la proceeding 

with reference to the situation in the Far East.
As you may wish to retain Mrs. Rick’s letter for your 

files I return it herewith.

rjttn 29 Kcuttn* '

Sincerely yours,

Pordell Hull

Enclosuresi
1. Press release of 

August 23, 1937.
2. From Mrs. Rick, 

December 13, 1937 
FE:EGS:HES 12-21. 29
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. In regard to the second point raised~in~the attached 

statement of the Rochester Peace Council, you are doubtless 

aware that the Neutrality Act prohibits the export to bel

ligerent nations of arms, ammunition, and implements of war 

only, and that the Act specifically provides that the term 

"arms, ammunition, and implements of war" shall not apply 

to raw materials, such as iron, oi^tthhd cotton. Even if, 

therefore, the President should find that a state of war 

exists in the Far East, the United States could not, as 

the statement of the Peace Council itself points out, 

participate in an international embargo on the export of 

such raw materials to a belligerent country or countries 

until additional legislation had been enacted by the 

Congress authorizing such an embargo.
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GEORGE B. KELLY 
* 38th Dist MkwYork

323 HOUSE OFFICE BLDG.

FRANK J. MUENCH. Jr. 
Skcrktart

COMMlTrE^
INTERSTATE and FOR0S"

Wottôe of Mepreaentatfoea
1957 DEC 20 M <•

DIVISION Or
AHD RECORDS

Honorable Cordell Hull, 
Secretary of State, 
Washington, 
D.C.

Dear Mr. Secretary:

December 19, 1937

I have pondered over the attached letter 
from Professor Walden Moore together with statementof 
the Advisory Committee of the Rochester Peace Council but 
not being an authority on international affairs I was not 
quite sure as to just how best to reply to it.

Would it be possible for one of your staff 
to outline a suitable reply reflecting only as far as you 
can safely do so the attitude of the Administration in re
gard to their recommendations.

I will be personally grateful to you for 
this assistance.

With expressions of my highest esteem, I am

GBK/LN

Vary sincerely)

P.S. Kindly return attached letter with your reply.

%.4

r?
e>5

.. S

-, .. -• .... ■ - - - - - ---- ■
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER 

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE 

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

DEPARTMENT OF GOVERNMENT November 18, 1937

Hon. George H. Kelly,
Houee Office Building, 

Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Kelly:

I enclose a copy of the "Statement on American Policy 
towards the Far Eastern Conflict" of the Rochester Peace 
Council, composed of thirty-two Rochester organizations 
interested in peace. This is the Rochester unit of the 
National Peace Conference.

You will note that we warmly approve of the President’s 
refusal to invoke the Neutrality Act and also of the 
sentiments expressed by the President in his speech at 
Chicago.

In order to put these sentiments into effect we sug
gest three further steps: 1) Collective withdrawal of 
neutral nationals and armed forces from the war zone 
2) Collective imposition of an embargo on war materials 
to Japan 3) As soon as peace is restored cooperation to 
improve economic conditions everywhere.

Would you be kind enough to read the enclosed 
statement and let me know your own views regarding the 
policies recommended.

Sincerely yours,

WALDEN MOORE

Chairman, Advisory Committee
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ROCHESTER PEACE COUNCIL—ADVISORY COMMITTEE

STATEMENT ON AMERICAN POLICY TOWARDS THE FAR EASTERN CONFLICT

The two predominant interests of the American people 
in the Far Eastern Conflict are: First, to avoid war with 
Japan; Second. to aid in the restoration of peace on terms 
compatible with the Nine Power Treaty which pledges respect 
for the territorial integrity and political Independence of 
China.

Both of those interests are endangered by our existing 
policies. The first is endangered by the maintenance of 
American troops and American warships on the scene of con
flict with the ever present possibility of a serious "in
cident*. The second is endangered by our continued supply
ing of war materials to Japan in such quantities as to make 
us the principal economic ally of the aggressor nation. 
(In 1936 we furnished 50$ of Japan's iron, 75$ of her oil, 
60$ of her cotton).

The invocation of the Neutrality Act would by no 
means improve this situation. On the contrary it would 
hurt China by cutting off entirely our relatively small 
trade with her while continuing to leave our war material 
markets open to Japan. Such action would aid and en
courage Japanese aggression without in any way diminishing 
the danger of armed conflict. We^ therefore, oppose the 
invocation of the Neutrality Act.

We heartily endorse the President's speech at Chicago 
calling for "a concerted effort" by "the peace-loving 
nations* in "opposition to those violations of treaties... 
which today are creating a state of international anarchy 
and instability from which there is no escape through more 
Isolation or neutrality". We commend the support given 
by the American State Department to the resolution of 
the League of Nations Assembly condemning Japanese aggression 
and calling for aid to China. We warmly approve the 
participation of the American government in the Brussels 
Conference of Nine Power Treaty Signatories initiated by 
the League.

But the present emergency calls for action as well 
as words. We, therefore, urge that the American government 
adopt two new policies. First, in order to reduce to a

minimum
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minimum the danger of Involvement In war, the United 
States should propose to the other powers the Immediate 
Joint withdrawal of all neutral citizens and all neutral 
troops and warships from the zone of conflict. The 
American government should pay full compensation for 
economic losses which this policy may cause to Its citizens 
In China. Second, in order to bring Japanese aggression 
to an end and tosecure the evacuation of Chinese terri
tory, the United States should propose to the other na
tions that they collectively place an embargo on further 
shipments of war materials (such as munitions, Iron, oil, 
cotton) from their respective territories to Japan. Such 
action, If participated In by the United States and the 
British Empire, would deprive the military clique who 
control Japan of means to continue their aggression. Amer
ican participation in an International embargo would 
have to be authorized by_Congress.far as practicable 
compensatlonshouldbe paid for private losses Incurred 
by this policy. Private trade with China should be per
mitted, as at present, solely at the trader’s own risk.

At the same time the American government should 
make It clear to all countries, Including Japan, that 
as soon as peace Is restored we are willing to Initiate 
steps looking towards economic adjustments to Improve 
the living standards of all people, Including the Japanese. 
This should be part of a general effort to develop a 
policy of economic cooperation throughout the world.

We call on all members of the Rochester Peace 
Council and of Its affiliated organizations who support 
any or all of those proposals to write President Roosevelt 
and Secretary Hull asking for their adoption.

We also call attention to the fact that It Is the 
Individual purchases of Japanese goods that enable the 
Japanese military to secure war materials for their con
quest of China and accompanying slaughter of Chinese 
civilians. We suggest, therefore, that, pending such 
action as the governments may or may not take, all those 
men and women opposed to giving personal aid to military 
aggression refrain from purchasing Japanese products— 
the most Important being silk goods of which the United 
States takes over 80$ of Japan's exports.

Only a determined public opinion In the United 
States and other peace-loving nations can forestall the

world
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world catastrophe of International war and secure a 
permanent and enduring peace.

The Rochester Peace Council Advisory Committee

Professor Vaiden Moore, Chairman 
Mrs. Alice Wood Wynd 
Mrs. Rex Wilsey 
Professor Donald Gilbert
Mr. Harold Sanford
Professor Maynard L. Cassady
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December 29 1937

In reply refer to 
FE 793.94/11735

My deer Mr, Kelly:

I acknowledge the receipt of your letter of Decem

ber 19, 1957, with which you enclose a letter received 

by you from Professor Walden Moore, together with À 

statement of the Advisory Committee of the Rochester 

Peace Council in which certain suggestions are made 

with regard to the policy of this Government in connec

tion with the situation in the Par East. I hope that 

the following cowent mj be of assistance to you in 

replying to Professor Moore’s letter. 

In regard to the question of the withdrawal of 

American forces from China, it may be stated that the 

question of the types and degress of protection which 

this Government should afford to its citizens abroad 

presents many difficulties and is one in regard to 

which opinions may very readily differ. In a situation 

such as has prevailed in the Far East there have been 

developed during sore than a century certain rights, 
certain

The Honorable

George B, Kelly,

House of Representatives.
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certain interests, certain obligations, and certain 

practices, in the light of peculiar features Inherent 

in the situation, all of the major powers have developed 

and employed, with authorisation by the Chinese Govern*» 

ment, methods for safeguarding the lives and interests 

and property of their nationals believed to be appropri

ate to the situation and warranted by the peculiarities 

thereof. Thus, for instance, there came about and there 

is still in existence the system of extraterritorial 

jurisdiction and various of its concomitants. Conour- 

rently, many nationals of this and other countries have, 

during several generations, gone to China, established 

themselves there In various occupations and activities, 

and subjected themselves both to the advantages and to 

the disadvantages of the conditions prevailing there) 

and the American Government has, along with other gov

ernments, accepted various rights and incurred various 

obligations. In a situation such as now prevails, many 

of our nationals cannot suddenly disavow or cut them

selves off from the past nor can the Amerlcen Government 

suddenly disavow Its obligations and responsibilities. 

The American naval vessels and the small contingente of 

American landed forces which have been maintained in 

China were placed and have been kept there solely for 

the purpose of assisting in the maintenance of order and
security
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security as affecting the lives, the property, and ths 

legitimate activities of American nationals, especially 

in regard to conditions of local disorder and unauthorised 

violence. These vessels and troops have never had in any 

sense any mission of aggression, it has long been the 

desire and expectation of the American Government that 

they shall be withdrawn when their appropriate function 

is no longer called for.

Officers of the American Government have repeatedly 

and earnestly advised American citizens, in face of 

dangers incident to resldenoe in China, to withdraw and 

are making every effort to provide safe means whereby 

they may depart. During the current situation in China 

the American military and naval forces have rendered Im

portant service In protecting the lives of American na

tionals, in assisting In evacuating Americans from areas 

of special danger, and in making possible the maintenance 

of uninterrupted communications with our nationals and 

our diplomatic and consular establishments In the areas 

involved.

In regard to the second point raised in the attached 

statement of the Rochester Peace Council, you are doubt

less aware that the Neutrality Act prohibits the export 

to belligerent nations of arms, arsnunition, end imple

ments of war only, and that the Act specifically provides 
that
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that the term "arma, ammunition, and Implements of war” 

shall not apply to raw materials, suoh as iron, oil, and 

cotton. Evon if, therefore, the President should find 

tliat a state of war exists in the Far East, the United 

States could not, as the statement of the Pease Council 

itself points out, participate in an international em

bargo on the export of suoh raw materials to a belligerent 

country or countries until additional legislation had boon 

enacted by the Congress authorising such an embargo.

Thero is enclosed as of possible interest in this 

connection a press release issued by th® Ttepartnent on 

August 23 outlining the policy on which this Government 

is proceeding with reference to the situation in the

Far East.

In accordanco with your request Professor Moore’s

letter and its enclosura are returned herewith.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosuresf

[' 1. Press release of
CR >^.^7 August 23, 1937, 
27 1937*.Professor Moore 

with enclosure.
Routine fAP*

FE:E(J€:HES 
12-23

FIs

Cordell Hull
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'-“a» Tsingtao via N* R.
From

Dated December 18, 1937

Rqc’d 6 a*m., Dec. 20th 
Secretary of State,

Washington. ï ___________ ____ __
. ! DEC raUjâeoPfES SEN T TO |

December 18, 7 p.m. //7O.N.i. AND MJ.D, | 

The representative of the mayor who^alled at the ..

Consulate this afternoon stated that the curfew is being 

enforced by the direction of the military authorities -q
"who :mvE received certain instructions".. What the in

structions are he did not profess to know but he did say 

that _ie was certain no (repeat no) Japanese property in 

Tsingtao city proper would be damaged. The city proper 

is about eight miles from the cotton mill district. ■ 

There is no sign of Japanese military activity 

anywhere near Tsingtao at the moment, but possibly the 

Chinese may consider the destruction right now of the mills 

to be a military necessity. However, the thought of safe

guarding Japanese property cannot continue while the 

Japanese are inflicting great damage elsewhere in the 

course of hostilities will be a consideration if the 

Chinese undertake to damage Japanese property in Tsingtao.
syuULcb

No damage to American property neorby be expected.

CSB

SOKOBIN
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COPIES SENT TO 
O.N.L AND M.LD.

EG

Tsingtao via N. R
1—1830

From Dated December 18, 1937

Rea’d 6 a.m., Dec. 20th

F Division ofC f EASTEfttaAIRS |p

Department of x'

ir who called at the

Secretary of StatE, 

Washington.

December 18, 7 p.m.

The representative of the

Consulate this afternoon stated that the curfew is being 

Enforced by the direction of the military authoritiEs 

’’who have received cErtain instructions". What the in

structions are hE did not profess to know but he did say 

that he was certain no (repeat no) Japanese property in 

Tsingtao city proper would be damaged. The city proper 

is about eight miles from the cotton mill district.

There is no sign of Japanese military activity 

anywhere near Tsingtao at the moment, but possibly the 

Chinese may consider the destruction right now of the mil. 

to be a military necessity. However, the thought of safe 

guarding Japanese property cannot continue while the 

Japanese are inflicting thorough damage elsewhere in 

Tsingtao and concludes hostilities will be (?) if the 

Chinese undertake to damage Japanese property in Tsingtao 
■}

No damage to American property nearby be expectedr

SOKOBIN

CSB

795.94/11736
 

F/FG
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE_____ 124.95/410'v°u0e“>“*> ___________FOR Tel.#84 7pm________________

from____ China (Hankow)_____ (.___ Johnson ...) DATED_____ .Pec*18*1.93?-------
TQ NAME 1—1137 »fo

REGARDING: New Chinese Government to be set up in ^eiping as 
successor to former seat of Chinese Government at 
Nanking, same to be recognized by Japan along the 
lines indicated. Information relative to same 
and comment that the Japanese will probably proceed 
against Hankow and Canton shortly.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone, (B)

FF$&Mnghai

Dated December,20, 1937

Secretary of State

Washington

Rec’d 12:05

/V3j-D-
•VV'QJ

Division of X
FAjj EASTEBNpEC 2/1937 J

Oeparfrnem of

1195, December 9 a .m

Abend, NE’7 YORK TIKES correspondent, has shown me

d m

5>

his news despatch of today reporting struggle going on 

in Japanese army in this part of China of tfar senior 

officers including Matsui and so-called junior officers 

including Colonel Hashimoto who was at Duhu and whose force.'.

presumably were involved in the machine-gunning and 

boarding of the PANAY. Abend tells me in strictest 

confidence that the material was sent here for him from

Katsui’s headquarters by special airplane with personal 

request that facts be cabled to New York, the idea being 

that no Japanese newspaper would dare to .-publish facts of 

this kind on its initiative but that the news will be

cabled back to Japan after it has appeared in New York. 
Not repeated elsewhere.
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strictly oatnunffiM, 
l SiB|CUY tWlDEflHAl J

HMtHHlSI

A telegram (Ho. 1195) under date December 20, 
1937, from the American Consul General at Shanghai 
reads substantially as follows:

The American Consul General at Shanghai has been 
shown by Mr. Hallett Abend, correspondent of the Mew 
York Times, the latter*s news despatch of December 30 
in which is reported the struggle going on in that part 
of China between the senior and so-called junior offi
cers of the Japanese army. The senior officers include 
General Matsul and the junior officers include Colonel 
Hashimoto who was at Wuhu. When the U.S.8. Panay was 
machine-gunned and boarded, it was presumably the forces 
of Colonel Hashimoto which were involved. The Hew York 
Times correspondent informed the Consul General in 
strictest confidence that the material on which the above 
despatch was based was forwarded by special plane from 
the headquarters of General Matsui to him (Mr. Abend) at 
Shanghai with the personal request that the faots be 
cabled to Hew York. The idea behind such procedure is 
that after the news has appeared in Mew York, it will be 
cabled back to Japan and that no Japanese newspaper would 
dare, on its own initiative, publish facts of such nature.
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DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 

Date II-I8-1S—

JR
From

partmeiit of

PASSED 10 OPNAV 5Y CINCAF FOR

RAM RECEIVED/CGPiES S,'

COMYANGPAT

DECEmber 20, 1937

Rec ’d 1:40 p.m

INFORMATION.

0020. SEVEntEEn bombErs accompaniEd by ninE pursuit 

droppEd approximately tight five bombs and two packagES 

litEraturE vicinity railway station Kiukiang 1300 today.

1525.

HPD
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EDA 1-um
COMYANGPAT

From
Dec Ember 21, 1937

REceivEd 8:21 p.m.

COMYANGPAT
ACTION OPNAV
INFORMATION 2ND MAR BRIGADE 

YANGPAT 
COMDESRON 5 
COMSUBRON 5 
CINCAF 
COMSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

9021 YangtzE RivEr ports qui Et 214

CHINA

SMS : EMB
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By Q Date —

of
' hbsoei^1®10 department of state

JTISION OF FAR eastern affairs
^^ATIONB

1937.December 18,

793.94/
I 

I 741

The week in review has been marked by three important 
events, namely, the bombing of British and American ships 
on the Yangtze and the sinking of the U.S.S. Panay. the 
fall of Nanking, and the establishment of a new régime in 
Peiping. The Panay incident has not inflamed public opinion 
in the United States, but the press has become increasingly 
severe in its criticism in the light of reports that machine
gun attacks upon the ships and the survivors were deliberate. 
The fall of Nanking appears to have brought about no dis
position on the part of Chinese leaders to negotiate with 
the Japanese. The Japanese advance is continuing without

"H delay. A provisional government of China with Japanese
> backing has been established in Peiping, with the evident 

intention of creating a permanent government for the vdiole
of China, upon the accomplishment of which the provisional 
government would resign. 5-



DEClASSIFIBDl E.O. 116», " W
gep^tynt oytjfcffijg-. SEfta .
By IfldX»*. V- —
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The quick assumption by the Japanese Government of 

responsibility for the bombing and sinking of the P«rwy 

and the firm position adopted by this Government seem on 

the whole to have satisfied public opinion in the United 

States. The press, while indicating from the first that 

the incident would probably not result in serious trouble, 

has maintained a firm tone in its insistence upon full 

compliance by the Japanese Government with American de

mands, and as news despatches elaborate upon the details 

of the incident, the press has become increasingly criti

cal of the Japanese and has even more firmly supported the 

position of the Government in demanding assurances of con

crete measures taken to prevent the recurrence of alnrt 1 nr 

incidents in the future. Toward the end of the week the 

doubts oast by the press upon the intention of the Japanese 

Government to reply formally to the note sent by this Gov

ernment, and to assume responsibility for the machine-gun 

attacks upon the ships and survivors, suggest that the in

cident may assume a graver aspect. In addition to the 

formal apology and offer of indemnification by the Japanese 

Government, the only official measure taken thus far to 

satisfy American demands has been the recall to Tokyo of 

the chief of the naval air forces in China. According to 

a press report, the Japanese Navy has announced its inten

tion of rendering a formal salute on the Yangtze to the 

four persons killed in the attack.
In
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In regard to the Yangtze bombing of British ships 

last Sunday, the British Government has taken a line with 

the Japanese identical with that adopted by the United 

States*

There have been no official reports describing the 

fall of Nanking, which occurred this week, but press re

ports sent from Nanking indicate that although the bulk 

of the Chinese army managed to escape across the river, 

many thousands of the Chinese troops which remained in 

Nanking were promptly executed by the Japanese soldiers 

and that the extent of Japanese looting made the previous 

looting by the Chinese soldiers appear mild.

Previous indications that the Japanese forces after 

the fall of Nanking would take a breathing spell before 

continuing their advance seem to be in error, as present 

reports indicate that the Japanese troops are already pre

paring to advance. A Japanese spokesman has stated that 

the war will be relentlessly pursued until all opposition 

shall have ceased.

It is reported from Canton that the fall of Nanking 

has had no deleterious effect upon public morale and that 

the war spirit flames higher than ever; reports from Hankow 

indicate no disposition on the part of the Chinese leaders 

to negotiate with the Japanese. The Chinese Government may 

be reorganized in the near future along lines which will 

permit the active participation of the Communists. A re

port
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By IHuT-rr*. y, ’
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port from the American Ambassador to China indicates that 

Chinese official circles now expect the active participa

tion of the Soviet Union in the conflict.

A provisional government which, it is expected, will 

attempt to set up a permanent government for the whole of 

China was established at Peiping this week with .Tap«nage 

backing. It is composed of elderly and skillful Chinese 

politicians of fair reputation but without administrative 

ability or political influence. Five out of six of the new 

leaders belong to the old pro-Japanese Anfu clique, which 

with considerable corruption ruled China for a few years 

toward the close of the World War. The provisional govern

ment has already pledged its opposition to the Chinese 

National Government and to the Nationalist Party, and to 

complete cooperation with Japan and "Manchukuo*. There has 

as yet been no formal recognition of the new régime by 

Tokyo, and the Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs in Japan 

has informed the British Ambassador categorically that the 

Japanese Government has no present intention of extending 

such recognition.
While there exists the possibility that the Chinese 

may be able through guerrilla tactics over an extended 

period to weaken the Japanese, by the end of last week 

the only hope which remained for a successful immediate 

defense against the Japanese was the possibility of an 

incident which would cause the active intervention of (eithtj/

the
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Department of State lÿter, U-/8-75
By IHuTi-y. D- ----
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the United States, Great Britain or the Soviet Union. 

The Panay incident was of a gravity which probably far 

exceeded even the hopes of the Chinese leaders, and yet 

it promises to be settled without danger of involving the 

United States Government in hostilities. If such proves 

to be the case, it seems logical to assume that the Chi- 

nese must realize that there is little probability of any 

active intervention of the United States in the Chinese 

affair. Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek on December 16 

issued a manifesto calling upon the Chinese people to con

tinue resistance, warning them that there must be no fur

ther dependence upon help from foreign nations and express

ing confidence in the ultimate victory of China. Whatever 

hopes the Chinese may have for foreign intervention will 

probably turn to the situation which will arise if, as 

appears not improbable, the Japanese attack Canton and 

come into closer contact with British interests in that 

region.

The establishment of the new government in Peiping is 

expected to introduce new complications into the customs 

situation, as the Japanese may be expected to assist the 

new régime in taking over the fiscal and other functions 

of the Chinese Government.

Telegrams received late this morning report the de

struction by the Chinese of the Japanese cotton mills in 

Tsingtao, Shantung Province. There are nine Japanese cotton 

mills
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mills in Tsingtao and they constitute about one-fourth 

of the large Japanese cotton Industry in China. Thus far 

the Japanese forces have not invaded Shantung Province 

south of the Yellow River. The principal reason for this 

probably is the expectation that negotiations with the 

Governor would be effective in bringing the province under 

Japanese control. An incidental reason for the choice of 

diplomacy ih this case may have been the desire to protect 

the important Japanese cotton mills in Tsingtao. The de

struction of these mills by Chinese, which has been feared 

by the Japanese for some time, may very well cause the 

Japanese military to decide upon invasion.

Mr. Atcheson’s preliminary report on the Panay inci

dent has just been received and in general confirms the 

details of the bombing, as well as the subsequent machine- 

gunning of the ship and the survivors, as previously re

ported by the Navy.



DECIASSIFIEDt E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
to 0/-NAKS, Date

"7^7 >,

DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE_____ 852.00/7092_______ ______ ____________FOR... OP.

State Dex>artment qj
FROM .....Secretary......................  (_____________ .) DATED Dec. 16. 1937_______ .
TO NAME 1—1127 ero (0

REGARDING: —
Chinese - Japanese reletions.

Memorandum of conversation with the Portuguese Minister 
during which the latter endeavored not to appear 
sympathetic with the Japanese movement but character
ized it as a bad influence in the world situation.

g©
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

?3<

JR
This telegram must be 
closely pferPSphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone.

TO :

INFO

CINCAF

OPNAV
MARBLEHEAD

fAh L ASUi

U S S Sacramento
Froivi December 20, 1937

0020» Air raid alarm sounded nine

Rec’d 3 :25 p.m.

hundred, single

seaplane dropped bombs in vicinity railway station ten

fifteen, hundreds Chinese evacuating to northward. 1045

csb

793.94/11743

5©
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Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
ByMltUvs 0, Date -----

telegram received

LMS *-»»•
This message was received 
in Navy Cipher and must be 
closely paraphrased before 
being made public.

ÜS3 SACRAMENTO

TO:
INFO:

CINCAF 
navy department 
MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

ember 20, 

f Afl ÉAST£R^ffÀ|

1937

00S0 Plane did not drop bombs En flftEEn< 

explosion ashore as plane passed over, curfew eighteen 

hundred tonight, threats and rumors of further destruc

tion continue with uneasiness of Inhabitants 1850

CSB

793.94/I 
I 744
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EDA telegram rec^

Dec Ember 20. 1937

From Received 9 p.m.

OPNAV
INFORMATION: 2ND MARBRIG 

YANGPATO 
COMDESRON 5 
COMSUBRON 5 
CINCAF 
COMSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USà MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

COPryS SENT TO

0020 Seventeen JapanESE bombErs plus nlnE pursuit 

planEs bomb Ed Kiukiang vicinity railway station 1300 

today. Approximately Eighty-fivE bombs droppEd also 

two packets literature. Other river ports quiet 2010.

SMS : EMB

K

793.94/11745
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By 0, -JttBS. Date I2-&75 

COPh^lÛEsT TG
MJ.D.

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR
1—1336

From

SECOND BRIGADE USMC 

December 20, 1937 

Rec ’d 3 :12 jp.m.

ACTION : OPNAV

INFO : CINCAF
AMCONSUL SHANGHAI
COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT 
AMAKBASSADOR CHINA 
ALUSNA PEIPING

reported 20 miles north Pukow8620. Japanese advance

22 miles north Chinkiang r,uhu. Main drive 12 miles east, 

drive on Hangchow moving slowly along Grand Canal now at 

Changan. Twelve transports loaded ammunitions, food, 

Yangtzepoo wharves and departed for sea. General Harada, 

Japanese Military Attache, today called expressed apologies 

regrets PANAY incident to Commander Second Brigade. 1908.

DIM



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR ,-*3“ rPAVFrom gray

Tsingtao via N. R»

Ecretary of StatE, 
Washington, D.

RUSH.

Dec Ember 21, 9

Dated Decembef 21, 1937

Aside from some pistol shooting all through the
night from Chinese, marines believec' to be endeavoring
to halt sporadic looting and a further destruction of 

Japanese property, particularly warehouses near wharves. 
Nothing has happeneC during the night to any Americans 
or American property, or as far as is known, to any 
occidentals or their property. Everything serene this 
morning.

Sent to Peiping, Hankow, Shanghai, Chefoo.

793.94/i1747

HPD
SOKOBIN
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Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
Bv MLtUvx 0 ÂfiArff-------NARS. Date -----

TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR COMSOPAT

From Dec Ember 21, 1937

ACTION: OPNAV
INFO: SECOND BRIGADE 

COMSUBRON FIVE’ 

COMDESRON FIVE
CINCAF 

COMYANGPAT

Rec’d 8:20 a.m.

AMAMBA3SAD0R CHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD

ALUSNA PEIPING

0120. South China ports quiet. 2000
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Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
Bv IflLttw, 0.^^------- Mife, Date -----

DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

see 893.00 P.R. Hankow/126 _ #358-------------------- ____________________

FROM___ Jfefo0”_________________ ( Josaelyn DATED Kov* 13» 1937
TO NAME ^laa

REGARDING: e. xSino-Japanese conflict.

Military situation around Hankow for month of October: 
Reports concern!]^-•

mr

■ ——— '——— —
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<• Japan

•• glnosTapaneeo conflict

Japeneae air operation» were extended into Hunan 

continued in Kiangai and Bup«h. Hallway Una a 
and airfield* ware the principal objeettrea. There 

were two *»id« oa Hankow, 1» which the airfield wa* 

boabod



DECLASSIFIED! E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By MLbUvx 0, -MRS. Date H-/8*75----

Polit leal report 
October 1937 -g.
Hankow, China

boabed and five Chinese 'pianos on the ground wore 
destroyed or dawiged.1 Bridges and stations on the 

Canton*Hankow Railway tnd the railways in Klang si 

were objects of attack but little damage was done 

and train service was not seriously interfered with. 

Japanese *planee were reported over Loyang «nd Cheng- 

chow but no bombing was done in Ronan south of the 

Yellow Hiver. The Japa ese used alroraft effectively 

to prepare the «ay for their advance in shanal and 

Hopeh anti to accelerate ti @ retrout of Chlijose troops. 

By the end of October tne yaphneee thrust along Uw 

Peiping*Hankow Railway h&d reached Fengloohen 

Just Inside the Honan border 10Ô miles north of the 

Yellow River; in Shansi, the Chinese «ere successfully 

holding the Japsneee north of Taiyuan but had been 

forced out of their principal defensive positions east 

of Taiyuan, and the continued advance of the Japanese 

from that direction threatened to make the Chinese 

positions north of the capital untenable.8

The countryside was quiet. The approach of winter 

normally brings an increase in banditry, so far this 

year there appears to be less than usual. good m&ny 

of the larger and better organised groups or bandits 

are being enlisted rar service agsinst the Japanese. In 

the towns wounded soldiers have caused trouble in hos

pitals, shops and the streets, but the authorities are 

talcing stops to deal with this problem, which is largely 

the
i y«u; ôër. iB, u, jt'*:*.-----------------2 Tels., Oct. 14, 4 p.m. ; Oct. lb, It noon; Oat. Id,

11 noon; Oat. IS, 4 p.m.; Oct. 18, B p.m.; Oct. U, 
3 p.m.; Oct. 13, 1 p.m.; 0«*« 8®» IB noon; Oct. 18, 
3 p.m.; Oct. 19, 11 noon.
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? polities! report
October 1937 
Hankow, China

tha result of laperfeot organisation. The spy mania 

continues. Hews despatches fro» various pin sea 

report the execution of Chinese for espionage. 

Signalling to japanoee »plenee is a frequent charge. 

Two foreigners without nationality have been arrested 

at Hankow, foreign firm have bean oausen eom in- 

convenience by the arrest of Chinese employees.



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 _ __
By NARS. Date U‘l8*?S

/

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MBo l-“M , 2ND BRIGADE
From

DEcanbEr 22, 1937

REc’d 6:00 a.m.

ACTION: CINCAF
OPNAV
AMCON AT SHANGHAI
COMSUBRON 5 
COMDESRON 5 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
ALUSNA PEIPING

10 I

INFO

8621 JapanESE advancE rEport 12/milES north Hang-

chow on Grand Canal. Two landing Efforts rEportEd 

fail Ed Hangchow Bay 7 milEs East of city ninEtEEn. 

On Tsinpu Railway northward drivE past ChuhsiEn 25 

mil es north Pukow. FIve transports loadEd 14000 

troops dEpartEd Shanghai twEntiEth, dEStination un

known 1855.

RR

793.94/I I 750

«
*71 
0
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR PLAIN gray and special gray

AMEMBASSY PEIPING Canton via N. R.
AM£MBASSY1”ffl(NKOW From
AMCONSUL SHANGHAI Dated December 20, 1937

Rec’d 8:20 a.m;
Secretary of State, -

w i,- 4- . oIaWR EASÏt^ AttW 1ft
Washington?^1 Aÿ 'KhI O.N.l. ANO JpEC
December 20, 5 p.m.

Canton-Hong Kong Railway raided December eighteenth, 

nineteenth and today at and near Cheungmuktou with 

unimportant damage to line. Raids on Canton-Hankow Railwap 

on same days reported to have done considerable damage at 

Shiuchow and Yingtak and cut the line fairly seriously at 

the latter point. Sunning Railway also raided 18th and 

19th with reported heavy damage to municipal and railway 

buildings and considerable civilian casualties; and 

Canton-Samshui Rail"—y raided on 18th. Recent attacks on 

latter railway thought to be directed at Kwangsi troops 

moving into that area.

Informed by local Kwangsi military representative 

that eight Japanese planes raided Wuchow airfield yesterday 

doing little damage of military consequence.

Rumors of Japanese landing on Kwangtung coast though 

denied by official quarters are causing considerable n 

nervousness and exodus of Canton populace. ;

Mailed Hong Kong, Swatow.

KLP
LINN ELL
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JR

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

1—1330
GRAY

From
Tokyo

Washington

Vf TO :d December 21, 1937

664, December 21, noon
Our 616 ember 11

Secretary of State

march of Japanese troops

o.N.i. AMb m.i.o.

through the International Settlement at Shanghai.

The Foreign Office after acknowledging receipt of our 

note of December 11, '937, states as follows (translation) 

"with regard thereto, the Foreign Office has the honor 

to reply that the Japanese Government has, of course, no 

intention which will impair the administration or the 

authority of the Municipal Council, and to make the 

assurance that in the maintenance of peace and order in the 

International Settlement it is the constant policy of the 

Japanese Government to cooperate with the International 

Settlement authorities".

793.94/
I 

I 752

Repeated to Shanghai..

GREW

WWC:HTM

£tÏ
Ü0

* ..., - ; ■.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR 1—UM
This tel Egram must be 
clos Ely.paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone.

ACTION: CINCAF
INFO: NAVY DEPT.

USS MARBLEHEAD
ALUSNA;PEIPING

From SACRAMENTO

pecEmb Er 21, 1937
Rec f d 1CH55 aam
Division of

0021. New fires started last night vicinity little
harbor Korean hill. Some looting small Jap shops, looters 

reported shot. Residential district quiet. 0930.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
MBo
This telegq^pi must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone» (B)

Tokyo
From

/Dated December 21, 1937
RTcTcTT noon

Secretary of State>
Washington

OMANUMi;,
665, December 21 p.m.6
One. We have received in the strictest confide: 

from an entirely reliable Japanese an indication of the 
trend of thought at the conferences which began last week 
between the Government and Imperial headquarters. The 
informant stated little that has not previously been 
said privately to me by Hirota or publicly by other 
responsible Japanese. However, his statement seems to us 
of considerable importance at this time because it is the 
first and only credible indication which we have received 
of the views predominating (repeat predominating) at these 
conferences,

(a) When the conflict with China began it was the 
policy of the Japanese Government to avoid aggravating the 
situation. However, after five months the conflict has 
extended to proportions which were not originally con
templated: the Capital of China has been tgken, large 
parts of China are under Japanese occupation, and - most -g 
important of all - a heavy sacrifice in human life has-»

£ °been

793.94/11754
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Bv mittwx D rfl^?^v- NARS, Date 12-/8'75

2- No. 665, December 21, from Tokyo.

been involved. The return to Japan of the ashes of the 

soldiers killed at the front has impressed the Japanese 
people as nothing else could have done the importance of 
Japan’s obtaining a final and lasting liquidation of its 
difficulties with China. Japan cannot therefore agree 
today to a settlement on the comparatively moderate terms 
which were offered to China at the beginning of the con
flict and which would have been acceptable prior to the 
fall of Nanking*

(b) Although Chiang Kai Shek has declared in his 
most recent public statement that Nanking has lost its 
strategic importance, it cannot be denied that the loss 
of Nanking is politically a matter of supreme importance 
to China. If the Chinese Government fails to ^predate 
this fact and affirms and demonstrates by action that it 
will continue the struggle the Japanese Government caniip£ 
further be hampered by effort to keep the situation from _ 

being aggravated.
(c) If the Chinese Government makes good its threat 

to resort to a war of endurance whatever further action 
which may be taken by Japan will have but one objective, 
that is, to bring the hostilities to an end as quickly 

as possible.
(d)
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3— No. 665, December 21, from Tokyo.

(d) No dEclaration of war against Russia is undEr 

contEmplation (this statEmEnt is dirEctEd at speculative 

EStimatES in thE affirmativE madE by a numbEr of my Col
leagues ).

Two, ThE forEgoing is practically a full VErbatim 
account of thE statEmEnt of thE informant. Although sev- 
Eral possible developments such as attack on Canton or 
declaration of war against China occur to us which fit 
well within the framework of his presentation of the sit
uation any estimate which I might make on the basis of 
the scant information now available would be little more 
than ’.attempt at prophesy. I feel that I am on safe 
ground only in expressing thE belief that the Yangtze 
River incidents have brought to the surface a latent 
disunity of thought among those elements represented at 
the above mentioned conferences with regard to Japan’s 
policy after the capture of Nanking. T he military mind 

has we believe begun to realize the dangers inherent in 

military action in China and may even be prepared to 
take precautions against involvement with the United States 
and Great Britain but the information presented in para
graph one indicates the probability of there being never
theless an extension of declared military objectives.

Repeated to Shanghai for Hankow.

GREW

RR :HPD
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A telegram (no. 60S) of December 21, 1937, from th. 
Amer loan Ashassador at Tokyo reads substantially as follows:

From an entirely rollable Japanese source the Bsbassy 

has received strictly confidential information showing the 

trend of thought at the conferences between the Imperial head

quarters and the Government which began last week. The Em

bassy did not learn much from this informant which the 

Minister far Foreign Affairs (Blrota) had not already said to 

the Ambassador in private conversation or which other re

sponsible Japanese had not stated publicly. The Ambassador 

considers the Informant’s statement rather Important, bcwever, 

at the present time because of the fast that it is the first 

and only reliable indication which the Embassy has received 

of the opinions which are predominating st the conferences 

above mentioned.

(1) It was Japan’s policy at the time the conflict with 

China started to avoid making the situation worse. The con

flict has grown to proportions after five months, however, 

which were not Intended originally—large areas in China are 

under Japanese occupation, China’s capital has been captured, 

and, most important of all, there has been a great sacrifice 

in human life. Tie importance of obtaining a lasting and flnH 

settlement of the difficulties existing between China and Japan 

has been Impressed upon ths Japanese, more deeply than could 

have been done In any other way, by the return to Japan of the 

ashes of the soldiers killed at the front. Therefore,aeettementen 

the comparatively moderate terms which were offered to China when 
the

!<
/w

m
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the hostilities began and which would have been acceptable 

before Nanking’s capture cannot be accepted by Japan today.

(2) There ii no denying that the loss of Nanking la a 

matter of supreme importance politically to China, although 

In his moat recent public statement General Chiang Kai-shek 

declared that Nanking has lost Its importance from a strategic 

standpoint. If the Chinese Government falls to appreciate ths 

fact that the loss of Nanking Is of supreme importance politi

cally and declares and shows by action that It will go on with 

the struggle, Japan cannot be hampered further by effort to 

prevent the situation from being made worse.
(3) In ease the Chinese Government carries out Its throat 

to resort to a war of endurance, there will be but one objec- whatever
tlve tc/further action which may be taken by Japan, and that 

objective will be to bring an end to the hostilities at the 

earliest possible moment.

(4) There is not under contemplation a declaration of war 

against Russia. (This statement Is aimed at speculative 

estimates made by a number of the Ambassador’s colleagues to 

the effect that war against Russia is contemplated.)

Practically a full verbatim account of the informant’s 

statement is contained in the shove paragraphs. Any estimate 

which the Ambassador nlfht make based on the scant Information 

now available would be little more than an effort at prophecy, 

although several possible developments occur to him, such as a 

declaration of war against China or an attack on Canton, which 
might
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might fit well within the framework of th* informant’» pro» 

sentation of the situation. Only in expressing the opinion 

that the incidents on the Yangtae have disolosed a latent 
disunity of thought among those factions represented at the 

above-mentioned conferences in regard to the policy of Japan 

after the capture of Hanking does the Ambassador feel that 

he is on safe ground. He is of the opinion that the dangers 

inherent in the military action in China are now beginning to 

be realised by the military mind which may even be ready to 

take precautions against become involved with Great Britain 

and the United states. However, the information set forth 

in the above paragraphs of this telegram gives evidence of 

the probability that nevertheless declared military objectives 
may ba extended.

793,94^11754 
FE:^G^:BES
12-22
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Sr^^pEPARTMENT OF S

Division oi
FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS
"deci51937 j 

ph 2 ' $3? Memorandum of Conversctt^H^pff^^*/^

date: December 14, 1937

subject: The situation in the Far East.

participants: Dr. Walter A. Riddell 
Gardian Legation; 

Mr. Hamilton.

Counselor of the

COPIES TO:

. 6 DEC 1 8 193/ *

Of

1—1493

Dr. Riddell called at his request. He said that he

wished to keep in touch with developments in regard to the
Far Eastern situation and that he did not know whether any-

thing of importance had happened in addition to what was

793.94/I 1755

reported in the press

/ V 
*

I read

11 a.m«, in

to him Peiping’s telegram 820, December 14, 
regard to the setting up of a committee at

Peiping which claimed to be the "government of China"^-
£3

and also Admiral Yarnell’s telegram of December 14,
0014-1240, in regard to the Panay case. I also told hi$.

5^
that I had seen a ticker report from Tokyo to the effect

that the Japanese Government had presented today to Ambas
sador Grew at Tokyo a formal note in regard to the Panay

T 
0

case

1
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case. I also told him in confidence that the Department 

had last night sent the text of a note to Ambassador Grew 
which Ambassador Grew would presumably present to the 

Japanese Foreign Office today. I stressed the fact that 
the sending of this note was as yet confidential.

Dr. Riddell thanked me for this information.

(NOTE: I later telephoned Dr. Riddell and told him 

that the Department has now released to the press the 
text of the note which Ambassador Grew had been asked to 
present to the Japanese Foreign Office.)

FE:WH:EJL
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

_ 1—183»
MBo

Secretary of State,

Washington.

December 21, 11 a.m.

From gray .;t_.

One. News of destruction of Japanese property in

Tsingtao has caused no

Two, Commissioner

noteworthy reaction here 
fib#

of Customs here tha;

the 11th Japanese naval forces established themselves 

on the Changshan (or Miaotao) Islands, latitude 28 north 

longitude 121 east. Reports state that inhabitants have 

replaced Chinese flag with ’’Manchukuo" or Japanese flag. 

Repeated to Peiping, Tsingtao and Hankow.

NO SlG-NATL'Rt-

RR:KLP

(#) Apparent omission.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
OA COMSOPAT

December 21, 1937 
'^ROM Received 6:47 p,m.

COMSOPAT
ACTION OPNAV
INFO:
2ND MAR BRIGADE
COMDESRON 5 
COMSUBRON 5 
CINCAF 
COMYÀNGPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0121 South China ports quiet 2000

4 

g

793.94/11757
 

F/FG
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JS -- -------- Gray

*-“3» _ TSINGTAO Via N.R.
From s

/Dated December 20, 5 p.m.

6:43 p,m*Secretary of State, * jïwRS &______________ ■____

Washington, D.C. ' 1
y.fvl. h.ï.D

December 20, 5 p.m. yÿp—' |_--------------

There was combined destruction of Japanese property 

today and some more looting but at the moment all is 

quiet. Curfew on again from 6:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. Japan

ese ships reported oqotured near . Several Japan

ese air planes flew over Tsingtao today for observation 

purposes only.

7.11 shops are closed, streets deserted.

Tsinanfu (repeat Tsinanfu) is absolutely quiet.

'Local municipal government still functioning. 

Sent to the Department, Hankow, Peiping.

SOKOBIN
S’ÎS NPL
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TELEGRAM received
EG --------- - GRAY

From Shanghai via N. H.

/ Dated December 21, 1937
V 2:10 p.m.

Secretary of Stat|Â
C 2 '____ , :

Washington. y* CoPi■ 'A - ' • :I
< < I AND M.LÛ- J

1204, December 21, 5 p.m. [---- --------X.X
/ /M?7 O|

lly No. 1171,/December 17, 2 p.m,

Japanese are reported to be pressing forward on three 

fronts, namely, up the Tsinpu Railway with Hsuchowfu as 

objective, toward Hofei, Anhwei and south from r.'uhu. 

Sporadic fighting is reported in the Hangchow area where 

the Japanese are gradually closing in on the city from 

three directions.

General Matsui Nanking is reported by Japanese 

newspaper men to have stated military operations would 

be continued 1!if the Chinese Government still fails to 

reconsider its actions and to correct its attitude”. 

However, he is also reported to have said that Japanese 

troops would rest for a brief -eriod in order to give 

"a chance to China for reconsideration and to renexv our 
strength”.

Repeated to Hankow and Peiping.

KLP

GAUSS

K
■-1

793.94/1(759
 

F/F G
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From gray

Hankow via N. R.

LY_y 1
Amembassy Peiping 
Secretary of State, 

Washington.

96> December 21,

.Dated December 21,

11 a. m.

1937,

FOLLOWING FOR WAR DEPARTMENT FROL COLONEL STILLWÇLL.
^Japanese offensive north from Pukow other than

Tsinpu railway seems ^^cntor^ly under way, objective 

probably Hsuchowfu, Believe Japanese can reach it and
effect junction with troops now north of Tsinanfu in less

than one month, Believe Chinese troops in Shantung and 
Kiangsu will withdraw west aloiy; Lunghai with littlg 
resistance, and that Japanese ffiOViijuB-ftt at Haichow is un» 
neqgssary, Military situation Elsewhere in Yangtze Valley 
unqhanged. No Japanese movements west of Wuhu as yetar*

JOHNSON

WWG
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This telegram mustTë 
closely paraphrased be
fore b^Ir^ communicatedFROM 
to anyone (C)

®«P8rfnie/)( ot

Dated December 21, 1937

97, December 21, noon

Exhortation of Terauchi to the Chinese population 

to cease from friendly relations with distant nations 

which violated the sovereignty of China is direct 

incitement to Chinese to hate and molest foreigners. 

Foreigners in China have long anticipated that the 

Japanese would endeavor to create sympathy between 

Chinese and Japanese by appeal to pan-Asian sentiment 

and by fostering promotion of and hatred of white races 

No one doubts but that these methods will be used as 

part of Japanese effort to eradicate and supplant 

European and American enterprises and prestige with 
Japanese. I desire to pôint out that in thejlight 

of statements like this one, the looting of foreign 

property in the Shanghai area by Japanese, and the 

repeated attacks on foreign ships, it would be mere 

credulity to rely on promises to respect American life 

and property such as were reportedly made by Ambassador

Saito
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From Hankow, #97.

Saito in tec ent radio broadcast.jThe real policy of 
Japan in China is planned and executed by the Japanese 
army which is guided only by its careful estimate of 
the military obstacles to be expected and Ignores as 
entirely irrelevant the protests of foreign governments 

and the promises of Japanese diplomats, neither of which 
the army believes has any bearing on its purely military 
problems. The undoubtedly friendly feeling of the Japanese 
people and Foreign Office for the American people has 
thus far had no effect on the policy of the Japanese army 
in China. It is my considered view that as long as 
Japanese policy is dictated by the army the représentai* 
tions of foreign governments to Japan on behalf of their 
respective rights in China will prove of no value unless 
accompanied by unmistakable evidence of intention to 
make Japan suffer in some way for violation of such 
rights. In addition to the effects already described 
the success of the Japanese army policy will mean the 
destruction of those influences which have served to 
draw China into cultural and emotional sympathy with 
the liberal democratic countries of the Occident and 
leave China to fall a prey to the Communism of Russia 
or to the military despotism of Japan. It is of course 
a matter of opinion whether it is worth while through 

military
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From Hankow, #97

military and economic sacrifices to endeavor to

influence the course of history. .These are, based
ït&kUvüXjLd. ÆtiXLo

on observations (/1) in China and are of course offered

with due deference to the opinion of Grew.

JOHNSON
SMS NPL
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
Js Gray

1—1336

From
TOKYO

Dated December 22, 1937

The following provisional reply addressed to the

British Ambassador from the Foreign Office to the British 

note of December 16th relating to Japanese attacks upon 

British vessels was received by the British Embassy on 

December 18.

"Translation, No. 230, Confidential, Urgent, 17th 

December, 1937.

Your Excellency, I have the honor to acknowledge 

receipt of Your Excellency's note No, 196 of the 16th

December regarding the incident of the attack made by 

the Japanese forces on British men of war and merchant

vessels in the vicinity of Wuhu and Nanking on the 12th

D ec emb Er.

In my notE confidEntial No. 227 of thE 14th DECEmber 

I ExpressEd thE profound apology of the Imperial Jaup^nese 

Government for this incident and informed Your Excellency 

that the necessary measures to prevent the recurrence ofj 
x F 

incidents of this nature had immediately been taken, 'T IS 

further M
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further stated that those responsible would be dealt 

with appropriately and that the necessary indemnification 

would be made.

The assurances given by the Imperial Japanese 

Government with regard to H.M. ships "LADYBIRD" "B€E" 
"CRICKET," and "SCARAB" of course are equally applica

ble to the British merchant vessels which were attacked 

in similar circumstances on the 12th December.

In sending to Your Excellency this provisional 

reply, I avail, et cetera. Signed Koki Hirota."

GROT
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clos Ely paraphrased
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--- ,—_ Received 3:11 p.m.
Secretary of State•

Washington

333, DecembEr 21, 2 p.

The following is a brief summary of statements 

made to me yesterday in the stoutest confidence by the 

Chinese Ambassador in Moscow.

One. I am secretly leaving for China within two 

or three days to confer with Chiang Kai Shek and to 

explain to him the Soviet attitude with respect to 

China. The journey which is by airplane across 

central Asia will be hazardous. Before departing I 

desire to give you to understand something of what 

I have been encountering during the last year.

Two. I came to Moscow as Ambassador in NovfPiber 

1936. Before my appointment I had a reputation of 

being a firm supporter of Chinese-Soviet friendship. 

I had been on friendly terms with Soviet officials in 

China including Bogomolov, the Soviet Ambassador; had 

already visited the Soviet Union on several occasions; 

and had discussions in Moscow regarding difficult Soviet « 
relations with some of the highest Soviet officials.

Three.
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Three. Ont of the purposes of my mission was to 

obtain assurancEs from the Soviet Government that if 

China pushed Japan so far as to make war inevitable 
the Soviet Union would support China both with sup
plies and armed forces.

Four, Although while in China Bogomolov had 
been free in making oral assurances of Soviet readi

ness to assist China in case of war with Japan, and in 

Moscow at the time of my arrival I was unable to get 
in touch with him. He did call upon me to say good
bye prior to his return to China some time after my 

arrival but avoided discussing political problems. 
I found that Litvinov was also evasive. In response 
to my overtures he usually replied that he preferred 
to have important matters involving Soviet-ChinEse re- 
lations discussed at Nanking.

Five. Bogomolov and influential groups in China 

friendly to the Soviet Union continued during the 
Spring and Summer of 1937 to endeavor to make the 
Chinese Government believe that if it would under
take to offer armed resistance to Japan it oould con
fidently expect the armed support of the Soviet Union.

For
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For various reasons I insisted that my Government give 
serious consideration to no assurances which were not 

in writing. My insistence was interpreted by pro-So- 
viet circles in China as implying lack of confidence 
in Soviet integrity. Now that the Soviet Government 

has failed to give the assistance which these circles 

stated it would give, they are contending, instead of 

conceding that I was right, that my lack of confidence 
in Soviet oral promises had undermined Chinese-Soviet 

relations and that I am responsible, therefore, for 
the failure of the Soviet Government to enter the 
conflict.

Six. The following incident illustrates my 
difficulties. In October a Chinese Communist visited 
Stalin and reported to his friends in China, who in 

turn reported to the Chinese Government, that on a 
certain date the Soviet Government would join China 
in its war against Japan. In response to an inquiry 
from my Government, I replied that my information would 
indicate that the Soviet Government had no intention 
of permitting itself to be involved in the hostilities 
in the Far East in the foreseeable future. Neverthe

less, the friend of the Soviet Union in China insisted
that
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that the Communists were in a better position than I 

to report on Soviet intentions. When upon the date 

mentioned the Soviet Government made no move towards 

giving armed assistance to China my Government ordered me 

to ask why Stalin had failed to keep his promise.

Stalin, in reply to my inquiries made to him indirect

ly, stated that he had never made the promise credited 

to him.

Seven, I must state out of fairness that neither 

Litvinov nor any other high Government official in 

Moscow has ever given me any promises of Soviet armed 

support to China against Japan. Nevertheless, they 

have not taken recommended measures to end the cam

paign of belligerency carried on by their represen

tatives and friends in China.

Eight. Bogomolov, upon his return to the Soviet 

Union several weeks ago, was arrested. It is my 

understanding that the charges against him are not that 

he had made unauthorized promises to the Chinese 

Government but that he was too optimistic in reporting 

to his Government the ability of the Chinese armed 

forces to resist Japan. Apparently the Soviet Govern

ment had been led by Bogomolov to believe that the 

Chinese resistance to a Japanese attack would be much
more
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more stubborn than it has been effectual, and a feeling 

is commencing to be manifest in high circles that Japan 

may be able to emerge from the war much more quickly and 

in a much better economic and military condition than 

had been anticipated. It is beginning to fear that the 

war instead of weakening Japan may result in adding 

to its strength, prestige and agressiveness.

Nine. Although for internal consumption the 

Chinese Government is endeavoring to assure its people 

and the world that time is on its side and that if the 

Chinese armies continue to offer resistance Japan will 

inevitably become exhausted. Nevertheless, there is a 

growing feeling among informed Chinese circles that 

Japan by following a ruthless policy of depriving the 

population of conquered portions of China of even their 

elementary needs will be able to mobilize supplies in 

sufficient quantities to permit it to carry on the 

war for a protracted period.

Ten. I have talked with the new Soviet Ambassador 

to China and will tell you in confidence that I am 

convinced that he is a Smirnov who was replaced recently 

as Soviet Assistant Commissar for Defense*

HENDERSON

NPL:SMS
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This message was received 
in navy code and must be 
closely paraphrased before 
being communicated to anyone.

ACTION; NAVY DEPARTMENT

From

existing restrictions0021. Told Hasegawa today

access Americans to their properties Hongkew Yangtzepoo

Pootung causing much illwill resentment, he said situation 

being studied with view relaxation. Feel Admiral sincerely 

anxious improve conditions but lacks full authority; well- 

founded reports indicate much graft bribery connection 

entry property removal passes Hongkew,

Advised him our only object in not acceding entry 

Nipponese marines their mills our sector here was desire

prevent incidents and if troops brought into area quietly 

inconspicuously in small numbers trucks also remained in

side mills I would offer no further objection. He ap

proved this. We set first January such entry which agree

ment believed satisfactory, army has evidently pressed 

navy send forces mills and latter’s face will be saved by 

this arrangement.

Informed him that several press interview statements 

by General Harada not accordance facts, also couldn'^under

stand how naval planes flying Nanking months withU-.S«gvn-W 

boats present unable recognize PANAY this occasion, He cried 
i there
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there naa much confusion his planes acting on army in

formation, that Chinese vessels escaping up river from 

capital plus many aviators very recently changed and 

denied sea aircraft under orders military. 1500

RR
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ALFRE0 N. PHILLIPS, Jr. 
drrt Ûist. Connecticut

Hmteb States.
oi-’-'ArtrW'C?J||ouà of MepretfentatfoeM

DEC 22
Decent) er 20, 1937.

DW*' 
COMMl 

ANO

Hon. Cordell Hull, 
Secretary of State 
Washington, C.

/ Division of X

| Hit tASTERH AFFAIRS
; DEC 22 1937 I

Dear Mr. Secretary:
department of State

VINCENT CALLAHAN 
SECRETARY

28 193?

I would appreciate information from you as to the

reported looting of the united States Embassy at Nanking

by the Japanese, and the use of its compound as an execu-

tion place for condemned Chinese.,
□ ' * tAV9* tn \/u a o ,s I would also appreciate advice from you as to facts

\ \V connected with the Fanny outrage.
•xoA

Thanking you, I am

Very sincerely,

ANPjr*H • Alfred N. Phillips, Jr J

It

793.94/
I 1765

 
F/FG
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In reply refer to 
IS T95.M/11786

My dear Mr. Phillips;
I hare received your letter of December 20, 

1937, making inquiry in regard to the reported loot
ing of the American Embassy at Sanklng by the Japanese, 
the reported use of the Embassy compound as a place 
of execution for condemned Chinese, and the sinking 
of the U.S.S. Panay.

The Department has received no official infonsa- 
tion which substantiates the reports of the looting 
of the Embassy at Banking by the Japanese and the use 
of the Embassy compound as a place of execution for 
condemned Chinese. In this connect ion, the First Secre
tary of the Japanese Etabassy Informed the American 
Consul General at Shanghai on December IB that, accord
ing to reports received from the Japanese military 
authorities in Banking, the eighteen Americans who re
mained in that city were well and uninjured and that 

- the
The Honorable -q

Alfred I. Phillips, Jr., 
House of Representatives.

793.94/11765
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th® American Embassy building® were not damaged.
Thar® ar® ®nol«s®d copies of th® pr»®o r®l®as®® 

issued by th® Department in regard to th® «inking of 
th® U.8.8. Panay. whieh it 1® believed win give th® 
factual Information desired by you on th® matter.

Sincerely yours*

Cordell kuii

Enclosures:
Press releases*

December 13 
Deo«mb®r 13 
December 14 
December IS 
December 34 
December 36

A 
'< 3 
r 
1

CR
QBC 27 1937 

jwuiin*

HZ / 
^Ms/27/37
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG 1—1336

Hankow via N. R.
Dated Decemb/er 22, 1937

Rec’d 11:4» p,mt..
Secretary of State

Washington N.,l AND A1J.D.

98, December 22, 2 p.im
Following for War Department from Stillwell:
Chinese anticipate Japanese will soon control 

Tsinpu line throughout. Intend resist but have little 
confidence can prevent capture Hsuchowfu, Expect 
Japanese landing at Tsingtao and combined move west 
from there and south from present Japanese position 
north of Yellow River. I believe bulk Chinese troops 

793.94/11766now in Shantung and Kiangsu will withdraw promptly on 
Hsuchowfu thence west on Lunghagi with major resistance 
if any at Hsuchowfu,

Chinese doubt seriousness Japanese threat at Canton. 
About 125,000 troops available there, mostly Kwangtvng 
units. Very few Kwangtung troops have come north. No J

present indications sending troops south. Repeated to 
Peiping.

JOHNSON I
RR :WWC 4* T1 |

" 6 I

y '° -
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London

C 2 21937
DIVISION OF 

PEAN AFFAIRS

Secretary of State

Washington

800, December 22, 2 p.m

Dated Dec ember 22 7
Rec’d 12:25 p,m

MENT OF SUIT

D epsrtjneut

ivision of

EASTER»
JAN - 3*1938

Two considerations characterized yesterday’s so

what redundant debate on foreign affairs, namely:

One. What Churchill termed "the very great measure 

not merely of underlying but openly expressed unity in 

the speeches in all parts of the House of Commons".

Two. The almost unanimous awareness of the key 

position occupied by the United States and the equally 

unanimous desire to obtain American cooperation which 

means American support.

The significant points on the European and 

Mediterranean situations were reported in my numbers 

796, December ’21, 6 p.m., and 797, December 21', 7 p.m. 

11g n 11 it seems desirable to quote below per

tinent Excerpts from the statements of the Prime Minister 

and the Foreign Secretary on the Far East. Chamberlain 

said: "What we are now doing is to await proof of the 

determination and the ability of the Japanese Government 

to prevent a recurrence of these incidents. From the 

j b eginning
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-2- No. 800, Dec ember 22, 2 p.m. from London 

beginning we have constantly offered our services with a 

view to trying to find some means of bringing this con

flict to an End. We are still anxious to serve the 

cause of peace by any honorable means that are open to 

us but it must not be thought that our desire for peace 

and our patience under repeated provocations means that 

we are either indifferent to our international obliga

tions or that we are forgetful of our duty to protect 

British Interests. It is now for the Japanese Government 

to show that they in their turn are not unmindful of the 

rights and interests of foreigners and that their as

surances and apologies mean something more than words”.
Eden said; ’’Does the opposition really think that 

the League of Nations today with only two great naval 

powers in it, ourselves and France, have got that over

whelming force? It must be perfectly clear to every one 

that overwhelming force does not exist. Every nation at 

Geneva from the beginning of this dispute knows perfectly 

well that the very thought of action of any kind in the 

Far East must depend on the cooperation of the nations 

besides those who are actually members of the League at 

this time”.

In reply to an interruption mentioning the instance

of
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of Abyssinia, EdEn said "If the government or a collection 

of" governments havE madE a mistakE is tbat a rEason for 

advocating that thEy should rEpEat in Exactly thE «ame 
form?” He WEnt on to say: "Our chiEf prEoccupation at 

this Juncture is thE situation in thE Far East. We are 

faced with manifold probl Ems of grEat complexity and 

gravity. ThE very gravity of them makEs it difficult 

for me to speak as freely as I would like tonight. We 

have in the Far East great interests which are certainly 

not incompatible with those of other nations there and 

which we shall do our utmost to defEnd (-::-•«■-»■) in thE 

prESEnt conditions therE arE three principles which I 

think must guide us in the Far East: the first, that 

we must do all that we honorably can to secure the re

storation of peace; the second, that we must do our full 

share with others in the fulfillment of our international 

obligations; and the third, that we must protect our own 

interests and of course British territory. There is a 

very important aspect of this Far Eastern situation which 

is perhaps the only one today that one can view with
4.

satisfaction. It is the fact that we are constantly and 

daily in close consultation with thE Government of the 

United States. Over and over again we have taken either 

parallel or similar action and that in itself is an in

dication 
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-4~ No. 800, Dec Emb Er 22, 2 p.m. from London

dication of the closEnESs of such collaboration”.

BEcausE of the diffuse character of the debate 

today’s Editorials arE mainly descriptivE.

JOHNSON
HPD
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED 
-------------

1—L33Ô

From
EG SECOND BRIGADE USMC

Dec mb Er 22, 1937

OPNAV: WASHINGTON
INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI

COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT
AMBASSADOR CHINA 
ALUSNA

8622. JapanESE mEEting stiff rEslstancE Hangchow

sEctor, no changE situation north and East YangtzE. 
Local situation unchangEd, JapanESE mills rEport Ed 

rECEivEd permission from military rEsume op Erations. 
1855.

HPD
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JS TELEGRAM RlSCTlrVED
----------TSINGTAO Via N R

1—1836 Dated December 21, 1937 
OM
Rec’d 22nd 7:05 p.m.

December 21, 5 p.mlx y, 

Some looters were shot

en cl
Washington, D.C

Secretary of State,

afternoon. There has been 
a change in the police administration and heavily armed

marines are now guarding the streets. Some of the^ooting 

appears to have the sanction of the police. Chinese banks 

closed. Otherwise everything is very quiet and there has not

been the slightest disorder in the section where Americans

live.

Two. At a meeting of the foreign consuls in Tsingtao

on Sunday, December 19, it was agreed to ask the senior

naval officer present (British) to send the following

793.94/
I 1769

message to the senior Japanese naval officer operating in 

this (#) : "Edgewater mansions and approaches to the Hui- 

chuan point will in case of emergency be the center of the 

foreign concentration afea. Will you agree to respect this 

area as a foreign neutral zone?"

Three. The above quoted message has not been seen yet

but it will be delivered by a foreign man-of-war when

Japanese men-of-war are approaching Tsingtao.

Sent to the Department, Embassies, Shanghai.

EMB SMS
#-apparent omission

SOKOBIN

$
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ACTION:

EG

INFO: SECOND BRIGADE USMC 
YANGTZE PATROL 
CCMSUBRON FIVE 
CCI.ÎDESRON FIVE 
CINCAF
CCHS0PAT
AHAI.IBASSADOR CHINA 
US'. MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

HPD

0022, Yangtze River ports quiet. 2250.

793.94/1 1770
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MJD

Action 
Info

[ CINCAF*-®ftd Brigade ufcF^
I   :—— R’Çc'ô, 10Î10 a. m,

Cincaf Opnav Vj.e?.oncf x.
Amcon Shanghai », b jtffWte|nber 23, 1937.
Comdesron 5 I?
Comsubron 5 (•
Comyangpat 
Comsopat 
Amambassador C‘ 
Alusna Peiping

8623 Japanese advance r eported 35 miles north Pukow, 
25 miles north Chinkiang* Chinese offering resistance 
Hangchow area. Flanking drive southward through Anchi, 
Siaofeng reported 20 miles northwest Hangchow. Fourteen 

lighter loads munitions transferred from Yangtsepoo to 

shi;.: s at Worsting twenty second 1839 

kip

793.94/11771
 

F/FG
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

1—1336MJD From COMSOPAT

Action 
Info

Opnav
2nd Brigade USMC
Comsubron 5
Comdesron 5
Cincaf
Sixth Karines (Portad
Ambassador China /
USS Marblehead
Alusna Peiping

Rec/d. 10 a. m.

0122 South China ports quiet 2000

Ember 23, 1937

COPIES Si
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JR TELEGRAM RECEIVED GRAY

1—1338

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

673, December 23, 

CONFIDENTIAL.

Tokyo

My British colleague has given me for my confidential 

information a copy of a formal note which he addressed 

yesterday to the Minister for Foreign Affairs protesting an 

alleged serious violation of the territorial waters and 

of the territory itself of Hong Kong by Japanese naval 

forces on December 11. A summary of this note:

The facts as reported arc that on December 11 a 

Chinese customs vessel when within British territorial 

waters was fired at by a Japanese destroyer from a position 

just outside territorial waters was shortly afterwards 

struck by one ricochet and was then beached on British 

territory and abandoned. The Japanese destroyeriflubsequently 
° d 

entered British territorial waters and towed thc^usfôms

vessel off. A Japanese naval party landed withoig ahy 

permit from the authorities of the colony.

The note then points out that the action of the

Japanese destroyer was in all respects "wholly unjustifed
T| 

and ill egal". _
Cm

The
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6 f-gi.

-2- #673, December 23, 5 p.m., from Tokyo.

The note continues:

"The illegal nature of these violations of British 

soverignty and jurisdiction is so clear that His Majesty’s 

Government can only suppose that the local Japanese naval 

authorities are in ignorance of the correct course of 

conduct to be followed in such cases; the more so as this 

is not the first instance of its kind.

His Majesty’s Government do not doubt the Japanese 

Government will share their view of this incident; they 

accordingly expect to receive at an early date an 

assurance that the strictest instructions have been issued 

to ensure that the territories and territorial waters of 

Hong Kong are fully respected. At the same time they request 

to be informed of the nature of the disciplinary action 

which has been taken against those responsible for this 

deplorable occurrence".

My British colleague requests that this matter be 

treated in confidence as the matter has been given no 

publicity at all.

GREW

RR :WC

(^-Apparent omission.
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/

V PREPARING OFFICE 
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

Collect .
Charge Department 

OR

Charge to 
$

7~3 Oi

Telegram Sent ( TO BE TRANSMITTED
CONFIDENTIAL CODE 

^NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

Benartwttt wf ^iate PARTA,R
' u ? .A ; g 

Washington,

DEC 24 PM । tk
December 24, 1937.

AMEMBASSY

in

in

TOKYO

Your/

(Japnn).
?73.7y//7 73 

v3,/ December 23,

the press,

the New Yorl

FE;JWB;NN

Enciphered by---------

Sent by operator------------------- M„

D. C. R.—No. 50

this

5 p.m.,/last paragraph.

matter have already

1—1462 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE

795. 94/ 
I 

I 775 
F /M

R 
//?v

57V-

i(.^e
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
MJD  GRAY 

1—1.3® Tokyo
From

COPIES SENT i O 
O.N.L AND M.i.D.

Dated December 23,

Rec'd. 9:55 a. m.

1937.

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

672, December 27, 4 p. m.

ReferencE- Department's 367

area free of attack at Hankow.

Upon receipt on December 15.of Ambassador Johnson’s 
/ //A o t

telegram 33/of December 13, 4 p. m., I left with the 

Foreign Office a memorandum dated December 15th quoting 

Ambassador Johnson’s proposal and requesting the Foreign 

Office to take appropriate action in support thereof.

On December 18 the British and the German Embassies 

took similar action on the same proposal. The French 

Ambassador on the same day made representations regarding 

French shipping in the (#) and the French concession in

Hankow. He will on the first opportunity support the 

general proposal. The Italian Embassy stated today thaft 

it associated itself with the proposal and would make 

appropriate representations tomorrow morning.

Repeated to Hankow.

GREW

RR 
wwc

(#) Apparent omission
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MLbt^ 0 Date U-/fr7$ 

TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR - GRAY

*-"* From îsingt2io via N. R.

Dated December 22, 1937 
/Rec'd 7:25 a.m., 23rd.

Secretary of State, ___
Washington. L( W* 4 COPlEs’ sSj•'igl

/«> aEC^^ ONj.ANfîMréJ 
» December 22, noon. 1,11 * _/

The looting has ceased entirely and a really quiet I 
situation prevails here with every appearance of control 
by the Chinese authorities. There is still no sign of 

Japanese military activity along the Yellow River where 

they reached Tsinanfu more than a month ago, and as yet 

there is no sign of a change in the Japanese naval and *
CD 

military policy of abstention in respect to Tsingtao

or the rest of Shantung, although naturally many expect such*"" 

a change now that there has been a destruction of Japanese 

property in Tsingtao.

Up-to-date there has not been a single case of 

damage to American lives or property. The difficulties 

which now confront this port immediately are those arising 

from the strangling of its economic life. Rail traffic 

practically at standstill and maritime traffic extremely 

difficult. Harbor facilities practically nonexistent.

Sent to Embassies; Shanghai.
- p -n

SOKOBIN _ nt
HPD °
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

1—1334 i
MBo / FROM
Thîs message was pe-l -------
ceived in navy code )| ..-.s’cnol "MARBLEHEAD 
and must be closely' , (jt ।sSltRfAFtMHS Ip 
paraphrased beforeÀA ' _n December 23, 1937
being communicatecy*po
any°nE* \ oi Santee’d 10:50 a.m.

TO: CINCAF WWF
INFO : SECOND BRIGADE USMC/ 

ALUSNA PEIPING 
PASSED BY CINCAF TO NAVY DEPARTMENT 

• • L *

0021 Quiet. Mills still smoldering. No further 

destruction contemplated. Looting exaggerated»*,. Looters 

were summarily shot in public in several instances as 

warning, officials believe soon be entirely suppressed. 

United States State Department’s December 20, 3 p.m. 

Urge for evacuation mentioning Navy Department’s con

currence coupled with our arrival has given rise to 

uneasiness to both nationals and Chinese although no 

more military reason can be seen now than heretofore for 

Japanese capture. American Consul urging and listing.
jx4 

evacuees. Requests information about vessels for trapsed
Ï < 

portation. Have informed actually in danger we would? 

take our nationals but had no authority to run passenger 

service, otherwise please advise your repetition message 

mentioned 2332.

KLP :

793.94/11776
 

F/FG
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

a.m

r Division of x 
M EASTERN
&EC2;; J&T

u Oepartrneyt of

EG GRAY
From _ . . . „ ■Peiping via N. R, 

Dated December 23, 1937 
Rec’d 7:25 

Secretary of State, I COPIES SkH i 
Washington. ^-.LD. |

842, December 23, noon. '^Ljî'
IEmbassy’s 838/ December 28, 6 p.m.

One. Responsible Japanese military officers zstated 

yesterday in private conversation that 20,000 Japanese 
troops are being withdrawn from North China; that part 
of them are being sent to Bias Bay to cut the Canton- 
Kowloon Railway; that part of them are being sent to 
Tsingtao and that with their departure 150,000 Japanese 
troops will still be in North China. They further stated 
that Hankow will be attacked after (repeat after) the 

Japanese have cut off its communications. The Embassy 
can in no way vouch for the accuracy of the foregoing.

Two, The above mentioned withdrawal is accompanied 
by a removal from Peiping and this immediate area during 
thE past few days of extremely large amounts of war 
supplies. This movement has been observed by competent 
American observers as well as by a member of the Embassy 

staff.
Three. Teh, reputable foreigner who arrived in

Peiping
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’•2- No. 842, December 23, noon from Peiping via N, R.

Peiping yesterday from Changteh in Northern Honan report 
Japanese activities there which seem to indicate pre

parations for a southward advance. A foreigner from 

Shuntienfu in Southern Hopei reports a southward movement 

along the Peiping-Hankow Railway of considerable Japanese 

supplies, evidently military. Another foreigner reports 
a similar movement of supplies from Shunkiachuang along 
the railway in the direction of Taiyuan. These foreigners 
do not (repeat not) report any improvement from the 

Japanese viewpoint with regard to Chinese irregulars 

and bandits in those areas other than that the 

irregulars and bandits turn over occasionally to the 

Japanese.
Repeated to the Ambassador and to Tokyo and Tsingtao.,

DOCKHART
RRîVfJC
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MBo 1-w
This telegram must b 
closely paraphrased 
fore being communie 
to anyone. (A)

Secretary of Sta

Washington

674, December

From
Tokyo

ted Dated
Division of

FAft EASIER!

December 23, 1937

The following is a paraphrase of a telegram sent by
my British colleague to London reporting a conversation

with the Minister for Foreign Affairs yesterday.
’One. He said to Mr. Hirota that he wished to ac

quaint him with certain facts regarding the attitude of 
the Japanese military and officials in China which were 
causing grave concern to the British Government and him
self and which raised in British Government’s mind the 

same doubts as his own regarding the efficacy of Japan-

(C 
CM
(D

•*4 
CO

ese official assurances. He referred to the assurances

given by the Japanese Foreign Minis-t;Er of the Japanese 
Government’s determination to respect and safeguard 
British rights and interests in China but that present 

reports indicated that a contrary policy-was being 
carried out by Japanese officials in China, He also 
referred to the anomalous position in North China where

a

7 2-
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2- No. 674, December 23, from Tokyo.

a provisional government though, not recognized by the 

Japanese Government, nevertheless, had the declared 

support of the Japanese armyj he also described "pirat

ical proceedings" of the Japanese officials in relation 
to the Tientsin customs.

Two. The Foreign Minister asked the British Ambassador 
briefly to catalogue "foreign rights and interests in 
China." The British Ambassador in reply suggested the 

safeguarding and respect of foreign lives and property, 

preservation of the open door by which he meant equal 
opportunities for everyone throughout China, and the 
preservation of the ■'nterests and rights of foreign 
powers in the Customs Administration of China. The 
British Ambassador asked whether he might inform his 
Government that the Japanese Government still adhered 
to the above principles. The Foreign Minister replied 
categorically in the affirmative, adding, however, that as 

the question of the China customs was under discussion 

he could not now pledge the exact form in which foreign 
interests in the China customs will be.

Three. The British Ambassador reported the fore

going by telegraph to London yesterday and added that 
he found the Foreign Minister ready and anxious to dis

cuss
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7 2-3

Z-r No. 674, December 23, from Tokyo.

cuss all these matters frankly and that hE thought it well 

to makE a "frontal attack" bEforE thE situation furthEr 

dEtErioratEd. ThE British Ambassador also reported that 

shaken as thE Japanese Government has bEEn by the PANAY 

and Wuhu incidEnts hE was hopeful that a more determined 

effort would now be made to control the "irresponsible 

Exuberancy" of the military and civil authorities in 

China,
Repeated to Hankow.

GREW

CSB:
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V.. ’ ■■

;-‘£ :

Division of 
$ EAST^H AF^S 

OECjhfa# 

Departmen t of State j

Tie following Is a day by day account of th© Field 
per--tien.- la ;hiàa for the period Hove saber 11 - 24. IQ 37» 

;::ich uaed ae source material for is "report:

I. Vort., ihiina, ‘.tens! eotor.

* '. ; Tor th China, ©ipinjj-Hnnko-' •tcllaay sector.

Tiï. worth China, Tientsin-/ufcov* '-itaey eotor.

TV. hanrjhnl actor.

Tisoelleneous.

1. 'orth China, -acnai Tcotpr.

-ovcnber i’.5:

t,. ’Bie vantjtrird of the 28th Cavalry, '-'tt.' bivision, 0. 
octerday im an engagement about seventeen - lies south of 
irvjyeo, on the 7'1 yuan- nohow railway. Tvo locomotives

^cra oactured by the detaohraent.

Vovc'"bor 14:

£. a belated report from Taiyuan states thft ■•hen the 
Cityline oaptured ay tn© Japanese, five hundred dead Chinese 
oalâiers <Mre fomvl in. the city. Tie Japanese .also captured 
tseventy-et-ijht cam in, four hundred heavy and 11.-^achloe 
t.uM, tuo thousask $a« raesks, twenty-thousand bags of rice, 
four thousand bags of kaollsn-r end billet, ten thousand kin 
of .flour, one thousand kwan of "mlyhur, end tbo million five 

uudrod thousand ci ]3ï*ettes.

Æor.-. !V ;:,^a Stpart !!o. JiiC7 »>». '.9, W3?

I RESTRICTED
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RESTRICTED

I1. Jorth Shing, oi.Ing-Hankow Railway Sector.

’ • knrenber 11:

a,. Croups of' Chinese troops have boon isolated between 
the Telpiag-Hankow and Ticntsia-Tukow railways by the Japan
ese advance to the south, and have been ivlng the Japanese 
considerable trouble by the conduct of ;juerrllle serfor® and 
wiiat the Japanese report es banditry. The Japanese have been 
endeavoring to clear these units out of the area. Tso thou
sand of these Jnlnese were practically annihilated today near 
uooheng, Tsinghsien, and bintsln. Teo to three thousand

£»ro were also destroyed near Pinghslang end Manho, a»<..over 
four thousand near Thluwelhsien and Tanlng. Units of the 
Chinese 29th /.rmy /'re reported to have withdrawn into the 
stamps of tills area, end to he among th® units being nopr-ed 
.ip by the Japanese. A reliable source /as admitted’that ta® 
Chinese here are causing considerable trouble recently, duo 
to the fact that the area that ws flooded a short while aro 
nas sot almost dried, permitting wmsments of these Chinese 
groups over wide areas ahi ch. formerly were denied to then on 
account of the flooded condition of the country. These unit® 
are acid to have been using Timing aa « base.

2. Hovo^ber 12:

£. The by th Infantry, 14th :i vision, last ni^t captured 
Tailing, almost annihilating a division of the Chinese 29th 
■rmy that ■;vo» holding the city.

b. hast of Jhunteh th® unit believed to be the 132nd 
Infentry, ICBth Division captured Ttokwoohen, driving the Chin
ese 140th and 115th Brigades, 9th Division, to the east.

£. -lanes of the 6th, 7 th, and 9th *ir ’■.egl’nents «ere 
active in attacking Chinese troops near Zwmgtsung, ingh- 
siang, end Tsirdisien. Planes of the 2nd, 5th, and 7th Air 
Begi’isents wore also active around Hanbo, ;'ucheng, and 3in- 
t-nin.

3. Bovaaber 13:

ji. Shwangwtiao Station and the 3h«ng River bridge were 
attacked yesterday by a group of four hundred Chinese troops, 
but were repulsed by Japanese troops end railway zunrds. The 
Chines® lost fifty casualties.

b. Other Chinese attacks were made against Kvangluehen 
Station, and also Tsehaien tation, «here three hundred Chinese 
equipped with trench mortars participated in the attack.

4. :<ovaraber 14:

a. The battle at Saining, three days a«go, resulted in the 
capture, by the Japanese, of two hundred light Bachins guns, 
eleven heavy machine guns, thirteen hundred rounds of amuni- 
tion, six trench mortars, fifteen hundred .land grenades, two 
hundred trench rortar shells, twelve horses, and fifty-five 
Chinese prisoners.

b. The troops that captured Jenhsien recently, east of 
the railway, ”«ved south yesterday, and to/sk TJanho.

From: Va iükyo Report No. 9097
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£. Ts© day» ego th» 59th Infantry, 14th DtHiton, at
tacked one thousand Chinese troops near shaho, on th® rei- 
ping-Hankoe Railway, sad captured th® town of £haho yester
day. Th® Czilnec© retreated southeast,

5. ;k>Wab»r IS 8

«• Pianos of the 7th ir Rogtrsmt yesterday bombed con
centrations of th® Ohineee 29th ;'r®y mar 'tolhslen, between 
the viping-Hnnkow and Tientsin-Tukow railways,

b, Th® resent activity of the Chinese troop® in Eouth 
Hopei 1® reported to haw been due to the eoaesâ of Qeaerel 
Chiang Oti-ahek* It had been planned to send relnforcciainto 
to this front fro® th® Shanghai area, but recent development® 
in that see tor made that impossible, Instead General 'ting, 
commander of the 29th Army, was granted 600,000 yuan to aid 
hl® oaapalgn, The 29ta >jny we® reorganized, and sent into 
southern Hopei in smll groups, to hareee th® Japanese, with 
their immediate objectives being the recapture of shunteh 
and SMhkiachwang, Japanese counter-attacks are believed to 
.have effectively blocked this plan. General Li JU-Mng reach 
ed Jenhaien and Haaho, clow to ^intai, on th® Peiping-Hankow 
railway, but w® driven back. Tsaing w»® recaptured by the 
Japanese three day® a a®, and nrangping taken soon after. 
General Sung*® troops *re believed to have been almost eo»- 
pletaly surrounded in th® «anrsh®® of this ^rea,

6, Hownber ISj4MWaw<»IMW® UiMlliMIWii^<irW»i I-WIWI» tw—Wlir

&• The Oklnes® 29th i>ngt operating in southern Hopei, 
is now believed to have only weihelen left a® a base of op
erations, a.® a result of the eaptore by the Japan®®® of 
Kwangpiaô» inghslansj, r.aot&ug, sad «tiuhslen (which wee 
taken yesterday) they arc believed, to haw been almost com
pletely surroundedt and to be faced with the necessity of 
surrendering to avoid complete annihilation, The reorganized 
89th irsy is said to include eight divisions,

b, Th® Chinese troops south of Ghangteh have been re
gularly mkiag night attacks on toe J®p*nese position®, and 
bcmberdiag the city every afternoon.

c. Planes of the 7th Mr Begiment yesterday bombed 
about eight hundred oomunist troop® soar Kaoyang, couth of 
Feo ting, between the Helping—Hankow and Tlentsin-lukow rail
ways,

7. November 17î

The Japanese forces operating against to® Chine®® 
29th ’jrmy in .onto Hopei, after crushing toe resistance of 
about six hundred Chinese troops at kluhaien, in Shantung, 
advanced and took .elheien yesterday after heavy fighting, 
lite Ghiueaa in this aren are said to be in 1,minant danger 
of annihilation.

From: Tokyo ’■apart Ho. 9097 80V, ®9, 1«37
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2» Serious muss i*iotin;j has been taking ulace recently 

in ïîtyang, southwestern Hopei, with murders and looting occur- 
ring almost daily. IM® rioting is said to have been caused 
by impoverished farmers and remnants of the defeated Chinese 
troops.

jj. Cn© thousand bribers of the Led Spear Sooiety in 
Hantoh called at th© Japanese headquarters at that town, and 
pledged nlle ianoe to the Japanese Army. They also pledged 
themselves to areato a new autonomous re-’lmo, Independent of 
the ’ion Al ng Coveraraent.

Aron: vJa 'Jo'feyo Report ®0. 3097 HOT. 29, 1«37
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III. north Ohina...-Ti.e.ntsln-îMkow Railway jeotor,

1. Noyeraber 11;

a. The Yiyazawa air unit today raided an airfield near 
Tsinan. Cn the say to Tsinan an orraorec train ®as bombed near 
YUoheng. Other reports state that the Rnkahlra unit also 
'"«anticipated in the raid, fôear Tsinan raost of the aerial 
attack ms directed at Slnehwn«r airdrone, a rd le end half 
outside th® city, ■-'his is th® first bombing of Tsinan. Jon- 
siderabl® si ;nlflosnoe is attached to this fact, as it rany 
Indicate the course of future Japanese policy in Shantung.

£• ï io ve Taber 13;

a. The Japanese unite in northern shantung are reported 
to ac preparin'; for offeanivn over n mndrod and fifty 
mile front. The unidentified Ishida unit occupied mtlng, 
sixty-five miles northeast of Tsinan and forty-five miles 
from the Tello» River, yesterday. The 10th Infantry, 10th 
division, baa taken Scng^wangtien. Tue Mart unit is ad
vancing fro’t •îûangoh’.v'ji.c towards Yue hen.;, «Ion" the railway. 
T.is so*.;» unit took Yanshan, twenty-eight riles southeast of 
Tssngohos, thrte days a.-o, and fought an engagement with three 
thousand Chinese troops near Yingyun. Fight field guns and 
considerable rifle ’wsunition sere left behind by the Chinese, 
and captured by the Japanese. The 10th Cavalry, 10th Division, 
"4ost of the railway, has advanced to tlangtsun, fifteen -lies 
south of flngyuan. 'The 8th Brigade, 10th Division, has open
ed an attack against two Chinese brigades at Tinyl, tmity- 
five miles east of .'ingyuan.

b. Ifevy aircraft, from an overseas base, combined with 
arqy aircraft to rdld Jhineae positions along the Yellow 
River. Ten armored cars and several railway bridges were 
destroyed on the TlcntDin-lu’cow railway, including those 
near Yenoheag, Yucneng, and Sangtzetien, and detnge ms in
flicted on Chinese fortified positions near Tlenklakou.

3. overuber 14:

The Jappasse offensive to gain complete control of 
the north bank of the Yellow River In this sector has opened 
over a ano hundred and fifty mile front, and successive po
sitions have been occupied by the advancing troops. The 10th 
Infantry, 10th Division, and the Fukuel Regiment, after con
solidating their positions at Llnghelen and YUcheng, advanced 
and took Tachinchiso and ''eltzuchwang, halfway between YU- 
oheng and Ksotang, west of the railway. The Suenagn unit «d- 
vnnoed to the west, and last night reached Kaotang, about 
twenty rilles west of Yucheng. The Ishida unit, newly arrived 
in this sector, two days ago took uting, elxty-two miles 
northeast of Tsinan, adv».need to the southwest, crossed the 
Tubs! ilver, and yesterday took Telyang, about twenty-five 
miles northeast of Tsinan. This town wee the most importent 
base of Cener»! Tian Fu-chu*s Away In this part of Shantung. 
In its capture five hundred Chinese were reported loft dead 
on the field of action. Two Japanese were reported killed 
and ten sounded. The Ishida unit was the first unit to reach 
th® Yello» Hiver.

Krom: Tokyo Report »k>. ®C97 Bov. 29, 1937
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I». The 40th Infantry, 10th Division, in the nsecntlme, 
advanced on the 3hlneae positions at Llnyl, about forty Mies 
north of Tsinan.

o. Fifteen hundred Chinese, of the Shantung 81st Divi
sion, aerc reported defeated near islakotrohen, south of Einyl.

d. Th® Chinese troops north of the jhangho (forty-five 
miles northeast of Tslœn) - T.lnyl- Yucheng lino rre believed 
by the Japanese to have been trapped in that area by the Japan
ese advance. -i large force of Chinese troops, consisting of 
the shantung 89th, 81st and 74th Divisions,' is elcnj the' 
Yelia.? ’ Ivor in th© jsath of the Japanese advance,

c. Ifeval aircraft raided positions along the Yellow 
liver yesterday, and bombed troops near Chaokuanehen, south

west of Tsinan, and at Yutlchen, north of Tzeynng. Fortifi
cations south of si ho, seat of Tainan and north of the Yell
ow Ivor, were also attacked. Today naval aircraft destroyed 
twenty vessels loaded with sup lies near ’"mite and Qhaokuan- 
ahen, ..evert anti-aircraft fire wea met by the Japanese Manos 
over slnan -md the railway bx^idge over the Yellow Fiver, but 
the Japanese suffered "no material togc."

4. November IS?

a. The 10th Infantry, 10th Division, and th® Fukuoi unit, 
today captured Yencheng, about twelve miles north of the Yell
ow Fiver, and cut the railway. rest of the railway the Shan
tung 74th and 81st Divisions, and part of th© 29th Division, 
are reported to have boon trapped by the Japanese advance.
inyi ms taken yesterday by the 10th Jsvalry and 8th "Irlgade, 

10th Division.

jb. SiViil aircraft yesterday conducted raids elong the 
Yellow Elver. Chinese trains near Ytaoheng were bombed and 
destroyed. Hie trains resisted with heavy anti-aircraft fire, 
but the Japanese sustained no damage. Troops near uhangtze- 
tien were also bombed, i’any troops crossing the Yellow River 
in boats at Tslyunp and Changtsung sere bombed and suffered 
heavy casualties. Troop concentrations at Liny! and Yuchonx 
were attacked, and boats near Lokowchen, two kilometers from 
Tsinan were bombed with heavy casualties.

b. November 15?
&. The Chinoise troops on the 

* iver in this sector are reported 
retreat to the south, and to have 
over the river.

north bank of the Yellow 
to have begun a wholesale 
blown up the railway bridge

b. The Ishida unit yesterday took Tsishan, end attacked 
the Silnece at Dhangho. The Chinese were defeated, and began 
to withdraw, During their retreat they ran into the 10th Qav- 
alry, 10th Division, and as a result, with pressure being 
exerted on them from two sides, they ar© facing annihilation. 
Th© Ishida unit again succeeded in cutting the Tlentsin-Pukow 
Hallway. This unit has made large advances during the past 
fer; days. They have completed a seventy-five mils march from

3Toc: :/ Tokyo Feport Ho. 9097 Nov. fs, io37 
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«uting, and have outflanked the 29th, 74th, and 81st Shan
tung Diviaion®. The entire area east ©f the railway, from 
th© river to miho, na® been cleared of Chinese troops.

£• Other Japon©»® unit® hsve begun an adv®noe from 
Tsiyang to the southeast along the Yellow Fiver, The must 
unit advanced south fro® Linehan to Aneheng. The 10th infant
ry, 10th Division, is advaneing an the sone point, Yeneheng 
was taken by an unnamed unit of the Japanese forces. 7$» 
balance of the Wth Division i® advancing southjwird near the 
railway. Fart of the unidentified Kato ûnit/fwieng railroad 
station yesterday. The 39th Infantry, 10th Division, yester
day ooeupled -enohwang, five ssiles north ©f the yellow IHver, 
and the iTukuei unit oeptered Tsiho, en the river.

dj The Chinese troops are reported to be oonoeatrating 
in large numbers on the south bank of the river, near th® 
railway bridge, and to be constructing positions, e^uipued 
with artillery*

®. ijnay aircraft boafcad Lokowohen, tso and ® half sLIm 
north of Tsinan, on the south bank of the river, where the 
Chinese oonacn«rations ar® in progress. Navy aircraft bombed 
the railway bridge near Taaenkow, where they wt severe anti
aircraft fire, but sustained no damage, ^uoh damge was in- 
flisted by the®® planes to Chines® positions along the Yell
ow Mver. Trains on the railway north of ?:>angshanti»» and 
Taian were also bombed.

£• de Japan®»© campaign to clear northern jhsntwag of 
ChlaBM troop® has almost reached its conclusion. Ths Fukuei 
unit and th® 39th infantry, 10th Division, had reached a 
point near the railway bridge over the Yellow Hiver yesterday 
afternoon, with other Japanese wits close behind. Five hund
red teeters of the one thousand three hundred ®d forty-four 
master bridge are reported to have bean destroyed by the Chinese.

Jg,. Japanese naval aircraft now claim to have undisputed 
control of the air over en ere® extending fro® the port of 
Llenkun, in ?wth Kiangsu, to Kwlteh on the Honan border, 
one hundred end ninety miles to the west, and from Tientsin 
southward to Tsinan.

7» WowBber 1-u

R. The Chinese troops at Chef©© are reported, to be with
drawing to the west, in apprehension of a possible Japanese 
ftttaek, leaving only the reaoe reservation Corps in the oity. 
Trior to their withdrawal the Chinese ®re reported to have 
destroyed a part of ths jetty.

8. Hoveaber 19;

®. It Is reported that the shantung rovinoial Stovern- 
ment**has ssoved fro® 'Tsinan to an undisclosed location.

^roat Tokyo -eport ?»O. 9097 Nov. 29, 1937
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a. Japanese troops, believed to be the loth Infantry, 
2d Division, yesterday advanced from flopel to Laowochai, 
eight kilometers west of Lintsing, which is inside the shan
tung border, and today pushed on to capture Lintsing.

traveller from Shantung reported that the Chinese 
are consolidating their defenses around Tsingtao, and that 
the city was crowded with troops. Foreign warships were in 
th© port. Sa same person a loo reported that Chefoo was 
practically deserted. Antl-Japanese feeling was observed to 
be very high in shantung.

10. November 23:

c. Troops of the shantung ^ray are reported by Japanese 
acouTing planes to be consolidating the positions in the vi
cinity of Tsitung and Tsowping, northeast of Tsinan, -4 th a 
view to offering stubborn resistance io any Japanese advance 
south of the Tello» River. The troops that were defeated at 
Tslyung are reported to be taking up positions st Ohowtsun 
and 3hc.n,:;tien, on the Shantung allway. Traffic on the Tien
tsin--ukow railway is repeated as brisk, with many troops and 
great qirmtltied’ of supplies being moved to the north, \raorei 
oars were observed near Taisn, Tawenkao and Yencho?., south of 
ibirrm.

b. Japanese aircraft bombed strategic points along the 
Tientsin-«-uko^ and shantung railways, including Tsitung, Tsou- 
ping, Tawenkow, and Lungshnn. scouting planes were sent over 
Yenchow and. Tclning*

11. November 24;

a. Rear drniral ..la .‘an-eheh, commanding the Chinese 3rd 
jquacron, is reported to have ordered « state of siege st 
Tsingtfto.

jb. The Chinese airdrome at Chowkiakow^ in «entrai Honan, 
is reported to haw been completely/iJy’W^Tieee sir raide con
ducted yesterday and three days sgo. Tn the raid yesterday 
five Chinese planes were encountered all of which appeared to 
be of soviet »nufacture. All five were shot down, and in 
the subsequent bombing of the airfield a score on the ground 
»ere destroyed*

From: 11/A Tokyo Report H0» Nov, 29, 1937
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^gSTRlc'rELi

a. Fighting to clear tile Chinese out of Dantao continued 
today, ï?ith lie-vy street fighting in progrès in the Chinese 
part of the city bordering the French Concession* Engineer 
unite built a bridge over the wa ,:wei Cree}:, and the Kino» 
shita unit crossed to the other side to engage the Chinese. 
The 6th Infantry, 3rd Division, is «ùvancing east towards 
the old walled town of Shanghai, end lies taken Tatung «di
versity and the Jouth tatlou, ho Rateurvito and *iko units 
advanced three blocks to x< inxiao Ron J, where the right wing 
of the Japanese is located. Geavy fitting is in -?rogress 
near the Hangnan dockyard. The 66th Infantry, 3rd Division, 
is also operating in îJantao, and vdth the .iko unit, crossed 
the iwah Ifwel Creek line after ^dvanoing frow the direction 
of Lunghwa. The 149th Infantry, 101st Division, aided by tn© 
navy, .oxossed the hangnoo River to the 'oatung side, and 
Advanced to a point oonosite lentao, where it is aiding the 
Japanese attack fron across the river. art of the Deval 
Lending ?orae are t'nrticipating in this operation.

bi. Japanese naval vessels .«ve noved up the river to 
opposite !&n$ao, where they are supporting the attack with 
artillery fire, and are, in turn, bein', fired on by the Chi
nese.

£. Chinese troops fro® T-Tantao are repox-ted to be retreat
ing up the hnntspoo by uelw- junks and sannans. ethers, 
changing into plain clothes, are reported to be enterin’ the 
french Concession. Japanese aircraft ^re aiding the attack 
on Tantao.

u,. ïïeer ffanslang the Jnpmose attack is progressing, 
and Sas reached the outskirts of the tom. The 22nd Brigade, 
11th Division, is on the south and east of the town, where 
the 43rd Infantry, of that brigade, has occupied hungchla- 
wel, about one kilonoUr southwest of Riengkiao. The 12th 
Infantry, 11th Division, supported by tanks of the 1st Tank 
Regiment, is continuing its attacks at 'isiaonnnpiang. A 
decisive battle is believed impending in this sector in the 
uinsan-.oochoiv area, where there are estiniated to be about 

four hundred thousand Chinese troops concentrated.

e. The troops operating north f*xm Tîangciun. Bay finish
ed ine occupation of Tsingpu today,/Wshed on to aihoklsng, 
near the up-er reaches of sooohow Greek. A reginent of the 
6th Division nas reached the Creek near ukangtan, northwest 
of Teingpu. Fengklng has also been taken, and severe fight
ing is reported in progress near Fashan. The Chinese in this 
area are reported in retreat towards uinsnn. Jcnanese planes 
bobbed the retreating columns.

f. The Chinese are reported to bo rushing reinforoenents 
to Xashln#, Kachan, end r-lnghu by rail.

Jenera1 Chiang Kai-shek is reported to be in person
al ooniand of the Chinese, with headquarters at Gooehow.

h. Jawnese supply vessel, nrooeedlng up toochow

'’ros: ;/.•> Tokyo Report Ho. 9097 NOV. 29, 1937
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Creek, was halted. by British troops near Sarden Bridge. A 
protest was lodged by the Japanese. Genersl Katsul yesterday 
Informed Admiral Little* that the Sooeho® sould be need by 
the Japanese to transport supplies and troops, and that re
solute action would be taken against anyone who attempted to 
interfere, regardless of nationality.

jl. rmy planes aided the infantry attacks »t Kantao and 
. tansTan/,, and also carried out a severe Mid against Keshan.

• sfovogfcer .IS ?

&* The J : paw so drive in the SMnghei sector today con
tinued to mke advances along the entire front. The 12th In
fantry, 11th division, completed the occupation of Wanslang, 
end with the 43rc Infantry, 11th ivlsion, took up the pur
suit of the Chinese who were retreating to the north towards 
?*iatiw.;, since their retreat to uinaan taa boon cut off. 
The Chines® troops defeated at L’anslan are reported to be 
th© Sth, 13th, 36th and on» tore division, numbering about 
fifty thousand troops alto ether. In the capture of Anting 
by the Japanese two thousand Chinese troops are reported to 
have been killed. he Japanese troops from here '.-ushed on 
to withia ton miles of ulnsan to its south©-st. The Japan
ese are mshin.g on towards Tnltsaag and ulnsan, with the 
Chinese reported ae being in retreat from the ftanslang-Linho 
line. The advance on Tiating is continuing, aided by troops 
transferred fron? th® Canino and Mansion,; front®. The 3th 
.’iel-"’ -Artillery, 6th Cavalry, nnd on® of the Infantry régl
ants (either the 13th or 23rd) of the 6th ivlelon, today 
crossed ;iooohow ’reek near ukuangtuan, eighteen miles west 
of lansi&n., and continued their advance to the north, In 
spite of hevlrv executed a twenty-kilometer march prior to 
reachlag the creek.

bj. The Japanese bib Brigade, 3rd division, today oom- 
letod the clearing of Hantao, south f the International 

.ettlemeat, of Chinese troops, aided by units of the Haval 
landlng Toro© and artillery fire from Jaoaneae naval vessels. 
Criminally «bout tea thousand Chines® ar® said to have parti
cipated ia th® defense of Kantao, and to have offered stubborn 
resistance, «heir casualties are reported to have been heavy, 
.’our to five thousand of them have entered the Trench Con
cession and been disarmed by the Trench police.

b. The Japanese have begun to clear the barrier in the 
hangpoo Hiver, established early In the action at Shanghai 

by the Chinese, when they sank six Japanese vessels serose 
the river. Traffic on the river 1» expected to be reopened 
shortly.

General Matsui announced that he has been disappoint
ed in the attitude of the neutral guard units in ’han.-’hai, 
and if necessity so dictates, the Japanese will be forced to 
take over from th® neutral powers the entire policing of the 
International settlement and the French Concession.

e. ?kiycr ’Oil of Shanghai announced that the Chinese re-

From: Tokyo Report Ho. 9097 «OV. 29, 1937
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treat 4uiu;>'ial luid been strate -le, .'.ad thr-t the Chinese 
would counter-att‘.:Oh nnd recapture completely and
■oosunj.

• HoVcr.be r

e,. The Iiz-\-s, Tsni'sssû, and Tuxui -nits, ’■•.".'ter taking 
:Moalien, today entered Kiatins, where the -aork of mop-ln^- 
up the Chinese rwnants in the city is in nroxresr. The 
12th tnd 43rd Infantry I^gi’-entfs, 11th IviDlbn, arc ©losing 
in an Taitsna.*» ten miles northwest of /ùlatlswj, nnd have 
renoâed -•*. ikaaiqohon, seven miles southeast of Thits-ng. "*w 
Jananer^ uiitfl that .orc Landed ;*t Hangchow i'My laat seels 
are -:ovln.>? along the CTui’hol-Hangchow railway, CT. re already 
ta.'x-n -’engking aid ".ashen, and :sr® np^roaoain? ‘Tashing. 
Taits of the Gtli ■ tvlsion ocon led fsin-ypn yesterday, an- 
'.icive reached tCT* ' leinity o£ Jhaochun^iao, -m the south 
h:uik of :ooc?.0' tre<CT. .'ne hundred thcusvnd Chinese troops 
,..j>c believed, by th© Japsoene to have *x»en trapped by this 
-wml» .'he connunie<*tl^ns betijocz .wigbsi an-i un TV-nr, 
jure ref- thbllw.-ed -hen the Yariszav» unit cultured eiouleo 
( .i^u.r.ci&ica', ;‘n i^oot fnt ores roac? or. the VingMn; W. 
'onribt- co-‘.tom between tno onerrtnr.* ln 3flaj>ghai area 

and the Hnngchop Duy area are excepted to be established to
day. The Yamoks. unit defeated a group of fifteen Chinese 
In n severe battle near elohiao.

jj. Yesterday a joint raid by sray find navy aircraft was 
directed st the retreating Chinese elements, the munition 
factory at <usih, and the Chinese headquarters at "icting.

4. .bovenber 14;

a. ï large body of Japanese troops, since identified 
as tBe Taiwan ' brigade and the 22nd Infantry, 11th Divlsi, on, 
'v^re successfully landed in the vicinity of aimaokow, north
east of Changsha, forty miles northwest of .hanghai. They 
at no serious opposition, and immediately advanced south 
about fifteen "lies and occupied Shitang. This landing is 
a severe threat to the Chinese Ohangsîiu-KunGhsn line, tix- 
ty thousand Chinese troops near Chsngehu and 'unshan are re
ported by the Japanese to be facing annihilation. Ten thou
sand Chinese are said to be retreating, from Taitsang towards 
Changshu. .The ’"unsh^n-woooho^ road is reported crowded with 
ten thousand retreating troops. On the Yisngnan Canal, mov
ing southward, ®any sjore retreating Chinese are reported. 
The Japanese advance near the bank of the Yangtze s-.iver has 
reached Liuho, Yangehiaohiso, aikan^ohen, and Tienfuchiang 
on the îJankln^3haaghai railway, The 12th and 44th Regiments 
of the 11th Division yesterday took .alkangohen and today 
entered Taitsang, from *here the Chinese troops are in full 
retreat. The bulk of the 6th Division, with these other 
units, is cloBinr; in on Kunshan. Units believed to belong 
to a new 102nd Division, west of lotion, two days ago ad
vanced end took Inichia two, Hsinchen, and Liuho, and with 
the tro.ps from the Kia ting area took Liutaokiao yesterday. 
Three unnamed units effected eonbnot with the Engineer, Cav
alry, and Artillery Regiments of the 6th Division, and took 
Tslngyang, three miles wst of Kunshan yesterday. These un-
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naned units are belie veil to be three of the infantry régl
ants of the 6th Division.

b. One infantry retirant of the bth Division (the 13th 
or 23rd Infantry), has advanced from its original landing at 
Hangcho® Bay, and occupied Fingwungchen, south of soochow, 
in the lake region.

£. The 41st Infantry, 5th Division, occupied Fèlkiao- 
c'-ien, twenty miles southeast of Shanghai, after advancing 
from fengcaov,' Bay. mother unit, unnamed, has occupied .finr- 
tang, and is advancing toward» shanghai from the south.

: rt of the forces landed at Hangchow Bay has advanced along 
the coastline to the west, and is attacking Chnpu, while still 
other units :\tq wishing towards Mnghu.

d. Four thousand Chinese troops in the ^ungkiang-«ha&gpoo- 
Jianghal area are said to have surrendered to the Japanese 
during tha last two days* Ten thousand are estimated to be 
in this urea, and it is stated by the Japanese that to avoid 
annihilation they will h-ve to surrender.

e. Four Ohineso gun boats '■ere captured by the Japanese 
naval ves els fotsu and ?ilra on the upper hangpoo Biver yes
terday. These beats moved up the river and established con
tact with th© army units near L’in^bong.

irmy aircraft today bombed retreating Chines® troops 
near“Klatlng> Ktmshan, Taltsang, end Soochov:. Yesterday ,iavy 
aircraft bombed troops in the Kunshan-boochow area,

It is reported that neutral military observers do not 
believe, in the light of past events, that the Chinese will 
be able to hold their present lines, and that they «11; with
draw to the Kiangyln-bûcih line. Hie Japanese believe that 
this new line oould be able to hold for about three weeks.

5 • November 15:

a. ■..•'1th the fall of Coochow believed to be Imminent, as 
a result of the Japanese advance on that town from the north, 
east, and south, consternation is reported to have seized 
Hanking. $any civilians are reported to be fleeing to the 
interior and up the river.

b. Changsha was taken today by the Taiwan Brigade and 
the “Bind Infantry, 11th Division, shortly after the fall of 
.uinsan. iuinsan was taken by units of the tth Division. 

Units believed to belong to a new 112th Division, which par
ticipated in the original landing at Hangchow Bay, finally 
completed the capture of Xashan, on the Shanghai-Hangchow 
Hallway. The Chinese te?d bean resisting desperately for 
several days after the Japanese originally reported the cap
ture of the town. The Japanese advance on Kashing Is con
tinuing, and th© Chinese lines at Yunghslngkiao, eight miles 
east of Kashing* has been broken. Units believed to belong 
to a nev 114th Division, landed at Hangchow Bay, have broken, 
through the Chinese defenses at Tushsn. After the capture 
of Xwngcheng and Shape other units of the seme division 
turned their attacks on Finghu* The unit believed to be ths 
41st Infantry, Sth Division, operating in the Sungkiang area, 
has captured twenty-six hundred prisoners, five hundred and
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sixty-riflea, fourteen BMhlM guns, ninety-one revolvers, 
iina eixty-fuur bayonets. ^together, four thousand nriacm- 
ora have been captured In thia ».re«.

e. New array imita, subsequently identified as the 16th 
Division, «ere landed on the upper Yangtze, and imedlately 
advanced sewsn Mies to i^silitsun, in the direction of 
shu. Other units of the ««• force took Chitsn^hen. Four 
hundred Chinese were killed in the action during which the 
Chinese opposed th® landing, and two hundred Chinese prison* 
ers were taken by the Japanese. Th® Japanese oasvftlties in 
the last two day® (la thia area only) vcre a total of thirty.

£. In fïantao the dth. Infantry end polio© are conducting 
a turns®* to-hous© search for snipers, ,-wd are trying to re- 
store the city to livable condition. lisny arras and supplies 
have been seised 'by the Japanese in this pert of shanghai.

£. The collapse of the lMltsa»s-^uias«a line, where the 
Chinese were expected to offer stubborn resistance, is grati
fying to th® Japanese.

f. lierai aircraft bombed owehoe, and array aircraft con* 
contrated on th® troops north and west of ;ulns®n. gashing 
and Jlnghu ®ere also subjected to severe aerial bonbardaent. 
Kaval craft flying over Eukiang reported seeing not ® single 
Chinese soldier, and seating no anti-aircraft fir®. Kaval 
aircraft took off for Yangehosf, north of the Yangtze, on re
ceiving a rewt that Chinese planes sere in that area. 
None we found, but the planes borabed railitery eatablish- 
wnts and returned to their base.

s. November 161

s. Units of the 9th Division (Japanese) have advanced 
to within fifteen silos of Dooeboe. Neer Changsnu, the Bad 
Taiwan Infantry, advancing fro a that town, raade contact si th 
the tank units of the 1st Tank Reglmnt. w troops landed 
on the upper Y&ngtm have now effected contest ®ith the Japan- 
ese units advancing north fro® Tn. it sang. Desperate fighting 
took place last night wet of Niuean, end the Chinese line» 
were broken. Cm of the regiraanls of the 6th Division is 
mrchlng westward along the uin®an*»o<3Chow highway, and 
the Takeshite unit is following a parallel route to the 
south. On thersouthsra part of the fronts a corner of Ping* 
hu, twenty Mies southwest of hashing, ia reported to have 
been occupied by the Japanese. The Chinese are in *01X001 
to the southwest froa Ks shing. ith Fhehan already in Japan*
see hands, the next objective on this front in the drive to- 
sards Hangchow is expected to be Kawhlng.

b. Naval aircraft were extremely active today over the 
entire Shanghai area as far as Nanking. Wfclsng and sooehow 
were attacked, as well es troops in the area west of Chang* 
ahu. Tungeukiao, mangling, sad æuslh, as well as Fushaa, 
Yangtslenchen, and the Taohiaohang alrdrora® al Nanking wore 
also objeets of attack. W aircraft of the 4th Air Regi
ment bombed troops near inghn, end other units helped the 
infantry advance in other parts of the Meter.
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,r. Four new blookndea have been ordered established in 
the Yangtze Ivor betwon ' iangyin fortress and Nanking to 
prevent the ap roach to Nanking of Japanese war vessels. 
•These blockades, consisting of sunken ships, have been es
ta‘aliened at Tnnshan, Tutleaxlao, ''."ulungshan, and Shlhtze- 
shan fortresses. "lie Chinese are reported to be using the 
upper Yangtze and the Canton»;Lankow railways supply lines 
for munitions, and to be using trucks where the railroad nas 
been too severely damaged by the Japanese bombardments.

b. A severe battle is In progress la the utnsun-,o cho» 
urowT ;nits of the Japanese 9th Division have engaged the 
Chinese between YwIlin lake oui ïangeheng lake. The offen
sive on the permanent fortif!oations surrounding doochow has 
opened. The 112th. Japanese Division is fighting the Chinese 
in the vicinity of Eashinc. /nits of the loth Division, 
landed on th® upper Yangtze last week, attacked ChangMhu 
with th® Taiwan brigade' yesterday, •.<&©n it fell to the Japan
ese. The 20th Infantry, IGth Division, is attacking -"ushân 
fortress, where the Japanese reported that they had a foothold 
yesterday, and had reported its complete capture the day be** 
fore. In th® attack on Foshan, the amy units are b-ing sup
ported by artillery fire from naval vessels.

8. November 18;

a. The Kataoke règlent, believed to be the 114th In- 
funtîÿ of a new 112th Division, supported by the 3rd Indepen
dent .toajntain Artillery and the unit believed to be the IP,4th 
rtillory of the 112th Division, today completely surrounded, 

end partly captured, Rashing, the junction between the .ûhang- 
Iwii-Hnngohow railway the i^chow-Khshlng railway cutoff. 
The Fujli unit broke through the Chinese lines at -elting 
station, on the Nanking-Shanghai railway. Units of what is 
believed to be the 102nd Division, with too Tashlro unit, 
took Hsiaokiakioo yesterday after a three-day battle. This 
breaks the Chinese Changshu-Fushon line. Changshu was report
ed again cleared of Chinese troops yesterday. Chen-i, be
tween _uinenn and oooho ;, ww taken by the Japanese yester
day .also.

_b. The Chinese Govern»nt is reported to have decided 
to hold 'tanking, if the Japanese advance reaches that far, 
to the last, in spite of the removal of the govex*nn»ht to 
the interior. The military headquarters will not move with 
the rest of the government, but will remain in Nanking as 
long os possible.

9. .ovenber 19;

a. The Japanese advance both in the northern and in the 
southern parts of the sector were reported to be making pro
gress today. The Taiwan brigade and the 22nd Infantry, 11th 
Division, occupied YUshan fountain, a rooky ridge west of 
Jh&ngshp. The 43rd Infantry, 11th Division, crossed KUnoheng 
Lake, south of Onangshu, during the night, by boat, and land
ed near Eocheng, on th® north shore. The Chinese were taken
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by surprise, and driven back. The- 3® pane se succeeded In cut- 
ting the line of coranmloetion from joochow to Changshu.
Ths units that took Kashin g , in the southern nart of the sec
tor, are pushing the Chinese back towards th® Kashing-flsiyen 
Canal. The 9th Division units advanced from Ohen-i to Chao* 
rotting, ten miles east of üooohow. The Chinese are direct
ing their withdrawal towards fiangahow. General Liu Chlen-su 
is ift corr.and of the Chinese troops in this part of the sec
tor.

b. The préparâtlone for the evacuation of Nanking by 
the Chinese Tovernmsnt are in progress, with arsenal machine
ry, printing presses, and docuœnts bolnp moved to the in
terior. The civil populace is also evacuating, and the wnter- 
front and roads are reported crowded. The overcast condition 
of th© sky, making Japanese bombing operations difficult, has 
made the evacuation easier ?nd safer than it otherwise might 
have been.

£• ith the intention of avoiding destructive street 
fighting, the Chinese are reported to be planning on making 
their last stand in front of Nanking at Kuyung, twanty-five 
miles to the east. The lines at this point are being, prepared 
to meet the Japenese, r-nd troops- of the Central irmy are being 
ordered there from the interior. General Tang uhcng-chlh, 
director of military training, has been appointed the new 
com ander of the Nanking defenses. Twelve divisions are re
ported to be under his command in th© defenses around the 
city. Forty thousand troops of ths .^zechwan \rmy arc report
ed to be in th© city, with orders to remln, even if the city 
is completely surrounded by the Japanese.. Reports reached 
Nanking that Japanese warships had reached Klangyin, on the 
Yangtze River.

d. in© hundred and fifty officers of the former north
eastern Army are reported to have been ordered executed, by 
the Chinese supreme Command, as they were held responsible 
for the Loss of Pingw&ng, naif-way between ooohow and ■ a- 
shlng. The capture of this point by the Japanese is said to 
have had a very important bearing on the Chinese defense 
lines, one of its results being the los. of Quinsan.

e. Reports from usih state that three days ago mutiny 
appeared in the ranks of two newly recruited Chinese divi
sions of irregular troops, who were recently defeated by the 
Japanese. Two banks were said to have been looted.

10. November 20»

a. The Chinese capital was formally moved from Nanking 
to Cnungklng at noon today. The Chinese Oovernsent has an
nounced that China is determined to reject peace on humilia
ting terms, and that her armed forces are to defend the coun
try to the last, regardless of defeats. The diplomats in 
Nanking today began moving to Hankow.

b. General Chiang Kai-shek is reported to favor a doier- 
minecT stand against the J «panes® even within Nanking itself. 
Other factions of the government are reported to favor hold
in. the Kuyung line, and, if that line is broken, to save
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unklu; from destruction Uy an orderly withdrawal from the 
city. It is pointed out that the Japanese could trap the 
Chinese troops in Konkin; by advancing to uhu, and then pre
venting their withdrawal across the ïon^tse by aerial bonb- 
erdment. Thousands of troops of the Kwangtung and Xmngsi 
.rnics arc said to have rriwd in the front lines facing the 

Japanese.

c, . . «oociiow reported captured vs of yesterday, the 
3bth“lnfantry, 3th Division, enterin'? toe city first, closely 
followed by other units of the division. Two thousand- Chinese 
are reported to have surrendered. The Chinese trocns to th© 
oity were t;c Lbth -nd 53rd divisions, numbering about forty 
thousand xm all told. They started to retreat"in the direc
tion of -uslh. 3hc Japanese advenes on Jnochow sac reported 
to have been so rerid that some of the Chinese trooas," mis
taking the Japanese for ti»lr own forces joined the Japanese 
-^arching column and were itrcedlately captured. Complete occ?.i- 
patloft of -ashing, ■ ’inzln, and Chengshu was announced by the 
jap-nese headquarters yesterday.

x. nits believed to belong to a new 112th Division took 
/diwan^-iiktao, west of Xnshin.-; today. The Kawasaki unit was 
near Yangki- nin,.:, . fter fixating 11 nltht. The stiff resis
t-race of the Shines© ulo»} the Tnngohlngtong Canal is reported 
to have been broken by the Japanese with the aid of artillery. 
Ihc Kunlzaka and Yanada units, with tanks of the Fujita unit 
captured a strong Chinese position at shwan<yang, and pushed 
on to Jbentzechon. lanes of the 4th .Air 1 eglment flew over 
Changhsing, on the south shore of Lake Taihu, to attack the 
Chinese• Favul aircraft bombed usih and qcocho^.

11. November 21:

<i. Be Japanese forces that occupied àooehois advanced 
yesterday alcn<; th® Jhaw^mi-liuftklnp Railway ns far v.& -■ang- 
ting, and today continued to advrraac; on usih. The units 
that took Changsha advanced yesterday as far as Tewÿtow, and 
continued their adv-race on -Msih. Ito these two groups of 
Japanese units (believe to be th& 9th Division from the direc
tion of Dooohow, and the 16th Division from the direction of 
.Jasngsliu) closing in on uslh from two directions, the fall 
of the town is believed imminent. This mrnlng Japanese units 
were within nine miles of the town, and this afternoon a unit 
had reached Hainan, seven miles south of «uslh. Xn their re
treat from Changsha, toe Chinese had their retreat by land 
out off, and crossed Lake Shang in boats. The Kakaniura artil
lery nit, from Tu hill, bombarded these boats, three of which 
loaded with field guns and troops, they sank. The Chinese 
have been burning the bridges in their retreat, but toe 
ese have not been seriously hampered by this, an many boats 
have oocn available for use in crossing the creeks. The 
Chinese at uslh are reported as disheartened by the defeats 
in the Shanghai sector, and to be already retreating to too 
west aid southwest. To the south of Lake Tblhu one of the 
regiments of the 6th Division has taken the town of Huchow.

J>. ’Hi© Japanese Have decided to call the phase of the 
operations ro'ind Lake tolhu the "Lake Battle.* In too action
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•iere so fur fifty thousand dead Chinese have been counted by 
the Japanese in the territory they haw occupied, and th© 
total Chinese casualties sre conservatively estimated by them 
at one hundred and fifty thousand in this abase of the opera
tions alone.

c. Hawi forces landed yesterday on the south bank of 
the "Yangtze, and occupied Fushcn in cooperation with the 
ar^sy troops.

d. Japanese aircraft, in spite of heavy raine, banbed 
the Chinese positions at uslh.

e. She Chinese defense is re--ortori to have shifted to 
the riïuigyin- uslh line.

1 • November W- :

a. «uslh me captured by the Japanese today ^fter a 
brieF battle, The Chinese ^mediately began withdrawing on 
Changchow. :he retreating ooltsan® aere repeatedly bombed by 
Japanese aircraft. T.i© full of uslh is expected to make the 
holding of Kiangyin impossible for the Chinese, .hen the 
Japanese entered uslh they are reported to have found that 
every single factory in the city was damaged due to Japanese 
aerial bombardraont. The Chinese retreating from uslh are 
said to haw attempted to make a stand against the Japanese 
advance outside of the town, but this resistance aas overeorae. 
hray aircraft uorbed Chinese trocs between Changshu and Kinn- 
gyia.

-hen the Japanese captured Huohow, south of take 
Taihu, five thousand Jhiaese are reported to haw been trapped. 
The capture of uslh and uohow, at opposite enbs of Lake Thl- 
hu, has caused the Chinese to virtually abandon the labs re
gion.

0. 1tie Japanese are reported to haw sustained about 
one thousand casualties since the Chinese withdrew from Shang
hai. At least fourteen thousand dead Chinese bodies have 
teen counted at uluann, 'Lushing, ingoan jeten, and other 
points between Shanghai and teoohow,

ù. Japanese naval aircraft yesterday bombed the Chinese 
airdrome at Chowkisko®, in Honan. One large and two small 
planes wr® bombed and destroyed, and two buildings burned.

©_. «.’annlng the Chinese gunboat Chlenan end about six 
hundred other vessels captured by th© Japanese, Japanese 
naval troop® left Shanghai today to complete the mopping UP 
of th® creeks rnd waterways south of the Yangtze.

f, ïith the expectation that *langyln, as well as «Uslh, 
wlll“*be captured by the Japanese, the Chinese are expected 
to make a desperate stand at the line between Chinklang, ths 
capital of "iangsu, and Tsnyang, on the ffanking-Hhanghai rail
way. The Irregular country between Kuyung, Tanyang, Chinklang, 
and Hanking is expected to be utilized to the utmost. The 
Chinese eosrisnd Is reported to have completed its plans for
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tli© second phase of the real stance against Japan, shloh Is 
the defense of the interior» The object of this is to 
;radually dra»> the Japanese away fron the coast,

13, -^ofoober 23:

Yesterday th® first air battle over s-ankln.,: for som 
tlrnTtook place .hen a Japanese raid was r»t by Chinese planes 
that took off. The planes wre believed by the Japanese to 
bo of ovist manufacture. cine® the pilots displayed @x- 
traordinary skill find resourcefulness the Japanese also be
lieve that they >«ere Russian. ’ifty Fmsrlan planes are bo- 
lie wf to have been recently delivered to ^making from ' ussia, 
ten of Tihioh ^«re borabing planes, and the jther forty fighter;. • 
levcn oviet allots ar® also believed to be already serving 

with the Chinese, In this aerial battle over banking three 
of the Chinese planes g^e ehot down. IJo Htmounoement was 
üæuto concerning Japen/losses. The defenses of Jfenklng are 
reported to Include two hundred anti-aircraft -uns and seven
ty anti-aircraft machine -runs*

b, Th® Japanese infantry adv»!»" on .tonkin’ and 'feng- 
chow is progressing, though seriously herapered by the thick 
mud and heavy rains. In see oases food and ammunition have 
run short due to ïhe inpaasability of the roads. Airplanes 
took of? .from hanghal today to siinnly food -n amrunillon 
to s e of the units.

c. The Japanese still have too Jhlnes® defense lines to 
i>rea~ through before they enn attack tonkin,;. directly, he 
first line is from the Yangtze through Tanyas^ «nd T.iyang, 
and the second fro® Chinfciân ,, on the Yangtze, through Ku- 
yung end Tsiplng, The Chinese have been luslstin ■ tir t their 
retree119 purely stratebut the Jawsoose point out t tat 
the ^ansian.g-Kashing and the 2hsngshu-.'.'>ooahow lines had been 
Intended by their designer, General von seekt, to hold the 
Japanese in check for two years, which they have failed to 
do.

£• Army and navy planes today raided the Changchow-kian 
yin area, bombing the Chinese positions end the retreating 
troops, Hangchow æa slso nt to eked. The new Chinese air
drome at Kwnnctbh and Tlyang were bombed.

e. i revolt on the pert of iunan troops at llengchow 
is reported to have broken out three days ago. The Chinese 
are reported to be attempting to keep reports of this kind 
from leaking out, but/is said that it took Central rmy 
troops to suppress the mutiny, with casualties to both sides 
totallint* seven hundred. Tension Is reported as mounting 
in Chekiang ^nd Kiangsu provinces, due to looting by Chinese 
re julax* troops.

14 » :'ow";ber fd:

a. Huchow was completely captured by the Japanese today, 
(It ~ns previously reported capt’irod as of ‘November 21st), 
The Dth iîrifgade, 2nd Division captured Kinks is ban yesterday, 
overlooking the uchow-l^ngchow hl^way, and today advanced
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on luohow titli the 23rd Infantry, 6th Division, unteh was 
captured after several hours of severe strevt fighting from 
house to house. Three thousand Chinese, taking up positions 
in the houses offered desperate resistance. <„t Kinkalshan 
the Japanese had their first taste of mountain fightlit? in 
this sector, where the Chinese, equipped with mountain guns 
and heavy machine --runs, were oeoupyiir* positions in the hills.

b. 'rmy and navy planes were active during the day in 
bombing the rear of the Chinese positions and in attacking 
troop concentrations* The min action of the Japanese air
craft was directed at the rear of the Chengchow-^iangyin line 
and the dnohow front. Other points attacked t®re Ihsinr, 
■iynng, and ^angteh, west and southwest of Lake Tnihu.

• c. In an sir battle over linking this afternoon three 
Chinese aii-plsnes of Soviet sjanufaoturs were reported shot 
dom, oit of six that met the Japanese raid. *.imht nore, on 
the ground at Iteehlaohang airdrome near linking, were destroy
ed by boshs*
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1. Hovenber 11;
BESTKlv. K

a. Three Cainesc bobbers were sighted by e Japanese 
navaT vessel, flying over Saddle Island off the Yangtze 
Hiver, presumably neaded for Japan* Naval aircraft were 
sent to intercept them, and in the ensuing engagement two 
were immediately shot down. The third was later overtaken 
and also shot down. The Sasebo navy District was warned, 
and a state of alarm was dealarod and emergency air defense 
drill was held*

b. Yesterday Japanese army and navy aircraft attacked 
the retreating Chinese columns in the ;3ianghai area. Noth
ing operations nere also carried out against Sacking, Inghu, 
_ulasan, Fashing, soochow, and usih. Detween ’oochow and 

Fashing troop trains were damaged* Th® airplane factory at 
.oooho® was also severely damped.

2. November 12:

&» During the past few weeks bandits are reported to 
have'”becn very active in North mnehurio. ,-.bout three hund
red have been wt and dealt with by Japanese units at various 
points* art of the units believed to be the 4th Infantry, 
2nd Division, met a group of eighty near ulan, îlnkiang 
rovlnoe, two days ego, and routed the®. Numerous other en

counters have also been reported.

3. itovember 14:

a* Reports of the Chinese defeats at SMnghai, with the 
report that two divisions of the voting tun; forces have been 
annihilated, is reported to hew greatly lowered the morale 
of the KWangtune .‘nay forces in south China. Two brigades 
of the 158th Division are said to have deserted. Many others 
newly recruited, ore also deserting*

4* November lût

a. The materials far frees forty to fifty planes were 
reported to have bean unloaded at Hongkong about ten days 
ego fro® a British freighter* Parts for seven or eight 
planes were reported to have been delivered to the EMI Tfck 
airdrome, ansi th® rest were shipped to other points. All 

believed to be destined for Canton.

Jb, The Nanking government is reported to have made the 
deoision to withdraw the sect of the government to the in
terior away from Nanking*

5. dovecsber 17:
a. An announcement by the Japanese .ar Office states 

that*"the conscripts who entered service in 1935 in the 
Heavy Artillery units ncmally attached to insist, «-*, 
12th, and If-th Divisions, and the Formosa and Kwantuu^ 
Armies, will not be released from service at the norwn
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date of November 30 th this year, but Mll/eontlnued 4n ser
vice indefinitely* The units affected are believed to be 
the let, 7th, 5th and Sth Heavy Field rtillorv uegimnts, 
and the Coast rtillery units in each of these district®.

£• Over the protest of the United states, the French 
Government has ordered a bun on the use of the Axnnaa rail
way so far as the transportation of munitions is concerned.

c. Or. de atteville, special delegate of the Interna
tional Red Cross, is reported to estimate the total Chinese 
casualties over the past four months at eight hundred thou
sand.

5. Uovenber 19:

a,. General Suglysraa, the Japanese Uar Minister today 
stated that h® cstimted the Chinese casualties on the Shang
hai front since the Japanese offensive to clear that area 
began on October 23rd, at three hundred thousand, of Mhoæ 
eighty-one thousand sere left dead on the field of battle.

£. Finance .'inister H. M. Fung, of the Chinese Govern
ment?' aad Kr. T. V.' Soong, head of the Central Bank of China, 
are reported to have secretly approached Mr. S. G. Howe, the 
•Iritieh. Charge d’ Affairs, with a vic® to pei’suaditt; him to 
approach General Chiang Kai-shek and the Japanese on the 
question of scouring peace and an early settlement of the 
China Incident.

7. T.ovember 20:

a. «1th the casualties in the fighting in _>hansi still 
to be" estimated,,the Japanese uar Office today announced 
that th® Japanese killed tn China since the beginning of the 
fighting in July has reached a total oi sixteen txiousand and 
forty-eight. Chines© left dead on the battlefields and 
counted. by th® Japanese have totalled one hundred and forty- 
five thousand four hundred and seventy. The aggregate of 
Chinese killed and wounded is estimated at five hundred and 
fifty-four thousand two hundred and ninety. Ninety-three 
hundred Chinese prisoners have been taken. The Japanese dead 
are divided as follows, nocording to location: Shanghai, 10, 
224; north China, excluding Chahar and Shansi, 5,412; Chahar, 
421. The Shansi casualties are still under investigation. 
In Shanghai ai,OUC Chinese dead have been counted, end the 
total casualties in that sector are estimated at three hund
red thousand. In North China, exclusive of Chaher and Shensi 
the Chinese dead were 41,970 counted, and total casualties 
of 164,290 estimated, as well as 7,300 prisoners. In Chehar 
Chinese dead were 22,500 counted, and total casualties 90,000 
estimated. Many arms and supplies have been captured by the 
Japanese in all sectors.

3. Hovember 21:

a. Reports are being circulated that the weakness of the 
Chinese defence in the -hanghal-Nanking area is due to fric
tion. between the supreme CJoasand and certain of the Chinese 
.generals.

NOV. 29, 1937
^BSTricter

From: V* Tokyo Report !Jo. 9097
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£* a report froa the déni ?Tiolii (n»wspqp®r) expert on 
oviet affairs la Vienna, r. Katnujl ?use, sûtes that a 

certain Chinese offioinl had inadvertently let slip the in
formation that Chinny Kai-shek has appealed to var-
»hal ilnooher for aid in the present conf Hot.

1rovenber £4;

a,* '.••« ports from travellers from the Interior indien te 
that ;>istn has been oonverted into a Imrge 'jirbas®, Aere 
-Chinese pilot® are undergoing intensive' training by .soviet 
instruotors. ?so hundred pilots are reported to be receiving 
training, and one hundred Soviet planes are said to be in 
use. nother report states that one hundred and sixty x>viot 
planes h-.-ve so far been delivered to the Chinese, an! t.hpt 
sixty British plnnes arrived three t and.
have been delivered to the Chinese nt the front. Tie reanrear 
onoe of Curtiss fiawk planes with Soviet plrnes recently near 
Hanking **hs been not ad by the Japanese.

b,. fter s lope© of '-rjany days, J-'-panese naval •^ircr^rt 
rulded the Doom T<3rls forts and the ukshe airdr&je i.- 
'xrath Chins. Two *»lrdro?»8 on the c'-tskirts of Canton, and 
th® Canton orv.sha*.Station, as well rs other points in the 
south viere also bobbed. Interns nnti-ulrernft fire en- 
oountered the Japanese over chnrwen Island*

w.: -/a îokyo '«par* »• 9087 '*"• “• 1957

RESTRÎCTFD•35-
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EMBASSY OF THE
UNITEQj STATES OF AMERICA

RECEIVED
DEPARTMENT OF STAir

London, December 16 , 1937.
1937 DEC 23 AM 10 52

/

SUBJECT: Ships 
/l'Xa£éfê:.'

in Cheese.........
| DIVISION OF
I EU N AFFAIRS

&6 1938

NT OF STATE

, *',S

| For Distr:hnt’HQi’Cbeck ] Y<*w j
■ i ‘ > '‘^XZZL-
; L | In TJ 8. A. | 

I have the honor to transcribe below from Hansard 

a statement made in the House of Commons on December 
9 by Viscount Cranborne in reply to a question concern

ing recent attacks on British ships and property in the 

Far Hast:
’’The hon. and gallant Member is no doubt 

referring to the events at Wuhu on 5th December 
when one British ship was gutted and a second

had/
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had to be beached after being struck by bombs 
from Japanese aircraft, and to the attack on 
the steamship "Siushan” from Tsungming Island 

on 4th December. In regard to the former, the 
Admiral Commanding-in-Chief on the China 

Station at once addressed a protest to the 

Japanese Admiral, who replied with a message 

of regret for the incident. Further, His 

majesty’s Ambassador in Tokyo has made repre

sentations to the Japanese Government.
”As regards the attack on the steamship 

’’Siushan," my present information tends to 

show that the firing was carried out by Chinese 
troops. If further inquiries which are being 
made by His majesty’s Consul-General at 
Shanghai confirm this, representations will 
be addressed to the Chinese Government."

Respectfully yours,

Herschel Vjf Jphnson 
Chargé d’Affaires^ad interim.

HL1/WJK
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE------- ________________________________________ FOR____

FROM .—CaSZLlsJfen.Jfflda (..) dated pec.20,1937 
TO NAME 1—113T

REGARDING: Address of Japanese Ambassador over HBO station in 
Washington, December 19, in which assurances of safety 
were made to foreign persons and interests in Japan; pro 
tests against same.
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE______ 741.00/140............................. FOR tel #797 7pm

FROM____ G£*^lBritain______ Johnson DATED Dec.21, 1937
TO NAME 1—1137 ...

REGARDING: Debate on Foreign Affairs

Prime Minister stated no attempt had been 
made by Japan for a peaceful settlement 
of the conflict in the Tar East. It is now 
for Japanese Government to show it is 
not unmindful of the rights and interests 
of foreigners and that its assurances 
and apologies mean something more than 
words.

dg
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CHIB (Politioall Jaatlsasd 

______________ 31 y -t js k a - à—U-XLJLL

& There war® sons pssssgvs in th* school text
books wMeh advocated support of the Kao- 
■intang &M the return of Sanatouimc to 
the ooatrol or the Shiaess.

4» The Shi <f of poliee was appointed bp tin 
Sapor»
(II In Tientsin» gareronsatal control of 

the sritish, french, Japanese at 
Italian Sonses si mb rested in the 
«a* la the hands of the respective 
consuls. In the 1st, 2d, 3d, «ad 
4th Special Areas ( ex-C erman, ex- 
Austrian, ex-Bussian, and ex-Sei- 
Clan Concessions, respectively) 
there was a Conr.issiM^r appointed 
by tb» «Sjfûr. The Comical one r was 
oonswrently dhief of policy of the 
Special .1res»

paper is to be promptly reported to the Bureau of public 
Jafi’ty or to the Japanese vendeuse ry.

$,• The -'hi ;f of the social -ff-lrs Bureau of the Peace taia- 
tensnae •ssociation of Tientsin snncnnced on Anguct 24th 
that his educational policy O'!led for the abolition t>t 
anti -Japanese education and the proaotion of friendly 
sontls-^nts towards Japan. Textbooks for Tientsin are 
now balnr revised» The work in Peiping is reported to 
hare been cowpie ted on August 29th» 
à course Ln the Japanese language is, acccrdln.- to press 
reports, to be added to the curricula of all primary and 
■iddle schools in Tientsin for the prlnary purpose of 
prorating friendliness wl to a neighboring nation.

£• The Japanese W tools over control of the four spesial 
areas («x-toncMsionsi as sqm as quiet was restored in 
fids tain after the attack by Pao-M-fui (Peas® Préserva
tion Corps î early La toe ■ording of July 29th» Polios 
control of the 2d, 3d, sad 4th Special Areas sums to 
have been taken overby the Japanese Gendansery on 
Joly 31st» The 1st 3p?oial Arsa, in toich the iwsriean 

arracks are located, was taken over by a Japanese
Gcal arme ly detachment on wss-t 2d»
^aah special ares is sow under a Co«sissioaer appointed 
by the- Tientsin "’csoe SaintstotoCe Association. The Cos- 
missioner is concurrently ttoief of police» Ultimate 
responsibility, however, for law and order rests with 
the vtotoarting Offloer of a Japanese gendanaety detach
ment, a captain or Lieutenant» Cataln Sakai, I «perlsi 
Japanese zny Gendarmery, is responsible for law «ad 
order in the 1st and 3d Special Area» and is the superior 
officer of the Commissioners of these two c-x-concessioas. 
Th® 4th Special Area, toloh is small, has been oonbined 
with the 3d.
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& 51gM Ccveramsmt ««a tat or mor» private 
universities ami colleges were la operation.

Jh *My prtmary and middle Mhoola, both Govern- 
mat and private, were la operation.

t. TlfeBtaini
& Four Prcrincial or part rate universities art 

CsUegra ware Ln operation. One of th? two 
private colleges «as the breach indu tri al 
and Camera!al College, ««antes Wer, 
located in the British Concession.

1* A considerable number of primary and middle 
schools* both "overs®.at and privet*-, sers 
in operation.

A.* The Barens of dua-tion or the municipality 
«as actively fmaotioniag and sas la control 
of schools in the city, including their 
cureIonia.

!• aMf.»
&• All of the eight "overnsent universities rad colleges 

in Piping are under control of the Japanese** 
dir..H3ted ’'eipinf, Peace ^aiMenanoe Assoolation. Ths 
ton or store private universities nnd colleges are to 
be subjected to a rigid censorship of their courses, 
it is not xnown uhen the ;overoa«at or the privets 
institutions will reopen. The Masking Ministry of 
duostion is reported to be considering opening a 

"Partira university" at Sian to provide education 
for students affected by the recent changes in the 
>ov entrain t last! tut! one in ” piping and Tientsin.

i* "riraary and middle schools are either under the Peiping 
Teaee .-aint-’nsnee Association er are to be subjsetM 
to e<?nsorsi,ip of their courses.

£>> TI e-n tsl at
&• Kankai, a well tnosn private university, is in rains. 

One Trevi sol al college is occupied by Japanese troops. 
Another university is expect'd to reopen on October 
1st. it ad 11 be under the contrai of the Tientsin 
?eaoe b'adntensMe Association. The remaining insti
tution, the "Hastes tudss", is l asted in the 
British Concession and is controlled by the French.

&• At least four primry or middle schools are in rains. 
The remainder are espect'’d to reopen on October 1st. 
Th«y will be under the control of the Tientsin •a’»*Ge 
«alntenance Association.

2* The Municipal Sureau of ducstlon wss reduced to the 
status of a department and placed under the Bureau of 
’saisi iblfare, Host of the authority formerly exer
cised by the Bureau of duestion is now erarcised by 
the "e-ce >alntensnoc Association.

a Ho. 3
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UUtX.—** 1 > 8-X

*• îttltiiMit-*
ÎMt'iitton» téléphona «errlaa to Pel pinr, Àalgoa* 
Pasting, Saak&ay, TaiW-tao, art tarten, art else
where la KaMharla. ^h*- dirent line to ?hs»t’hal 
aaa not yet reaAy foe «•• Th* Britlah military 
line to Peiplrt «as la «orklag order.

« flTWBMieAtKJg
!• XftW1

Ortluff nail «U pointa la £Maa, laashou- 
Cnov Xommu and wpe (vl* 31berlai by r»41. 
Mail to th» Americas, Japan, and urepe (via 
saea) by aomal ateaashl-p oonaeotlanu

>• Alraail to prlaoipal points la ûhln», to the 
Mite* State* by "Clipper* trm art
to rtvpe via HartWaroollloo airline art 
Imperial Airway*.

V aanoorrttly* Bona.

» I



I i JôntiHued

1. mi
1,

& Crdinsiy swil tu J«p«n, Uanohtnücuo, Korea, »#d the 
r’elpi»<*Tl«nt«la area nasally leave» Tientsin by 
railroad. aallanauth on the ?»1b-F‘o (Tientoln- 
'ulcowi line as far as Tsinan go by «anal host to 
the nearest railhead, which le T’anr Kuan T‘un, 
4Û nlles sooth of Tient»in. All other «ails to 
points south st area occupied. by the Japanese go 
by stoaner to Jhefoo, Tsingtao, or Shanghai*

jfc, so airnail service fro® Tientsin.

gf lens ©rah ip: i'^11 le bel ng censored In T’eiplnf and 
TlfEtsiB by the Japanese, Ellltaiy, consular, and 
foreign laall (unless of a suspicious nature) is 
supposed to be exempt from censorship.

>• T^Lapfaate 1
So long-distance telephone service available to any point 

frosa Tientsin. The British edlitary line from Tientsin 
to ? el pine Is do* in may places. There arc now two 
directors of the Telephone Adninistratlen la Tientsin. 
One, appointed by Manklnr, has long had his office in 
the British Concession. The new director, appointed 
by the Tientsin ?ea«e ^altttensno» /««eolation, has not 
been aliased to take possession of tee office of the 
Telephone /dalnistmti on in the British loosest ion. 
At present, the lianxinr appointee control; telephonic 
aomunlGatlon in the Proach, British, and Italian Con
cessions, uni In the 1st Special Area (ex-German Gcn- 
aecsioni. The aewly-ap oiirted direator «controls the 
aysten in the rest of the city.

S * So. 3



asiM (miuasi) aontisned

■U...1.0 J.

*• DÜAQBBÛM
AvallaU» ta yrlsnlpal point* la China.

4, iaALt (••*•*••1*1)
Servie* atrallabl* free Tientsin t* all larger el tie* 
la Shlna.

0. laAlU ( brwadasatlnt I
F*nr broadenstiny station* la TUntsln sad two la 
Fetp&ap were la operation.

01
1» JlUlMlft* S«r»le« régala»

>» TleMsin->Pel0«i UM uni» Sally eaoh aay.
>. tle«taln-3hanh»i*mnr Foor teals* Sally mob

w*y«
g. Tientsin-Shanghai* One teals Sally *«sh way.

O y Tl.M.B^ 1 1. 18 3 1________________ __________________ _

5« Telaeranht
B« telegraph ærvioe available few* Tientsin to say ether 
point. The Japanese are «parted to hare refaeed to i**ae 
the Chinese telegraph repair areas safe-oondmt brassards 
whleh weald enable thee to repair. <th*«t interferenee 
by Japanese troop*. telegraph line* sow ont of order. 
Th® breach* who hare refased to peinit a Japanese sensor- 
sMp to be established is the offi«e of the Telegraph 
Adnlalstratios Is the Fr^neh Ionsession* are reliably re» 
parted t* bare informed the Chinese ttot they w cat Id not be 
penalties to teat or reeelre military Infomstion er 
politisai propaganda through the offiee in the TreMh 
Jontesslos.

4. (mmmreial I
Vo «errice available to mpinp. Available to other 
large Ihineae «itle* but «escage* mat be sent at *end»A 
J&lfr Ther<< is «anally snob delay is transBlsslon.

5. Ji*âl£ (broadea»tin£i
iU brondoastlsf atetion* in Tientsin sad helping ■**» 
pended. When broadeaatisg is reamed, proem* will be 
subjeot to a oeaaorship «nier Japanese ooctroi»

r.
1* Bal tread*. Servi oe «trensly slow. 

gf, TlenkdLsr’peipinf’t Two trains daily e*ah way. 
Tl<?ntsln~"hajahaltajani Two trains dally each way.

& Tivntaln»2h*nghai i Bone.

-19-
Ko. 3
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J 8 1.1-----It 1.1 ? T-------- -------------------- -----------------------------------

4.* Consolidât** ?m«. rhe Hea* Offlee «f Hopel art 
3hater, inalrtlte the tws nunlolpallti es* ft>r the 
aallsstion of sonsolUatrt taxe* en roUrt tabas
sa* flonr* cotton yarn* natates» art «e««irt vas 
1» Peiping* with brash offla «s la Meat si a art 
nineteen.

A» 1MUML&*» A* in®®»0 Tax Bur.au tar Copel art 
Chahar te* Jnst been «atablitea* by ort>r of the 
Xatlaart Gaseraemt* To the Japaaese the eafarae- 
aeat by S«e»l 3«ng of this tax* the oollcation 
af telah «hep te* ssmm*«* la delaying for near
ly two years* «as an indisatlon that ôenoal .'uag 
wool* Mt be dnpMrto* upon to appose Sansint in 
•rtar ta sowyly < th Japanese «t shea*

2* î-fel anwcanaa» The teroan of Plaça se or Tientsin was 
ftectioalag under a «hier appointe* by the "syor.
Sottoa fas* batabesy tan* tease tax* rehl ale tax* Parse 
proirtt tax* late tax* an* business tax were sks the 
leaal taxes* Art lassi rsr.w sjs tea eaa praatieally 
the ate* in Peiping*

jostlnae*

h P T £ > b S. K 1a ill? ------ --------- ... . —

if SmiMlltatflOlga* ■»* tellestioa of ooaaoliteted 
taxes in Tientsin an* Peiping tes been takes ©wr 
by the f«mm teintteanse Asseslationa ef the two 
si tl ea an* the sonny salients* will undoubtedly be 
use* for losal poryosos.
(1) in Painina Lang ahia-ahl, forner President 
of the Chart ar of canaerse ** noe newber of the 
Peiping Pease teintsnmoe Association. has been 
appointe* by the Peiping isseolatlon as Chief cf 
the Sonaolrtate* Taxes tersan af Pelylng*

(2) in ?i*nte^p. csaasli*atHI taxes are now sei- 
leste* by the tarean of ?lnanse ef îirntsln* k 
ayes!ai âejnrtæwt ibr this ynrpaae wm sreate* 
by order of th« Tientsin Posse "ainteaaaee Asso- 
elation*

A* inw«ep T*»- The oolleetion of laeoee taxes tea 
senes* an* the teresn of 1 noose fax is said to 
te In an inaotlre status.

pj

2* laeal aewnen* The terean of finesse of the Tientsin 
Pease telntenasse Assoalatlon has be«n opened. Acoord- 
iaj- to frees reports* the Rurcau started e oil es ting 
taxes on Ceptseber 1st* The business tax* yielding 
abœt threw or four hundred thousand tellers a year* 
has been abolished by the Pe^ae teintentese Assentation 
at Tleu tain* Ths terran of Flamae of Alpina- la sal* 
to be open for business.

Ko. S
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CHINA (Political)

COPT

3850
5050

Subject: Sino-Japanese Relations in the Tientsin-Peiping Area

The following notes in tabular font may ba helpful in gaining an understanding of seme of the changea talcing piece in 
the Tientsin-Peiping area between July let and September 1st, 1937.

JOLT 1. 1937 SEPTEMBER 1. 1937

BANKING AND BANKNOTES
1. Hl Chinese banks carried on their usual

banking business. Deposits were made and with
drawn according to the usual banking regulations 
governing such. Upon aspiration, fixed deposits 
could bo withdrawn in full. Depositors were per
mitted to draw part or the whole of their deposits 
in the bank by sustaining loss of part or the whole

: of the Interest accrued thereon. Fixed deposits
t / could also bo used to secure loans made to the de- 

| positors. Chinese banks bought and sold freely 
Chinese currency for delivery in Shanghai or 
Peiping.

S”*» D.S.a't.C.

BANKING AKD BANKNOTES
1. Banking: On August 16th, following the lead of their head offices 

in Shanghai and by order of the Ministry of Finance, resolutions 
were passed by representatives of the local banks and approved 
by the Tientsin Peace Maintenance Association which provided: 
first, that withdrawals of official deposits in any one week 
were limited to 5% of the amount on deposit or 1150 in the event 
such exceeded $150; second, that allowances for drawings 
against unexpired deposits were suspended; and third, that loans 
on fixed deposits ware limited to $1000 or 50% of the total 
amount of the fixed deposit if the value of such deposit was 
less than $2000. Fixed deposits at maturity must either bo re
newed or converted to a current account subject to limited with
drawals as mentioned above. New accounts opened after August 
16th may be withdrawn without limitation. %

There is a shortage of cash in Tientsin among both 
Chinese and foreign banks. Among the causes of this shortage 
are: first, a reluctance of Chinese banks with headquarters in 
Shanghai to increase liabilities of local branches in view of 
the possibility that large quantities of notes falling into the 
hands of the Japanese might result in their taking over control 
of any locals branches unable to redeem their notes on demand;

Report No. 8 September 13, 1937
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j s ? g >-4. a : a lust

t, JMkJMiM* The throe covertsaeat banks in the 2. 
flestodn and Peiping area. sanely. 3*» of 
Chinn* Central Bank of China, and the Bank ar 
asMsunl eat ions ar* th» only bsnm authorised by 
th* Ministiy of fiaanoe to issue bank notes. 
Theoretically an pq>»r nosey issued by banta other 
than these three bancs is to be considered 1 *g*l 
tester. Since the aaUcnalisatioo of the Chinese 
2<4la* Bomber 4. 193b. when the r«sc-rves for
the bank notes issued by varions private banka in 
71 ent si a sat Peiping were turned over to the three 
Go v a rants t banka, these banks have been rrspon- 
slble for rodemslng all bank notes, except notes 
iaiued by the Bank of Hopei* a provint» 1*1 institu
tion. Retention van to have been ooqpleted by 
Bovekber 4. 1937.

second, hoarding of ourroneyi and thisd, interruption of asareanioa- 
tiom, Including rail, postal, telegraph, telephone, radio, and 
sable.

à ©cause of a shortage of sash aeionf both Chinese and 
foreign banks, I ht- exchange value of the Chinese dollar has in- 
encased. a result contrary to what mi4 ht have been expected, for 
when a country is at war it is nomsl ftor the value of its oar- 
renoy to decline. Âeudttanccs to or from shanghai and Peiping 
are practically impossible through ahinene banks and San usually 
be obtained only in Minor amounts from foreign banks.

nai wi Sots of the three Chinese Government banks and the 
bank of iJopsd are still accepted and preferred as legal tender, 
Japanese pe^or noney has been introduced into the looal naiteta 
and steps have been taken by the Peace Maintenance Association 
through the police authoriti (in Tientsin) to cause the public 
to accept this eurr ?noy. Ghlnsse merchants in Tientsin usually 
discount this currency allowing as low as eighty coats local 
currency for one yen while Chinese and foreign banks are avoiding 
yen notes. Thr Bank of Chosen and, to a limited extent, the 
Yokohara Specie 3anx, Ltd., will cash at the rate of 93 to 95 
cents local currency for the yen. It is said that the Japanese 
have been naked by tK- Chinese authorities in Tientsin to estab
lish some sptclal exchange «pints for Japanese currency la this 
city, t notice was published in the vernacular newspapers by 
the a,»ntral Bank of act Sopd announcing that from lugest 26th 
tbs Bank of :hos«n, the Yokohama Specie bank, and the Bank of 
Hopei would acocpt t’^ 1 entrai Bank of ast Hopei »s bank notes 
presented for lientsin and «’wiping* The wide circu
lation at yen and snenukuo dollar notes (which are at a par with 
yen) by the Japanese military suthorlti os may ultimately neces
sitate a «h ape in th^ local «unitary unit.

2 report 20. 8
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DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972

o Date —

EDA

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From COMYANGPAT

COPiliS December 23, 1937

DEC

Divis5.on of x 
FAR tASHûé ÜtMRS

ed 6:44 p.m,I r • < . . > . ., , _. I R ec e i ■>:,iV4>-m» M.LD.
ACTION: OPNAA)---------- --
INFO : 2ND MAR BRIGADE 

YANGPAT 
CONDÇSRON 5 
COMSUBRON 5 
CINCAF 
COMSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

937 !

0023 Yangtze river ports quiet 2023 «

npl;emb

793.94/
I 1784

C‘ -Ï1 
o



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

ML
TELEGRAM RECEIVED

PLAIN
1—1336

FROM: Comdr Yangtze Patr<?FOM OPNAV ,

ACTIO7’: Cpnav
Dated December 25, 1937

INFO
Rec’d 6 p.m 

2 "d Brigade (USMC) Yangtze 
Patrol, Comsubron 5, Comdesron 
5, Cincaf, Comsouth China Patrol 
Amer Ambassador to China, USS 
MARBLEHEAD Naval, Attache Peiping 
China. '

ecretary of State
”CWashington

0026 Yangtze River ports quiet 2115



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By Witt». 0 tote «-'ftg—

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG
1—1336 USS MARBLEHEAD

ACTION
INFO:

CINCAF
SECOND BRIGADE USMC.
OPNAV I
ALUSNA PEIPING I

Dec Ember 25, /1937

Rac’d 9:45 p Dec.. 24

From

j.rit'ien of
FAR EASTEft^ AFfcAfftS

1023. Tsingtao one Japanese godown
inner harbor blockaded by seven sunken gunboats, drydock 
crane capsized into dock passengers steamers anchoring 
outer harbor and taking out capacity loads Chinese 
foreigners. Loocing effectively checked by curfew and 
summary execution violators. City well policed by
Chinese marines and generally quiet. 2125.



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August10, ,-<•ByMLbU~ Date I2-/8*K-----

TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR ---------- COMYANGPAT

. From December 25, 1937

Rec’d 10 a.m
ACTION: OPNAV

INFO: SECOND BRIGADE 
YANGPAT 
COMSUBRON FIVE
CINCAF 
COMSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR।CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING Oepartijjsnt otj>ratf*>

0024. Yangtze river ports quiet, 2005

CSB



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By MLttwx NÂRSt Date U-tf'TS.-----

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG- COMSOPAT
From

DecEmber 25, 1937
Rec’d 11:40 p^m./Dec.24th

ACTICE: OPNAV
INFO: SECOND BRIGADE USMC 

CCH3ÎJBR0N FIVE 
CCMDESRON FIVE 
COMÏANGPAT _ ___—I'-
AHA.'IDAS SADOR CHINA QplHS SLN

-n u~—
0123. South China ports quist.

CSB

^^bivision

( HR [ASTEJjf AIWS 1 fl 

T ÏÜ 1/*l5 0LCyT *^4^» 1

?r2000.

2'

793.94/ 
||783



DECIASSIFIEDt E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
Bv MLbtwx 0 NAfe. Date -----

EG
TELEGRAM RECEIVED

 SECOND BRIGADE

1—1836
From

DecEmber 25, 1937

ACTION: OPNAV and CINCAF
INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI 

CCMSUBRON FIVE 
COIIDESRON FIVE 
COÏIYANGPAT 
f* rYMQDP AT
Al AMBASSADOR CHINA
ALTJSNA PEIPING Mt*

Re

/ Division of 
HR EASTEftj^AFFJ

DEC

10 a.m..

Department ot St

Japanese claim captured Hangchow 1730 248614
December crossed Yellow River in great force have Tsinan

surrounded. 2C16

CSB L_.

793.94/11789
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DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
By _NARS, Date -----

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG l-13“ _ CI NOUSFrom

DECEinbEr 25, 1937
Rec’d 11:40 p.m

ACTION
INFO:

OPNAV 
SECOND BRIGADE USMC 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COHDESRON FIVE 
CINCAF 
COMÏANGPAT 
AHAMBASSADOR CHINA 
ÜS3 MARBLEHEAD 
DESTCRES CAVITE

X Oepartmenl of Câ

Division of

0123. Air raid Canton Samshui Railroad WEst of

Canton, othEr south China ports quiEt. 2200

CSB

793.94/ 
| 1790
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DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter. August 10. 1972 _
By 0. NARS. Date

?S'/

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG CINCAF
1—1336 

From _ , „ „ „„„„December 24, 1937
Division oî c * d 9:45 p.m.

ACTIOK :
INFO:

OPNAV
AÏ.ÎCON SHANGHAI

COPSEy» SENT 7?
MJ.D

0024. Following letter dated twenty one December 2D

received from Commander in Chief Japanese fleet in China:

11 Admiral N. R. Yarnell, Commander in Chief United

States Asiatic fleet. My Dear Admiral, I have the 

pleasure of informing you that, in conjunction with the/Jf ■W” 
arrangement recently made for the passage down the

Yangtze River to Shanghai of HMS CAPETOWN and Italian 

ship SANDRO SANDRI, the Japanese navy is happy to render 

assistance to vessels of the third powers which are de

sirous of proceeding down stream from the upper reaches 

of Nanking to Shanghai under the following understanding:

(One) Eight vessels will make one group and with 

our convoy proceed down once in every two or three days, 
(two) vessels will come dowji at their own risk, (in thi,s”\ 

connection, I wish to make it clearly understood that since

the above mentioned arrangement is being made temporary 
' -y 

on the occasion of the passage of the two, British and>

Italian, warships, it is not to be considered by this 

that the Yangtze River is opened for free navigation.
Moreover



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

73-^

-2- 0024 from Cincaf, December 24, 1937

Moreover, in view of the fact that minesweeping operations 
as well as mopping up operations of the scattered Chinese 
troops are still going on along the river, it is the de
sire of the Japanese navy that foreign vessels including 
warships will refrain from navigating the Yangtze except 

when clear understanding is reached with us..

I am, my dear Admiral, Yours Sincerely, Kiyosho 
Hasegawa, Vice Admiral, Commander in Chief Imperial 
Japanese China sea fleet.” ."y

The following letter dated twenty three December 
sent in rmlv;

'•Dear Aumiii.l; :.iave the honor to acknowledge re
ceipt of your letter of twenty one December on the subject 
of navigation of the Yangtze River and wish to thank you 

fGjp your assurance of the assistance of the Japanese navy 
in convoying our shipping down river. We agree that suoh 
movements must be undertaken at the risk of the vessels 
themselves.

We agree that notification of the movement of all 
merchant shipping in the danger areas is necessary at 

present though we naturally hope for greater freedom as 
soon as the dangers are removed in accordance with our 

tready rights.

With

*%»■ 
—   —“————



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972Br 0 ^y^_NA§S. Date „

73-3

-3- 0024 from Cincaf, December 24, 1937

With, regarda to the movement of warships we will 
of course notify the Japanese authorities on the river of 
intended movement whenever practicable and will in any 

case be particular to give information of any intended 

movements through the Kiangyin barrier for the present* 
We cannot however, accept the restriction suggested by 
your letter that foreign men of war cannot move freely 
on the river without prior arrangement with the J^anese 
and we must reserve the right to move these ships when
ever necessary without notification.

We have the honor to be, sir, very sincerely yours, 
H. E. Yarnell, Admiral United States Navy, Commander in 
Chief United States Asiatic Fleet, Le Bigot, Vice Admiral 
in Chief, French naval forces in the Far East, Alberto 
da Zara Captiano oi Vascello Commandante Superiore Navale 

in eo, J, G. L, Dunbas Captain HMS FOLKESTONE Senior 
British naval officer present. 1834.

CSB



DECLASSIFIED* E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 „ __

0 MARS. Date 11-18-15

JR

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

1—1336
From GRAY

Tsingtao via N. R.

Dated December 23, 1937

Rec’d 9:02fp.m.
Secretary of State

Washington. copses
O.N.L AND M.i-.v.

December 23, noon Uepartm«nM> S«'

disturbed

qui eti All

Division of \
FAfi £ASTtRaXFfAI|S

Political and military situation vFery 

sections of business community are greatly 
by the measures which the municipal authorities have'^

taken i.e. blocking of the inner commercial harbor and

the refusal to lend any facilities to shipping in outer 

harbor. The municipal authorities are even refusing to 

cooperate with the maritime customs and the postal 

services. This afternoon a general meeting of represent

atives of all sections of the business community will be 

convened to devise ways and means of restoring economic 

order. Sent to the Department, Peiping, Hankow.

793.94/ 
I 1792

NPL:EMB

m
SOKO^B *

Ti 
0



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) Or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
By 0, —HÂSs. Date H-&75

1—1836

JR

Tsingtao via N. R.
From

Dated Dec Ember 24, 1937

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

RUSH*
December 24, 4 a.m.

A reliable Chinese official

that he received a message by telephone from Tsinanfu

to the effect that the Japanese have crossed Ye^ow River. 

Sent to the Department, Peiping, Hankow.

SOKOBIN

NPL

793.94/ 
11793

 
F/FG



DECIASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR 
1—1836

A„„ From
AME'BASSY HANKOW

AME’BASSY PEEPING

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

PRIORITY.

Twenty-fourth, 3:25 p.m.

Report received by Consulate

PLAIN

states Chowthun 180
miles west of TsingMo on Tslngtao Tsinan Rallwj/ 

has been bombed by Japanese planes. This is the first

Japanese bombing along this railway.

SOKOBIN



DECLASSIFIED! E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
ByMLbt^ -NÂgS. Date -----

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

AMEMBASSt TaNKOW
AMEMBASSY PEIPING

PLAIN
From

Tsingtao via N.-R.

American missionary at Weishien Shangtung Province

just telephoned, it is reported Japanese have reached 
Chowtsun on Tsingtao Tsian Railroad one hundred*j^ghty 

miles from Tsingtao.

SOKOBIN
NPL

793.94/ 
I 1795



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 „ „„
Ry IHLtevo —NARS, Date H-i8*7S

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG plain
From

Tsingtao via N, R.
Dated December 25, 1937

AMEHBASSY HANKOW
AMEMBAS3Y PEIPING
Secretary of State

Washington.

RUSH

Twenty fifth,

Rec’d 10 a.m.

Important railway bridge 75 miles from Tsig^ao on

Tsingtao Tsinan Railway destroyed today. Destruction (C 
w

understood caused by conflict-^of two Chinese factions.
All communications between Tsingtao and Tsinan now disrupted„

SOKOBIN
CSB <D 

a

"n

”n 
0



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

A

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

LMS
1—1830

PLAIN and GRAY and SPECIAL GRAY
FRO®tenton via N, R.

Dated December 24, 1937

Rec’d 8 p. m.

p, m.

AMEMBASSY PEIPING 
AMEMBASSY HANKOW 
AMCONSUL SHANGHAI 
AMCONSUL SWATOW

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

December 24, 6 

December twenty-first minor raids on 

Hong Kong and Sunning Railways negligible 

to former. Twenty-second Japanese planes 

bombing but made several scouting flights 

regions which local quarters believed for 

locating Chinese coastal defense concentrations, 

Toda;/ minor raids on Canton, Hong Kong and Canton 

Samshui Railways. (GRAY) Canton-Hankow Railway 

reported open for through service.

Chinese authorities continue to dismiss as

Canton^?' 

damage

did no

over Delta

e of

793.94/
I 1797

unconfirmed rumors all reports of Japanese transports 

off Kwangtung. Americans tend to the opinion that 

Japanese advance is not imminent. My British colleague 

intimates that high military authorities have reached^ ng
*c $T| the same conclusion. Mailed Hong Kong.

! -> ATILINNELL g p
JLS



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972B/WLK» 0 -H*fe. Date H-ll-K-----

telegram received

JR GRAY
1—133»

From Hankow via N. R

COPIES SENT TO j D&tEd
O.N.I. AND M.i.D. | REC’d

Secretary of Stat^

Dec Ember 24, 1937

11/15 a.m

Washington
•'■1?

FAR EASW Al MHS j

103, December 24, 4 p.m

FOLLOWING FROM COLONEL STILLWELL FOR WAR DEPARTMENT
"Japanese troops withdrawn from Wuhu Area went to

Kwangteh to help in attack on Hangchow now threat EnEd fro
east, north and northwest Chinese havE no c
that Hangchow can be held Two Japanese columns moving 

D
north from Yangtze, one along railroad^ 94"’attack along 

railway attack toward Hopei didgrand canal. West of

not develop and these troops probably withdrawn for use

at Hangchow. Chinese front linEs south of Mingkwang

on railway and Kaoyuon Canal. Chinese believe Japanese

troops withdrawn from Shanghai area are destinEd for

landing at Tsingtao or vicinity"

Sent to the Department. Repeated to Peiping

JOHNSON

DAS;NPL

(•») Apparent omission



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By 0 -KARS» Date H-/8-7S

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EMB l-us. GRAY
From

------- ---- Tsingtao via N. E.! COPIES SsLiS s..
! , , . . , , r. . L Dated Dec ember 25, 1957O.N.L ANU Aui.O J
L------- ------- S/\7 Rcc’d 6;34 p. m., 26th

Secretary of State,
"Washington. ÜSTEB^IRS|

/p DEC2p^57 J
December 25, 5 p. mJ \L>fepaf^L0<^y

There is no question that the bridge reported destroyed 
in my telegram December 25, 4 p. rn/^ws^ciestroyed by an

armored train under the orders of General Han, Governor 

of Shantung, in order to cut off railway transportation

of General Yu Hsueh Chung’s troops who were suoposed to 

go west to Tsinan and perhaps then southwards to Hsuchowfu.

under these circumstances it looks more than ever

that the Japanese will solve the Shantung problem through

the kind offices of General Han.
_ ÛLA ■'id

Everything quiet in Tsingtao and -iA-jkimiwu in

Tsinan also. Under the conditions now obtaining there is

no serious obstacle to any plan of the Japanese to invade

Shantung through Tsingtao if they so desire^

Sent to the Department, Peiping, Hankow

SOKOBIN

793.94/1 1799 
F/FG



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, W?2 « 
Bv 0 -NAfe, Date -----

TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR COMYANGPAT

i—133a

FfaoMJnbEr 26, _
I C() pj f 'fc,’ r» r.

Rec’d

ACTION: OPNAV

INFO: SECOND BRIGADE USMC
YANGPAT
COMSUBRON FIVE
COMDESRON FIVE -tiV
CINCAF
COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
NAVATTACHE PEIPING

0026. Yangtze River ports qui Et. 2355,

EMB

793*94/1 1300
 

F/FG



DECIASSIFIED» E.O» 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

telegram received

ML
From

FRO’’: Co’ ><5r* South China Patrol

PLAIN

OPNAv

DATED Dec Emb Er 25, 1937

ACTION Rec’d 6 p. m
INFO: 2nd BrigadE (USMC)

Co’^subron 5 - Comdcsron 5 - 
Cincaf - ComyangtzE Patrol - 
Aseu Ambassador China - USS MARBLEHEAD.

SEcrEtary of StatE

Washington

Division of 
Fftti EASTEfiStajiS 
DEC^ÏgL

Department

0125 South China ports quiEt 200,



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
By WLtfcw, 0 HASS. Date ll-tf-TS-----

telegram received

ML
1—1336

PLAIN

FROM
From

2nd Marine Brigade
2ND BRIGADE

Dated December 26, 1937
ACTION Cincaf Opnav Rec’d 10:25 a. m.
INFO: Am Amb Shanghai Comsubron 5;

Comdesron 5; Comyangpat; Comsopat, 
Am .lmb To Chii)^ USS MARBLEHEAD at 
xxlusnd. Peiping

Secretary of State ir

Washington

Division a
EAR EASTERN kW

DEC 2 7,
8626. Occupation Hanchow ever1 complice

L:oi5ping up operations in progress around city

claim c nptur e Fuynng, 19 miles southwest

raids today Nanchang HalchowHiuchow*

entry

to be

ROW

.panes e

Hanchow. Air

R estrlctions

foreigners Chapel, Hong Kong, Yangtzepoo district

further relayed 27 December* 1840.

793.94/I 1802 
F/FG



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

ml TELEGRAM RECEIVED

FROM: Comsopat
1—1330

ACTION: Opnav From

COMSOPAT

Dated Dec Ember 26,1937

INFO; 2nd Brig (USMC)
Consubron 5, Comdesron 5, 
Cincaf, Comyangpat, Am Amb to 
China, USS MARBLEHEAD, Alusna
Peiping

Rec’d 11:45 a.m

Secretary of State

Washington

0126. At 1300 two seaplanes flew over Amoy, 

Drooped one bomb on outer fort. Other South China ports 
quiet, 2000

ROW

(C 
CN94/1 1803



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

Gray
Vi/ N.R,

DatEdJprfc. 25., 1937

Division of

Department of St

1—1336

SecrEtarv o" State,—"’ From 
h'ashington.

104, December 25, 3 p.m. 

Following from Shanghai: 
"December 24, 6 p.m.,''ghbassy1 s December 2^' 3 p.m. 

Information received from foreign correspondents who left 

Nanking after Japanese entry into the city and from 

Doctor Bates indicates that Japanese troops entered prac

tically every building in Nanking except those ^cupied 

by foreigners and systematically looted residences and 

shops. There was wholesale plundering of the Chinese who 

remained in the city including those in the refugee zone 

a~d much indiscriminate shooting and killing.

According to reports received both from enforcement 

officials and from American correspondents, American 

property was only slightly damaged during hostilities. 

However, since Japanese entry into the city it is reliably 

reported that Japanese troops invaded the faculty houses 

of Ginling College ano. carried away food and valuables and 

also entered University Hospital and robbed the Chinese 

staff.

The Embassy was not damaged but FcDaniels informed me 

that Japanese soldiers had attempted to enter garages and 
takc^



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (e) 
Department of State letter. August 10. 1972 
Br Miter. __ NARS, Date 11-18*7$

CA* --2—104 fro1 Hankow..

take Embassy cars whereupon hE had the cars driven out 

into the compound. I complained of the matter to the 

Japanese Consul General who came to see me with Hidaka 
who explained measures he initiated while at Nanking for 

special protection of our Embassy under an understanding 

with George Fitch the Japanese Embassy borrowed three of 

the Embassy cars, including yours, Peck's and one other 

for which they will be responsible. He added he thought 

them safer in the’r hands” Peking. Peking please repeat to 

Tokyo.

JOHNSON



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 By NAfe. DaU 

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

SHANGHAI VIA N.R.

Dated December 23, 1937

EDA. 
A portlomaef this tElegrajn 
must hE clos Ely paraphrasra>M 
before bEing commun!cat Ed 
to anyonE (a)

SEcrEtary of StatE 

Washington 
PRIORITY 
1219, Decçnber 23, 9 p.m. 

Your 687, Dec Emoer 22, 7 p
CONFIDENTIAL. /

In a letter dated December 17 Dr. Robert W. Brown, 

American Medical Missionary at Wuhu reports that (J|^AY) 

Japanese troops upon Entering Wuhu December 10 established 

a ruthless reign of terror, shooting unarmed Chinese 

civilians who had nothing of which they could be robbed 

or because they did not produce their women on demand. 
He states ’’the Japanese have not hesitated to invade 

foreign property flying the American flag and with Japa

nese posters on the gate forbidding them to enter. On 

the thirteenth they pulled down the American flag from a 

junk belonging to this hospital and threw it in the river. 

Governor rescued the flag and took it to two Japanese 

commanders. They expressed regrets. About the same 

day they broke into our Methodist Mission School and 

ordered the caretaker to haul down the American flag,

then

793.94/11805
 

F/FG
' 
>W



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 

0 -WARS. Date U-ifrJS-----

76-3^

EDA - 2 «► #1219, Dec Ember 23, 9 p.m. from Shanghai 

than disregarding a Japanese military poster forbidding 

them to Enter, went in and searched the building and 

blasted open the school safe. They have treated the 

British flag and property in a similar way. So far 

there has been no attack or injury to foreign nationals. 

I have contacted the Japanese military authorities and 

they have assured me they do not allow their soldiers 

to do these things, A Japanese Consul arrived yesterday - 
we hope he may do something to help restore order-^nd give 

prot ection.

Two, A letter from another American missionary also 

dated December 17 just received states that Japanese 

soldiers entering Wuhu were guilty of depredations but it 

does not paint the lurid picture given by Doctor Brown. 

He says that practically all of the population have jPled 

with the exception of about 2,000 refugees in mission 

compounds. A large part of the city has been burned 

and was thoroughly looted ’’both before and after the 

occupation”; that certain mission property was entered 

on two nights by Japanese looking for women and jewelry; 

they found neither and little was taken away. A drunken 

soldier brandished his sword at an American woman 

missionary
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EIA - 3 - #1219, Dec Ember 23, 9 p,m, from Shanghai 

missionary who was trying to protect the Chinese gateman 

but in the face of her courage *he desisted and no harm 
was done, "This rough lot of soldiers cleared out of the 

city this morning and the first lot of military police 

have arrived and so I hope the worst of our troubles are 

over. — I called on the Japanese Consul and the 

commanding officer of the Japanese forces this afternoon 

and reported the depredations — they expressed regret 

and promised protection".

Three, Apparently the Japanese soldiers involved 
( w er e? )
what those of Colonel Hashimoto though his name is not 

mentioned in either letter.

Four. I have brought the reports to the attention 

of Japanese Consul General, protecting their source, 

and asked for immediate investigation, for protection for 

Americans and their property, and proper respect for the 

American flag, I am sending copy of information to 

Commander-In-Chief to ask that commanding officer USS 

OAHU investigate reports if his ship visits Wuhu in the 

near future..

Sent to the Department. Repeated to Hankow for 

information (END GRAY).

GAUSS

NPL:EMB
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

; y

LMS i—ma From GRAY

Shanghai
COPIES SENT TO 
O.N.L AND MJ.D.

Via N. R
Dated De

Secretary of State

Washington. 
t

1225, December 24, 6 pi .m.
Senior Consul has circulated

Rec’d 8/40 p.
ember 24, 1937

Division of 
i FAREASTER! ‘

DEC
Department of

communication from
Japanese Consul General announcing imminent danger 

very severe and intense fighting at and around He|tg- 

chow and Shaoshing and asking that foreign nationals

remove therefrom without delay. I have informed

Japanese Minister I am unable to direct evacuation 

of American nationals and am not certain I can com

municate with them to warn of impending danger. I 

have directed attention to maps and data previously 

supplied showing location American mission and other 

property asking that instructions be issued that it 

be not bombed or attacked and that in event of Japa

nese military occupation Americans and their property 
be held free from molestation. I despatched telegrams- 

last evening to Hangchow and Shaoshing urging evaqua-*^ 

tion. Information received this morning that Americans 

left Shaoshing several days ago and have arrived 
Shanghai T
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o Date n-'^'K—

7

LMS 2-No. 1225, December 24, 6 p’j m., from Shanghai.

Shanghai safely. Small group of Americans remains 

at Shanghai.

Repeated, to Hankov; and Peiping.

JLS
GAUSS
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

D»vi^iO

DIG
i» rwATirr ■

From Shanghai via N. R

GRAY

Secretary of Statej COPIES SENT TO 
ND M.LD.Washington

1230, December 26, 11 a. m.

Dated December

Rec'd 7

6, 1937

FAR EASIER

DEC 2^

Japanese Consul General informs me this morning

that he has received a message from the Japanese military

at Hangchow saying that at 4 o'clock yesterday a

a representative of the foreign community reported all

foreigners and foreign propertv at Hangchow safe and re

quested that this information be conveyed to the interest

ed consular representatives at Shanghai.

Repeated to Hankow and Peiping.

GAUSS

USB

793.^4/11807

Ti

■“5
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
ML GRAY

m

Decembe 26, 1937

12:40

has eportEd to

ember Mr Calder

Division of
FAR EASTERH/AFfAlfiS

937 '

London, England 
1—1836 

From , Dated

R ec ’ d

Secretary of State 

Washington

804, December 26, 5 p.

The British Consul General Shai 

the Foreign Office that early in De>

Marshall, chairman of the British Chamber of Commerce, 
Shanghai, on his own initiative had a conversation with 

Mr. Okazaki regarding possible peace terms, and after

wards asked the British Consul General for permission to 

use the naval wireless for communicating with Dr. Han 

Li-wu,a professor at the National Central University and 

Director of the British Boxer Indemnity Trustees’ office, 

who is at Hankow. The British Consul General gave him 

no encouragement, and he was later cautioned by the 

British Charge d’Affaires to do nothing v/ithout con

sulting him. He was, however, permitted to use the 

wireless, and on about 15th December Dr. Han asked 

to have further conversations with Mr. Okazaki. He did 

795.94/ I 1808

so, and Mr. Okazaki then mentioned among other conditions 

a semi-autonomous government in North China under Japan-

ese domination and a zone of 30-40 miles round Shanghai
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ML -2- London,Eng. Dec.26,1937 #804 12:40 p.m.

under Japanese military control. The Foreign Office 

states that the British Government would regard any 

such terms as highly objectionable and prejudicial to 
all foreign interests in China, and it has instructed 

Mr. Howe to request Mr. Calder Marshall to have nothing 

further to do with such proposals.
JOHNSON

WSB
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ml TELEGRAM RECTJJ^ED

Tokyo

From Dated December 26, 1937

Rec’d 7:40 a* m,

/Division o f \v-
HSItW AFFAIRS U 7

1 rDEC27K
Secretary of State

Washington

682, December 26, 10 a. m. 
/ //7?¥

, . Our 672, /December 23, 4 n.

' One. My British colleague, when sending me a copy

of his Informal note to the Foreign Office on the^fankow 

safety area, informs me that he has received further in

structions, as follow:

(a) To ask the Japanese Government to consider 

Kuling as a place of refuge and to take no action which 

might endanger the safety of British and other foreign 

nationals;

(b) To inform the Japanese Government that we look 

to them to give prior warning in the event of any ar pa 

on the Yangtze becoming a danger area and to indicatgj'tou 

us the zones in which our nationals and shipping coujsd. & 

be concentrated under a guarantee of safety. I am at'the 

same time to remind the Japanese Government that we claim 

absolute freedom for our ships to move and trade freely 

on the river»"

Two. Craigie inquires whether I have information

or
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HL -2- Tokyo Dec.26,1937 7:40 a.m. #682 

or instructions which would Enable me to make 

tations on the above lines.

Repeated to Shanghai for relay to Johnson

represen

GREW
WSB

',’p * < **7

1
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* PREPARING OFFICE 
WILL INDICATE WHETHER 

Collect
Charge Department 

OR

Charge to 
$

Telegram Sent

Iteparfrwrt of ^tate
TO BE TRANSMITTED
CONFIDENTIAL CODE 

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

PARTAIR

PLAIN

’<0^
Wishington.

December 28, 1937
AMERICAN

SHANGHAI, ( dalWv

Irj/bepartment * s Z699 ,zDecember 27, 9 p.m.Zthrough 

inadvertence telegram No.z 3^9^/ December 27 
to Tokyo zwas quoted instead o/No/3^0,Z December 27 

9 p.m. 'which 'follows'f
QUOTE/(Code text Department’s 380, 9

Tokyo.)

8 p.m.

DCR: DAS: MB

793.94/11809

Enciphered by ..

Sent by operator

793 • 94/ I 
F 809

 
p /

o. R.—No. 50 1—1462 W. S. GOVERNMENT FRINTING 0FFIC8
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* PREPARING OFFICE 
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

Collect
Charge Department 

OR
Charge to
$

Telegram Sent
TO BE TRANSMITTED
CONFIDENTIAL CODE 

^NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE —-

PARTAIR
PLAIN

Washington,

December 27, 1937

AMEMBASSY,

TOKYO,

2/, «'•/; ■ ■ , 
cot'MH

A/,;. i

(JAPAN). ’ ' Jù

7

3^0
Your 1682, December 26, 10 a.
In regard t J paragraph/ (tty, the Department Relieves 

it 'inadvisable'to take steps'that would /encourage' Ameri

cans 'to remain' in Kulikg', particularly'in view of'its' 

\ \ta,HgTze.y I ) \ I I li
distance’from the mwr, its known use 4s a reborwby' 
Chinese GovernmentI officials'and its!proximity to NanchangJ

In regard to 'paragraph' (b)\ please'consult'your' 

British/colleague' and when'he has' taken'or'is prepared' to

take' substantially 'similar' aotion^you are authorized 'to 

inform'the Japanese Government'that while we Claim Absolute' 

freedom'for our'ships' to move'and'trade'on the'River/, I we) 
look tJ the Japanese 'authorities'to give'prior'warning'in

I / 1 ■ (J > I
the event of any /area* on the! Yangtze I becoming^a^danger ^areal 

Repeated to'Shanghai 'for(relay'to HankowJ

793.94/1 1809 
f

D. o. R.—No. 50

FE:!S3hsMJ

Enciphered by________________________

Sent by operator_____________--------------
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January '9 19 SB

la reply refer to
PE

793.94/11809

My dear Mies Madowt

The receipt la acknowledged, by reference from the 

White House, of your letter of December 26, 1937, ad

dressed to the President, In regard to the situation in 

the Far East, with special reference to the presence of 

American citizens and American armed forces in China.

The question of the types and degrees of protection 

which this Government should afford to its citizens 

abroad presents many difficulties and is one in regard 

to which opinions may very readily differ. In a situa

tion such as has prevailed in the Far East there have h)i“" 

been developed during more than a century certain 

rights, certain interests, certain obligations, and cer

tain practices. In the light of peculiar features inher

ent in the situation, all of the major powers have 

developed and employed, with authorization by the Chinese 

Government, methods for safeguarding the lives and inter

ests and property of their nationals believed to bo 

appropriate

Miss Shirley Madow, H
675 East 140th Street, Ù*.

Bronx, Mew York.
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appropriate to the situation and warranted by the pecu

liarities thereof. Thus, for instance, there came about 

and there is still in existence the system of extrater

ritorial jurisdiction and various of its concomitants. 

Concurrently, many nationals of this and other countries 

have, during several generations, gone to China, estab

lished themselves there in various occupations and ac
tivities, and subjected themselves both to the advantages 

and to the disadvantages of the conditions prevailing 

therej and the American Government has, along with other 
governments, accepted various rights and incurred vajf'ïous 

obligations. In a"situation such as now prevails, many 

of our nationals cannot suddenly cut themselves off from 

the past nor can the American Government suddenly disavow 

its obligations and responsibilities. The American naval 

vessels and the small contingents of American landed 

forces which have been maintained in China were placed 

and have been kept there solely for the purpose of as

sisting in the maintenance of order and security as af

fecting the lives, the property, and the legitimate 

activities of American nationals, especially in regard 

to conditions of local disorder and unauthorised vio

lence. These vessels and troops have never had in any 

sense any mission of aggression. It has long been the 

desire and expectation of the American Government that 

they
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they «hall be withdrawn when their appropriate function 

is no longer called for.

Officers of the American Government have repeatedly 

and earnestly advised American cltlsena, in face of dan** 

gers incident to residence in China, to withdraw and are 

making every effort to provide safe means whereby they 

may depart. During the current situation in China the 

American military and naval forces have rendered lurpor- 

tant service in protecting the lives of American nation* 

als, in assisting in evacuating Americans from areas of 
special danger, and in making possible the maintenance 

of uninterrupted communications with our nationals and 

our diplomatic and consular establishments in the areas 
involved.

It may be stated also that a cardinal principle of 

our foreign relations and one which is never lost sight 

of is to avoid being entangled in hostilities and that 

the Administration is endeavoring to follow an unbiased 

course in connection with the Far Eastern situation and 

is giving close attention to every phase of that situa

tion toward making effective the policies, especially 

the policy of peace, in which this country believes and 

to which it is committed.
As of Interest in this connection, there is en

closed a copy of a statement given to the press by the
Department
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Department of State on August 23, 1937, outlining the 

policy on which this Government is proceeding with 

reference to the situation in the Far East, together 

with a copy, as given to the press, of a letter of 

January 8, 1938, addressed to the Vice President on 

thio subject.

Sincerely yours. 
For the Secretary of States

Maxwell M. Hamilton" 
Chief

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Enclosures»

Press releases of
August 23, 1937, and 
January 10, 1938.

FEîEfCsHES FE/ 
1-17

0»
18 1938|
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TELEGRAM received

1—1336

SECOND BRIGADE USIIC
From Dec Either 26, 1937

Rec*d 6:25 p. m.
ACTION :

I1TFO ;

CINCAF

G CF SHANGHAÏ------------------
CflSUBRON 5 I COPIES SENT TO
CCuTDESRON 5 ( . aC Ci AC PAT I '*'1"’M.I.O
JCLTANGPAT

A:.2AïîBA3îADOR CHINA 
X3 HARBLEI7EAD . • 
ATÏJSNA PEIPING

Division of X 
Aft EftSTEFOFFM^S

SG25. ChinESE units continus offsr rssistancE north

Ease ...an^c.iovi. JapanESE mopping up northwsst sseti^^ 

city. 7.:ocal situation unchanged. 1007

EFB
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE __ _______ FOR________________________________________________ .Do?-P?lt9-h—

from_____QraakJdL&lD________ c...Johasojg._____ ) dated ....P®.o• 13x1937.

REGARDING: Far Eastern situation» Visit of Viscount Ishii who is 01 
a mission to Europe to explain Japanese,policy» Arrival in 
London of Vicsount Ishii on December 6»

793>94/ 
| 18

| 
|

fp
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r*r - Vl.lt Ot Vl.oount null to Laaiw
Viscount Ishii, who is cm a «lesion to Europe to

explain Japanese policy, arrived in London on December B.
In connection with his visit ur. Mon was asked in the

House of Coxmons, on tmeenber S, Whether
"hie attention had bean called to the arrival 
in thia country ot Viscount Ishii fro® lepra .. w to conduct a propagandist niasion in Justification 
of Japan*s attack on China, and ’father the^___opportunity would be taken of his visit to donand anP explanation or apology for the J******
on British subjects or soldiers In China,

to which he replied,

thAh hl J®4**0**»0 that Viscount Ishii has stated 
that ha is paying a purely private visitta 
o^sScina^to^hErah^110* therefore, be no qaastioa 
theBÜiiaSâth.ï^a^îhTwr*pr**e!?tatloa* congested in

2«*»tion. as the Reuss id •ware, representations have in any ease alreadyMajesty’s Ambassador in 1
Tokyo, who is the proper channel.*
lhe Sunday..Tine g. of December IS, reported an exclusive 

interview with Viscount Ishii, in which ho stated that »?apan 
has no territorial cine In China, or in respect of Chinese 
Islands, such as Hainan, and would continue to respect 
both the righto and the interests of foreign powers in 
China as long •• those powers maintained an attitude of 
strict neutrality.* the article in full covering the 
Interview with Viscount Ishii is included in this week’s 

press clippings.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR
This teicgram must be closel^ROM Hankow via N. R-, 
paraphrased before being 
communicated to anyone, (A)

107, December 27

Dat

Reg

a*

Was informed last night that German Ambassador

December 27, 1937

Secretary of Statfr IRISENT TO 

O.N.I. AND MJ.D./Washington

presented Generalissimo yesterday with a

terms understood to be very drastic from

1:35 a.m

note conveying

Japanese m;

I understand terms will be published by Foreign Office

today or tomorrow.
Sent to Shanghai. Shanghai please repeat to Tokyo.

JOHNSON

RR
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AuwJFIDENTIàL) £7-2-

P_ À B A P H R A S g

A telegram (no, 107) of December 87, 1937, from the 

American Ambassador at Hankow reads substantially as 
follows :

On the evening of December 26 the Ambassador received 

information to the effect that on December 28 the Oarman 

Ambassador presented to General Chiang Kai-shek a note from 

the Japanese military conveying terms which are understood 

to be very drastic. The American ambassador understands 

that the foreign Office will publish the terms on December 

27 or December 20.

FE:

XII-27-37
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG
This message must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone.

From

TO: CINCAF
INFO: SECOND BRIGADE

CCHYANGPAT
CCMSOPAT
NAVY DEPARTMENT
ALUSNA PEIPING

0024. One light Japanese

USS MARBLEHEAD

outer harbor since daylight apparently anchored inshor^f 

at least five miles , south» Consulate reports official
information four thousand Japanese troops crossed Yellow
Rivex> at Ching Ho Chen forty miles from Chow Tsun on
Kiaochow-Tsinan Railway. 1430

EMB

I r

793.94/1 1813
 

p/pQ
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR ________ GRAY i

i-ub» Shanghai via N, R. /
From /

Dated December 27, 1937

ReC’d 8:03 a.m. ---- --- .

Secretary of State,---- ----------- - EASTEfi|A^hh

Washington. | COPIES SENT Vol DEC’^71937[JIN.I. AND /VLLD. I
1234, December 27, noon, ~

I I /
Reference my No, 1121,/ December 24, 9 a.m., tof the 

Department regarding Japanese restrictions on residence 

and trade at Shanghai. Japanese Consul General told me 
last evening and it has now been announced in th^^^ess 

that all areas north of Soochow Creek including extra 

settlement area and Chapei are to be reopened for foreign 

(repeat foreign) residence and business commencing today.

Japanese Consul General also told me last evening 

that the Hungjao residence area will also be reopened 

shortly but that the foreign forces must first agree to 

withdraw their defense lines along the perimÈter and 

Chinese police force under Japanese officers will take 

control in all areas outside the settlement formerly under 

Chinese jurisdiction although as heretofore the municipal 

police will do everything possible to patrol the extra

settlement roads.

Repeated to Tokyo, Hankow and Peiping.

GAUSS -4

RR : WO !»
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JR ---------GRAY

FROMhan®hai Via N* R* DEC1—1330

ThE press in rEporting the openlng^f^areasjiorth of 

Soochow CrEEk for foreign residents and Ç<|) states that 

Japanese Admiral has announced strict penalties Against

any person interfering with Japanese military operations

in areas in the Japanese defense sector or under Japanese 

occupation, such activities oeing punishable "according 

to Japanese military law". The list of prohibited

activities is publishei and includes the following broad 

provisions: acts endangering or causing bodily harm to 

persons belonging to the Japanese armed forces and "all 

other activities designed to disturb the peace of the

Japanese armed forces as well as to hamper their activities'^

Two. At Japanese press conference this morning foreign 

correspondents put questions which brought out the ’*'• 

information that the Japanese maintain that Japanese 
military law is applicable to extraterritorial-foreigners^ 

in their relations with the Japanese military.The ja 

matt er
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-2- #1235, ÜECEmbEr 27, 2 p.m., from Shanghai via N. R.

matt Er is likEly to Ie thE subjEct of much local agitation-.- 

RepEat Ed to Tokyo, Hankow, PEiping.

GAUSS

HPD
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JR TELEGRAM RECEIVED
SECOND BRIGADE USMC

1—1830 DECEmber 27, 1937
From

Rsc’d 1:10 p.m.

ACTION: CINCAF OPNAV

INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COHDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT 
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8627. NipponESE rEportEi capturEd TiEnchising 42

milES northwESt Chinkian,. No changE Tsinpu railroad or

w£st HohsiEn. Japanese driving toward Linan on Haft-gchow

Hanchang motor road 27 milES west Hangchow, SincE 23

Dec Emb Er 15 transports havE loadEd at Shanghai 8500 troops

munition artillEry dcpartEd dsstination unknown. ।

UnidEntifiEd ChinESE today thrEw small ExplosivE into 

JapanESE troops sampan from Honan road bridgE one soldi Er 

slightly injur Ed, NipponESE announcEd municipal poliee 

handling case and no rEpErcussions anticipatEd. JapanESE

hEadquartErs announce Tsinan capturEd 1500 today. 1942,
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Deeosfcor 11, 1937

MSSORAÏOTJâ FÛS THE CHIEF, MTELUGWCE 3SAKCH»

Subject» Susraary of Events in Sino-Japaneae 
Situation, DHtnber Mb 1ÇJ7.

OFOTHAL

Indication of Japanese desires for an early end to Aho 
present Sine-Japanese situation and of their increasing snndymoo 
at China’s failure to sue for peace, are beeswing more evident.

On Dooeaber 8, at Tokyo, Tatsuo Kawai, Japanese Foreign 
Office spekeanan, told foreign newsmn that Japan was awaiting 
the results of offerte, now under way, by Geraany, England, Italy 
and the United Staton, to induce China to start diroot peace 
negotiations. Kauai’s statenant was regarded aa "wishful think» 
Ing* and designed to invito leading world powers to urge China to 
open direct negotiations. At Shanghai, on Doeoetbwr 9, doneral 
Kntsai and Adnlral Honda, Japanese Ravel Attache, in separate 
etatnwmts, node obvious overtures for United States friendship. 
Both stressed their appreciation ef the forobearanoe, fairness and 
understanding of the Amriean authorities in the Sino»Japanoso 
situation. Those otatoasnta wore interpreted at Shanghai as in» 
dloating a hope that ths United states would either initiate nodia» 
tian or wake com novo leading to direst negotiations between 
China sad Japan.

Domi on Deeenber 10 announced that following a meting 
of the General staff, the War Offloo end the Cabinet Advisory 
Council on Docesbor 9, the Cablaot "big five* which consists of 
Prenlor Komye, Foreign binistor Hlrota, war Minister Sugiynm, 
Kavy binistor Yonar and Finance Minister Kaya, art for SMuralta» 
tien. Vh»y decided that in view of China’s nd lure to owe for 
pease in spite ef their heavy defeats, Japan meld ooaitSam anted 
operations against China after Waking io occupied until "anti» 
Japanese elomnts in China cesse all activities." A nesting of 
the full Cabinet on Dosent or 1© ooaflrmd tbs decision of the
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"big five.” According to the Japanese press, the army has aado 
up its aind net to treat with Chiang Kai-shek. Unless he resign» 
and «eases to resist, he sill be pursued and defeated no matter 
where he geos. As his government is no longer recognised, Japan 
will aid the establishment of a now regime.

Shanghai banking circles report that negotiations are 
under way at Tokyo between the Japanese Foreign Minister and Hsu 
Hcih-ying. the Chinese Ambassador, for the cessation of hostilities.

Xi is reliably reported that Chiang Kai-shek*a reply to 
the Gereon Ambassador*s peace talk was to the offset that such 
negotiations must bo taken up with the Chinese Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs and that he (Chiang) would not recognise any settlement 
which would violate his stipulation regarding loss of Chinese 
sovereignty, Dr. Troutemn, sinon his return to Kankcw, is re
ported to bo negotiating with Viang Chung-hul, Chinese Foreign 
Minister, and Eo Ying-chin.

Chiang Kai-shek and his wife left hanking, 6iQO'$.M., 
Leoeaber 7, for an unknown destination, variously reported as 
Ku ling, Smyang, Changsha, Kanohang and ’iankow. He mi reported 
to have resigned his post as Chairaan of the Executive Tuan (Hoad 
of the Goverranent), in favor of E. H, Kung, some weeks ago. While 
it was understood that ho was persuaded to continue that post it 
appears now that ho considers that resignation effective. Late 
reports state that Chiang has turned over politisai control to 
Mag Chunp-hul and Chang Chun, and his military control to Pal 
Chung-hsl and Chen Chong.

Tightening of Japan*s belt to meet the strain of war is 
shown by the revised rales Issued by the Ministry of Finance gov
erning exchange transactions between Japan and foreign countries. 
Those rales require that Qeverammt pormlosim be obtained fer 
the sale of foreign property valued at were than <50.000, or for 
the purchase abroad of real estate, ships, mining or industrial 
rights of an annual value of more than ¥50,000. Soai-aanual re
ports of the assets of Japanese enterprises abroad are now 
required. The amount of money that can bo shipped abroad, or 
taken by travelers, and the else of foreign purchases permitted 
without special authority has also been definitely United.

Admiral Yoshida replaced Admiral Kagane in oenmand of 
the combined fleet on December 1. The combined fleet contains 
the 1st and 2d fleets and includes all of the capital ships end 
nest of the modern carriers and destroyers. Admiral Magano is 
nm on duty as a amber of the war Council in Tokyo.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Sellable reperte state that there are approximately 
350,000 Japanese troops now in Manehurla. The normal strength 
of the Kwantuag Army has been roenforoed by drafts from Japan 
and withdrawals fro® Sorth China, The bulk of the concentration 
la reported to be east of Barbin. A reliable foreign scarce 
predicts that the Japanese will strike at Siberia before March 1 
by attacking north of Vladivostok and at Blagovyeachonsk. Re
ports from Barbin indicate heavy troop movement through there 
during the month of fcovember. Lost of these are reported to be 
new troops from Japan.

Seports of unrest in «anohuria continue. Manohoukuoan 
troops (kanchurlan Chinese with Japanese officers) are not trusted 
far by the Japanese, Lost of these forces have been moved south 
as a précaution against possible disturbances In rear of Japanese 
troops guarding the border. The Chinese in kanohoukue bitterly 
resent the regimentation forced upon them by the Kwantung Army and 
would bo glad of an opportunity to cause trouble. Should the 
Japanese bcoosac involved in Siberia, stern repressive matures. 
HI W ««» 1. ■<

y

American and British consular authorities have protested 
to the MWiohoukuo Government over the enforcement of discriminat
ing exchange control regulations against United states and British 
banks.

China protested Italy's récognition of Sâanohoukuo to the 
League of Metlons.

Reports from Shanghai state that after the capture of 
Ranking the Japanese intend to occupy the remaining important 
ports in China, including Canton, Amoy, Pakhol, Foochow and 
awatow. Tsingtae was not included. Forty Japanese transports, 
convoyed by naval vessels, were sighted off Chskkal Island, south
west of Hongkong, on December 7, and JO transports wore reported 
off Aoosung on Deoewber d.

Lail reports state that Italy is still manufacturing 
bombs and awunition for the Chinese Government. These items are 
reported to have been contracted îw prior to Italy's signing the 
trl-party Antl-Ccelntora Pact.

Seven hundred Chinese laborers in a Japanese owned iron 
mine at Johore, Singapore, went on strike to keep from furnishing 
munitions to be used against China.

Press reports state that the most reliable neutral 
sources estimate military casualties throughout China to December 7 
for both sides as followsi Chinese, Jb5,000| Japanese, 75,000*

CONFIDENTIAL
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Property leases throughout China for the one period are estimated 
at a minimum of one and a half billion dollars. A $21*5,000,000 
loss la the estimate for the Greater Shanghai area alone. Total 
trade for China for the month of October 19J7 «as 135,067,000 
(Lex.) as compared to 1130,535,000 (!#**.) for October 193b. 
Shanghai, which normally handles 60 per oent of the total China 
trade, is now handling but 21* per cent. United States interests 
have suffered heavily, 25 American interests report a property 
damage aggregating more than 125,000,000, so far. This figure will 
olimb when complete surveys are node.

The Department of Cemeree reports that Japan shipped 
$5*760,515 in geld to the United States during the week ending on 
December 3. This brings the total of Japanese gold shipments this 
year to I2Û2,109,32}.

KORTB CHUA THEATER

There have been no reports of Japanese advances InJtorth 
China during this period. Reports of Chinese irregular nativity 
in the areas in roar of the Japanese advanced pealtiens arc increas
in';. in Shansi, Chinese ox-ecmnunlct troops are reported In the 
vicinity of Wutaishan. The recapture of Pingyao, Shansi, by than 
is admitted by the Japanese. A Japanese airdrome at Mantan, on the 
Fing-Ean, was reported raided and eight airplanes destroyed. On 
the Tsin-Fu the Japanese are still north of the Yellow River and 
have made no attempts to cross so far.

It is reported that the Japanese have received informa
tion to the effect that Japanese owned properties at Tsingtao will 
be destroyed by ’Voenber }1, regardless of whether or not they 
attack Shantung.

A large number of Japanese troops have been withdrawn 
fro® Sorth China since October 19» The estimates vary from 70,000 
to 112,000 and include a mechanised brigade and airplanes. 
About half of ths withdrawals have probably been sent to Shanghai 
and the balance have either been used to reinforce the hanolmrian 
garrison or arc possibly being aseesbled for further penetration 
elsewhere in China.

The new railway running from Peiping to Jehel via fupelkew 
la nearing completion. Sabotage on this line la also being 
reported.

Japanese report that their airplanes bembod Kaifeng on 
December 6 and Tungkuan on December 7. Both are on the Lang-Bal

CONFIDENTIAL
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Tokyo reports that Maayuki Tani, Japanese Minister 
to Austria, arrived in Tokyo Deees&er 9 after being sent for 
hurriedly. Ten! wae former counsellor to the Japanese Mbaesy 
at Bsinklng and played an important role in the formation ©f 
the Tanohoukuo regime. After consultation with Tokyo officials 
he is to be sent to North China to aid In the building up of a 
new regin© there.

Reporte fro» Peiping prediet an early restoration of 
the 1924 Republie with Tsao ion as President, W Pel-fa as Vice 
President and Chi Hsieh-yuan as Prowler. gar Her Japanese nego
tiations with »u Pet-fu to head th© regime were reported to have 
fallen through because he insisted that he wmtld^tlsune leader
ship unless requested to do so by Chiang Kai-shek and unless all 
Japanese troops wore withdrawn fro» Korth China.

ÇggTKAL CBIBA Tmm

Japanese advance in the Yangtse delta continued during 
the week. Ranking is now completely surrounded except on Mb 
west, the sld© adjacent to the Yangtse River. Japanese st*re
ported to have secured a foothold at the Kwang Bwa (Kung Ku) date, 
near the southeast earner, after sanguinary fighting, and street 
fighting in the city just inside that gate is in progress. Seth 
the Chinese and Japanese slain Purple fountain, which doainatos 
the city from the East. With oomnmd of Purple Mountain the easy 
capture of the city is a foregone conclusion.

Other Japanese units down the Ttagtse have occupied 
Chlnklang, and have landed on tiw» left bank opposite Kiaagyin. 
The Hangyln barrier has been breached and a Japanese flotilla 
was reported passing Kewaa, about nldway between Kiangyin and 
chinklang. The barrier at Ghinkiang Is still Intact and is pro- 
tooted by Chinese on the north bank. At least one wore barrier 
Is reported between Chlnklang and Yanking. The length of tine 
required for Japanese naval eraft to got to hanking depends upon 
the tenacity of the Chinos© waits defending the barriers from the 
left bank. General Hsu Yuan-ehen is defending a barrier 16 ni lee 
below Banking.

Chinese withdrawals toward Nanking are reported to haw 
been orderly. There has been a systmaatlo destruction of roads, 
bridges and buildings. The Chinese say they will loaw nothing 
but burnt earth for the Japanese to take. The forces actually 
defending Banking haw boon dwindling from a wmIoms of 55O,C)OG. 
The Japanese haw reported 11 Chinese divisions inside ths capital. 
Chinese units defending Klangyin, Chlnklang and other points along 
the Yangtse sure reported to haw onde successful crossings to the

.5.
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left bank. :-/.&ny troop* are aleo reported to be crossing opposite 
banking at night, hany of these unite will probably bo soepleto- 
ly dioorganlsed and of little further military value. A am 
(jorrespondent at tanking estinatea only about 50,000 Chinese 
troops including two good divisions are new loft Inside of the 
city. These probably will be annihilated.

South ef Kanklng the Japans** have reported the oapture 
of Wuhu and olain they now hold Taiping, effectively cutting off 
any Chines* retreat south on th* right bank of the Yangt**.

Th* Japanese admit 21+0,000 troop* are being employed la 
the drive on hanking.

Preparations for oolebratinj th* fall of banking have 
been aade by th* Japanese in Shanghai, Tokyo and Peiping. So 
certain w*r* th*y of it* imlnent fall that th* Shanghai Japanese 
spokesman aimounood that si* bombers loaded with ohanpagn* had 
been despatched to Ranking on December 10 to help the officers 
there celebrate their victory.

Japanese air activity was Intensified during the week. 
Ohinkiaag, banking, Kuhn, Pukow and Pengpu were subjected to was* 
boating attacks. Chines* installations and lines of communication 
on both sides of th* Yangts* and retreating ooluana of troops were 
subjected to strafing. A troop train at Suohow, junction of th* 
Lung-^ai and Tsln-Pu was d«Rollsh*d and th* Kunghsien Honan arsenal 
%as also reported bombed. In a surprise attack on Ksnohang th* 
Japanese spokesman reported that "slightly over six" Japan*** 
planes had been shot down, and that 16 Chines* plane* were destroyed

Thor* have been no reports of Chines* air activity. Th* 
new iiussian plane* reported last week at Snaking and Bankov have 
not been in evidence, unless they ver* utilised In th* reported 
Japanese raid on Janohang. Th* Idaumo at Banking opened fir* with 
its antiaircraft batteries « December 9 but no Chinos* pianos were 
sighted in the hasy atmosphere.

Reliable report* stat* that I# Soviet airplanes pin* 100 
pilot* and mechanic* arrived at Manahang about December !+« boro 
Soviet pilot* are reported in Eankow.

During an aerial bombardnent at Wuhu on December §, two 
British nsrohant ships, plainly narked and leaded with refuge**, 
were hit and destroyed by th* resulting fir*. Th* eoanaader of 
the 3ritl*h gunboat Ladybird and two other British subject* wore 
wounded and a larg* number of Chine** refugees ver* killed and 
wounded, the Japans** Chief of staff at Shanghai expressed regret 
to th* British Adniral for th* incident. Th* question of indeenity
is being considered in London
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Brigadier General Ccaaandor M. J. Brathin, the new 
Soviet military Attache, and Colonel J. g. hatob, hie assistant, 
are reported at Hankow.

Frees reports of the events follewlnf the Shanghai 
Parade incident with particular reference to the “Invasion" of 
the United states Mrtno Sector by Japanese troops wore greatly 
exaggerated. The Japanese entered the narine sector uninten
tionally and withdrew immediately upon being informed of their 
trespass. Two officers of General .i4atsul*s staff later called 
upon the Cowaandinr Officer of the U. s. Marines and apologised 
for the incident, however, since then the Japanese have asserted 
their right to enter the Settlement with armed troops whenever 
they oonsider it necessary, and have done so on several occasions. 
They are exerting increasing pressure upon the Settlement authori
ties and additional “incidents" are likely to occur. A parade 
through the French Gonaeasion December U was canceled. On 
December 6, the French authorities permitted Japanese supply trucks 
with armed Japanese guards through their concession after a delay 
and only after the arms had been placed on the floor of the40ueks 
and a rrenoh policeman had been placed on each truck. The’ French 
take the stand that their laws do not permit armed troops of other 
nationalities to pass through their lines.

A proclamation announcing a Greater shanghai Autonomous 
Government was issued Dooewber 5. The new government is called 
Ta fao (treater <ay) City Covermeat and is headed by Su hsl»fen, 
e native of Fukien province, educated in Japan.

SOUTH SHEBA

Japanese air raids on rwangtung railways continue daily. 
Through traffic continue• despite temporary interruptions. The 
British Charge arrived at Hongkong December 5 via rail from iXnkow 
without Incident.

A number of new antiaircraft guns are reported installed 
in Canton and otiier important points in Kwangtung. Chinese morale 
in South China is reported holding up despite defeats in the 
Tangtse area.

cosaaarr

The action of the Japanese Cabinet on December 11 in 
deciding to continue the war after the fall of Banking is a clear 
indication that the Chinese resistance is far from over. The 
Chinese have been withdrawing in good order and with no largo 
losses in equipment. The fall of Banking apparently will not be

OONFIDENTTAL 
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th® deolslvc faster In the war that the Japanese and many other* 
«xpeated It to be. Chinese «erale, while «lightly «hakes, «hew* 
no signs of collapse as yet. Japan is looking forward with great 
exasperation to a oentlnulng canpalgn. Japan is olearly anxious 
ior an early dealsion and the failure of China to “cooperate** by 
suing for peace mist be a decided blow. Xf the Japanese do push 
up the Tangtsc to Kaniow they will be involved in a siuoh longer 
and costlier esnpaige than had been originally bargained for. 
The possibility that Russia will lend increasing aid to the Chi
nese and eventually take direct aotlon in the North when the 
Japanese are overextended Is also always In prospect.

neb
BILLUK MATO, 

Mjor, Field Artillery.
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The following information has been received from the Assistant
Naval Attache at Shanghai under date of 20 December, 1937:

The Japanese military are not especially interested 
in the current China Incident. They ea^ect to commence 
operations against the Russians in the early spring.

The above information comes from a fairly reliable
source.

STRICTLY COCTIDENTIAL
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0127. South China ports quiet
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LEGATION OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Ottawa, Canada.

No. 1796
December^, 1937.

°llfl

\ btsp&nihein vi

The Honorable

The Secretary of State

Washington, D. C

Sir:

DIVISIVE Of 
COMMUNICANTS AW rAXcm 

PUBLICANuNS SEChT

DEC 2 8 193/

Sublet: Japanese propaganda Xn

to the

have the honor to transmit as of possible interest

Department two pamphlets, one
North' China Affair Arose”, and the second one, "Why The

entitled "How The

Fighting in Shanghai?”

These two pamphlets were handed to an officer of 

the Legation by the Secretary of the Ottawa Rotary Club. 

He said that he had received them from the Rotary Club 

in Tokyo for distribution. It is not unlikely that 

other Rotary Clubs in Canada, and probably in the United

States

I
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States, have received these pamphlets from the same 

source•
Respectfully yours,

David Key
Charge d’Affaires a.i

closures;
(in single copy)

1/ Pamphlet "How
2/ "Why

/

The North China Affair Arose". 
The Fighting in Shanghai?".

Despatch in quintuplicate to Dept 
800
BE/ems
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HOW THE NORTH CHINA 
AFFAIR AROSE

THE FOREIGN AFFAIRS ASSOCIATION OF JAPAN

Price : 40 sen
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City Wall of Tungchow as it Looked after the Encounter between Japanese and Chinese Troops (Yombtriphoto}



Five Minutes’ Massage : Japanese Soldiers at Tientsin {Asahi photo)
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Japanese Guards at Kuanganmen, Peiping, after the City has
been Relieved (July 26) of Chinese Soldiers {Yomiuri photo}



Japanese Telephone Operators at Work at Langfang Station (Yomiuri photo}



Presents for the Troops : A Mountain of Comfort Bags Contributed by All 
Classes of the People, Piled up at the Japanese War Office (Asabi photo}





Street Fighting in Tientsin : The Chinese Almost Captured the Japanese Concession on July 29 {Asahi photo}



Cooling off : Japanese Soldiers at the Front Enjoying a Slice of Watermelon {Asahi photo)



For the Soldiers in North China : Each Woman Passing in the Streets of Tokyo Contribute One Stitch to the " Senninbari ” 
(the Healthbands of a Thousand Stitches), to be Sent to the Japanese Soldiers in North China {Asahi photo}
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HOW THE NORTH CHINA 
AFFAIR AROSE

WHY FOREIGN TROOPS IN CHINA?

Pçiping, then the capital of China’s last monarchical régime 
and known as Peking, became the focal point of world attention 
and concern during the Boxer Insurrection of 1900—the now 
historic uprising of a superstitious Chinese mob, led by reckless 
champions of anti-foreignism, against the entire community of 
foreign residents in the city. Worldwide sympathy was evoked 
by the sufferings and privations of the foreign colony while pent 
up in the beseiged Legation Quarter and which, incidentally, 
are deftly described in A. Conan Doyle’s story “ A Pot of 
Caviar." The finale of this incident was the conclusion of a 
treaty by which Britain, America, Belgium, Italy and Japan were 
empowered to station, troops at several places near Peiping and 
Tientsin for the purposes of safeguarding communications bet
ween the capital and the adjacent cU^Çort and of protecting 
their respective Legations and nationals residing in this area. 
Troops of the respective Powers (except Belgium) have since 
then been detailed to Peiping, Tientsin, Shanhaikwan, Chin- 
wangtao, Tangku and Tungchichichu and have continued to 

» discharge the duties assigned them by the stipulations in the 
treaty.

The disorder and periodic upheavals which lack of authority 
and endless civil wars have caused throughout the whole of 
China, especially after the fall of the Empire in 1912, have made 
the maintenance of special means of protection an absolute 
necessity. Though all recognize that the presence of armed 
foreign forces in the territory of a friendly State is abnormal, 
none of the Powers have been able as yet to relinquish this only 
effective way of securing the safety of their nationals. British, 
American, Italian and Japanese gunboats steam up the Yangtse 
River to points 1,500 miles inland. Marines are stationed in 
all important cities. Only the presence of these warships and
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wen has safeguarded the homes of foreigners from being robbed 
and looted and has prevented the foreigners themselves from 
being murdered in cold blood.

During the years leading up to the establishment of the 
Government in Nanking, China was a chaos of conflict. Re
presentatives of the Powers who assembled at Washington in 
1921 sought by various means to help China put her house in 
order and expressed the wish, preliminarily to considering the 
gradual withdrawal of their own armed forces, that the Chinese 
armies which overran the country be brought under control 
and reduced to reasonable strength. However, the Nationalist 
armies themselves were soon to tax foreign patience to the limit. 
In 1925 fighting reached the outer limits of Shanghai, and to 
prevent an invasion of the International Settlement itself all 
foreign troops were stationed at their defense positions.

The shooting of student demonstrators in Shanghai fanned 
the flames of a fierce anti-British campaign throughout China, 
with the result that British and American missionaries were kil
led. In 1927 the war-mad troops attacked foreign residents and 
° entered Nanking with the definite licence, if not instructions, 
to rob and kill foreigners.”1

The concessions in Hankow and Kiukiang were wrested 
from Britain by force ; the Japanese concession in Hankow 
narrowly escaped a similar fate. Great Britain sent 15,000 
troops to Shanghai to protect her interests. Japan sent troops 
to Tsinan, and she still remembers the atrocities committed by 
the Nationalist forces on her residents there.

This brief summary adequately explains why all the Powers 
still have to maintain troops on Chinese soil.

The numerical strength and military equipment of the for
eign forces in the Peiping-Tientsin area just before the recent 
clash are tabulated below :

i Extract from a statement concerning the Nanking outrage signed by the Rev. A. 
J. Bowen, President of Nanking University, and 16 other members of educational institu
tions and missionaries in China. See also the statement of Sir A. Chamberlain in the 
House of Commons, March 30, 1927.

Officers N.C.O. & 
privates Total Machine 

guns Cannon Tanks & Ar
mored Cars

Japan 221 3,859 4,080 173 38 9
U.S.A. 69 1,158 1,227 121 13 2

Britain 37
France 65
Italy 12

962 999 64 10
T»774 1,839 T35 26 10

374 384 62 4 4
Japan’s military force of 4,080 men shown above gives 

protection to 16,995 Japanese residents, whereas the combined 
force of the other Powers, or 4,449 men> to 10,338 non-Japanese 
foreign residents. Thus Japan’s military force in the Peiping- 
Tientsin area is proportionately smaller than that of the other 
Powers, and if consideration is given to Japan’s material interests 
in that region which are at stake, the difference is even greater.

The Foreign Legation Quarter in Peiping is the actual seat 
of the Commanding Staffs and garrisons of the five Powers, 
but it is out of the question for them to hold maneuvers, which 
are necessary for the maintenance of their troops’ efficiency, 
inside the walls of the thickly populated city. Consequently all 
the forces garrisoned in North China have been accustomed to 
carry on maneuvers without being subjected to any restriction 
as to time or locality. A southeastern suburb commonly known 
as Happy Valley is the location used by the American troops for 
this purpose. To the British and other foreign troops have 
been allotted suburban districts north of Hippy Valley. The 
Japanese contingent is accustomed to hold exercises on a flat 
area along one bank of the Yungting River, which flows through 
the southwestern suburb of Peiping. This area is nearly two 
miles from the city and was specially chosen because it is suffi
ciently isolated from the thickly populated districts between the 
river and the city.

A Chinese garrison is situated in Yuanping, near Lukou- 
chiao, in the vicinity of the so-called Marco Polo Bridge (be
cause the famous traveller mentions the bridge in his narrative, 
this name has been given by foreigners to the Lukouchiao 
Bridge) ; and this fact has in the past occasionally given rise 
to minor troubles which, however, were amicably settled.

The Notes of July, 1902, exchanged between Japan and 
China, provide that with the exception of gun practice in which 
live ammunition is used, no notice need be given for individual 
maneuvers. However, as a matter of fact, it has been the cus
tom of the Japanese military authorities to serve advance notice 
on every occasion for the benefit of the local inhabitants.

2
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THE CLASH AT LUKOUCHIAO

On Wednesday night, July 7th, a small unit of Japanese troops 
was engaged in maneuvers on their usual grounds in the vicinity 
of Lukouchiao and Lungwangmiao—villages which stand on the 
left bank of the Yungting. River (see map). With the regular 
summer inspection but a fortnight ahead, all Japanese troops in 
the area had been drilling day and night for weeks. The 
Chinese authorities had been notified of these maneuvers as 
usual, and nothing untoward had occurred or been anticipated;

But suddenly, at 11:40 o’clock on this particular night, 
the Japanese troops were fired upon by Chinese soldiers from 
the directions of Lukouchiao and Lungwangmiao. The Japanese 
were completely taken by surprise and were utterly unprepared 
to return the fire, for they were only 150 strong and their supply 
of live ammunition amounted only to one ball-cartridge per 
man, which was being kept by the commanding officer. All 
that they could do at this critical moment was to halt their 
maneuvers, concentrate at a spot some distance from the Chinese, 
and send for help to their headquarters, situated about two and 
a half miles away in the former British barracks at Fengtai. 
Reinforcements came quickly, and when the Japanese replied 
to the Chinese fire with real shots, the first clash occurred.

EFFORTS TO ACHIEVE PEACEFUL SETTLEMENT

The Chinese authorities at Peiping were immediately noti
fied, and a joint Sino-Japanese mediation party hurried to the 
scene. Before it arrived, however, the Chinese troops at 5 :zo a.m. 
again opened fire. A cessation of hostilities was at last arranged 
for at 6:00 o’clock on Thursday morning. However, the Chi
nese soldiers, either in ignorance or in wilful disregard of the 
terms of the settlement, fired on the Japanese troops, who were 
forced to protect themselves. So fighting broke out for the se
cond time at 5:00 o’clock in the afternoon, and for the third 
time at 6:00 o’clock in the evening.

A more definite agreement for maintaining a truce was reach
ed on Friday, July 9th, between Colonel Matsui of the Japanese 
Special Mission Service at Peiping and the representatives of 
the 29th Army, according to which the Chinese were to with
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draw to the right bank of thé Yungting and the Japanese to 
remain on the left. Save for spasmodic shots fired by the 
Chinese soldiery in various localities, this day passed in compara
tive quiet.

The Chinese troops involved in this affair were a part of 
the 37th Division, belonging to the 29th Army. This division, 
under the command of General Feng Chi-an, was composed of 
remnants of General Feng Yu-hsiang’s troops, well-known for 
their anti-Japanese spirit. In view of the tact that for several 
months previous the Communists and Blue Shirts had been 
busily carrying on propaganda for the so-called “ Anti-Japanese 
People’s Front,” the attitude of these troops was a matter of 
concern to both the Chinese and Japanese authorities. Accord
ingly it was with no small relief that the news of a speedy 
settlement of the affair was received.

On the following day, however, at about 5 :oo o’clock in the 
afternoon approximately 100 Chinese soldiers, in violation of the 
terms of the truce, appeared with trench mortars 3 miles to the 
north of Lukouchiao and launched an attack upon the Japanese. 
At 7:00 o’clock another Chinese contingent of some 100 men 
marched into the village of Lungwangmiao frqi® a northwesterly 
direction and there opened fire upon the Japanese, who then 
launched a counter attack and drove the Chinese from the vil
lage. These clashes were ended by an agreement between the 
authorities of the two sides to suspend hostilities for the night.

The situation seemed quiet for the moment and some mem
bers of the Tokyo Government had even left the capital, when, 
on Saturday afternoon, July 10th, news poured into Tokyo 
concerning the northward movements of the armies of tke 
Chinese Central Government, the mobilization of air forces in all 
parts of China, and the proclamation of martial law in the Peiping 
area. The rapid worsening of the situation causing imminent 
danger to Japanese lives in North China became apparent.

DISQUIETING DEVELOPMENTS AND THE TOKYO 
GOVERMENT’S STATEMENT

In view of these disquieting developments members of the 
Cabinet speedily assembled late on July 10th and discussed the 
question of sending troops to North China in order to forestall

5
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any untoward event that might precipitate a general clash. 
At the same time, without abandoning the hope of effecting an 
early settlement, or at least of minimizing the affair, the Govern
ment on Sunday morning, July nth, sent instructions to the 
authorities on the spot to continue endeavors in this direction. 
On the basis of these instructions, negotiations were conducted 
with the Chinese ; an agreement was reached on July nth, and at 
4:00 o’clock in the afternoon the Chinese representatives, General 
Chang Tsu-chung, mayor of Tientsin, and General Ying Yung, 
chief of the Public Safety Bureau of Hopei, wrote to the Japa
nese representative, Colonel Matsui, agreeing to the following 
terms :

(i) Apology to be made by the representatives of the 29th Army 
and punishment of those directly responsible.

(2) Chinese troops to evacuate Lukouchiao and to be replaced by 
the Peace Preservation Corps for the purpose of keeping the Chinese 
troops sufficiently separated from the Japanese.

(3) Adequate measures to be taken for curbing the activities of the 
Blue Shirts and Communists.

It will be clearly seen that these terms were extremely easy 
to carry out, having no political or economic significance 
whatsoever, and that the intention of the unoffending side was 
to arrive at as rapid and simple a settlement as possible.

Meanwhile, in Tokyo the Japanese Government had been 
studying measures for coping with the situation. The deci
sion to send necessary forces to North China was reached 
in view of the alarming news which continued to arrive 
regarding the provocative actions of the 29th Army sol
diers, and the movements of Chinese troops not only in North 
China but also in South Hopei. The following statement was 
issued by the Japanese Government at 4:00 p.m. on that day :

The Japanese forces garrisoned in North China have always main
tained a calm and patient attitude toward successive anti-Japanese out
bursts in North China. On the night of July 7th an unfortunate clash 
occurred when the Japanese troops were wantonly fired upon by soldiers 
of the 29th Army, which had been co-operating with our forces in main
taining peace and order in that region. This led to such an atmosphere 
of tension in the Peiping and Tientsin districts as to cause deep anxiety 
for the safety of the lives and property of Japanese nationals. However, 
the earnest endeavors of the Japanese authorities to localize the affair
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and prevent further aggravation succeeded in bringing the 29th Army 
authorities to agree to a peaceful settlement.

On the night of July 10th, however, soldiers of the 29th Army, in 
violation of the agreement, suddenly fired upon Japanese troops, causing 
considerable casualties. The Chinese have since pushed warlike prepara
tions by increasing their forces on the front lines ; the troops stationed 
at Siyuan have advanced to the South, while troops of the Central 
Government have been moved forward. The Chinese have thus not 
only failed to evince any sincere desire for a peaceful solution, but have 
gone the length of flatly rejecting all of Japan’s offers for amicable 
settlement, thus leaving no room for doubt that the present inci
dent is the outcome of a well-organized agitation for warlike action 
against Japan.

There is no need of stressing the vital importance to Japan and 
Manchoukuo of the maintenance of peace and order in North China. 
What is most urgently needed for the peace of East Asia is that the 
Chinese not only apologize for their most recent lawless actions and mani
festations of antagonism to Japan, but give adequate guarantee against a 
recurrence of such outrages in the future. An important decision has 
been reached by the Japanese Government at today’s Cabinet meeting 
to take all necessary measures for dispatching military forces to North 
China.

But, desirous as ever of preserving the peace of East Asia, the Japa
nese Government has not abandoned its hope that negotiations may yet 
assure the non-aggravation of the situation, and that prappt reconsider
ation on the part of China may bring about an ami^aïie solution. The 
Japanese Government is, of course, prepared to givt full consideration 
to the safeguarding of the rights and interests of the Powers in China.

CONSIDERATIONS PROMPTING THE 
DISPATCH OF TROOPS

The announcement that troops were to be dispatched to 
North China was not intended to frighten China into submission, 
nor did it mean that Japan was embarking upon a war with her 
neighbor. The action taken by the Japanese Government was en
tirely in keeping with its avowed intention not to aggravate the 
situation ; it was calculated to forestall any conflict which would 
inevitably lead to hostilities on a major scale. In the face of 
repeated failures on the part of the Chinese to carry out their 
promises, and especially in the light of past experiences with 
excited, uncontrolled and uncontrollable Chinese soldiery, the 
task of protecting the lives and property of large numbers of 
Japanese nationals in the affected areas requires more numerical
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strength than the garrison troops now stationed there can afford. 
The Nanking incident of io years ago mentioned above is but 
one illustration of what defenseless foreigners may have to suffer 
at the hands of undisciplined Chinese troops. Memory of the 
189 houses looted, of the men, women and children tortured, 
defiled and killed when the Nationalist troops occupied Tsinan 
in 1927, is still fresh in the mind of the Japanese nation. The 
Japanese garrison troops in North China would be heavily out
numbered if they were attacked by the troops of the 29th Army, 
which is stationed in and around the Peiping and Tientsin dis
tricts. Should such eventualities occur, all hopes would be lost 
for an early and amicable settlement of the problem. More- f 
over, the fact should not be overlooked that the rank and file - 
of the 29th Army, which consists of the remnants of Feng 
Yu-hsiang’s once-famous “ National Armies,” have always been 
notoriously anti-Japanese, the more so of late since they have 
been tutored in the teachings of the Communists. It was thus 
more than doubtful whether they could be held in leash.

In fact, only a few hours after an agreement for a truce 
had been reached, a Japanese staff officer sent to treat with the 
Chinese troops at Lukouchiao was fired upon. Later, the Chi
nese troops stationed at Yamenkou advanced upon Lungwang- 
miao, the village that was to be evacuated. And during the 
night Chinese troops were violently firing at each other across 
the Yungting River, each group in the belief that the others 
were Japanese.

NANKING BLAMES JAPAN z

No sooner had the present incident arisen than the 
Nanking authorities embarked upon a vigorous campaign of pro
paganda, both at home and abroad, accusing Japan of impair
ing China’s sovereignty and conducting a war of conquest.

According to official Chinese information, it would appear 
that the Japanese troops were illegally stationed in North China, 
that their holding of maneuvers constituted an encroachment 
on Chinese territorial integrity and, moreover, that the Lukou
chiao affair had been engineered by Japanese military authorities 
who had ulterior motives such as, for instance, the occupation 
of that village to control the Peiping-Hankow Railway.

8

In support of this contention a story was circulated to the 
effect that it was the Japanese soldiers who fired at Chinese sen
tinels while the latter were looking for a missing comrade and 
that the Japanese tried to force their way into the village of 
Lukouchiao. This is a plausible falsehood that migh be taken 
for the truth by those who are unacquainted with the actual 
circumstances and the topography of the village in question. 
Let us establish the facts. In the first place, Lukouchiao, being 
always jealously guarded by Chinese, is a village which Japa
nese soldiers had been instructed not to enter. In the second 
place, in order to approach the village gate from the field of 
maneuvers it is necessary twice to cross the railway track on 
a high embankment. It is utterly inconceivable that any Japa
nese soldier, even if he became lost in the familiar tract of land, 
should have ever wandered over and across those steep railway 
tracks into the village against the strict warnings of his supe
riors, and unnecessarily court danger in the middle of the night.

Again, even assuming that the affair had been planned by the 
Japanese military, would they have chosen that particular method 
of relying upon a handful of men equipped with one ball-cart- 
ridge per head ?—or would they have chosen that^particular spot 
which is vastly advantageous to the Chinese oçadÊpying the hills 
on the western side?—or, in view of the large military 
movements which such a coup would involve, would they 
have chosen the particular night when the commander of 
the Tientsin garrison lay ill and was on the verge of death, 
and when the officer next in command was absent from his post, 
having departed on an inspection tour to Shanhaikwan ? Final
ly, if they had really wanted to hold the railway, would they 
have proposed the withdrawal of troops from Lukouchiao and 
promptly put their proposal into practice ? Would they in any 
case have provoked large scale operations when they were sur
rounded by 8,000 Chinese troops and when their own troops, 
consisting only of the garrisons distributed over the Peiping- 
Tientsin area, were at a disadvantage of more than 10 to 1 ?

A tentative answer to the above questions is furnished by 
the opinion of a neutral and experienced observer, the Peiping 
correspondent of The Times (London), whose report of July 
8 th appeared under the heading, “ Fighting near Pciping : Japa
nese and Chinese Clash,” on page 15 of the issue of July 9th.

9
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This was in part as follows :
The Chinese lay the blame for the situation on the widespread 

Japanese field exercises which have been proceeding during the last few 
days. The trouble seems to have started when Chinese troops mistook 
a sham attack on Marco Polo Bridge near Wanping for a real one.

GENERAL SUNG CHE-YUAN RETURNS TO TIENTSIN

On July 13 th General Sung Che-yuan, chairman of the 
Hopei-Chahar Political Council, returned to Tientsin from the 
country resort where he had been staying, and took up the nego
tiations on the spot with Lieutenant-General Katsuki, newly-ap
pointed commander of the Tientsin garrison in place of 
General Tashiro, who had been confined to bed, owing to serious 
illness, for over a month.

However, the prevailing état d'esprit of the 29th Army was 
still a cause of anxiety ; minor clashes were occurring as frequently 
as before, although the Japanese authorities were exercising the 
greatest patience, instructing their men not to retaliate for the 
wrongs done by Chinese soldiers save in unavoidable cases.

Despite the Chinese promise to lift martial law, release the 
Japanese held in detention, and restore communications be
tween Peiping and Tientsin, the city of Peiping on the morning 
of July 13th was plastered with anti-Japanese posters and seethed 
with demonstrations against Japan. On the same day, 4 
Japanese motor lorries were fired upon near Yungtingmen; 
the next day 1 soldier of a cavalry unit was shot to death 
while passing south of Nanyuan ; on the 16th a detachment on 
its way to Tungchow was fired upon by a band of Chinese police, 
who had to be disarmed ; on the 19th the Chinese fired on 
the guards at Lukouchiao, severely wounding the commanding 
officer, Captain Yamazaki.

In the meanwhile, anti-Japanese movements were spreading 
rapidly in other parts of China. New anti-Japanese organiza
tions were being formed in the city of Nanking, such as the 
“ Fight-Enemy-Fight-Japan Society ; ” and at Canton the 
authorities issued a circular telegram pressing the Central Go
vernment to dispatch more troops to North China.

NANKING REFUSES TO RECOGNIZE ANY LOCAL
SETTIEMENT

On July 12th Mr. S. Hidaka, counsellor of the Japanese Em-
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bassy at Nanking, seeing that matters were on a fair way to a 
settlement in North China, visited the Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
Mr. Wang Ching-hui, and urged that the Nanking Government 
not obstruct the execution of the settlement. He reiterated 
this advice 2 days later to another Chinese official, but Nanking 
refused to listen, declaring that it would not recognize any local 
arrangement and issued orders for the mobilization of more 
troops. Gravely concerned over the growing tension caused by 
this attitude, which only served to delay the execution of the 
agreement and might lead to serious consequences on the spot, 
the Japanese Government decided formally to approach the 
Nanking authorities.

Late in the night of July 17th Mr. Hidaka again called on 
the Chinese Foreign Minister and handed him a memorandum 
in which the Japanese Government urged the Nanking 
Government not to interfere with the execution of the agreement 
arrived at on the spot and to suspend immediately all military 
movements against Japan. The Chinese Foreign Minister told 
Mr. Hidaka that he would be able to reply by Monday, July 19th.

The next day, July 18th, at 1:00 p.m. in pursuance of the agre
ed terms, General Sung Che-yuan expressed to General Katsuki 
his regrets concerning the Lukouchiao incident The first step 
seemed thus to have been taken toward Settlement of the 
affair.

However, the attitude of the officers and men of the 37th 
Division remained still uncertain. It would doubtless be in
fluenced to a great extent by whether or not Nanking would 
encourage them to resist a settlement.

CHIANG KAI-SHEK DEFINES CHINA’S 4 POINTS

Meanwhile, on the same day General Chiang Kai-shek 
made a lengthy statement to educational and technical leaders 
of China then gathered at Kuling, setting forth “ the minimum 
conditions acceptable to China for the settlement of the North 
China crisis.”

The conditions were (1) that any kind of settlement must 
not infringe upon the territorial and sovereign rights of China ; 
(2) that the status of the Hopei-Chahar Political Council is fixed 
by the Central Government of China and there must not be
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any alterations made ; (3) that the Central Government will 
not agree to the removal of those local officials it has appointed, 
such as the Chairman of the Hopei-Chahar Political Council; 
and (4) that the Central Government will not allow any restric
tions to be placed upon the disposition of the 29th Army.

“ All that,” the American owned Japan Advertiser 
commented editorially, “ is rhetoric and as far from the reality 
of the present situation as the Lytton Report’s recommendations 
were from the reality of the Manchurian situation.”

NANKING’S REPLY EVADES THE ISSUE

Thus it was with considerable anxiety that the Chinese reply 
was awaited in Tokyo.

At 2:30 p.m., July 19th, Mr. Tung Tao-ning, chief of the first 
section of the Asiatic Bureau, by order of the Foreign Minister of 
the Nanking Government, called on Mr. Hidaka at the latter’s 
office and handed him an aide mémoire after reading it aloud.

In this document it was declared that the movements of 
Chinese troops were a measure of defense and the following 
was submitted :

5
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(i) The two Governments to agree upon a date for both sides 
simultaneously to stop the movements of their troops and also to recall 
their armed forces to their original stations.

(2) They should enter into diplomatic negotiations with a view to 
reaching an immediate settlement.

(3) The authorization of the Central Government is necessary for 
any agreement to be made on the spot concerning any question, even of 
a local character.

(4) The Chinese Government is willing to accept any means of 
settlement recognized by international law or treaties, such as direct ne
gotiations, good offices, mediation or arbitration.

Mr. Hidaka, after asking a few questions concerning the 
memorandum and expressing his disappointment at its contents, 
told Mr. Tung that he would accept it as a reply from Foreign 
Minister Wang ; but that, if it was not, he would expect to 
hear again from Mr. Wang within the day.

In official circles in Tokyo, the Chinese memorandum 
brought forth the comments, published in the morning papers 
of July 20th, that Nanking’s memorandum evaded both points 
put forward in the Japanese memorandum of July 17th.

The direct cause of the affair, it was recalled, was the firing 
on Japanese troops during their night maneuvers by Chinese 
forces of the 37th Division from Lukouchiw aud Lungwang- 
miao. For Japan to agree to simultanées^withdrawal, which 
would imply partial responsibility of the Japanese, was out of 
the question, particularly in view of the fact that, although Japan 
had taken immediate steps in order to obtain a speedy settlement, 
the agreements subsequently arrived at for the suspension of hosti
lities and withdrawal of troops were broken by the Chinese, 
including even the written understanding made by their repre
sentatives on July nth. In fact it had not been possible for 
these reasons seriously to entertain a similar proposal sub
mitted by Nanking on July 12th.

As to the contention that the Chinese troops movements 
were defensive measures, it was pointed out that this was absurd : 
the Japanese decision to send troops to North China was in it
self caused by the heavy concentration in, and transportation 
to, North China of Central Government troops, beginning on 
July 9th. There were in the Peiping-Tientsin region over 
80,000 men of the 29th Army : more than 25 divisions were 
massed along the railway lines leading to these cities and were

13
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being shifted to the North, some troops being barely one hour’s 
distance from Peiping. Meanwhile, Japan was manifesting 
great restraint, even in face of the peril threatening her natio
nals and her relatively small garrison in North China. The 
Japanese reinforcements were as yet standing by, since only 
small contingents had been sent to China from Manchuria, but 
none as yet from Japan.

Furthermore, it was pointed out that the Nanking Govern
ment had recognized the establishment of the Hopei-Chahar Po
litical Council, a unique régime wielding wide powers, and had 
not interfered heretofore when it entered into local agreements on 
its own responsibility. There was no reason for claiming at the 
present moment that all local agreements must have Nanking’s 
sanction which thus meant nothing but obstruction of a speedy 
settlement.

The attitude of the Nanking Government as revealed 
by its reply was extremely disappointing to the Japanese Govern
ment which had endeavored to enlist Nanking’s co-operation to
ward bringing about an amicable settlement at an early date.

Already there had been deliberate delay in sending a large 
force over the sea (as strategical considerations would have 
demanded), because it was hoped that such measures would not 
prove absolutely necessary.

A further delay now would be procrastination and be 
fraught with increasing danger both to Japanese citizens and to 
Japanese troops.

Accordingly on July 19th, at 10:00 p.m., the headquarters 
of the Japanese garrison at Tientsin announced that they would 
be compelled to take the action which they deemed appropriate 
in coping with the situation on and after July 20th, unless the 
Chinese immediately ceased their provocative actions.
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THE SECOND PHASE : CHINA PRECIPITATES 
THE CRISIS

NEW PROMISES MADE BY CHINESE GARRISON

The warning issued the previous day by the Tientsin gar
rison was apparently unheeded, for at 2 : oo p.m., July 20th, the 
Chinese troops at Lukouchiao again opened fire and the Chinese 
machine gun unit at Papaoshan began advancing on the Japanese 
position. The Japanese, acting on the declaration issued on 
the 19th, retorted with field and machine guns and eventually 
silenced the Chinese.

Upon representations made by the Japanese commander, 
General Sung Che-yuan renewed the pledge that he would 
cause the 37th Division under General Feng Chi-an stationed 
at Yamenkou and Papaoshan to be withdrawn toward the rear by 
the noon of the 21st and replaced by the Peace Preservation Corps 
under General Shih Yu-san. He further n^e it known that 
he would on his own responsibility see t(ÿ jFthat the incident 
was localized and the Japanese residents duly protected. The 
Japanese commander resolved to abstain from positive actions 
and wait to see if he (General Sung) would live up to his word.

On the other hand the Nanking Government, which ap
parently places great faith in its aerial force, had assembled nearly 
350 planes at Loyang and Hsuchou, and a portion of this force 
was starting joint operations with the Chinese troops in Hopei. 
A squad of 30 planes forming part of their reserve aerial force 
was also ordered to stand by.

Preparations were being pushed forward on July 21st. At 
11 : 00 a.m. Chiang Kai-shek summoned the Army leaders to his 
residence in the Military School and discussed ways and 
means to provide against the possibility of an all-round encount
er with Japan, the distribution of personnel connected with 
the direction of troops in Middle, South and North China, and 
General Staff affairs.

As to the disposition of the Chinese troops in the field of
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immediate concern to the Japanese, the 29th Army near Yamen- ' 
kou had evacuated their quarters but not those at and near Lukou- 
chiao, thus defaulting on their agreement. As a result of further 
parley, General Sung promised to evacaute his troops by 8:00 p. 
m., and on July 22nd the troops under Genreal Feng Chi-an 
stationed within the walls of Peiping began to withdraw in the 
direction of Paoting.

However, a minor event again set back the favorable trend 
of affairs on July 23rd, when at Chiang Kai-shek’s command 
General Hsiung Pin, assistant chief of the Chinese General 
Staff, arrived by plane at Paoting from Nanking, then made his 
way to Peiping which he reached toward dusk. This was duly 9 
known to the Chinese troops, who interpreted the arrival of such 
an important messenger as an encouragement to resist. Contrary 
to General Sung’s agreement, the main body of the 37th Division 
was still staying at Siyuan ; so the Peace Preservation Corps 
under General Shih Yu-san built military positions at Papaoshan 
on July 24th. The Chinese forces at Peiping were still showing no 
sign of evacuating and would not move even a single train on 
the pretext that there was not sufficient rolling stock, while the 
27th Regiment under Chao Teng-chang attached to the 132nd 
Division entered Peiping in flagrant violation of their agreement.

The Japanese authorities had placed full faith in Generals 
Sung Che-yuan and Chang Tsu-chung to do their utmost in 
striving to settle the matter peacefully and locally. On July 
25 th, in reply to a question asked by Japanese newspapermen, 
Commander Katsuki of the Tientsin garrison even went so far as 
to tell them confidentially that he believed there would be no 
necessity for his troops to fight the 29th Army.

However, two incidents occurred which dashed these hopes 
to the ground.

The Japanese military telephone line between Peiping and 
Tientsin had been repeatedly cut by the Chinese from about July 
19th. On July 25 th it was found that the line had been severed 
again near Langfang, a small railway station midway between 
the two cities.

A Japanese unit was sent to make the necessary repairs with 
the understanding of General Chang Tsu-chung, commander 
of the 38th Division.

At 4: 20 p.m. a detachment of engineers, under the protec
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tion of a company of soldiers, arrived at Langfang, where they 
found the railway station occupied by a detachment of soldiers 
belonging to the 3 8th Division. After some parleying, the Japa
nese secured the latter’s consent to enter the station. They 
were further delayed by difficulty in obtaining lodgings for the 
night from the Public Safety Bureau. However, the work was 
finally completed and around 11:00 p.m., with their rifles stacked, 
the men were taking supper within the station compound. 
The Langfang station presented a scene of perfect peace. There 
were absolutely no indications that within a few minutes it 
would be converted into a scene of fierce battle between the Chi
nese and Japanese forces.

At 11:10 the Chinese launched their attack against the Japan
ese. Rifles, hand grenades, and machine guns were brought into 
play. The Japanese, taken by surprise, at once picked up their 
arms and fired back in the darkness.

Neary a full regiment of Tsui Chen-hui’s infantry was 
garrisoned at a point north of Langfang, and these troops, 
upon hearing the sound of the firing, entered the fray 
with trench mortars. The Japanese, outnumbered by the Chi
nese, asked for reinforcements. These could not be rushed up 
soon enough to rescue the besieged men. So on next morning 
at 7:00 o’clock a number of planes flew to the wene and bombed 
the Chinese barracks, thus saving the Japanese from annihilation. 
The Chinese troops were finally driven away in the direction of 
Huangtsun, but the pursuit was not pushed further.

GENERAL KATSUKI DELIVERS A STRONG NOTE

This affray showed that it was impossible to rely on the 
pledges made by the Chinese, whose troops and officers were 
getting out of hand, and the hesitation of their leaders had to be 
overcome. So General Katsuki decided to send a formal note, 
a virtual ultimatum, to General Sung, embodying the points 
already accepted. This note was delivered at 3:30 p. m. by Col. 
T. Matsui at Peiping. General Katsuki pointed out that the 
fresh outbreak at Langfang had been started by lawless Chinese 
firing on the Japanese unit sent there to protect communications. 
Voicing regret at the occurrence of another armed clash, he 
blamed it .entirely on the failure of the 29th Army to carry out
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the terms of the agreement concluded with the Japanese authori
ties and also on that army’s maintenance of a provocative attitude.

If the 29th Army authorities still intend to prevent aggra
vation of the situation, he demanded that they demonstrate it 
by promptly effecting complete evacaution of the entire Peiping 
area by die 37th Division.

The note specified that the troops of the 37th Division near 
Lukouchiao and Papaoshan be withdrawn “ by noon tomorrow ” 
to Changsintien, south of Lukouchiao, on the Peiping-Hankow 
Railway ; that all troops of the same division immediately leave 
the walled city of Peiping, and that these troops, together with 
those of the 37th Division stationed at Siyuan, a short distance 
northwest of Peiping, be moved from the area north of the 
Peiping-Hankow Railway to the west bank of the Yungting 
River by Wednesday noon, July 28th.

Specifying further that all these troops must be withdrawn 
promptly to the Paoting area, 90 miles south of Peiping on the 
Peiping-Hankow Railway, General Katsuki sternly warned that, 
should the Chinese fail to carry out the demand, the Japa
nese Army would be “ compelled to conclude that the 29th Army’s 
authorities lack sincerity and to take any action it may deem ap
propriate.” In that event the 29th Army must take full res
ponsibility for anything that might happen.

In the wake of the Langfang affair, another proof of Chinese 
animosity and treachery occurred a few hours later, at 6:00 o’clock 
in the afternoon. In view of the disquieting situation in Peiping, 
it had been decided that a detachment of the forces stationed at 
Fengtai should be sent to Peiping, with the object of providing 
better protection for the Japanese residents. An understanding had 
already been reached with the Chinese garrison concerning the 
matter and these soldiers, riding in a number of trucks, arrived 
at 4:00 p. m. at Kuanganmen, one of the wall gates of Peiping, on 
their way to the Japanese barracks. The Chinese soldiers on 
guard there, however, would not unlock the gates. At 6:00 o’clock, 
parleying was still in progress. Lt.-Col. Sakurai, adviser to the 
29th Army, came to the spot, accompanied by newspapermen. 
At 7:35 p. m. the gates were partially opened and the Japanese 
began to enter the city.

Some explanation about town gates in China must be given 
to make the subsequent events clear. The town wall in China,
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as a rule, is a double wall 
where a passage is provided, 
and there are an outer and 
an inner gates, as shown in 
the accompanying sketch. 
To enter the town, both 
gates must be negotiated. __
They may be in line or 
at right angles to each — - • 
other.

As the file of trucks

WALL j

OUTER g GATE

COURT

[ WALL

INNER pj GATE

lumbered through the heavy Q
gates, resentful Chinese
soldiers watched from atop the walls and elsewhere. Five, 
ten, twenty trucks had rumbled by, when suddenly the inner 
portals were swung to. The first of the trapped trucks had 
not even stopped before a hail of bullets was directed on it. 
The men on the following trucks jumped from the vehicles, 
as the outer gate shut behind them. Machine guns spat 
death, hand grenades exploded. The soldiers on the trucks 
stranded outside the city and those who had already gone through, 
hesitated, bewildered, then spread to cover and begra returning 
the fire which rained from the walls. The trapped®en made a 
desperate effort to escape, forced open a gate and rejoined their 
comrades, leaving 3 dead behind them. Under the cover of 
darkness two newspapermen and a newsreel man were carried 
to safety, seriously wounded.

JAPAN DECIDES TO ORDER OUT REINFORCEMENTS

The frequent occurrence of treacherous action such as that 
just cited—so indicative of the aggressive attitude of the Chinese— 
was not only disquieting to the Japanese at the front but also 
showed the danger to public opinion in Japan. The Govern
ment, keenly alive to the situation as one calling for defensive 
action to an increasing extent, held a Cabinet meeting at 1:30 
p. m. on the 27th and as a result presented for Imperial sanction 
an order mobilizing reinforcements to be sent to China. It 
issued the same day, through the Chief Secretary, an important 
declaration stating its position.
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Voicing Japan’s grave concern over the maintenance of 
peace and order in North China, the statement pointed out that 
the consistent policy of anti-Japanism pursued by the Chinese 
side had repeatedly menaced peace in North China.

It went on to say that in accordance with its policy not to 
aggravate the North China situation and to seek a local settlement 
of the affair for the sake of peace in East Asia, Japan had been 
making every effort to dispose of the situation peacefully.

Japan had submitted very lenient demands to the authorities 
of the Hopei-Chahar Political Council and, though they had 
recognized them at the time, they had failed to show good faith 
in carrying out the conditions. On the other hand the Japanese 
Government had called the attention of the Nanking Government 
on July 17th to the necessity of immediately suspending provoca
tive speech and actions and of not obstructing the efforts fora 
local settlement of the issue. Disregarding the actual conditions, 
the Nanking Government did not comply with the Japanese 
Government’s contentions. Continues the statement :

On the contrary, the Nanking Government strengthened its 
preparations for war, thus increasing unrest. While Japan was making 
efforts towards a peaceful solution of the situation with patience and 
self-restraint, the Chinese side perpetrated acts which can only render 
these efforts meaningless. The Chinese troops illegally fired on the 
Japanese at Langfang on July 26th and on the same evening the Chinese 
side committed unwarranted violence at Kuanganmen.

These two cases constitute armed obstruction on the part of the 
Chinese troops of the original duties of the Japanese North China garri
son which are to safeguard the communication lines between Peiping 
and Tientsin and to protect Japanese nationals resident in the area.

Thus the Japanese Army has been forced to take defensive actions 
necessary for the execution of its duties and also for the securing of the 
carrying out of the terms of the agreement concluded between Japan 
and the Hopei-Chahar Political Council. The aim of the Japanese 
Government is to eradicate the fundamental causes for the outbreak of 
untoward incidents like the present one. Japan does not entertain 
enmity toward the Chinese people. Neither has Japan any territorial 
designs. It goes without saying that Japan will make every effort to 
protect the vested rights and interests of die foreign Powers in China.

Although the situation has come to such a pass, Japan, whose 
mission is to secure peace in East Asia, desires that the Chinese side will 
reflect on its stand by minimizing the situation to the smallest possible 
extent and by co-operating toward immediate and amicable settlement 
of the incident.

NANKING BELATEDLY APPROVES THE LOCAL 
TERMS OF SETTLEMENT

However, in Nanking the Foreign Ministry issued on the 
night of the 27th, at 10: 30 o’clock, a statement which de- 
c ared in part that the Japanese had worked out with the Chinese 
local authorities an emergency form of settlement to which the 
Central Government, finding it not so divergent from its establi
shed policy, had been generous enough to take no exception. 
Unfortunately this last minute approval of the local settlement 
which Nanking had up to then obstructed, came too late. 
The Chinese Government’s previous attitude had already borne 
its fruit. Had the Chinese Government been willing from the 
outset to consider reaching an agreement on the spot, as the 
Japanese authorities had striven to do, the whole affair would 
have been localized and, as such, would have blown over 
without engendering today’s crisis.

But the commander on the spot, responsible for the safety 
of 18,coo Japanese civilians, faced a most serious situation which 
Nanking’s belated words could not alleviate. The restlessness 
of the 37th Division had spread to General Chang Tsu-jung’s 
forces, the 28th Division. Not only were the Chinese troops 
not preparing to execute the promised withd^Shd, but on tne 
contrary some were strengthening their positions and preparing 
to attack. The situation was becoming more and more serious. 
It demanded swift and drastic action. Only the forcible evic
tion of the 29th Army could now solve matters. During the 
night of July 27th to 28th General Katsuki informed General 
Feng and the Mayor of Peiping of his decision. At 5 a. m., 
July 28th, the Japanese troops began their march toward the 
Chinese lines.

General Katsuki, in a statement published at that time, 
declared that what had brought about the crisis was the serious 
and unpardonable breach of faith committed by China in rushing 
northward a formidable number of Central Army troops in out
right violation of the Ho-Umezu Agreement and in steadily 
preparing for action against the Japanese.

In consequence peace and order in North China had now 
been completely disrupted and the lives and property of the 
Japanese residents were exposed to imminent danger. The 
maintenance of peace and order in North China was a matter of
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serious concern to both Japan and Manchoukuo, but every means 
for a peaceful settlement of the present complications had now 
been exhausted.

He stressed the fact that the punitive action to be under* 
taken was aimed solely at those Chinese forces which had been 
persistently challenging the Japanese troops and that it was in no 
way directed towards the 100 million Chinese population in 
North China. The speedy restoration of peace and order in 
North China was desired in the hope of promoting the welfare 
of the people in this part of China. He also made it clear that the 
Japanese troops had no intention of using force inside the walled 
city of Peiping unless the Chinese troops remaining there should 
try to challenge them. And he promised, recognizing the rights 
and interests of foreign nationals in China, to try his best to accord 
adequate protection to their lives and property. He also took 
this opportunity to affirm that the Japanese Army entertained 
absolutely no territorial designs on North China.

Despite a prevailing heavy rain and storm, the Japanese 
air force was called out and early that same morning the Chinese 
barracks at Siyuan were bombed. The land forces went on dis
posing of the Chinese troops at Shanhsuchen, Chinghochen, 
Nanyuan, Matsun, Yamenkou, Papaoshan, and Lukouchiao so 
that by 4:00 p.m. in the afternoon of the 29th all of the Chin
ese troops had been expelled from Peiping.

The position of General Sung Che-yuan, commander of 
the 29th Army, and General Chin Teh-chun, mayor of the 
city of Peiping, had become so untenable that with General Feng 
Chi-an, commander of the 37th Division, they secretly fled to 
Paoting on July 28th.

Pursuing their mopping up operations, the main Japanese 
force occupied a strategic point to the south of Peiping, near 
Changsintien, on the 30th ; to the north the Suzuki unit suc
cessfully disarmed the Chinese forces at Peiyuan.
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the Peiho. On its left bank, from east to west, lie the ex
German Concession, taken over by the Chinese and called the 
First Special District ; the British Concession ; the French Conces
sion, which commands the International Bridge, sole way of 
crossing from the Concessions’ quarter to the other part of 
the city ; then the Japanese Concession and the native city. 
From this part another bridge crosses the river. On the right 
bank, facing the British and French Concessions are the ex-Bel- 
gian and Russian Concessions (Third and Second Special Dis
tricts), and facing the Japanese Concession is the Italian Conces
sion, bordered by the ex-Austrian Concession. Beyond runs the 
railway line. The principal station, the East Station, lies straight 
ahead of the International Bridge.
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THE 29TH ARMY ATTACKS TIENTSIN

But whilst the Japanese forces were busy near the ancient 
capital, new and alarming developments had cropped up 
Tientsin. This densely populated city, an international 
center of business, is built on the banks of the White River,

In the Notes exchanged between China and Japan in 1902 
with regard to the retrocession of Tientsin, it is set forth that 
the Chinese Government shall not move or station its troops 
within 20 Chinese miles of the foreign garrisons stationed in 
Tientsin, but of this treaty obligation the Chinese troops were 
taking no heed.

At 2:00 o’clock in the morning of July 29th, soldiers of the 
29th Army with the aid of the Chinese Peace Preservation Corps 
launched a surprise attack on four important points, the Japanese 
barracks, the Concession, the East Station, and the Japanese 
field. In the dark from the north and the west Chinese soldiers 
silently crept toward the Concession. Another force advanced
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from the south along the road leading to the Japanese barracks. 
In these remained only a single company of artillery. In the 
concession another company of infantry was on duty. The 
Chinese had approached to within 30 yards of the artillery depot 
when the sentries discovered them. The alarm was raised ; guns 
were hurriedly trained on the advancing mass, and shrapnel was 
fired point blank. At the concession gate a handful of police
men held the enemy at bay. At the aerodrome the fire of the 
sentries checked the surging waves of Chinese soldiers. But 
they soon surrounded the field, cutting it off from the city. 
And at the East Station a small group of Japanese soldiers, 
surprised by the attack, fell back but soon regained control. 
They too, however, were cut off from the city, but desperately 
clung to their positions.

PLANES TO THE RESCUE

At the same time spear-head thrusts were being made at 
Langfang and other points of the Peiping-Tientsin Railway in 
order to sever the Japanese communication lines.

Trench mortars and small artillery had come into action and 
shells began to fall in the foreign concessions. Japanese rein
forcements were hurriedly summoned and by severe hand-to-hand 
fighting the Chinese were kept at bay. From the surrounded 
flying-field planes happily could leave and land ; they recon
noitered, dropping reports of the situation. Fresh Chinese 
troops were seen assembling at their rallying places in the Chinese 
city, the municipal office, the Peace Preservation Corps Head
quarters, and the Nankai University buildings. The pressure 
was becoming unbearable.

So at 2:30 p.m. planes were ordered out to bomb the Chinese 
headquarters. By this time the civilian population in the fight
ing area had fled and the danger of causing civilian casualties 
was small. The Japanese planes picked their objectives and did 
an efficient job on the big buildings, but spared the small 
civilian houses.

By 7:00 p.m. the peril had been practically warded off. But 
under the cover of night the Chinese reassembled. On the morn
ing of July 30th Japanese planes were again sent out. Hampered 
by the impossibility of sending troops through the foreign con
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cessions and thus using the International Bridge which springs 
from the French Concession, the Japanese built a pontoon bridge 
across the river.

At noon the Japanese had the situation in hand, but mean
while were slowly sustaining heavy losses while driving the 
Chinese away from the city. Tientsin had escaped the horrors of 
a fate which even then was befalling a nearby city, Tungchow.

THE TUNGCHOW MASSACRE

The walled city of Tungchow is situated 6 miles east of 
Peiping on the limit of the demilitalized zone established by the 
Tangku agreement in 1932. It is the principal city of that area 
and the seat of the East Hopei Administration. In accordance 
with the provisions of the Tankgu truce agreement no regular 
Chinese troops were to be stationed in East Hopei, and Yin 
Ju-keng, head of the Administration, had organized a Peace 
Preservation Corps, a sort of military police armed with rifles 
and light machine guns.

In the beginning lawless elements had overrun the country 
and Japanese troops had been actively co-operating with the Peace 
Preservation Corps to reestablish order, but o^fete things had 
quietened down. In Tungchow itself a JapaSfce garrison had 
been stationed. In the city were garrisoned 1,000 Peace Preser
vation troops. The Japanese and Korean population at the end 
of June amounted to 151 Japanese and 187 Koreans, and during 
the disturbances about 50 refugees came from Peiping. Army 
troops of the 29th independent brigade of the 29th Army had 
been allowed to stay in the outskirts of the city.

As the situation in North China became serious and the 
troops of the Japanese garrison were sent out to the Peiping area, 
agitation began to spread among the Chinese soldiers, who at
tempted to gain the aid of the Peace Preservation troops ; and 
as matters became worse, officers from the headquarters of the 
37th Division secretly came to Tungchow to incite them to join 
in a widespread movement against the Japanese. The attitude 
of the regulars became more and more bellicose, and on the 27th 
they were disarmed with the help of the Peace Preservation Corps. 
Quiet apparently returned.

But suddenly at about 3:00 a.m., July 29th, just at the time the
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Chinese were attacking the Japanese Concession in Tientsin and 
trying to sever the Peiping-Tientsin Railway line, 2,000 men of 
the 29th Army who had covertly gathered around Tungchow, 
helped by a part of the Peace Preservation Corps, launched a 
surprise assault on the principal Japanese buildings of Tungchow, 
the Japanese garrison, the Japanese Army’s special service mission 
and the Kinsuiro, a Japanese managed hotel. In this attack they 
were joined by some 1,000 men of the Peace Preservation Corps, 
whom they had successfully instigated to join the raid. All the 
attacks were obviously premeditated and carried out in accordance 
with carefully laid plans.

Those who attacked the garrison killed a sentinel before he 
had time to sound an alarm, but the Japanese troops, then only 
120 strong, promptly took up their positions to defend the bar
racks as soon as they realized an attack was being made. The 
Chinese fired intensively from the southern side of the barracks. 
The Japanese returned the fire and held out until dawn, when the 
Chinese opened fire with machine guns and trench mortars from 
the top of the town wall.

Fire broke out in the barracks when tins of gasoline and 
cases of munitions loaded on 15 trucks ready to leave for Peiping 
were hit during the bombardment. The munitions cases began 
to explode one by one, and no Chinese dared to approach the 
barracks as the splinters of the cases flew in all directions with 
terrific force.

As soon as news of the attack reached Peiping, orders were 
sent for the rescue of the besieged. But the Japanese troops 
were rounding up the remnants of the 37th Division near Peiping, 
while others were hurrying towards Tientsin.

About 2:00 o’clock Friday afternoon, July 30th, a Japanese 
warplane arrived to help the Japanese. The Chineseattack sub
sequently lessened in intensity, but the fire at the barracks could 
not be brought under control. On July 31st, despite rain, 
Japanese planes flew over the scene and bombed the Chinese, 
who abandoned the seige and retreated to the north.

It was not until 4:20 p.m. of the same day that a unit 
from the Kawabé detachment, which had been fighting to the 
south of Peiping, could arrive on the spot. It immediately took 
possession of five gates in the wall and then quickly mopped up 
the Chinese soldiers. Calm again prevailed.

When the Japanese troops arrived, they found that all Japa
nese homes not only had been ransacked, but also their occupants 
tortured and killed. And while they were masters of the city, 
the Chinese troops had also thoroughly looted the Chinese houses, 
restaurants, etc.

The massacre of the Japanese by the Chinese troops seems to 
have been prepared carefully, and all available evidence tends 
to indicate that they had ascertained beforehand the homes of 
Japanese residents. As soon as the attack started, small groups 
of soldiers broke into every Japanese residence, butchering the 
occupants with rifles and swords and making a thorough search, 
even tearing up the floors and ceilings.

Panic-stricken children were seized and brutally killed by 
having their heads twisted off or being beaten or hurled to the 
ground. All the women who met death were shot while offering 
desperate resistance, and their bodies were mutilated and mangled 
with swords.

An official report states that the maid servants of the Kinsuiro 
were strung together by wire pierced through their noses or throats 
and taken to be shot ; and after being subjected to unspeakable 
outrages, their bodies were thrown into a lotus pond near the 
East Gate.

It was ascertained on August 4th that 77 Japanese and 58 
Koreans, who had fled to the Japanese barracks, were safe. 
One hundred and fifty bodies had been recovered by that date. 
Later a few survivors, who had been given refuge by Chinese 
friends or servants, were discovered. The toll of civilian men, 
women and children tortured and killed exceeded 200.
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THE PROBLEM OF NORTH CHINA

WHAT FRUSTRATED A SPEEDY SETTLEMENT

Having followed the sequence of events in North China, 
it may be well to consider the causes of the present situation and 
see what hope can be held for the future.

As to the initial incident, the Lukouchiao affair, it has been , 
established that the firing, whether accidental or not, began on 
the Chinese side. Both die Manchester Guardian and the Jour
nal de Genève, in their leading articles of July 19th and July 
29th respectively, accept this fact as true.

Why then has the situation become aggravated to the point 
it has reached today in spite of Japan’s earnest efforts to localize 
the incident and speedily attain a peaceful settlement ? Both in 
Tokyo and on the spot moderation and restraint were exercised 
to the utmost. Troop embarkment was delayed to the limit ; 
the most lenient terms of settlement were preferred in order to ob
tain a speedy solution ; and orders were given to the troops 
not to retaliate against provocation nor return fire, in order to 
avoid causing new incidents during the withdrawal of the 
Chinese troops to their agreed positions. In spite of this, new 
clashes occurred, warlike operations spread, Japanese men, 
women and children were massacred, and Chinese and Japanese 
forces began preparations for a major struggle. Why ?

Concerning the recurrence of clashes, it is to be deplored V 
that the leaders of the 29th Army lacked the authority to assure 
that their men observed the terms of the agreement made with 
the Japanese. It is not certain whether this was due to the ab
sence of discipline on the part of the Chinese troops or to the 
fact that the ranks deliberately ignored orders from their super
iors. But since the Chinese soldiers are very apt to turn ag- «
gressive in the presence of a force numerically inferior, it is as likely 
as not that the ranks were responsible for the recent occurrence. f
As an example, it may be mentioned that when a Japanese in- f
fantry force was passing through the neighborhood of Matsun t
to the south of Peiping on the 23rd, and again, when a Japanese i 

cavalry force was proceeding through Tuanho village on the 
following day, they were attacked by Chinese soldiers and suffered 
losses of some men. In each of these instances the attack was 
made on the small force guarding the rear after the passage of 
the main body, damage incurred by the Japanese being con
siderable each time. The occurrences at Langfang and Kuan- 
ganmen were of the same complexion.

The constant anti-Japanese agitation to which the Chinese 
troops were subjected may also be given as a reason for such an 
aggressive attitude. It is said that even in peace times the 
Chinese soldiers at drill keep step to the words, “ Ta-tao Jih- 
pen,” or “ Down with Japan,” instead of one, two, three, 
four. Can it be wondered that the soldiers, trained in such a 
fashion, should assume aggressive attitude upon the slightest 
pretext ?

HEAVY TROOP MOVEMENTS RASHLY ORDERED 
BY NANKING

Secondly, the attitude taken by the Nanking Government 
must also be said to have considerably embarrassed the position 
of the leaders of the 29th Army. When the Lukouchiao affair 
occurred, the Nanking Government telegraph^ the 29th Army, 
advising it to take any, and if necessary forcible measures 
against the Japanese. Immediately after the outbreak of the 
trouble the Nanking Government and Army leaders met in con
ference to discuss the situation. Was the incident premediated 
by Japan ? Should Japan be fought ? Either misdirected by re
ports from the Chinese sources on the spot or prompted by some 
ulterior motives, the conclusion was reached that Japan had 
planned the whole affair. Steps should be taken to meet this 
situation. It is reported that General Ho Ying-chin, Chief of 
Staff and General Cheng Chien, vice-Chief of Staff, soldiers of 
approved experience and knowledge, definitely recommended 
Chiang Kai-shek to take a course of moderation as the only way 
of averting the risk of jeopardizing the whole organization of the 
Chinese Army. Chiang Kai-shek was disposed to temporize as 
he shared the views of his two chief military advisers. Yet 
his repeated pledge to fight a foe on Chinese soil had to be 
fulfilled. The Blue Shirts and the Communists won the day.
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So the Central Government, as early as July 9th, issued an 
order for the northward movement of 4 army divisions under 
its command. The air force was mobilized and ordered to 
stand by. Prompt action, however, to be valued from the 
strategic point of view, may precipitate conflict, or at least 
aggravate a situation when it is unwarranted. It is hardly 
understandable that so great an aggregation of armed men 
should be moved immediately after a minor clash. It means 
either provocation or hasty judgment.

It will be remembered that meanwhile in Japan a Cabinet 
meeting had been, as mentioned above, hurriedly called on July 
nth when the report of the Chinese troop and air force move
ments had been known and the decision had been made to take 
all necessary measures for dispatching military forces to North 
China. Actual mobilization was, however, deferred several days, 
because the attempts at a local settlement might prove successful 
and thus the actual dispatch of troops become unnecessary.

These data, although they may appear immaterial to a 
cursory observer, are in reality very important for a knowledge of 
the real facts.

Since then, movements had steadily continued. Cent
ral Army troops had been approaching North China along the 
Peiping-Hankow Railway and on July 22nd entered Hopei 
Province. The strength of the army in Hopei was estimated to 
be about 70,000 on July 23rd. These troops were later reported 
to have started advancing with the forces under General Wan 
Fu-lin and General Feng Chan-hai, reportedly 30,000 strong, 
both stationed around Liangsiang, 10 miles south of Lukouchiao.

The total number of Chinese troops concentrated near Chang- 
chow approached 130,000. In addition, more than 50,000 were 
stationed near Hsuchow on the Tientsin-Pukow Railway. There 
was every evidence that the Central Army had entered the suburbs 
of Tsinan, and units of the Nanking Military Academy, one of 
the crack regiments of the Central Army, were reported to have 
been mobilized. Although no Chinese warplanes have partici
pated so far, preparations for aerial fighting were being rushed.

However, some Nanking leaders were seriously concerned 
over the sending of a huge army to the North. Dr. H. H. Kung, 
Finance Minister of the Nanking Government, has been so quoted 
here for instance. Dr. Kung attended the Coronation ceremony 

of King George VI as the representative of his Government and 
during his stay in London received the news of the outbreak of 
the North China incident. He immediately sent urgent telegra
phic messages to the home Government, advising it to use great 
caution in meeting the emergency. Due to his great concern over 
China’s situation, Dr. Kung also cabled to Nanking on July 27th, 
stating that the European Powers, being busily engaged in con
solidating their own defenses, had no time to divide their at
tention to the Far Eastern situation and he earnestly advised 
the Nanking Administration to make strenuous efforts not to en
large the possibility of war which would make the solution of the 
situation impossible. This was wise counsel. Dr. Kung is 
keenly alive to the prevailing situation in Europe and America 
and has seemingly found that China’s vigorous attitude runs 
counter to her real interests. Unfortunately, however, his 
advice was not accepted.

NANKING’S REFUSAL TO ACCEPT A LOCAL SETTLEMENT

The stand first taken by Nanking refusing to give any con
sideration to a local settlement of the affair also had the most 
unfortunate results.

It must be recalled that Hopei andUOhahar Provinces have 
an entirely different political status frôp the other provinces of 
China. Circumstances that led to the establishment of the Hopei- 
Chahar Political Council make this clear.

North China, as a region in which a large number of Japanese 
live and in which are bound up vast and vital interests, and es
pecially as a territory contiguous to Manchoukuo, necessarily 
occupies a special position. The existence there of a régime pur
suing openly and actively an anti-Japanese and anti-Manchoukuo- 
an policy would bring on constant friction and collision, if not 
war itself, which would be intolerable and ruinous for both 
Japan and China. The Hopei-Chahar Political Council came into 
being as the logical outgrowth of such a condition.

After the Manchurian incident the Nanking Government 
dispatched General Ho Ying-chin, War Minister, to Peiping and 
established there a branch of the National Military Council. 
The object was to relieve the confused situation in North China. 
At the same time the Nanking Government concluded the Tang-
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ku Truce Pact with Japan, which was signed by Major- 
General Yasutsugu Okamura, vice-chief of staff of the Kwantung 
Army, and General Hsiung Pin, vice-chief of the General Staff of 
the Nanking Government. Simultaneously, the Peiping Political 
Council was established by Nanking to execute the provisions of 
the pact. This council was a branch of the Executive Yuan of 
Nanking.

The Council co-operated with the Japanese authorities and 
achieved satisfactory results in administration. Manchoukuo 
and North China lie adjacent to each other, but had no formal 
communications and intercourse. Their traffic, communications 
and trade were restored to normal through co-operation between 
this council and Japan. Through railway traffic was resumed* 
the customs services readjusted, rendering trade possible, and 
postal connections amicably settled at the same time.

The Peiping Political Council also has settled questions 
concerning the assassination of two Chinese journalists of pro
Japanese leanings on May 2nd and 3rd, 1935, the murder of a 
Chinese commander of the Peace Preservation Corps at Laan- 
chow, midway between Shanhaikwan and Tangku, and the 
wounding of a Japanese gendarme there by paid agents of anti
Japanese bodies on August 4th of the same year.

Further steps were taken for co-operation among Japan, 
Manchoukuo and China and for eliminating undue interference. 
Then the council was consolidated into the Hopei-Chahar 
Political Council on December 18th, 1935, and General Sung 
Che-yuan, commander of the 29th Army and former chairman 
of the Chahar Provincial Government, was made the chairman of 
the new body.

Unlike those of the other provinces of China the new council 
did not operate under the direct supervision of the Central 
Government, but was placed under Nanking’s supervision through 
its Political Affairs Committee. As regards the local affairs of 
North China, the council entered into direct negotiations with 
the Japanese authorities there. It is thus self-evident that the 
representation for a settlement of the Lukouchiao incident as a 
local affair was within the Council’s authority, especially as there 
were no political issues involved.
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NANKING’S EFFORTS TO UPSET THE NORTHERN STATUS

That the Sino-Japanese conflict brings no profit to either 
country is understood by those who have the two nations’ inter
est and destiny seriously in mind. Why then should the Nanking 
Government have disliked to solve what had happened as a 
local affair ? The answer may be found in its intention to upset 
the present status of North China.

As mentioned before, opinions pro and con were advanced 
by Government and party leaders in the important conference 
held on July 8th at Nanking. Some urged that the matter should 
be solved locally, while others insisted on a solution by arms. 
The latter were apparently influenced by China’s “ unification ” 
in recent years and their over-estimation of China’s strength, and 
they believed that the time had now come to change the status of 
North China.

This tendency had already been visible for some time, and its 
effects were to be seen in different domains, particulary in Sino- 
Japanese economic co-operation. For example, plans had ripen
ed to develop the Lungkwan Iron Mine under Sino-Japanese 
joint management and to build a railway between Tientsin and 
Shihchiachwang, but sudden interferencç^y the Nanking Govern
ment wrecked those plans. Nanking also prohibited the es
tablishment of the Huitung Aviation Corporation under Sino- 
Japanese management and the opening of a Japan-Manchoukuo- 
China air mail service. In Tientsin an anti-land sales act was 
enforced against Japan, imposing severe punishment on Chinese 
who sold or leased their land to Japanese. Open efforts had also 
been made to bring about a change in the Hopei-Chahar Council. 
During last May and June North China was visited officially 
or unofficially by many lieutenants of General Chiang, such as 
General Feng Yu-hsiang, vice-president of the Military Affairs 
Council, General Chiang Tso-pin, former Ambassador to Tokyo, 
General Lu Chung-lin, Mr. Shih Ching-ting and several others 
who are well acquainted with the conditions there. The mis
sion common to them was to relegate General Sung to some 
distant post in order to permit some Nanking agent to 
occupy the Peiping position and so to reorganize the local 
government.
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SYMPATHY MISTAKEN FOR WEAKNESS

The new trend of pohcy apparent in Nanking seems to have 
been the result of misjudgment of Japan’s attitude. The 
poEcy of sympathy proclaimed by Foreign Minister Sato ; Japan’s 
friendly attitude during the farcical Sian incident, when Chiang 
Kai-shek was kidnapped by his protégé Marshal Chang Hsueh- 
Eang, former war lord of Manchuria, and later duly returned 
to Nanking with the kidnapper on his plane; the opinions 
of Japanese diplomats and military officers lauding Nanking’s 
efforts for unification and reconstruction ; all these had led to a ' 
demand for “ a new view of China.” In Japan criticisms were 
even leveUed against the poEcy of the Tokyo Government 
on the grounds that it was not fixed on a firm basis. These 
signs of sympathy China took for weakness, and this led to the 
over-estimation of her own strength. However, far sighted 
foreigners had been warning the Chinese of the danger inherent 
in this attitude toward Japan and the North China question.

The North China Daily News, Shanghai, in an editorial on 
May 22nd, under the title of “ Unfortunate Tendencies,” said :

At a time when Japanese statesmen have clearly shown their desire 
to view Chinese affairs by a ‘ new concept,’ it is unfortunate that certain 
asperities in argument have lately manifested themselves in Chinese 
comment on Sino-Japanese relationships. It should not be forgotten 
that in making his pronouncements on the new policy Mr. Naotaké 
Sato is by no means assured of freedom from criticism. There is still in 
Japan a powerful section of opinion which watches affairs here with 
vigilant eyes for signs of intransigence for the better justification of its 
belief in “ positive action ” here. The present ebullitions among the o 
students in Peiping must afford considerable satisfaction to Mr. Sato s op
ponents in Japan. . . . The danger of overcalling a hand is well-known to 
diplomatists as well as to bridge players. The success of General Chiang 
Kai-shek in obtaining the recognition of China’s equality of status as 
the result of his unification of the country, will only be prejudiced if 
the occasion is taken to claim for China a measure of military or political 
strength unwarranted by the facts. The man who cries before he is out 
of the wood is apt to receive a nasty shock. So also is he who banks too 
much on a forbearance which emanates from a sense of strength mistaken 
by him for weakness.

Mr. Nathaniel Peffer, an American journaEst and student 
of international affairs well versed in the China situation, who had

been studying the most recent course of China’s tendencies 
during his stay there cautioned China to the same effect in 
the June issue of the Asia in an article entitled “ China Must 
not Fight Now.”

Space prevents us from reproducing his article here in to to, 
but the introductory note by Mr. Richard J. Walsh, the editor, 
who is responsible for having pubEshed Mr. Peffer’s article, 
may be usefully reprinted. It said :

This article, written in Shanghai early in April, is a warning based 
upon the author’s recent observations in both China and Japan. His 
fear is that over-confidence bred by the recent “ moral victory ” over 
Japan may lead China to a reckless use of force which might be disastrous 
for her.

That our readers may better judge the bases of this warning we 
summarize below the events just before and since the article was writ
ten :

During March the threat of further Japanese military movements 
in Inner Mongolia ceased and Japanese troops were withdrawn from 
Suiyuan.

At Peiping a Japanese spokesman said that Japan might soon be 
ready to discuss a formula for restoring Chinese control in North China.

At Tokyo Foreign Minister Sato said that China’s wish to be treated 
on an equal footing “ should be respected and past differences forgotten.” 
A council called by the Tokyo Chamber of Comment formally declared 
that it was useless to press further in North Chinai'^d that economic co
operation was impossible unless political differences were solved. Finance 
Minister Yuki said, in the election campaign, “ Japan’s economic policy 
cannot stand without regard to China. The Army understands this point 
now and agrees that economic co-operation in China is essential. We 
propose to go ahead with it.”

Meanwhile the Central Government of China made further progress 
toward unification. Pressure from Nanking brought more co-operation 
from Sung Che-yuan, chairman of the Hopei-Chahar Council.

Smuggling by Japanese and Koreans, which had been a severe point 
of irritation in North China, was brought further under control by the 
Chinese.

A new National Defense Council was formed under Chiang Kai- 
shek. It was reported that this council would include General Feng 
Yu-hsiang, General Ho Ying-chin, and General Pain Chung-hsi, and that 
Pai would succeed Ho as War Minister. This would be especially signi
ficant because General Pai is one of the two Kwangsi leaders who starred 
the rebellion in the South a year ago, intended to force a declaration of 
war against Japan.

A congress representing 200,000 young Communists formed the
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Northwest Youth Association as the basis of a nation-wide organization 
prepared to fight Japan, and telegraphed to the Central Government a. 
renewed offer of Communist co-operation.

The total effect of the past two months was such as to inspire in 
China the over-confidence which Mr. Peffer finds to be so dangerous for 
China herself at the present moment. R. J. W.

From Mr. Peffer’s article we will only extract a few 
sentences :

What needs most to be said about China now is that the Chinese 
are very close to losing their balance. If they do not pull themselves up, 
they will repeat the mistake they made almost ten years ago, with the 
same disastrous consequences. In fact, it is difficult just now to say 
which China has more to fear : Japan or China, the ambitions of the 
Japanese Army or the state of mind of the Chinese people. The latter, 
I am inclined to think. For it may succeed in bringing on a war that 
is not easy to prevent in any case but that could still be prevented. . . .

(China) won a great moral victory last autumn. It stood off Japan 
by sheer force of will. But the victory has borne an over-confidence, a 
recklessness and an impatience to exploit the victory that may very well 
bring on that which the Chinese have had most reason to dread till now— 
a formal attempt by Japan to conquer the country by force. What began 
as a resignation to war if necessary, as a last resort, in self-preservation, 
is now in a fair way to becoming a will to war. One has only to be here 
in China for forty-eight hours to be shocked by the recklessness with 
which not only students but mature and influential Chinese talk and think 
of war.
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FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES IN SINO-JAPANESE 

RELATIONS

WHO RULES CHINA?

We must, however, go deeper to find the real reasons be
hind the present developments of Chinese policy. These facts 
do not shed sufficiently satisfactory light on the underlying im
pulses and motives that have guided China. For that, we must 
find out the hidden force that is leading China.

Let us go back two and a half decades to the birth of the 
present régime. The revolutionary dreamer, Sun Yat-sen, push
ed over the tottering structure of the Chinese Empire. He pro
claimed the People’s Three Principles, and in their name he de
manded the abolition of unequal treaties, of foreign rights acquired 
allegedly by conquest. An age of chaotic civil wars followed. 
The Chinese National Party had to cope with powerful war lords 
and barely extended its rule over a part of Canton. But a new 
power arose. The Bolshevist party j^Éd the millions of the 

old Russian Empire. From the Kremlin spread a campaign to 
bolshevize the world. And Moscow’s help was extended to 
the Kuomintang.

With the aid of Russian men and money, the Canton Revo
lutionary Government waged an economic war on British 
Imperialism, holding Hongkong by the throat. Then, under the 
leadership of the cadets from Colonel Chiang Kai-shek’s Whampoa 
Military Academy, the revolutionary armies swept to the north 
to stop at Hankow. There a split occurred ; Chiang Kai-shek 
broke away from the left wing of the party and his Communist 
advisers. The Nationalist Party set out to conquer China.

Ten years have elapsed since those hectic days. Under the 
slogans of “ Down with Imperialism ! ” and “ Scrap the unequal 
treaties ! ” the Kuomintang has fought its way to power, uniting 
the people in a common hatred of the “ foreign imperialists.”

Fierce hate against them was the common link between the 
peoples of different languages and customs of the South, the
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Central Provinces and the North. British and American “ imperi
alism ” was attacked and boycotts declared. Students were killed 
on Nanking Road in the Shanghai Settlement. American 
women were attacked in Nanking. Great Britain abandoned 
her concessions in Hankow and Kiukiang.

Then the Kuomintang turned on Japan. From 1915 to 
1931 seven boycotts were declared. The Nationalist flag was 
hoisted in Manchuria, where Japan had vital interests for which 
she had already staked her existence in two wars in 1894 and 
1905. Kuomintang agitation began there too, menacing Japan’s 
legitimate interests. Nippon’s diplomats, pursuing the policy 
which had prompted the Washington agreements, made to help 
China to her feet and exerted utmost forbearance and amity. But 
the Kuomintang pursued its “ revolutionary policy ”—the uni
lateral abrogation of unpleasant agreements and the forceful 
capture of legitimate interests. Japan could bear no more. 
And in September, 1931, the Manchurian affair broke out.

THE BLUE SHIRTS

It was after this affair that the most formidable political 
power in China came into being.

In reaction against the corruption which was spreading in 
the victorious Nationalist Party, a group of young officers, 
graduates from the Whampoa Military Academy in Canton, 
organized a secret society in order to carry out the ideals of the 
Revolution : war against imperialism, abrogation of unequal 
treaties and destruction of the military caste. The leadership they 
offered to their former director at the Academy, Chiang Kai-shek.

This movement responded to the latter’s ideals as well as 
to his ambition. In the party he held but a lower rank, compar
ed with the veteran politicians of the Revolution. His dream of 
reaching the pinnacle seemed hardly realizable. As head of this 
new organisation he could wield a power which, as a member of 
the Kuomintang, was beyond his grasp. So General Chiang 
gladly accepted the offer of his old pupils and subordinates and 
started to build a fascist party—the mightiest weapon of power 
that China, the land of secret societies, has known since the 
days of the Taiping.

The Blue Shirts, as the society is known although it has no

Enclosure No iTintnh

official name, today really rule China. Their nucleus is formed 
of some thirty-four men, all save one graduates of Whampoa. 
These men, active, devoted to their ideals and their chief, hold 
key positions in the party, the Administration and the Army. 
The commanders of Chiang’s crack “ personal ” divisions are 
Blue Shirts ; the spiritual guidance of the armed forces is in the 
hands of Chiang’s personal representatives, among them Ho 
Chung-han.1 Money they have too, either derived from their 
positions or supplied by the opium transit dues, which are levied 
by Chiang’s men and go directly into his war chest.

i In the Party and Administration : Ho Chung-han, director of the Bureau of 
Political Training of Military Council ; Kan Tse, Chief of the so-called “ G. P. U.” of the 
Nationalist Party ; Liu Chien-chun, one of the directors of the Canton Military Council ; 
Teng Wen-i, director of the cultural activities of the Blue Shirts, military attache of the 
Chinese Embassy in Soviet Russia ; Tseng Kuo-ching, member of the Central Executive 
Committee ; Fêng Ti, Military attache of the Chinese Embassy in Germany ; Pan Yu-chiang, 
of the Division of National Military Education ; the most dreaded Tai Li, commander of 
the detachment specializing in assassination.

(In the Army) Army and Division Commanders: Hu Tsung-nan (1st Army and ;at 
Div.), Huang Chieh (Commander of 2nd Army and 2nd Division) also general com* 
mander of the Customs Police, Kuan Lin-cheng (17th Army and 25th Div.), Tang En-po 
(13th Army), Li Mo-an (10th Div.), Yü Chi-shih (ex. 87th Div.), Sun Yüan-liang (88th 
Div.). The air force and gendarmerie are as a matter of course under direct Blue Shirt 
influence. Tsai Tsin-chün, chief of police of Shanghai and Chi Chang-chien, chief of 
the Peace Preservation Corps of Shanghai, are also members of the society.

The membership of the society now totals about 10,000, 
though it aims at 2 million. But these ten thousand are the 
pick of the nation, for Chiang will admit only those who are 
willing to become soldiers, to work and suffer, obey and sacrifice, 
never seeking official position or personal privileges, and are 
able to labor at least 12 hours a day. And also an oath is 
taken always to fight Japan bitterly by all and any means. In 
fact anti-foreignism—what the Kuomintang called the “ Revo
lutionary policy ”—has always been a weapon of internal politics 
in faction-ridden China. It is not to be wondered that the Blue 
Shirts seized on this—certain to win popular support—but this 
time with Japan as its object.

This is one of the hidden powers th^ japan has to face in 
China. It has been working up the tide of antagonism all over 
the country through the official sections of the Kuomintang and 
the countless secret societies which are in existence. This ac
tivity was the reason why Japan demanded in 193 5 the withdrawal
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from North China of all Blue Shirt organizations. With their 
retreat, productive co-operation was again made possible.

THE BLUE SHIRTS’ ALLIES : THE COMMUNISTS

The Blue Shirts in their campaign against Japan were to have 
been helped by an ally whom until recently they openly fought. 
This is the Communist Party.

In 1935, at the Seventh World Congress of the Comintern 
held at Moscow, a new line of action was set. Attempts at direct 
revolution in the European countries were to be abandoned for 
the moment, as they had provoked strong reaction. The masses > 1 
were to be won with the help of the Second International, and 
the Communists were to rally the socialists and radicals to their side 
and form a People’s Front, then take the leadership of government. 
In another resolution passed at the Congress, Poland and Japan 
were singled out as countries against which efforts were to be 
specially directed.

The success reaped by the People’s Front policy has been 
seen in France and Spain.

In China, following Moscow’s orders, the Communists made 
a skilful move. Cleverly taking advantage of the prevailing 
anti-Japanese sentiment, which the Blue Shirts had already done 
so much to intensify, they attempted to take the leadership of the 
campaign, and under the slogan of “ Fight Japan ! ” to build a 
People’s Front and renew the alliance of 1927 between the Com
munists Party and the Kuomintang.

The feud between the Blue Shirts and Communists subsided— 
temporarily at least. Sun Yat-sen’s widow, who lives in Shang- 
hai, told friends she now dared to go out of the French Conces
sion, as she no longer feared assassination by the Blue Shirts.

These were the allies that the Blue Shirts found particularly 
active in North China when they secretly filtered in again some 
months ago. Since that time order has again been disturbed, 
the fruitful and harmonious co-operation between Chinese and 
Japanese destroyed. Resentment and hate have been fanned into 
flame. And one day shooting broke out at Lukouchiao.

THE FORCES JAPAN HAS TO FACE

Such is the situation Japan has to cope with in China. Anti-
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Japanese sentiment is being kindled and cultivated as a matter 
of policy. Whether this sentiment itself is justified or not is 
beside the question. Wilful excitation against any country cer
tainly is not in the interest of humanity. It certainly has made 
relations between the two peoples born to be friendly neighbors 
bitter in an unbelievable degree, bringing with it a train of 
sorrow and hardships. There lies the fondamental problem in 
the relationship between China and Japan. Will the leaders of 
China keep pursuing, for reasons of internal expediency or of 
national intent, a consistent policy of hatred against Japan ? Re- 
action follows action. One clash leads to a counter clash. It is 
^e privilege and the duty of statesmen to stop, even at a sacrifice 
of so-called “ national pride ” or personal disadvantage, the 
lumbering march of nations to disaster.

v
WHAT JAPAN WANTS : CO-OPERATION, NOT TERRITORY

Premier Konoyé declared, on July 27th, in the 71st special 
Diet session that what Japan wanted of China was not her 
territory, but her co-operation. Even the most nationalistic 
elements in Japan reject the idea of conqqgpng China with her 
400,000,000 recalcitrant people as utterly^foolish. Not even a 
single voice urging anything resembling the conquest of North 
China has ever been heard in Japan. Such a demand would 
run against the policy of the Japanese Government and would 
not merit even casual attention.

Japan at heart sympathizes with China’s cardinal national 
policy of internal unification and reconstruction of the country 

Br on a unified basis. However, Japan is opposed to a policy of 
|| co-operation with the Comintern or a People’s Front, as its only

Crjf and natural result is to disturb the peace of the Far East and the
international relations of this part of the world.

iSh May the Chinese people take a true and realistic view of
o their country’s position in the world and seriously set themselves

• to the task of their country’s unification and reconstruction pri- 
marily by their own initiative and effort. World sympathy—and 
particularly Japan’s—is theirs. But let them not be made to 

Jgl believe that a wilful policy of hate and contempt towards any 
Power will heighten the esteem in which their constructive

- W efforts are held.
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If China is really awake to this, the present crisis can pave 
the way toward Sino-Japanese reconciliation and co-operation, 
and so prove to be a worthy contribution to peace in the Far 
East ana in the world. Then the heavy price paid by the two 
countries and the sacrifices they have made will not have been in 
vain.

APPENDICES

’«to

CHINESE FORCES IN HOPEI PROVINCE BEFORE
AND AFTER THE INCIDENT (AS OF JULY 21st)

Before 
incident July 21 st Increase

Central Army (under (T . Av . r|Liu Chih Army direct control of<T.,, .1 \ ILiMo-anArmy Chiang Kai-shek) ( J
0 17.000 17.000

Central Army (under t Shang Chen Army 
indirect control) < Pang Ping-hsun Army ^’°° 58.000 51.000

( Sun Che-yuan Army 57.000 5 9.000 2.000
Local Armies < Wan Fu-lin Army 16.000 16.000

(Feng Chan-hai Army 15.000 15.000
Total 95.000 165.000 70.000

4b f

STATEMENT OF SIR AUSTIN CHAMBERLAIN IN THE

HOUSE OF COMMONS, MARCH 30, 1927

I am in a position to supplement my statement of the other day by facts 
derived in part, directly from British sources and, in part, from information 
supplied to His Majesty’s Minister in Peking by American and Japanese re
presentatives. The looting was carried out by soldiers in uniform belong
ing to formations under the command of General Cheng Chien . .. Foreign 
women, including Mrs. Giles, the wife of His Majesty’s Consul-General, 
were thoroughly searched and rudely stripped of valuables. Many had their 
clothes torn off them, and two American women were saved from attempted 
yiolation. These facts can be established by sworn depositions....

SWORN STATEMENT BY MRS. GILES, THE WIFE OF THE 
BRITISH CONSUL-GENERAL AT NANKING, ISSUED AS A 

BRITISH FOREIGN OFFICE PAPER, MARCH 30, 1927 

.. . Three soldiers at once seized me, tore rings off my fingers, inflicting 
considerable pain, and snatched brooch in my dress and chain from the neck,
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also watch and bracelet from the wrist. They took shoes from my feet and 
felt to see if there was anything in my stocking. They treated me with great 
brutality. Mrs. Robert and Miss Blake were treated in the same manner. ... 
At one time men came in with executioner’s sword, and held it within an 
inch of my husband’s throat. Another man brandished a carving knife. 
Others attempted to tear clothes from myself and other ladies in the party. ...

STATEMENT REGARDING THE NANKING OUTRAGE 
March 24, 1926

In order that the American public may know the facts regarding the 
Nanking outrage, we, the undersigned American citizens and residents of 
Nanking who were present when the outrages against foreign lives and pro
perty were committed in that city on March 24th, desire to make a public 
statement. Out of our own first hand experience and observation we un- 
equivocably affirm that these outrages were committed by armed Nationalist 
soldiers in uniform who acted with the knowledge and approval of their 
superior officers. These outrages consisted not only in the looting of 
foreign homes, consular offices, schools, hospitals and places of business, but 
also in the burning of foreign homes and schools ; in deliberate murder ; in 
twice shooting and seriously wounding a young American woman; in 
shooting at and attempting to kill foreign men, women and children ; in the 
attempted rape of American women ; and in other shocking indignities to 
foreign women too indecent to be published. To many of such we can bear 
the sworn testimony of eye-witnesses ; and numerous other cases have been 
proven beyond the least shadow of doubt. From the statements of many of 
the Nationalist soldiers made to us and from the testimony of Chinese 
friends, it is an established fact that they entered Nanking with definite 
license, if not instructions, to rob and kill foreigners. From the actions of 
the troops it was evident that their plan was to loot foreign buildings, force 
the occupants to disclose the location of their valuables, strip them of their 
clothing, and maltreat them at will. Some of us were told both by these 
soldiers themselves and also by Chinese friends who helped us to find places 
of concealment, that we should surely be killed. It is our conviction that 
the firing from the naval vessels prevented the murder of many foreigners 
who were caught in the city. It was immediately after the shelling was 
begun by American and British ships that bugles were sounded and the 
soldiers ceased their svstematic work of destruction, thus demonstrating that 
they were under the control of higher military officers. These are all in
controvertible facts.

It now seems well established, in the opinion of both Chinese and for-

î'

eigners, that those responsible for these outrages are of the Communist wing 
of the Nationalist Government which is dominated and directed by Russian 
Bolshevist advisers. They are the enemies not only of foreign interests in 
China but also of China’s truest welfare, and it is our belief that unless 
checked they will make impossible the realization of an orderly and unified 
Government. We have always been in deepest sympathy with genuine 
Chinese national aims, and in spite of the fearful experience through which 
we have passed, we maintain this sympathy. For this reason we are appalled 
as we think of the inevitable consequences to China and to the world, if the 
destructive influences which are now determining the policy of the Nationalist 
Government are not restrained.

(Sigied) A. J. Bowen, LL.D., Methodist Episcopal Mission, and Presi
dent of Nanking University.
P. F. Price, D.D., Southern Presbyterian Mission.
Donald W. Richardson, Southern Presbyterian Mission.
W. R. Williams, Friends Mission.
C. A. Matti, Friends Mission.
John H. Reisner, Northern Presbyterian Mission.
J. C. Thomson, Northern Presbyterian Mission.
C. Stanley Smith, Northern Presbyterian Mission.
Harry Clemons, Northern Presbyterian^fission.
G. W. Loos, Jr., Northern Presbyte^FMission.
L. J. Owen, Treasurer of University of Nanking.
Edwin Marx, Disciples of Christ Mission.
L. B. Ridgely, D.D., American Episcopal Mission.
W. P. Roberts, American Episcopal Mission.
J. G. Mager, American Episcopal Mission.
C. L. Pickens, Jr., American Episcopal Mission.
N. D. Gifford, Jr., American Episcopal Mission.

I
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APPENDICES

CHINESE FORCES IN HOPEI PROVINCE BEFORE 

AND AFTER THE INCIDENT (AS OF JULY 21st)

Before 
incident July 21st Increase

Central Army (under 
direct control of < 
Chiang Kai-shek)

1 Liu Chih Army
| Li Mo-an Army

0 17.000 17.000

Central Army (under fShang Chen Army 
indirect control) « Pang Ping-hsun Army 7,00° 58.000 51.000

[ Sun Che-yuan Army 5 7.000 59.000 2.000
Local Armies < Wan Fu-lin Army 16.000 16.000

IFeng Chan-hai Army 15.000 15.000
Total 95.000 165.000 70.000

STATEMENT OF SIR AUSTIN CHAMBERLAIN IN THE 

HOUSE OF COMMONS, MARCH 30, 1927

I am in a position to supplement my statement of the other day by facts 
derived in part, directly from British sources and, in part, from information 
supplied to His Majesty’s Minister in Peking by American and Japanese re
presentatives. The looting was carried out by soldiers in uniform belong
ing to formations under the command of General Cheng Chien . . . Foreign 
women, including Mrs. Giles, the wife of His Majesty’s Consul-General, 
were thoroughly searched and rudely stripped of valuables. Many had their 
clothes torn off them, and two American women were saved from attempted 
violation. These facts can be established by sworn depositions....

SWORN STATEMENT BY MRS. GILES, THE WIFE OF THE

BRITISH CONSUL-GENERAL AT NANKING, ISSUED AS A

BRITISH FOREIGN OFFICE PAPER, MARCH 30, 1927

. . . Three soldiers at once seized me, tore rings off my fingers, inflicting 
considerable pain, and snatched brooch in my dress and chain from the neck,
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also watch and bracelet from the wrist. They took shoes from my feet and 
felt to see if there was anything in my stocking. They treated me with great 
brutality. Mrs. Robert and Miss Blake were treated in the same manner. ... 
At one time men came in with executioner’s sword, and held it within an 
inch of my husband’s throat. Another man brandished a carving knife. 
Others attempted to tear clothes from myself and other ladies in the party. ...

STATEMENT REGARDING THE NANKING OUTRAGE 
March 24, 1926

In order that the American public may know the facts regarding the 
Nanking outrage, we, the undersigned American citizens and residents of 
Nanking who were present when the outrages against foreign lives and pro
perty were committed in that city on March 24th, desire to make a public 
statement. Out of our own first hand experience and observation we un- 
equivocably affirm that these outrages were committed by armed Nationalist 
soldiers in uniform who acted with the knowledge and approval of their 
superior officers. These outrages consisted not only in the looting of 
foreign homes, consular offices, schools, hospitals and places of business, but 
also in the burning of foreign homes and schools ; in deliberate murder ; in 
twice shooting and seriously wounding a young American woman; in 
shooting at and attempting to kill foreign men, women and children ; in the 
attempted rape of American women ; and in other shocking indignities to 
foreign women too indecent to be published. To many of such we can bear 
the sworn testimony of eye-witnesses ; and numerous other cases have been 
proven beyond the least shadow of doubt. From the statements of many of 
the Nationalist soldiers made to us and from the testimony of Chinese 
friends, it is an established fact that they entered Nanking with definite 
license, if not instructions, to rob and kill foreigners. From the actions of 
the troops it was evident that their plan was to loot foreign buildings, force 
the occupants to disclose the location of their valuables, strip them of their 
clothing, and maltreat them at will. Some of us were told both by these 
soldiers themselves and also by Chinese friends who helped us to find places 
of concealment, that we should surely be killed. It is our conviction that 
the firing from the naval vessels prevented the murder of many foreigners 
who were caught in the city. It was immediately after the shelling was 
begun by American and British ships that bugles were sounded and the 
soldiers ceased their systematic work of destruction, thus demonstrating that 
they were under the control of higher military officers. These are all in
controvertible facts.

It now seems well established, in the opinion of both Chinese and for

eigners, that those responsible for these outrages are of the Communist wing 
of the Nationalist Government which is dominated and directed by Russian 
Bolshevist advisers. They are the enemies not only of foreign interests in 
China but also of China’s truest welfare, and it is our belief that unless 
checked they will make impossible the realization of an orderly and unified 
Government. We have always been in deepest sympathy with genuine 
Chinese national aims, and in spite of the fearful experience through which 
we have passed, we maintain this sympathy. For this reason we are appalled 
as we think of the inevitable consequences to China and to the world, if the 
destructive influences which are now determining the policy of the Nationalist 
Government are not restrained.

(Signed) A. J, Bowen, LL.D., Methodist Episcopal Mission, and Presi
dent of Nanking University.
P. F. Price, D.D., Southern Presbyterian Mission.
Donald W. Richardson, Southern Presbyterian Mission.
W. R. Williams, Friends Mission.
C. A. Matti, Friends Mission.
John H. Reisner, Northern Presbyterian Mission.
J. C. Thomson, Northern Presbyterian Mission.
C. Stanley Smith, Northern Presbyterian Mission.
Harry Clemons, Northern Presbyterian Mission.
G. W. Loos, Jr., Northern Presbyterian Mission.
L. J. Owen, Treasurer of University of Nanking.
Edwin Marx, Disciples of Christ Mission.
L. B. Ridgely, D.D., American Episcopal Mission.
W. P. Roberts, American Episcopal Mission.
J. G. Mager, American Episcopal Mission.
C. L. Pickens, Jr., American Episcopal Mission.
N. D. Giflbrd, Jr., American Episcopal Mission.
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First impression : September 29, 1937 

Second impression : October 5, 1937
Third impression : October 20, 1957 
Fourth impression : November 22, 1937

Printed in Japan 

At the Kenkyusba Press

Into this crowded metropolitan area of the International Settlement at Shanghai Chinese warplanes dropped bombs. Several fell on the morning of August 14 
around the Japanese Consulate General (upper left) and at wharves and mills in the area farther to the left along the Whangpoo River. Early in the evening others 
were dropped on the predominantly British section to the right, falling on the Bund, which starts at Garden Bridge and goes south along the Whangpoo, and on the 
Palace and Cathay hotels, on either side of Nanking Road at the Bund (Courtesy of the Japan Advertiser}
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Almost the Entire Shanghai Took to Its Feet When Bombs were Thrown on 
August 14, “ Bloody Saturday,” by Chinese Warplanes

{Courtesy of the Tokyo Asahi Shimbun}



This Picture Apparently does not Speak of War, yet it is a Scene Observed near Shanghai during the Present Hostilities. 
The Japanese Soldiers are very Fond of Little Ones and are Making the Hearts of Chinese Children Glad with such Little 
Devices as the Circumstances Allow {Courtesy of the Yomiuri Shimbun)
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Japanese Soldiers Boiling Rice in Preparation for Supper 
.(Courtesy of the Yomiuri Sbintbun)
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Japanese Refugees Waiting at the N.Y.K. Wharf, Shanghai, for a Transport 
{Courtesy of tbe Yomiuri Shimbun)



Chinese Tank Captured on August 25 in Chaofeng Road, Shanghai, Wherein were Found, beside Machine Guns, Hand 
* Grenades, etc., Bottles of Whiskey, Perfumery, other Ladies’ Toilet Articles, and Ladies’ Shoes

(Courtesy of the Tokyo Asahi Shimburiï
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^4 Passage from the Imperial Message to the 
Seventy-second Session of the Diet

(September /th, 1937)

It is with constant and profound solicitude that We have looked 
toward the insurance of the stability of East Asia and the realisation 
of common prosperity for Japan and China through the co-operation and 
collaboration of the two countries. However much to Our regret, China 
fails to understand fully our true intentions, and her repeated acts of 
provocation have finally led to the present affair. Now Our armed 
forces are fighting loyally and valiantly in defiance of untold difficulties. 
And all this has no other purpose in view than that of prompting 
China's reconsideration and securing swiftly the peace of East Asia.

It is Our hope that all the subjects of the Empire will, in view of 
the current situation, serve the State with loyalty and devotion, and that 
they will unite themselves and assist with one heart in the achievement 
of the desired end.

WHY THE FIGHTING 
IN SHANGHAI

“ Co-operation, not Territory ”

China is now engaged with Japan in what may be called 
a ° fight to the finish.” All indications from the Chinese side 
show that they have not only advocated such a fight, but have 
even planned and prepared for it. Japan’s patient and persistent 
efforts to avoid that means of settling the differences and 
her desire to reconcile the issues through the channels of di
plomatic negotiation have failed. Hope for a fundamental 
renovation of conditions in East Asia and a new structure for 
stability and peace in this part of the world has proved futile. 
The Japanese Government has announced its preparedness and 
readiness for protracted hostilities. Their immediate objectives 
are to destroy all anti-Japanese organizations and activities in 
China once and for all and to secure East Asia from the menace 
of Communism which has already attained considerable in
fluence in China. The ultimate objectives are to establish the 
relations between Japan and China on a secure and friendly 
basis so that the two nations may co-operate effectively toward 
the maintenance of conditions of peace in the Far East. As 
Prince Fumimaro Konoyé, the Premier, declared, “ Japan wants 
China’s co-operation, not her territory.” It must also be made 
clear that, in the words uttered by Premier Konoyé before the 
seventy-second extraordinary session of the Imperial Diet on 
September 5 th, “ the Chinese people themselves by no means 
form the objective of our actions.” He declared that our 
actions are “ directed against the Chinese Government and its 
army who are carrying on such erroneous anti-foreign policies. 
If, therefore, the Chinese Government truly and fully re-exam
ines its attitude and in real sincerity makes endeavors for the 
establishment of peace and for the development of culture in 
the Orient in collaboration with our country, our Empire in
tends to press no further.”

1
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BACKGROUND OF PRESENT HOSTILITIES IN 
SHANGHAI

The International City of Shanghai

The City of Shanghai consists at present of three areas, 
each administered under its own laws by independent authorities. 
They are the International Settlement, administered by an elected 
Municipal Council composed of nine foreign and five Chinese 
members, the French Concession administered by the French . 
Consul General with the assistance of an advisory body composed * * 
of foreign and Chinese members, and the Greater Shanghai, ad
ministered by a Mayor appointed by the National Government 
at Nanking. Also known as the Chinese City, the last named 
area flanks both foreign concessions. The International Settle
ment and the French Concession together form a great modem 
city, both in name and in fact, and constitute the starting point 
of most activities of foreign Powers in China. This city is thus 
a complicated center of foreign interests which have given rise to 
a multiplicity of treaties, laws and regulations.

Shanghai as a whole has a foreign population of nearly 
6o,ooo, half of whom are Japanese, which is concentrated in the 
international city. Due to political unrest and disturbances in 
various parts of the country many Chinese refugees have come to 
this city, most of them settling there permanently. According 
to the latest census, the Chinese population in the International _ 
Settlement and the French Concession is slightly over 1,600,000, 
indicating that it is the Chinese themselves who enjoy the bene
fits of security in the foreign area. Almost every well known 
Chinese politician and wealthy businessman has a home in 
one of these areas under foreign control, where they take refuge 
at the least sign of trouble, while their funds and valuables are 
deposited with foreign banks therein.

The International Settlement

In November, 1843, a year after five ports were opened 
under the Treaty of Nanking of 1842, the newly arrived British

Consul arranged with the Chinese local authorities for the lease 
of a 150-acre tract on one bank of the Whangpoo River, out
side the city, to be set aside as a foreign settlement. In 1845 
Land Regulations were agreed upon. These, after several 
revisions on different occasions, became the basis of the ad
ministration of the Settlement.

The International Settlement was created in 1863 through 
the merger of the above-mentioned British Concession and that 
of the United States. Its administration is in the hands of the 
Municipal Council, composed of nine foreigners—five British, 
two American and two Japanese nationals—and five Chinese, 
who are elected by the ratepayers in the Settlement. The electo
rate is limited to foreigners who own land of 500 taels1 in value 
or are householders paying rates on an assessed rental of not 
less than 500 taels. Under the Land Regulations the Consuls, 
early each year, fix the date for the election. The Chinese coun
cillors, who were only recently increased to five as a result of the 
increased number of Chinese residents in the Settlement, are 
nominated by the organization of Chinese ratepayers.

I In 1932 the rate of exchange on London against Shanghai was is. 8,,fHd.

SHANGHAI
Division of Sectors to be Guarded by Foreign Troops and a Volunteer Corps 

as Agreed among the Four Powers

The maintenance of peace and order within the Settlement 
is in charge of the police force of the Municipal Council and the

5
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Shanghai Volunteer Corps. The commissioner and others in 
charge of police administration are mostly British nationals. 
At the end of 1935 the force numbered 3,575 strong.

The Shanghai Volunteer Corps, a highly efficient and highly 
organized body, is maintained at the expense of the ratepayers 
for the protection of the Settlement. Arms and ammunition 
are supplied from time to time by the British War Office and 
also by the American Government. The Corps was founded in 
1854 for the protection of the Settlement during the Taiping 
Rebellion. In recent years it was mobilized during the state 
of emergency preceding and following the occupation of Shang
hai by the Nationalist forces in 1927 and during the Sino-Japanese 
hostilities in 1932, when it rendered particularly meritorious 
services.

Due to the steady increase in the population, the area or 
the International Settlement was extended three times, the last 
extension being made in 1899 when the area was enlarged to 
5,584 acres.

The French Concession 
9

The history of the French Concession goes back to 1844, 
when the Treaty of Whangpoo was concluded between France 
and China, granting the French the right to establish themselves 
in the five ports of Canton, Amoy, Nanking, Foochow and 
Shanghai opened under the Anglo-Chinese Treaty already re
ferred to. At that time the area reserved for French nationals 
did not amount to more than 50 or 60 hectares (12 5-150 acres), 
but since it has been increased to the present area of 1,022 hectares 
(2,525 acres).

After the Taiping Rebellion in 1854 a merger of the British, 
American and French Concessions was proposed, but it failed to 
materialize due to French opposition. In 1863 when the British 
and American Concessions were incorporated into the Inter
national Settlement, the French continued to remain independent.

The Extension Roads

Population increase in the International Settlement may be 
taken as a sign of increasing prosperity, besides security from 
danger. In 1915, a year after the French Concession had been 

extended, the authorities of the International Settlement planned 
to enlarge its area, but this plan failed to materialize because of 
strong Chinese opposition. The time was not opportune, for 
the Chinese then were strongly advocating the recovery of their 
national rights and were even demanding the recovery of the 
Settlement to Chinese jurisdiction.

Such being the circumstances, the Settlement authorities, 
acting on the basis of Article 6 of the Land Regulations, success
fully arranged for the creation of extension roads, or extra
Settlement roads. The article permits land renters in the Settle
ment and others who may be entitled to vote to purchase land 
situated outside or leading out of the Settlement or to accept 
land from foreign or native owners on terms mutually agreed upon 
between the Municipal Council and such owners. Until the estab
lishment of the Municipality of Greater Shanghai in 1927, the 
Municipal Council of the Settlement claimed entire responsibility 
for the policing of the extra-Settlement roads. This right was 
challenged by the Chinese municipality when it was established 
and joint policing by both authorities has since been the normal 
arrangement, although as far as the general administration, in
cluding the supply of public utilities, is concerned, the Municipal 
Council continues to have charge. It is in this area that most homes 
and industrial establishments of Japanese nationals are located.

The Greater Shanghai

The establishment of the municipality of “ Greater Shanghai” 
originated with Marshal Sun Chuan-fang, who in 1926 created 
the Directorate of the Port of Shanghai and Woosung. The 
City Government was established in July, 1927, after the occupa
tion of Shanghai by the Nationalists earlier that year, and 
under an Organic Law of July 14th, 1927, it was created a 
Special Municipality under the direct control of the National 
Government. The administration is presided over by the Mayor, 
who is directly responsible to the National Government which 
appoints him. The area covered by this municipality completely 
surrounds the foreign municipal areas and totals 494.96 square 
kilometers.

The Population

According to the latest statistics, the population of Shanghai,

4 5
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including all of the three areas, is 5,582,476. Of this total 
the International Settlement and the extra-Settlement roads have 
1,159,800, the French Concession 497,549 and the Greater Shang
hai 1,925,127. The proportion of foreigners to Chinese in the 
International Settlement, extra-Settlement roads, and the French 
Concession is as follows :

The following table shows the comparative sizes of the 
four largest national groups in the foreign population :

Foreigners Chinese
International Settlement 28,583 1,120,860
Extra-Settlement Roads ’o>357 —
French Concession 18,255 479,294

Total 57.195 1,600,154

Note : Figures for International Settlement and extra-Settlement roads are 
taken from the 1935 census ; and those for the French Concession from the I934census

Japanese British
(Koreans 
included)

(Indians 
excluded)

American Russian

International Settlement 14,184 4,595 1,494 2,582
Extra-Settlement Roads 6,058 2,000 523 435
French Concession 280 2,642 T,792 8,260

Total 20,522 9»237 3.809 ”,277

Peace Maintenance in Shanghai

As is clear from its history, the International Settlement, 
and also the French Concession, have contributed greatly toward 
the maintenance of conditions of security in Shanghai. And 
it is this security from disturbing external influences that 
has been responsible in no small degree for the prosperity 
which the foreign areas have enjoyed. In order to ensure this 
condition the police force and the volunteer corps have co
operated in cases of emergency with the land and sea forces of 
the interested Powers which are stationed there.

It must be noted in this connection, however, that of late 
years the national consciousness of the Chinese has been heighten
ed to a great extent and in consequence factors have appeared 
which tend to check the further development of the Settle
ment. It may be worthwhile to mention the fact that the creation 
of the Municipality of Greater Shanghai by the National Govern- 

6

ment is an indication of the Chinese intention to recover the 
International Settlement in time.

The position of the International Settlement and the French 
Concession in times of hostilities will be considered in greater 
detail in later paragraphs.

The Sino-Japanese Truce Agreement

The Sino-Japanese Truce Agreement, officially known as the 
Agreement for the Cessation of Hostilities between Japan and 
China, was concluded on May 5th, 1932, following the hostilities 
between the two nations in January and February of that year. 
It was negotiated through the good offices of the interested Pow
ers, especially Great Britain, who, even before the fighting began, 
stationed their respective forces in sections allotted to them 
in the International Settlement to protect it from the danger of 
Chinese attacks. This agreement was signed not only by the 
contracting parties, but also by Great Britain, the United States, 
France and Italy as witnesses.

The most important, and in the case of the present hostilities 
the most pertinent, clause in the agreement stipulates that 
no Chinese armed forces are permitted to advance beyond the 
lines which they held at the time the 1952 hostilities ceased, 
or in other words, not to advance toward Shanghai beyond the 
lines to which they had been driven back at that time. The 
agreement thus created a demilitarized area in and around Shang
hai for the purpose of averting another serious armed clash in 
this densely populated area. It further stipulates that the Chinese 
must discontinue all forms of activity hostile to Japan in this 
neutralized zone and that in case of doubt the Joint Commission 
for enforcement of the agreement composed of representatives 
of the signatory and counter-signatory Powers shall act ac
cording to its interpretation of the agreement.

The Peace Preservation Corps

The policing of the neutralized area and the parts of Shanghai 
outside the Settlement and Concession is in the hands of the Chi
nese police and Peace Preservation Corps. The latter was created 
in August, 1932, after the conclusion of the Sino-Japanese Truce 
Agreement. It was organized for the purpose of maintaining

7
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peace and order within the City of Greater Shanghai and adjacent 
areas demilitarized by the agreement. Although its original 
purpose was to serve as a police force, as the name suggests, 
it later turned out to be nothing more than Chinese troops in 
disguise. Not only was their equipment like that of regular 
army troops, but their commander was none other than Yang 
Hu, a leader of the notorious Blue Shirts, one of the secret so
cieties under the direct control of General Chiang Kai-shek, 
chairman of the National Military Council. The corps con
sisted of 5,000 men at first, but at, the time of the first clashes 
in north China had been increased to over 10,000.

bl

OFFENSIVE ATTITUDE OF THE CHINESE 
LEADING TO THE PRESENT CRISIS

The tension created by the outbreak of hostilities in north 
China spread with electric speed to other sections of the country, 
as the Central Government at Nanking, assuming an attitude 
toward Japan more hostile than ever before, began to push its 
warlike preparations on a major scale. Japan hoped and be
lieved that the minor clash at Lukouchiao could be rapidly settled 
locally through the process of friendly negotiation, but, as 
confirmed by subsequent Chinese moves, a section of China’s 
leaders had other intentions—to capitalize on this opportunity 
to rally nationwide support around the Nanking Government 
by a campaign of armed resistance against Japan. Anti-Japonism 
which was being implanted in the minds of the Chinese masses 
as a unifying symbol—a common rallying point of diverse and 
conflicting internal interests—at first abstract but eventually 
concrete as the movement gained momentum, turned with the 
north China clashes into a general crusade.

Forcefully conducted as a matter of official policy, anti- 
Japonism had gained considerable headway during the previous 
two years. Murders and other acts of violence occurred with 
increasing frequency.1 Every attempt to remedy the relations 
between the two countries, every sincere offer of co-operation 
made by Japan, was turned down. The tide of anti-Japanese 
agitation rose higher and higher.

1 For a list of murders and acts of violence see Appendices, p. 49

Japanese Evacuate the Yangtze Valley

Availing themselves of the tense situation which followed 
the outbreak of hostilities in north China, anti-Japanese agitators 
began a spirited campaign for resistance against Japan and fanned 
the flames of hate against this country throughout China. This 
widespread movement resulted in a continuous series of anti- 
Japanese demonstrations and meetings, creating situations fraught
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with danger in many parts of the country. Chinese merchants 
dealing with Japanese were mercilessly persecuted as traitors 
and Chinese in the employ of Japanese firms and homes were 
subjected to great pressure and were forced by intimidation 
to run away from their employers. Japanese merchants in 
China, in many cases, were thus compelled to discontinue their 
business, while Japanese nationals in general were subjected to 
extreme inconveniences in their daily life. At some places 
Japanese women and children were made victims of Chinese 
violence. These anti-Japanese activities finally culminated in 
interference with the supplying of food and water to Japanese 
nationals. £

Such conditions made the occurrence of untoward incidents 
extremely likely, and feeling the necessity of avoiding any 
clash which might arise between Chinese forces and the 
Japanese gunboats patrolling the Yangtze, the Japanese Govern
ment advised the Japanese nationals in the upper reaches of the 
Yangtze Valley to withdraw to safer places. Thereupon the 
entire Japanese communities at Chungking, Ichang and Shasi, 
numbering 35, 107 and 12 respectively, evacuated on August 1st, 
and 96 Japanese residents of Changsha followed them on August 
4th. Hankow’s 1,785, concentrated on board two steamers, em
barked there on August 7th, escorted by three naval vessels. 
On the following day the wholesale exodus continued from 
Kiukiang (76 Japanese), Tayeh (12), Wuhu (40), Nanking (431), 
and Chinkiang (13). All those evacuated reached Shanghai by 
August 9th, under escort of Japanese gunboats.

In this connection, Hankow, the great distributing center 
of the four provinces of Honan, Hupei, Hunan and Szechwan, 0 
deserves special mention, for Japanese traders had developed an 
important market there after years of industrious endeavor and 
enterprise. They dealt in the export of Chinese wood oil, raw 
cotton, cereals and other products of the provinces and in 
cotton yarn, cotton cloth, sugar, marine products and general 
merchandise as items of import. Their trade amounted to about 
60,000,000 yuan annually. Beside this, the Japanese have invested 
capital to the extent of 40,000,000 yuan in this inland center.

Hankow just prior to the evacuation had a total population 
of 742,000, of whom 2,238 were foreign residents including 1,738 
Japanese.
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After the evacuation of the Japanese residents at Hankow, 
a special detachment of the Japanese Naval Landing Party 
at Shanghai which had been dispatched to Hankow to protect 
the Japanese Concession there, and the Japanese warships in 
charge of protecting Japanese lives and property in the Yangtze 
Valley all withdrew to Shanghai on August 8th. It seems that 
the Chinese viewed this gathering of ships—mostly gunboats of 
170 to 305 tons and torpedo boats—as an aggressive display 
of force and as constituting a great menace. That such allega
tions are wide of the mark need not be stressed, as this condition 

• was but the result of Japanese evacuation of the upper Yangtze 
Valley.

The Japanese who evacuated from the upper Yangtze area 
totalled approximately 2,800. Their homes are located at various 
places extending inland as far as 1,400 nautical miles from 
Shanghai. Although the lives of Japanese nationals were thus 
secured from danger, the loss in property and in economic 
interests which they had built up after years of arduous toil was 

1 incalculably great—especially if the Chinese authorities to whom
the protection of these interests was entrusted fail to discharge 

1 their trust.
The withdrawal of all Japanese nationals from the upper 

Yangtze Valley was viewed by various nations, particularly China, 
with grave misgiving, as it was interpreted as an indication that 
Japan was preparing for widespread hostilities. This was far 
from the truth. As Mr. Tatsuo Kawai, spokesman of the Japa
nese Foreign Office, explained at the time, the Japanese Govern- 

• ment’s decision was motivated principally by the desire to prevent 
the possible recurrence of such untoward incidents as the Tung- 

? chow massacre on July 27th this year, in which over 200 Japanese 
nationals, including women and children, were victims of un
speakable atrocities.1

i See on this matter booklets, W'kat Happened at Tungchow ? and How the North China 
Affair Arose, published by this association.

It was purely a precautionary measure. Untoward incidents 
; might not have occurred in these inland regions, but the Govern-
I ment had no other course in view of the rapidly spreading acts

of terror against the Japanese and even against Chinese having 
business or other affiliations with the Japanese. A single incident
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involving the lives and property of Japanese would have required 
Japan to act at once, and this would have meant aggravation of 
the situation, which she was doing her utmost to avoid.

Intensification of anti-Japanese activities became so great 
that even members of the Japanese consular staffs at Chungking,. 
Changsha, Ichang, Shasi and Kiukiang were compelled to eva
cuate.

So they all assembled at Hankow by August 8th and three days 
later sailed downstream for Shanghai. But due to the Chinese 
blocadc of the Yangtze River near Kiangyin, they were forced 
to turn back to Nanking. From there they proceeded to Pukow, 
where they boarded a special train for Tsingtao on August 15 th, 
eventually reaching Japan.

The last party of the Japanese to withdraw from the 
interior were the officials in Nanking, including Mr. Shinrokuro 
Hidaka, counsellor of the Japanese Embassy in China, and staff 
members of the Japanese Consulate General in the capital. 
Assembling on the morning of August 16th at the Nanking Office 
of the Japanese Ambassador, these officials sang the Japanese 
national anthem, “ Kimigayo,” and, after lowering the national 
flag from atop the office, boarded a special train provided by the 
Nanking Foreign Office at 4:00 o’clock that afternoon. Escorted 
by 50 Chinese gendarmes, they went to Tsingtao by the Tientsin- 
Pukow Railway, from where they returned to Japan.

On the occasion of their withdrawal numerous courtesies 
were extended them by the American Embassy at Nanking, while 
the Italian Ambassador called on the Japanese counsellor in 
person to express his sympathy in connection with the evacu- 
ation. W

Concentration of Chinese Forces around Shanghai

The first exchange of shots between Chinese and Japanese 
troops in the outskirts of Peiping on the early morning of July 8 th 
incited Chian’s huge armies to action, and so gave concrete 
form to the long cultivated hatred against Japan. While tens of 
thousands of soldiers moved northward, not only to engage the 
Japanese in a major conflict but ostensibly and ultimately to 
exterminate Japan’s peaceful and legitimate enterprises in north 
China, large forces began to concentrate near Shanghai, creating a 
strong feeling of tenseness in that cosmopolitan city. Large units

12
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of the Central Army which had already been massed at different 
points not far from the city for many months past began to close 
in under various pretexts. The Shanghai Peace Preservation 
Corps, whose number was fixed at 5,000, rapidly grew in size. 
By the early part of August its strength had been increased to over 
10,000 and its various units were fully equipped with trench 
mortars, field pieces, armored cars and light and heavy machine 
guns.

The Corps was a Chinese organization created for the mainte- 
_ nance of peace and order in the native sections of the city and 

• other adjoining areas which were demilitarized by the Sino- 
Japanese Truce Agreement of 1932, yet from its very inception 
it was not an ordinary police force but a cross between a police 
unit and an army with a stronger leaning toward the latter, except 
for the uniform. With the beginning of hostilities in the north 
it became the Chinese army in disguise. Gun platforms were 
constructed, sand bag and barbed wire barricades were erected, 
trenches were dug, not everywhere, but chiefly around the 
eastern sector of the International Settlement, where the homes 
of 30,000 Japanese nationals are concentrated.

Violations of the 1932 Agreement by the Chinese

The Chinese claim that they sent armed forces into the 
Shanghai area for self-defense against those of Japan which, 
by entering the demilitarized zone first, were the first to violate 
the truce agreement, thus rendering it null and void. By so 
claiming they have shown themselves to be very forget- 

• ful of earlier events. As a matter of fact, even as early as 
October last year, the Chinese began to concentrate troops at 
strategic points in and near the demilitarized area. Investi
gations at that time revealed that 3,000 troops of the 36th 
Division of the Central Army were massed at Nanhsiang, 13 
miles within the demilitarized zone and less than 10 miles from 
the heart of Shanghai. It was also discovered that approximate
ly 10,000 Chinese troops, including units of the 87th, 88th and 
36th Divisions and independent engineers were concentrated 
in the Soochow area ; 20,000, including special corps, engineers* 
artillerymen and cavalrymen, in Wusih ; 30,000, including units 
of the 27th and 33 rd Divisions, in the Kiangyin area, near a strate
gically important section of the Yangtze River ; 6,000 troops

B
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of the 49th Division in the Wukiang area ; and 4,000 troops in I.
the Changsha area—a total of 73,000. Early in August this i
number had swelled to an estimated number of 100,000, and f
this numerically mighty army began to advance under instruc- ,
tions from the Nanking Government in a converging movement w < 
toward the city. î

All troop movements took place secretly and in disguise, . ’^'j 
and in all cases during night maneuvers. And the Chinese I
went about this game in a very interesting manner. In the course J
of these “ maneuvers ” the soldiers would cast off their uniforms, ,
slip into plain clothes and, after the exercises were over, remain I
at certain appointed places. Their arms and ammunition were ’
usually concealed in the homes of wealthy Chinese civilians in 
the locality. It was easy to conceal arms and ammunition in ■
this manner, but it was not easy—in fact it was impossible—to ,
conceal the identity of the men. They did not speak the 
local dialect, and on every forehead was an identical tell-tale 
difference of color, lighter above the brows than the lower 
section of the face, a clear indication that the headgear they 
were accustomed to wear was a cap—a soldier’s cap. ‘

Japan Calls a Meeting of the Joint Commission

On June 8th this year, just a month before the first clashes 
in north China, a special dispatch to the Tokyo Nichi-Nichi 
from its Shanghai office reported that the Chinese were planning 
to repair the Woosung Fortress, which was damaged by Japanese 
bombardments during the 1932 hostilities, and indicated that ।
the information had emanated from sources close to the Shanghai- 4^ 
Woosung Garrison Headquarters (located in the demilitarized 
zone). Intending to repair the fortress to consolidate the fore
most line of defense of the Yangtze Valley, the National Military 
Council of China, the report said, had purchased extremely 
delicate pieces of artillery from a foreign country and was plan
ning to have a survey made by the garrison headpuarters. The 
artillery arrived in Shanghai early in May, the disptcah indicated, 
and the Chinese were expected to approach the Jaqanese 
authorities on the matter, as th repair of the fortres wass pro
hibited by the truce agreement.

Surprised by the information, the Japanese immediately 
asked for a meeting of the Joint Commission for enforcement
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of the truce agreement, composed of representatives of Japan, 
China, the United States, Great Britain, France and Italy, to 
call the attention of the Chinese and the interested Powers to 
the relationship between the truce provisions and the reported 
intention of the Chinese to repair the fortress. The commission 
met on June 23 rd, but it failed to reach any definite decision re
garding such concrete measures as conducting an investigation 
of the fortress on the spot.

Before the Joint Commission or Japan could take any further 
steps on the pending question, the north China hostilities broke 
out. Taking advantage of the situation, the Chinese rushed 

I their military preparations in and around Shanghai with increased 
vigor and according to obviously pre-laid plans. Ignoring the 
existence of the truce agreement, concluded between Japan and 
China through the good offices of other Powers to ensure the 
security of Shanghai from a possible repetition of the 1932 
hostilities, the Chinese began to execute the war measures des
cribed above.

Military Preparations in the Demilitarized Zone

Investigations made by the Japanese early in August re
vealed that the disguised Chinese forces already in the demilitariz
ed zone included 3,000 in the Public Safety Squad, a form of 
armed police ; 2,000 camouflaged regulars concentrated in the 
area north of the North Station ; 1,000 in the Kiangwanchen 
area around the City Government and Fuhtan University ; 400, 
equipped with 7 armored cars in Tachangchen ; 1,000 in 

k Litzuyuan ; 1,000 in Kaochinmiao ; 1,000 in Kotsaochen ; and 
I numerous squads of 50 in the neighborhood of the Hungjao 

airdrome and other places.
According to the same investigations, trenches and gun 

platforms had already been constructed at various strategic 
points, the first line linking the Jukong Wharf with Chun 
Kung Road, constructed with the object of defending the City 
Government and preventing the landing of Japanese troops ; 
3 lines radiating from the Far Eastern Stadium ; 5 lines around 
Fuhtan University, 1 line in Kiangwanchen, and 3 lines 
in the area north of the North Station. These preparations 
increased conspicuously as the tension in Shanghai grew.

These military movements and preparations were not only
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a clear violation of the Sino-Japanese truce agreement, but a 
grave threat to the lives and property of Japanese nationals and 
to the safety of the International Settlement in which the Japa
nese reside with other foreign nationals and many Chinese. 
Japan’s Naval Landing Party of 2,000 officers and marines, 
stationed in Shanghai for the same purpose as the forces of other 
Powers with major interests there, were enormously out
numbered by the Chinese. Being insufficient to cope with the 
grave situation which was developing in that city and sensing 
that the Chinese really meant to take drastic action against the 
Japanese, the Japanese Navy decided to strengthen its force 
in order to be prepared for any emergency.

Subsequent events, and in particular the stand taken by the 
Municipal Council of the International Settlement, were to show 
that the decision had been well called for.

Japanese Marines Murdered

Rapidly mounting tension in Shanghai, caused by the mass
ing of huge forces and the erection of various military works by 
the Chinese around the Japanese sector of the Settlement, suddenly 
neared the breaking point on August 9th with the murder of 
Sub-Lieutenant Isao Ohyama, commander of the First Company 
of the Japanese Naval Landing Party, and First Class Seaman 
Yozo Saito by Chinese troops belonging to the Peace Preser
vation Corps. The incident took place at about 6:30 o’clock 
in the evening on Monument Road, while the naval officer, 
riding in an automobile driven by the seaman, was en route from 
the Landing Party’s western outpost, of which he was commander, 
to headquarters, after inspecting the vicinity of the Japanese- 
managed cotton spinning mills.

The Chinese troops ordered the car to a halt and abruptly 
fired at the occupants point blank with rifles and machine guns. 
The officer was killed instantly, and later an examination of his 
body revealed that he had been riddled with bullets like a sieve. 
Seaman Saito also was killed outright by the first volley. Scores 
of rifle and machine gun bullets penetrated the automobile. 
Gravity was attached to the killing, because both the officer 
and the seaman were in uniform and were attacked while per
forming official duties.

But that was not all. The Chinese soldiers then committed 

$r-

ghastly acts on the bodies of the victims. Ohyama was mutilated 
beyond recognition. Eighteen injuries were inflicted on various 
parts of his body. His skull was cut asunder with a sword after 
he had died. A part of his intestines was laid bare and a 
hole large enough to admit a fist was dug at his heart. After 
inflicting these atrocities, the Chinese soldiers took all the 
officer’s belongings, including his sword, shoes, wristwatch and 
pocketbook.

Seaman Saito, after being dragged from the car, was struck 
in the face and head with rifle butts. All his possessions, too, 
were taken by the Chinese. His body was found where it had 
been thrown in a field some 400 yards southeast of the spot where 
the shooting took place.

China’s False Contention

The Chinese contended that the Japanese fired first and that 
they attempted to force their way into the Hungjao airdrome 
(about 300 yards from the scene of the murder). When the 
Japanese officials went to the spot early the following morning 
(after midnight) for inspection and to take over the body of the 
Japanese officer, the Chinese, pointing to the body of a Chinese 
soldier in a nearby bean field, advanced a counter-charge that the 
Japanese had made the first challenge. The Japanese therefore 
postponed taking over the officer’s body until after a joint in
quiry made later in the day which proved the Chinese charge to 
be false. The thorough investigation immediately instituted by a 
party of representatives of the Shanghai Municipal Council, the 
headquarters of the Shanghai-Woosung Garrison, the Peace 
Preservation Corps, the Shanghai City Government, the Japanese 
Consulate General, the office of the Japanese naval resident 
officer, and the Japanese Naval Landing Party definitely es
tablished certain facts which refuted the Chinese claims and con
clusively proved their guilt in the matter, although when the in
quest started the Chinese witnesses had been ordered away and 
could not be summoned I* 1

i The following facts were established by the inquest :
(1) That the mere presence of Sub-Lieutenant Ohyama in a passing automobile could 

not have given the soldiers of the Chinese Peace Preservation Corps cause to presume that 
he was trying to enter the Hungjao airdrome, which had previously been claimed by the 
Chinese as leading to the incident.

(z) That the Chinese were mistaken in charging that a member of the Peace Préserva-
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An autopsy performed the following morning (August nth) 
on the body of the dead Chinese soldier in the presence of Japa
nese and Chinese officials with the participation of a neutral 
foreign observer definitely established that the Chinese contention 
concerning his death was entirely without foundation. The 
inquest disclosed that all the bullets that had hit him were from 
rifles or machine guns. No trace could be found of a shot 
fired by a pistol, the only weapon that the Japanese officer could 
possibly have used. A bullet had passed from the back horizont
ally through the chest. Another bullet hit a bone and yet went 
through the body, indicating that it must have been discharged 
with more strength and speed than would have been possible . 
with a pistol. The fatal bullet pierced the soldier from the 
right side of the back and passed through the left lung. On 
the basis of these findings it was concluded that it was a rifle 
bullet.

In spite of the extreme gravity of the incident, Japanese 
authorities in Shanghai, both consular and naval, immediately 
decided to exert every effort to reach a peaceful local settlement 
through diplomatic channels.

Indignation was voiced in both Japanese and Municipal 
Council quarters at the incident as the evidence definitely 
established that the attack on the Japanese naval officer and blue
jacket had been made by men of the Peace Preservation Corps 
who, in violation of the international agreements, were occu
pying a road to which entry was forbidden. The outrage was 
all the more serious as the Japanese officer was killed while 
performing official duties and on a road along which all foreign , 
nationals have the right to all the privileges they enjoy in the 
International Settlement. Moreover, the erection of barricades 
by the Chinese and the stopping and search of passers-by were an 
undue interference with the rights of the Municipal Council 
and of foreign nationals.

The Council Unable to Enforce its Rights

On the morning after the incident, Japanese Consul General 
Suyemasa Okamoto called on Dr. Stirling Fessenden, secretary
general of the Municipal Council, and expressed regret at the 
council’s inability to take effective steps to forestall untoward 
events of the previous night, despite the fact that Japanese 
authorities had previously warned the Council of the danger due 
to the military measures taken by the Chinese Peace Preservation 
Corps on the extra-Settlement road where the shooting occurred. 
In response, Dr. Fessenden voiced profound regret and pointed 
out that the Chinese authorities had deprived the Municipal 
Council by armed force of the right to guard a part of Hungjao 
and Monument roads.

Later the same morning the secretary-general told newspaper
men that the Council had claimed the right to guard the extra
Settlement roads with its own forces, but the Chinese authorities 
had so far failed to recognize the claim. He said that the Council 
was undertaking to guard some points along the roads on the basis 
of a gentlemen’s agreement concluded orally with the Chinese. 
Unless the Council backed its contentions with armed force to 
counteract the Chinese stand, he stated, it would be obliged to give 
up all responsibility for defense of the roads. As a matter of 
fact, he added, the Council had already withdrawn its guard mea
sures from Monument Road and other sections. The Council 
“ can use persuasion to gain respect for neutrality, but has no 
power to enforce obedience,” Dr. Fessenden remarked.

It can be seen from this that no positive measures were being 
taken to check the inroads of Chinese troops into the forbidden 
area. And even before the Ohyama incident Japan was obliged to 
reinforce her small landing party in Shanghai, as the situation 
there warranted every precaution to safeguard Japanese lives 
and property which Chinese military activities seriously threaten
ed.

Negotiations for Settlement

What did the Chinese authorities do to settle the incident ? 
The National Government at Nanking, following a meeting of 
the Executive Yuan held on the day after the shooting, instructed 
Mayor O. K. Yui of the Greater Shanghai to strive for a local 
settlement. Negotiations were opened on August i ith, following
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tion Corps had been shot dead by the Japanese officer, for judging from the position of 
the men of the P. P. C. at the moment of the incident he was shot from behind by his 
own comrades (as was subsequently confirmed at an autopsy).

(3) That the claim that the Japanese officer opened fire first was demonstrably contrary 
to the facts because of the location of the bullet marks on the automobile in which he 
was riding with Seaman Saito and because of the fact that the officer did not carry a pistol 
while the seaman, who had one, could not possibly have fired as he was driving the car.
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completion of the inquiry into the slaying, when Consul General 
Okamoto called on Mayor Yui to submit an urgent request for 
amelioration of the threatening situation. He asked that the 
Chinese authorities withdraw the Peace Preservation Corps from 
districts bordering on those where Japanese reside ana to re
move the military works recently erected in the zone around 
the International Settlement which had been demilitarized by 
the 1932 truce agreement. Mayor Yui, as he had done days 
before, replied with assurances that the first request would be 
carried out and said that since the previous night (August 10th) 
the Peace Preservation Corps forces had been forbidden to ad
vance to the districts concerned. Assurance was also given 
that the Chinese had already of their own volition started to 
remove the hostile military works.

Contrary to these assurances the Chinese troops continued 
to push their warlike preparations, charging the situation with 
extreme tenseness and making a major outburst more than likely 
at any moment. The troops included picked units of various 
army corps of the Central Forces, estimated at that time to num
ber about 12,000 in all, some of whom were incorporated into 
the Peace Preservation Corps. Not only were these hostile pre
parations dangerous to the Japanese population at which they 
were obviously aimed, but also to the safety of the whole inter
national population living in the Settlement, as an attempt had 
been made by the Powers to prevent the outbreak of hostilities.

Suspicion that the Chinese authorities were planning to 
aggravate, instead of ameliorate, the situation soon found justifi
cation when it was discovered that sand bag and barbed wire 
barricades had been erected in the neighborhood of Monu
ment Road, where the killing had occurred, and that men of 
the Peace Preservation Corps and policemen, armed with hand 
grenades, were stationed there in full readiness for an attack.

Japan Ready to Reduce her Forces to Status Quo Ante

The Ambassadors at Nanking of Great Britain, the United 
States, France, Germany and Italy sent a joint request on August 
11 th to both Japan and China that the two countries do everything 
within their power to carry out effectively a plan to exclude Shang
hai from the scope of any possible hostilities so as to safeguard 
the lives and property of foreigners residing there. The Japanese 

Government replied through Ambassador Shigeru Kawagoye 
stating that while Japan was greatly concerned over the safety 
of the lives and property of all foreigners as well as the Japanese, 
China should, as the first prerequisite, withdraw to a point 
beyond striking distance her regular troops and the armed Peace 
Preservation Corps which were menacing the Japanese by 
advancing to their section of the Settlement. Japan assured the 
Powers that she would be prepared to restore her forces to their 
original positions provided China agreed to take the above steps. 
China, however, flatly rejected the proposal and the Powers did 
nothing to press their joint request.

However, another effort was made to avoid a clash by 
calling together the Joint Commission for enforcement of the 
1932 truce agreement. The Japanese Consul General made a 
pressing appeal to the Chinese that they withdraw their forces 
in accordance with the 1932 agreement. Mayor Yui, contrary 
to what he had assured Consul General Okamoto the day before, 
rejected the Japanese request saying that he had no power to 
accept and that the matter should be taken up with Nanking. 
The only result which could be obtained was a mutual pledge 
that neither side would begin to fire. With that the commission 
adjourned.

On the same afternoon, August 12th, Japanese naval re
inforcements landed in Shanghai to safeguard the lives and homes 
of Japanese nationals residing in the International Settlement. 
The impression has been spread by erroneous news reports that 
these forces were sent because of the Ohyama incident and that 
Japan engaged the Chinese in open hostilities because of the 
outrage. Far is it from the truth, for, as indicated above, the 
reinforcements were sent in view of the generally serious situ
ation. Their arrival had no connection with the murder, but 
this incident showed that Japanese fears were well founded and 
that the landing of the reinforcements was timely.

Chinese Intensify their Warlike Preparations

Taking the coming of Japanese reinforcements as a further 
excuse, the Chinese intensified their warlike preparations on 
August 12th. Military works were erected near Woosung and 
Kiangwan. Sand bags were piled high on roads leading into 
the International Settlement and in front of houses bordering
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on this neutral foreign area. Chapei, the scene of severe fighting 
in 1932, was again turned into one of the operating bases of 
the Chinese forces. The Japanese-owned Nomura Lumber 
Company, facing the Toyoda Spinning Mill across the Soochow 
Creek, was forced to suspend operations as a result of inter
ference by the Peace Preservation Corps. At noon, the telephone 
communications of the Japanese resident officers, the Naval 
Landing Party headquarters, the Japanese Consulate General 
and Japanese firms and houses were stopped. Sergeant Ohmayé, 
of the Japanese Gendarmerie Corps, and his interpreter were kid
napped by the Peace Preservation Corps troops in the neighbor
hood of the North Station while on a tour of inspection in a 
motorcar.

About noon large units of the 88th Division of the Central 
Army which had been concentrated in Soochow entered 
the demilitarized area, alighted at the Shanghai North 
Station situated less than a hundred yards from the Settlement 
boundary, and immediately began to take up positions. It was 
learned that even prior to the first indications of trouble 
in Shanghai, they had been under standing orders to reach Shang
hai in 24 hours. Encouraged by the arrival of these forces, 
Chinese troops around the Settlement adopted an increasingly 
provocative attitude, creating a tense atmosphere in which 
the storm was ready to burst at any moment. Hostilities were 
now unavoidable. Still lingering hopes for the avoidance of 
trouble were well-nigh shattered.

Such being the state of affairs and to cope with whatever 
situation which might arise, the headquarters of the Naval Land
ing Party announced at 8:00 o’clock that night that a unit of its 
forces had commenced to reinforce an emergency guard for the 
maintenance of security within the International Settlement 
against possible disturbances by Chinese troops already in the 
neighborhood. The Japanese Consulate General ordered im
mediate evacuation of all Japanese residing in the northern 
sector of the Settlement where the Chinese were coming in.

However, he still pursued his effort for a settlement on 
August 13 th, both with the Chinese Mayor and also with 
the foreign consuls. As a result of these consultations, the 
British, American and French Consuls General at Shanghai 
submitted a proposal that Japan and China enter into direct
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negotiations for the purpose of averting the impending crisis. 
This proposal was received in Tokyo at midnight. It was im
mediately studied. The next day Chinese planes bombed the 
Settlement.

CHINESE POSITION ylT THE BEGINNING OF HOSTILITIES
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Ironically enough, the hostilities had began on Friday, the 
3th. The first shots were fired shortly after 9:00 o’clock in 

the morning by Chinese soldiers in plain clothes. Issuing from 
hiding in private homes, they suddenly launched a surprise 
attack on a patrolling unit of the Japanese Landing Party 
near “ Yokohama ” Bridge on Szechwan Road. The pledge not 
to fire was broken. The Japanese took the challenge and 
the fighting began. Immediately after, spasmodic firing broke 
out in other sections, though the Japanese endeavored 
merely to silence the Chinese. In the evening, the latter blew
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up a bridge to the north of the Japanese Landing Party bar
racks. Neighboring troops believing that it was an attack, 
opened fire with cannon on the Japanese, who replied and 
silenced them again.

The Chinese had already decided to begin operations not 
only against the Japanese forces but against the Japanese section 
of the settlement. Mayor Yui secretly notified all the foreign 
consuls, except the Japanese, that the Hongkew area would be 
bombarded and asked them to order their nationals to remove 
to the central part of the Settlement. This was on Friday, 
August 13th. But it was not until the following day that the 
real tragedy of modem warfare was to be enacted.

August 14th, the “ Bloody Saturday,” will long be re
membered in Shanghai and by those elsewhere who have read 
of that day’s events.

On that day Chinese warplanes proved to the world what 
they can be at their worst. Hostilities had begun and the Chi
nese may have had good cause to use their warplanes to further 
their attacks against the Japanese. But they did not have the 
cause nor the reason to drop bombs on non-combatants, much 
less in the International Settlement and the French Concession, 
where thousands of nationals of neutral countries, civilian Japa
nese and swarms of Chinese refugees had sought the security 
which was supposed to be assured in these special areas.

Four huge bombers of the Chinese air squadron raided 
this area twice on the same day. They did not stop with the 
bombing of the I^wno, flagship of the Japanese fleet stationed 
at Shanghai, the Naval Landing Party and the Japanese Consulate 
General. Their lethal loads were dropped in the heart of the 
International Settlement and the French Concession. In one 
air raid, two high-explosive projectiles fell at the intersection 
of Nanking Road, the city’s main artery, and the Bund, one blast
ing a crater almost at the main entrance of the famous Cathay 
Hotel, the other plunging through the roof of the Palace Hotel 
on the opposite side of the street. Both killed nearly 150 persons 
and wounded many more. This attack occurred at 4:27 o’clock 
in the afternoon. Again at 5:00 o’clock a single Chinese bomber 
dropped two missiles almost in the center of the circular inter
section of Avenue Edward VII and Thibet Road in the French 
Concession, one of the metropolis’ two busiest crossroads.

The slaughter here was terrific. The bombs wrecked the front 
of the huge Great World amusement resort which only the day 
before had been turned into a refugees’ shelter and was packed 
with Chinese. The toll of dead and injured here was even greater 
than in the Nanking Road bombing.

When the count was taken the number of dead exceeded 
1,200, including three Americans and a score of British, French 
and Russian nationals. Practically all of the victims were 
Chinese who had fled from the hostility stricken areas into the 
concessions which they had regarded as a haven of safety. The 
number injured was almost as great.

As Others See It

In a strongly worded editorial entitled “ A Tragic Lesson,” 
the British-owned North China Daily News, published in Shanghai, 
bhterly commented on August i8th :

Japanese and other foreigners and Chinese resident in Shanghai find 
common cause today in condemnation of the decisions which led to the 
terrible slaughter of peaceful civilians in the International Settlement, 
French Concession and certain part of Chinese territory on Saturday. 
The Chinese Air Force made a ghastly début. In a few short hours it 
did more harm to its country’s cause in the eyes of the world than could 
be achieved by months of political blundering. Its attack on the Japa
nese cruiser proved how far human capacity falls short of the deadly 
efficiency of the weapons it has invented for destruction. The object 
was unscathed with the result that the Chinese bombers indulged in 
what was virtually blind bombing. The military value of the exploit 
was nil. The heavy roll of deaths shows that in the first major clash 
between the forces of China and Japan in Shanghai the combatants suf
fered negligible casualties. The sacrifices were made by over one 
thousand foreign and Chinese victims.

As soon as the news of the bombing reached Tokyo, Mr. 
Tatsuo Kawai, spokesman of the Japanese Foreign Office, 
declared to the press :

Time and again, the Japanese have had the bitter experience of 
seeing the Chinese soldiery, roused to fierce anti-foreign frenzy, running 
out of hand. The Boxer rebellion, and nearer to our times, the Nanking 
and Tsinan outrages had warned us of what to expect when a foreign 
Power was not there to prevent them from plying their will on helpless 
foreign victims.

We had hoped that the much-vaunted “modern” troops of the 
Nanking Government would show a fuller measure of discipline, but
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could not refrain from expressing our misgivings that they might still 
run true to pattern, especially as we knew how the flame of anti-Japa- 
nese sentiment was being fanned by both the Chinese Fascists and 
their recent allies, the agents of the Comintern. Our fears, alas, 
were but too well founded. We were prepared to repulse onslaughts 
on our forces, but truly we were not prepared to witness the massacre 
of innocent Chinese refugees by Chinese bombs, the wanton destruction 
of foreign property that had helped to build the wealth of China, the 
slaughter of the foreign friends of the Chinese people by airplanes of the 
Chinese Government.

Consternation and sorrow is in the hearts of the Japanese people— 
sorrow and also a rightful indignation for the attempt to wreck on our 
helpless brethren of Shanghai,—amongst whom were thousands of re
fugees driven from their homes on the upper Yangtze River,—and for 
the fanatic fury in possession of modern means of destruction.

The world will recognize that Japan has shown the greatest restraint 
and moderation in the recent events. She has done her utmost to min
imize the effects of untoward happenings, but on each occasion, her 
efforts have been thwarted by the prejudiced and disorderly attitude 
of the Chinese. The Lukouchiao incident was practically settled the 
next day. But Nanking interfered. And the Hungjao affair was being 
discussed, when Nanking troops enter Shanghai and her planes bomb 
the Settlement.

Japan stands for order. She will insist on the protection of her 
citizen’s legitimate rights. She is conscious of her duty to her friends 
and to those who put their trust in her. Her troops, if necessary, will 
fight for it, reluctantly, but without flinching.

This tragic incident was enough to move Japan to positive 
action, for the protection of the Japanese nationals meant 
that of the International Settlement where they make their 
homes. Japan’s original plans for defense as such had to be 
diverted into a strong positive defense—to drive back the Chinese 
forces to a point where they no longer would be a menace to 
the peace and security of the Settlement.

The Chinese claimed that the bombing was accidental. 
Though some doubt was expressed, their explanation was plausi
ble. But the subsequent events made it less so and strengthened 
the doubt. On August 24th another bomb of Chinese origin 
struck the first story of the Sincere’s Department Store and caved 
in the side of Wing On Store in Nanking Road. Caught in 
the hail of shell fragments, some 170 died and more than 470 
were wounded. Mr. Anthony Billingham, a representative of 
the New York Times, who happened to be shopping in the Sin

a

cere’s was seriously injured. Still another bomb pierced three 
stories of the United States Naval godown in Szechwan Road, 
but luckily failed to explode. The Chinese declared that a missile 
from a “ big naval gun ” had done the damage. Officials of the 
International and French Municipal Council immediately made 
an investigation and established that the projectile was a Chinese 
one. A dispatch from the New York Times’ Shanghai cor
respondent, mailed from Hongkong so as to escape alteration by 
the Chinese censors, gives the facts :

Hongkong, August 27th.—That some international action should be 
agreed upon providing for armed measures or other restraints to prevent 
irresponsible Chinese aerial bombing and the killing of helpless civilians 
in Shanghai’s International Settlement and the French Concession is the 
consensus of foreign consular, naval and military officials in Shanghai.

This opinion crystallized Monday, when another Chinese airplane, 
presumably one of those which an admiring Chinese public bought for 
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek’s fiftieth birthday, smashed out nearly 
200 lives and wounded or permanently maimed nearly 500 more persons.

Qualified foreign army and naval observers and precision instru
ments aboard American, British and French warships in the Whangpoo 
River disclose that the Japanese have kept their pledge that their bombers 
will not fly over the Shanghai refugee area. The Chinese have refused 
to give a similar pledge.

Automatic registration on Monday showed that when the slaughter 
occurred a Chinese monoplane was flying over the city at an akitude of 
12,000 feet. Moreover, the registration showed the plane was making a 
direct line from Pootung on the east nearly over the United States 
cruiser Augusta and the customs jetty, and then along a line where a 
huge bomb dropped in Szechwan Road without exploding and a second 
bomb, which hit the Sincere’s Department Store on the Nanking Road 
corner, exploded.

One foreign Admiral’s scornful comment was :
c< The fliers are so badly trained as marksmen or so hysterical, ex

citable and irresponsible that they are like children playing with destruc
tive weapons. In common decency they should not be entrusted with 
death-dealing airplanes.”

Chinese censors struck the foregoing facts and opinions from cables 
and radio messages filed and even changed news cables to make it appear 
that doubt existed in the minds of foreign officials here that possibly the 
bombs came from Japanese planes, but this is distinctly not true.

The regular marines in Shanghai and the naval reinforcements 
not being sufficient for the purpose of driving back the Chinese, 
Japan sent land forces to strengthen her fighting position.
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These reinforcements landed at Shanghai on August 23 rd, 
and in co-operation with the marines, air and naval forces have 
ably and successfully been fulfilling their duty and mission 
against enormous odds.

The landing of Japanese reinforcement troops was hailed 
by the New York Herald Tribune in an editorial appearing on 
August 24th as a factor that would relieve the strain of the hostili
ties in Shanghai. The paper asserted that even those sympathetic 
toward China would be glad to note the possibility of a new situ
ation tending to save the city from further savage destruction 
and that the residents in Shanghai should give a sign of relief 
to hear that reinforcements of the Japanese army had landed • 
in the neighborhood of the city.

The Neutral Zone Question

Shanghai having been transformed into a theater of hostili
ties, the rowers with large vested interests and nationals resid
ing in the city naturally showed grave concern. Great Britain, 
through Mr. J. L. Dodds, Chargé d’Affaires in Tokyo, notified the 
Japanese Government on August 18th that if the governments 
of Japan and China agreed mutually to withdraw their forces 
and entrust to foreign authorities the protection of Japanese 
nationals in the International Settlement and on the extra-Settle- 
ment roads, the British Government was prepared to undertake 
the responsibility, provided that other Powers would co-operate. 
On the following day, the French Government notified Japan 
of its readiness to support the British proposal. The American 
Government had previously expressed the hope that hostilities 
in the Shanghai area be suspended in the interest of peace.

Under the prevailing conditions, Japan could not accept the 
proposal. Before the outbreak of the Shanghai hostilities the 
British, American, German, French and Italian Ambassadors 
in China jointly proposed amicable settlement of the Shanghai 
issue. To this Japan had given foil consideration. But the Chinese 
failed to give any concrete manifestation of their intentions and 
became more positive in their illegal attacks on the Japanese. 
Thus, one effort had failed. The British proposal, if tried, would, 
under the existing state of affairs, turn out to be as ineffective.

As was indicated in the Japanese reply to the British pro
posal, the “ Japanese Government is responsible for the protection 
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of its nationals in China,” and therefore is in “ no position to 
consider leaving the task of protecting them and the interests 
of Japan in China to foreign countries.” The Government 
expressed the wish that the Powers which used their good offices 
in bringing about the negotiation of the 1932 truce agreement 
would utilize their influence with the Chinese to induce them to 
evacuate the troops which had entered the demilitarized zone 
illegally.

The Japanese Government could not have made a different 
reply.

Grievances against Japanese Action

The misfortunes of the foreign population in Shanghai 
resulting from the indiscriminate bombing of the foreign con
cessions by Chinese bombing planes, gave rise to strong protests 
against using the city as a theater of war. These protests were 
directed at Japan in particular for using the Settlement as a base 
of operations. Foreign grievances, in view of the horrors of 
the bombing tragedy, are quite understandable. But it was 
precisely to avoid such disastrous developments that Japan, at the 
time of the Ohyama incident, exercised the utmost patience and 
restraint and proposed the withdrawal of Chinese troops to a 
safe distance. The Chinese rejected the proposal and pressed 
on to the Settlement. The Japanese population in Shanghai, 
swollen with refugees from inland cities, numbered well over 
30,000. In order to protect these Japanese, including women 
and children, from sure death and destruction, it was obviously 
impossible for the Japanese naval forces to abandon their posi
tions. No navy in the world would have consented to do so.

On August 16th, when Chinese airplanes attempted to fly 
over the French Concession, the French garrison fired with 
anti-aircraft guns to drive them away. The position of the Japa
nese forces is exactly the same.

Again, going back a bit into history, on May 30th, 1927, a 
violent anti-British demonstration occurred in the Inter
national Settlement. The Municipal Council took forceful mea
sures to suppress that disturbance and nothing was said about 
the moral or legal responsibilities of the British in the matter. 
At that time Britain sent 15,000 men to protect its interests and 
the Settlement. This time it happens that a large force of Chi-
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nese regulars were attacking the Settlement with the Japanese 
as their objective. The two cases are the same, except, perhaps, 
in scope.

Powers’ Failure to Co-operate to Avoid Hostilities

Precedents, however, do not mean anything. The fact of 
the matter is that those interested Powers who insist on the 
neutralization of Shanghai failed to give the necessary co
operation to avert hostilities. Japan was forced to play a 
lone game in endeavoring to save Shanghai from the disaster of 
conflict. Though the responsibility for the outbreak of hostili
ties in Shanghai lies at the door of China for ignoring the truce 
agreement and sending armed forces into the city, the authorities 
of the International Settlement and the various Powers concern
ed are partly to blame.

We may well summarize here the attitude and stand taken by 
the third parties.

At the time of the Ohyama incident, the police force of the 
Shanghai Municipal Council, which ordinarily is responsible for 
the maintenance of order and security not only within the Inter
national Settlement, but on the extra-Settlement roads as well, 
was not anywhere around Monument Road wherelehe incident 
took place. In fact, the policing of the extra-Sett ment roads 
had been withdrawn, and the reason given for this by Dr. Fes
senden, secretary-general of the Council, was that the Chinese 
authorities had forced the withdrawal. The municipal police 
and the Shanghai Volunteer Corps, furthermore, played a 
prominent rôle in suppressing the Chinese anti-British riots in the 
Settlement in 1927, but they failed to take any effective measures 
this time when Japanese lives and interests were involved. 
Perhaps the Settlement authorities were not sufficiently empower
ed to take any action, and the British-owned Japan Chronicle* 
published in Kobe, carried an editorial entitled, “ Shanghai : 
A Neutral Zone,” on August 19th which seems to offer a clear 
explanation of and at the same time a well-founded justification 
for Japan’s position. Only the most relevant portions of the 
editorial are quoted :

Is it too late to create a neutral zone in and around Shanghai? 
The British Government, it was stated yesterday, is taking the initiative 
in a new effort by the interested Powers to save Shanghai from the 

bombs and shells which have been rained on this international city since 
Saturday. The first day was the worst; happily there has been no 
repetition of the awful bombing tragedies of Saturday evening when 
Chinese planes dropped their lethal loads on busy Settlement streets, 
bringing death or injury to many hundreds, but as long as these bomb
ers are able to fly over and as long as two armies are locked in deadly 
grip with the outskirts of the Settlement their battlefield, Shanghai is 
safe for none.

It is in the Hongkew section of the Settlement that Japanese 
interests are concentrated, and it is this sector which is consequently 
placed normally in Japan’s charge when danger arises. In international 
law Japan and China are still enjoying friendly relations ; Ambassadors 
have not been recalled and China has not withdrawn the privileges 
which extraterritorial Powers possess on Chinese territory. The Mu
nicipal Council, whatever its private feelings on the matter, accordingly 
could not discriminate against Japan in exercise of the defense of the 
Settlement. It cannot call on Japan to withdraw military forces from 
the Hongkew sector, and was in fact bound by precedent and agreement 
to leave that area in Japanese hands. That was the position on Saturday 
morning.

It comes down to this—the International Settlement is a neutral 
zone with a neutral’s rights and privileges, yet has no power of enforce
ment, either legal or actual. The second is an undoubted fact, and 
the inference of the first is that absence of legal power of enforcement 
negatives the orginal claim to neutrality.

Then, on August 18th, came the British proposal for the 
neutralization of Shanghai to which sufficient reference has 
already been made.

Where swift and effective action could have been taken to 
prevent hostilities was through the Joint Commission for en
forcement of the Sino-Japanese Truce Agreement, composed 
of representatives of Japan, China, Great Britain, the United 
States, France and Italy. The four outside Powers through 
whose efforts the agreement was concluded after the Shanghai 
hostilities of 1932, could and should have taken prompt action 
when it became known that Chinese troops had entered the 
demilitarized zone disguised as members of the Peace Preserva
tion Corps. Friendly offices were proffered by the third Powers 
only after the situation had developed to a serious stage.

Compared with the stand taken by the Powers at the time 
of the 1932 hostilities, the stand taken this time has been marked
ly lukewarm. In 1932 before hostilities broke out the various
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foreign garrisons had already been allotted their respective 
positions and were prepared for defensive measures to prevent 
the hostilities from entering the foreign concessions. This time, 
little was done until after the hostilities had already begun 
and much damage had been wrought.

Indeed, the Municipal Council, on the advice of the consuls 
of the interested Powers, purposely refrained from declaring 
a state of emergency, which would have sent the troops of dif
ferent countries to the respective defense sectors allotted to them 
under the Shanghai defense plan of 1953 (see map, p. 5). This 
would have technically allotted to Japan the defense of the 
Hongkew and the East Settlement area. But in order to avoid 
a semblance of participating in the common defense of common 
interests, Japan was made to shoulder the whole responsibility, 
and Shanghai is paying today the price of such a weak policy.

k3:

japan never intended to fight
Japan Forced to Fight

Japan, as has been made clear, never intended to fight 
from the very beginning of the trouble in north China. The 
policy of non-aggravation and localization which Japan strictly 
adhered to with patience and restraint under even the most 
violent provocations in all her dealings with China since the 
outbreak of the trouble until the last glimmer of hope dis
appeared, is proof enough of this fact. If responsibility for the 
enlargement of the issue must be placed, it must be laid before 
the Chinese Government. For Japan, the issue, if any, is in 
north China where Japanese interests are incalculably great. 
Why should Japan extend the issue to Shanghai a great cos
mopolitan city where the vast rights and interests of many 
foreign Powers and the lives of many foreign nationals are so 
deeply involved ? “ The charge that Japan desired or provok
ed hostilities in Shanghai is absolutely unsubstantiated, and is 
on the face of it extremely improbable/’ writes Mr H. G. W. 
Woodhead, editor of the well known British Shanghai monthly 
magazine, Oriental Affairs (September, 1937). He adds :

The dispatch of the two Chinese Regular Divisions—the 87th and 
the 88th—into the demilitarized zone, and their occupation of the 
northern boundary of the Settlement, was an undeniable breach of the 
1932 Agreement. It is explicable only on the theory that the Nanking 
Government decided that if there was to be a military showdown with 
the Japanese it would elect to ùse its best troops and material in the 
Shanghai area, rather than in the north, owing to the fact that enormous 
international interests were involved, and international intervention 
might therefore be expected. It is not being argued here that this 
decision was unjustified. A Government that considers itself to be the 
subject of aggression may reasonably claim the option of deciding 
where to meet the alleged aggressor. But it is not tenable to pretend 
that the Japanese were the aggressors in Shanghai, whatever they may 
have done in the north. Nearly every action of theirs went to prove 
their desire to avoid being involved in another outbreak of hostilities in 
Shanghai. They had evacuated their nationals from all the Yangtze 
ports, including their important Hankow Concession. They had
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refrained from anything in the nature of an ultimatum in connection 
with the Hungjao incident. The arrival of the Third Fleet and the 
landing of reinforcements therefrom, on August nth, was a tactless move, 
but it can hardly seriously be pretended that an addition of 1,000 Blue
jackets to the Naval Landing Party foreshadowed an intention to attack 
Chinese territory. At the outside there were not more than 5,300 to 
4,000 men here when the reinforcements had been landed. They had 
a community of about 20 to 25 thousand civilians to defend. And 
after their experiences in 1932 it is inconceivable that, confronted by 20 
to 50 thousand troops drawn from China’s German-trained Divisions, 
they would have opened an offensive.

There can be but one answer to the question put above. The 
extremist leaders of China, who are now in the saddle of the 
Nanking Government and are riding the nation, had but one 
motive when the first clashes occurred in north China—to turn 
the issues, small as they were at first, into an excuse for a 
major war of resistance against Japan. This they have done. 
Shanghai was the most important center to use as a means of 
aggravating the situation. Here the third Powers would be 
forced to intervene and complicate the problem to the dis
advantage of Japan, according to Chinese reasoning. For 
reasons already explained, Japan was reluctantly drawn into 
fighting in Shanghai, and in this Chinese strategy (if strategy it 
may be called) has succeeded. For this Japan is rightfiilly 
indignant, but she has accepted the challenge and will go through 
with the fighting until the last vestiges of anti-Japanese activities 
and Communism have been destroyed. China extended the 
fighting to Shanghai to force Japan to a showdown.

Foreign Observers’ Opinions

The North China Daily News also made an interesting and a 
very realistic observation on this point in its editorial on August 
18th :

Strategically it seemed that Nanking would find the task of re
inforcing the northern troops an exceedingly dangerous operation. 
Some effort was made by the use of troops which could be rapidly 
detached for that purpose, but, in order to make the best use of the 
trained forces under the direct command of the Government at Nanking, 
a blow against the Japanese at a point where they seemed most vulner
able to attack was contemplated. The Shanghai area, by its compara
tively simple problem in regard to communications and by the ability of 
rapid concentration, was clearly indicated.

Mr. H. G. W. Woodhead seems to concur in this view. 
Writing in the September issue of Oriental Affairs, already 
mentioned above, he opines :

As a background to the whole trouble it must be remembered that 
Chinese hostility towards Japan has been aroused to an intense pitch by 
events in the north. Chinese organizations were clamoring for 
resistance to the Japanese Army in Hopei. And the main question for 
a couple of weeks appeared to be whether National (as distinguished 
from Provincial) troops should be sent north of the Yellow River to 
resist. The dangers and difficulties of such a movement were empha
sized in several quarters, but it did not occur to many that the Nanking 
Government would elect to choose Shanghai instead of Hopei, as its 
battleground with the Japanese. As is usual at a time of crisis in China 
there was a moderate and a chauvinistic element in the Government. 
And one must assume that on this occasion the view of the moderates 
was overborne by the chauvinists, and it was decided, even if it meant 
the complete ruin of China’s most important commercial, industrial and 
financial center, to make Shanghai the principal war zone, if a settlement 
was not reached on terms satisfactory to the Central Government.

Japan’s Uncomfortable Position

Politically, hostilities in the Shanghai area will place Japan in 
a very uncomfortable position. In 1952 the Japanese were com
pelled by obvious circumstances to use the International Settle
ment as the basis of their operations. The Shanghai Municipal 
Council did its best to keep the so-called neutrality of the Settle
ment unimpaired, but eventually it was forced to overlook or 
permit Japanese dominance in the northern part of the Settle
ment. The practice of 1932 will in all probability be repeated, 
and, in that event, in spite of the fact that Japan has no strategical 
alternative, she will inevitably be made the target of criticism 
and invective of other Powers. China was more than aware 
of this eventuality and as she thrived on it in 1932, particularly 
at Geneva, she was not hesitant to launch hostilities in Shanghai. 
In this connection, however, attention may well be drawn to 
the fact that, in using the Settlement as the base of operations, 
Japan is strictly on the defensive, her sole objective being to 
resist the intrusion of the wanton Chinese soldiery into the for
bidden area—an objective common to all foreign forces as well 
as to the Shanghai Volunteer Corps, who are responsible for 
the safeguarding of the Settlement and the Concession.
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Again, China contemplated that other Powers, pressed with 
the dire necessity of protecting their respective interests in Shang
hai, would be tempted to interfere in the present conflict. Sub
sequent happenings, such as the bombing of the fashionable Palace 
Hotel, the Sincere’s Store in the International Settlement, the 
crowded Avenue Edward VII in the French Concession and 
the American liner, President Hoover, induce one to the belief 
that China is audaciously gambling on possible intervention 
even if it entails the grave risk of antagonizing foreign public 
opinion.

The murder of Lieutenant Ohyama and Seaman Saito was 
the initial step in this scheme of China to make Shanghai a theater 
of armed conflict. Viewed in conjunction with the warlike pre
parations around Shanghai prior to the outrage, one is brought to 
face an entity of well-planned intrigues.

What will Come Next ?

However, it is idle to cry over spilt milk of the past. The 
world is wondering what will become of Shanghai in the future. 
At this juncture it is difficult to predict. The Chinese Govern
ment has not made its intention public on this point, but 
the Japanese Government explicitly declared that all it wants 
in regard to the Shanghai conflict is a measure to preclude once 
and for all the recurrence of such hostilities as are now being 
witnessed. The 1932 agreement should have been sufficient, 
had it received the full support of the interested Powers, but one 
infraction after another was overlooked both by Japan and the 
other Powers. If Japan emerges victorious, she will certainly 
feel justified in demanding the strengthening and cementing of 
the structure of the idea contained in the Truce Agreement. 
In fact the slightest breach of the provisions of the agreement 
should be made a cause for the joint action on the part of the 
Powers concerned. It will be the only way to protect Shanghai 
from tragic holocausts such as that which has been displayed 
before the eyes of the world.

The stupendous scale upon which China mobilized her 
troops and the occurrence of incidents during the course of hos
tilities have hopelessly aggravated popular feelings against them. 
And as they are becoming more and more strained with develop
ment of hostilities, the nature of the conflict has necessarily 
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undergone a change from a local and temporary one to that of 
a major conflict on a national scale.

The Negative Attitude Forsaken

Premier Prince Konoyé expressed for the first time, in a 
press interview given on August 20th, his fear that the issue 
would have to be fought conclusively. He did not mean to 
abandon even yet the principle of non-aggression to which he 
steadfastly adhered from the outset.

A few days later, however, a statement was made by War 
Minister, General Sugiyama, to the effect that Japan was finally 
compelled to forsake altogether the negative attitude she had 
hitherto followed.

Japan is now determined to fight it out. Her expeditionary 
forces are backed by the full support of the people at home. 
Their mission is to bring about, through the eradication of anti- 
Japonism and the establishment of Sino-Japanese co-operation, 
a new era of lasting peace in East Asia. The present conflict is 
a struggle to end once and for all the likelihood of any more 
such clashes in this part of the world.

The Japanese are destined to extend their sphere of activi
ties on the mainland of Asia, since it has been proven impos
sible for them to confine their surplus energy to a chain of is
lands, whose limited area has been exploited to the utmost both 
agriculturally and industrially. Hence, it is up to the statesmen 
of Japan and China to find ways and means to enable such develop
ments to take place. Such ways and means should be con
structive—not destructive. The present situation is the result, 
not so much of the failure of the Governments of both countries 
to find them, as of the refusal on the part of the Chinese to re
cognize the inevitability of Japan’s unfortunate dilemma—that 
of either suffocating in the Island Empire or else expanding on 
the continent.

In accepting Japan’s offer of co-operation in exploiting 
the undeveloped natural resources of north China, China would 
first of all benefit her own people enormously, and secondly 
avert the necessity of a resort to extreme and drastic measures. 
The sooner China comes to the realization of this fact, the 
better for all concerned in the affairs of East Asia.

As Japan was dragged unprepared into hostile combat,
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she is not yet decided as to how she will finish it. The only 
thing which concerns her at present is how to emerge victorious 
as soon as possible.

With regard to the future treatment of north China and 
Shanghai, we can but base our judgment on the pronouncements 
of the Japanese Government relevant to the question. The 
Japanese people are fighting for a better and happier future 
for both nations—for co-operation, not for territory.

APPENDICES

Address of the Prime Minister at the Seventy-second

Session of the Imperial Diet, September 5 th, 1937

Gentlemen :
I am profoundly moved to say that His Imperial Majesty’s most Graci

ous Message regarding the China affair was granted us at the opening of 
the Imperial Diet yesterday. It is my humble desire that we shall be able to 
set His Majesty’s heart at rest by our loyal and devoted service to the Throne 
in accordance with the august will of our sovereign.

Since the outbreak of the affair in north China on July 7th, the funda
mental policy of the Japanese Government toward China has been simply 
and purely to seek the reconsideration of the Chinese Government and the 
abandonment of its erroneous anti-Japanese policies, with the view of making 
a basic readjustment in relations between Japan and China. This policy 
has never undergone a change ; even today it remains the same. The Japa
nese Government has endeavored to save the situation by preventing ag
gravation of the incident and by limiting its scope. This has been repeatedly 
enunciated.

The Chinese, however, not only fail to understand the true motives 
of the Japanese Government, but have increasingly aroused a spirit of con
tempt and have offered resistance toward Japan, taking advantage of the 
patience of our Government. Thus, by the outburst of uncontroled nation
al sentiment, the situation has fast been aggravated, spreading in scope to 
central and south China. And now, our Government, which has been 
patient to the utmost, has acknowledged the impossibility of settling the 
incident passively and locally, and has been forced to deal a firm and de
cisive blow against the Chinese Government in an active and comprehensive 
manner.

In point of fact, for one country to adopt as its national policy the antago
nizing of, and the showing of contempt for, some particular country, and to 
make these the underlying principle of national education by implanting 
such ideas in the minds of the young, is unprecedented in the history of the 
world. Thus, when we consider the outcome of such policies on the part 
of China, we feel grave concern not only for the future of Sino-Japanese 
relations, but for the peace of the Orient and consequently for the peace of 
the entire world. The Japanese Government, therefore, has repeatedly 
requested the Chinese Government to reconsider and to change its attitude, 
but all in vain. This failure of the Chinese Government has finally caused 
the present affair. We firmly believe that it is in accordance with the right 
of self-defense as well as with the cause of righteousness and humanity that 
our country is determined to give a decisive blow to such a, country, so
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that it may reflect upon the errors of its ways. For the peoples of East 
Asia there can be no happiness without a just peace in this part of the world. 
The Chinese people themselves by no means form the objective of our ac
tions, which objective is directed against the Chinese Government and its 
army who are carrying out such erroneous, anti-foreign policies. If, there
fore, the Chinese Government truly and fully re-examines its attitude and 
in real sincerity makes endeavors for the establishment of peace and for 
the development of culture in the Orient in collaboration with our country, 
our Empire intends to press no further.

At the present moment, however, the sole measure for the Japanese 
Empire to adopt is to administer a thoroughgoing blow to the Chinese 
army so that it may lose completely its will to fight. And if, at the same 
time, China fails to realize its mistakes and persists in its stubborn resistance, 
our Empire is fully prepared for protracted hostilities. Until we accomplish 
our great mission of establishing peace in the Orient, we must face many 
serious difficulties, and, in order to overcome them, we must proceed steadily 
with our task, adhering to the spirit of perseverance and fortitude in one 
united body.

Now that our Imperial Army and Navy, with their loyal officers and 
men, are advancing with all dignity in the cause of righteousness, exalting 
its might far and wide, we are filled with grateful emotion. Simultaneously, 
we feel highly encouraged to witness the sincere support displayed throughout 
the length and breadth of the Empire. Let us, however, be on our guard 
against intoxication from victories already won, and maintain an unrelaxed 
vigil toward achieving our final purpose.

The Government is hereby introducing to the Imperial Diet urgent 
budgetary and legislative measures. In these measures the Government 
seeks to adopt a financial and economic structure for coping with the present 
extraordinary situation. We are ready, however, to take all possible pre
cautions to avoid unnecessary shock to financial circles. As for develop
ments in the affair, foreign affairs and financial plans, they will be stated 
by the Ministers in charge.

The Government feels greatly honored to assist, together with you 
gentlemen, in the administration of affairs of the State, and at the same time 
feels increasingly the gravity of its responsibility. We earnestly beseech 
you gentlemen to give approval after mature deliberation to the Govern
mental measures which will be introduced.

Address of Mr. Koki Hirota, Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
at the Seventy-second Session of the Imperial Diet, 

September 5 th, 1937

As I had occasion a short while ago at the seventy-first session of the 
Diet to speak on Japan’s foreign relations in general, I shall confine myself 
today to a review of the developments since then of the China affair.

Ever since the beginning of the present affair, the Japanese Government, 
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in pursuance of its policy of local settlement and non-aggravation, has 
exerted every effort to effect a speedy solution. The Nanking Government, 
whose prompt reconsideration was invited, failed to maifest a grain of sin
cerity, but concentrated their armies in north China to challenge Japan, 
while in the Yangtze Valley and elsewhere in south and central China they 
embarked upon an anti-Japanese campaign of the most vicious kind, which 
not only prevented our nationals in that region from engaging in their peace
ful pursuits, but also jeopardized their very existence. In these circumstances, 
the Japanese Government, still desiring to avoid the disturbance of peace 
as far as possible, ordered the evacuation of all Japanese residents in Hankow 
and other points along the Yangtze River. Shortly after that, on August 9th, 
Sub-lieutenant Ohyama and Seaman Saito of the Landing Party were murder
ed at Shanghai at the hands of the Chinese Peace Preservation Corps. Even 
then, Japan, adhering to a peaceful course, sought to settle the affair through 
the withdrawal of the Peace Preservation Corps and the removal of all mili
tary works that had been erected in violation of the 1932 Truce Agreement. 
China refused to comply with our demands under one pretext or another, 
and proceeded, instead, to increase her troops and multiply her military 
works in the prohibited zone, and finally launched an unwarranted attack 
upon the Japanese. Thereupon, as a matter of duty our Government dis
patched a small naval reinforcement to Shanghai as an emergency measure 
to insure the protection of our nationals in that city.

In view of these disquieting developments in Shanghai the Ambassadors 
at Nanking of the five Powers—Great Britain, America, France, Germany, 
and Italy—sent a joint request on August nth both to Japan and China that 
the two countries do all in their power to carry out effectively a plan to ex
clude Shanghai from the scope of any possible hostilities so as to safeguard 
the lives and property of foreigners therein. Our Government replied 
through Ambassador Kawagoyé to the effect that while Japan was most solici
tously concerned over the safety of the lives and property of all foreigners 
as well as of the Japanese in Shanghai, China should, as the first prerequisite, 
withdraw outside striking distance her regular troops and the Peace Pre
servation Corps that were advancing on the Settlement and menacing the 
Japanese, and remove the military works in the vicinity of the International 
Settlement, and that Japan would be prepared to restore her forces to their 
original positions provided China agreed to take the above steps. The 
Ambassador was also instructed to request the Powers concerned to exert 
their influence toward inducing China to execute those urgent and appropri
ate measures, which, however, were flatly rejected by China. On August 13th 
the Consuls General at Shanghai of Great Britain, America and France sub
mitted a certain concrete plan, proposing that Japan and China enter into 
direct negotiations for the purpose of averting the impending crisis. The 
text of the proposal was received in Tokyo at midnight, August 13 th. But 
in the afternoon of that very day, the Chinese armies, that had been pouring 
into the Shanghai area, took the offensive, and on the 14th their warplanes 
dropped bombs not only on the headquarters of our Landing Party, our
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warship and our Consulate General, but also all over the International 
Settlement. No longer could we do anything but abandon all hopes for 
a peaceful settlement and fight for the protection of our 30,000 nationals 
in Shanghai. I regret to say that the earnest efforts of the Powers concerned 
were thus nullified by Chinese outrages.

Shanghai, having been converted into a theater of hostilities, grave con
cern was naturally shown by the Powers who had vast amounts of capital 
invested and large numbers of their nationals residing in the city. Great 
Britian notified both Japan and China under the date of August 18th, that 
if the governments of the two countries agreed to withdraw their forces 
mutually and to entrust to foreign authorities the protection of Japanese 
subjects residing in the International Settlement and on the extra-Settlement 
roads, the British Government was prepared to undertake the responsibility 
provided that other Powers would co-operate. Next day—on the 19th— 
we were informed by the French Government of their readiness to support 
the British proposal. The American Government also had previously ex
pressed their hope for the suspension of hostilities in the Shanghai area. 
Japan, having as great interests in Shanghai as these Powers, is equally solici
tous for the peace of the city. But as has been stated above, the actions taken 
by the Chinese in and around Shanghai are plainly in violation of the Truce 
Agreement of 1932, in that they illegitimately moved their regular troops 
into the zone prescribed by that agreement, and increased both the number 
and armaments of the Peace Preservation Corps, and in that relying upon 
their numerical superiority, they challenged the Landing Party and civilian 
population of our country. Therefore, in its reply to the British proposal 
our Government explained in detail Japan’s successive efforts toward a 
peaceful solution as well as the truth regarding the lawless Chinese attacks, 
and stated that the hostilities at Shanghai could not be brought to an end 
save through the withdrawal of the Chinese regular troops from the pro
hibited zone, and of the Peace Preservation Corps from the front lines. 
At the same time, our sincere hope was expressed that Great Britain as one 
of the parties to the Truce Agreement would use her good offices to bring 
about the withdrawal of the Chinese troops outside the prescribed zone. 
Similar replies were sent to France and America.

As for north China, in wilful disregard of the various pledges and agree
ments, Chinese Central Armies were moved northward to indulge in a series 
of provocative actions, and large forces began to pour into the province 
of Chahar. Our Government, therefore, has had to take determined steps 
to meet the situation.

Thus hostilities have now spread from north to central China, and Japan 
finds herself engaged in a major conflict with China on extended fields. 
I <m deeply pained to say that some 50,000 Japanese residents in various 
parts of China have been forced to evacuate, leaving behind them their huge 
investments, their business interests acquired through years of arduous toil, 
and other rights and interests, while not a few of them have been made vic
tims of hostilities. It is also to be regretted that nationals of third countries 

in China are being subjected to similar trials and tribulations. All this is 
due to no other cause than that the Nanking Government and also the local 
militarist regimes in China have for many years past deliberately under
taken to incite public opinion against Japan as a means of strengthening their 
own political powers, and in collusion with Communist elements they have 
still further impaired Sino-Japanese relations. Now our loyal and valiant 
soldiers, with the united support of the nation behind them, are engaged in 
strenuous campaigns night and day amid indescribable hardships and pri
vations. We cannot but be moved to hear of their heroic sacrifices as well 
as their brilliant achievements.

It is hardly necessary to say that the basic policy of the Japanese Govern
ment aims at the stabilization of East Asia through conciliation and co
operation between Japan, Manchoukuo and China for their common pros
perity and well-being. Since China, ignoring our true motive, has mobilized 
her vast armies against us, we can do no other than counter it by force of 
arms. The urgent need at this moment is that we take a resolute attitude 
and compel China to mend her ways. Japan has no other objective than to 
see a happy and tranquil north China and all China freed from the danger 
of a recurrence of such calamitous hostilities as the present, and Sino-Japanese 
relations so adjusted as will enable us to put into practice our above-mention
ed policy. Let us hope that the statesmen of China will be brought to take 
a broad view of East Asia, that they will speedily realize their mistakes, 
and that, turning over a new leaf, they will act in unison with the high aim 
and aspirations of Japan.

Address of the Finance Minister, Mr. Okinobu Kaya, 
at the Seventy-second Session of the Imperial Diet, 

September 5th, 1937

I wish to speak on the outlines of the budget for extraordinary military 
and naval expenditures as well as of the supplementary budget for the twelfth 
year of Showa (1957) which have been submitted to the Diet, and on the 
financial and economic policy of the Government vis-à-vis the aggravation 
of the China affair.

As to the expenditures connected with the present affair, your approval 
was previously given to necessary outlays at the seventy-first session of the 
Diet. However, in view of the subsequent developments of the situation, 
the appropriations that are required to cover the expenditures on the ne
cessary measures are as follows :

Extraordinary military and naval expenditure—Approximately 2,022,000,000 yen.
In the General Accounts for various Departments — Approximately 
42,000,000 yen.

Of the above-mentioned items, the extraordinary military and naval 
expenditures are those which are required for the conduct of hostilities. 
Not only because they involve large sums, but also because it is deemed
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necessary to treat them specially, as is required by their very nature, apart 
from the general budgetary items, and to deal with the entire period in which 
they are expended—from now till the termination of the affair—as a single 
fiscal year, it has been decided to submit a bill relative to the establishment 
of a “ Special Account for the Extraordinary Military and Naval Expendi
tures.”

As regards the general accounts for other departments, such appropri
ations are submitted for necesssary expenditures in consideration of the present 
situation, as expenditures required for foreign affairs, and increase of the fund 
for the relief of soldiers’ families, the encouragement of the activities for 
the assistance of soldiers, the general mobilization of the national spirit, 
the nforcement of the law on air defense, emergency measures for rural 
and fishing villages, and the compensation for loss in importation of 
ammonium sulphate.

As for the sources of revenue for the above-menioned expenditures 
it is our scheme to employ funds raised by loans for all extraordinary military 
and naval expenditures, and, for the items in the general accounts, the un
used portion of this year’s authorized appropriations as well as the increased 
amount of ordinary annual revenue resulting from the expenditures.

Aside from these, supplementary appropriations have been provided 
in each special account in the overseas possessions for necessary expenditures 
in respect to the present situation.

Furthermore, it has been decided to present a bill for the purpose of 
affording the officers and men at the front in the present China affair an 
exemption or reduction of taxes and postponement of their collection.

As has been explained, the expenditures pertaining to the present af
fair amount to a large sum ; but they are deemed essential for the purpose 
of bringing the Chinese forces to reason and to cause prompt reconsider
ation on the part of the Chinese Government. And in order fully to accomp
lish these purposes, I believe it necessary to readjust our financial and econo
mic structures so as to meet this emergency ; that is to say, various measures 
must be taken primarily with a view to supplying as plentifully as possible 
necessary materials, capital, and labor to essential industries, such as those 
connected with national defense requirements. While a liberal flow of 
capital must be positively promoted so as to cause concentration of materials 
and labor in those directions, the limited supply of capital, materials, and 
labor necessitates the discouraging, for the time being, of inaugurating or 
expanding enterprises for which there is no pressing necessity at this time. 
Moreover, I deem it important to limit the exportation of materials required 
due to the present situation and simultaneously to restrict the importation 
of materials that are relatively unessential, thereby augumenting the capacity 
to import essential materials and taking measures to meet any deficiency in 
commodity supply at home arising from such import restriction. In con
formity with these aims, therefore, it is necessary to make suitable adjust
ment in finance, industries, trade, capital, foreign exchange, etc.

The Government, therefore, has submitted a bill intended to effect 

proper adjustment of capital according to the above-mentioned aims with 
reference to establishment or capital increases of corporations as well as under
writing of corporate debentures by financial institutions and also loans for 
financing the establishment or expansion of industrial facilities. The bill 
is also designed to enable the Japan Industrial Bank to raise the issue limit 
of industrial debentures or to take other measures in order to supply 
necessary capital for enterprises demanded by the present exigencies.

For similar purposes, the Government, in order to insure an ample 
supply of materials, which will be particularly neccessary on account of the 
present affair, has decided to present a bill to forestall impediments to the 
proper functioning of national economy with a view to restricting import and 
export of certain items of materials, and regulating the demandand supply 
of goods made therefrom. As for the regulation of such capital and materials, 
it is the policy of the Government to leave the matter to the voluntary ad
justment of the business interest concerned.

As I have stated above, the Government will endeavor as far as possible 
to bring about the adjustment of demandand supply relating to goods and 
capital. Especially as regards the adjustment between demand and supply 
of articles manufactured of imported raw material, the success of our efforts 
depends largely upon the curtailment of consumption by the people, and 
I earnestly hope that this curtailment will be practised along all lines so that 
through the voluntary co-operation of the people the needs of the nation, 
as a whole, will be satisfied. Then, since it is possible that the sudden in
crease of demand owing to the present affair may bring about an excessive 
rise in prices, the Government will take appropriate steps to meet adequately 
such a situation through proper enforcement of the Anti-profiteering Ordi
nance. Again, as to the adjustment between goods and capital, the Govern
ment is giving careful consideraiton to the fields of finance, and they have 
adopted a policy to omit as much as possible from the 1938 budget appropri
ations items other than those connected with the present affair, and this 
same policy of retrenchment is being pursued with regard to the disburse
ments for 1937. Local governments will be instructed to administer their 
finances also according to the same policy.

With the increase in the amount of government bond issue, greater 
care is required in the execution of the bond policy. The Government is 
planning to devise measures suited to the circumstances by means of the 
above-mentioned adjustment of capital by law, the utilization of the funds 
of the Bureau of Deposits and other government funds, and the sale of 
government bonds through post offices. But, after all, what is most needed 
is that the general public, to say nothing of the financial organs, shall extend 
both co-operation and support from the national standpoint in the matter 
of bond assimilation. Of course, the assimilation of bonds has much to 
do with the actual condition of the financial world. The Government 
will see to it that the supply of capital is ample and financial channels are 
kept clear and unobstructed. The interest rate for the government bonds 
will be maintained at the present level, and the exchange will also be kept
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at the level of i shilling 2 pence on London since the firm maintenance of 
this level is believed essential for insuring the sufficiency of military supplies 
and the stability of the nation’s standard of living.

I am greatly encouraged by the demonstrations of national unity in all 
quarters of society ever since the commencement of the present affair. The 
Government will, on its part, do its best to deal with the current situation, 
and expect to carry out all the necessary measures. However, the desired 
end cannot be achieved without the united efforts of both Government and 
people, and I appeal for the whole-hearted support and co-operation of the 
entire nation.

In conclusion, let me hope that you will give a speedy approval of the 
budget which is being submitted to you.

Agreement for the Cessation of Hostilities Around

Shanghai, May 5 th, 1932

Article I

The Japanese and Chinese authorities having already ordered to cease 
fire, it is agreed that the cessation of hostilities is rendered definite as from 
May 5 th, 1932. The forces of the two sides will so far as lies in their control 
cease around Shanghai all and every form of hostile act. In the event of 
doubts arising in regard to the cessation of hostilities, the situation in this 
respect will be ascertained by the representatives of the participating friend
ly Powers.

Article II

The Chinese troops will remain in their present positions pending later 
arrangements upon the re-establishment of normal conditions in the areas 
dealt with by this Agreement. The aforesaid positions are indicated in An
nex I to this Agreement.

Article III

The Japanese troops will withdraw to the International Settlement and 
the extra-Settlement roads in the Hongkew district as before the incident 
of January 28th, 1932. It is, however, understood that, in view of the num
bers of Japanese troops to be accommodated, some will have to be temporari
ly stationed in localities adjacent to the above mentioned areas. The afore
said localities are indicated in Annex II to this Agreement.

Article IV

A Joint Commission, including members representing the participating 
friendly Powers, will be established to certify the mutual withdrawal. This 
Commission will also collaborate in arranging for the transfer from the eva
cuating Japanese forces to the incoming Chinese police, who will take over 
as soon as the Japanese forces withdraw. The constitution and procedure 
of this Commission will be as defined in Annex III to this Agreement.

Article V

The present Agreement shall come into force on the day of signature 
thereof.

The present Agreement is made in the Japanese and Chinese and English 
languages. In the event of there being any doubts as to the meaning or 

* any differences of meaning between the Japanese and Chinese and English
texts, the English text shall be authoritative.

Done at Shanghai, this fifth day of May, nineteen hundred and thirty-two. 

{Signed} K. Uyeda, Lieutenant-General.
M. Shigemitsu, Envoy Extraordinary 

and Minister Plenipotentiary.
S. Shimada, Rear-Admiral.
K. Tashiro, Major-General.
Quo Tai-chi, Vice-Minister for Foreign

’ Affairs.
In the presence of :

{Signed} Miles W. Lampson, H. B. M. Minister 
in China.

Nelson Trusler Johnson, American 
Minister in China.

Wildcn, Minister de France en Chine
Galeazzo Ciano, Charge d’Affaires for 

Italy in China.
Representatives of the friendly Powers 

assisting in the negotiations in accor
dance with the Resolution of the 
League of Nations of March 4th, 
1952.

Annex 1
The following are the positions of the Chinese troops as provided in 

Article II of this Agreement.
Reference the attached Postal Map of the Shanghai District scale 1/50,- 

000.
From a point on the Soochow Creek due south of Anting village north 

along the west bank of a creek immediately east of Anting village to Wang- 
hsien-ch’iao, thence north across a creek to a point four kilometres east of 
Shatow, and thence northwest up to and including Hu-pei-k’ou on the Yang
tze River.

In the event of doubts arising in regard thereto, the positions in question 
will, upon the request of the Joint Commission, be ascertained by the re
presentatives of the participating friendly Powers, members of the Joint 
Commission.

Annex II
The following are the localities as provided in Article III of this Agree

ment.
The aforesaid localities are outlined on the attached maps marked A., B., C.
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and D.
They are referred to as areas i, 2, 3, and 4.

Areas 1 is shown on Map “ A.” It is agreed (i) that this area excludes 
Woosung village, (ii) that the Japanese will not interfere with the operation 
of the Shanghai-Woosung Railway or its workshops.

Areas 2 is shown on Map “ B.” It is agreed that the Chinese cemetery 
about one mile more or less to the northeast of the international race track 
is excluded from the area to be used by the Japanese troops.

Area 5 is shown on Map " C.” It is agreed that this area excludes the 
Chinese village Ts’ao Chia Chai and the Sanyu Cloth Factory.

Area 4 is shown on Map “ D.” It is agreed that the area to be used in
cludes the Japanese cemetery and eastward approaches thereto.

In the event of doubts arising in regard thereto, the localities in question 
will, upon the request of the Joint Commission, be ascertained by the re
presentatives of the participating friendly Powers, members of the Joint 
Commission.

The withdrawal of the Japanese troops to the localités indicated above 
will be commenced within one week of the coming into force of the Agree
ment and will be completed in four weeks from the commencement of the 
withdrawal.

The Joint Commission to be established under Article IV will make 
any necessary arrangements for the care and subsequent evacuation of any 
invalids or injured animals that cannot be withdrawn at the time of the eva
cuation. These may be detained at their positions together with the neces
sary medical personnel. The Chinese authorities will give protection to 
the above.

A nnex III
The Joint Commission will be composed of 12 members, namely one 

civilian and one military representative of each of the following : the Japanese 
and Chinese Governments, and the American, British, French and Italian 
Heads of Mission in China, being the representatives of the friendly Powers 
assisting in the negotiations in accordance with the Resolution of the As
sembly of the League of Nations of March 4th. The members of the Joint 
Commission will employ such numbers of assistants as they may from time 
to time find necessary in accordance with the decisions of the Commission. 
All matters of procedure will be left to the discretion of the Commission, 
whose decisions will be taken by majority vote, the Chariman having a casting 
vote. The Chairman will be elected by the Commission from amongst 
the members representing the participating friendly Powers.

The Commission will in accordance with its decisions watch in such 
manner as it deems best the carrying out of Articles 1, 2 and 3 of this Agree
ment, and is authorised to call attention to any neglect in the carrying out 
of the provisions of any of the three Articles mentioned above.

Illegal Acts of which Japanese Nationals were Victims in China 
between November, 1935, and October, 1936

Almost all the cases failed of justifiable settlement through negotiations 
between Japanese and Central Chinese (Nanking) Governments. In all cases 
the Japanese were utterly innocent.

(1) November 9th, 1935 (Shanghai)
Petty officer Nakayama, on his way back to Japanese Naval Barracks after a holiday 
walk, shot to death from behind by a Chinese.

(2) November nth, 1935 (Shanghai)
The Hibino & Co. establishment destroyed by an anti-Japanese Chinese mob.

(5) January 21st, 1936 (Swatow)
Consular policeman Tsunoda shot to death by a Chinese while on his way to the 
Japanese Consulate office for daily service.

(4) July 10th, 1936 (Shanghai)
A businessman, Mr. Kayao, shot to death during a promenade on the street by a 
Chinese.

(5) August 20th, 1936 (Changsha)
A Japanese physician and a military officer in residence there bombed by Chinese.

(6) August 24th, 1936 (Chengtu)
Two newspaper correspondents slaughtered in cold blood and two other civilians 
badly injured, while in a hotel, during a goodwill visit.

(7) September 3rd, 1936 (Pakhoi)
A druggist, Mr. Nakano (married to Chinese woman), massacred and his store com
pletely destroyed by a Chinese mob for the mere reason that he was a Japanese.

(8) September 17th, 1936 (Swatow)
A businessman, Mr. Mori, bombed without reason by a Chinese.

(9) September 19th, 1936 (Hankow)
Japanese Consulate General policeman Yoshioka shot to death from behind by a 
Chinese while he was standing watch at the entrance to the Japanese Concession, 
Hankow.

(10) September 23rd, 1936 (Shanghai)
One Japanese bluejacket from the warship I^umot shot to death and another seriously 
injured by Chinese during a Sunday stroll on the street.

(11) September 28th, 1936 (Shaotang)
N. K. K. Steamship Co. Branch Office set afire and looted by the Chinese.

(12) September 29th, 1936 (Changsha)
A bomb set off beside the Japanese Consulate.

(13) October 8th, 1936 (Hangkow)
A bomb thrown at a Japanese store.

Press Interview Given by the Premier, August 2oth, 1937

The Prime Minister gave an interview to Japanese newspapermen on 
August 20th. On that occasion questions were asked at random on a variety 
of subjects. Some of the salient features of his replies are given below :

(1) To the question whether the Japanese Government had abandoned 
their frequently declared policy of non-aggravation, the Prime Minister said
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that despite the non-aggravation policy which the Japanese Government 
has consistently maintained, the situation had become actually aggravated 
owing to frequent manifestations of bad faith on the part of China and also 
to their provocative attacks against the Japanese. He did not declare an 
outright alteration of Japanese policy, but pointed out the change of circum
stances, and further intimated that Japan might find it necessary to enforce 
positive measures in order to prevent aggravation and prolongation of the 
situation, if China persisted in her provocative attitude.

(2) Then the Prime Minister said that we were setting out positively 
to reform China, and that in the light of the repeated Chinese provocations, 
Japan was now compelled to take such steps as would bring China to reason.

(5) To the question asked by the newspapermen regarding a partition 
of China, the Prime Minister only replied that he sincerely hoped to see a 
unified China, but that continued extravagances and outrages on the part 
of the Chinese might cause the world to talk of partitioning China, which 
would be a most regrettable thing.

(4) With regard to the future of north China he stated as follows : 
What was ultimately desired by Japan was Sino-Japanese co-operation, 
Japan seeking to establish firmly a happy and amicable relationship with 
all of China—especially with north China which is contiguous to Man- 
choukuo, and with which her interests are bound up naturally more inti
mately than with the rest of China. We should not overlook not only the 
fact that there was ample evidence to show that north China had been made 
a base of subversive activities in Manchoukuo, but also the fact that the ter
ritory was being invaded by the main force of the Communist agitations. 
These two facts constituted a menace that had to be eliminated first of all. 
We should, then, endeavor to establish close and cordial relations between 
Manchoukuo and north China.

From ORIENTAL AFFAIRS, September, 1957
A Summing up

The 1952 agreement fixed a definite line north of the Soochow Creek, 
ranging in depth from 20 to 40 miles from Shanghai on which Chinese troops 
were to remain “ pending later arrangements.” It provided for the with
drawal of Japanese troops “ to the International Settlement and the extra
Settlement roads in the Hongkew district as before the incident of Januray 
28th, 1952.” In the demilitarized zone only Chinese police—described as 
“ special constabulary ” by the Chinese—were to function. Observance of 
the Agreement was to be supervised by a Joint Commission.

Until early in 1936, General Wu Te-chen, Mayor of Greater Shanghai, 
held the concurrent post of Garrison Commander of the Shanghai-Woosung 
area. Then the offices were separated and General Yang Hu was given the 
latter post. In other words a military command was established within 
the demilitarized zone. The Japanese authorities appear to have been remiss 

in overlooking the change, which unquestionably put the Pao An Tui outside 
of the Mayor’s jurisdiction. A protest at that time would have raised the 
issue whether the Pao An Tui constitued a police or a military force. It was 
not until June 23 rd of this year, however, that the Japanese raised the ques
tion of the military status of the Pao An Tui. And it is strange that when 
they did so, the Joint Commission permitted the acting Mayor to sidetrack 
the issue by asserting that the matter did not come within its jurisdiction. 
For this was undoubtedly one of the matters on which it should, if the charge 
was substantiated, have called the attention of the Chinese authorities to 
neglect in carrying out the provisos of the Agreement. No action was taken, 
either, on the alleged re-arming of the Woosung Forts.

The charge that Japan desired or provoked hostilities in Shanghai is 
absolutely unsubstantiated, and is on the face of it extremely improbable. 
As pointed out earlier, Japan’s actions in north China had aroused intense 
indignation among the Chinese, and created an extremely tense atmosphere. 
This was aggravated by various local incidents, the gravest of which was 
the shooting of the two members of the Naval Landing Party at Hungjao. 
Admitting that it was reckless folly on their part to visit that locality, no 
satisfactory evidence—indeed no evidence at all—has been produced to prove 
that they were guilty of conduct that justified their being shot. And the 
removal to Nanking or elsewhere, that night, of all eyewitnesses, raises a 
suspicion that no such evidence was available. The Chinese version of what 
occurred is completely at variance with the evidence of a foreign eyewitness.

The charge against the Japanese of occupying the Pa Tsu Chiao (Eight 
Character) Bridge was not one of sufficient gravity, if proved, to justify the 
tearing to pieces of the 1932 Agreement. It is only about half a mile dis
tant from Hongkew Park, where is a Japanese cemetery, and an incursion 
of Chinese military forces to a similar depth over the line assigned to them in 
the 1932 Agreement would probably have passed unnoticed, and certainly 
would not have been regarded by Japan as justification for hostilities. The 
despatch of the two Chinese Regular Divisions—the 87th and the 88th— 
into the demilitarized zone, and their occupation of the northern boundary 
of the Settlement, was an undeniable breach of the 1932 Agreement. It 
is explicable only on the theory that the Nanking Government decided that 
if there was to be a military showdown with the Japanese it would elect to 
use its best troops and material in the Shanghai area, rather than in the north, 
owing to the fact that enormous international interests were involved, and 
international intervention might therefore be expected. It is not being argued 
here that this decision was unjustified. A Government that considers itself 
to be the subject of aggression may reasonably claim the option of deciding 
where to meet the alleged aggressor. But it is not tenable to pretend that 
the Japanese were the aggressors in Shanghai, whatever they may have done 
in the north. Nearly every action of theirs went to prove their desire to 
avoid being involved in another outbreak of hostilities in Shanghai. They 
had evacuated their nationals from all the Yangtze ports, including their 
important Hankow Concession. They had refrained from anything in the
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nature of an ultimatum in connection with the Hungjao incident. The ar
rival of the Third Fleet and the landing of reinforcements therefrom, on 
August 11 th, was a tactless move, but it can hardly be seriously pretended that 
an addition of 1,000 bluejackets to the Naval Landing Party foreshadowed 
an intention to attack Chinese territory. At the outside there were not more 
than 3,300 to 4,000 men here when the reinforcements had been landed. 
They had a community of about 20 to 25 thousand civilians to defend. And 
after their experiences in 1932 it is inconceivable that, confronted by 20 to 30 
thousand troops drawn from China’s German-trained Divisions, they would 
have opened an offensive. They may have been foolish in assuming that 
they could act on the offensive in north China, and be left in peace or act 
only on the defensive in Shanghai. They have, however, got away with 
this apparently inconsistent policy on several occasions, and throughout the 
north China crisis their spokesmen have harped upon the “ localization ” of 
hostilities. On this occasion Chinese public opinion and the insistence of 
China’s military leaders would appear to have forced the Nanking Govern
ment to treat a local as a national issue. And the intensity of their feelings 
can be judged from their willingness to risk Shanghai, and the enormous 
Chinese and foreign interests in this city, in resisting Japan.

From the JAPAN ADVERTISER, September zznd, 1937

The murder in Shanghai of Sub-Lieutenant Isao Ohyama and the blue
jacket accompanying him was a subsidiary cause but not the main cause 
of the present fighting in Shanghai, according to opinion prevailing in official 
quarters. The main cause was Chinese violation of the Shanghai truce 
agreement, prohibiting unauthorized troop entrance into a zo-kilometet 
area surrounding the city, which act Chinese allegedly took after groundlessly 
anticipating trouble.

Japanese naval reinforcements to Shanghai, it is intimated officially, 
were dispatched actually before the murders were committed. The con
centration of Japanese merchant ships in Shanghai after their presence was 
no longer needed in the upper Yangtze may have been a cause for Chinese 
violation of the agreement, it is contended in official quarters, from which 
has emanated the following opinion.

“ There seems to be a belief that the landing of Japanese marines and 
the arrival of warships in Shanghai was due to the killing of Sub-Lieutenant 
Ohyama and his companion on August 9th. This, however, is not the case. 
Although the murder of the two sailors certainly was a serious event and 
aroused the indignation of their comrades, the fundamental cause of the 
present situation is the violent anti-Japanese agitation which was being 
conducted by certain elements in China and which imperilled the very exis
tence and the property of our nationals.

“ The tension in Shanghai, following the events in north China, the 
necessity of affording adequate protection to our 30,000 residents in the face 
of the greatly increaseed numbers of Chinese troops moved into the Shanghai 

5*

area under the names of Peace Preservation Corps and gendarmes, the military 
works that were erected there by the Chinese in violation of the truce agree
ment of 1932 and the information we had of hostile preparations have caused 
the decision to be taken of reinforcing our marine force in Shanghai. Their 
arrival had no connection with the murder of Sub-Lieutenant Ohyama : this 
event, however, showed that our fears were well-founded and that the ar
rival of the bluejackets was timely. The general situation also had warranted 
the increase of our naval units.

“ The ships which had been on the upper Yangtze but whose presence 
there was no longer needed, on account of the evacuation of all our residents 
from the interior, rallied to Shanghai.

“ It may be possible that the Chinese mistook the arrival of our re
inforcements and ships as a move to enforce new demands and that they 
were rushed into taking aggressive action. In fact, their declared attitude 
toward Japan and their very preparations led them to take the offensive— 
so they brought up the Nanking divisions to Shanghai, a clear violation of 
the truce agreement, which specified that Chinese troops were not to come 
into an area of 20 kilometers around Shanghai. This brought about the 
present fighting.

“ The Chinese have been claiming, as an excuse for the intrusion of 
their troops in the Shanghai area, that the truce agreement was only temporary 
and that it had lost its binding effect. Apart from the fact that they them
selves invoked it against the Japanese—which shows that they still recognize 
it to be valid—agreements of detail have been subsequently made on the 
basis of the truce agreement, in particular the notes exchanged, in 1934, 
by the Chinese and Japanese authorities, by which it was specified that the 
Chinese would notify in advance the Joint Commission of any movement 
of Chinese troops crossing the area. This practice had been followed since 
then, though the Chinese on several occasions tried to evade it.”
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TANZAN ISHIBASHI 
Editor

A NNOUNCEMENT
This journal is independent. It 

pays its own way through legitimate 
income from circulation and adver
tising. It is in no sense propaganda.

Its views are independent ; un
biased by any racial, national or 
other slant except one toward 
liberalism.

This announcement is backed by 
a successful career of 43 years as 
the leading economic journal in the 
Japanese language.

It aims to be thorough. During 
the busy generation of its growth 
the journal has built up a large 
trained staff and assembled a 
unique wealth of statistical data.

Its fact-finding ability and impar
tial analyses are now made available 
in English at the lowest price pos
sible consistent with costs of pro
duction.

Under the personal direction of 
its Editor, Mr. Tanzan Ishibashi, 
The Oriental Economist, English 
Edition, is absolutely the only 
authentic monthly report in exist
ence of social and political as well 
as economic conditions in Japan 
and Eastern Asia.

THE ORIENTAL ECONOMIST 
(October, 1937) 

featuring the following articles : 

China’s Wartime Finances 
Banking Profit on Upgrade 
Foreign Exchange Control in

Japan
Emergency Foreign Trade 

Control
Perilla as Woodoil Substitute 
Raw Hide Supply Scarcity 
Heavy Sulphuric Acid Output 
Nine Power Treaty
Review of the Month 
Business Indicators 
Special Correspondence :
From Seoul
From Dairen
From Tientsin

Stocks & Bonds 
Investment Outlook 
The Commodity Market 
Ocean Transportation 

; Statistical Data\\ I * 

i Uj I. ■

I 1 WOITATe\l W3HJW0HUJff [[

W3H0UAH3

/

/

The Oriental Economist, Inc.
3-chome, Hongokucho, Nihonbashi 

TOKYO, JAPAN
1 year

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
U.S.A. Other Foreign 

Countries
8 2.75 Ils.
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rVPDV STATESMAN, DIPLOMAT, JOURNALIST, BANKER, EXPORTER, EiVEiIvI IMPORTER AND STUDENT OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 
SHOULD HAVE AT HAND

THE JAPAN YEAR BOOK
THOSE WHO WANT TO BE WELL POSTED 
ON JAPANESE AFFAIRS SHOULD READ 

CONTEMPORARY JAPAN

OBTAINABLE AT

1937

§ WITH MAP OF JAPAN
ABOUT THIRTEEN 
HUNDRED PAGES, 

OCTAVO

IT CONTAINS

; ALL the fact about 
Japan and Manchou- 
kuo in forty-five 
closely but brightly 
written chapters.

120 Pages of 
Appendices

PRICE:

In Japan, Manchoukuo 

and China ....¥15.00

In the United States of 

America ............ £7.00

Elsewhere.....................30/-

Now on Sale

Maruzen and Branches, Kyobunkwan, 
1 he Imperial Hotel Book Store, Mitsukoshi 
Azakami & Co., London 
The World Peace Foundation, Boston and

New York
Kelly and Walsh Shanghai and Hongkong 
International Booksellers, Shanghai 
Chinese American Pub. Co., Shanghai 
Thacker & Co., Bombay

The French Bookstore, Peiping
II. A. Goddard, Sydney
Akateeminen Kiriakauppa, Helsingfors
J. H. de Bussy, Amsterdam
G. Koeff & Co., Batavia
The Oriental Bookstore, Tientsin 
Fratclli Treves, Rome 
Josepii Kiew Agency, Bangkok

PUBLISHED BY

THE FOREIGN AFFAIRS ASSOCIATION OF JAPAN
The New Osaka Building, Hibiya Park, Tokyo

a

THE DECEMBER, 1937, NUMBER CONTAINS

Our Planned Economy Shinji Yoshino
Behind Japan’s Greater Cabinet Take tor a Ogata

) Hostilities and Foreign Exchange lui chi Tsushima
. 1 A- The Bolshevisation of China Hikomatsu Tamikawa

Intimate Sidelights on Prince Saionji Kinkavu Saionji'«•A Sino-Japanese Hostilities : A Frank British
Opinion H. G. IF. lYoodhead

Folk Craft Soyetsu Yanagi
The Man in the Street and the Incident Itaru Nii
The Monroe Doctrine Re-examined Sakutaro Tachi
Britain’s Choice : Japan or Red China Yuii Shibata
The U. S. Attitude ; Cat’s Paw or Common

Sense Ujiro Ohyama
Formosan Glimpses Shofu Muramatsu-di The Righteous (A Story) Naoya Shiga■ Japan’s Periodicals—Extracts :

Toshio Shiratori : The Fundamental Significance of Our Continental 
Policy—Chikao Fujisawa : A Warning to Britain—Minoru Yokota: 
Kuomintang—Communist Rapprochement — Junzo Inamura : Control 
of Consumption—Shoken Joshi : Senninbari------Hatsusaburo Hirao : The
Substance of Japanese Culture

Book Reviews : e
Gregory Bienstock : The Struggle for the Pacific — F. Modlhammer : 
Mos kaus Hand im Femen Os ten — Bruno Taut : Houses and People of Japan 
—Sadasuké Amano : The Rational Sense—Yuzo Yamamoto : How Should 
One Hive ?—International Cinema Ass’tion of Japan : Cinema Year Book, 
1936-37
Books in Brief : International Control in the Non-Ferrous Metals — A 
History of Modern and Contemporary Far East—China’s Postal and Other 
Communication Services—Readings in Japanese Culture—Gleams from Japan

Chronicle of Current Events {August 1—October 31}
Documentary Material

Subscription Rate (Postage prepaid)
A Single Copy ¥1.50 ($ .75, 3s.) One Year ¥ 5.00 ($ 3.00, 12s.) 
Two Years ¥9.00 (£5.50, 22s.) Five Years ¥21.00 (£13.00, £2, 12s.)

The Foreign Affairs Association of Japan
The New Osaka Building, Hibiya Park, Tokyo
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Publications 
of

The Foreign Affairs Association of Japan
The Japan Year Book, 1937

The Fifth Annual Publication 
Now on Sale

Contemporary Japan, 
A Quarterly Review of Japanese Affairs

Price: A Single Copy ^_fents One Year

Tokyo Gazette, A Monthly
Published under the Supervision of Cabinet Bureau 

of Information
Price: A Single Copy |^y_fents One Year

Booklets and Pamphlets :
(2 j cents or 1/— Titles Subject to Change)

Japan and World Resources ( Ready )
Japan’s Advance Southward (in preparation)

Problems in Japan ( „ )
Political Parties in Japan ( „ )
Social Policy in Japan ? „ )
Labour Movement in Japan ( „ )
Education in Japan ( „ )
Japan’s Woman Question ( „ )

To be followed by others dealing with equally 
important problems of the country

The North China Incident, 1937 10 cents or $d. 
What Happened at Tungchow ? 15 cents or 8d.
How the North China Affair Arose 20 cents or rod.
Why Japan Had to Fight in Shanghai 25 cents or 1/— 
The Sino-Japanese Conflict

and Financial Resources 15 cents or 8d.
Japan’s Case in the Shanghai

Hostilities 10 cents or jd.
The Sino-Japanese Conflict:

A Short Survey 10 cents or 3 d.

Particulars can be obtained by writing to

The Foreign Affairs Association of Japan 
556-557 The New Osaka Building, Hibiya Park, Tokyo
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AMERICAN CONSULATE, 
r^QWENT O'.' ST AH. 
FÔochow, China.

1937 DEC 27 PM I 05

3' 1 CONFIDENTIAL

hiViSivN Or October 30, 1937. 
COMMUNICATIONS

and records

Subject: Present situation of the port of Foochow.

1937, to the Embassy, concerning the present situation

of the port of Eoochow.

Respectfully yours,

1. To Embassy Peiping No. 8, 
October 30, 1937.

800/711.2
RSW:HCY/TKW

In quintuplicate.
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch No. 9 dated October 30. 1937 
from Robert S. Ward, American Consul at Foochow China 
on the subject of "Present situation of the port of ’ 
Foochow".

No. 9 
cou r 

i oocbow

veiobtr «%, 1937.

GUiFïife fell/j.

uvjccti ^rgaont of the ^orf of
- oochow. '

ï’h® honorable

Heluon Trusler Johnson, 

toes loan A>aba»eador, 

x-eip .Ing.

in

X have the honor to refer to page» , b, «nd 10 

of the polities! report for the month of September 

1937, tnelosvQ in thia Consulate's despatch «o. 6, 

dated October W, 1&37, and further in connection 

with the situation of the port of Foochow, briefly 

described on the pages referred to, to enclos® for 
the itabasey'a file» copies of memoranda^ of September 3 

end September 8, covering conversalions between mynelf 

and Reai*Ad®iral  hi ^hih-chia f , the Comman

der of the Forts at 'M^oi end of the "Pro

*hclosures Noe. 1 and 2.

visional Regulations Governing the feeinUnanoe of 

Commun!cations with the Commercial Vess®1a of Friendly 

Nations Following the Blocking of the hln Blver”,

in
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in Ch-nase vrxt, togeti^.r vdtb an w.U®h translation. ’ 

the ■•..bassy sill not-.- fro.. perusal of the, 

«p»r»n<lwi dated «>«pteaiber 3 of ucmvart.ation with 

Ad irai Li on that day that '-.u the cobras of it he 

proMiaod &e that ho would leave a passage way upon through 

th-.: barrier which was to be laid across the Mln hiver 

of sufficient wi^th to permit tha ..tandard-Vscuum Oil 

Cmpany»^ launch -’Mshawk” to proceed through it to what

ever ■•~.srlo«D «eval vessel zilght be lying beyond it. 

This fen-'’ the l’irast æention which had been aiade up to 

that time of a passage way through the berrier, and 

previous statements to soy self and other interested 

parties its ^ooohow by officials of the Chinese Govern

ment concerning carrier had indicated th® intention 

of the Oovenwent to block the river eooplet^ly.

Inforaad of the fee; that thia Consulate was seek

ing a safe meana of egress fro»~ Foochow for a* erlc&n 

national» resident in this district, the » rovind al 

uovemMwat xirsl suggested, as is Indios ted in the 

last paragraph of the uewrandum dated faptenber a, 

1937, that only two routes ware open: one through 
^uoheng (7<5 naagehuw (Æ, h) ) and hanghal,

ano th« other fro® Foochow to ^oy. After soac further 

discussion, however, the Government apparently decided 

that it could not recoa»i«ad th® xooohow-naoy road, 

since it felt, far reasons which appear aedoently 

sound, that no situation was likely to arise in Foochow

Making

ncloitfitH Uoe. 3 and 41?
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tassklng the évacuatiun of the port imperatively neccw- 

sary ^kuch would not flrrt reach and following ft 

su^'.tiiijg of th® » ravinai al Govenwent 1 was Infoimed that 

it would suggest instead that the Consulate coneider 

the possibility oi proceeding in motor boatw over the 
barrier to Sharp reax (*'] Zz /. During this hlaeus- 

elou, however, ano evidently before the Government had 

reached e decision as to leaving an opening in the 
barrier, the then Cowissloner of deconstruction, Mr.

T. c. Ch*en who was at that time one of

th® four iaoet influential mn in Foochow, suggested 

to me that the port of nanl ong ( yl~ ) would offer a 

aeaxts of egress should it br necessary to evacuate 

A. «ricana frora th® district. X had already considered 

the route, end after hr. gn'an's mention of it I 
visited the port3 by car, but decided that it afforded 

e les* safe and feasible way out than that over the 

ban1er would probably be. In my next conversation 

on this subject with fex. Ch'en, however, he Infomed 

me that stope had already been taken to open Hankong 
as a commercial port. Ba did not state why that had 

been done, but in reference to it linked it with the 
question of scouring a safe route of egress to such 
American nationale as might have to evacuate the 

district.

When it became clear, after the laying of the 
barrier had been begun on September 4, that the

Chinese

âSee this Consulate*& telegram, September 7, 1937, 
9 a.»., paragraph 1.
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CMnast auth.»ritlee, perhaps to food -.ù. Irai Li'e 

promis* to myself, or perhaps because it had oritInully 

beoa plana©d tu leave ©a opening, or for aay oae of 

h numb r of othor poe&ible reasons, were In fact not 

going to close the river uojaplstely, j;iy British collègue, 

?'r. , ,. gtoc:-lcy, the Coraaisaionex- uf Customs, Mr. n.

C. .omci, and various other people I the port with 

aoee^u to the Cover i»cnt here, urged the desirability 

of IvBVinfe. an opening iu the barrier which might be 

closed easily, but which would permit the oontinuence 

of a certain ww-Jit at least of the port’® normal txade 

lu forulfc’a bottooB .

On t<eptmaber 9, following the second conversation 

with /djuliwl another official of the provincial 

Government celled at the Consulate to hand me a copy 

of the regulations which Admix^l 11 had described. In 

giving it t© a« thia official Inf orated ae that the 

provincial Government had been partially motivated in 

its acceptance of th» arrangements for keeping a way 

open over the Mln Hiver barrier by its hope that it 

would not then be considered necessary to close the 
f. 

A:\eriosn Consulate In 'ooehc-w.

as the 'Cabassy will perceive, the regulations 

require that steamships of friendly nations be die- 

charged by launches and lighters flying the sane flag 

as the staanahlp. Although this requireaant was sub- 
svquentl^ relaxed in an aa»ndmentfa of Article £, 

paragraph

^Haoorded In the memoranda® ©f gepteaber G ( nalosait; 
Ko.
Sfeu also till» Consulate’s telegram, eptember B, 
7 p.r .

** nclosures hoa. b and ô. iw
vs

Si
-i»

' «
*-

'
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Paragraph i> uf ths re u le tient, © aot^ of uh Loi. 1® 

also attached, it continued to fa,.: itsoeecary ior launch#» 

tufej lag lighter» acroe- the barrier to fly a foreign 

fie. , the object of this requirement being of course 

to prevent Chines® ©wnere of launches fro& endangering 

thfcir veg «Is by ffia&ing ths® liable to «eisturc by 

Japanese men-of-war. It soon bocane obvious that tnera 

were not enough foreign launches in Foochow to tug a 

sufficient number of lighters across the barrier to 

unload, the ordinary coastal merchant tassel such as 

culls nt Foochow.

Having cobs© so far with so much effort., the 

aeiohants of Foochow felt suns that this difficulty 

might also be overcome, but they were confronted at 

this point by an unexpected turn in the situation. 

The COftialaaionar of Customs, who had been at least 

partly responsible for the arrangements which made 

possible the continuance of trade et the mouth of the 

Uin Hiver, had apparently interpreted the provisional 

regulations as charging, hiu with the responsibility 

for preventing other then bona fide foreign**owed 

launches fron crossing We barrier. whereas other 

officials of the Chinee® Government in rooeiiow were 

evidently not unwilling to blinK at breaches of this 

particular article of the regulation», the Comie- 

aloner came forward, apparently without any special 

instructions, to enforce it.

Various mmb^rs of the coasatunlty at once protected, 

and on September £8 ^r. Lowder held »n informal Besting

at
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at Lis isfaid*mce U ex/luin his action, At it h*. 

frtateu 'hat ûe was in fact without special luatx'tcti^MS, 

aa admission which ap.-arentlj weakened his poaicioB, 

aud i« a Joint me^tlug held the next evenlue. of the 

uritisii Chamber of UüWïce toid the Tee thlppaxa asso- 
7 elation a resolution was paused, in accordance with 

waich the manager ol tW îoûouow breach of the only 

foreign steamship line then CHllln*, at i’oochow wired 

Illa priacljpele. to suspend sellings. ;■- telegram'’ was» 

also drafted and despatched to th* iaspactor ceuexal 

of Cuetoss and the ’ hanj&ui 'British Cuaahei of Cuta- 

aeroe. Although the telegram it»«ir does not appear 

to be Intended to give uffense, the Commissioner of 

Customs was evidently incensed by ita despatch* In 

thia ha Beams to have received the sympathy and sup

port of the uritisb Consul, «nd when the loeel mungur 

of Sardine, ^athesun &. Co. received word fros- hong 

Kong that his request that sailings be suspended had 

been approved, «nd he transmitted a printed notice 

to tnat effect to the conmmlty in Foochow, my colleague 

appears to have tdt that his authority had bean af 

fronted, he apologised for the iaeue ol th. n&tiae 

to the Provincial i ©vernuant and to©*, various otoer 

ate as, the effect of which appear* to hew been to 

align himself with the Customs uo.-doissionex anc one

or

»
. ee al?© this Consulate*» telegram, September S4, 
11 a.:,..

®For the text of this telegram, saw enclosure Bo. 7, 
being a copy of a letter dated votober ë, 1U37, xy©m 
i . remind H. iioyt, mnayer of th© Foocnow branch of 
the taudard-Vaeuua oil Company.
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or Vo other of the older résidants of the port 

against the rest of the British cor '.nunlty. l‘hs 

CAHsvagft is a» sharp, and feelings are evidently 

so raw, that of one clique will not peek

to sat.Hsbers of the other.

To a request thst ea an sx-servlc»: .’San with an 

hvaorabl® record 1. th« «orld Jai- he aa^. the eddrass 

et the ■'ixV'ilBtlet? cîaj, cere&ony here, the üo^alsaloner 

of Customs is stated to hev® replied that he regret

ted that any reli&ioue aer«taon> was being held at 

fooahow on that day since he did not believe that 

th® nai'orit,/ of the people who were to tes® part tn 

it were fit to do so. The adjective® which he found 

to describe th* behavior of certain number® of the 

oom. unity ware bitter Indeed.

1 ars happy to be able to report that this Con

sulate is in no way involved in this unfortunate 

situation, ®y personal relation* with both ..roups 

being unaffacted by it.

Th© voluntary suapenaion of sailings ou the part 

of shipping coapenio® represented in Foochow which 

had given ria® to this mlsunderstending did not, how

ever, work out in practice, and after several week* 

Jardin®*» ships began again to call h®«.

Merchants

SNor ar® any other American residents of Foochow.
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Marchante î.e « verc then confronter with e further 

jfteterlftl difficulty la* the ehortnj-e of lighters: occer- 

®ionsd by the Government’® practice of comnndeerlîig 

th©» to haul the. stone which was still beiu, dunped ’.n 

tf <? river at ti.> barrisr. Requests? fcr Hgi.tex» ukc 

to be made t? the local lighter imion, by which it ^ae 

referred to the '’Rtone-bfirge ooæ.wntwerixif office", 

which wo’.ld sppruve the use only of such lighter;? as 

It did ixot Itself re-nulr»?.

I he feasibility of using the focehow-Airoy road 

for the > ovem< nt of < oods to t® io-tied ex unloaded at 

Aaoy was then discussed, but the project was abandoned 

when it wa® discovered the.t the Government, which con

trolled all the trucks end buses available for the trip, 

w? net disposed to peralt their use for ©omwrclal 

transport purposes.

after th« partial resumption of sailings to Foochow 

the Heomand®ering office" informed the rserehsnts here 

that too many ships wore calling at ' harp rsss.

shipping conférence called in Hong hong to sect this 

objection agreed to apace out the sailings in :moh a 

waj as to avoid too heavy a demand for lighters at any 

particular time.

Meanwhile steps have bean taken to put several 

launches under British registry, and it is probable 

that barring a eharp turn for the worse ii* the present 

general situation it will be possible to continue to 

work foreign steamers at Sharp i’eak, and it even 

be that with an awakening perception of the trenentoua

Issuee 
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ls uee Wx.loà leoe the world bayund Fooah w, cr perhop* 

sl-iplj with th© passage of tlæ, the foreign residents 

of this outport will scon eraln find It poeslbl® to 

rum&nber the nawas of people whose faces they have 

seen every dey for yeere.

trpactr'ully yours,

A/ frut eopy of 
the signed origi-

Robert ‘ . ard 
Aaeriean Consul

Xuoloeurcs;

1. -îeffioraneu’''-, eptowbar &, 
193?.

&. . cssorandwa, -aptembe-r 8, 
1937.

3. Ixovlelonel regulations, 
Chinese t*?xt.

4. *sovisional regulations 
nîlish trnnelntloa.

5. xMsendaent, Chinese text.
c. A.s’.ent’ment, inrllsh 

translation.
7, frm . H» Hoyt, 

Uetober Ê, 1957.

UU0/711,g
;X WÜæY

Five copies to Dopfirfeaent, under cover of 
despatoh ^c. 9 of uetoner 30, 1*37.

Copy t© JEbaesy banking.
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch No. 8 dated October 30, 
19^97, from Hebert ü. Ward, rtn»rlcan Consul at Foochow, 
China, on the subject of "Present situation of the 
port of Foochow."

AMERICAN CONSULATE
Foochow

September 3, 1937.

MEMORANDUM

Subject: Conversation with near-Admlral 
Li* With Reference To Egress 
From the Min River If end «hm 
the River Is Blocked.

At 10:30 this morning I called by appointment on 

Bear-Admiral Li, in command of the Memol Forts and the 

officer who is in direct charge of the present operations 

directed at the blocking of the Min River* I opened 

the conversation by thanking him for his gracious- 

ness in inviting me to tiffin on Tuesday last» and 

also asked him if he would be good enough to consider 

my call this morning as being at the same time in the 

nature of a formal call on him, since I had so far 

neglected to make that call.

I then informed him that I was in receipt of a 

telegram from my Embassy expressing the concern which 

it felt over the difficulties trill oh it apprehended in 

evacuating American citizens from Foochow should that 

become necessary if the river were blocked. I stated 

that I had appreciated the assurance which he had given 

me that he would give me two-day’s warning if and 

«hen the river was to bo blocked, but that I would z 

now lite to inquire further as to whether It would bo 

possible

♦Only the Admiral and myself were present.
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possible to take my nationals out to an Amari can gun

boat over the barrier in the Standard-Vacuum Oil 

Company*s launch, i'he Admiral replied at once that it 

would be possible.

I them ashed him if m alternative ohainel would be 

available for the use of the launch after the blockiig 

of the river had been completed. He replied that he 

thought there would be an til ternative channel which the 

boat could use. However, after some conversation, Admiral 

Li said that he thought that the alternative channel 

would probably be? also blocked, and that the best 
arrangeront would be for him to .leave a channel open 

sufficiently large for the Stan dard -Vacuum Oil Company’s 

launch to pass through it,

I explained to Admiral Li that my Government 

intended to advise all Americans to withdraw from 

Foochow before the blocking of the river was completed, 

unless it had some real assurance that Americans could 

bo withdrawn after the blocking of the river, and that 

it was dependent for that assurance entirely upon 

Admiral LX«

The Admiral then said , with reference to the tw- 

day’s warning that he had promised to give me, that after 

preparations had been completed for the blocking of ths 

river, he would await orders from General Chiang Kai 

Shek ) to carry out the blocking; that if

he received these orders, he would have to undertake 

the blocking of the river immediately and therefore 

might not be able to give me the two-day’s warning 

whiah he had promised; but that ho could definitely 

promise
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promise and did definitely promise to leave a passage 

way free through the blocked chmnel sufficiently large 

to permit the passage of the Standard-Vacuum Oil Company’s 

launch. He added, however, that he could not promise to 

leave that passage way open for much longer than two or 

throe days, but that he certainly would inform the 

Consulate long enough in advance to make possible the 

evacuation of American citizens should they desire to 

leave.

He expressed keen solicitude for the safety of 

A-®rlcans in Foochow and Fukien, and asked me to accept 

his person;! word that ha would cooperate to the fullest 

possible extent in their evacuation, should that step 

seem desirable, and he repeated his promise to leave 

an opening In the barrier across the channel large 

enough to permit the passage of the Stmdard-Vacuum 

Oil Company’s boat.

Ho also said that the channel-filling operations 

would take one hundred days to complete, that the 

preparations for the filling of the channel were now 

70 percent complete, and had reached a stage where the 

actual blocking of the channel could be begun at any 

time that orders were receive! for it. In answer to 

a gestion from me, he said that it would take at least 

two days to fill up the channel sufficiently to mates 

the passage over it of a boat like that of the Standard- 

Vacuum Oil Company impossible*

At the dose of our conversation, the Admiral asked 

mo how my Embassy knew that the channel was to be blocked. 

I said that I was net euro, but that 1 thought some

representative
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representative of the National Government in Nanking 

had Informed it of the fact.

It must be noted that the Admiral was most courteous 

throughout our conversation and appeared to bo trying 

to be helpful and that In order to facilitate my trip 

down to Memo! to see him, he had his Admiralty launch 

meet me at the Mamoi wharf, both to take me to the 

Admiralty and from it back to the wharf.

Robert s. Ward
Amari can Consul

300/800 
RSWtTKW
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Enclosure No. 2 to despatch No* 8 dated October 30, 
193F, from Hobart S. Ward, American Consul at Foochow, 
China, on the subject of "Present situation of the 
port of Foochow.”

AMERICAN CONSULATE 
Foochow

Septan her 8, 1937.

memo random

Subject: Conversation with Rear-Admiral 
Li.*

Thia afternoon ®t 2:45, Admiral Li, Commander of 

the Manol Fortifications, called at the Consular Residence 

In response to a telephone call from me. He stated that 

a regular meeting of the Fukien Provincial Government 

had bean called this morning, and that at it a decision 

had been reached to sanction the arrangement which had 

been aiggested «hereby the merchant ships of friendly 

nations could proceed to Sharp Peak and there bo un

loaded by lighters of the same nationality as the merchant 

vessel, these lighters to be propelled by tug boats, 

piloted by a Chinese pilot supplied by the Admiralty 

at Mamol and provided with a pass from the Admiralty. 

Lighters conforming to the above retirements are to be 

permitted to cross the barrier, but only at high tide. 

The arrangement was to be communicated by despatch, 

the Admiral said, to six places, to wit, the American 

Consulate, the Btitiah Consulate, the Customs, the 

Admiralty, the Office of the Pacification Commissioner, 

and the Office of the Ranking Military Commander. This 

arrangement was, Admiral Li stated, to continue in

definitely, but s toon ah ips and lighters availing 

themselves

♦Only the Admiral and myself were present
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themselves of the facilities which the arrangement offers 

do so at the ir own risk, and the Chinese Government 

accepts no responsibility for any loss or injury 

resulting frcm the action of Japanese ships or planes.

I then informed Admiral Li that the Consulate had 

hired a steam launch, called the BUB, as its Official 

despatch carrier between the Consulate in Foochow and 

the U .3. S. BARKER, and requested that he be good enough 

to permit the boat to pass dally over the barrier for 

so long a time as the AmBriosa Consulate might remain 

open in Foochow.

At the mention of the Consulate’s closing, Admiral 

Li said at once that he felt that it was unnecessary 

for the Consulate to close and that its closing might well 

give rise to misunderstanding among the Chinese as to the 

reason for the action of the American Government. Be 

felt that many Chinese would take it as a blow to Slno- 

Amerloan friendship. I explained to the Admiral that 

there could, of course, be no question about Sino- 

American friendship, that our two countries have always 

been friendly, and that I hoped very much that we always 

would be. 'Aie Admiral stated that T. 0. Chen, Commies loner 
of Reconstruction, had reported to the meeting this morn
ing that the ^m'rlcm Consulate was being closed. I 

asked the Admiral if there had been any expression of 

opinion about it and he replied that the feeling had been 

general that the Consulate should not close, and that such 
Anseriouns as wish to remain here would be safe. Be said 
also that it had been reported to the meeting that I had 

asked the Provincial Government to suggest an alternate
means
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means of egress from the Foochow Consular Distr lot, and 

that It had been agreed that only two roads were open: 

one from Foochow to Puoheng and thus to Hangchow or 

Shanghai, and the other from Foochow to Amoy. Admiral 

Li assured me, however, that at any time that Amrioans 

wish to evacuate, they would be piloted over the barrier 

to whatever ships might be available for their transport 

To the proposition that the BUB be permitted to run 

daily to the U.S.8. BARKER, Admiral Li replied with 

the assurance that all the boat would have to do was to 

go to the gunboat CHKN3- NINQ, where Captain Cheng 

would supply a pilot.

Robert S. Ward 
American Consul

125.6/300/800
RSWîTKW
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Enclosure No. 3 to despatch No. 8 dated October 30, 
1937, from Robert S. Ward, American Consul at Foochow, 
China, on the subject of "Present situation of the 
port of Foochow."
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Indio sure No. 4 to despatch. No. 8 dated October 30, 
19W, from Robert S. Ward, AmeriOaa Consul at Fooehow, 
Chine, on the subject of “Present situation of the port 
of Foochow."

Translation. of a .despatch No. Tu Snen Ch’i 
Fu Ml I u ) No. 73361 addressed
by His Bxoellcnsy’General OPEN Ti, Chairman of 
ths Pukien Provincial Government, Foochow, to 
Mr. «obert 8. Ward, Consul of the United States 
of America, Foochow.

(Trans.: RfW)

(Cheeked: RSW)

(Dated: 
(Ree’d.t 
(Trane, : 
(Checked:

September 8, 1937.)
September 8, 1937.)
September 17, 1937.)
Sept ember 17, 1937. )

Sir:

I have the honor to state that the port of Foochow 

has been blocked, and that iron the fourth day of this 

monh the mowjnnt of vessels into or out of it ceasedj 

that this fact has been tel «graphical ly reported to and 

sanctioned by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which in 

its telegran In reply stated that it had informed the 

various Embassies in China of the powers of this fact. 

These things are a matter of record.

In order to iialntaln communications for those nationals 

of friendly nations who reside in this place this Govern

ment has now especially determined upon a set of "Provisional 

Regulations Governing the Maintenance of Communications* 

with the Conraerci‘11 Vessels of Friendly Nations Following 

the Blocking of the Mln «iver", and it is incumbent upon 

me to forward to you herewith a copy of those regulations 

In the hope that you will take note of them.

QH»KN Ti (^ 41 ), 
Chairman of the Fukien Provincial Government.

Enclosu io :

1. Copy of Regulations.
711.2
RSW:TK«

Robert 8. ward, Inquire,
Consul of Mie Uhlted States of America, 

Foochow.
♦The phrase 5 inhere rendered as “ComBainl oat lens* almost 
invariably has that meaning, but it might (somewhat less 
exactly) bo read "Traffic" in this sentence. BSN
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PROVISŒüNâL REGULaTI ÛKS GOVERNING THE MAIN
TENANCE OF cœtJUNICATI ONS WIIH THE COMMERCIAL 
VE3SBIS OF FRIW2LY XUTIONS FOLLOWING THE 
HOCKING UF THE MJ» ALViÜi.

I. Tl» sterwships of friendly nations may anchor 

at Sharp Pook under the protection of the Farehips of 

thlr respective nationalities.

TI. The steen? launches and limiters necessary to 

the dlaaharge of passengers or o^-fto from the steam

ships of friendly nations must itfien they erose the 

baxTis r act in compliance with the several régulât tons 

hereinafter set forth:

1. Tie launches and lifters used must fly 

the seine flag es the stecemhip (which they ore 

proceeding to discherge); but the number of lighters 

needed by the shin to be disdhari^ed and the date 

(on which they are to be used) should be dlaarly 

stated, end the name of the boot, the distinctive 

number» of the lifters, and the number of steam 

launches should be reported in advance to the 

Headquarters of the Commander of the Forts at 

Hanoi.

?.. The barrier should be crossed at the time 

of the full tide; the draft of the various types 

of boats (erassins: It) W not exceed one metre and 

five decimetres (that is, five Bnglidh feet)} and 

they should accept the direction and guidance of the 

Headquarters of the Commander of the Forts at Memo! 

as to the point at which to cross the barrier, and 

must not son in and out serons it at will.

8
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3. The sterv launches «d lighters of 

frimdly mt Iona must not proceed beyond the 

barrier prior to the arrival of the eteem ship 

(vhidh they are proceeding to discharge) and 

before the stesc ship leaves Sharp Peak both 

launches and ll’toterc should proceed within the 

barrier? but all lighters must be towed by 

launches and ere forbidden to move about freely 

(under their cm power).

III. If the steamships, launches, or lighters of 

frie idly nations are subjected to enemy attack, the 

Chinese Government will not accept responsibility 

therefor r egr.rdlear of whether they are within or 

beyond the barrier at the time. x—

IT. The direction and guidance of the launches and 

lighters of friendly nations shall be undertaken by a 

naval officer appointed by the Beadquarters of the 

Commander of the Ports at Mmol and, vhen the necessity 

arises, the Gomissiener of the Min Kai Customs say 

be requested to depute an officer bo lend assis tance»

Translated byi BSW
Copied by» TKV
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1937, from Robert S.Ward, American Consul at Foochow 
China, on the subject of "Present situation of the 
port of Foochow.”
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In closure No. 6 to despatch No. 3 dated October 30, 
1937, from Robert Weed, American Consul at Fooallow, 
China, on the subject of "Present situation of the port 
Of ? oca how."

Translation .of despatch Yu Shen Shun Fu Mi 
I No. 75940 addressed by
His Excellai® y General Qtt’lN Yi, Chirusua 
of the Fukien Provincial Government, Foochow, 
to Mr. Hobart 3. Ward, Consul of the United 
States of Acrrisa, Fooohow*

(Trans.: 3S«)

(Checked: RSW)

(Dated: 
(Rac'd.: 
(Trans.: 
(Checked:

3ep tomber 15, 1937.) 
September 15, 193F.) 
September 13, 1937.) 
September 16, 1937.)

Sir:

This Provincial Government has the honor to refer 

to its despatch Yu Ch'i Fu Mi I *-*)>

No. 73361, eaolosing a copy of the "Provisional Kegula** 

t ions Governing the Jfel a ten an co of Communications with 

the Comnsroiel Vessels of Friendly Nations Following 

the Blocking of the Mia River" adopted by this Government, 

sad to state that Paragraph I of Article IX of those 

Regulations naa now been revised, and that aside from 

issuing Instructions to give effect to the revised 

rule, this Gorexnmeat deems it noeess&ry to send you 

a copy uf it in the hope that you will take note 

thereof.
CH'M Yi (^ lAj, 

Chairss«n of the Fukien Provincial Government.

Enclosure:

Copy of the amended reading of Paragraph I of 
Article XI of the "Provisional Regulations 
Governing the Maintaamoe of ConiBunleat lone 
with the Gean»relal Vessels of Friendly 
Nation» Following the Blocking of the Mia 
River. *

September 15, 1937.

711JB
RS»:13W

Robert S. Ward, Inquire,
Consul at the United States of Amariea, 

Foochow.
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PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS CO VEiHING THE MAIN
TENANCE OF COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE COMMERCIAL 
VESSELS OF FKIj^LT NATIONS FOLLOWING THE 
BLOCKING OF THE MIN RIVER

ARTICLE JI 

paragraph I (Amended)

1. All limiters end tug boats inside the barrier 

plying between Nan tai and Kwantow may nova freely. 

When steamdiips of friendly nations at Sharp Peak 

desire to discharge passengers and freight the y must 

use lightera tugged out end back over the barrier by 

stesmlaunches of friendly nations. However, the 

number of lighters required for the discharge of a 

steamship end the date when they are to be used must 

be clearly stated, and the name of the steamship, the 

numbers by which the lighters are designated and the 

number of tugboats to be used should be communicated 

previous to the date of the unloading to the Head

quarters of the Commander of the Forts at Maaoi.

Translated by: RSW
Copied by: TKW
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Enclosure No. 7 to despatch No. 8 dated October 30, 
1937, from Robert S. Ward, America» Consul at Foochow, 
China, on the svfcjaet of "Present sit u tion of the port 
of Foochow."

COPY

Foochow, Cctobcx S, 1937

Robert L. *tird, Esq., 
American Consul, 
Present.

Dear Robert:

In confirmation of say agreement to 1st you have a 
eo ry of the telegram which the British Chamber of Commerce 
■ent to the I.G. and also to the Shanghai British Chamber 
of Commerce, I rive same below:

"This Chanher and Other foreign Merchants desire 
draw youx* attention to the fact that Provincial Govern
ment according to reports received from British Consul 
and Commissioner of * us toms will not allow Chinese 
launches tow lighters past Min River barrier tbjand 
from atemers anchorage stop In consequence trade 
paralyzed aid Shipping Companies threaten suspend 
service until Chinese launches permit tea to operate 
past barrier stop. Respectfully revest your earnest 
co-operation to prevent this virtual closing of 
Treaty Port Foochow. British Chamber of Comm eroe’’

The above telegrams were sent the day after the 
informal Cocktail party *hioh Lowder gave at his xesidenee 
and without doubt this had become known to him by even
ing, which accounts for the ten re atmosphere which 
prevailed at his party for Lay at the Customs Club. The 
tele gram seems to me to be its mild and does not appear 
to accuse anyone of negligence in their duty and therefore 
it seems rather strange that Lowder continues his very 
cool attitude toward the Merchant community as a whole.

A further development in connection with this 
situation but affecting the British Consul’s relations 
with his people here has resulted from the "Express" which 
Scott-Morris of J. M, is Co. issued on September 20th, which 
I quote below in ease you have not received a copy:

” SUSPENSION OF 8AILI1OS "

"Notice is hereby givm that owing to local 
Govemmnt restrict ions causing serious delay to 
vessels discharging and loading at Sharp Peak, under 
Ktaich conditions it is impossible to continue indefinite
ly, all sailings to this port are temporarily suspended’

Without consulting anyone, HBM seems definitely to 
hare ’flown off the haadle" and written a letter of 
apology to the Government ibr the issuance of this "Express"

without
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without his prior authority, This has most definitely 
got the British Chamber of Co me roe back up and their 
relati ns with HBM are very strained although I under
stand there is little likelihood of the matter going 
outside of Foochow.

So far as I know the situation regarding the 
suspension of Douglas steamers from calling at Sharp 
Peak remains unchanged and is likely to do so until 
sane way of providing additional launches for towing 
is found. A solution of this may come through the local 
Frendtj Consular representative, M. Ch apron, who appears 
to have ali’eady registered one Chinese launch under the 
French Flag.

In closing, 1 wuld like to confirm vhat I told 
you yesterday on the Mohawk my opinion was regarding 
ths necessity of Warships continuing to remain, more or 
less, indefinitely at ûhorp Peak as long as present 
conditions centinue. I «n most strongly of the 
opinion that the presence of these Warships has been 
the principal contribution to making it possible fcr 
such steamers as have com in here in recent weeks to 
be worked and despatched without interference insofar 
as the lighters and so forth are concerned. Furthermore, 
I note that the Ask ricon Government’s statement regard
ing the continuance of the Navy in Chinese waters for 
the duration of the ^ino-Japanese conflict and the 
protection of such Africans as are not evacuating 
includes a sentence to the effect Anuric &n Warships 
will remain at their present stations, or words to 
that effect. I am entirely in agreement that Sharp 
Peak la not an attractive place to the Navy people 
that may be stationed there, but as in normal times 
hen they call at ports like this they are always 

invariably very well treated by the community, I 
think it is up to them to take the attitude that their 
duty should bo performed even though it maybe distasteful 
and someth st boxing to than. As a matter of fact, Sharp 
Peak is actually a Summer resort. There is plenty of 
room there for both Officers and men to exerci so then- 
selves as well as amuse themselves, and it would not 
take much ingenuity to have a Club there end make their 
life much more enjoyable. I c® probably writing out 
of turn in doing as I have, but anyhow the above repre
sents my opinion.

Yours sincerely,

(Si^od) Edmund

Copied by: TKW-vA^K— 
Compared with: HCÏ/ÿ
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EMBASSY OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Nanking, China, September 17, 1937.

Subject: Appeal by Chinese Educational 
Institutions to the Committee 
on International Intellectual 
Cooperation, Geneva, and the 
League of Nations.

The Honorable 

Secretary of State, 

Washington, D. C.

Sir:

I have the honor to enclose a oopy of a letter

dated September 15, 1937, from the Chancellor of the' 

National Central University, Nanking, supplying the 

texts of two messages sent to the Committee on '
*■ &

Intellectual
*

793.94/11823
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Intellectual Cooperation, Geneva, and to the League 

of Nations, accusing the Japanese military forces 

of bombing educational institutions, philanthropic 

institutions, non-combatants, etc*

While the Embassy is not able to confirm actual 

details of such operations, it is public knowledge 

in China that some Chinese educational institutions 

and American missionary hospitals in China have been 

bombed by Japanese planes.

Respectfully yours,

Nelson Trusler Johnson.

Enclosure

Copy of letter, as described*

WRP/RW

Original and four copies to the Department. 
Copy to Peiping.
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COPY

NATIONAL CENTRAL UNIVERSITY 

Office of the Chancellor 

NANKING, CHINA

September 15, 1937.

Mr. Willys R. Peck, 
Councillor, 
American Embassy, 
Nanking*

Dear Mr. Willys R. Peck

On August 29th, I sent a cablegram to the Committee 

on International Intellectual Cooperation in regard to 

the bombardment of this University on August 19th and 

26th by Japanese planes. On September 11th, President 

Yugwan Chen, President Yifang Wu and I, as representatives 

of three universities in Nanking, addressed a cablegram 

to the League of Nations, entreating the League to apply 

sanctions immediately. Herewith I beg to forward you 

a copy of each for your reference.

Yours very sincerely,

(Signed) Chia-luen Lo 
Chia-luen Lo, 

Chancellor*
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Committee on International Intellectual Cooperation, 
Geneva.

The National Central University was repeatedly bom

barded by Japanese airplanes. On August 19th and 26th, 

no less than three tons of explosives were dropped on 

the campus. Machine-gun fire turned our library building 

into a beehive. Two laboratories were burned down. The 

Girls Dormitory was completely ruined, the dean of women 

narrowly escaping from what was regarded as sure death. 

By the second attack the experiment High School and 

Grade School attached to the University were destroyed. 

Several residences of our faculty members were in heaps 

of ruins. Since this is not the first time that the 

Japanese military have tried to destroy academic insti

tutions, such deliberate attack with huge quantities of 

high explosives against a university can not but be in

terpreted as a threat of destruction to civilization in 

general and academic institutions in particular. In 

the name of the entire faculty and student body of the 

university, I hereby request you to make such atrocious 

acts known to the entire world and, especially, to thsoe 

who are concerned with intellectual activities of man

kind.

Chi«Luen Lo (Signed)

Chancellor.
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League of Nations 

Geneva

Japan has been waging a war of aggression in Chinese 

territory with wanton destruction going on everyday. More 

than ten universities were deliberately bombarded, five of 

them destroyed. Missionary hospitals, philanthropic insti

tutions, Red Cross units and thousands of refugees both in 

and outside war area were victims of Japanese air raids. 

In Nankow and Tatung, poisonous gas bombs ware used by 

Japanese planes. Such atrocious actions not only violate 

the sanctity of international law and treaties but also aim 

at the destruction of civilization. That this is a case of 

aggression no one can deny and the seriousness of the 

situation admits no delay in applying sanctions. Therefore, 

we, representatives of three universities In Nanking, 

earnestly entreat the League to assert immediately Its 

full authority solemnly accorded by more than fifty 

nations of the civilized world in the form of articles 

seventeen and sixteen, upon the enforcement of which 

the future of the League hangs,

Chialuen Lo, 
Chancellor, National Central University 

Yugwan Chen, 
President, Nanking University, 

Ylfang Vu, 
President, Ginling College.
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EMBASSY OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Nanking, China, October 1, 1937.

Subject: Contradictory Comments on American 
Policy with respect to the Sino- 
Japanese Controversy.

The Honorable

Secretary of State,

Washington, D. C.

Sir:

I have the honor to enclose copies of two items 

published in the semi-official Central News Agency's 

press releases of September 29 and September 30.

The earlier one is entitled "Local Journal Says 

Washington Taking Firmer Stand". As this comment on 

the American Government's policy has presumably received 

the approval of the Chinese Foreign Office, it is per

tinent to remark that the Central News Agency for a time 

criticised
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criticized the American Government, as the reputed 

sponsor of the Nine Power Treaty, for not taking a 

more positive position in condemnation of Japan’s 

violation of the principles underlying that Treaty. 

The enclosed item is a condensation of an article which 

concedes that the policy of the American Government Is 

now “firm* and "clear* and, likewise, expresses grati

fication at the sympathetic stand taken by leaders in 

the United States.

2/ The item released on September 30 is the text of

*An Open Letter to the White House, Washington* written 

by an American aviation adviser to the Chinese Govern

ment, Mr. W. L. Andrus. An American news coirrespondent 

infoxms me that he saw this letter in the handwriting 

of Mr. Andrus. Had it not been for this statement I 

should have been inclined to think that Mr. Andrus re

ceived some assistance in its composition.

The letter contains criticism of the actioœof the 

Japanese Government and of the attitude of the American 

Government and its diplomatic representatives in the face 

of those actions. While the language of the letter is 

hysterical and bombastic and portions are misstatements 

of fact, the underlying ideas would probably receive the 

approval of many observers in this country of other than 

Japanese nationality.

I Respectfully yours,

I

Nelson Trusler Johnson.
Enclosures: 

Two, as stated.

WRP/RW 
Original and four copies to the Department. 
Copy to Peiping.
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Central News Agency, September 29, 1937,

LOCAL JOURNAL SAIS WASHINGTON TAKING FIRMER STAND

Nanking, Sept. 29î Events of the past ten days have 

adequately shown that the United States*s policy vis-a-vis 

the Sino-Japanese hostilities is '’firm" and "clear." de

clared the official Central Dally News in an editorial on 

Washington’s attitude today. 

The two protests lodged by Mr, Joseph C, Crew, American 

Ambassador to Tokyo, with the Japanese government over the 

illegal warning of Vice-Admiral K. Hasegawa on Sept. 19, the 

concerted steps taken by Ambassador Nelson T, Johnson with 

other diplomatic representatives in Nanking by remaining 

here, and the determination of Admiral Harry E. Yarnell to 

protect American nationals in China, said the Journal, go 

to prove Uncle Sam's love for ’’peace" and ’’Justice,*’ 

The paper also expressed gratification over the sym
pathetic stand taken by public leaders of the United States, 
especially the views expressed by Dr, Nicholas Butler, pre
sident of Columbia University, which may be taken to repre
sent the general trend of thoughts of the American intelli
gentsia,

With regard to the general comment that the United 
States has not acted promptly, the Central Daily News said 
that America is in fact taking "prudent" but not ’’tardy" 
action.

It firmly believed that the United States would even
tually employ drastic steps to censure the aggressor.
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Fr'CL.CSURE NO. 2>.
< DESPATCH NO.

Central New© Agenoy, September 30 J ------ -—

"AK Or.-,K L Ï1.JR TO TiU HOUSK, WaSHIBOTOIT

Hanking, dopt. 29: Following is ths full text of "An 

Open Letter to the ’.hit© House, Washington," dated Sept, 

21, 1937, and signed by Mr. W, L, Andrus, chai ratio of the 

Cowcittee of Am rlean Aeronautical Advisors in China:

The Government of the United States could not hove 

adopted a more pusillanimous, watery policy with regard to 

the Chino-Jcpnnese hostilities if it had been a government 

of servile serfs. Historically pictured as the moving spirit 

of the Line Power Treaty, it now abandons the last preten

sion to >orld influence abjectly denying to itself every 

right retained under that treaty,

The Japanese attack® upon China are the acts of an 

outlaw among nations, Hei* blockade of the China coast and 

attacks upon Chinese vessels und ports constitute a modern 

fom of International Piracy and should be recognized as 

such. International law doos not recognize the right of 

any individual or power to sink the merchant ana war vessels 

of another individual or power except as an act of open 

warfare. Japan still mu in wins that she is not at war with 

China,

Japan’s attitude toward the other great Powers is like

wise the attitude of an outlaw toward constituted authority, 

Lhe says, in effect, "You People keep your hands raised 

while I murder the defenceless Chinese people and their 

government or I’ll turn my guns on you," Much to her own 

surprise, the other great powers are obeying her orders

with scarcely c protest.

Her most recent notice of her purpose to continue

upon
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upon a career of international outlawry was the Gept. 19th 
/ warning to all powers to evacuate their iabassies end na

tionals from the capital city under threat of decth to those 

who might remain after noon, Sept. list. Adding Insult to 

this insol ant note, she absolved herself from responsibility 

for any deanage to neutral perocns or property.

Greet Britain end France immediately accepted the chal

lenge by staling bluntly that Japan would bo responsible for 

injury to the persons or property of their nationals. All 

the other porors, except one, followed the example of the 

British and Trench and refused to evacuato their mbf.ssies. 

The sole exception was the representative of the indniondcnt, 

liberty-loving Jnltad Itatoe of Amei’icn.

?is clarka and scoretarioa phonod all the a orican citi

zens w; o c .uld bo reached, warning them <y£ ths Japanese threat 

and urging th® to follow His ixcellonoy’a example by seeking 

safety in flight. These American citizens hold responsible 

and well paid positions with the Chinese Government and aside 

from e natural foaling of loyalty to an employer, there is 

the problem presented by the sudden loss of property, posi

tion and income. Mil the Ambassador or the Government com- 

pers? to then for these losses?

Half-hearted protests end weakness of attitude make no 

Impression upon the Japanese. They are a warlike, savage 

nation bent upon world conquest. Their weapon is force, and 

they will neither understand nox1 submit to any weapon except 

greater force. xhey must first conquer China and utilize 

her vast resources of raan power and raw materials b..fore 

launching upon a career of world conquest. Chine is the 

key to the future peace of the world - for five hundred 

years at least. The conquest of China by the Japanese

now
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now will result in a long series of wars which will make 
impossible world peace for army centuries.

It is indeed b sad state of affairs when your nntionsle 
in foreign lands feel that being an American doesn't stond 

for as much as it has in the past, especially when tt» pre
sent policies of our Government are Mentioned.

..e, the undersigned, accepted our positions in time of 

pee.ee as Aeronautical ad visors and signed contracts to that 
effect v;ith the Notional Government of Chinn. These con

tracts wore signed in good faith by all parties concerned, 

therefore wo do not intend to break this faith oven though 
it may niunxi staying to th<. last man.

«.e re-ulise tn st the responsibility of rtw> fixing in the 
wx«r sone rests entirely upon us, as it is apparent that tho 

b. S. vovorument does not v-artt this responsibility nor does 
It want to hold the Japanese Gov erm ent responsible.

ï.o have boon informed through diplomatic circles that the 
porcortnge pro and con in the U.S. »i*e as follows: 59$ neutral, 
43$ in favor cf China, 2$ for Japan, with the understanding 

that tha larger psrt of the neutrals ere in the middle west 

forming belt. Are we to believe that these farmer3 are un- 
.^leiiGsn in spirit wd are willing to sacrifie® the very fun- 
daaentols for which their forefathers fought and for which 

the v'j.itcd States has always stood, especially the freedom 
on ths sets? or is this the oarae old story of the politi
cians passing the buck to the fairer in an effort to save 
face? if the latter is the case, it may interest you to 

know that we, the Advisers, are by a large majority. Southerners 

therefore, democrats, but if this last thing you have pulled 

out of the bag, which stinks so much, is your now deal to 

China, the New Peal iarty will lose much support in the

future.
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Looking at existing conditions from a purely practical 

standpoint, it soems as though it would be much better to 

enforce the treaties, which have be m sinned, and, in seme 

coses, originated by the U. 5., than to v; ste tine travelling 

throughout the western Herl sphere si .wing and now

treat es. hat can these treaties possibly mean to the 
underdog if they ere to be so li htly cast aside?

Jiany American nationals in the war zona have witnessed 
the ?d:.olosula -nurd er of non-combatants, the bombing of Y.orien 

and children refugees, hospltuls and schools, all of which 
have no mi 1 i try vr. lue .

,c are ocrtrln that no American can be proud of these 

facts, that the b.3. has to date abandoned her freedom on 
the seas (in the Lar ast). liouj hly speaking, this was 

done by order of the Japanese Imperial Government on Sept. 
19 th. The Gon ender of the 3rd fleet Japanese Imperial 

Navy guvo orders, or warning, that all tabassies and na
tionals should evacuate Nanking. The nhussies were to 

board their respective battleships and sail up the Yangtze 

Hiver to a point eleven miles from Nanking. This order, 

or warning, has boon obeyed, by the amor!can uabassy with 

the exception of sailing the battleship, of which the 

Ambassador is now in command, to the designated point. 

It 1rs been our impression that the mbessy should be 

the last to evacuate. Shore is thts civilization, of which 

we were so proud, going to, if undeclared warfare of this 

type is to be allowed? However, this is the Japanese plan 

of attack in their conquest of Asia program,

v,e have reasons to believe that the opinions expressed

here
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here ere those of ell American nationals in Chins, else they 

would not have remained, therefore our answer to the orders 
or warnings of the Japanese Imperial wovornmont Is:- Go to 
hell - (note, Japanese papers please copy).

In closing we wish to say that we congratulate the 

Generalissimo and his new and unified Jhina for the fight 
they are putting up in face of the obstacles placed before 
them by the U.S. and the league of nations.
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Date

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

604.
Nanking, China, 0otober 15, 1957.

Subject: Thanks of the British Authorities 
Extended to Colonel Joseph MoAndrew, 
United States Army*

Sir:

I have the honor to enclose a copy of a letter

dated October 13, 1937, from the Charge d*Affaires of

Great Britain, extending the thanks of the Cowhand er

of the Briti& Forces in the Tientsin Area, with which

thanks

J 'l' j-W
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thanks ha associates himself, for assistance rendered, 

by Colonel McAndrew and the troops under his ocranand 

during a state of emergency in Tientsin. It is re

quested that this letter be referred to the department 

of the American Government concerned, for such action 

as may be appropriate.

2/ There is enclosed, also, a copy of the letter of

acknowledgment I have today addressed to the Charge 

d'Affaires of Great Britain.

Respectfully yours,

Nelson Trusler Johnson.

osuress

Copy of letter 
Great Britain,

2. Copy of letter 
Great Britain,

from the Charge d'Affaires of 
dated October 13, 1937.

to the Charge d'Affaires of 
dated October 15, 1937.

Original and four copies to the Department. 
Two copies to the American Embassy, Peiping.

WRP/R8T
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ENCLOSURE NO. 1

BRITISH EMBASSY, 

NANKING.

October 13th, 1937.

Sir and Dear Colleague,

I have the honor to inf cm Your Excellency 

that I have been requested by Brigadier A. H. Hopwood, 

Commandar of the British Forces in the Tientsin Area, 

to thank Your Excellency for the great assistance 

rendered by Colonel Joseph McAndrew, Commanding the 

15th Infantry, United States Army, and the troops 

under his cctnmand, during the State of Emergency in 

Tientsin.

Brigadier Hopwood states that the co-operation 

of the 15th Infantry in the scheme put into operation 

to prevent an Influx of refugees into the British 

Concession, by manning road blocks In the area adjoin

ing their barracks, was most effective and lightened 

the task of the British troops very considerably.

I have great pleasure in associating myself 

with Brigadier Hopwood*s message of thanks.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew 

to you, Sir and Dear Colleague, the assurance of my 

highest consideration.

(Signed) R. G. Howe

H. M. Charge d ’Affaires.

His Excellency

Mr. Nelson T. Johnson, 

United States Ambassador
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ENCLOSURE NO. 2

Nanking, October 15, 1937

Sir and ’-oar Colleague:

I hm th/? honor to acknowledge the receipt 

ol’ your letter of October 13, 1937, transmitting the 

thanks of Brigadier A. H. Hopwood, Cossnsnder of the 

British ."or cos in the Tientsin hrœ, for the assis» 

tance rendered by Colonel Joseph Ko. ndrew, Cora-iending 

the loth Ini’entry, united States tind the troop* 

under his command, during the state of emergency in 

Tientsin. It is noted that you associate yourself 

with this message of tbnnk*.

It has given me great pleasure t© receive 

this letter and to transmit a copy to the authori

ties concerned for appropriate action.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew 

to you, Sir and leer Colleague, the assurance of my 

highest consideration.

Nelson Truster Johnson.

R. G. Howe, Esquire,

Charge d’Affaires ad interim of Greet Britain, 

Baa king.

Five copies to the Department.
Two copies to Peiping.

‘i tnte copT
r ... tentnl «ri?-
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In reply refer to 
FE 793.94/1X825

My dear Mr. Secretary:

I take pleasure in enclosing a copy of a despatch, 

under date October 15, 1937, which has been received 

from the American Ambassador in China, with which he 

enoloses a copy of a letter addressed to bin by the 

British Chargé d*Affaires ad Interim, extending the 

thanks of the Commander of the British Forces in the 

Tientsin area for the assistance rendered by Colonel 

Joseph McAndrew, commanding the 15th Infantry» United 

States Army, and the troops under his command, during a 

state of emergency in Tientsin. The Ambassador also en

closes a oopy of his reply to the British Chargé d*Affaires 

ad inter!*.

Sinoerely yours,

Cordell Hull

793.94/I 1825

Enclosure:
Fro* Embassy Banking, 
No. 504, under date 
October 15, 1937, 
with enclosures.

z/^The Honorable 
. Hany H. Woodring, 

? Secretary of War.

1/12/38
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EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Peiping, November IS, 1937

Subject: The Japanese Occupation of Paoting

(C
Cl

c: 
no
G)

1/ I have the honor to enclose a summary of state-
ments made to a member of the Embassy by the Reverend
Elmer W. Ga^t of the American Board Mission with regard 

if
to the Japanese occupation of Paoting, capital of Hopei
Province. As he was an eye-witness of many of the
things described and as he has been in close association
with the Japanese military occupying Paoting and with the
Chinese of the city, his statements are of especial in-

terest. His information relates chiefly to casualties

looting,,
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looting, atrocities, administration, and the econo
mic situation.

Respectfully yours

For the Ambassador

Enclosure:

Frank P. Lockhflfrt
Counselor of Embassy

Embassy’s memorandum 
November 10, 1937.

Original and 4 copies to 
Copy to Embassy, Nanking 
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.

Department

710

LES-SC
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Enclosure No. 1
Despatch No. 1458

MEMORANDUM Peiping, November 10, 1937.

Summary of Statements of the Reverend 
Elmer Vi/, Galt of the American Boara 
Mission with regard to the Japanese 

Occupation of Paoting

Before the Japanese occupation of Paoting Septem

ber 24, 1937, perhaps four-fifths of the population fled. 
Since then many of the poor people have returned so that 
the population today is perhaps seven- or eignt-tenths 
of what it was prior to the occupation. Many of the 
upper and middle class people have not, however, re
turned.

Casualties among Chinese soldiers were not heavy. 

Perhaps a few hundreds were killed in the north suburbs 
outside the city wall, fighting against the approaching 
Japanese, but no soldiers were killed inside the city 
walls, the Chinese troops having evacuated the city 
several hours before the Japanese entered it^ Damage 

to the city from Japanese shells and bombs was not as 
severe as one would have anticipated. Perhaps only two 
percent of the buildings of the city was demolished. It 
is impossible to tell how many civilians were killea prior 
to Japanese entry but the number was considerable. The 
worst instance was the death of perhaps more than 100 
Chinese who had taken refuge during an air-raid of Sep
tember 16 in a dug-out at the railway station. The 

entrance

1. When the foreign military attachés at Peiping visited 
Paoting (Embassy’s telegram 649, October 12, 6 p.m.), they 
were informed by the Japanese military there that 26,000 
Chinese troops had been killed at Paoting. The military 
attachés regarded this estimate as a gross exaggeration.
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entrance of the dug-out was bombed and all those within 
were killed, the bodies being recovered a week or ten 
days later. Following Japanese entry a considerable 
number of civilians were shot down by Japanese soldiers 
who were suspicious of their movements. The Swastika 
Society buried 60 such dead and there were of course 
others. The worst instance of this sort was the shoot
ing down of a number of Chinese who were on their way 
to put out a serious fire which was burning in one part 
of the city. The wearing of green uniforms by the fire- 
brigade caused the Japanese soldiers to fire, not waiting 
to discover what the significance of the uniforms might 
be.

Shops were thoroughly looted by Japanese soldiers, 
as well as some offices and private houses. A small 
amount of looting had been done by Chinese soldiers as 

they left the city, their looting being confined to grabbing 
what they could as they passed along the streets on their 
way out of the city. Japanese soldiers, however, broke 
down shop fronts, stole things easily moveable, quickly 
cleaning out tobacco and wine shops. In many shops, in 
their search for small articles, they strewed merchandise 
about on the floors and subsequent Japanese looters, en
tering with muddy shoes, trampled on the strewn goods 
increasing the damage. Looting continued for several 
days. There was also considerable stealing of objects 
on American mission property by Japanese soldiers and 
some wanton destruction of property, such as tables and 

benches.
Japanese
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Japanese officers and men demanded women frequently. 
There must have been considerable rape. One authentic 

instance in this connection was the demand of four Japa
nese soldiers of a Chinese man that his daughter be 

turned over to them. The man parleyed so long that the 

daughter was able to escape through the back of the house. 
Angered, the Japanese soldiers killed the father. Another 
authenticated case was the demand of Japanese soldiers at 

a flour mill that the Chinese men turn over their women 
to them or themselves be killed. While the parleys were 
proceeding, the women escaped. Women were frequently 

molested on the streets, with the result that there are 
still some 1,200 refugees in the mission compound.

There were cases of arrests and torture. It is 

impossible to know how many. Dr. Galt interfered on 
behalf of a young man who was believed by the Japanese 

to have put a rock on the railway track. He was held 

for two weeks and frequently and severely beaten before 
ultimate release. The Chinese in charge of the post of

fice has been in detention for several weeks and Paoting 
has no regular postal service. This Chinese had called 
on two different Japanese offices which had been es
tablished after the Japanese occupation, one of them be
ing the Japanese gendarmerie. Thinking he had done all 
that was necessary, he then opened the post office only 

to be arrested by the gendarmerie because he had not ob

tained written permission. Ten days later he was released 
because an order had come from Peiping to that effect but 
a few hours later he was rearrested, being told that he 

had had no business to report the matter to Peiping.

The
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The Chinese officials of Paoting having all fled 
before the Japanese occupation, subsequently a number 
of reputable Chinese, such as members of the Chamber of 
Commerce, the Red Cross, and the Swastika Society, as
sisted by Mr. Galt, approached the Japanese military and 
eventually formed a committee for administering the af
fairs of the city. The Japanese soon established a Hsuan 
Fu Pan (literally, a comfort corps), a Japanese civilian 

organ established in various places in the occupied ter
ritory for the purpose of bringing the situation back to 

normal. A Special Military Affairs Organ was also es
tablished, a branch of the head organ at Peiping under 
Major General Seiichi Kita. In addition, there exists 
also a military headquarters and a Japanese gendarmerie 
office. A member of the Hsuan Fu Pan has complained 
that its work of amelioration is hampered by interference 
by the military.

Although more than a month has passed since the 
Japanese occupation, trade and all business is stagnant, 
banks continue closed, although it is reported that a 
branch Japanese bank has recently been opened there, and 
there is neither passengernor freight service on the 
Peiping-Hankow Railway, only military trains. Although 
life within the walled town has become fairly regular 
now, outside the walls life is dislocated and dangerous, 
with the Japanese military making apparently no effort 
to keep order outside the city.

Mr. Galt said that, notwithstanding the atrocities 
and mistreatment of Chinese and their property by Japanese

troops
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troops, some Japanese had behaved well, that the mis
sion had received considerable money from Japanese for 
refugee work, contributions ranging from three to fifty 
yen. The Japanese military had also given the mission 
food supplies, but these had been confiscated from Chi
nese in Paoting.

Japanese had made protestations that the Japanese 
troops would treat the Chinese well. When questioned 
about the disparity between the behavior of the troops 
and the assurances, the Japanese replied that the sol
diers had for weeks before the occupation of Paoting 
heard many reports that Paoting was the center in Hopei 
Province of anti-Japanese activities and for that reason 
had wreaked revenge. (Note: From information available 
it would seem that Paoting and its people suffered worse 
at the hands of the Japanese troops than did other towns 
and cities along the Peiping-Hankow Railway.)
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

December 29, 1937.

Peiping'e despatch No. 1459, November 
17, 1937, on the subject "Effect of the 
Japanese Occupation on Universities in Peiping*.

Mr. Clubb states that the effect of the 
Japanese occupation on higher education in 
Peiping has been disastrous in all its aspects, 
including student attendance, and intellectual 
and administrative freedom. He reports that 
most of the well-known educators are now in 
the south and will presumably not return. He 
feels that there is no hope for freedom in 
education in Peiping in the predictable future, 
so long as the Japanese military control North 
China. He considers that China's leading 
educators will remain away from areas under 
Japanese control and that the more Intelligent 
students will seek education elsewhere.

PE ! SM J
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EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Peiping, November 17, 1937.

Subject: Effect of the Japanese Occupation on 
Universities in Peiping.

77 3, 5 3 7
of October .28, 1937, describing the effect on education
in the primary and middle schools of Peiping of 
nese military occupation of North China, and to 
below the effect of that occupation on colleges 
versities of this city.

The effect on higher education in Peiping,
had been until this autumn the educational and intell^- 
tuai center of China, has been disastrous in all its

the
describe
and uni-

which
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aspects, including student attendance, number of 
institutions, number of educators and scholars, and 
intellectual and administrative freedom.
Student attendance:

The number of students in attendance at colleges 

and universities this term is 14 percent of the atten
dance last spring (12,197 last spring and 1,760 this 
autumn). Many of the students are now in the south, 

attending educational institutions long established 
there or attending temporary institutions inaugurated 
this autumn at Changsha, Hunan Province, and Sian, Shensi 

1Province. Others, however, are presumably at their homes 
in the south (a large proportion of students at Peiping 

in normal times come from the south) unable to pursue 

their education. Still others whose families are in 
the south are stranded in Peiping, unable to continue 

their education because of lack of funds resulting from 

either disrupted communications or financial losses suf
fered by their families as a result of the present hos
tilities. An unknown number of students have joined 
volunteer or other Chinese military forces acting against 
the Japanese.
Closing of universities:

Eleven of the twenty-one institutions of college 
or university grade have not reopened this autumn. 
These include the four universities which had the 

highest

1. The National University of Peking, the National 
Tsing Hua University, and Nank’ai University (Tientsin) 
have opened at Changsha jointly as the Temporary Uni
versity, with 120 students; and the National Normal 
University (Peiping) and the National University of 
Peiping have similarly combined at Sian, with presum
ably an even smaller attendance. At Central China Col
lege at Wuchang there are 120 students more in atten
dance this autumn than the capacity number.
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highest enrollment; namely, the National University 
of Peiping, the National University of Peking, the Na
tional Tsing Hua University, and the National Normal 
University. Their enrollment last spring was slightly 
more than half of the total enrollment of all the twenty- 
one institutions. At present some of the buildings of 
each of these four institutions are occupied by Japanese 
troops and the remaining buildings are unused. Although 
there is talk among officials of the new local regime 
of opening these universities, lack of funds, educators, 
and any real desire on the part of the officials to pro
mote higher education make reopening improbable.

Of those ten institutions which have reopened, a 
number of them are small and unimportant; all have re

duced attendance, with the exception of one minor insti

tution of no significance; and the condition of some of 
them is precarious. For example, China College, which 
is known as C. T. Wang’s college because of his former 
connection with it, is described by a competent investi
gator as practically moribund, with few of its enrolled 
260 students attending classes and with teachers’ sala
ries unpaid. It is significant that more than half of 
the institutions which have reopened are run primarily 
with funds from abroad, while several are small, highly 
specialized institutions. For example, the Peking 
Theological Seminary, which is one of the ten institu
tions open this autumn, has only 23 students and is 
American; the College of Chinese Studies has 56 stu
dents and is American; and the Peiping Union Medical

College
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College has 90 students and operates on money sup
plied from the United States. Of the ten institu

tions now open, Yenchlng University (with large Ameri
can Investment) and the Catholic University (Papal) ac

count for more than half of the present student enroll

ment; that is, 1,030 are enrolled at those two insti

tutions while the other eight institutions have a total 
enrollment of only 730. (A list of the twenty-one in

stitutions is enclosed which shows the attendance last 
spring and this autumn.)

Effect on educators:

Most of the well-known educators and scholars of 
Peiping are now in the south and will presumably not 

return in view of the closing of most of the leading 

educational institutions at Peiping and because of the 

restrictions on freedom of education in areas under 

Japanese control and the inevitable and exasperating 

interference by Japanese in any form of administration 
by Chinese. Furthermore, there is danger to many of 

them due to the Japanese conviction that they are either 

anti-Japanese or communist. The effect of Japanese oc
cupation on the faculty of the National University of 
Peking (Peita), which has had the reputation for many 

years of being China’s leading university, is illustra
tive. Of the seventy faculty members on the university’s 
rolls last spring, only nine are in Peiping at present. 
Of these nine, one cannot go south because he has a 
Japanese wife and the others do not go because they are 

advanced in years. A similar situation is understood

to
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to exist in respect to faculties of other institu

tions which have closed; and some faculty members 

of those which have reopened are also no longer here. 

Some who would like to escape the present situation are 
unable to do so because of financial or personal reasons 

or because of the absence of connections in the south, 
which fact would make the finding of employment diffi

cult, if not impossible. There are, of course, some 

educators of minor caliber, unaffected by the new Chi

nese nationalism, who prefer to remain in Peiping even 

under Japanese occupation, but these can scarcely con

tribute to the recovery of Peiping’s reputation as 

China’s intellectual and educational center. The ma

jority of the leading scholars and educators served 

on the faculties of the institutions which have closed.

Effect on intellectual and administrative freedom:

Although the Japanese authorities have already al

tered courses of study in elementary and middle schools 

for the purpose of creating friendliness toward Japan 

and the Japanese and of eliminating Chinese nationalistic 
feeling, they have not yet imposed restrictions on the 

higher institutions of learning which are open. Re

strictions have already been self-imposed, however, by 
those in charge of the institutions in the hope that they 

may thereby escape having difficulties with the Japanese 

authorities. For example, instruction in the principles 
of Sun Yat-sen has been abandoned; and care is exercised 

to prevent organizing by students or any other activities

which
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which might be objectionable to the Japanese. Some 
of the institutions now employ a Japanese-speaking 

Chinese to facilitate the solution of questions which 
may arise between them and the Japanese or the Japanese- 
directed Chinese authorities.

It is not to be expected, however, that these in
stitutions will escape active interference and regimen

tation along lines less liberal than the restrictions 
which have already been self-imposed. Rules for control 
of universities and colleges have already beeen drafted 
by the Peiping Local Maintenance Society, presumably at 
the direction of Japanese advisers of that society, but 
have not yet been promulgated. These rules, a copy of 
which in translation is enclosed, call for submission of 

detailed information of all aspects of the institutions, 
including organization, faculty members and students, 
curricula, property, and finance. They also require the 

Inclusion in curricula of courses in the Japanese lan
guage and in Chinese boxing, increased emphasis on the 
study of the classics, and increased control of students. 

These rules will give, when and if promulgated, the means 
of strict supervision by the Japanese authorities of the 
entire personnel of universities and colleges, their cur
ricula, and their activities. The mention in the rules 
of the classics and Chinese boxing indicates an intention 
to emphasize ancient learning, which cannot have politi

cally dangerous results, at the expense of modern learn
ing. In fact, the rules appear to be a preparation for 
the emasculation of education.

The
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The future of higher education in Peiping:

There seems to be no hope for freedom in educa
tion in Peiping in the predictable future, so long as 

Japanese military control North China. This view is 

based on the limitations of freedom in higher education 
in Japan, its complete absence in "Manchukuo”, the known 

fear of the Japanese military that freedom in education 

here would mean the propagation of anti-Japanism and 

communism, and the seemingly inherent inability of the 

Japanese military to refrain from interference in and 

direction of any activity within its sphere of power. 
As a result of the absence of intellectual freedom and 

because of the inevitability of Japanese interference 

in administration, it may be expected that China’s lead
ing educators, administrators of education, and scholars 

will shun spheres of Japanese control unless extreme 

necessity prevents them from so doing or unless they 
are misled temporarily by Japanese promises of non

interference. It may also be expected that the more 

intelligent students will, if at all possible, seek 
education somewhere outside the range of Japanese con

trol. The result will be a continuing decline of Peiping 
as a center of learning.

Respectfully yours,
For the Ambassador:

X Counselor of Embassy

Enclosures:/ 1. List of educational 
institutions, Peiping.

/ 2. Translation of proposed
/ rules.
Original and 4 copies to Department. Copy
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Copy to Embassy, Nanking.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
842/710
LES-SC
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Enclosure No, 1
Despatch No. 1459

list of universities and technical schools of
UNIVERSITY GRADE IN PEIPING

Name_______ ________________________________ Student enrollment
Spring term Autumn term

1957 1957

REDUCTION IN ATTENDANCE: 6/7

1. Peiping University (National) 2,200
2. Peking University (National) 1,560
5. Tsing Hua University (National - 

American Boxer 
Indemnity)

1,458

4. Normal University (National) 950
5. Northeastern University (Provincial) 400
6. Ming Kuo College (Private) 500
7. Ch’ao Yang College (Private) 840
8. College of Communications(National) 154
9. North China College of Arts (Private) 150

10. National Technical School of 
Fine Arts (National)

180

11. Peiping College of Railway 
Administration (Private) 550

12. Yenching University (Private - large 900
American investment)

500

15. Catholic University ( Private - Papal) 842 550
14. Franco-Chinese College (Private) 200 120
15. Chung Kuo College (Private) 805 260
16. North China College (Private) 250 100
17. Peiping Technical School of 

Physical Education (Municipal)
105 57

18. Peiping Union Medical College (Private - 120 
operated on American funds)

90

19. Ts’ai Shan College of Commerce (Private 
Y.M.C.A. - American) 126 44

20. Peking Theological Seminary (Private - 
American) 19 25

21. College of Chinese Studies (Private - 
American) 108 56

TOTAL 12,197 1,760
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despatch i
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'Translated byt
Cheeked by*

ARTICLE 1. All Peking universities are to be temporarlLy 

under this Committee as the controlling organi

sation.

AitfXCU 2. The establishment, changing or closing down of 

any university must be reported to this Com

mittee for inspect! ® and for purposes of record.

ARTICLE S. On the basis of the following rules, all uni

versities must prepare records in complete de

tails to be sent to this Coassait tee for investigation:

1. Narae and location of school.

2. Table of names of faculty members ana 
their personal records.

Z. Table of students* names and birthplaces, 
listed in order of the various departments 
of the university.

4. Table of studies ana the weekly time 
schedule.

5. All the uifferent control regulations 
now in use in the universities.

6. A statement of the land area of the 
school ant th* location of its buildings.

7. School endowment funds and running ex
penses, and their sources.

6. Cate of registration of the school.

(The above several tables and statements must be submitted 

within a month from the date of promulgation of these Abridged 

Régulations.)
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ARTICLE 4, All private universities must sub®it 

tn«lr regulations far the setting up of 

Boards of Directors anc the naasa of present Directors» with 

their personal records, to this Conalttee, for purposes of 

record.

ARTICLE a. Ctiaj*eellors(«oT Presidents) of private 

universities east be selected asw appointed 

by the Board of Directors, ana their nanes and personal records 

mist be sent to this Comittee for consideration and record. 

Subsequent changes of this nature ar-^ to be node in the mm 

way.

ARTICLE û. Chancellor»(or Presidents) of all universi

ties aay not hold concurrent posts outside 

the university so that their special duties will be satis

factorily attended to*

ARTICLE 7. All faculty aeabers engaged by universities 

stusl bo chosen on tbs basis of careful eos- 

slderatlon of courses of study to bo taught*

ARTICLE a. All universities9 faculty ssnbers will bo 

engaged for at least the length of a full 

scholastic year*

ARTICLE a. in all universities» the Japanese language 

is to be a required foreign language subject*

ARTICLE 10. All universities oust give added enphasia 

to the study of the classics and should pay 

special attention to the teaching of the Chinos» written lan- 
boxing 

guage and/shoulh be added to physical culture courses* 

asvtclx ah university curricula «not eaphasise 

pragmatics with relation to courses of practical subjects» 

and especially mat give added weight to laboratory work io 

such courses*
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AMTieue Là. All universities mist pay great attention 

to prep&rlug university rules of proper 

severity for tb« control of otudeats uk give «.«ided wphasls 

to neral training; truancy mat be stopped umtàmlesoee 

habit* suppresses.

ARTICLE 18. Student s«lf-gov®rnsont asauelatlons es- 

tabliebed by the universities any not inter» 

fere in aunlalstrUL'M within the universities or in any af

fairs outside th® universities.

AO ICLB JL4. Ail the rules s«t up by the universities

for the discipline of aViusnts aust be vigor 

ously put into complete practise.

ARTICLE 1£. All universities :1c admitting no* nMéowts 

met observe strictness in giving axauina- 

tionsto and la selecting students froa students free the higher 

alddle ÿohools wha have bona flan certificates of graduation* 

and they nay not us® the protest of equivalent scholastic 

preparations aoc©rdli< to their own inollnation to accept too 

s&aay ns* students at each tine of adalttancc. Wham no* stu

dents have been admitted, toe univarsities mist submit a list 

of the students to this Cmnsittee for its careful eoooidoratloa

ARTICLE 1&. Univarsities nay act conCuct elanses with

groups of less than ten stuCemts in be 

mnw, except for those classes having a special character, 

which are to bo outside thia rullug*

AfiflCLa IT. Xu addition to the exenlDation^at the 

onS of the school terns and school yw> 

and final exaaissationo, all universities snot hold arasthl/ 

exauimtlons, and officers seat by this tn—tttas uaf at thdse 

tine go to the universities for the purpose of reviewing ths 

exaainativ® papers.
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ÀKglCLI 1A. All universities mist pay great attention 

to university rules of proper

severity for the control of students anc give added i*-*r*wi>ls 

to «oral training; truancy must be stopped snd -jneholesuae 

Mbits suppressed, 

Student solfnpveraMnt aesoelations es- 

twblished by the unlverslti•» say not Inter

fere In 3unlnlstr4tl-»w within tbe universities ar in any af

fairs outside the universities,

AbSICLS 14, All the rules up by u« universities 

for the dlseipllnc of auvents east be vigor 

ously put into eaaylet* practise,

AMYICLg .IS, All universities in adaittlftg. new stfttente 

oust observe strictness In givlug *xaal:.a- 

Uonsto and la selecting students fro» atuuonts fro® the higher 

middle »ehaols who have bona fide edrtlfloats» of graduation, 

«14 they any not use tbe pretest of equivalent seholastie 

preparations «eeordlî< W their o»a inollnotian to aeeept too 

oany new students at eae'a ti«e of adeittaneo. When new stu

dents have been adnlttaâj the universities aust suibsit a list 

of the students to thia Coanittoo for Its eareful «ousideratfea.

A^TlpLl J.S, Unlveraltlea nay not «asduct classes with 

groups of loss tbaa ten students As he 

eourse* except for tbsoe «lasses laving a spatial charaoter, 

ohien are to bo outside thia ruling*

Aim cm 17, 1» addition to tbo exealnatlwsat the

end of tbs sebsol tern» sad sehool year, 

and final examinations, all universities mat bold aoutbly 

exaaiaatl.?ns, and ©ffleers sent by thin Cennitbno nay at tb4®e 

tine go to the unlvwrsltlw* for the purpose of reviewing tbs 

examinatl«« papers*
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EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Peiping, November 23, 1937

Subject: Politico-Military Situation
Shantung♦

in

I

J
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Th® Honorable
The Secretary of

Washington

Sir

I have the honor

State
D. C

made in the
8 p.m., and

Embassy’s

s (Ota;

irion of ' 

Hti Ifijj ÀFfMiià

to refer
telegram

despatch No. 1470

to the observations
No. 762, November 17
October 19, 1937, in

regard to the position of Shantung Province in rela
tion to the current Sino-Japanese
to enclose for the information
copy of an editorial appearing

of
in

Times of November 18 under the
Way of Shansi?"

hostilities, and
the Department a
the Peking & Tientsin

title "Shantung Going the

793.94/11828
 

^/A
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P 
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The Consulate at Tsingtao in various despatches 
since the advance of the Japanese forces on the bor
ders of Shantung has communicated to the Embassy the 

current reports regarding alleged negotiations between 
the Chinese provincial authorities of Shantung and the 
Japanese side with a view to avoiding hostilities in 

that region. There seems to be substantial reason to 
believe that, in fact, negotiations actually occurred, 
and that the Japanese leaders were hopeful of a success 
which would at one and the same time eliminate the Shan- 
tung sector as a military problem and give protection to 
the extensive Japanese interests in the province. The 

halting of the Japanese drive southward along the Tsin- 
P’u Railway line after it had reached the Shantung bor

der the first week in October was obviously not due to 

exigencies imposed by the Chinese defenses: at the time, 
the Northeastern Army forces were reported to be out of 

control and engaged in looting the countryside behind the 
front lines; and, shortly after the appearance of the 
Japanese forces at the northern border of the province, 
the National Government’s Salt Division, the Kwangsi 
forces, and General Feng Yu-hsiang and the several Ger
man advisers, all withdrew southward out of the province, 
leaving the defense of that important front to Han Fu- 
chu’s 3rd Route Army, Yu Hsueh-chung*s 51st Army, the 
aforementioned Northeastern Army forces (comprising five 

divisions) and a portion of Yang Sen’s 20th (Szechwan) 

Army;* and, the scattered flanking attacks of minor
Chinese

*Cf.,for detailed information regarding the Tsin-P’u 
military situation of that time, the Military Attaché’s 
G-2 reports of Oct. 18 and Nov. 8, 1937.
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Chinese 'units which remained between the P’ing-Han 
and Tsin-P’u Railways could hardly be credited with 
causing the Japanese to reflect upon the dangers of 
extending their lines, inasmuch as the Japanese advance 
on the P’ing-Han Railway was pushed forward under more 

adverse conditions without interruption. In spite of 
the favorable military prospect, however, the Japanese 
forces after the capture of Tehchow (October 3) did not 

push forward toward Tsinan with their characteristic 
vigor. After the arrival of a Japanese armored train 
at P’ingyang on October 7 there seems actually to have 

been a withdrawal of the advanced Japanese units back 
toward Tehchow, but on October 13 a slow advance south
ward was resumed, and in the face of that advance the 

Chinese units began without resistance to retreat to the 
south bank of the Yellow River. By October 19 the Kwangsi 
forces were moved out of the province, and Chinese anti
aircraft guns went about the same time: that is, Nanking 
despatched no forces northward to reinforce the Shantung 
front, but instead withdrew what little material support 
had previously been sent there. (A Chinese informant 

recently come from Shanghai via Tsinan states that the 
Nanking authorities had in fact authorized Chairman Han 
Fu-chu to endeavor to reach an agreement with the Japanese 
which would preserve alike the peace and political in
tegrity of Shantung.) The character of the Chinese de

fense preparations, combined with efforts evidently made 
to foster a popular demand for peace in the province, in
dicated the existence of strong hopes that Shantung would 
be removed from the area of fighting by means of a politi

cal arrangement.
The
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The Peking & Tientsin Times editorial was ob

viously called forth by reports of the new advance by 

the Japanese which has brought them to the banks of the 

Yellow River itself at several points. The writer be

gins his article with the statement that “There appears 

to be little hope left that Shantung will be enabled to 

escape the ravages and the destruction of war." He takes 

cognizance of the evident circumstance that the Japanese 

apparently have been endeavoring to arrive at a solution 

of the Shantung problem by means of an agreement with 

Chairman Han Fu-chu, and states: “We have no doubt that 
all these considerations(as presented by the Japanese side) 

have been duly weighed by Han Fu-chu already, and that if 

he could have avoided hostilities in any way consistent 

with national interests he would have done so." But, the 

writer continues, Chairman Han is in reality being called 

upon to surrender, before he has been given good excuse 

to do so by having been isolated as a result of military 

operations in the lower Yangtze region. The editorial 

concludes with the suggestion that the Japanese may en

deavor to preserve the province from major destruction 

by a flanking movement aimed at the southwestern part of 
the province around Tsaochow (now Ts’aohsien); but, it 

was held, the chances for destruction due to the breach

ing of the Yellow River dikes, fighting in the vicinity 

of Chefoo or Tsingtao, or the operation of animosities 

harbored by General Yu Hsueh-chung, are not to be viewed 

lightly.

The
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The Embassy does not view the situation in Shan
tung as one readily lending itself to certain forecast 

even yet. There is no discernible imperative necessity 

which would compel the Japanese to bring the matter to 

an issue at this time, irritating as Chairman Han’s quite 

understandable stubbornness must seem to them: it seems 
quite possible that the present military move by the Japa

nese was merely motivated by the belief that Han Fu-chu, 

with an eye to the Japanese successes in the Shanghai 

sector, might at this time be inclined to submit before 

the threat of armed action. It is of course possible 

that Chairman Han, as has already been alleged, has al

ready come to an agreement with the Japanese for a turn

over at such time as may seem appropriate - giving due 

consideration both to the political situation and the 
requisites for the maintenance of Han Fu-chu’s good name. 

When Chairman Han might judge such moment to have arrived 

is of course a highly speculative question, but it seems 

logical to believe that the maintenance of Nanking’s will 

to resist in the Shanghai-Nanking region and the mainten

ance intact of the Chinese line along the Lunghai Railway 

in the rear of Shantung would cause him to consider that 

the political situation would not then permit surrender. 

In such case, the Japanese would be forced to wait still 

longer, or Japanese flanking attacks on the southwestern 

and southeastern parts of the province would be required 

to demonstrate that Han Fu-chu occupied a position of real 

peril. In the event that Han Fu-chu and Yu Hsueh-chung 

are committed irrevocably, together with the rest of

China» s
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China’s armies, to a policy of long-time resistance, 
even the flank attacks would not suffice, and the war 
would have to be carried into both Tsinan and Tsingtao, 
with the consequent destruction which the editor of the 
Peking & Tientsin Times fears may be in the offing.

Respectfully yours,
For the Ambassadors

Enclosure:
Clipping from Peking
& Tientsin Times.
November 18, 1937.

Original and 4 copies to Department.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
Copy to Embassy, Nanking.
Copy to Hankow, for Embassy files.
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fFfiafflïtïfô Keach XJntlCai ^p for Italy ana Japan could 
r q. not be brought up for discus-

^xage. sion. Furthermore, Germany
“ could -not be prevailed upon “to

ARRESTED PERSONS PLACED^ use influence on her political 
IN CONCENTRATION CAMP, friends in order to bring about 

> changes or adjustment of mat- aiaM aouiAOid aqj ji jeqj
; - Jerusalem, Nov. 15. ters which concern these States o3e Suoj leap apeui sbm ji jng

“ „ •Xiqwimpe saqiiiqisuodsai rensn
It is also declared that ~un JlQlp paSreqasip saquoipne

Jews growing each hour. The siring conferences aimed at 1 I M L 1
number of Jews arrested so far bringing about a rapprochement P<re suoisuaqaidde jo apds ui 
totals forty-five, twenty-four of the tfour Western European ing -aauiAOid siqi ui sapqqsoq 

01 uopuaiui aqi iou ji 
‘jo reaj aqi paqdiui ij uopid 
-sns q}iAA papreâai ‘jqnop ou 
‘sum uoqenauAa aqj^ âuniueqg 
ui sinoqqxhau naqi jo sisajaiui 
jaqjo puu [ULqsnpui asuaiuuu 
aqi âuipaioid jo Xqjiqisuod 
-sai aq; qooyapun saqiioq^ne 
asauiqj aqi ‘suazpp iiaqi qe are 
-nauAa o) Xressaaau ;i punoj asa 
-uedef aqi uaqM puy -saqred 
qjoq uaaMpq uoireiado-oa |eXoj 
jo puds aAipe ire sum areqjL

The disturbances in Palestine privately.1 
continued throughout to-day the 
tension between the Arabs and “Germany has no reason for de- 
Jews growing each hour. '

whom have been placed in the Powers.”
concentration camp in Akko The reP°rt of The Evening 
while the others remain under Standard of London to the 
police supervision in Jerusalem. e^ec^ that Chancellor Hitler is 
__Transocean. willing upon the least pretext 

to offer England a ten-year 
“armistice” on the colonial 
question during which the ques
tion of colonies would not be 
mentioned and for which he 
would demand from the British 
Government a free hand in 

"Central Europe is emphatically 
refuted.

Germany has regulated her 
relations with the Central Eur- . 
opean Powers through treaties -asauudef aq; pire jouioaoj) aq; 
and agreements and in applying uaaM;aq* p; 
or extending them she requires suoneiai Xii

Cairo, Nov. 15.
The tension between the 

Jewish and Arab races in Pale
stine has reached a point re- 

< miniscent of the blackest day of 
the 1936 conflict.

•Hie street-fighting and bomb
ings which lasted throughout 
Saturday night in Jerusalem 

1 have not only failed to cease but 
* have spread throughout the 
.country with increasing inten
sity.

Despite its 
High Commission of the Arabs 
continues to issue pamphlets 
condemning, the British mand
ate authorities and Jerusalem 
Resembles a beleagured town 
with armoured cars patrolling 
Lts streets and military detach
ments prepared for action.

Over thirty arrests have been 
made and it is believed that the 
situation will become more ser
ous when the military court 
convenes for the first time to try 
ijSfifM’Ho reîÔ2f*e sfBuppj uioTj lions which took place yester- 
sreodde oqi U|im oouepjoooe ui^a^ between the Prime Minister, 
pope OAUii pmoM oq ‘poreiosi NevJJle Chamberlain, the 
z u rI H r 4 I . Foreign Secretary, Mr. Anthony J 0rJ7on' n^inpjmjd am
XHenuu aunnaq 8un}uBqS }BipEden and the Presldent of the ] pire sAepp p»pw}o«i mp

throughout the

dissolution, the
teUiEiuieui uooq peq 

suoirepi Xjpuouj Xioa sreoX joj 
•qoqs-re}j SirenQ poMoiAioim

or 
neither foreign help, instruction 
nor permission. » . . — ~ -

This infamous assertion that 9ABH o; papodai si oqM iapea| 
Germany is willing to resort to njuy UMOuq-qaAV aip ueq; 
horse-trading methods in order ssaaons aioui ou puq aAeq o; 
to gain a free hand in Europe IÇ3dcfe Xaqj *MaiA ui uire siq; 
at the expense of her colonial •x ’ ’ • *
demands can only be charac- W* ™I P^!8!A SS9P<P<>P 
terized as a piece of journalistic ( SAfcq uedef q;iM uoireiado 
impudence to which any answer, }-oa SuunoABj sairessiuia asa 
however, sharp, would be in- j-uiq^ •;« paAiire aq ;q8iui uoi; 
adequate.—Transocean. ^nios miaauad aiuos ;eq; japio

London, Nov. 15. 4 i ’ * <J ‘As a result of the conversa- *“! nH3"nJ TOH H’IM 8u!Pub1s
-iopun ue inoqe 8uuq 01 8ui 

ui paXojduio uooq seq ouiq 
‘MOH33I J° H*nos 9*BUI

ioj ;unoaau auop ;ou pip Xaq; 
;ng 31n?3J?P Xpuiaqxd suoi; 
-ujadp apeiu X,pa;qnopun ;uoij 
nduisj aq; uo sppoy puaids 

■aauÎAOJd aqi apismc pureS^^^u^'ed’ta’eVe^Mp^ct ’HI °’ 1108
-pi Xaq; ajiqM asauedef sip by the three statesmen. Ji"31 ;noq;iM suire iiaq; aAaiqau
;sure$B uoipe Xre;qiui ou qoo; The comments made by this <o; ajqe aq ppoM Xaq; req; 
nqa-nj ubu Xiurepa^ •ajqB;aipjnorn^n®s Press here on the (adou ;suib8b padoq asauudef 

the81 German X-
aip 01 pjre ‘JBAiy mo||9A aqi oj tai were of a very moderate 9M’ °! SE °*l® “’Ml „1BM 
isueqg qlnoiqi âuiipiBtti apqM ;one which, so it is be- « J° uoipiuisap aip pire saSBAei 
‘japioq ïadopj-âunjuBqg aq; uo teved, has been inspired by the t aqi adeosa 01 pajquua aq ||ïa\ 

las 
"ransocean. .... ---------—

aiaqMasja rej os aouuApe iiaq; Council, Lord Halifax, it was 
paurea pue âupjuefj ;ja| put, decided that the latter should 
luauiUJOAOn am nil lapioq au;definitely depart for Berlin on 

mirnu Zâ?n n»n «toman2 Wednesday, November 17. All 
P P H H MAI Retails of the visit to Germany

ooueApe iioip 04 quq e paqeo 
asawedef aip peq pauaddeq 
aAwq pjnoM req^ -oe^uisjL 
jo omzios aq; 2uimo|joj ‘auiyr 
VBtp pe siaxog aq; po;;aq« pup 
papre oqM ‘soquoipne Sunpreqg 
wp’jo req; aqq Xjrejnâuis si ;i 
‘X^nuoo aq; iiQ 0061 u!

attitude which Downing Street 13uruwBqg reip ijar odoq 
ln matte’’ ~ c 3|Hi| aq °1 HHHHlL

p- .-r-y— 7 ---------- 2ISNVHS JO
3H1 am 9H0UHHS

-Old aip JOtpiOU 1U9A9 l?ip UI - ------------- ------
pire *;sisai pJnoM sdooi; aq; pa *££6I 4gl ’A0M <eMmU <,WO!1

7£6l ‘91 H39W3AON ‘AVQSHflHX ‘S31MI1 NIS1N3U * 9NIM39

/
1
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* PEKING & TIENTSIN TIMES, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1937.
Tientsin, Thur».,lfov. 18, 1937. |

SHANTUNG GOING THE WAY 
OF SHANSI?

YHERE appears to be little 
hope left that Shantung 

will be enabled to escape the 
ravages and the destruction of 
war. There also, as in the 
North and in Shanghai, the 
Japanese hoped against hope 
that they would be able to 
achieve their aims without re
sort to warfare. The wide
spread floods on the Tsinpu 
front undoubtedly made Opera
tions extremely difficult. But 
they did not alone account for 
the protracted delays and stale
mate south of Techow. The 
time has been employed in try
ing to bring about an under
standing with Han Fu-chu in 
order that some peaceful solu
tion might be arrived at. Chin
ese emissaries favouring co
operation with Japan have 
doubtless visited Tsinan with 
this aim in view. They appear 
to have had no more success 
than the well-known Anfu 
leader who is reported to have 
interviewed Chiang Kai-shek. 
For years very friendly relations 
had been maintained between 
the Governor and the Japanese. | 
There was an active spirit of I 
loyal co-operation between both 
parties. And when the Japan
ese found it necessary to evacu
ate all their citizens, the Chinese 
authorities undertook the res
ponsibility of protecting the 
immense industrial and other 
interests of their neighbours in 
Shantung. The evacuation was, 
no doubt, regarded with sus
picion. It implied the fear of, 
if not the intention to wage, 
hostilities in this province. But 
in spite of apprehensions and 
hostile rumours, the local 
authorities discharged their un
usual responsibilities admirably. 
But it was made clear long ago 
that if the province were inVad- 

kai in 1900. On the contrary, 
it is singularly like that of the 
Shantung authorities, who aided 
and abetted the Boxers at that 
time, following the seizure of 
Tsingtao. What would have 
happened had the Japanese 
called a halt to their advance 
on the Shantung-Hopei border, 
while marchings through Shansi 
to the Yellow River, arid to the 
Yangtze at Nanking, is unpre
dictable. Certainly Hah Fu-chu 
took no military action against 
the Japanese while they re
mained outside the province. 
Whether, had they waited on 
the border till the Government 
had left Nanking and carried 
their advance so far elsewhere 
that Shantung became virtually 
isolated, he would have acted 
in accordance with the appeals 
from Peking is a point on which 
speculation is now in any case 
quite idle. On the other hand, 
it has to be admitted that the 
Japanese have waited a' long 
time before forcing the issue.

It is possible that the Japan
ese will develop a strategic 
scheme which, by threatening^ 
the left flank of the Shantung1, 
forces, and their ultimate retreat 

. westward, will enable the pro
vince to escape the worst con-* 
sequences of hostilities. They* 
will soon have' reached the 
north bank of the Yellow. River 
along its whole length from a, 
point east of Tsinanfu to the 
western border of the provinces 
north-west of Tsaochowfû. Th# 
crossing of this great river is a 
formidable problem, but it will' 
probably* be achieved with the 
help of the air squadrons which 
have lately been sweeping along 
the river from the coast, bomb
ing junks and other craft on the 
river and the pill-boxes and en
trenchments on the south bank. 
A successful crossing north of 
Tsaochow would enable the 
Japanese forces to strike across 
the plain to Tsining and Yen-' 
chow, and perhaps southward 
toward the Lunghai railway.

The danger of such a move, 
however, is that it is easy en
ough to cut the south bank of 
the river and inundate the 
whole of this low-lying and 
rather desolate tract of land. 
This, with the vast floods in 
the north-eastern section of the 
province, would put a wall of 
water on two sides of Shantung 
between the provincial forces 
and the Japanese, adding enor
mously to the difficulties of] 
occupation. On the other hand, | 
a landing in force at Chefoo dr I 
Tsingtao would entail a desper-1 
ate struggle in both places, .and]

led the troops would resist, and 
in that event neither the pro- 

। vincial nor the Tsingtao authori
ties could be held any longer 
responsible for the safety of 
Japanese interests.

The resumption cf the Japan
ese advance recently was inter
preted as a political measure 

i rather than a purely military 
move. It was designed, we are 
told, to apply pressure in order 
to aid such elements in the 
province as favoured an under
standing with Japan in order to 
avoid the cruel losses and de
vastation inevitably flowing; 
from warfare. But the bomb
ing, for the first time since the 
trouble began, of the provincial 
capital—or rather the airfield 
in the suburbs—and the blow
ing up of the great railway 
bridge across the Yellow River 
which followed a few days 
later, indicated that all hope of 
a peaceful settlement had been 
abandoned. If so, another 
tragedy is to be added to the 
general catastrophe, and Shan
tung will become a prey to war
fare and to the disorders and 
banditry that accompany and 
follow it, after a period of peace 
and order such as the province, 
has not known for many years.

Appeal after appeal has been 
made by the Japanese and by 
those advocating co-operation 
with her, through the Chinese- 
language Press in Peking and 
by natives of the province re- 

«Aiding in that* city. An attempt 
was made to draw a parallel 
between the present crisis and 
the Boxer ^Rising.* It was point
ed out that when the Boxer 
trouble broke out in 1900 Li 
Hung-chang, knowing the inter
national position of China, 
.strongly advocated peace, in 
face of the clamour of the Court 
and the officials in Peking for 
war. For this stand, it is stress
ed, he was attacked by the 
Court as disloyal, by the lifera/i 
as a traitor and by the ignorant 
people as a “running-dog” of 
the foreigners. But as sub
séquent events proved, it was 
U Hung-chang, who saved the 
Manchu Court from downfall 
and China from dismember
ment. The situation, it was 
said, was crying for men of die 
type of Li and Yuan Shih-kai, 
and it was known that Han Fu- 
chu desired to emulate the 
example of the latter. It was 

m argued that there was no room 
■ for a middle course. If he 
■ assisted Nanking he would be 
■ open to the charge of assisting 
■ the Communists.
■ In the latest appeal, it is in-__ —____ ____ ___________
■ sisted that the struggle is no-!possibly the deliberatè.destruc 
■ thing but a conflict between ^Jon of the huge eotton and 
■ CommUhists and anti-Commun-
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arid it was known that Hah Fu- 
a-^éhli desired to emulate the 
llj.étafoplè of the latte/t It was 
O argued that there was no room 

for a middle course. If he 
; assisted Nanking he would be 

n open to the chargé of assisting 
H the Communists.

In the Jatest appeal, it .is in- ate struggle in>both*places;Mdhd; 
t*»rl that thé strUCsle is ’ no- nrM.ihlv tha deliberate deàtiüê-,
1_ _ _ .

Insisted that thé struggle is no-

water bn two sidesof ShânfUiî^ 
between the provincial, forcés 

•and the Japanese, addiftgertpr- k 
mously . td thé rfiffiêttltiès of ’ 
occupation. On theb^r fêhd, 
a landing in forceaiC^foodr 
Tsingtao would entail a de»per-

I thing but a conflict between 
P Comiriùhists and anti-Commun-

w ists. “In other words, it is a 
H conflict between Oriental culture 
B and the civilization of Wang 
x Tao dr the Kingly Way on the 
I one hand and Western utihtar- 
I ianism’and materialism on the 

k “We the Northern people 
S have suffered enough from

I and theSouthern
f financial clique. We are na I

i gS^X^oTtS 

’ «rarfâre ana ae«u*M&I .rddiTÏK
g tion of three cJnstttute the 
<' Soviet-dominated Government 

doubt that -H
Lhete co?sftrab°nH^a''Fu^ 
? duly worked by Han^^y 

h ^e avoided hostilities in any 
j have avo -T*. national
— ts*he would have dope so.

4 interests he . x.ateVer in the 
i’ He took no pa Japaneseoperat“"’a|f^ Tsinpu U-' 

advance along circum- 1
t ,1’i’ arre"«h -ndw that wh«< | 
I stances ar surrender. ।
£ is ^U1^don f unfortunately; 1» j 
r His P°s,tJ?nr .^ With that of j 

not on alk “ j yuan Shih- 
U Hung-chang and .

possibly die deliberate destine*, 
tion of the huge eotton^ahd 
other industries in Kiaochow. 
The coastal sector, incidentally, 
is . defended by General' ¥u i 
Hsueh-chune, a native of the 
-region. He was ,forriifet|^: 
Chairman of Hopei,/-ahd 
compelled to relinqinsh tfi^pott 
as the result of japanese de- 
mands—a matter which is 
hardly likely to forget. Any, 
wilful damage to Japanese; 
property, above and beyond the • 
exigencies^ of warfare,* however, 
will only enrage and embittér-j 
them the more, and add to5tbe ■ 
mutual process of impoverish- ; 
ment. If anybody suppoies that 1 
foreigners derive any satisfac
tion from seeing the Çhu,e8®^ 
and Japanese engaged *m mu-1 
tual destruction he is completely 
wrong. Our emotions are, of a 
very different order indeed.

J 
f; 
I

I

J
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EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No. 1465 Peiping, November 27, 1937.

Subject: Newspaper Article regarding Japanese 
Reconstruction Policy for North China.

Sir:
/ I have the honor to enclose a copy of a clipping from

the PEKING & TIENTSIN TIMES (British owned and edited) of

November 26, 1937, in regard to plans which are being dis-
j cussed by Japanese leaders, political and industrial, con-
/ cerning a reconstruction policy for North China. It will
| be observed that the NICHI NICHI in summarizing the opin- 

| ions of various leaders indicates that capital of third

countries will be welcome in Manchuria. This trend appears
: to be in line with views of "Manchukuo” leaders, as regerte^l
/ by the Consul at Mukden in his strictly confidential dëSpatëh
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b No. 160 (Confidential No. 35) of November 10, 1937, copy 

of which was forwarded to the Department, to the effect 
that the investment of American capital in "Manchukuo" 
would be most welcome. If, as Mr. Langdon points out, 

this indicates ’’the possible pinch of capital poverty now 
being felt by ’Manchukuo’”, it is difficult to understand 
where Japan will discover the capital with which to effect 

the somewhat grandiose schemes proposed for North China 
such as the 5-year plan of the South Manchuria Railway 

outlined in the newspaper article under reference. This 

plan envisages an expenditure of Yen 800,000,000, Yen 
500,000,000 of which is to be furnished by Japan and Yen 

300,000,000 to be furnished by “Manchukuo.” Obviously the 

proposals attributed to Mr. Matsuoka, which entail the 

Improvement of the railways between Taiyuan and Tatung, 

Shihkiachuang and Chinghsing, the construction of railways 

between Tientsin and Shihkiachuang, and between Kupeikou 
and Tungchow, and the reconstruction of the ports of Tien
tsin and Tangku, are desirable and would contribute greatly 

to the amelioration of the inadequate transportation faci
lities of North China. Granted that the capital for such 

improvements were forthcoming, it is difficult to see how 

such improvements could be classified as sound investments 
from the point of view of capital amortization during a 
reasonable period.

. However, when one observes the amount of capital 
| which Japan has poured into "Manchukuo” during the last 
|four years with small prospect of immediate return, it 

jis not difficult to believe that she would not only be 
i 
s willing
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willing but by some means would find it possible to ob
tain capital for pursuing a similar policy in North China.

According to the PEKING CHRONICLE it is the Japanese 

intention to capitalize the tourist lure of Peiping and 

develop this city in such a way as to attract tourist 
trade on a large scale. It is presumed that this would 

entail repairing the ancient monuments, building new roads 
and improving old ones and possibly constructing a new 
hotel with modern Improvements. It is now rumored that 
Japanese interests are attempting to purchase the Grand 

Hotel de Pekin which is controlled at present by a French 
company affiliated with the Banque Franco-Chinoise.

So far, however, the only visible sign of the pro

posed Improvements is a broad highway which is being con
structed just south of the city wall. It is presumed 

that this is part of the plan announced recently by the 
Wei Chih Weh (Peking Local Maintenance Society) to im

prove the so-called ’’round the city road”. Whether this 

is a part of the general scheme of improvement or for 
military use is not known.

Respectfully yours, 

For the Ambassador:

S' —FrahlCP. Lockfïârt
Counselor of Embassy

Enclosure:
1/ Copy of clipping from 

PEKING & TIENTSIN TIMES, 
November 26, 1937.

Original
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Copy to Hankow for Embassy files.
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PEKING & TIENTSIN TIMES Tientsin, November 26, 1937.

NORTH CHINA PLAN IS BEING 
EVOLVED

Opinions of Government Leaders, Industrialists 
on Programme Crystallizing

MATSUOKA’S PROPOSAL EMPHASIZES 
RAILWAYS, HARBOURS, ALLOWS FOR 
KOCHU KOSHI.

Tokio, Nov. 20.— Opinions of Government leaders and indus
trialists on the methods of economic development of North 
China to be adopted by Japan are becoming crystallized as 
the time for a formal decision approaches. However, the 
Interested quarters have in general agreed only that the pro
jects should be jointly capitalized and managed by Japan and 
Manchukuo and capitalists in North China.

The fundamental policy for reconstruction of North China 
will be formulated by the Plannings Board on the basis of ad
vice from the North China Policy Commission, which is to be 
organized soon. The Board has already sent Mr. Magashige 
Tanaka, one of its high officials, to North China to make an 
investigation preliminary to formulation of the policy.

Ideas Summarized
The NICHI NICHI summarizes the opinions of various lea

ders as follows:
1. Capital of third countries will be welcomed under the 

principle of the open door and equal opportunity.
2. North China industrial construction should be made 

inseparable from Japan-Manchoukuo industrial construction and 
brought into a Japan-Manchoukuo-North China inckstrial programme.

3. General industries should be developed on a free 
basis, but fundamental and defense industries in North China 
should be controlled to a certain extent. For example, com
munications, transportation, ports and harbors, power genera
tion and distribution, iron, coal and salt industries should 
be placed under the control of a single institution.

4. It is hoped that Japan’s leading industrial companies 
will participate in the main industries. For instance, the 
iron industry should be undertaken by the Japan Iron Manufac
turing Company; the coal industry by the Japan Coal Associa
tion; transportation by the South Manchuria Railway Company; 
electric power by the Electric Power Federation; telegraph and 
telephone by the Manchuria Telegraph and Telephone Company; salt 
by the Kochu Koshi; and raw cotton jointly by the Japan Cotton 
Spinners’ Association and the Kochu Koshi.

Control
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Control, Guarantees Proposed

5. Development of each industry should be left wholly 
to a responsible company, so that the industry may be developed 
to the fullest extent. These companies therefore should be 
required to invest possibly large" amounts of money and use their 
best technical ability.

6. A highest controlling institution to keep the wide 
sphere of enterprises in adjustment is necessary. The staff 
of this institution should consist of representatives of the 
companies, and all enterprises should be carried out under 
decisions of the key organization.

7. The Japanese Government should guarantee the business 
and financing of the control company, thereby rendering it 
capable of fully controlling the great task of economic devel
opment of North China.

8. A first-rate person having full recognition of the 
importance of the situation should be made president of the 
institution. Among the candidates mentioned are Overseas 
Minister Sonyu Otani; Mr. Shingo Tsuda, president of the 
Kanegafuchi Spinning Company, and Mr. Kojiro Matsukata, presi
dent of the Nisso Oil Company.

Matsuoka May Insist
Mr. Yosuke Matsuoka, president of the South Manchuria 

Railway Company, will come to Tokio from Dairen soon to pre
sent to the Government a North China development plan evolved 
and sponsored by him. Unless his plan is substantially accep
ted, Mr. Matsuoka may resign his post, according to a Dairen 
dispatch to the HOCHI.

The S.M.R. plan attaches most importance to the railway, 
port and harbor and coal enterprises, to be developed on a 
five-year programme. The company proposes to undertake all 
these enterprises itself. About ¥800,000,000 is needed for 
achievement of the plan. Of this amount, it is proposed that 
¥500,000,000 be invested by Japan and ¥300,000,000 by Manchou- 
kuo and North China combined.

In the first year, that is, 1938, the South Manchuria 
Railway Company would invest ¥69,000,000 as shares of the 
company and ¥19,520,000 as indirect investments, and the 
Kochu Koshi would invest ¥150,550,000. The total would be 
¥239,070,000. Of that total, ¥39,550,000 would be invested 
in East Hopei, ¥133,460,000 in Shantung, and ¥66,010,000 in 
Hopei.

Investments Outlined
Details of the plan are given as follows:
"A sum of ¥10,000,000 will be invested in railway im

provement in North China. The railway between Taiyuan and 
Tatung, part of which has not been built, will be reconstructed 
as a standard gauge line. The Shihkiachwang-Chinghsing narrow 
gauge line also will be widened. The proposed Tientsin- 
Shihkiachwang railway, 180 miles, will be built at a cost

of
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of ¥25,500,000. A railway also will be built between Tsinan 
and Taokowchen, 175 miles, at a cost of ¥21,950,000 and another 
will be built between Kupeikow, on the Great Wall between Hopei 
and Jehol, and Tungchow, 75 miles, at a cost of ¥10,410,000.

"Tientsin and Tangku, at the mouth of the Peiho, will be 
reconstructed at a cost of ¥68,000,000. These are the two 
main ports in North China; and Tsingtao and Chinwangtao will 
be made auxiliary ports. Thè latter two ports will be improved 
at a cost of ¥8,000,000 each.

"The railway company will undertake coal mining at Ching- 
hsing with Immediate expenditure of ¥10,210,000 to increase the 
output from 31,630,000 tons to 60,520,000 a year. Coal mines 
near Tzechwan, in Shantung, will be developed with ¥25,900,000 
to produce 40,000,000 tons of coal a year. Coal mines near 
Poshan, not far from Tzechwan, also will be operated at a cost 
of ¥35,750,000 to produce 43,920,000 tons.

"Electric power, salt, cotton and wool industries in 
North China should be undertaken by the Kochu Koshi."---
Japan Advertiser.
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EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA .

OFFAHTMÉNT . 'ATt
Peiping, November 30,

o . . + D 4 1957PIC 27 PM I 44Subject: Review si Military and Political 
Activities in North China During 
November 19Efflvis. nN OF

COMMUN.OATiONS

793.94/
I 1630

Sir:

I have the honor to refer to the Embassy1s des-
patch No. 1455 of November 8, 1937, describing mili-
tary and political developments which took place during
October in North China, and to report developments of
this character which occurred during November

The political situation in the areas occupied by
the Japanese North China Army altered practically not ->•

at all during November; in those areas under the con
trol of the Kwantung Army, however, a significant change 

ïp
took place. Militarily the situation in North China did

not

71
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not develop conclusively: Japanese forces in Shan
tung advanced to the Yellow River; Japanese control 
in Hopei Province south of Peiping was confined prin
cipally to towns and cities on the Peiping-Hankow Rail
way; and, although the Japanese occupied Taiyuan, the 
capital of Shansi Province, and despatched forces south
ward from there, their control was confined apparently 
to important highways.

Delay in definitive political and military develop
ments was presumably a result, in large measure, of the 
non-conclusion of the Japanese campaign in Central China, 
Other retarding factors were the indecisive attitude of 
the Chinese authorities in Shantung, the presence of 
Chinese troops in the occupied areas, and Japanese un
certainty as to the kind of regime desirable for the 
administration of those areas.

Shantung: advance to the Yellow River:
The possibility of a peaceful extension of Japa

nese control over Shantung declined during November. 
General Han Fu-chu»s attitude continued to be uncertain; 
and presumably as a reminder to the Chinese authorities 
in Shantung of the power of the Japanese army, Japanese 
forces on the Tientsin-Pukow Railway, which had advanced 
southward during October only some 55 miles notwithstand
ing the absence of effective resistance, moved forward in 
early November to the Yellow River, a distance of 35 
miles. Japanese planes bombed the outskirts of Tsinan, 
river ferries, and railway stations south and east of

Tsinan
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Tsinan. The Chinese forces, having retreated south 
of the Yellow River, destroyed the railway bridge on 
November 15. Minor artillery fire was exchanged by 
forces facing each other across the river. Provincial 
and National Government organs in Tsinan, except the 

post office, moved south. Regular passenger service 

on the Tsinan-Tsingtao Railway was suspended from Novem
ber 19. Merchant vessels at Tsingtao were ordered by 

the local Chinese authorities to be ready to leave at 

an hour’s notice. Some systematic destruction of Japa

nese property was carried out in places other than 

Tsingtao and Tsinan. The question of the fate of the 

highly valuable Japanese investments in those two cities 
became acute.

Notwithstanding those menacing developments, it 
could not be stated at the end of November with assurance 
that the situation in Shantung might not be solved peace
fully. General Han Fu-chu continued to protest that he 
would resist the Japanese advance, but his known charac
ter and his alleged differences with General Yu Hsueh- 
chung, in command of troops in the eastern part of the 
province, weakened the force of such protestations. It 
was thought possible that the Japanese advance to the 
Yellow River, in conjunction with the exposure of the 
province to a flanking movement by Japanese forces in 
the Yangtze Valley and to Japanese naval action along 
the coast, might effectively alter the minds of those 
Chinese in the province who are now seemingly in favor 

of military resistance.
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The P el oIng-Hankow Railway front?
Japanese forces on the Peiping-Hankow Railway, 

which had entered northern Honan in the latter part of 
October a distance of some two or three miles, advanced 
during the first week of November another seven or eight 
miles, occupied the important town of Changteh (Anyang), 

and there stopped. That no further advance was intended 
for the time being was indicated by a reduction to little 
more than one division of the Japanese forces south of 
Shihkiachwang. Japanese press reports of the inaugura
tion of an “autonomous government of Honan" on November 
27 at Changteh appeared to be, in view of the fact that 
the Japanese occupied only the northern tip of the pro
vince, an exaggeration for the purposes of propaganda.

The sphere of control of the forces on the Peiping- 
Hankow Railway was practically limited to towns and 
cities on the railway, with a few exceptions. Frequent 
clashes occurred between Chinese forces operating through
out the area and Japanese forces? according to a reliable 
report, one town off the railway changed hands four times, 
another twice, while the railway was frequently cut; and 
trustworthy Japanese admitted that Chinese, raiding Han
tan in southern Hopei, had succeeded in destroying six 
or eight Japanese airplanes. This information seemed 
to be indicative of the general situation in Hopei Pro
vince south of the Peiping-Tientsin area.

The Shansi front?
The stiff resistance which Japanese forces had met 

with in October north and east of Taiyuan crumbled in

early
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early November and the city was entered on the 8th 
and occupied completely the following day. Subse
quently Japanese forces proceeded along three routes 
in a southerly direction. It was not known, however, 
how' far they advanced as the Japanese military gave out 
no information during the last three weeks of November. 
It was believed that Chinese forces, scattered through
out the province, especially in the north, were causing 
the Japanese greater difficulties than those they were 
experiencing in the Peiping-Hankow Railway area. This 
view was based on the silence of Japanese authorities 
with regard to the situation, the presence of National 

Government troops and Chinese communist troops in Shansi, 
and the character of the terrain in that province, which 
is better suited to guerilla warfare than is the terrain 
in Hopei Province. Japanese control was apparently con
fined to some of the principal highways.

Japanese strength: continued withdrawal of troops:
The reduction of the numerical strength of Japanese 

forces in North China, which began in October, continued 
during November. The withdrawals were partially counter
balanced by the arrival of replacements for units remain
ing in the area. It was estimated by the office of the 
American Military Attaché that 32,200 men were withdrawn 
during November, of whom 2,200 were wounded or ill, and 
that the total numerical strength of the Japanese forces 
in North China was at the close of November 277,600, of 
which 60,000 were in the Tientsin-Pukow Railway area, 
27,000 in the Peiping-Hankow Railway area, 92,400 in Shansi

44.000
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44,000 in Suiyuan, and 7,000 in the Peiping area, 

while conununication units and other units of whieh the 

exact location was not known numbered 47,200. There was 
some reason to believe that some of the troops withdrawn 
were despatched to Shanghai.

The Kwantung Army* s control of Inner Mongolia 
and the Peiping-Suiyuan Railway:

There took place in the latter part of November im- 
portant steps toward the consolidation of the three re
gimes recently set up by the Kwantung Army in the Peiping- 
Suiyuan Railway area, the regimes being the “Southern 

Chahar Autonomous Government®, a similar regime in northern 
Shansi, and the "Federated Autonomous Government of Mon
golia", with the "capital® of the first at Kalgan, of the 

second at Tat*ung, and of the third at Kueisui, all impor
tant cities on the Peiping-Suiyuan Railway. The steps 

toward consolidation were the inauguration on November 
22 at Kalgan of a "Mongol and Border Districts Federated 
Committee® and the establishment on November 23 of a Mon
gol and Border Districts Bank (Meng Chiang Bank).

According to the published regulations, the com
mittee at Kalgancontrols the industries, finances, and 
communications of the three regimes, manages their common 
property, and has Japanese advisers and counselors. The 
regulations also provide that none of the “governments® 
shall be allowed to withdraw from the committee without 
"joint discussion®. The Japanese press reports that 
the-new bank is nominally capitalized at $12,000,000, 

which is divided equally among the three regimes, that

business
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business is to begin with only one-quarter of the 
nominal capital, and that other banks in the area are 
to be absorbed by the new bank, including the Bank of 
South Chahar, which was established October 1 of this 
year and which uses notes of the Central Bank of "Man- 

chukuo" with the words "Bank of South Chahar" stamped 

on them in red ink. It is assumed that "Manchukuo" 
money will gradually replace Chinese notes circulating 
in those areas served by the new bank, perhaps until 
some general reorganization of the currency system of 
all of North China is effected.

The establishment of the committee and of the bank 

appears to have for its purpose the unification of the 
areas which the Kwantung Army recently occupied and the 
consolidation of that Army’s control over them, includ

ing the strategically and economically important Peiping- 
Suiyuan Railway. As a result, southern Chahar and North 
Shansi, which are now essentially Chinese in character, 

are apparently lost to the regime which will ultimately 
be established to administer North China and are to be 

a part of the Mongol state gradually evolving under Kwan

tung Army direction.

Delay in establishing a regime for North China;
It was stated in the Embassy’s review of events in 

North China during October that important elements among 
the Japanese in authority seemed to be in favor of delay
ing the establishment of a regime for the administration 
of North China in the hope that a decisive Japanese vic
tory in the Shanghai area would make possible the settle

ment of North China questions through direct negotiations

with
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with Chinese authorities in Central China. Shanghai 
fell to the Japanese but the Chinese authorities showed 
no inclination to negotiate; the Japanese advanced on 
Nanking and the National Government removed to the in
terior. The hope of negotiating with existing Chinese 
authorities in Central China accordingly declined and 

it seemed that, if negotiations were to eventuate, they 
would be with Chinese officials or ex-officials whose 
interests centered largely in Shanghai.

Japanese authorities apparently continued to dif
fer as to whether separate regimes or one regime should 
be created for North China and the lower Yangtze region; 

whether, in the case of a single regime, the capital 
should be at Nanking or Peiping, and what Chinese should 

serve in the regime. Some reputable Japanese claimed 
that a regime was wanted which would be more Chinese in 
character than the regime in nManchukuo", but it seemed 
doubtful whether this could be achieved in view of the 
Japanese inability to delegate any real power to others, 
the dangers of delegating such powers, and the diffi
culty of finding able Chinese to serve. Even after 
three months of effort in North China, the Japanese 
seemed not to have found able men willing to come out and 
assist in government. As November drew to a close, Ts’ao 

K’un was again mentioned as the Japanese favorite in North 
China and as willing to head a new regime. But his re
cord as an administrator is not good. Wu Pei-fu was 
still regarded as a possibility.

Minor alterations in the administration of Hopei?

Notwithstanding reliable reports of mutual dissatis
faction on the part of Chinese serving on the Peiping Local

Maintenance
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Maintenance Society and of Japanese authorities in as

sociation with them, no important changes occurred in 
personnel or in administrative forms. A minor change 
was the inauguration November 8 of a Hopei Adm-tn-î «t-ra- 

tive Council of seven members. Subordinate to the Pei
ping Local Maintenance Society, its duties were under
stood to be the administering of affairs along the Pei
ping-Hankow Railway. In view of the disturbed conditions 

in that area and of the presence of the Japanese military 
in large force, the new Council seemed to be primarily a 
paper organ. A similar organization was reported to 

have been formed under the Tientsin Local Peace Ma-în- 
tenance Society to administer affairs along the Tientsin- 
Pukow Railway, where similar disadvantages exist.

The Joint Committee of the Peiping and Tientsin Local 
Maintenance Society,formed during October, appeared as 
time passed to be without significance. The Association 
of District (Hsien) Local Maintenance Societies of Hopei 

Province, which was inaugurated August 10 and which ap
parently devoted itself only to caring for refugees in 
Peiping, disbanded unwillingly on an unknown date some 
weeks after it had been ordered to dissolve.

Japanese economic penetration;
Japanese plans for economic penetration in North 

China were not advanced during November beyond the dis
cussion stage. It was evident that Japanese economic 
and financial interests were in disagreement among them
selves and with the Japanese military as to how and by 
whom the resources of the occupied areas should be

exploited
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exploited. So far as could be learned, the cotton 
crop in Hopei Province, to which Japanese attach great 
importance, fell far below Japanese anticipation; and 
warfare, floods, and interrupted transportation made its 
collection and shipment almost impossible. In regard to 
other items important to the Japanese economic program - 
coal, iron, gold, electric power, and wool - no new ex

ploitation was initiated. As for new railways, con
struction was in progress only of a line to connect 
T’ungchow, 12 miles east of Peiping, with Kupeik’ou and 
Chengteh, the capital of Jehol Province, a railway im
portant for its strategic rather than economic value.

Finance in the Peiping-Tientsin area:
No new developments took place in the financial 

situation in the Peiping-Tientsin area. Notes of National 
Government banks, local Chinese banks, and Japanese banks 
continued to circulate. Currency plans continued to be 
discussed by Japanese authorities in Tientsin, apparently 
without agreement. The return during the latter part of 
the month of the Japanese yen almost to par with the Chi
nese dollar was regarded as a promising factor. Like so 
many other Important developments, however, reorganization 
of the financial and currency structure in North China 
probably depends on important military and political changes 
in the Yangtze Valley.

Condition of the population in the occupied areas:
Although economic conditions in some of the larger 

centers in northern Hopei Province may have improved slight
ly during the month under review, conditions in the occupied

areas
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areas continued on the whole to be appalling as a com
bined result of warfare, floods, interrupted communica
tions, looting to some degree by Japanese soldiers, loot
ing by the bands of Chinese soldiers scattered through
out the territory, pillaging by Chinese bandits increas
ing in number, and the arrival of freezing weather. Even 

in Peiping, where conditions are better than in most places, 

it was estimated that some 200,000 people, or approximately 
one-fifth of the total population, were without any money. 

In Peiping and Tientsin, charitable organizations were 

helping the destitute to some extent. Such relief was 
necessarily inadequate; and in most of the occupied areas 
there was no organized relief. It is practically inevit
able that social conditions throughout North China will be 

disastrously bad this winter as the chronic absence of re
serves possessed by the Chinese people is being emphasized 
by the conditions outlined above.

Respectfully yours,
For the Ambassador:

Trank P. Lockha/é
Counselor of Embassy

Original and 4 copies to Department.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
Copy to Embassy, Nanking.
Copy to Hankow, for Embassy files.
710
LES-SC
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The Honorable
The Secretary of State,

Washington, D. C.

Sir:

• I have the honor to refer to my despatch No. 1454 “il 
7. 7V7 D 5 ‘/o

of November é, 1937, concerning the difficulties ex- s'
ZU

perienced by members of the National Tsing Hua Univer
sity vis-A-vls the Japanese military, and to set .. i *z' 4 ■■■Ct’-.
certain information concerning that university as re^
ported to a member of my staff by Mr. Robert Winter^

- m r
an American citizen, a senior professor of the univër-153 hj

t—■ H 
tr*sity, and a member of the Committee for the Préserva- 

tion of Grounds and Property of the National Tsing Hus^^ 
■ k

University^ .
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University. As it is possible that the Embassy may 

be requested at some future time to interest itself in 

the welfare of this university, which has been built 
with American money, I believe that the Department 

should have on record certain facts which, as reported 

by Mr. Winter, give indication of portending trouble.
As I reported in my above-mentioned despatch, 

the buildings of Tsing Hua are at present closed (and 

were for the most part sealed by Japanese allegedly 
under the instructions of the Peking Local Maintenance 
Society) and the majority of professors are now at 

Changsha where a combined university has been estab

lished for the students of Tsing Hua and Nankai Univer
sities and the National University of Peking (Peita), 

with Dr. Chang Po-lin as President, Dr. Chiang Mon-lin 
Dean, and Mr. Mei Yi Chi (President of Tsing Hua) as 

Director General of Affairs. The Committee here for 

the Preservation of Grounds and Buildings of National 
Tsing Hua University is apprehensive lest these build

ings, if permitted to remain unoccupied, will be con

verted by the Japanese military authorities into bar
racks. The Japanese military authorities have done 

this with some of the buildings of the National Univer

sity of Peking. Moreover, it has been reported that 
the Japanese military authorities have had in mind just 
such a conversion at Tsing Hua. I am personally of 

the opinion that, with the Hsiyuan, Nanyuan, and Pei- 
yuan barracks and the National University of Peking, 
the Temple of Heaven, and other public places being

occupied
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occupied by Japanese troops, the quartering prob
lems of the Japanese Army are amply taken care of, 
especially as the Japanese are building, obviously 
at considerable expense, extensive barracks at Nan- 
yuan.

The apprehension of Mr. Winter and his fellow 
members of the Committee,.for the Preservation of 
Grounds and Buildings has prompted him, however, to 

recommend that his principals endeavor to establish 
as soon as possible in Tsing Hua some sort of anedu- 
cational institution. Mr. Winter is of the opinion 
that the best way to do this would be for the China 
Foundation (from which the funds for the operation of 
Tsing Hua are derived) to make an Independent offer to 
the Peking Local Maintenance Society to grant funds in 
order that some fornLof education, in which the China 
Foundation would have control as regards the curricu
lum offered and the administration of the institution, 
could be carried on. When Mr. Winter expressed the 
opinion that any sort of an organization would serve 
as the necessary screen to protect this valuable prop
erty, it was pointed out to him that the Japanese would 
be most likely to recognize such a camouflage.

The establishment of such an institution from the 
point of view of the Tsing Hua authorities has been 
further brought to public attention by the publication 
of a letter written on November 12 by Dr. J. C. Ferguson 
to the Chairman of the Peking Local Maintenance Society,

sugg.estj.ng
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suggesting that the future possibilities of this 
university should be studied by a small committee of 
three, "one Japanese representing the present adminis
tration, one American who is familiar with the history 
of the university, and one Chinese". A copy of Dr. 
Ferguson’s letter is enclosed, together with a copy of 
a Reuter* s despatch which appeared in the Peking Chronicle 
of November 14, summarizing the proposal.

It is understood that Dr. Ferguson initiated the 
proposal for the organization of a Sino-American-Japa- 
nese Commission to take custody of the Tsing Hua build
ings and equipment. Mr. Winter is of the opinion that 
the Peking Local Maintenance Society is sponsoring the 
proposal. Although Mr. Winter is not altogether sympa
thetic with the proposal, he prefers it to seeing the 

buildings converted into a Japanese barracks.
I shall continue to follow the developments of 

this interesting problem, which is but one of the many 
readjustments which must result from the present changed 
status of North China, and I shall not fail to keep the 
Department informed in regard thereto.

Respectfully yours,
For the Ambassador:

Frank P. Lockhafrt— 
Counselor of Embassy

Enclosure: t arm
Dr. Ferguson’s letter, <
November 12, 1937, with 
copy of Reuter’s despatch 
November 14, 1937.

Original and 1 copy to Department.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
Copy to Hankow, for Embassy files.
842 Tsinghua
CBL-SC
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(Peiping) November 12, 1957

The Chairman of the
Wei Chih Hui, 

Peking.
Sir,

I beg to call to your attention the desirability of 
preserving a Government University in this city. Of the 
several government institutions of higher learning in Peking 
the three most important have been the Peking National 
University (Pei Ta), the Normal University (Shih Ta), and 
the Tsing Hua University (Tsing Ta), Of these, ï'sing Hua 
has the best location and the most extensive equipment. 
It has also an endowment which is now under the control of 
the China Foundation. This endowment has been accumulated 
out of reserves from the annual payments made to the Uni
versity on account of the returned American Indemnity fund. 
The University has Colleges of Natural Sciences, Engineer
ing, Arts and Law; and it has also several Departments 
devoted to advanced research. With adequate support it 
would be able to provide advanced education for one 
thousand students.

It seems to me desirable that the future possibili
ties of this University should be studied by a small com
mittee of three, one Japanese representing the present ad
ministration, one American who is familiar with the history 
of the University and one Chinese. This committee should 
report its findings and its recommendations to you for con
sideration and decision.

Yours sincerely, 
(Signed) J. C. Ferguson
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EXHIBIT A (Excerpt from the Peking Chronicle. Sunday, 
November 14, 1937)

DR. FERGUSON ON TSING HUA

PROPOSED JOINT COMMISSION FOR FUTURE CONTROL

REUTER.

Peking, November 13.- Organization of a-Sino-American- 
Japanese commission to take custody of the equipment and 
buildings of I'sing Hua University is suggested by Dr. J. C. 
Ferguson in a letter addressed to the Peking Peace Main
tenance Commission, according to information from Chinese 
sources.

Dr. Ferguson says that of the four Government Univer
sities in Peiping ïsing Hua is the best equipped of all. 
He adds that the University has a peculiar interest for the 
United States because it was founded with the remitted Ameri
can portion of the Chinese Boxer Indemnity and is still sup
ported by that fund.

He suggests that the proposed commission should con
sist of three members, one Chinese, one American and one 
Japanese and that this commission should take custody of the 
properties of the University.

It is stated that the Peking Peace Maintenance Com
mission is favorably inclined towards Dr. Ferguson’s pro
posal and is replying to his letter shortly.

At present Tsing Hua is in charge of a committee com
posed of several members of the faculty and administrative 
staff who remain here. This committee contains no Japanese 
members or Americans and is under the control of the cultural 
section of the Peking Peace Maintenance Commission.

The majority of the professors of Tsing Hua have left 
for Changsha, where a combined university has been established 
for the students of Tsing Hua, Pei ta and Nankai with Dr.
Chang Po-lin as President, Dr. Chiang Mon-lin as Dean and 
Mr. Mei Yi-chi as Director of General Affairs.
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Subject: Consolidation of Regimes along 
theP^ei^ing-Suiyuan Railway.

COMMUNICATIONS
AND RECORDS

Sir:

I have the honor to refer to paragraphs 2 and 
775/

3 of my telegram No. 783 of November 27, 5 p.m.^ 311(1 
to page 7 of my despatch No. 1466 of November So/'lSSÎ,

/ 
with regard to steps taken toward an amalgamation of
the three regimes recently set up by t-he Kwantung Army
in the Peiping-Suiyuan Railway area, the regimes be- . T’'-*
ing the °Southern Chahar Autonomous Government”, a p. 

similar regime in northern Shansi, and the ”Federated p 
Autonomous Government of Mongolia”* The steps taken

-toward

A
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toward amalgamation of the regimes were (1) the 

inauguration November 22 at Kalgan of a "Mongol and 
Border Districts Federated Committee® and (2) the es

tablishment on November 23 of a Mongol and Border Dis
tricts Bank (Meng Chiang Bank).

There is enclosed a copy in translation, as pub
lished in "The Manchuria Daily News” (Japanese-owned, 
English-language daily newspaper published at Dairen) 

of November 24, 1937, of the text of the "agreement” 

for forming the"Mongol and Border Districts Committee". 
According to these regulations, which have the appear

ance of authenticity, the "Federated Committee® will 

consist of a General Affairs Department, with sub
committees, which will control the industry, finance, 
and communications of the three regimes already estab
lished and will have Japanese advisers and counselors 
who will participate in the making of decisions. Fur
thermore, under the regulations, the three regimes will 
be jointly responsible for assisting in or facilitating 
the execution of the orders of the "Federated Committee" 
the expenses of the "Federated Committee will be paid 
by the three regimes, and none of the regimes may with
draw from the "Federated Committee" without "joint dis
cussion". The "agreement” was executed in the Japa
nese, Chinese, and Mongolian languages, with the Japa
nese text definitive.

The regulations indicate that the newly established 
"Federated Committee" is a Japanese-controlled organ set 
up to direct the more important affairs of all of Chahar 
«nd Suiyuan Provinces and northern Shansi Province and
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and that the three previously established regimes 
are subordinate to it and are now of minor signifi

cance.

I It is evident that the Kwantung Army, which re- 
/ cently occupied the areas in question, is the direct- 

I ing force. The Kwantung Army, in taking this step, 

has apparently been motivated by the desire of retain
ing for the new Mongol state, which it is now build

ing, control of the Peiping-Suiyuan Railway. Strate

gically and economically the railway is important.

This fact apparently outweighs in the view of the Kwan
tung Army the facts that the territory through which 

the railway runs is occupied by Chinese, that those 

Chinese belong racially not to a Mongol state but to 

the regime which will be established for the control 

of North China, and that the relations of the Chinese 

along the railway and of the Mongols in the areas 

north of the railway have not in the past been har

monious .
A second step in the forming a new regime was 

| taken November 23 when the Mongol and Border Districts 

» Bank (Meng Chiang Bank) was organized at Kalgan. Ac- 

; cording to a press report from Kalgan, the new bank 
| is to absorb the Bank of South Chahar, the Chahar- 

/ Suiyuan Mint, and lie Fengyeh Bank; the capital of 

the new bank is nominally $12,000,000, which is divided 
equally among the three recently established regimes 
now subordinate to the "Federated Committee®; and the 
bank is to open for business December 1 with only one- 
quarter of the nominal capital. In a statement issued
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by the Bank of Southern Chahar, which was inaugurated 
at Kalgan on October 1, 1937, it is claimed that the 
Bank of Southern Chahar is being renamed the Mongol 
and Border District Bank and is absorbing the Chahar- 
Suiyuan Mint and the Fengyeh Bank. The Bank of Southern 
Chahar, which has three offices in southern Chahar, one 

in northern Shansi, and two in Suiyuan, has been using 
the notes of the Central Bank of "Manchukuo" on which 
are stamped in red ink Chinese characters meaning 
Southern Bank of Chahar. According to the press the 
capital of the Bank of South Chahar has been $1,000,000, 

advanced by the Central Bank of "Manchukuo" through the 
"Autonomous Government of South Chahar®, and has been 
turned over to the newly organized Mongol and Border 
Districts Bank.

Regardless of the question of which bank absorbed 
which, the purpose of the new bank appears to be the re
gularizing of the currency situation in the areas under 

the administration of the new "Federated Committee". It 
is assumed that "Manchukuo" money will gradually replace 
Chinese notes circulating in those areas served by the 
new bank, perhaps until some general reorganization of 
the currency system in all of North China is effected. 
The statement, above referred to, of the Southern Bank 
of Chahar, includes the allegations that the organiza
tion of a gold bloc is bound to be completed among Japa

nese,"Manchukuo" and Mongolia and that this will facili
tate the circulation of commodities and capital among 
these countries and promote the industrial development

of
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of Mongolia and the border districts.

Respectfully yours, 
For the Ambassador:

Counselor of Embassy

Enclosure:
Copy of clipping, 
Manchuria Daily News « 
November 24, 1937.

Original and 4 to Department.
Copy to Embassy, Nanking.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.Copy to Hankow, for Embassy Files.

710
LES-SC
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THE MANCHURIA DAILY NEWS DAIREN, November 24, 1937

Text of Agreement for Forming Joint Com
mittee of the Regimes of South Chahar, 
North Shansi and Inner Mongolia in Chahar 
and Suiyuan Provinces.

Kokutsu
KALGAN, November 22.— * * * * The text of

the agreement follows in an unofficial translation:
"Sharing common interests in Mongolia and the border 

districts and having recognized the need to maintain close 
collaboration and control on important matters of common 
interest, the Mongolian Leagues, the Autonomous Government 
of South Chahar and the Autonomous Government of North Shansi 
have decided to organize a joint committee and hereby agree 
as follows:

"Article 1. The present joint committee shall be known 
as the Federated Committee of Meng Chiang. All the Govern
ments concerned shall transfer to this committee part of 
their powers on matters of vital and permanent importance 
in connection with industry, finance and communications.

"Article 2. The Federated Committee shall consist of 
a General affairs department and subcommittees on industry, 
credits, communications, etc., and shall comprise represen
tatives of the Governments concerned and a necessary staff 
of officials.

"Article 3. The chairman of the General Affairs Com
mittee shall represent the Federated Committee.

"Article 4. A supreme Japanese adviser and a number of 
Japanese counsellors and advisers shall be appointed on the 
Federated Committee.

"Article 5. All decisions of the Federated Committee 
shall be carried after joint discussion among the committee 
members, the supreme adviser and the advisers.

Governments Jointly Responsible
"Article 6. All orders concerning the guidance and con

trol of the Federated Committee shall be issued and executed 
in the name of the Federated Committee. All the Governments 
concerned shall be jointly responsible for assisting in or 
facilitating the execution of such orders.

"Article 7. The expenses required by the Federated 
Committee shall be shared by all the Governments concerned.

"Article 8. The Federated Committee shall be authorized 
to manage the common property of the Governments concerned in 
behalf of the said Governments.

"Article 9.
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’’Article 9. Any of the Governments concerned shall not 
be allowed to withdraw from the Federated Committee unless 
after joint discussion on the matter.

’’Article 10. This agreement is done in triplicate in 
Japanese, Chinese and Mongolian, and in case there arises 
any doubt as to the interpretation of the agreement, the 
Japanese text shall be considered final.

’’Having been duly accredited by the Governments concerned 
the undersigned subscribe their names and affix their signa
tures thereto below:

’’Done on the 22nd day of the Eleventh Month of the 732nd 
Year of the Genghis Khan Calendar, at Kalgan,

Chotupachapu, delegate of the Autonomous Government of 
the Mongolian Leagues.

Yu Pin-ching, delegate of the Autonomous Government of 
South Chahar

Hsia Kung, delegate of the Autonomous Government of 
North Shansi"

Text of Declaration

The declaration which was published simultaneously 
with the conclusion of the new agreement read as follows:

’’The three Governments of South Chahar, North Shansi 
and the Mongolian Leagues, which have recently been organized 
with the object of establishing permanent peace in East Asia 
after shaking off the yoke of the outrageous Nanking Govern
ment and the military cliques, today organized the Meng Chiang 
Federated Committee with mutual consent with a view to pro
moting their neighbourly common friendship, fighting Communism 
which is their common enemy, realizing racial conciliation 
and improving the welfare of the people.

"We hereby declare that through this committee, we are 
determined to maintain close collaboration and control on 
matters of common interest and importance and convert the en
tire area of our district into a land of comfortable life with 
no cloud of fear darkening its horizon by stabilizing the 
popular sentiment of the 7,000,000 people of the entire region 
of Mongolia and Border Districts through cooperation of all 
the Governments concerned.

"November 22, 1937.”
"The Federated Committee of Meng Chiang."
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL,

Shanghai, China, November 11, 1937.

Subject: The Consular Body and Sino-Japanese 
Hostilities In Shanghai. /

B ?
® I havethe honor to refer to my despatch No. 784 

of September 29, 1937 and to enclose copies of a number

of Consular Body circulars relating to the Sino-Japanese

C

K

0) 
Cv

hostilities at Shanghai, which hare been circularized

since that date.

The question of the right of foreign nationals to 

—*—~^fTa access to their property in the area north of Soochow

Creek and to remove cargo from that area was the subject 

ue:t a letter addressed to the Senior Consul by the Shanghai 

lateral Chamber of Comnerce on September 27, 1937, suggest-

that the period allowed for the removal of cargo

lould be extended and that two bridges be used, one

Ifor incoming and the other for outgoing trucks, in order 
\

to avoid congestion. These suggestions were transmitted 3

to the Consul General for Japan on September 28, 1937 ° Is-

and copies of both letters circulated to the consular o 

1/ representatives by circular 176-G-vii A and B (See also

pege
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2/ page 5 of the despatch under reference). Circular 

182-G-VII copied, a second, letter on the subject from 

the Shanghai General Chamber of Commerce suggesting 

that strong representations be made to have the area 

north of the Creek outside of the actual fighting 

zone opened up to the public in order that it might 

freely enter and leave for the purpose of removing 

cargo. The Senior Consul notes that while the Japanese 

Consul General had predicted that the area would be 

reopened about October 15th he had indicated that passes 

would be required and that only a limited number would 

be available*

The desirability of placing watchmen upon premises 

in the area north of Soochow creek even if only Japanese 

watchmen are permitted is pointed out in a letter to the 

Senior Consul from the Chairman of the Council who reports 

that the Chief Officer of the Fire Brigade has strongly 

urged that such action might make it possible to deal 

with fires in their early stages and reduce to a large 

extent the danger of serious or total loss. The Chief 

Officer of the Fire Brigade offered to give watchmen 

elementary training in the handling of fire fighting 

appliances and urged that with properly constructed 

dugouts on the lower floors of big buildings watchman 

should be able to assist greatly in preventing a re

currence of the tremendous damage suffered from fires 

3/ during the weekend of September 18/19* (Circular 

178-G-VII).

Arrangements for the control of Chinese Bed Cross 

operations were confirmed by the Senior Consul’s reply 

to
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to Mayor Yui’s letter (see page 6 of ay despatch No. 784) 

which vas notified by circular 177-G-VII.

The Shanghai International Committee of the Bed 

Cross Society of China notified the Senior Consul of its 

formation on October 2, 1937 under the leadership of a 

committee of well known foreign and Chinese residents of 

Shanghai and enclosed for the infoxxaation of the members 

of the Consular Body copies of the constitution of the 

committee. The letter and its enclosure were copied 

in circular 181-G-VTI. (See also this office’s despatch 

No. 1019 of October 19, 1937.)

The Consular Body meeting of October 12, 19S7 is 

reported in circular 193-G-VII.

At that meeting the senior Consul reviewed briefly 

the events that had taken place since the meeting of 

August 15th and alluded to the action taken by the 

Consular Body with regard to the Japanese Naval Blockade 

notices, the Improper hoisting of neutral flags, the 

alleged signalling from the consular building of the 

Ü.S.S.R.. the control of the activities of Chinese Bed 

Cross workers, and the problem of Russian refugees in 

Shanghai, all of which were reported to the Department 

in this office's despatch No. 784.

He also mentioned the threatened withdrawal of the 

Shanghai Municipal Police from certain districts north 

of Soochow creek on the ground that they were being 

exposed to great danger and were being interfered with, 

but after assurances had been obtained through the 

Japanese Consulate General and the British and Japanese

Admirals
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Admirals the police were retained in the area.

Vi th regard to the desire of the Council to evacuate 

or release the prisoners from the Ward Road Goal, he 

reported that after evacuation had already commenced, 

due to casualties among the prisoners and the staff, 

it had been stopped because the Japanese authorities 

objected that the conditions under Which the release 

was to take place had not been adhered to as the prison

ers were being turned loose to roam at large. The 

Japanese Consul General pointed out in the meeting that 

the situation as regards the danger to Ward Road Goal 

had improved a great deal and there was no longer any 

urgent reason for evacuating the prisoners.

The senior Consul reviewed the representations 

regarding the desire of neutral property owners to have 

access to their property in districts north of Soochow 

Creek. Which were reported to the Department in despatch 

No. 784, and also referred to the letter on this subject 

to the Japanese consul General mentioned in the second 

paragraph of this despatch.

When the senior Consul referred to the brief period 

commencing September 16th during Which personal effects. 

blankets and bedding could be removed from the districts 

north of Soochow Creek, the British Consul General said 

he was anxious to know when the Wayside and Tangtszepoo 

districts would be open for a lengthy period. The 

Consul General for Japan replied that he was giving the 

matter his constant attention and hoped to arrange for 

another entry into the district for urgent cases in the 

near
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near future, but that the problem was complicated because 

of military exigencies.

The Senior Consul also referred briefly to the 

problems of foreign watchmen for property north of 

goochow Creek, the financial difficulties of the Foreign 

Pilots Association, and the bombing in the Western 

District, Which are discussed elsewhere in this despatch* 

The Senior Consul, before closing the meeting, placed 

on record his disapproval of the publication in the news

papers of a truncated copy of correspondence between the 

Senior Consul and four disgruntled consuls of smaller 

powers having no interests at Shanghai who had not been 

invited to the Consular Meeting of August 15th, that 

meeting having been a meeting of the extraterritorial 

7/ and Interested consuls. (Circular 141-G-ll.) 

Protests were made to both sides regarding the 

dropping during the military bombardment of October 14th 

within the foreign administered areas of several missiles 

which exploded and caused death and Injury to a number of 

the inhabitants of those areas. The Japanese Consul 

General and Mayor 0* K. Tui were both asked to use their 

utmost influence to prevail upon the respective military 

authorities to see that such disastrous occurrences did 

8/ not again eventuate (Circulars 186 and 187-G-VII).

A complaint from the Shanghai Licensed Pilots* 

Association with regard to the present financial diffi

culties of the Association was submitted to the Senior 

Consul through the Italian Consul General (Consular 

representative on the Pilots* Board), together with 

explanatory
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explanatory memoranda regarding the composition and 

procedure of the Association. six of the Association’s 

forty members are American. The correspondence vas 

circulated for the information of the interested members 

9/ in circular 189-E-II, and the Italian Consul General 

expressed the opinion that, While sympathizing fully 

with the pilots, he considered that their difficulties 

were common to all Shanghai business men at the present 

time and he did not see how anything could be done to 

help them at the moment.

The flight of Japanese bombing planes over the 

Western industrial District was pointed out by the 

Chairman of the Council as likely to gravely complicate 

the already difficult problem of handling destitution 

in the Settlement. On October 14th a bomb from one 

of these planes exploded just outside the Wing On Cotton 

Mill employing 8000 people. The Senior Consul urged 

the Japanese Consul General to use his "utmost good 

offices" to prevail upon the Japanese military authorities 

to refrain from engaging in military operations against 

such concerns engaged in the ordinary pursuits of industry 

and advised the Chairman of the Council of the action 

taken. Copies of this correspondence were circulated 

10/ in 190A-G-VTI, 190B-G-VII and 190C-G-VII.

The duty of the extraterritorial consuls Interested 

in the administration of the settlement to take a firmer 

stand with a view to suppressing any illegal action taken 

by ths Chinese vis-a-vis the Western Area and also that 

part of the Settlement north of Soochow Creek was urged 

by the Japanese Consul General in his reply to the Senior 

Consul's
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Consul's representations of October 15th urging both 

sides to prevent a recurrence of the happenings of 

October 14th when several persons were Injured within 

the settlement as a result of falling shells during a 

military bombardment* The next day the Japanese 

Consul General replied to the Senior Consul's letter 

of October 18th protesting the flight of Japanese bombing 

planes over the Western Industrial District and again 

stated that as the Japanese were obliged to repel hostile 

actions taken by the Chinese within the foreign administra

tive area and its vicinity and were putting up with all 

sorts of military disadvantage and Inconvenience in order 

to safeguard these areas, he had to urge most strongly 

upon the interested consular representatives to take 

drastic measures to put an end once and for all to the 

Chinese encroachments upon the districts concerned.

11/ These letters were circularized by circulars 19 4-G-VII 

and 195-G-VII.

Maps and/or description of location and kind of 

any property owned by their nationals In the territory 

south of Hungjao Hoad and south of the border of the 

French Concession and extending to the Whangpoo River 

were requested of his Interested colleagues by the 

Japanese Consul General through personal requests and 

11/ circular 800-G-VII dated October 26, 1937.

A. letter denying the asserted use of buildings of 

Chlaotung University by the Chinese troops as a base 

was circularized to the members of the Consular Body by 

15/ the Senior Consul through circular 205-G-VII.

The
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The Internment of the Chinese troops from the Joint 

Savings Bank Godown in Chapel under guard of the Russian 

detachment of the Shanghai Volunteer Corps was reported 

by the Chairman of the Council to the Senior consul on 

November 1, 1957 and on November 2, 1937, the Senior 

Consul replied expressing his approval and that of his 

interested colleagues of the action taken. This exchange 

was notified to the members of the Consular Body by 

14/ circulars 207-G-VII and 208-G-VII.

An index of the several matters covered by the 

Consular Body circulars copied to the Department by this 

despatch will be found at the head of the enclosures.

14 Enclosures. 
HBS/Sfk

In quadruplicate to the Department;
Copy to the Embassy, Nanking;
Copy to the Embassy, Peiping;
Copy to the Embassy, Tokyo.
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Enclosure 
Number

Date Circular 
Number

Airplane flights over Settlement

Blockade of China coast...................

6
10 

g

Nov. 3 
Oct.18

Nov .5

Nov. 2

Aug.28
Nov .3

193-G-IV 
190A & 
191-G-VII 
193-G-IV

207 A 208 
G-VII

141-G-II

Chine se troops, internment of ...

Consuls, non-extraterritorial, 
disregarded .................................

14

7
6 193-G-IV

Consuls, extraterritorial, duty 
to take firmer stand............ ..11 Oct. 25 194 & 195 

G-VII

Tordigu flags9 misuse of 6 Nov. 3

Oct.26

193-G-IV

200-G-VII
Maps showing location of foreign 

property in Western Area ... 12

Minutes Consular Body meeting ... 6 Nov. 3 193-G-IV

Pilots, foreign, Association of.. 6
9

Nov .3 
Oct.21

193-G-IV 
189-E-II

Property in northern area, access 
to ........... ....... .. 1 Sept.29 

Oct.14 
Nov. 3

176-G-VII,A 
182-G-VII 
193-G-IV

2
6

Bed Cross, Chinese, control 
regulations........................ 4 Sept.29 

Nov. 3
177-G-VII 
193-G-IV6

Representations: International 
Committee ... 5 Oct.18 181-G-VII

To Japanese Consul General.. 1
10

Sept.29 
Oct.18

176-G-VII.B 
190B-G-VII

To both sides............................. 8 Oct.18 186 & 187 
G-VII

Russian Refugees .................................... 6 Nov.3 193-G-IV
Shanghai Municipal Police, 

threatened withdrawal from 
northern area ...___________ A Nov.3

Nov. 3

193-G-IV !

193-G-IV 1
Soviet Embassy building, alleged 

presence of signal lights therein 6

University, Chiaotung, not used 
by Chinese as base................. 13 Nov.l 205-G-VII I

Ward Road goal, evacuation of ... 6 Nov.3 193-G-IV 4

Watchmen, desirability in area 
north of Creek •••..•••••••••• 5 Oct .2

193-G-IV 16 Nov.3
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Circular 176-G-VII A and 176-G-VIÎ B. '

SUBJECT: CARGO IN GODOWNS IN THE AREA OF HOSTILITIES

THE SENIOR CONSUL FRESBUTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOURABLE 
COLLEAGUES AND HAS THE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE FOLLOWING FOR 
THEIR INFORMATION.
( Letter from the Shanghai General Chamber of Commerce to the 

Senior Consul.)
(A) 27th September 1937.

N. Aall, Esquire,
Consul-General for Norway 
and Senior Consul, 
Shanghai.

Sir:
We have the honour to inform you that we have been 

directed by our Committee to acknowledge the receipt of your 
letter dated 23rd instant transmitting copy of an announcement 
germane to the above subject.

The attention of this Chamber has been drawn to the 
fact that many firms have been unable in the two days permitted 
by the Japanese authorities to remove their cargo. Considerable 
delay was occasioned by the procedure at the Garden Bridge and, 
in many Instances, it was not found possible to make use of the 
full number of trucks engaged for the work.

Our Committee beg respectfully to suggest that repre
sentations be submitted to the Japanese authorities for a 
considerable extension of the period permitted for the removal 
of cargo and, in order to expedite the work, it would seem 
that two of the bridges across the Soochow Creek should be used, 
l.e. one for vehicles entering the area north of the Creek and 
the other for vehicles leaving that area.

Wc have the honour to be, etc., 
(sd) Beek <& Swam 

Secretaries.

( Letter from the Senior Consul to the Japanese Consul-General) 
(B)

Shanghai -September 28th, 1937.
S. Okamoto, Esquire, 
Consul-General for Japan, 
Shanghai.

Sir and dear Colleague:
I have the honour to refer to ytiur letter 

of September 22nd, (transmitting announcement about moving cargo) 
and to transmit herewith a copy of a letter dated September 27th 
fro$ the Shanghai General Chamber of Commerce requesting, for the 
reasons stated therein, an extension of the period allowed for the 
removal of cargo from areas north of the Soochow Creek and suggest
ing that, in order to expedite this work, two bridges across the 
Soochow Creek should be vised, one for vehicles entering the areas 
mentioned and the other for those returning therefrom.

I wish to seise this opportunity of again 
assuring you of my interested colleagues’ appreciation of your good 
offices in the direction of alleviating the hardships brought upon 
neutral businessmen by the present unhappy conflict.

I have the honour to be, etc., 
(sd) N. Aall

Consul-General for Norway 
and Senior Consul.

Circulated: September 29th, 1937.
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CONFIDENTIAL < CIRCULAR 182-G-VII,)
ÿUBJ&CTa

Tha Senior Oohstil presents hU io hit
ifonaurable ColleagUed and has the honour to oirculato the 

fallowing for their Information. He wishes to add that 

the Japanese Consul-General mentioned at the Consular

Body Meetihg on October 12th that the V/ayaide and 

tangtszepoo dlstrlcrts would be re-opened probably ft*om 

the 15th instant, although he expressed the http® at the 

Same time that only urgent cases would be applied for. 

( Letter from the Shanghai Chamber of Commerce to the 
Senior Consul,)

13th October, 1937.
X. Aall, Esquire, 
Qonsul-Gneral for Norway 

and Senior Consul. 
fflkNGHAI. ' ■

Sir:

I have ths hctfiour to refer to the letter addressed 

to you by the Secretaries of the Chamber on 27th ultimo and 

to respectfully point out that tip to the present the area 

in question hap not again been opened to merchants.

My Committee beg to suggest that strong represent

ations be made with as little delay aS possible to the 

Japanese authorities with a view to the area north of the 

dpoehow Creek outside the actual fighting zone being opened 

up to the public in order that they may freely enter and 

leave for the purpose of handling cargo stored in this area.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient servant, 

(sd) G. Boolsen 

Chairman.

Circulated: October l$th, 1937
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Enclosure No» »

( CIRCULAR 178-G-VH.)

SUBJECT: FOREIGN WATCHOSN FCR FOREIGN FRQPERTY NORTH OF 
THE SOOCHOW CREEK»

THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPUMENTS TO HIS BCNOUB&HLB 
COLLEAGUES AND HAS THS HONOUR TO CCMOVD T» FOLLOWING SEJ* EXPLANATORY LETTER IRON THE COUNCIL TO THEIR AtSSt»». 
( Letter from the Chairman of Council to the Senior Consul.)

Shanghai 1st October, 1937»
N. Aall, Esq., 
Consul-General for Norway and Senior Consul 
2, Peking Road,

Sir,
I have the honour to address you on the subject of danger 

to foreign property North of the Sooehow Creek from fires caused 
during air raids.

The Chief Officer of the Firs Brigade has pointed out that 
it would be a very great advantage if in foreign property North of 
the Creek there could be placed foreign watchmen who have received 
elementary training in the handling of fire appliances. This 
would make it possible to deal with fires in their early stages, 
thus protecting the buildings and reducing to a large extent the 
possibility of serious or total loss aM preventing a recurrence of 
the tremendous damage which unfortunately occurred during the 
week-end of September 18/19. The Chief Officer would be glad to 
assist in providing the necessary training. He has fibrther 
suggested that it might be possible for the watchmen in question to 
have suitably constructed dugouts or protection afforded by sandbags 
on the ground floors so that they could, immediately after the end 
of an air raid, use a fire hose or other first-aid fire appliances 
to extinguish any fire which might follow» Where the premises 
are equipped with a telephone a call could be put through to the Fire 
Brigade who could continue the work already started by the staff.

The Chief Officer has stated that most of the larger 
buildings and establishments of modern construction in Shanghai are 
equipped with fire appliances and that if these are used to their 
fullest advantage by those possessing even only an elementary 
knowledge of how to handle them, huge losses would to a very great 
extent be eliminated»

I have endeavoured to ascertain what facilities would be 
given by the Japanese authorities at the present time for the 
placing of watchmen in the premises in question. The Japanese 
Consul-General has informed me that under the present conditions 
only Japanese nationals can be placed as watchmen in that area. He 
has further informed me that although the number of Japanese 
nationals available for watchman service is limited at the present 
moment, he is sure that he can meet the wish of foreign property 
owners in some of the most urgent cases.

I have therefore the honour to suggest that you may think 
it right to urge the various Consular authorities to suggest to their 
respective nationals who are owners or occupiers of property in the 
area in question that it is desirable for them to phase watchmen 
upon their premises. As I have already stated, the Chief Officer of 
the Fire Brigade will be glad to co-operate in every possible way.

I have the honour to be, etc.,

(sd) C.S. Franklin, 
Chairman.

Circulated: October 2nd, 1937
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Snelosure 1U 4,

( CIRCULAR 177-G-VII.)

SUBJECT: WORKERS OF THE RED CROSS SOCIETY

THE SENIOR 
COLLEAGUES 
THEIR INFORMATION

CONSUL PRESENTS 
AND HAS THE

COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOURABLE 
TO CIRCULATE THE FOLLOWING FOR 
CIRCULAR 163-G-VII.

( Letter from the Senior Consul to the Mayor.)

Shanghai September 29th, 1937

0. K. Yui, Esquire,

Mayor of the City Government of Greater Shanghai, 

Shanghai.

Sir:

I have the honour to refer to your letter of 

September 12th, transmitting copies of "Regulations 

Governing the use of Red Cross Badges and Insignia 

promulgated by the Red Cross Society of China".

As you requested, a copy of these regulations 

has been forwarded to each of the Consulates here and 

to the Shanghai Municipal Councill The Council has 

made the following comments in reply:-

"There is no objection on the part of the Council 

to Red Cross trucks passing empty out of the Settlanent 

barriers.

Under the arrangements that have been made for 

the admission of a limited number of wounded soldiers 

to the Settlement and French Concession the only entrance 

for admission is at Route Ghisi so that no question 

arises of trucks entering the Settlement loaded with 

soldiers.

The removal of foodstuffs from the Settlement 

is forbidden. Should the Red Cross Society wish to 

remove other things it is suggested that the matter be 

referred to the Military Authorities."

I have the honour to be,

Sir,
Your obedient servant, 

(sd) N. Aall
Consul-General for Norway and Senior Consul. 

Circulated» Septeitf6£r^29th, 1937.
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( CIRCULAR 181-G-VII.)

SUBJECT : SHANGHAI INTERNAT 10^ CROSS
THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS’^OMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOURABLE 
COLLEAGUES AND HAS THE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE FOLLOWINGFQR- 
THEIR INFORMATION.
( Letter from the Chairman end the Secretary of the Shanghai 
International Red Cross to the Senior Consul.)

Shanghai October 8, 1937.
Mr. N. Aall,
Consul-General for Norway, 
2 Peking Road, 
Shanghai.
Sir:

We beg tofficially to inform you that at a meeting 
of leading members of the Chinese and foreign community in 
Shanghai, held in the Park Hotel on October 2, 1937, the 
Shanghai International Committee of the Red Cross Society of 
China was formally inaugurated, with the adoption of the 
enclosed Constitution and the appointment of the following 
Executive Committee :

Dr W.W. Yen, Father R.P. Jacquinot, Mr. J.R. Jones, 
Mr. L.W.H. Plant, Dr. Sze Ming Sze,MB. C.R. Bennett, Mr. G. 
F. Andrew, Major A.Bassett, Mr. R.Calder-Marshall, Mr.J.K. 
Choy, Mr .J.Donne, Mr. Feng Ping-Nan, Mr. J.Hers, Rev. R.D. 
Rees, Dr. F.C.Yen.

At a meeting of the Executive Committee held immed
iately afterward, the following officers were elected:-

Chairman - Dr. W.W. Yen
Vice-Chairman-Father R.P.Jacquinot

” ” -Mr .J.R. Jones
•» ” -Mr.L.W.H. Plant

Secretary - Jr.Sze Ming Sze 
Treasurer - Mr. C.R. Bennett
The Executive Committee has appointed subcommittees 

on Refugees, Wounded Soldiers, Epidemics, and Medical Supplies 
which are now actively at work.

We shall be much obliged if you will kindly notify 
all members of the Consular Body of the above.

On behalf of this organization we wish to assure you 
of our desire to offer the members of the Consular Body our 
fullest cooperation.

Assuring you of our highest consideration,
We are,

Yours etc.,
(sd) W.W. Yen,

Chairman
(sd) Sze Ming Sze 

Secretary.
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NAME. !• T^o mane of the Committee is -• Shanghai Internat
ional Committee of the Red Cross Society of China.
OBuEET 2• The Committee is formed for charitable and bene
volent purposes and especially to solicit donations and to use, 
allocate and expend funds received for the relief of sick, wounded- 
and destitute persons and other charitable activities related to 
the aim and object of the Committee. Such activities, however, 
shall be limited in scope so as not to infringe or encroach work 
already undertaken by municipal and other recognized organizations 
with which the Committee will endeavour to cooperate and coordinate 
its activities.
PLACE 3. The Committee is located at Shanghai and its 
operations shall be limited to the International Settlement, the 
French Concession, the Municipality of Greater Shanghai and the 
surrounding area.
OFFICERS* 4. The officers of the Committee shall be a Chairman, 
one or more deputy Chairmen, a Secretary, and a Treasurer, elected 
annually by the Executive Committee.
EXECUTIVE 5. There shall be an Executive Committee of fifteen 
members, whose names shall appear in the Charter granted by the 
Red Cross Society of China, and in whose hands the management of 
the organization shall be vested. The Executive Committee shall 
make all such rules and regulations, as they shall from time to 
time think necessary for the management and well being of the 
organization and for carrying out its objects, and such rules and 
regulations shall be binding on all members of the organization. 
Eight members of the Executive Committee shall form a quorum. 
The Executive Committee shall have power to fill vacancies in its 
membership.
FINANCE 6. The Executive Committee shall appoint a Finance 
CÔMMITTEE Committee consisting of three members, who shall be 
responsible to the Executive Committee, to whom they shall report 
monthly or oftener if requested by the Executive Committee.
SUB*
COMMITTEE 7. The Executive Committee shall have power to t- 
appoint Sub-Committees for any purpose or object, to delegate to 
such Sub-Committee the functions and powers of the Executive 
Committee relating to the same. The Chairman and Secretary of the 
Executive Committee shall be ex-officio members of all Committees.
LIABILITY 8. No member of the Committees shall personally be 
liable for indebtedness resulting from the operations of the 
organization.
FINANCE 9. All subscriptions and donations shall bo paid to 
the account of the Treasurer in a bank or banks doctgncted by the 
Executive Committee. The Treasurer shall render a statement 
of accounts at each monthly meeting, which shall have been duly 
audited as determined by the Finance Committee.
MEMBERSHIP 10. The Membership of the Shanghai International 
Committee shall consist of:-
(a) Charter Members, namely, those to whom the Charter is granted, 
(b) Founder Members, namely, all those who were present at the 

1st Meeting.
(e) Regular Members, namely, those elected to member-ship by a 

majority vote of the Executive Committee, and
(d) Honorary Members, namely, anyone whom the Executive Committee 

consider worthy of the honour.
MEETINGS
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MEETINGS 11. A meeting of the full membership shall be called 
by the Chairman whenever requested by five members of the Committee.
INTERPRETATION

1È. The Decision of the Executive Committee as to the 
interpretation of the Constitution and the rules of the organization 
as well as on all matters, shall be final.
AMENDMENTS 13. This constitution may be amended by the Executive 
Committee? An affirmative vote of ten members of the Executive 
Committee is necessary to amend this constitution.

Circulated: October 18th, 1937
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( CIRCULAR 193-G-IV.)

SUBJECT: Cœ^C^J^WJ^^jDL-ÇONSTJUJR BODY MEETING OFOCTOBER 12THL ----------------------------

N ° As.l.i- -) hsqu j. x 0 , 
E. Lardy, Esquire, 
Comm. L. Neyrone, 
Dr. A. J. Alves.'
P. Scheel, Esquire, 
M. Baudezj Esquire, 
C. E. Gauss. Esquire, 
S. N. Najera, Esquire, 
A. van Cutsem, Esquire 
S. Okamoto, Esquire 5 
H. Phillips, Esquire,

ber.-.cr Consul and Consul-General for Norway 
onsu.. "Genera 1 f□ r Switzerlan  1

C'oxuu 1-General for Italy
Consul-General for Portugal
Cousul-General for Denmark
Consul-General
Consul-General

for France

Consul-Genera1 
C o n s u 1- Ge ne r a 1 
Cons ul- Genera 1 
Consul-Genera1

for the Uo Sc A.
for Guatemala
fo:5 Belgium 
for Japan 
for Great Britain

Dr. J. Krysinski, Acting Consul-General for Poland
V. Niskanen Esquire, Acting: Consul-General for Finland
R.C.U. Behrend, Esquire, Acting Consul-General, for Germany
Dr. L>. A. Gastmann, Acting Cunwul-General for the Netherlands
E. Kronvail, Esquire, Acting Consul-General for Sweden
J. Stepan, Esquire, Chancellor of Legation in charge of

Tchécoslovaquie.

The Senioi’ Consul questioned the presence of a Dr.- Beaudry, 
who explained that he had come as Secretary to Mr. Najera, as 
the latter had a statement to make which had to be interpreted 
as he did not speak English. The statement, which related to 
prisoners in Ward Road Gaol was then made and Dr. Beaudry de
parted. The Senior Consul observed that he would deal with the 
statement at a later stage of the meeting.

The Senior Consul conveyed a cordial welcome, in which the 
meeting joined, to the new British Consul-General. Mr. H. 
Phillips, who expressed Ms acknowledgements. Continuing the 
Senior*Consul remarked than with the advent of October, the 
regular monthly meetings would be resumed. He would review 
briefly the events which had occurred sihce the last meeting on 
August 15 th.

MEETING OF. AUGUST 15TH. The coirrected minutes of this meeting 
were‘approved, the Senior Consul observing that the represent
ations decided upon had been made to the Mayor and a memorandum 
of the conversation with the Mayor had been circulated.

JAPANESE NAVAL BLOCKADE NOTICES. The Senior Consul said that 
these"various notices, which had been communicated by his 
Japanese Colleague had been duly circulated. (ISS-G-VII, 157-E.II)

THREATENED V/ITHDRAWAL OP SHAtIGHAI_MGNICIPAL POLICE FROM CERTAIN . 
DISTRXCTS~NORTH OF THE SOOCHÔW CREEK. The Senior Consul 
mentioned tfiât the Acting Commissioner of Police had contem
plated the withdrawal, in whole or in part, of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police from certain districts north of the Soochow 
Creek on the ground that they were being exposed to great 
danger, and were being interfered with. On the verbal protest 
of the Consul-General for Japan he had taken steps to adjust 
matters and he believed that some action towards the same end 
had been taken by the British Admiral vis-avis the Japanese 
Admiral resulting in the retention, under certain assurances of 
the Shanghai Municipal Police in those areas.

The Consul-General foi* Japan made remarks explanatory of 
his attitude towards this matter.

WARD ROAD GAOL. The Senior Consul referred to the desire of 
the Council to evacuate or release the prisoners in this gaol 

on/
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on humanitarian grounds as the prison was exposed to fire oh both 
sides and a number of casualities to the staff and prisoners had 
occurred. Evacuation had actually commenced but had stopped 
because of the objection of the Japanese authorities who said that 
the conditions uhder which release was to take place had not been 
adhered to, some prisoners having been released in the Settlement 
and others re-entering it from Chinese territory. The Senior 
Consul had done what he could to facilitate matters and understood 
that the question was now being dealt with directly between the 
Council and the Japanese Consul-General.

The Consul-General for Japan remarked that the situation as 
regards the danger to the ^ard Hoad Gaol had improved a great deal 
and so there was now no urgent reason for evacuating the prisoners. 
He confirmed that some of the released prisoners had returned to 
the foreign areas thus becoming a menadeto the peace and good order 
of those areas. The Japanese authorities had wanted the released 
prisoners taken to some Chinese gaol away from Shanghai and not/to 
roam at large.

be allowed
The Consul-General for Portugal translated what had been said 

to the Consul-General for Guatemala. He added that he sympath
ized with the inmates on humanitarian grounds as although 
prisoners they were not “under sentence of death”. He also under
stood that casualities in the gaol due to shell fire had been left 
without proper attention for days.
IMPROPER HOISTING OF NEUTRAL FLAGS. The Senior Consul said that 
on receipt of the complaint of his Japanese colleague regarding 
the misuse of neutral flags he had asked the Shanghai Municipal 
Police to assist in preventing this, which information had been 
conveyed in the circular sent to his colleagues. At the same time 
he had also directed attention to the statement of his Japanese 
colleague that some of the Consulates had furnished him (the 
Consul-General for Japan) with maps showing the location of 
property belonging to their nationals and that “such arrangement* 
were highly desirable”. Representations had also been made to 
the Mayor on the sub J eft, the letter being circulated.

The Consul-General for Great Britain remarked that it wap 
very difficult in some cases to prevent the improper use of flags.
ALLEGED SIGNALLING FRO THE CONSULATE BUILDING OF THE U.S.S.R.

The Senior Consul referred to his circular 149-G-VII which 
detailed the history of this matter. He added that from his own 
residence (Glen Line Building) he had observed the reflection of 
the Whangpoo on the windows of the Soviet Building which gave the 
appearance of signalling.

The Consul-General for Japan observed that on a previous 
occasion to that dealt with in the Senior Consul’s circular 
referred to a light had actually been found in the attic of the 
Soviet Buildihg, the Soviet Vice-Consul (who had been summoned to 
enter the building) being present when the light was discovered* 
Two Chinese caretakers were also found in the building at the 
time.
PROPERTY NORTH OF THE SOOCHOW CREEK. Representations were made 
by the Senior Consul to the Japanese Consul-General on August 30th, 
(confirming verbal representations made on August 28th) regarding 
the expediency of allowing neutral owners access to their property 
in districts north of the Soochow Creek. Further representations 
were made on September» 17+h at the instance o' the Shanghai General Chamb<=“> n-p

and cn/
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and on September 22nd the Japanese Consul-General forwarded an 
announcement that arrangements would be made for the transportation 
of goods and articles stored in the Hongkew, Wayside and Yangtszepoo 
districts. Subsequently those arrangements materialized. On 
September 28th further representations were made to the Japanese 
Consul-General at the instance of the Shanghai General Chamber of 
Commerce asking for an extension of time for the removal of such 
cargo, which extension was granted and goods continued to be moved 
for some time.
REMOVAL OF PERSONAL EFFECTS. On September 15th the Japanese Consul 
General informed the Senior Consul that foreigners who had been 
living in the districts north of the Soochow Creek would be given 
five days commencing from September 16th to remove their personal 
effects, blankets and bedding under certain conditions. This 
information was immediately circulated. Subsequently an extension 
of time for the purpose was granted.

The Consul-General for Great Britain said he was anxious to 
know when the Wayside and Yangtszepoo districts would be open for a 
lengthy period as it was a very important matter.

The Consul-General for Japan replied that he was giving the 
matter his constant attention and hoped to arrange for another entry 
into the districts in the near future for urgent cases. It was a 
very difficult matter to deal with because of military exigencies.
RED CROSS WORKERS. At the request of the Chinese Red Cross Society 
verbal representations were made on behalf of the Senior Consul to 
the Defense Headquarters (foreign) resulting in permission being 
obtained for the passage of Red Cross doctors, nurses and their 
patients through the barriers. Subsequently the two Councils 
arranged to limit the numbers of Chinese wounded to be allowed in 
the foreign areas at any one time (3000 for the International 
Settlement and 2000 for the French Concession). On September 12th 
the Mayor wrote to the Senior Consul sending copies of the rules 
governing the use of Red Cross Badges and Insignia and asking for aid 
and protection of the Red Cross Workers in carrying out their duties. 
A copy of this letter was sent to the Council whose reply, which 
apparently clears up the matter, was conveyed to the Mayor, the 
entire correspondence being circulated.

REFUGEES IN SHANGHAI. The Senior Consul referred to his 
circular’s 146-G-VII and 164-G-VII which gave detailed information on 
the question of assisting possible evacuation of Russian Refugees 
in Shanghai.

The Consul-General for France remarked that as the Chinese 
authorities refused to give passports to the refugees it would be 
impossible for him to give visas to them.

The Consul-General for Great Britain enquired if anything more 
recent had occurred on the question of Russian Refugees leaving 
Shanghai. The Senior Consul replied that he had no further infor
mation on the subject.

The general feeling of the meeting was that each individual 
Consulate should be left to deal with the matter.
SHIPPING REGULATIONS CONCERNING CHOLERA. The Japanese Consul- 
General wrote to the Senior Consul on September 26th enclosing 
copy of the regulations concerning cholera to be observed by all 
vessels entering Japanese ports. This correspondence was 
immediately circulated (175-E-II.).

FOREIGN./
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FOREIGN WATCHMEN FOR PROPERTY NORTH OF THE SOOCHOW CREEK»
The Senior Consul said that- on September 28th the Council 

had made oral representations to him on the subject of watchmen for 
foreign property north of the Foochow Creek, saying that Chief 
Officer of the Fix'e Brigade had pointed out that if such watchmen 
were employed and given training in fire apparatus they could deal 
with fires ih t.hai.01 early stages and thus reduce to a great extent 
the tremendous losses due co this cause. It was suggested to the 
Council that Japanese watchmen be employed, for the purpose and 
this caused the Council to write to the Japanese Consul-General 
on the matter» He replied that the supply of Jc.panese watchmen 
was limited but that he could meet the wish of foreign property 
owners in the most urgent cases. Subsequently on October 1st 
the Council wrote officially to the Senior Consul on the subject 
(the letter being circulated - 178-G-VII.) urging all foreign 
property owners to engage watchmeh for the purpose mentioned.

The Consul-General for Great Britain observed that this was 
really an important question for many firms. A solution might be 
found in the employment of Russian watchmen if the supply of 
Indian watchmen was inadequate..

PILOTS. The Consul-General for Italy (consular representative on 
the Pilot Board) asked the Secretary to read two memoranda from 
the Shanghai Licensed Pilots Association, which was done. These 
are circulated under 189-E-II and relate to the composition and 
working of the Association and to its present financial difficulties

Continuing the Consul"General for Italy said that while 
sympathizing 'with the Pilots, their- difficulties were common to all 
Shanghai, business men at the present time and he did not see that 
anything could be done to help them. However, he -would continue 
to study the question to see if anything could be proposed to his 
colleagues on the subject..

PRESS PUBLICITY OF CORRESPONDWCE WITH SENIOR CONSUL- The Senior 
Consul said that after the Consular Body meeting~of’August 15th, 
an exchange of letters had taken place between four Heads of 
Consulates (who had complained that they had not been asked to 
the sheeting) and the Senioi' Consul, who had explained matters in 
his reply. A truncated copy of this correspondence had been 
subsequently published in the press and he would like to have it 
placed on record tha t he thought it most improper for correspondence 
of this kind to be given to the newspapers. The correspondence 
had been circulated under Hl-G-II.
BOMBING IN THE WESTERN DISTRICT. The Consul-General for Denmark 
said would like to ask if his Japanese colleague could give him 
any information about Japanese air bombing in the Western and 
Hungjao Road districts. He had particular interest in these 
regions.

Replying the Consul-General for Japan spoke of prospective 
bomblhg In those districts beyond the railway and said he would 
like to ask the help of his colleagues in locating property there 
belonging to their nationals? also the cooperation of his American, 
British, French and Italian colleagues in determining from their 
military commanders their military dispositions.

The American Consul-General voiced the opinion that it would 
be better if the information last mentioned was communicated by 
direct arrangement between the various military commanders.

The Consul-General for Switzerland enquired regarding the 
re-opening of the Yangtszepoo and Wayside districts and received 
a reply from his Japanese colleague that he hoped these districts 
would be re-opened again in a day or so to deal with urgent cases. 
THE MEETING THEN TERMINATED

E» A. Long 
Circulated; 3/1.1'’37 Secretary Consular Body.
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Enclosure No. 7. *
(CIRCULAR 141-G-II.)

SUBJECT: CONSULAR BODY EMERGENCY MEETINGS

TEE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOURABLE 
COLLEAGUES AND HAS THE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE FOLLOWING FOR 
THEIR IMMEDIATE INFOBMATION. HE WILL PROBABLY HAVE SOMETHING 
FURTHER TO SAY ON THIS SUBJECT AT A LATER DATE.

Shanghai August 19, 1937.

Sir and. dear Colleague,

It has come to the attention of the 
undersigned, through the local Press of these last days, that 
several meetings of the Consular Body of Shanghai have been invoked 
and held, that at such meetings certain decisions had been taken 
and that subsequently a number of communiques were published in the 
name of said Consular Body. Whereas it is a fact that the meetings 
so held, the decisions so taken and the communiques so published 
were activities in which only a certain number of Consular Repre
sentatives of certain foreign countries took part.

We hereby draw your attention to the 
fact that none of these activities have been brought to our knowledge 
so far, although the undersigned, by virtue of their functions and 
for obvious reasons, are all members of the Consular Body of Shanghai* 
Thus, in the eye of the aforesaid authorities, of the press and of 
the public in general, the undersigned appear to have undertaken 
certain responsibilities, which, in view of the present circumstances 
they neither can nor must assume.

We readily understand that, in view of the 
situation brought about in this country by the fact that a number 
of foreign Powers enjoy so-called Extraterritorial rights, the latter 
Powers* consular representatives are compelled to act and take certain 
measures in a way consonant with their respective interests. Of 
course, we have no intention of protesting against such activities 
as we feel that they are of no concern to us Whatever.

Nevertheless, we firmly believe that in 
view of the grave situation now prevailing here, the Consular Body 
of Shanghai should adopt the decision to make it clear to everyone 
that the undersigned consular representatives, who make no use nor 
enjoy equivalent rights, take no part whatsoever in such decisions 
and strictly refrain from assuming any responsibilities not incumbent 
upon them. In other words, a difference should be clearly estab
lished in the most adequate manner.

We feel compelled to point out to you 
that the friendly links existing between our respective countries 
and either one of the two belligerent parties in the Far East, as 
well as our deep concern to ensure the free discharge of all the 
duties and obligations pertaining to our functions, do not permit 
us to consider in this affair any solution which would not give us 
entire satisfaction on all points at stake.

It is with a view to the above con
siderations that we have the honour of bringing this matter before 
you, in the hope that you may arrive at a satisfactory solution, at 
the earliest possible moment and in such manner as you will deem 
appropriate to the present situation.

We have the honour to be, etc., 
(8d)

E. Vega 
Consul-General for Chile 

J .M. Ferrer
N. Aall, Esq., Consul-General for Venezuela
Consul-General for Norway 8. Najera
and Senior Consul, Consul-General for Guatemala
Shanghai. Consul-General ?or Cuba
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Letter from the Senior Consul to the Consuls-General for Chili, 
Venezuela, Guatemala and Cuba.)

Shanghai, August 22nd
1937.

Messrs:
The Consuls-General for Chili, Venezuela, Guatemala and Cuba, 

Shanghai. ’

Sirs and dear Colleagues:

I have the honour tç acknowledge 
the receipt of your letter of August 19th, making representations 
regarding your non-inolusion in certain nestings and decisions of 
members of the Consular Body.

As you of course know the Extra
territorial Heads of Consulates, by virtue of the Shanghai Land 
Regulations, occupy an exceptional status in dealing with the — 
affairs of the International Settlement, and the Consul-General for 
France, who is the Senior Authority in the French Concession ac
tively collaborates in any measures affecting the foreign areas. 
For these reasons if any meeting is convened to discuss matters 
relating to the safety or well being of the foreigi areas in a time 
of emergency the Extraterritorial Heads of Consulates naturally are 
given precedence in invitation. However there is no intention of 
excluding non-Extraterritorial Heads of Consulates from such meet
ings and decisions, but the exigencies of the situation, especially 
the difficulty of telephoning, make it physically impossible to 
reach all the Heads of Consulates when a meeting is desired at short 
notice. Moreover the circumstances preclude the prompt communica
tion of any decisions arrived at to the non-Extraterritorlal Heads 
of Consulates but the Senior Consul is careful to say, when com
municating such decisions to the party or parties concerned, that 
the decisions come from the Heads of Consulates making them. 
Furthermore the personnel of the Secretariat is inadequate in a 
time of emergency to communicate promptly to those Consulates not 
immediately concerned in such matters. You may rest assured however 
that there is no Intention on my part or on the part of the Extra
territorial Heads of Consulates to Ignore their non-Extraterritorlal 
Colleagues in any decisions or actions affecting their common in
terests, and I shall make every effort to see that they are duly 
informed regarding such matters. At the same time I wish to beg 
your indulgence for any failure due to the short-comings of the 
present situation.

I trust the foregoing will meet sat
isfactorily the representations made in your letter above referred 
to:

I have the honour to be: 
Sirs and dear Colleagues 

Your obedient servant, 
(sft) N. Aall

Consul-General for Norway 
and Senior Consul.

Circulated: August 28th, 1937.

Copied by: y’ 
Compared with:
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Enclosure Ho. 8.

(CIRCULAR 186 and 187-G-VII.)

THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOURABLE 
AND INTERESTED COLLEAGUES AND HAS TEE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE 
FOLLOWING FOR THEIR INFORMATION.

(Letters from the Senior Consul to the Japanese Consul-General 
and to Mayor O.K.Yui. The letters are Identical.)

October 15th, 1937.

On behalf of my Interested colleagues, I have the 
honour and the unhappy duty to again write on another un
fortunate concommitant involving these foreign administered 
areas in the present unhappy conflict between China and Japan.

During yesterday's military bombardment, a number of 
missiles fell and exploded in the areas mentioned, resulting in 
death and injury to a number of the inhabitants thereof, and I 
should like to again represent to you, in the cause of humanity 
and international well being, that every care and precaution on 
both sides should be exercised to obviate and guard against such 
deplorable consequences. May I therefore appeal to you with all 
the earnestness I can summons to use your utmost influence to 
prevail upon the military authorities concerned to see that such 
disastrous occurrences do not again eventuate.

I am writing in the same sense to (Mayor O.K.Yui, and 
the Japanese Consul-General).

I have the honour to be, etc., 

(sd) N. Aall, 

Consul-General for Norway 
and Senior Consul.

Circulated: October 18th, 1937.

Copied by: li 
Compared wi
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XaolMvre F^ 9,

( CIRCULAR 189-E-H.)
SUBJECT: COMPLAINT FROM THE

ASSOCIATIF SHANGHAI LICENSED PILOTS1

THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOURA^TE 
AND INTERESTED COLLEAGUES AND HAS THE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE 
FOLLOWING FOR THEIR INFORMATION.
( Letter from the Consul-General for Italy to the Senior Consul.)

October 14th, 1937.
Sir and dear Colleague,

I have the honour to request that 
the two enclosed Memorandums be kindly:circulated among our 
honourable Colleagues, for their knowledge and consideration.

. .. They have;.,be§n hànàed over to me,
upon mÿ request, by some representatives pf.the Shanghai 
Licensed Pilots’ Association, with a view of drawing our 
attention to their present critical financial situation, 
which has ariseif- ’following th£ (or: almost total) dis
appearance of any shipping in thfe Shanghai harbour.

While very much sympathizing with 
the Pilots* Association, I hardly see how we can manage, for 
the moment, to help them out of their difficulties, which 
are more or less borne by all classes of businessmen in 
Shanghai.

,,..vIn my opinion, the opportunity of 
proposing an increase of'the tariff be discussed when 
the shipping business will return to its normality.

I have the honour to be, etc., 
(si) L. Neyrone 

Consul-General for Italy.
N. Aall, Esquire,
Consul-General for Norway and Senior Consul,
Shanghai•
(Letter from the Shanghai Licensed Pilots’ Association to the 
Consul-General for Italy.)

September 23rd, 1937.
The Consul-General for Italy, 
Shanghai.
Dear Sir,

The SJianghai Licensed Pilots’ Association consists 
of 40 members:-

13 British
6 American
4 French
2 German
1 Italian
2 Danish
2 Norwegian
1 Dutch
5 Japanese
3 Chinese
1 Chinese Apprentice

Total 40 members

Pilots are licensed by the Chinese Maritime Customs 
and operate under a Charter issued by the Pilotage Authorities 
in 1900. A/
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A member joining the Association must buy a share 

in the Shanghai Pilot Boat Co. (1928) Ltd. which costs approximately 
Lb.3,500 and on which investment 8% is usually paid. The 
Association charter the fleet from the Pilot Boat Company which 
costs about $15,500 per month and are also obliged to pay the 
depreciation on same, amounting to $4,500 monthly. The actual 
running cost of the fleet etc., is at present $15,500 per mensum.

We wish to point out to you and the Shipping Interests 
that owing to the present conditions existing in the port of 
Shanghai with practically no shipping calling here we are unable to 
meet all our financial obligations.

We feel it is in the mutual interests of the 
Authorities, Shipping Companies and the Pilots to maintain the 
Pilot Service.

To meet the situation we on our part are doing 
everything possible to economize. We have discontinued paying 
interest on the capital invested by the members and suspended 
payments to the depreciation account. Our fleet is only insured 
for half value and for marine risks only, no war risk being 
carried.

We have seriously considered reducing our staff but 
owing to their specialised training, and the risks they too are 
taking at present, we have after careful consideration decided that 
any economy in the respect is not advisable.

We believe we are doing all we can to carry on the 
pilot service in the interests of all concerned and ih anv case 
whether hostilities cease or carry on for some time we will 
have incurred a considerable overdraft on our financial resources. 
This over-draft will have to be repaid sooner or later and $eans 
that each individual member will have to contribute pro-rata.

As a Pilot Association rendering service to the 
port in the interest of all concerned, we feel that individually 
we alone should not be called upon to financially maintain the 
operating of this service and that is what we are actually doing. 
In order to compensate us for our losses in rendering this service 
we request that when the Shipping become à normal you give us a 
substantial increase in tariff.
Memorandum

This Association is noUv, and has been for some time 
facing a problem, which they up till now have more or less master©^, 
and with the arrangements made hope to be able to overcome for 
some time, but must, if the present condition don't change to the 
better, declare themselves unable to carry on the heavy financial 
outlay for the running of the Pilot Service.

The views of the Association are ih the main this:
As a body they consider, that in the interest of the 

port and its shipping, they must under all circumstances carry on, 
and maintain the effeciency of the pilot service to the best of 
their ability.

As shipping to this port has dropped to such an 
extent, t&at it is practically nil for ships going to Shanghai, and 
only a very few vessels proceeding to Woosung, and further, that 
the service has to be kept up to standard, i.e. pilots standing by 
on outside and inside stations, pilot-boat and the rest of 
equipment be kept ready, full crews afloat and staff ashore with 
the running expenses amounting to the same, and even in some 
instances to more than ordinary, owing to the rise of cost, such as 

coal/
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coal and food supplies, the Managements find themselves in a very 
precarious position, and in a position they can not continue to 
face indefinitely.

As the Association consider the whole situation of 
mutual.interest to the Authorities as well as the shipping 
companies, they have taken the liberty of informing the above 
concerned of this situation.

On the 29th of August the Manager and three members 
called on the Senior Consul.

Later the Harbour Master and the Chairman of the 
Shipping Sub-committee of the Chamber of Commerce was interviewed, 
further a request was sent to the Authorities for co-operation, 
which the Management of the Pilot Service considered was their 
duty to do.

In the meantime the management and the members of the 
service, have gone very deeply into the matter and have made such 
temporary financial arrangements as they consider necessary fof.'the 
time being. '•

These arrangements are drawing very heavily on the 
finances of the Association and principally on the Pilot Company, 
and consequently on the individual pilots.

The Association is therefore anxious to point out 
that if the present conditions continue, it is absolutely impossible 
for them to carry on, on their own, and therefore respectfully 
request, in order to keep the pilot service going, that the 
Authorities will give us their views and co-operation.

The difficulties regarding the finances of the 
Association for September has been dealt with by the Committee and 
Directors of the Pilot Boat Co., and they have taken such steps, as 
they for the present think necessary.

They are proceeding to cancel the Charter between the 
/association and the Pilot Boat Co., by which action the Directors 
will relieve the Association of any payment as regard the Charter of 
Fleet and Equipment.

This will be understood is a direct loss on the part of 
the Pilot Boat Co., and consequently the shareholders.

Ti?.e charter money paid to the Association consist of:-
Depreciation allowance on the fleet and equipment 
per month------------- - $4,500.00
Dividents on Capital invested 
by Shareholders -- —-- -$15,500.00
Running expenses including
Insurance of the Fleet and
Equipment —■------ --- -$15,500.00

$35,500.00
The Association is therefore of the opinion that any 

loss which they under these conditions incur should bo in some way 
or other refunded to them, as they are solely bearing the immediate 
burden of this situation in keeping the service going at their 
expense.
Circulated: October 21st, 1937.
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CIRCULAR 190A, 19OB AND 191-G-VIT.
THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOURABLE 
AND INTERESTED COLLEAGUES AND HAS THE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE 
FOLLOWING FOR THEIR INFORMATION.
190A-G-VII - Letter from the Chairman of Council to the Senior 
Consul.

15th October, 1937.
N. Aall, Esquire,
Consul-General for Norway and Senior Consul, 
Shanghai.
Sir:

I have the honour to address you in connection with 
the flying of Japanese bombing aeroplanes over the Western 
industrial district.

Yesterday a bomb exploded just outside the Wing On x- 
Cotton Mill, which employs some 2,000 persons. The contin
uance of the operations of the ten cotton mills in the 
Western and Outside Roads district is the largest single 
factor in restoring normal conditions in that area.

I need not point out that any large addition to 
the number of unemployed ih Shanghai would gravely complicate 
the already difficult problem of handling destitution.

I have the honour to enquire whether in the opinion 
of the Consular Body it would be appropriate to bring this 
aspect of the matter to the attention of the Japanese 
authorities.

I have the honour to be, etc., (sd) C.S. Franklin
Chairman.

190B-G-VII - Letter from the Senior Consul to the Japanese Consul 
General.

O 'tober l^th, 1937.
S. Okamoto, Esquire, 
Consul-General for Japan, 
Shanghai.
Sir and dear Colleague:

I have the honour to refer to my letter of October 15th, 
concerning a number of missiles which fell and exploded in the 
foreign administered areas and to address you on a somewhat 
analogous matter in connection with the flying of Japanese 
bombing planes over the Western industrial district.

It has been brought to my notice that on October 14th, a 
bomb exploded just outside a cotton mill which employs some 
2000 persons. My interested colleagues and I as well as, of 
course, the Shanghai Municipal Council are very much concerned 
in maintaihing in employment as many of the industrial workers 
in Shanghai as possible, in order to reduce the dangers to 
peace and order inherent in widespread destitution. Thus the 
continuance of the operations of industrial concerns in as 
many of the districts as possible in the foreign controlled 
areas is an essential factor in promoting such employment.

Permit me therefore to urge upon you to use your utmost 
good offices towards assisting in this highly desirable 

endeavour/
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endeavour by prevailing upon your military authorities to 
refrain from engaging in military operations against such 
concerns engaged in the ordinary pursuits of industry.

I have the honour to be, etc.
(sdO N. Aall

Consul-General for Norway 
and Senior Consul.

191-G-VII - Letter from the Senior Consul to the Chairman of Council.
October 18th, 1937.

C.S. Franklin, Esquire, 
Chairman, 
Shanghai Municipal Council, 
Shanghai.
Sir:

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your 
letter of October 15th, concerning the bombing by Japanese 
aeroplanes of industrial concerns in the Western district and 
the increase of unemployment which follow such destruction, 
thus adding to the dangers to peace and order arising from 
destitution.

My interested colleagues are of the opinion that 
representations may properly be made to the Consul-General for 
Japan regarding this matter but in a more general and wider 
sense than suggested in your letter. Accordingly this has 
been done and I reproduce below for your information the 
substance of the letter to my Japanese colleague on the subject.
” It has been brought to my notice that on October 14th, a 
bomb exploded just outside a cotton mill which employs some 
2000 persons. My interested colleagues and I as well as, of 
course, the Shanghai Municipal Council are very much concerned 
in maintaining in employment as many of the industrial workers 
in Shanghai as possible, in order to reduce the dangers to 
peace and order inherent in widespread destitution. Thus the 
continuance of the operations of industrial concerns in as many 
of the districts as possible in the foreign controlled areas is 
an essential factor in promoting such employment.

Permit me therefore to urge upon you to use your utmost 
good offices towards assisting in this highly desirable endeavour 
by prevailing upon your military authorities'to refrain from 
engaging in military operations against such concerns engaged in 
the ordinary pursuits of industry.”

I have the honour to be, etc., 
(sd) N. Aall, 

Consul-General for Norway 
and Senior Consul.

Circulated: October 18th, 1937
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( CIRCULARS 194} 195-G-VIÏ. )
THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOTTRARTF, 
AND INTERESTED COLLEAGUES AND HAS THE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE 
FOLLOWING FOR THEIR INFORMATION. ( REFERENCE TO CIRCULARS 
190A, 190B and 191-G-VII..}
( Letters from the Japanese Consul-General to the Senior Cpnsul.)
194-G-VII

October 22nd? 1937®
Sir and dear Colleague,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated 
October 15th in which you drew my attention on behalf of your 
interested colleagues to the consequences of the military 
bombardment of the previous day.

I must point out in the first place that the Japanese 
naval air force have no alternative but to attack Chinese 
military objectives which are situated on the extra-Settlement 
roads and in their neighbourhood. It is necessitated by the 
fact that the Chinese are unlawfully entrenched themselves on 
the outside roads and that they are engaged in military opera
tions over the districts in close proximity to the foreign 
administrative areas including the extra-Settlement roads.

This Chinese practice constitutes a very serious menace 
to the foreign controlled areas and the Chinese should be held 
solely responsible for any consequences resulting therefrom.

I have repeatedly pointed out that duty devolves upon 
the extraterritorial Consuls interested in the administration 
of the Settlement to take a firmer stand with a view to 
suppressing any illegal actions taken by the Chinese vis-a-vis 
tjie Western area above-mentioned and also that part of the 
Settlement north of the Soochow Creek.

Be that as it may, we are on our part doing our utmost, 
in our attack upon the Chinese military objectives, to avoid 
any danger to the non-combatants or non-military establish
ments in general, to say nothing of the foreign administrative 
areas in which we are vitally interested. Should we, however, 
have inflicted any harm, in some way or other, upon these areas 
I cannot but express my sincere regret.

I have the honour to be, etc., 
(sd) Suemasa Okamoto.

Consul-General.
N. Aall, Esquire,
Consul-General for Norway and Senior Consul, 
Shanghai.
195-G-VII
( Letter from the Japanese Consul-General to the Senior Consul.)

October 23rd, 1937.
Sir and dear Colleague,

I have th acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 
October 18th with further reference to the military operations 
being undertaken in the foreign controlled areas and their 
vicinity.

You may be well aware that Japan in common with other 
Powers is responsible foxe maintenance of peace and order in the 

foreign/
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foreign administrative areas and realising as we do this 
responsibility, we have been putting up with all sorts of military 
disadvantage and inconveniexxce in order to safeguard these areas.

Unfortunately, however, as I stated in my previous 
letter we are obliged to repel hostile actions taken by the 
Chinese within the foreign administrative areas and its vicinity. 
In these circumstances I have to urge most strongly upon the 
interested Consular representatives to take drastic measures to 
put an end once and for all to the Chinese encroachment üpoh the 
districts concerned.

I have the honour to be, etc., 
(sd) Suemasa Okamoto 
Consul-General.

N. /.all, Esquire,
Consul-General for Norway and Senior Consul, 
Shanghai.

Circulated: October 25th, 1937
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URGENT

( CIRCULAR 200-G-VII.)

The Senior Consul presents his compliments to his 
Honourable and Interested Colleagues and has the honour 
to say that the Consul-General for Japan has requested 
that they send him as soon as possible maps and/or 
description of location and kind of any property owned 
by their nationals in the territory south of the 
Hungjao Road and south of the border of the French 
Concession and extending to the Whangpoo River.

Circulated; October 26th, 1937.
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( CIRCULAR 205-G-VII.) 
THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOURABLE 
COLLEAGUES AND HAS THE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE FOLLOWING FOR 
THEIR INFORMATION. HE IS REPLYING THAT THE TETTER HAS BEEN 
CIRCULATED AND THAT HE IS CONFIDENT HIS JAPANESE COLLEAGUE 
WILL BRING THE STATEMENTS MENTIONED HEREIN TO THE ATTENTION 
OF HIS MILITARY AUTHORITIES FOR APPROPRIATE ACTION.
( Letter frojj the President of the Chiao-Tung University to 
the Senior Consul.)

October 30, 1937.
N. Aall? Esquire,

Consul-General for Norway, 
Shanghai.

Dear Sirs
Situated near the East Asia Tung-wen College, 

this University is far away from the Railway Line and on 
both the International Settlement Extension Line and the 
French Concession border. There are British Forces at one 
end and French Guards at the other end of our premises. 
No Chinese soldiers stay in or enter into our University. 
We carry on our daily work. Since the last few days 
refugees have been coming from the Hungjao Road; by arrange
ment with the International Relief Committee as well as the 
Salvation Army representatives we had to give the High 
School Department to shelter them. There is no-one 
military man with us.

The report from Tokyo that buildings of this 
institution "have been seized and are now being used by the 
Chinese troops as base for operations, as a spokesman for 
the Foreign Office asserted," is absolutely untrue. Hoping 
that this University will be spared from destruction, we ask 
you kindly direct the mistaken report at once corrected and 
do whatever you deejn necessary.

Faithfully yours, 
(sd) J. Usang Ly, 

President.

Circulated» November 1st, 1937.
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( CIRCULARS 907 and SORMftvVXX.) »

TJS -Sffi RESENTS ms COMPLIMBNTS TO HIS HONOURABtE
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from the Chairman of Council to the Senior Consul.)

1st November, 1937.
N. Aall, Esq..
Consul*General for Norway and Senior Consul.
^hflngha^ Road>

Sir:

I have the honour to ihform you that there were 
handed over to the Council yesterday mornjng for safe 
keeping those Chinese troops from the Joint Savings Bank 
godown who on laying down their arms had been admitted 
to the Settlement by the British forces.

The Council has placed the troops -in question 
under guard by the Russian Detachment of the Volunteer 
Corps at a site, in Kiaochow Road. The Council proposes 
to detain these troops in safe custody during the present 
hostilities.

I have to express the hope that the Council's 
decision meets with the approval of the Consular Body.

I have the honour to be, etc., 
(sd) Cornell S. Franklin, 

Chairman.

(better from the Senior Consul to the Chairman, Council.) 

2nd November, 1937.

C. S. Franklin, Esq.,
Chairman, Shanghai municipal Council, 
Shanghai•

Sir:
I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of 

your letter of November 1st cbnveying the decision of the 
Council to detain the Chinese troops who were admitted to 
the Settlement by the British forces from the Joint Savings 
godown in safe custody during the present hostilities.

This information has been communicated to my 
interested colleagues, who join me in approving the 
decision referred to.

I have the honour to be, etc., 
(sd) N. Aall

Consul-General for Norway 
and Senior Consul.

Circulated: November 2nd, 1937.
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( CIRCULARS 207 and 208-G-VII.)

THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO fflS HONOURABLE 
THB HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THEFOLLOWING FOR THEIR INFORMATION.

(°ZêtterIfrom the Chairman of Council to the Senior Consul.)

1st November, 1937.
N. Aall, Esq., 
Consul-General for Norway and Senior Consul, 
2 Peking Road,

Sir:

I have the honour to ihform you that there were 
handed over to the Council yesterday morning for safe 
keeping those Chinese troops from the Joint Savings Bank 
godown who on laying down their arms had been admitted 
to the Settlement by the British forces»

The Council has placed the troops in question 
under guard by the Russian Detachment of the Volunteer 
Corps at a site in Kiaochow Road. The Council proposes 
to detain these troops in safe custody during the present 
hostilities.

I have to express the hope that the Council's 
decision meets with the approval of the Consular Body.

I have the honour to be, etc., 
(sd) Cornell S. Franklin, 

Chairman.

(^Lette^from the Senior Consul to the Chairman, Council.)

2nd November, 1937.

C. S. Franklin, Esq.,
Chairman, Shanghai Municipal Council, 
Shanghai.

Sir:
I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of 

your letter of Noveniber 1st conveying the decision of the 
Council to detain the Chinese troops who were admitted to 
the Settlement by the British forces from the Joint Savings 
godown in safe custody during the present hostilities.

This Information has been communicated to my 
interested colleagues, who join me in approving the 
decision referred to.

I have the honour to be, etc., 
(sd) N. Aall

Consul-General for Norway 
and Senior Consul.

Circulated: November 2nd, 1937.
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THE SECRETARY OF STATE, RS t C‘ y a

WASHINGTON.
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and

With reference to xny despatch No.999 dated Octo-
8, 1937, "Political and Military aspects of Shanghai
Sino-Japanese Situation as Pictured in Newspaper

!di to rials”, which covered the period from August 9 to
September 30, 1937, I have the honor to submit with this
despatch representative editorials that appeared in the
local English newspapers during October, 1937.

The enclosed editorials were selected not for their « ?r 
intrinsic value but because they are considered to be 
representative of the points of view of the various papers 
and to indicate the wide divergences in local opinion on_ 
various aspects of events and developments in Shanghai.

In the aggregate the editorials are very long. 
Consequently comment on and quotations from them have been 
included in this despatch in the hope of briefly indicaïït^ 

their substances.

I. Military
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I. Military Situation.
As there were no important changes in the military 

situation in the Shanghai area during the first half of 

October, the editorials on military subjects in local 

English language newspapers were primarily concerned with 

the situation in North China»

The spectacular fighting around Shanghai has not 

blinded local editors to the importance of the northern
1/ campaigns. The pro-Chinese CHINA PRESS, stated that

"Sometime ago we remarked that the fighting on the 
Shanghai front was more spectacular than vital, 
while the real and fundamental struggle had to be 
fought in North China."

2/ Furthermore, THE SHANGHAI TIMES, which frequently sympa

thizes with Japanese policy, reported on October 19 that

"While the days pass here in Shanghai with little 
or no change in the military situation developments 
proceed apace in North China which lead the majority 
of people to conclude that it is north of the Yellow 
River where the most serious outcome of the hostilities 
is likely to be seen."

The CHINA PRESS claimed important victories in Northern 
3/ Shansi for the Chinese forces. But the SHANGHAI EVENING

POST & MERCURY on October 18 pointed out that

"Although Chinese successes in the North have been 
reported at various times, the general course of 
events thus far has not been such as to afford any 
permanent check to the Japanese advances and it now 
appears that a general Chinese withdrawal to prepared 
positions south of the Yellow River is at hand."

In the same editorial the SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY 
observed that few compliments can be paid for what has been 
done north of the Yellow River and that

"Such compliments as are in order go rather to 
isolated units and the mass of the soldiery 
than to any coordinated planning or spirit of 
get-together on the part of high command."

It
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It also maintained that the 8th Route Army has been 
handicapped because

"Nanking still feels indisposed to do anything 
which might contribute glory to its onetime foe,”

4/ The NORTH CHINA DAILY NE1.® reviewed the "Northern

Campaign" on October 21 and prophesied that once the Chinese 
forces were south of the Yellow River "warfare in that area 
will remain static for some time " unless the Japanese 
throw strong forces across before the Chinese consolidate 
their position.

Toward the end of October, after the Japanese had 
started the offensive that led to the capture of Daziang 
(À. ) and Chapei and culminated in the withdrawal of the

Chinese forces to the south bank of Soochow Creek, the 
local newspapers carried editorials almost daily on the 
fighting in the Shanghai area. In an editorial dated

5/ October 28 the SHANGHAI TIMES remarked that

"It was generally recognized that the fall of 
Daziang and the Chenju wireless station had 
created an extremely dangerous situation for the 
Chinese troops in what became a big Chapei salient 
with only a narrow bottle neck exit at the western 
end . .

The same editorial admitted that
"The withdrawal was orderly and that the troops 
were able to retire to new positions which will 
doubtless now be the scene of further carefully 
staged fighting."

6/ On the same day the CHINA PRESS gave the the following 
explanation of the withdrawal;

"Partly as the result of incessant bombing and 
largely for strategic reasons, the Chinese forces 
have finally decided to withdraw from the present 
line of defense,"

This pro-Chinese editorial attributed to Mr. T. V. Soong 
the statement that

"Even if we should lose Shanghai, it would only 
be the beginning of the war,"

The
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7/ The SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY on October 28

joined other papers in praising "The dogged atrnninn and 
the newly born but burning patriotism of China’s national 
soldiery" during the fighting in the Shanghai area and 
contended that there would not be a repetition of 1932 when 
the Chinese withdrew far enough to break contact with the 
Japanese forces. It also stated that

"The last thing the Chinese desire is to give the 
Japanese a chance to pause and subsequently to 
divert local strength to the north. The war z—
here must go on and further indications appear 
to point to a widening of the area of conflict 
rather than a narrowing or simplification of the 
plan."

8/ In an editorial dated October 29 on the burning of

Chapei the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS maintained that if Chinese 
and Japanese civilians could have exchanged their innermoat 
thoughts over the picture of

"eight square miles of Shanghai’s suburbs writhing in 
the torment of flame and smoke"

it is probable that
"they would have found an astonishing agreement." 

in thinking that
". . .the governments of two neighbor nations have 
to take responsibility for this crime committed in 
the names of their respective peoples."
The editorial then pointed out that after their with

drawal the Chinese forces would make another stand on a new 
line and that

•Meanwhile thousands of Chinese and a large Japanese 
and foreign community have been plunged into despair 
and destitution as the rival armies seek to settle 
the issue, indeterminate and, taking the long view, 
irrelevant to the true problem of Sino-Japanese 
relations."

9/ On October 30 the CHINA PRESS pointed out that
"From all points of view the retirement of Chinese 
forces from their first defence line to new prepared 
positions further inland can have little effect on 
the general military situation. Such a retirement 
has long been expected and therefore has occasioned

little
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little surprise. The only marvel is that the 
Chinese sustained their defence for so long 
against such terrific odds as would have 
demoralized any army not steeled with sufficient 
determination or fortitude."

II. American Policy.
The local English language newspapers, with the

exception of the SHANGHAI TIMES commented favorably and at
length on the President’s speech at Chicago on October 5.

10/ The SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY on October 7 began its 

editoral thus;
"President Roosevelt delivered a great and per
fectly-timed speech at Chicago. It stands as 
probably the most important utterance on inter
national affairs which he has made."

The editorial then refers to the report adopted by the
League of Nation’s "Committee of Twenty-Three" condemning
Japan and states that the committee’s action was

"without doubt influenced in large degree by 
Mr. Roosevelt’s declaration."
In the next paragraph the editorial contends that:
"Considered together, these two gestures sum up 
as the most encouraging advance by civilization 
against barbarism that has been recorded since 
the outbreak of Sino-Japanese hostilités."
The editorial also states that Americans in Shanghai
"stand solidly behind the President’s words"

and that the truths expressed in the speech are of
"immense value in making the people of the United 
States and every other nation realize that Far East 
affairs are not in any vital sense on the other side 
of the world from them."

11/ Also on October 7, the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS in a
very long editorial praising the President’s speech remarked 
that

"• . .President Roosevelt must be acclaimed as having 
shown considerable sense of leadership at a time when 
a word from the United States of America was particu
larly welcome."

After
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After further favorable comment on the President’s speech
and the concurrent activities of the League of Nations, the 
editorial pointed out that

"The fact that the United States of America, at this 
moment, has fearlessly accepted the obligations of 
her position as a co-operator in peace-construction 
is all important.”
Two short quotations may indicate the tone of an

12/ editorial in the CHINA PRESS on October 7:
"President Hoosevelt has sounded a timely warning 
against America’s over-reliance on an isolationist 
policy”

and
”His stirring address must not be accepted as a 
mere pronouncement devoid of sincerity."

In conclusion this editorial contended that economic sanctions
are the measures that should be taken against an aggressor and 
predicts that if the

"League would embark on such a course the United 
States would fall in line."

On the next day, October 8, The CHINA PRESS carried another
editorial on the President’s Chicago address, stating that

"Chinese reactions to President Roosevelt’s speech 
are summarized by their Ambassador to Washington, 
Dr. C. T. Wang, when he déclares:

’I am not surprised by the speech. I have 
never lost confidence in the American people. 
The hour has now come for the peace-loving 
nations to put an end to anarchy and methods 
of barbarism in the world.’ "

14/ The N0R5H CHINA DAILY NEWS on October 9 again referred
to the President’s speech and remarked that

"Indeed President Franklin Roosevelt’s speech 
accurately reflects the prevalent opinion among 
democracies that unless a halt be called to the 
cumulative process of denying the efficacy of 
good faith the very foundations of their security 
must disappear."
Favorable comment on the President’s speech over the

15/ radio on October 12, appeared in the October 14 issue of
the
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the SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY. The article quotes
the President as having said

" ’America hates war; America hopes for peace 
and, therefore, America actively engages in the 
search for peace* "

and then makes the following comment:
"In these words President Roosevelt states a 
great truth twofold both in his affirmation 
of the need for a dynamic peace policy, in
volving international collaboration and his 
belief that the American people are with him 
in this view."

16/ On October 15 the SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY devoted 

another editorial to the President’s Far Eastern policy. 
After stating that it was improbable that he had any 
direct information to the effect that Japan and China are 
prepared to take part in a Nine Power Conference the article 
stated:

"But it is a fair assumption that he feels there 
is nothing to be gained by any assumption that 
the Japanese national mind is closed to all 
reason. He knows that a break in the game must 
occur sometime, and he is alert to create such a 
break if he can or at least to take advantage of 
it when it does come."
A very favorable editorial on the Department’s state

ment of October 6 appeared in the SHANGHAI EVENING POST AND
17/ MERCURY on October 8. The first sentence reads:

"If any doubts remained concerning America’s 
official attitude towards Japan’s actions in 
China, the State Department condemnation made 
public yesterday on the heels of President 
Roosevelt’s Chicago speech should set them 
thoroughly and finally at rest."

The article also stated that
"The State Department note performed an additionally 
valuable function in laying down principles which, 
in the opinion of the United States Government,should 
govern international relationships if peace is to 
be maintained."

The
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The conclusion reads:

"The United States and other leading nations 
of pacific attitude have now given notice of 
a willingness to work together toward this 
end (The principles set forth in the Depart
ment’s statement). History is being made of 
a considerably more cheerful description than 
has been the hitherto prevailing rule of late."

The concluding sentence of an editorial "How Neutral
18/ is ’Neutral* " that appeared in the SHANGHAI EVENING POST

& MERCURY on October 10 criticizes the Ameri o.an neutrality
law. It states:

"Now comes the absurd ’neutrality* law enacted 
as a false pretense bluff for a European situation 
in which we had no such commitments to either side, 
and requires us to make a meaningless gesture of 
treating both sides alike across the Pacific, where 
we have such a commitment on one side and against 
the other, and to make that gesture in a way which 
would in practical effect aid the side against 
which our position is already officially fixed."

19/ Under the title of "The Long View" the SHANGHAI EVENING

POST & MERCURY on October 11 discussed the difficulties of 
steering a straight course at present in the Far East. The 
editorial subsequently stated that

"It appears increasingly clear to Washington (on 
a sane and long-range evaluation) that run out 
policies cannot prevail and should not be either 
urged or encouraged. The United States must 
stand firm in China; that refers to individuals, 
to organizations, to officials, to protective 
forces military and naval. No other course can 
serve and everything possible should be done to 
avoid any indication that such other course is 
being so much as contemplated."
The Secretary of State’s speech at Toronto University

20/ was the subject of an editorial in the SHANGHAI EVENING POST

& MERCURY on October 25. According to that paper "Mr.Hull 

summoned ’the outraged conscience of mankind* to set in 

motion forces designed to restore world peace."

After
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After a further quotation from the Secretary’s speech 

the editorial stated:

"Significant in its bearing on the obvious trend, 
during recent weeks, for Americans to realize the 
mistake of insularity was Mr. Hull’s warning that 
no nation could escape the repercussions of a major 
armed conflict anywhere in the modern world."

In an editorial on "The Stake of the ./est in China"
21/ the CHINA PRESS stated on October 26 that

"The reason why the two great Anglo-Saxon nations 
will always enjoy high prestige throughout the 
world is that they are leading exponents of the 
idea that the main business of life is not to fight 
but to live, and, as far as that may be possible in 
peace and harmony with the rest of the world. In
cidental to the business of living both the United 
States of America and Great Britain realize that 
one of the main essentials to a contented life is 
the exchange of commodities. They further subscribe 
to the proposition that, unless both sides to the 
bargain feel that they are getting a quid pro quo, 
the seeds for future conflict have already been sown."

22/ The leading editorial in the CHUTA PRESS on October 29, was 

entitled "America’s Foreign Policy". It begins with 
this sweeping statement:

"Never in the history of the United States of America 
has there been more attention directed than now to 
the point of whether the country should adhere to 
George Washington’s injunction to keep clear of 
entangling foreign alliances or, instead, abandon this 
policy and have America take an active and positive 
policy in connection with its international affairs."

In conclusion the editorial alleged that
"For the moment it must be admitted that there is 
a great deal of inconsistency in the pronouncements 
of American statesmen, President Roosevelt included. 
But it is one of the elements of a democracy that 
all matters, both trivial and vital,should be open 
to full public discussion, and out of the welter of 
contradictory opinions, a sensible, workable, 
foreign policy, it is to be hoped, will eventually 
be evolved."

III. British Policy.
In October there were not nearly so many editorials on 

British as there were on American policy. The NORTH CHINA

DAILY
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23/ DAILY NEWS on October 2 reviewed British efforts to assist

in terminating the hostilities between China and Japan.
At that time it considered mediation rather than a conference
of Pacific Powers as "perhaps the more practical proposal."
In the same editorial the NEWS emphasized its opposition to 
a boycott or economic sanctions.

24/ On October 11 the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS began an
editorial on "Anglo-Saxon Unity" with this sentence:

"Mr. Neville Chamberlain’s unreserved acceptance 
of President Franklin Roosevelt’s offer of co
operation in strenghtening civilization’s defences 
against the lawlessness now menacing international 
relationships is an event of first class importance."

The editorial emphasized "the solidarity of view now establish
ed between London and Washington" and urged Japan to consider 
the Anglo-Saxon point of view.

25/ The substance of an editorial in the SHANGHAI TIMES on
October 12 may be indicated by quoting the first sentence:

"The notification which has been given by Mr. Herbert 
Phillips, the British Consul General, regarding the 
inadvisability of the return of women and children 
to Shanghai at the present time must have the support 
of all who realize that, from the military standpoint, 
the city is as yet far from being out of serious 
danger."

Another sympathetic editorial on the position of the British
26/ authorities on the evacuation problem appeared in the NORTH

CHINA DAILY NEWS on October 21.
In an editorial primarily praising Mr. Anthony Eden for

27/ his European policy, the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS stated on
October 18 that

"Mr. Anthony Eden has followed President Franklin 
Roosevelt’s excellent example by speaking plainly 
on the fundamental issues now confronting a 
harassed world........... ........... ..

Important
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Important as was the Foreign Secretary’s emphasis 
on the need for international cooperation in 
upholding good faith, his direct criticism of 
policies at work in Europe and the Far East re
quires particular study. His condemnation of un
lawful activities which are undertaken in the unashamed 
conviction that they cannot be resisted owing to 
serious international distractions elsewhere, will 
be fully appreciated not only in this part of the 
world, for it is obvious that a similar technigue 
is hampering the peace-construction of Europe.”

IV Nine Power Conference.
From October 8 to the end of the month there were 

many editorials on the Nine Power Conference to be held at 
Brussels. In general the local English language press was 
not optimistic over the outlook for the conference. With 
the exception of the SHANGHAI THIES the press regretted 
Japan’s decision not to attend. The pro-Chinese CHINA PRESS 
said in an editorial dated October 9 that it was no use 
appealing to reason in connection with Japan and that con
sequently the conference should adopt economic sanctions 
against that country.

28/ On October 19 the CHINA PRESS stated that the United
States desired "peace by agreement". It also declared 
that the strong American delegation was an indication that 
the United States "means business”.

29/ The NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS on October 25 pointed out
. that

“Extravagant confidence in the Conference’s ability 
to apply a speedy solution to the present problem in 
China is rightly deprecated. The chief ground for 
hope lies in the fact that-out of disappointment and 
disillusionment-it is being assembled with the express 
desire of restoring the efficacy of international co
operation for the preservation of peace."
In addition to those previously mentioned, seven repre- 

30-36/ sentative editorials concerning the conference are enclosed 
with this despatch.

V Japanese
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V Japanese Policy»
The local papers, with the exception of the SHANGHAI 

TIMES, frequently carried editorials criticizing Japan’s 
actions and policies. The protests of the CHINA PRESS 
were the most strongly worded and anti-japanese. Frequent 
complaints were made against bombings of civilians and 
undefended cities. Several editorials maintained that 
there was an increasing anti-war sentiment among the civil
ian population in Japan. The principal reasons given for—- 
this sentiment were: that the civilian population knows to 
what extremes the military will go, that it realizes how 
difficult China will be to conquer, and that the tremendous 
expense of a long war is understood.

Editors reported that Japan was anxious over the ques
tion of the loyalty of Koreans and the natives in Taiwan. 
They also claimed that there had been defections by 
"Manchoukuo" troops.

Criticisms of statements made by Japanese officials 
and organizations such as the "Association of the Members 
of the Tokyo House of Representatives" appeared frequently 
in editorials. The following quotations from the statement 
of that organization are believed to be typical;

"Japan’s expeditionary force was, therefore sent to 
Shanghai as a self-defensive measure." The Nine 
Power Pact does not ban the right of self-defense": 
"The Comintern is behind the present Sino-Japanese 
conflict."
The SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY termed such state

ments as merely "Tub thumping"4 Statements that Japan 
merely wanted "Economic co-operation" were ridiculed by 
local editorial writers.

Editorials
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Editorials on Japanese policy emphasized that no 
matter how much arguing there might be over relatively 
unimportant matters the basic fact remainad that Japan 
is the aggressor. The loss of trade and enormous proper
ty and other damage caused by the hostilities were referred 
to frequently by editorial writers.

On October 2 the SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY 
37/ published an editorial on "Japan’s Washington Note".

After quoting the Washington correspondent of the NEW
YORK TIMES as having correctly said that the note contributes 
no essentially new element to the situation, the editorial 
states in the next paragraph:

"But worthy of further notice is (the) fact that 
this note affords evidence of the hollowness of 
Japanese diplomatic denunciations of perfectly 
accurate foreign press reports of the wanton air
bombing of civilian men, women, and children."
The CHINA PRESS on October 5 carried a long editorial

38/ on*tfapan and Germany". The aim of the editorial appeared 
to be to assure Germany that it was not obligated under the 
"Anti-Comitern Pact" to assist or even symapthize with 
Japan in the latter’s invasion of China, and to assure the 
readers of the paper that there was no danger of Germany 
assisting or sympathizing with Japan. The concluding 
sentence of the editorial reads:

"Its (THE GERMAN PRESS) frankness in both respects 
should convince Japan of the futility of trying 
to draw the Reich into a selfish war designed sole
ly for the personal aggrandisement of Japan’s war
lords and financial houses."

39-49/ Eleven representative editorials in addition to the
two previously mentioned on phases of Japan’s policy and 
actions in China are enclosed with this despatch.

VI Atrocities
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VI. Atrocities.
Editorial writers frequently expressed indignation 

over the aerial bombing and machine-gunning from the air 

of non-combatants, and over the flights of Japanese and 

Chinese airplanes over the International Settlement. 

The SHANGHAI TIMES emphasized the point that with so much 

bombing and shelling going on accidents to non-combatants 

were to be expected and that little could be done beyond 

urging the military commanders to exercise the greatest 
care.

50/ On October 14 the CHINA PRESS denounced

"The brutal attack by a Japanese submarine on a 
peaceful fishing fleet, some of whose survivors 
have been brought to Hongkong.”

The writer alleged that

"For the past few weeks, Japanese warships have 
been systematically destroying Chinese trading 
and fishing junks, often displaying callous dis
regard for life, if all tales are to be believed."

51/ Under the subject "Beyond War’s Necessities" the

SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY pointed out that in spite 

of pledges that no Japanes airplanes carrying bombs would 
fly over the International Settlement such flights have 

occurred frequently.

The editorial emphasized that on October 14 five 

American marines were wounded by bombs and also one American 
sailor on the U.S.S. AUGUSTA by a Japanese shell, while 

Admiral Yarnell had had a very narrow escape. In

conclusion it stated :
"That everything possible is actually being done 
cannot be contended when such tragedies as those 
of yesterday can happen. No military necessity 
exists for even the remote chance of such occur
rences."

The
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52/ The NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS on October 18 adopted a

sceptical attitude to reports that both the Chinese and

53/ Japanese forces were using poison gas. THE CHINA PRESS,

however, on October 20 stated that

"The resort to poison gas by the Japanese fighting 
forces in Shanghai has been conclusively confirmed 
by two distinguished foreign experts. The joint 
testimony of Dr. H. F. Ettinger, chief surgeon of 
the Nanking Red Cross Hospital, and of Dr. B. Borcic, 
representative in China of the League of Nations 
Health Organization,stands unchallenged.”

However even the sometimes sensational CHINA PRESS did

not carry further editorials on the subject of poison gas 
during October.

54/ On October 23 the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS stated in its

editorial column that

”the latest air raid over Shanghai should reenforce 
Mr. Nelson Johnson’s protest to the Government at 
Nanking,”

concerning Chinese planes flying over the International

Settlement. The editorial pointed out that Japanese air 

planes were also guilty of flying over the International 
Settlement.

55/ On October 25 the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS endeavored to

estimate the number of civilians killed in the International

Settlement since the beginning of hostilities, and gave 
2,000 as a conservative figure.

56-59/ All four of the local English language newspapers

carried long editorials on the ”Keswick Road Tragedy" in

which a Japanese airplane machine-gunned a horseback riding

party of Shanghai residents and a British outpost on the 

perimeter of the International Settlement killing one

British
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British soldier who was on duty there. With the exception 
of the SHANGHAI TIMES the local papers considered the 
incident inexcusable and inexplicable.

SO/ In a second indignant editorial called "An Uninquisitive

Inquiry,” on the Keswick Road Incident the SHANGHAI EVENING
BOST & MERCURY pointed out that:

”No foreign witnesses are to be called by the Japa
nese court of inquiry into the machine-gunning of 
foreign defense force members and foreign civilians 
on Keswick Road Sunday afternoon, according to the ' 
Japanese spokesman. That fact in itself means 
that the inquiry can hardly do any real work of 
inquiring.”

Further on the editorial remarked that only the crew of the 
airplane involved and the foreigners attacked were eye wit
nesses of the incident.

61/ The same paper on October 28, under the title of

"Madness” began an editorial with this sentence:
"Nothing short of madness is being displayed by 
Japanese pilots who, in deliberate aggravation 
of the Keswick Road incident of last Sunday and 
in direct contradiction to the conciliatory 
attitude of their diplomats, machine-gunned
British posts along the perimeter yesterday . . .”

The editorial maintained that one airplane made five attacks 
on a British outpost and that the British returned the fire. 
The first sentence of the concluding paragraph states;

"Apparently the kindest thing that can be said 
of these attacks along the perimeter is that the 
flyers are drunk with irresponsibility and feel 
themselves immune from punishment."

VII . Chinese Policy.
The sympathy of the local English language newspapers, 

with the exception of the SHANGHAI TIMES, for China in its 
struggle against Japanese aggression probably accounts for 
the fact that there were remarkably fewer editorials on 
Chinese policy and actions than on those of Japan.

On
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62/

63/

On October 11 the SHANGHAI TII.'ES in an editorial 
called, "Is Peace Possible?" remarked that there must be 

some basis for negotiations in view of the Japanese Foreign 
Office’s statement that

"What the Japanese Government seeks in China is 
merely the abandonment by China of her anti
Japanese policies and the establishment of 
enduring peace in East Asia, through cooperation 
between Japan and China.";

and Chiang Kai-shek’s statement that China seeks "Delivery 
from the present attacks on her national entity." The 

editorial does not attempt to analyze the Japanese Foreign 

Office statement in the light of Japan’s actions in China, 
but continues by stating that

"It seems to us that if the good offices of Great 
Britain and America could be utilized to bring 
China and Japan together there might be some 
chance of ultimate success."

However, the editorial subsequently stated^,
"But even if Britain and America do offer their 
good offices we believe that it is only possible 
for them to go a certain way for it is clear 
that China and Japan have got to settle this 
matter between themselves."

The CHINA PRESS on October 12 quoted Chiang Kai-shek’s 
address on the "Double Tenth" (October 10th, 1937) to the 
effect that there was no hope of hostilities ending in the 
course of a few months, and then remarked that:

"In this brief extract the policy of the National 
Government is once more affirmed. It is, of course, 
not to be understood that China wants to prolong 
the war indefinitely; rather it is correct to 
suggest that China would welcome peace as soon as 
the aim and object of deliverance can be attained. 
If Japan could be brought to see the wisdom of 
abandoning her aggression in China, peace may be 
restored overnight; if Japan should persist in 
her aggression, there can be no peace in sight 
now or this year or the following."

On
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64/ . On October 17 in an editorial on “China To-Morrow" ।
the SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY prophesied, that no ' 

i
|matter what the outcome of the present conflict was it

; "means the end of Western privilege in the East."
It attributes to Alberto de Stefani, fomer financial

j adviser to the Nanking Government, the opinion that
"the one certain outcome of the Sino-Japanese 
conflict will be to diminish the influence of the 
great Western Powers."

65/ The CHINA PRESS on October 23 stated that
"The talk of a truce in the present mood of the 
Chinese national temper is, to say the least, 
idle and flippant."

It quotes Mr. T. V. Soong as having said in an interview,
"If a truce is possible now, we would never have 
resisted at Lukouchiao. We would have made 
peace there. We would not have waited for North 
China to be occupied."

The editorial also maintained that
"Furthermore, any attempt at concluding a truce 
now is not only prejudicial to the interests 
of China but also to the cause of world peace. 
Japan is rapidly becoming a world mean ce and as 
such it must be removed by collective internation
al action."

66/ In its editorial column on October 24 the CHINA PRESS
praised highly Mr. T. V. Soong’s radio broadcast to the
United States. The editorial consists principally of
quotations from Mr. Soong’s speech and attempts to reen
force and empahsize his argument that the United States 

should assist China.
67y The NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS on September 27 in commenting

on a "tirade" said to have been delivered by Dr. C. T. Wang

in the United States remarked that
"It would be bad policy and still worse psychology if 
Chinese diplomats abroad were betrayed into the use 
of unnecessarily violent language in drawing attention 
to Japanese bombing exploits."

The
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The editorial then discusses the moral censure evoked 

by Japanese air raids on non-combatants and subsequently 
states that

"It requires very little perception to arrive at 
the conclusion that recent Japanese attacks from 
the air on cities like Nanking, Hankow and Canton 
and in wantonly eliminating rural villages are 
gross violations of this humanitarian law."

The rest of the editorial is an elucidation of the theme 
that

"Japan is presenting China with a ready-made case 
and at the same time is calamitously dairingi ng her 
own, such as it is."

VIII Chinese Morale.

There were at least seventeen editorials during 

October in the local English language newspapers on the 

general subject or some aspect of Chinese morale, during 

the present hostilities. The great majority of these 

editorials appeared in the extremely pro-Chinese CHINA 

PRESS. There were none in the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEVJS, 

two in the SHANGHAI TIMES and three in the SHANGHAI 
EVENING POST & MERCURY.

68-89/ Both the CHINA PRESS and the SHANGHAI EVENING POST

& MERCURY carried editorials expressing relief over 

"General Han Eu-chu’s statement refuting rumors 
that he may save Shantung from invasion by falling 
in with the Japanese ’autonomous five northern 
provinces* plan."

70-71/ Editorials praising the unquestionable bravery of the
Chinese common soldiers in the Shanghai area, and even the 

courage of the boy scouts appeared in the CHINA PRESS*

72/ The SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY on October 9 in
an editorial entitled "China Gathers Confidence" stated 

that
"A month ago, National Government leaders at

Nanking
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Nanking were discussing the probably iwninent 
removal of the capital to an inland point, 
following the precedent of 1932. Today there 
is a different attitude, with such planning 
suspended. Many leaders now believe .Taper» 
will never penetrate to Nanking,"
The penultimate paragraph of the same editorial 

states:
"Those "vAio have been watching the knitting-together 
of Chinese national feeling and the cheerful deter
mination with which the soldiers knowing themselves 
none too well supplied with meohani zed forces have 
buckled down to unending opposition to a better 
equipped foe, increasingly believe that China can 
and will fight on even though timewhittles Chinese 
resources down to little more than the will to 
resist.”

73-77/ There were several editorials in October concerning
the Chinese Liberty Bonds drive. On October 15 the 
SHANGHAI TIMES admitted that

”The very large measure of success which has 
attended the Government’s issue of Liberty 
Bonds is in itself a testimony to the spirit 
of the Chinese people in the present crisis.”

78/ The CHINA PRESS on October 10 said in part.
"Internally, too, the ’Double Tenth* signifies 
the era of a unified nation. Political differences 
have been set aside; personal interests have been 
abandoned. National leaders from all parts of the 
country are unified in a joint struggle against a 
common foe. Most gratifying in this respect 
is the dissolution of the Chinese Communist party, 
with the incorporation of the ’Red* Army into the 
National Army."

79/ On October 21 the SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY
began an editorial, "China and Japan: A Study" with this 
sentence :

"If China wins this war by even approximate standards 
it will be as much through psychology as anything 
else."

The editorial continues by stating that China although 
subjected to air-bombings, blockade, and a realization 
of the supar'i or, mechanical equipment of the Japanese

forces
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forces is keeping "headsup* better "than is reported from 
many elements of Japan." The rest of the editorial is 
an attempt to justify such a point of view.

80/ On October 30 the SHANGHAI TEES published an editor

ial mentioning the bravery of the Chinese soldiers who 
held out in a godown of the Joint Savings Society on North 
Soochow Road after they had been surrounded by Japanese 
troops and their own comrades had retreated, and then 
developed the theme that splendid as bravery and heroism 
are, "war is cruel and destructive" and "indefensible 
when other means are available for adjusting national and 
international relationships."

IX. Refugees and Relief.
The tremendous problem of caring for refugees and 

the sick and wounded in Shanghai received considerable 
attention in October from the editors of local English 

81-82/ language newspapers. Several editorials expressed 
appreciation of the contributions and assistance rendered 
by the United States.

83/ The SHANGHAI TEES on October 4 said that
"China’s greatest need at the moment in connection 
with the struggle against sickness and suffering 
undountedly lies in the provision of an adequate 
supply of medicines and medical equipment."

84/ On October 24 the CHINA PRESS began an editorial on
"The Refugee Problem" with the following sentences»

"The problem of providing food and shelter for 
the tens of thousands of refugees in Shanghai 
has been given much attention in the press both 
editorially and through correspondence. It is grati
fying to note that constructive efforts are now being

organized
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organized to tackle it through the Shanghai Tnter- 
national Red Cross or Shanghai International Com
mittee of the Red Cross Society of China.”

85/ The CHINA. PRESS referred to the refugee problem again

in its editorial on October 31, and stated that
’’Mayor 0. K. Yui has voiced the sentiment of the 
whole nation in expressing deep gratitude for the 
spontaneous assistance rendered by the foreign 
defence forces in Shanghai to the helpless Chinese 
refugees fleeing from Japanese gunfire.”

X Foreign Property in Occupied Areas.

The problem of obtaining permission from the Japanese 
authorities for entry into and removal of foreign goods 

from the Yangtzepoo and other areas occupied by the Japanese 

military has deeply concerned the Consular Body in Shanghai 
and was the subject in October of several editorials. On 

86/ October 20 the SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY stated that 

it had questioned a Japanese spokesman

”in an effort to clear up the Japanese attitude 
toward the International Settlement’s ’North of 
the Creek* areas”

and that he had said the reason civilians are not allowed 

to enter the area freely is because of ’’military exigencies” 
including proximity to the front lines and the guarding of 

military secrets. The editorial also stated that the 

spokesman said the restrictions would be dropped "when 

hostilities move farther from the area.”

In commenting on the spokesman’s answers the editorial 

stated
"We are not yet convinced that the recent stoppage 
of access to the Hongkew-Yangtzepoo areas has been 
warranted by any apparent necessity military or 
otherwise; but at the moment we see no reason for 
pressing this point if passes are really being 
issued with freedom and fairness - - a case where 
the testing of the pudding must be in the eating."

On
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87/ On October 30 The SHANGHAI TIMES began an editorial

called "Facing the Obvious” with the following sentence:
"One of the subjects uppermost in the minds of 
many residents of Shanghai is, of course, the 
question when it will be possible to secure the 
opening up of the Hongkew and Wayside districts 
which are now under Japanese military occupation 
and from which all civilians, except those in 
possession of specially issued passes, are 
excluded."

The editorial then endeavors to justify Japanese policy of 
severely restricting entry into the area and states that

"So long as the Chinese batteries remain intact in 
Pootung and the Chinese Air Force is in a position 
to stage almost nightly raids over the areas in 
question it must be obvious to anyone that they are 
unsafe for general use and habitation."

88/ The CHINA PRESS in an editorial dated October 31
stated that

"Enough damage has been done to property of other 
foreign nationals as well as civilian Chinese for 
whom the Japanese have avowed the truest ’friend
ship’ and no time should be lost to enable them all 
to salvage what is left. Once more peace should 
be restored to the ravaged area, and once more the 
International Settlement authority must be extended 
to the fullest extent."

X Miscellaneous.
(a) Economic

Several long editorials appeared in the local English 
language press during October on the economic dislocation

89/ of Shanghai and the outlook for the future. The SHANGHAI
TIMES on October 1 stated that

"As time goes on it becomes more and more apparent 
that further relaxation in the emergency measures 
taken by the Ministry of Finance and the four 
Government banks is needed if the monetary situation 
in Shanghai is to be made adequate to the community’s 
needs."

To emphasize its point the editorial maintained that
"Surely it is not impossible to devise a scheme 
whereby internal liquidity could be achieved

without
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without throwing wide open the door to the egress 
of capital.**
After a brief review of a few of "Shanghai’s

90/ Trubles" the SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY on October 3, 
summed up the situation thus:

"While the country as a whole remains closed by 
war to all ordinary commercial traffic, Shanghai’s 
means of livelohood will be cut off, and there will 
be little more than a precarious existence for any
one."

91/ The NORTH CHINA DAILY NE:ÆS on October 12 published
editorial praise for the coastal steamship companies that 
had continued to send their ships to Shanghai. The fol
lowing quotation may indicate the tone of the article:

"The unobtrusive manner in which the coastal 
steamers are keeping open the sea routes between 
various places in China and are stimulating the 
morale of commerce is evident to anyone who reads 
the daily accounts of the arrivals and departures 
here."
The very limited resumption of traffic on the Yangtse

by utilizing inland waterways and by service around the boom
92/ was the subject of an editorial in the SHANGHAI EVENING POST

& MERCURY on October 12. It forecast
"That a regular Shanghai-Nantungchow operation may 
be inaugurated with a view to resuming interior 
trade."
In an editorial on the general situation in Shanghai

93/ the NORTH CHINA DAILY NE7JS on October 20 stated that
"Shanghai just now is showing a mild improvement 
on conditions obtaining a month ago, partly owing 
to special activities arising from the local war 
itself and partly owing to the capacity of its own 
fat to provide it with sustenance for the time 
being."

In the next paragraph the editorial contended that
"Until there is ground for defining the political 
conditions created by the struggle still proceed
ing it would be a mere waste oï energy and time to 
proceed beyond the assertion that some means should

be
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be found to maintain Shanghai’s status as a world 
city ministering to the commercial requirements 
of China and the Far East.”
At the beginning of a long editorial on the ’’Shanghai

94/ Situation” the SHANGHAI TIMES on October 20 stated that
"Shanghai is faced with a number of difficult 
problems such as keeping the maximum amount of 
trade and industry going as may be possible, 
the maintenance of food supplies at reasonable 
prices, the preservation of the public health and 
the care of the refugees and the unemployed.”

The article subsequently pointed out that as the trade of
Shanghai is

”The very lifeblood of the city upon which all 
else depends it must be our paramount consideration 
to do all that we possibly can to maintain it at 
the highest possible level."

This editorial also stated that under the circumstances a 
surprising amount of goods were shipped from Shanghai in 
September and that although prices have gone up considerably 
there is no serious shortage of food.

(b) Boycott
95-97/ The NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS on October 4 and 6 and

the SHANGHAI TIMES on October 1 published long editorials 
opposing a boycott of Japanese goods and predicting that 
the British Government would not countenance such a boycott.
The NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS in its editorial of October 4 
alleged further that

"From America has come a definite repudiation of 
the boycott theory on the sound ground that it 
cannot be propagated except by stirring up hatred, 
that its practical effect would be long-delayed and 
that in the meantime it merely strengthens the hands 
of the militarists in Japan."

98/ The SHANGHAI EVENING DOST & MERCURY on the other hand
in an editorial dated October 18 maintained that a

"Boycott of Japanese goods in the peace loving 
countries of the world has ceased to be a debatable 
thing and has come to be a fact, however much or 
little this may be formalized."

The
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The editorial remarks that

"Trade unions in various countries have taken 
definite positions for boycott."

In conclusion it pointed out the danger to Japan’s export 
trade if a sufficient number of elements in foreign countries 
subscribe to a boycott movement.

"List of Editorials" 
attached hereto.

IN QUINTUPLICATE ( one copy of each enclosure to Department oïïly)
Copy to Embassy? Nanking
Copy to Embassy, Peiping
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo
Copy to Admiral Yarnell, Shanghai
800
MBH/Jw
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1. War Situation in North 

China.
China Press Oct. 23, 1937

2. War in North Shanghai Times Oct. 19, 1937
3. The Northern Postion Shanghai Evening 

Post & Mercury
Oct. 18, 1937

4. Northern Campaign North China Daily News Oct. 21, 19375. Chinese Withdraw Shanghai Times Oct. 28, 19376. A Change of Scene China Press Oct. 28, 19377. Where is Thy Victory? Shanghai Evening 
Post & Mercury

Oct. 28, 1937
8. Shanghai Bane North China Daily News Oct. 29, 19379. The Meaning of the With

drawal
China Press Oct. 30, 1937

10. Toward Peace Shanghai Evening 
Post & Mercury

Oct. 7, 1937
11. Standards Affirmed North China Daily News Oct. 7, 193712. America for Peace China Press Oct. 7, 193713. America Finds Her Voice do Oct. 8, 193714. Consolidating Gains North China Daily News Oct. 9, 193715. A Voice of Sanity Shanghai Evening 

Post & Mercury
Oct. 14, 1937

16. Working Toward Peace - - ditto - - Oct. 15, 193717. America Will Collaborate - - ditto - - Oct. 8, 193718. How Neutral is "Neutral"? - - ditto - - Oct. io, 193719. The Long View - - ditto - - Oct. 11, 193720. Against International 
Outlawry

- - ditto - - Oct. 25, 1937
21. The Stake of the West 

in China
China Press Oct. 26, 1937

22. America’s Foreign Policy - - ditto - - Oct. 29, 1937
23. Prospects of Mediation North China Daily News Oct. 2, 193724. Anglo-Saxon Unity - - ditto - - Oct. 11, 1937
25. None Too Safel Shanghai Times Oct. 12, 1937
26. Evacuation Doubts North China Daily News Oct. 21, 1937
27. Plain Speaking - - ditto - - Oct. 18, 1937
28. Peace By Agreement China Press Oct. 19, 1937
29. Japan’s Opportunity North China Daily News Oct. 25, 1937
30. World Reactions Shanghai Times Oct. 8, 1937
31. After Moral Censure China Press Oct. 9, 1937
32. Nine-Power Treaty Shanghai Times Oct. 13, 1937
33. Tokyo and Brussels China Press Oct. 17, 1937
34. Italy May Accept Shanghai Evening 

Post & Mercury
Oct. 20, 1937

35. Clouds Gather China Press Oct. 28, 1937
36. Nine-Power Parley Shanghai Times Oct. 28, 1937
37. Japan’s Washington Note Shanghai Evening

Post & Mercury
Oct. 2, 1937

38. Japan and Germany China Press Oct. 5, 1937
39. Self-Contradiction - - ditto - - Oct. 1, 1937
40. Patriots for Peace - - ditto - - Oct. 1, 1937
41. Back to Barbarism - - do* - Oct. 1, 1937
42. Damaging Evidence - - do - - Oct. 2, 1937
43. A Poor Statement Shanghai Evening 

Post & Mercury
Oct. 11, 1937

44. Seeing Matters Differently - - ditto - -
News

Oct. 12, 1937
45. A Gleam of Light North China Daily Oct. 13, 1937
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46. After Two Months Shanghai Evening 

Post & Mercury Oct.14,1937
47. Japan’s New ’’Feeler” China Press Oct.16 193748. A Dangerous Game - - ditto - - Oct.18,193749. Mysticism and Militarism Shanghai Evening 

Post & Mercury Oct.24,1937
50. Ruthlessness China Press Oct.14,193751. Beyond War’s Necessities Shanghai Evening 

Post & Mercury
Oct.15,1937

52. Gas Theories North China Daily News Oct.18,193753. Desperation China Press Oct.20,193754. Unsatisfactory Results North China Daily News Oct.23,193755. Bomb Victims - - ditto - - Oct.25,193756. The Keswick Road Tragedy Shanghai Times Oct.26,193757. Inexcusable & Inexplicable Shanghai Evening 
Post & Mercury

Oct.25,1937
58. Keswick Road Tragedy North China Daily News Oct.26,1937
59. Why The Keswick Road 

Incident?
China Press Oct.27,1937

60. An Uninquisitive Inquiry Shanghai Evening 
Post & Mercury

Oct.26,1937

61. Madness - - ditto - - Oct.28,1937
62. Is Peace Possible? Shanghai Times Oct.11,1937
63. How Long? China Press Oct.12,1937
64. China Tomorrow Shanghai Evening 

Post & Mercury
Oct.17,1937

65. The Talk of a Truce China Press Oct.23,1937
66. A Vivid Picture - -ditto- Oct.24,1937
67. Measure for Measure North China Daily News Oct.27,1937
68. General Han Speaks Out Shanghai Evening 

Post & Mercury
Oct. 1,1937

69. General Han’s Assurance China Press Oct. 3,1937
70. Unsung Heroes - - ditto - - Oct. 6,1937
71. Recognition of Bravery - - ditto - - Oct. 6,1937
72. China Gathers Confidence Shanghai Evening 

Post & Mercury
Oct. 9,1937

73. Buy Liberty Bonds China Press Oct.10,1937.
74. A Sensible Suggestion -ditto - Oct.12,1937.
75. Share The Wealth Shanghai Evening 

Post & Mercury
Oct.14,1937.

76. Sour Grapes China Press Oct.15,1937.
77. A Look Around Shanghai Times Oct.15,1937.
78. "Double Tenth" -Double 

Significance
China Press Oct.10,1937.

79. China & Japan: A Study Shanghai Evening 
Post & Mercury

Oct.21,1937

80. Bravery and Peace Shanghai Times Oct.30,1937.
81. Good News Shanghai Evening 

Post & Mercury
Oct. 1,1937.

82. A Grateful Nation China Press Oct. 3,1937.
83. Western Help in 

China’s Trials
Shanghai Times Oct. 4,1937.

84. The Refugee Problem China Press Oct.24,1937<
85. Nation-Wide Gratitude - ditto - Oct•31,1937«
86. North Of The Creek Shanghai Evening 

post & Mercury
Oct# «20,1937 <
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87. Facing the Obvious Shanghai Times Oct. 30, 1937
88. The Council’s Stand China Press Oct. 31, 1937
89. Finance in China Shanghai Times Oct. 1, 1937
90. Shanghai’s Troubles Shanghai Evening 

Post & Mercury
Oct. 3, 1937

91. Keeping Commerce Going North China Daily News Oct. 12, 1937
92. Yangtze Traffic 

Resumed
Shanghai Evening 

Post & Mercury
Oct. 12, 1937

93. On Getting Up North China Daily News Oct. 20, 1937
94. Shanghai Situation Shanghai Times Oct. 20, 1937
95. Confusion of Thought North China Daily News Oct. 4, 1937
96. The Real Objective - - ditto - - Oct. 6, 1937
97. Third Party Role Shanghai Times Oct. 1, 1937
98. World Boycott Shanghai Evening Oct. 18, 1937
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From The China press, Shanghai, October 23, 1937 

r WAR SITUATION IN NORTH CHINA

S
OMETIME ago, we remarked that the fighting on the

Shanghai front was more spectacular than vital, while 

the real and fundamental struggle had to be fought in North 

China. In order effectively to frustrate the Japanese plan 

of seizing the northern provinces with a view to their -' 

eventual political and economic domination, China has to ; 

give a good account of herself in the field on that front. 

Until almost last week, Japanese forces in the North had, 

for nearly three months, been on the ascendent, but lately a 

series of new developments has occurred in the situation 

which has not only checked their advance but tended to 

turn the tide of the war in China’s favor.

According to latest reports, the Chinese defence has 

scored several important victories in Northern Shansi, t 

which have completely upset the Japanese plan of an easy 

advance to Taiyuan, capital of that province. With the 

achievement of better co-ordination of the main Chinese 

forces and the wide-spread activities of the guerilla war

riors, these/$uccesses have been followed to good advantage. 

In addition Iq the recovery of many strategic points such as 
the Pinghsing Pass, the Tzeching Pass, Kwangling, Ningwu 

and FanshiH^a large body of Japanese troops is reported to 
have beeil ^trapped and surroundeà in the vicinity . of 

Yuanping ahcf Hsinkow, where they are said to be facing 

annihilation, with the severing of their line of communica

tions and supplies from their base. Meanwhile, the guerilla 

Warriors operating in the Shansi-Hopei border are steadily 
advancing eastward inti? Hopei and marching towards 

Paoting. 4 *
Chinese"successes in Shansi must necès^rily Tproduce 

a heartening effect on the military situation in the Peiping- 

Hankow Railway front. Thought the Japanese army in that 

zone is. continuing to drive southward along thé- railway, 

it seems that their further advance may eventually lead them 

to disaster. The Japanese forces operating in that region 

have already stretched their^line too Jong to be effectively 

defended ; and once they are cut off from their main forces 

in the rear, their fate would fee sealed. Such advance thus; 
far has been achieved more due to the nature of the terrain * 

of the Hopei plains than to any major serious warfare. On 

the other hand, the deéper inland the Japanese penetrate, the 

greater will be the ehance for the Chinese forces to execute 

an enveloping movement around them. Therefore, any 

undue apprehension of the Japanese thrust in the Ping-Han 

area is unwarranted under the present circumstances.

On the Tientsin-Pukow Railway front, the situation is 

also definitely developing in favor of the Chinese. It is 

reported that the Japanese troops in Shantung are 

encountering stubborn resistance and withdrawing to the 

north. The forces of General Han Fu-chu have made a 

big advance towards Tehchow alter crossing the Tuhai 

river, meeting with little resistance from the Japanese. 

Various reasons are assigned for this development. But 

the general observation is that owing to their reverses in 

northern Shansi, the Japanese military are diverting part, 

of their troops to that front in, order to retrieve their 

position, while the activity of Chinese mobile units in Hopei 

must needs compel the Japanese to shorten their line of 

communications. One significant point to be noted in this 

connection is that the Japanese advance along the Tsin-Pu 

line has been effectively checked. ,

Meanwhile, the situation in Manchuria is causing the 

Japanese considerable anxiety and making their present 

military operations inside the Great Wall a very uncertain 

and risky adventure. According to reliable foreign reports 

received at Peiping, large parts of the Chinese population 

there have become disaffected in the north, to which area 

the Kwantung Army has drafted more than 100,000 extra 

troops in the past two months. Armed forces actively 

hostile to the Japanese are estimated to have already exceed- 

ed that figure. Many districts are said to be completely 

out of control, jeopardizing the lives and property of the_ 
Japanese. And of late, the seriousness of the unrest isH 

being intensified. ™

According to Chinese intelligence reports, for more™ 

than twenty days, no Japanese reinforcements have reached™ 
I Tientsin from outside the Great Wall. On the contrary, H 

large quantities of military.supplies are being rushed from™ 

Tientsin to Manchuria. Adding to Japan’s grave apprehen-™ 

sions of popular uprisings in Manchuria, and possibly also in™ 

drpad nf a Russian intervention. ■
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out of control, jeopardizing the lives and property of the 
Japanese. And of late, the seriousness of the unrest is 
being intensified.

According to Chinese intelligence reports, for more 
than twenty days, no Japanese reinforcements have reached^ 
Tientsin from outside the Great Wall. On the contrary, g 
large quantities of military, supplies are being rushed from® 
Tientsin to Manchuria. Adding to Japan’s grave apprehen-g 
sions of popular uprisings in Manchuria, and possibly also in M 
Korea, is the ever-present dread of a Russian intervention.® 
Although Moscow has remained reticent regarding its pos-B 
sible future moves in Siberia, the Japanese military have® 
perfectly justifiable reasons to be wary and to worry about. j| 
Japan has already found her hands full with one war R 
on the China front. Another and more serious war on the $1 
Siberian front at the one and same time can only lead Japan fc; 
to nowhere but final collapse and ruination. R

All these developments have tended to enhance the j 
Chinese morale and give an optimistic turn to the military 
situation. However, amid the happy turn of events, it is || 
of paramount importance that the recent successes in North É 
China, particularly in Shansi/must be safeguarded, eon-g 
solidated and followed up with renewed vigor and efforts. I! 
Tlfe importance of Shansi in the position of North B 
China as a whole can .mot be over-estimated. In the# 
light of past Chinese history Shansj w^s always!
the deciding factor in the change of dynasties. „ 
exaggeration to say that whoever holds Shansi holds theH 
key to North China. So long as Shansi remains in Chinese^ 
hands, no Japanese successes can be xtegarded as certain orB 
decisive. In view of its vastly strategic importance, weK 
wish to emphasize again that Shansihnust be held at aifg 
costs. V

It is no
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From The .Shanghai Times, October 19, 1937

WAR IN NORTH a P°^bcal position which would 
i leave it open to attack on the 

While the days pass here in ! score that it is Chinese ter

Shanghai with little or no 

'imaterial change in the military 

situation, developments pro

ceed apace in North China 

which lead the majority of 

people to conclude that it is 

north of the Yellow River 

where the most serious out

come of the hostilities is likely 

to be seen. By the capture of 

Paotou the whole of the Pei- 

ping-Suiyuan Railway has now 

fallen into Japanese hands, this 

being the line which Japan 

most obviously desired as very 

largely reducing any risk 

there might have been of 

military aid coming dow’n to 

China from Inner Mongolia. It 

remains to be seen whether the 

Japanese thrust westwards 

along that route is taken very 

much further, for the line at 

present held cuts off the major

ity of the easily-usable terrain 

through which Chinese-Mon

golian contact could be made. 

Farther to the west there are 

vast tracts of desert land south

ritory. This Inner Mongolia 

question is a phase of the situa

tion which will have to develop 

much farther than it has now; 

before any conclusions v or | 

definite opinions can be formed. ।

In Northern Shansi, the 

Chinese are by no means out 

of the picture, and in the region 

of* Yuanping appear to have] 

staged a counter-offensive with ; 

considerable effect upon the 

Japanese dispositions. Entry j 

into Shansi from the north and i 

the west is only practicable 4 

through the Yenmen and < 

Niangtze passes and although i 

the Chinese have lost the first: 

they are, apparently, still in 

the region of the second. With 

their ever-lengthening lines of 

communication, the Japanese 

are assuming growing military 

commitments as they seek to 

invest Shansi and, even pre

suming that they eventually 

secure the fall of Taiyuanfu 

and go right up to the line of 

the Yellow River, it seems

mintang-ruled Nanking. One 

feels that we are living in the 

presence of what are likely 

to be extremely important 

changes in the administrative 

set-up of this country—changes 

which would be Chinese or 

Mongolian in name but deroga

tory to the Nanking concept of 

a powerful centralized Govern

ment exercising its control to 

the uttermost borders of a sub

continent. That Nanking will 

fight against any such change 

is, at the moment, a foregone 

conclusion, and that military 

opposition will be offered can 

also be taken for granted. 

Unless some radical change 

does come over the situation it

would appear that hostilities

are doomed to be prolonged

into a war of wastage. The

Shanghai area is not militarily 

important, except as a trial of 

strength over extremely well- 

fortified and prepared ground 

; and as contributing to that 

attrition which is inescapably

' going on. Nanking’s main

of the northerly sweep of the 

Yellow River, and it would be 

an exceedingly difficult task 

for any Inner Mongolian aid to 

reach China Proper by any 

route west of Paotou. Many of 

the Outer Mongolian Banners 

| are throwing in their lot with 

i the Japanese, notable among 

them being the forces under 

i Prince Teh. The greater part 

of Suiyuan has now fallen 

under Japanese military control 

and it would seem that to 

. whatever else these current

inescapable that certain of the 

Chinese forces will split up 

into small bands to coalesce 

later behind the Japanese lines 

as guerrilla or bandit forces. 

Well-informed quarters seem 

to have little doubt that the 

wholé line of the Yellow River, 

from the Gulf of Pechihli 

through Shantung, Honan and 

up the west side of Shansi, will 

eventually be reached by the 

Japanese forces which might 

then call a halt and attempt to 

“sit tight” on the northern

i concern must be with the pro- 

vinces which are now being 
I overrun by the Japanese army,

11 for behind the Japanese line if 

I and when it follows the line of 

i the Yellow River there will as

time goes on almost certainly 

be political developments of 

quite far-reaching character, 

and which may quite likely 

be beyond the power of 

Nanking to alter.

. Sino-Japanese hostilities might 

be leading they are destined to ,

I have a permanent historical 
j effect upon the relationship 

'.between Nanking and those 

(border regions in the north and 

'i north-west which have hitherto 

! nominally recognized China’s 

suzerainty. The recent report 

from Moscow, indicating that 

certain Soviet quarters would 

be willing to see Inner Mongolia 

given back to China so that 

military assistance could be 

‘given without the risk of 

Russian participation, has not 

so far been followed up by 

anything of a concrete nature.

.We think it is doubtful whether 

any such action would be taken, 

for although the Soviet would 

doubtless like to be of direct 

military aid to Nanking it will 

scarcely take the risk of put- 

tiq^Inner Mongolia into such

bank of that stream, awaiting 

either the outcome of the fight

ing in the Shanghai zone or a 

(move by Nanking in the direc- 

' tion of peace. Nanking 

Î declares that it will never 

; make peace under terms which 

j means a lessening of its control 

। over the five provinces of 

* Hopei, Shantung, Chahar, Sui

yuan and Ninghsia, , though, 

under Japanese auspices, there 

are doubtless Chinese political 

elements in those provinces 

which would be quite prepared 

to set up a form of autonomous 

Government. Tokyo itself has 

avowed no desire for territorial 

acquisition, but it would doubt

less not be averse to support- : 

ing any indigenous political 4 

developments which led to the f 

independence of that vast! 

region from what is, at the] 

moment, regarded as the Kuo- ;
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r 1

The Northern Position y
A LTHOUGH Chinese successes in the North 

have been reported at various times» the 

general course of events thus far has not been 
such as to afford any permanent check to the I 

Japanese advances and it now appears that a 

general Chinese withdrawal to prepared posi

tions south of the Yellow River is at hand.
Hopei, Shansi, northern Shantung and! 

most of Suiyuan are to be abandoned to Japan- I 

cse control, according to a Reuter report from ■ 

Peiping which notes that “the situation in | 

North Shansi is Obscure.” '

Lack of official Chinese Government, 

information has contributed to this obscurity, i 

From foreign observers who have been in this 

area we learn that the one-time Red Army, now’. 

known as the 8th Routé Army, has had a| 

peculiar time of it. Various apparently < । 

successful operations have not been reported to ‘ 

the general public, or have been reported with

out identification of unit or leaders, evidently 

because Nanking stfil feels indisposed to do 

anything which might contribute glory to its 

onetime foes.

What is more to the point, by Government 

order the former Reds have been unable to 

carry out their most cherished plan—the '

organization of a large mass of armed peasants [ 
for guerilla warfare which the Japanese might! 

find extremely distressing. That the ex- J 

Communists have their feet firmly planted on 

a mass movement is undenied, and it would i 

seem that they might be highly successful in J 

reviving the technique of. 19216-7 days which in* 

large measure was employed against the Gov

ernment in subsequent fighting after the party j 
split. i

With active collaboration of Nanking, and I 

Government supply of arms to the masses,! 

such a thing could be .done on a scale! 

never before attempted. The efficiency of such 

maneuvers would be unquestioned, for an 

armed peasantry is the most unpleasant enemy 

any foe can encounter over a wide area. 

Japan’s tactics are rigid, they call for th^ 

employment of conventional counter-tactics, 

and an opponent living on the soil» knowing its 

every characteristic, impossible to confront or 

to grasp, would be an opponent which would 

confuse and baffle Japanese mechanized and 

mechanized-minded armies. Many observers 

have said, in fact, that the launching of China

wide guerilla warfare was China’s one sure 

answerto Japanese aggression; and there is a 

great deal of merit to this view, beyond a doubt.

But Nanking is suspicious of the 8th Route - 

Army and all its works, apparently. Orders 

have confined thé ex-Reds to operations exclu

sively west of Taiyuanfu, the Shansi capital, 

and certainly the operations conducted by 

otiiéfs east of Taiyuanfu have not been crowned 

with signal success. The Japanese and foreign 

observers seem agreed that lack of effective 

leadership and central control largely nullified 

the fighting spirit of the men. No general 

plan appears to have followed,, arid in some 

instances the erratic back-ànd-fOrth move

ments have involved the abandonment of 

carefully prepared defenses without a struggle 

—a situation only one step short of the Jehol 

debacle when mountain defenses were never 

given even a preliminary test,

Few* compliménts can be paid what has 

been done north of thq Yellow River thus far, 

on a basis of reports. Such compliments as 

are in order go rather to isolated units and to 

the mass of the soldiery than to any cdN 

ordinated planning or spirit of get-together on 

the part of high command. There are signs, 

however,, that the next stage may be another 

matter more favorable to Chinese arms. Even 

the Japanese seems to think that this is the 

case, and the view is general among foreigners.

It is probably futile to mourn wasted 

opportunities, but some lessons of what has 

gone before should be observed with care. 

Nanking has been afraid of 8th Route Army- 

. organized guerillas, it seems clear, and we have 

■ heard an apparently authentic story of at least 

one effort at guerilla organization by a trusted 

I Nanking general who played ducks and drakes 

with the means allowed him and whose plan 

I turned- out to be a gigantic hoax. There must 

be better co-ordination and there must be or

ganization and arming of the peasantry by 

someone who understands them, and has their 
confidence.- Those two points seem essential. I 

Nanking understands the first, apparently; the! 

wisdom of the second may become motor 

apparent with time-—but it is to be hopejP 

events do not move faster than perceptions^
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Frou The Nortn China Daily News dated October 21, lab?

From all the reports which have come to 

hand it is clear that the opposing forces have 

not yet been engaged in any really decisive 

action. Attempts to encircle large bodies of 

Chinese troops have failed, and, though there 

appears to be some lack of co-ordination be- 
i tween the various Chinese forces on the 

j northern front, it has not been sufficient to 

Once

NORTHERN CAMPAIGN
While events in the neighbourhood of 

Shanghai have of necessity attracted very 

considerable attention, jt is as well, in order 

to obtain a complete picture of what is hap

pening, to pay some regard to events in North 

China. It is by no means improbable that the | j render their resistance ineffectual, 

rapidity with which they march in that area j south of the Yellow River, it may reasonably 

may have a very considerable effect upon the I be expected that warfare in that area will 
duration Of hostilities in and around ShanghÔL ! remain statir» fnr sr.mp timp. iinlpss hv somp 

and Nanking. Whatever may be said of the 

morality of Japan’s behaviour, there canzbe.

Ijttle doubt as to the military wisdom of 

commanders, for the descent into this district 

has had the effect of diverting large bodies of 

Chinese troops here who might have provided 

very effective reinforcement for those armies 

which are at present gallantly attempting to 

stop the 

provinces, 

that they 

had they

Loukouchiao incident on July 7, the Japanese 

forces have progressed southwards at a very 

fair rate and as a result they are in control 

of some between forty and fifty thousand 

square miles of territory, to which, according 

to a telegram published elsewhere will 

probably have to be added the area of Inner i 

Mongolia which the Japanese claim the ! 

Mongolian Princes are considering transform- ’ 
ing into a buffer state. Thus the campaign! 

which has been carried on in Suiyuan by the ! 

Mongol allies of Japan, who have skilfully 

managed that the Mongols shall secure the1 

credit for victories obtained, has to be taken 

as part of Japan’s general scheme for the 

creation of adequate protection of her righty 

flank against the possibility of the long 

anticipated conflict with Russia.

The closer, and, to some extent, more im

portant movement in Shansi, Hopei and 

ultimately Shantung indicates that the Chinese 

have availed themselves well of the physical 

characteristics of the territory, and the 

present Japanese line indicates how those 

characteristics have operated against the 

invaders in some districts. Thus Japanese 

commanders have found very considerable’ 

difficulty in making progress in the mountains 

of Shansi, as evidenced; by the stern 

resistance offered by the Chinese north of 

Taiyuanfu and the successful manner iur 

which it is holding up the advance upon trç 

provincial capital. In the plains of Hopei 

the Chinese have not been so successful, 

chiefly because of the facility with which the 

Japanese mechanized army is able to operate 

down the Peiping-Hankow Railway along 

which they have now proceeded well south 

of Shihchiachwang. Floods on the eastern 

portion of the Japanese line have tended to 

retard progress down the Tientsin-Pukow 
line, but as the water drains off the concffions

! remain static for some time, unless by some 

; mischance the Japanese are able to throw 

| strong forces across before the Chinese have 

i consolidated their position. Should, however, 

the Chinese succeed in establishing themselves 

in that line, it is possible that Japanese at

tention will be more strongly centred on the 

campaign around Shanghai. Cm their own 
latest claims they have succeeded in holding 

Japanese seizure of the northern in the Shanghai-Nanking area 55 Chinese 

and whose performance suggests 

might have been more successful 

been so strengthened. Since the

. _ ~ g area 55 Chinese
। divisions, and so long as they continue to qo

employing, this phase of their campaign may 

be considered to be successful. That is prob- 

i ably all they intended to do, for a march on, 

and the capture of, Nanking would not neces

sarily end Chinese resistance, while on the 

other hand the attainment of Japanese 

objectives in North China may result in the 

Japanese remaining purely on the defensive 

there and here, awaiting the normal flux of 

time to bring about final consolidation of the 

victory obtained. If that is indeed their in

tention, it is obvious that these hostilities are 

bound to last a very long time, for in its 

present temper the Chinese nation is not 

likely to embark upon negotiations for any 

sort of peace which would deprive it of so 

vast a stretch of territory as that which the 

Japanese command contemplates occupying.

applying further west will be restore^ 

the next natural obstacles which will 

to be encountered in that area will}....

Yellow River itself, and after thht'. 

mountain fastnesses of Shantung^ 

believed, the Chinese are figh 

action while they withdraw 

pared positions south of the Yello^®? 

would seem that the centre of the Jap 

line has still to move southwards some 

miles, and with the determination with which 

the Chinese armies are fighting there is every 

reason to believe that the Japanese will pay ; 

dearly for the progress they will, by that time, !
' have made.

as

ese ! 
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From The Shanghai Times, dated October 28, 1937.

CHINESE WITHDRAW
With a suddenness that was surpris

ing to Shanghai’s civilian community but 

thoroughly understood and anticipated by 

well-informed military observers, Chinese 

forces in Chapei and Kiangwan made a 

hurried withdrawal in the early hours of 

yesterday morning covering their retreat 

by setting fire to a large amount of 

property. It was generally recognized that 

the fall of Dahzang and Chenju wireless 

station had created an extremely danger

ous situation for the Chinese troops in 

what became a big Chapei salient with 

only a narrow bottle-neck exit at the 

western end, and it was with a good 

deal of concern and sympathy for those 

troops that foreigners learned of Chinese 

official pronouncements that Chapei and 

Kiangwan were going to be held at all 

costs. It would have meant th^TTrei^cle- 

ment and annihilation, or surrender, Of^a 

great many men, and the Chinese military^ 

i command has to be commended for giv

ing up a hopeless piece of terrain in face 

of pressure that could not be withstood. 

Whether the withdrawal to positions to 

the west and south of the Settlement was 

effected at comparatively little cost to the 

nearly-beleaguered men is difficult to say 

in view of the large numbers involved, 

but it does seem clear that the withdraw- I 

al was orderly and that the troops? were 

able to retire to new positions which will 

doubtless now be the scene of further 

carefully-staged fighting. It would have 

been/ suicidal for Chapei and Kiangwan 

to Have been longer held, and although' 

China’s greatest asset in these hostilities 

is her enormous man-power there should 

never-thought of reckless sacrifice for 

the "sake of the moral satisfaction of 

sipwing up an advance of the enemy in 

territory which is not vital to the outcome 

of the issue. The latest news of the actual 

ptrsitions as that was ascertainable last 

evenjÈtf#nll be found elsewhere in this 

issàè^Sr^ell as a half-page map for the 

! bettprgqidance of readers.
। "^^feghai must be saddened at the 

’ coloh^^estruction by fire which formed 

sue# a jjbectacular sight all day yester- 

( daÿ/^lphg a front several miles in length 

, thejfe huge palls of smoke forming 

1 a nprthp^n curtain to the city. While a 

great, cfeàl of the property was of poor 

quàMty Chinese tenement and shop dwell- 

, ings thMrè were more valuable buildings 

involved and the monetary loss must run

। into many millions of dollars. From a 
’ military strategic point of view the forma- 

î tion'bf a fire zone between those evacuat

ing ^hd those following was doubtless 

justified, though sight should not be lost 

of the fact that it is mainly upon Chinese 

proper^ owners that the burden of loss 

। will *fall. Japanese aeroplanes, engaged 

। upon the task of bombing and harassing 

i the withdrawing forces, carried out 

^extensive operations, and much highly- 

valuable mill property in the far western 
^strict came under destructive attention. 

V this journal has previously pointed out, 

B Chinese military authorities were 

doubtless quite entitled to make their 

own choice of venue in which to stage 

resistance to Japan, but now that warfare 

in the immediate vicinity of Shanghai 

looks like coming to an end by its trans

ference farther out it does seem that a 

great many important factors were over

looked when a clash of arms was pre

cipitated on the borders of this great city. 

Militarily, China has not gained a great 

deal, unless it be a high morale by the 

valour of her men in the field, and also, 

perhaps, by the prolonged engagement of 

quite large Japanese forces over a limited 

terrain. Financially and commercially, 

China must count the widespread destruc

tion here as figuring large on the balance 

sheet—not in the way of immediate cash 

with which to wage hostilities but as re

gards the recuperative power of her 

principal commercial and industrial lead

ers. It is useless now to have vain re

grets, but those who argued in favôur of 

Shanghai being made a battleground are 

doubtless left with those second thoughts 

which so often prove unavailing to alter 

j events.

| We who live within the shelter of the 

foreign-manned perimeter owe more than 

j can be expressed to the international 

troops who have kept inviolate the lines 

behind which we live. Yesterday’s ex

perience, with Chinese troops moving out 

and Japanese moving in to the accompani

ment of firing and bombing within so 

short a distance, must have been trying 

in the extreme. Conditions calling for cool 

heads and a show of resolve in face of 

obvious danger obtained all along the 

line, and it will be universally regretted 

that an Italian grenadier lost his life while 

performing his duty. Just how essential it 

was that the perimeter should be strongly 

and intelligently manned was clearly 

proved, and to those who did that man

ning and will continue to do so for some 

time to come, the heartfelt thanks of the 

community must be extended.

It would now appear quite possible 

that the Chinese forces will have to re

tire to their next strongly prepared posi

tions out beyond Nanziang on the 

Shanghai-Nanking Railway and put to the 

south and west of the Hungjao district and 

along the line pf the Shanghai-Hangchow 

Railway. Whether prolonged resistance 

can be offered to prevent the Japanese 

reaching round to Lungwha on the 

south, and so endangering the Chinese, 

forces on the Pootung side of the Whang^ 

poo, remains to be seen, but it does s^em 

that the city of Shanghai itself will be 

freed of the noise arid danger of battle 

earlier than it appeared reasonable to 

expect only a few days ago when such 

stout resistance was being offered at the 

Dahzang cross-roads. So long as the Cl&ni 

ese military command keeps its large 

i forces intact and well co-ordinated the 

Uoss of a few miles of territory need not 

fœ seriously viewed. The danger of dis

integration appears negligible, for it has < 
bê^n shown that military direction in this; j 

region has been of highly efficient 
character. As to shanghai itself, it yrijl. 

breathe all the easier when the new lines 

farther out come to be shaped, but it will

continue to have the worries of supplies/ 

the virtual stoppage of industrial and 

commercial activity, the uncertainties of 

the future to face. But its saving grace 

will be the continued show pf stoiçal 

“carry on” spirit, the prolongation of that 

adjustment to an abnormal situation 

I which it has already achieved, and 

communal behaviour of the strictest xec-^i 

titude. It has doubtless come fas a dis

appointment to many Chinese to witnpsa 

the change which came over the im

mediate local military situation yesterday/ 

but in their case, too,\it is 4 the préserva- 
Ltion of morale which‘wiir be their best 

Icbcitribution to the needs of the times.
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From The China Press, Shanghai, October £8, 1937,

A CHANGE OF SCENE

T
HE scene ofj the local phase of the Sino-Japanese war is 

now shifting^further inland. Partly as the result of 

incessant bombing by the Japanese and largely for strategic 

reasons, the Chinese'forces have finally decided to withdraw 

from the present'line of defence.

The move qn the part of the Chinese defenders has been 

long expected by |h'e public, and consequently the public has 

not been taken bÿ surprise by this well-advised move. <\
For the last ^ew days the Chinese troops have stood up 

against the fiercest bombardment ever witnessed in history. 

Their fortitude ^nd gallantry have won admiration among 

all who have hnd the opportunity to visit the front lines. 
Once and for alï the myth of Chinese weak-heartedness has 

been thoroughly exploded; and overnight the Chinese army 

has come to the'front rank for its valor and heroism. That 

is a spiritual gain which is of greater value than any im

mediate spectacular military achievement; it is a spirit 

Which will inspire and generate self-confidence without 

Which no war can ever be fought and won.

Lest misunderstanding should arise and lest the 

innocent public should fall a prey to insidious propaganda, 

the withdrawal of the Chinese forces is no indication of the 

weakening of Chinese resistance. As Mr. T. V. Soong re

cently pointed out in all candidness, even if we should lose 

Shanghai, it would only be the beginning of the war.

It may perhaps be added now without the least idea 

of criticism that the staunch defence of Shanghai for the 

period of two months and half has been undertaken, among 
other things, to prove to the world that the Chinese with i 

proper equipment, can fight. Now that ample proof has! 

been given of this justifiable claim, attention may be direct- ' 

ed to points of greater military importance.

For the invading forces the advance further inland 

has entailed enormous numerical loss of their fighting- 

strength, and as the war progresses greater losses will have 

to be expected. If we cannot drive them out at once, we 

can in time wear them out.
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From The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, October 28, 1937.

/“Where IsThy Victory
FTER 76 DAYS the inevitable withdra^d 

1 x from Chapel has occurred. The world 

marvels that this was so long delayed. Surely 

the dogged stamina and the newly-born butl 

burning patriotism of China’s national soldiery 

has passed a most spectacular test. None who) 

has witnessed the 1937 ordeal of Chapel canj 

ever forget. Here indeed is victory that is no^ 

victory.

At the outset ôf the present hostilities this 

newspaper pointed out that the whole Yangtze 

delta must be regarded as relatively untenable 

terrain for even the staunchest of defenders. 

Any attacker with naval guns behind him has 

everything in his favor for clearing a zone 

along the west bank of the Whangpoo and 

eastward down the Yangtze from such point as 

Liuho. In 1932 this latter allowed the con

duct of a flank movement which forced the 

heroic 19th Route Army to pull back inland. 

The present hostilities saw a longer, heavier 

Chinese line which could not thus be flanked 

but which was Anally wheeled on the North 

Station pivot to produce substantially the same 

result after a much longer resistance.

In both cases, North Station was finally 

evacuated by the Chinese not because of direct 

military onslaught (despite terrific punish

ment, particularly by air-bombs) but because 

of the danger of 'being cut off when the Japan

ese had penetrated far to the northwest. Great 

credit attaches to the defenders, who nave s^t । 

an example of fortitude difficult to parallel in 

all military history and which afforded legend 

for years to com.e—even including the epic tale 

of a leaderless “lost battalion.” i

Some days may be required to clarify the : 

next phase of military strategy by both parties. 
Clearly this is no repetition of 1932, when the ' 

Chinese executed a miracle of concealed with

drawal to a considerable distance, breaking

contact with the Japanese and (as matters 

turned out) ending hostilities. In the present 

instance this would not accord with the Chin

ese tactics of a war of attrition. The last 

thing the Chinese desire is to give the Japan

ese a chance to pause, and subsequently to 

divert local strength to the north. The war 

here must go on and future indications appear 

to point to a widening of the area of conflict 

rather than a narrowing or simplification of 

the plan.

So far as Shanghai is concerned, most re

sidents of the foreign territories would no 

doubt welcome a complete detachment of this 

city from active warfare through a general 

withdrawal of all Chinese forces some distance 

up the Nanking-Shanghai railway. That may 

occur, but for the time being it appears that 

. the Western District is not being abandoned 

land considerable anxiety must attach to that 

circumstance. A great deal of valuable foreign 

property must inevitably suffer if the dogs of 

war are to be let loose at each others’ throats 

in this hitherto relatively lightly affected ter

ritory; but there seems nothing anyone can do 
(about it. Moveover, the proximity of the 

[various foreign defense units to active fighting 

involves problems already too painfully 

apparent—but again, we must “grin and bear 

it” as best we can.

The present situation after two months and 

a half of bloody and destructive fighting, in 

which non-combatants have been among the 

chief sufferers, epitomizes the insanity of 

Japan’s whole imperialistic adventure in 

China. Seeking friendship, she brings hatred; 
seeking trade, she wastes millions. There can 1 

be no comfort in the belated achievement of 

a second advance which still leaves the south

ern end of the Chinese line less than five miles 

from the Whangpoo.
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/o/aj ——
r SHANGHAI BANE \

Eight square miles of Shanghai’s suburUk 
writhing in the torment of flame and smoked 

the setting of a diabolic display of pyrotech

nics on a titanic scale—on that picture for

eigners and Chinese sadly gazed as the 

battle for Chapei reached its climax on 

October 27. If Chinese civilians could have 

exchanged innermost thoughts with Japanese ; 

civilians, it is probable that they would find 

an astonishing agreement. For reasons as 

obscure as those which Caspar could not ex

plain to Peterkin, they would admit that the 

city of their common livelihood had become 

the plaything of militarists whose technique 

of destruction could not be reduced to any 

equation recognized by the code of sanity. 

As these words are written the senseless thud 

of the monotonous message of artillery breaks 

into reflection and stuns the processes of 

thought. Yet behind it all the Governments 

of two neighbour nations have to take re

sponsibility for this crime committed in the 

names of their respective peoples. Heroic 

resistance to the invading might of Japan is 

written on the charred embers of Chapei. The 

burning of houses and buildings designed to 

maintain the peaceful traffic of social and ; 

economic life here has been the desperate ex

pedient by which the Chinese defenders were 

enabled to make good a skilful and orderly 

retreat, regardless, it would seem, of the fact 

that the property of their own people— 

therefore the resources of their own country 

—had thereby to suffer irretrievable dam

age. In due course it is believed the 

Chinese forces will endeavour to take up 

their position on another line on which they 

will prolong their challenge to the marshalled 

resources of Japan. Meanwhile thousands pf 
Chinese and a large Japanese and foreiÀ 

community have been plunged into despain 

and destitution as the rival armies seek to 

settle the issue, indeterminate and, taking the 

long view, irrelevant to the true problem of 

Sino-Japanese relations.

That earlier tragedy nearly six years ago, 

grim though it was, seems now but the pallid 

shadow of to-day’s holocaust. In the bright 

sunshine of Autumn Shanghai bravely smiles 

through its tears, determined to put as good 

a face as possible on the ruin around. Where 

it can still point to the outward semblance 

of ordered life, of buildings intact, of streets 

unscathed, it has to find encouragement in. 

the precarious maintenance of some sort of i 

routine from which, as the days pass, it is • 

hoped eventually that the means of recovery * 

will emerge. The forces of destruction are i 

themselves as much the victims of a saturnine 

fate as, for the time being, the chief actors , 

in a soul-searing drama. Their courage and 

endurance are applauded but the applause is 

streaked with horror as the price which they 

have to pay is perceived—the price of indif

ference to human misery, to unspeakable 

| cruelties inevitably accompanying the un- 

! thinking, as well as the deliberate use of in- 

i struments of slaughter and devastation. When 

; flags are flying in the name of victory, when 

; encomiums are lavished on the fortitude of 

। the defeated, it cannot be forgotten that un

derneath the glamour of those military ex- 

: cellences there lurks the grim reality of a 

civilization distraught.

Having appealed to Caesar—the Caesar of 

armed might—the respective disputants can

not shake off immediately the obligations so 

■ desperately assumed. The trial must proceed 

. until, by the rules of the tribunal, a point of 

! finality is reached. So, Shanghai has to face 

the possibility of a long drawn-out vigil as 

on its borders two relentless adversaries 

exhaust themselves in their duel. Is it sur

prising that at this moment the Shanghai- 

lander, unwillingly involved in and yet de
tached from, this ill-omened struggle should 

feel disposed to condemn the whole madness 

of warfare rather than to apportion blame in 

partisan zeal? In due course efforts to define 

responsibility must be exerted if only as the 

necessary guide to future protection of this 

great city. For the time being, with the 

guns and aeroplanes still assiduous in. their 

havoc-wreaking activities, attention is con

centrated on measures to preserve what can 

still be preserved from the general folly. ; 

Shanghai has been made the pawn of an in- ! 

ternational gamble, the helpless victim of ill- 

controlled ambitions. It will take means to 

assert its own powers of resistance to mis- ; 

fortune. It has yet too big a part to play in j 

Far Eastern economy for even this momen- | 

tous, assault on its integrity to be fatal. The ! 

ordeal of fire and slaughter cannot shake its 

deep-rooted steadfastness. Just now the 

shattered fabric of its woe, the flames of its 

I dismay,, may seem overwhelmingly poignant, 

but the sun shines with the message of hope. 

The bane of unassuaged wrath cannot endure 

for long. The omen of this autumn glory 

stands in the sky/ When the time comes the 

promise will be fulfilled and Shanghai will 

again come into its own. The bane must 

yield to the unconquerable spirit which has 

I breathed vigour and enterprise into the life 

of a great city.
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THE MEANING OF THE WITHDRAWAL^

W
ITH the withdrawal of the Chinese troops from Chapei 

and Kiangwan, the war in Shanghai has entered a new 

stage in its development. The withdrawal, regrettable 

though it is, actually carries no greater significance than a 

mere .change of the scene of hostilities. Certainly, it 

marks no weakening of the Chinese resistance, and far less 

is it an indication of abandoning Shanghai.

Chapei and Kiangwan constitute only one-fourth of the 

Municipality of Greater Shanghai, of which the other three- 

fourths still remain intact in Chinese hands. The scene 

of fighting may be shifted from time to time and from place 

to place, and there can be no dodging of the fact that the 

war on the Shanghai front will be carried on with renewed 

vigor and determination. As pointed out by Mr. T. V. 

Soong, even if Shanghai should be lost, it would not mean 

the end of the war but only the beginning of it. The 

heroic and bitter resistance offered by the Chinese during 

ihe past two and à half months should be sufficient warn

ing to the Japanese.

From all points of view, the retirement of Chinese 

forces from their *first defence line to new prepared posi

tions further inland can have little effect on the general 

military situation. Such a retirement has long been ex

pected and theffeforg^has occasioned little surprise. The 

only marvel is ^haF-thi? Chinese 'have sustained their dej 

fence for so long againstodds as would have 

demoralized' any army riot steeled" with sufficient deter

mination or -fortitude.

The withdrawal has^een.--effected in perfect order and 

in accordance wjth a 'premeditated .plan. As explained by 

the Chinese military ;épbkésmân, ‘the new position occupied 

by the Chinese forces J doe£ pot by any means isolate 

Shanghai from the hinterland, as the entire areas south of 

the Soochow Creek and afso comprising Nantao as well as 

Pootung, are firmly held by Chinese troops. The de

fenders are still holding three-fourths "Of Shanghai, and they 

are not only determined: to defend them at all costs but also 

to usé them as a base, of operations for the recovery of the 

temporarily evacuated territory.

Militarily, the new Chinese defence line is shorter and 

less exposed to Japanese naval gunfire than before. This is 

decidedly an advantage to the Chinese, and correspondingly a 
disadvantage to the Japanese.^ Spiritually, the morale of 

Chinese’troops ancCpjopulace jn Shanghai has not only been 

unaffectëd^but actually heightened by the epic defence dur

ing the jaast several months.

Konï thé standpoint of the entire Sino-Japanese situa

tion, the war in Shanghai is but a phase in China’s war of 

resistance. The fundamental Sinô-Japanese issue is still 

to be found in North China. Therefore, the final and de

cisive war* has yet fd be fought in the north rather than 

in Shanghai. China is waging a war of attrition; she 

will afid she is fully prepared to fight to the bitter end.

In spite of their superior military equipment and their 

ruthless employment of the same, the Japanese forces have 

never been able to gain any advance in the Chapei-Kiangwan 

sector throughout the past ten weeks. Japanese pro

pagandists may have told the world that their troops had 

“captured” these two areas, but their fighting services know 

only too well that while they have suffered colossal sacrifices, 

they have in facl nevex fo^jr-able to-eject the Chinese de
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fenders by actual fighting. If they now dare to set foot on 

these ruined areas, it is only because the Chinese forces have 

retired therefrom on their own initiative.

From the military standpoint of view, the occupation of 

Chapei and Kiangwan can give the Japanese no appreciable 

advantage. On the other hand, the temporary loss of these 

areas is of no particular consequence to the Chinese. It 

must be made clear that the purpose of Chinese defence was 

not so much to hold these two areas permanently as to 

delay the Japanese advance long enough to ensure taxing 

their man-power and resources to the utmost. In this 

mission, the Chinese defence has eminently succeeded.

No one who has observed the hostilities in Shanghai 

during the past 76 days can fail to salute the brave defen

ders. Both locally and internationally, the gallant stand 

made by the Chinese troops has evoked the warmest admira

tion. The heroism that is now being poignantly demon
strated by the lone Chinese battalion (which, is still holding 

out in Chapei and is determined to die with its post) is 

already attracting world-wide interest; it will alsb con

stitute a most glorious chapter in Chinese history.

Branding the Japanese occupation of Chapci as a 

‘"victory that is no victory,” our evening contemporary 

eulogised the Chinese defence unstintedly. Among other 

things, it said : “Great credit attaches to the defenders who 

have set an example of fortitude difficult to parallel in all 

military history and which afforded legend for years to 

come—including the epic tale of a leaderless "lost battalion.’ ”

Foreign commentators abroad are equally discerning. 

The London Times declares that Hot only today, but in the 
future, the Chinese resistance will have its moral effect 

all over China. While the Japanese are apparently strain

ing every nerve to turn this local and deliberate retreat 

into a general rout, our London contemporary points out, 

the territorial gains are of little moment to the Japanese. 

On the other hand, their ten bloody weeks in Shanghai may 

one day prove to have laid the foundations of a military 

strength such as the Chinese never possessed before. The 
Nevis-Chronicle, also of London, is even more outspoken 
in its expression of admiration. The Chinese* resistance tc 

the Japanese thrust at Shanghai, in its opinion, is one of 

the most heroic chapters in the annals of any nation. The 

gallant fight made by the Chinese in Shanghai should 

inspire the delegates to the Nine-Power Conference an 

equally firm stand on behalf of international law and order. 

Civilized nations, adds The NeWs^Chronicle, cannot do less 
than the common soldier of China in withstanding aggres

sion and defending an ideal.

China has, therefore, not fought in vain. She; has 

every reason to continue to fight and every prospect of 

winning an eventual victory.
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From The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, October 7, 1937

* Toward Peace \ 
^RESIDENT ROOSEVELT delivered a great 

■ and a perféctly-timed speech at Chicago. 

It stands as probably the most important 

utterance on international affairs which he has 

ever made.

A few hours later, and without doubt in

fluenced in large degree by Mr. Roosevelt’s 

declaration, the League of Nations full 

Committee cf Twenty-Three adopted a drastic 

report finding that Japan had invaded China 

in contravention of her obligations under the ; 

Nine-Power Treaty and the Pact of Paris, i 

Additionally there was action looking toward 

a. meeting of Nine-Power Treaty signatories.

Considered together, these two gestures 

sum up as the most encouraging advance by. 

civilization against barbarianism that her been 

recorded since the outbreak of Smo-Japanese 

hostilities.

Declaring that 10 per , cent of the world 

population is jeopardizing the peace, freedom 

; and security of the other 90 per cent, the 

President strikes at isolationists by pointing 

out the clear fact that if atrocious things hap

pen in other parts of the world, “let nobody 

imagine that America will escape or that she 

may expect mercy.”

‘’If these things are to be prevented,” the 

President went on, “peace-loving nations 

must make a concerted effort to uphold the 

laws and principles on which alone peace can 

j rest secure. There must be a return to belief 

I in the plôdged word and the value of a signed 

treaty.”

These truths are of immense value in 

making the people of the United States and 

’ every other nation realize that Far East 

affairs arc not in any vital sense on the other 

side of the World from them. Said the Pre-

it is clear that Shanghai Ameri- 

sclidly behind the President’s 

they: are in full accord with the

sident:

I ‘’Without a declaration of war and with

out warning and justification, civilians, includ

ing women and children, are ruthlessly mur-i 

dered by bombs from the air.” |

| In c"?ry country with the sole exception’ 

, of opinion-controlled Japan this point has 

i already made a tremendous impression, which 

j the President’s explicit statement will deepen.

Similarly the League committee’s réport un- 

/lerlincs well-established opinion when it finds 

.'that’“the military operations of Japan against 

i China by land, sea and air are out of all pro- 

portion to. the incident which occasioned the.

Already 

cans stand 

words, that 

line of his thought, and they are prepared like 

good soldiers to accept every implication of 

future developments for the common good.

A great many of us have resisted con

sular pressure for evacuation and we similarly 

resist extra-legal efforts to block Americans 

from coming to Shanghai. But we know that 

there is not to be excluded a possibility that 

à/ stern American front toward Japan might 

mean the compulsory departure of us all— 

and if that became necessary we would accept ■ 

it. We hope this may not come. But we conflict, that such action cannot possibly 

know the President is following courses which facilitate or promote the friendly co-operation 

must be endorsed by every right-thinking in

dividual of any nationality and he will receive 

the fullest support in this supremely affected 

area.

It is clear that the Powers have been so 

deeply impressed by both the present atroci

ties and the menace to ; the future that they 

arc preparing to move together in a way ! 

hitherto deemed impossible. of Thirteen is important and thoroughly align -

President Roosevelt, always a master ed with- the Roosevelt views when it emphasi- 

strateglst with virtually unerring sense of the the vital need for maintenance of and re

currents of public opinion, has picked a crucial; spèct for treaty obligations. Its refusal to 

; admit that the conflict can be settled only 

directly between China and Japan is signifi

cant. Linked with these European conclusions 

goes the Roosevelt-led growth of feeling in 

America that the best guarantee of peace for 

the United States and other pacific nations ' 

Will be universal active participation in pfj

..'4

J'between the two nations which Japanese 

‘ statesmen have affirmed to be the aim of their j 

policy, that it is "unjustifiable on the basis of 

existing legal instruments or right of self- 

defence, and that it contravenes Japan’s) 

'obligations under the Nine-Power Treaty andj 

the. Pact of Pails.”

The second report of the sub-Committee

moment when his people’s thinking had move- 

cd to precisely the proper point. It is very 

likely that his judgement of the trend in Am

erica would apply about equally well to many 

ether parts of the world. In any event his in

spiring challenge, flung in the faces of in

ternational breakers of the peace, will find
echo not only at Geneva but in every otherhernational peace efforts, 

place where brute force is abhorred when not;] ' 

backed by justice and reason. Again Mr Ji 

Roosevelt has proved himself a bold leader of!* 

civilized thought.
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firoxa ifie Norun China News, anted October 7, 1^37

T7T7^7:
STANDARDS AFFIRMED

President Franklin Roosevelt has straitly 

exhorted his people to beware lest, by 

omitting to correct the world’s neglect of 

vital standards of conduct, they are them- ; 

selves imperilled. His plain speaking oh the 

licence now accorded to aggression, whether 

in the West or in the East, constitutes a clear 

lead to those Americans who are inclined to | 

hug to their bosoms the delusion that, secure < 

in the geographical inaccessibility of the i j 
Middle West, they can adopt the philosophy | 

of the Jovial Monk and care nothing for what • 

goes on across either Ocean. It would be, । 

unwise at this juncture to attach to the Pre

sident’s announcement much more than a j 

domestic warning and, perhaps, a definite 

encouragement to the forces of goodwill. 

Even so President Roosevelt must be 
acclaimed as having shown considerable | 

sense of leadership at a time when a wordj 

from the United States of America was parti

cularly welcome. The appreciable increase 

in the vigour pL aP“
pointecF the^Smo-^^mese

struggle is ascribed partly to the firmness of 

his challenge to “international lawlessness.” 

It is reasonable to "assume that he would not 

have"gWC” to '” tîï3r''PtrtTïT' not

good grounds for the conviction that practi

cal results would accrue' The great merit 

of his exposition, in its bearing on the crisis 

here, is that it goes straight to the root of the 

trouble. It restores to the first place in 

statesmanship’s consideration the crucial 

issue of Japan’s aggressiveinvasion of China. 

It is true that he condemns certain specific 

activities marking that invasion but it is the 

aggression itself which he recommends 

to the world’s collective correction, for the 

purpose of establishing “positive endeavours 

to preserve peace.” He lays stress on the 

value of a “concerted effort” and it is there

fore clear that he will countenance no 

proposal for which combined support cannot 

be secured. He has thrown down a challenge 

to the isolationists. He has warned America 

that the attitude of neutrality cannot be 

ultimately effective if lawlessness be Un

checked.

In so far as the President referred to the 

Sino-Japanese conflict his words contain 

counsel which it is to be hoped will be duly 

heeded by Japan. This is all the more desir

able because the League of Nations, truncated 

though it be, has taken steps to record a 

considered judgment on Japan’s action in in

vading China. Brushing technicalities and 

quibbles aside, the resolution unanimously 

adopted by twenty-three nations holds that . 

Japan’s operations are out of all proportion i 

to the incident from which they arose. The 

view that Japan has thus acted in disregard 

of her obligations under the Nine Power } 

Treaty and the Paris (Kellogg) Pact is ! 

recorded. The Assembly of the League in j 

considering the report will be asked to take 

measures for return to the existing obligations 

and treaties governing the Far Eastern situa

tion. It must be remembered that the deci

sion is based on information available from 

the chancelleries of member-powers whose 

representatives in China have been able 

objectively to expound the situation. In other 1 

words the committee cannot be said to have 

acted on incomplete information. Its verdict 

is therefore all the more significant. Signi

ficant too is the promptness with which 

President Roosevelt has conveyed the moral 

support of his country to the League’s efforts 

at reaffirming the principles of the Covenant; 

It is idle to point to past weaknesses and 

hesitations. The fact that the United. States 

of America, at this moment, has feariesgjjt 

accepted the obligations of her ppStion

co-operator in peace-construction is all im

portant. It gives valuablé endorsement to the 

weighty findings of thé committee which has 

now reported to the Assembly of the League. 

The Assembly is unlikely to invite repetition 

of the failure which arose from the applica- 

; tion of sanctions in the Abyssinian crisis. The 

movement to organize an unofficial boycott of 

Japan is obviously doomed to receive no 

official support either in America or in 

j Europe. Democratic freedom of speech and 

action may in certain conditions facilitate 

some form of individual expression of dis

approval of Japan’s policy. Anything like a 

deliberately planned method of economic 

pressure is at the moment improbable. Presi- i 

dent Roosevelt’s reference to the sanitary} 

device of establishing a quarantine does not 

necessarily imply sanctions of an economic 

kind. Assuming that the Assembly adopts 

the committee’s report it may be possible that 

the nations concerned will, in Conjunction 

with the United States of America, take up 
I the issues arising from the breach of the 

Nine Power Treaty.

There are many people who hold that action 

of that kind should have been taken in 

September 1931 in preference to the recourse 

to the League. That is not the view of wis

dom after the event, for more than phe 

commentator gave expression to it at thetiffi^. 
Now at long last it seems to be accepta&£ 

It certainly offers the opportunity to apàitàK; 

i Japan on diplomatic lines. Nor is ecdhotmc 

I pressure the only form of disapproval wfôfêh 

I can be registered, if it should happen tMt the 

invocation of the two Treaties ipaypg Japan

The device of temporarily withdrawing 

lull ambassadorial relationships mnldtàc 
examplè^be cojisidered. It has the advantage 

of depending for its efficacy far less on 

complete unanimity. It may be at the back 

of President Roosevelt’s mind in his reference 

to “quarantining.” For it is impossible to deny 

the vital importance of his insistence on the 

duty of checking lawlessness among nations. 

Standards must be restored otherwise the 

jungle will be let in upon civilization and no 

single country will be safe. The action of 

Japan has thrown into the background all 

question of China’s status or general attitude. 

Whether the Governmental China.is or is not 

fully alive to its responsibilities becomes for 

the time being an irrelevancy. The point for 

consideration is Japan’s apparent claim to 

ignore solemn undertakings entered into with 

fellow-powers, and to elevate the exercise of 

armed might to the sole arbiter of her dis

charge of her obligations. Thus the world 

is called upon to fulfil the duty of civilization 

by being prepared to mobilize its fullest re

sources for the support of principles vital to 

its integrity. If this attitude be firmly main

tained there can hardly be any doubt that 

Japan will have to pause and reflect. It is 

not enough to say that she is being driven 

into isolation. That condition will come upon 

her only by deliberate invitation on her part. 

She has to consider the danger to her prestige 

as a great power which unresponsiveness to 

the world’s appeal may precipitate. Looking 

back on recent history it is difficult to recall 

an instance of so apparently an indiscriminate 

launching of military operations on the soil 

of a great country. Apart from the chief 

assault in the North and the particularly in

tensive struggle in this urban area of Shang

hai, Japan has made herself responsible for 

loosely connected attacks by air and sea on 

numerous other regions of China’s territory. 

She has appealed to the sword and by the 

sword of a desperately driven antagonist she 

has been answered. Instead of simplifying 

her difficulties she has complicated them a 

hundred-fold. As the days pass each success 

which they bring seems only to raise up 

greater obstacles, not the least of which may » 

soon be found to subsist in the growing volume ;

. of world-opinion condemnatory of her actions, i 

This is a plight which her friends must sadly ’

• deplore. She can extricate herself with full 

• honour if, in the face of the exhortations now 

addressed to her in all generosity and kind

ness by her sister nations, she is courageous 

enough to review the policy thrust upon her

. Government by unwise counsels. She herself 
i has constantly prescribed adhérence to É standards of international réctîtuder* SheTaas 
I the opportunity ter that sense of ■

■decency by co-operation wtth the restroi theB
■ world in restoring those standardsfôFtheB 

■sake, of humanity. No effort will be made® 
■to humiliate her in the process. Rather willB

■ the world’s relief stimulate a readiness toll

■ smooth the path of resilement with all the II

■ réspecC which her tradftfôfisB

■ command. ■
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From The ^hina Press, Shanghai, October 7, 1^37.

AMERICA FOR PEACE
pRESIDENT Roosevelt has sounded a timely warning 

1 against America’s over-reliance on an isolationist policy, 
in his address delivered at the dedication of the Outer-Link 

Bridge on Lake Michigan in Chicago. If he had ever ap-| 

peared to be unaware of the danger that confronted i 

civilization, with the United States included, he has certain- j 

ly made his stand clear enough to dispel any doubt about his 

far-sighted statesmanship by his latest utterances.

His stirring address must not be accepted as a mere pro-, 

nouncement devoid of sincerity. In fact, he frankly affirmed ; 

that “as a responsible executive and head of the nation” he 

had “chosen this great Island City on this gala occasion to 

speak to you on a subject of definite national importance.” i 

On this subject, he declared unequivocally:

If we are-to-have a world in which we can breathe freely 
and live in amity Without fear, the peace-loving nations must 
make a concerted effort to uphold the laws and principles on 
which alone peace can rest secure. There must be a return to 
*he béTïëï'Tii. the pledged Word and in the value of the signed 
treaty. There must be a recognition of the fact that national 
morality is as vital as private morality.

The concluding appeal which President Roosevelt ad-1 

dressed to his constituents was based on the lamentable fact 

that “a haunting air of calamity pervades the air” and on a 

“reign, of terror” throughout the world, until today the 

“welfare and security of every nation is being threatened.”

Though no specific reference was made to particular na

tions to whose Agreed” innocent nations are being sacrificed, 

it is scarcely- necessary to mention names to a public which 

knows recent history only too well. The Japanese 

military will find in President Roosevelt’s candid statements 

much food for thought, if they are still capable of thinking 

on fundamental issues.

The real significance’ which may be attached to the 

eloquent dissertation on peace must be seen beyond the 

territorial confines p'f trie United States. In our opinion, the 

policy which he has autlined so emphatically may have been 

intended for the benefit of statesmen now assembled at 

Geneva. “America hates war. America hopes for peace.” 

And yçt to achieve j)Çaçé all wars must be averted. To 

such a^ program the United States may be counted upon to 
contribute its share. If this attitude were examined toge

ther with a recent statement by Secretary of State Hull that 

America might consider any concrete proposal to put an end 

to the Sino-Japanese conflict, it Avould leave little room for 

doubt that the Roosevelt administration, in spite of the 

pacifists’ cries for isolation, will not allow itself to be relegat

ed to a second place‘in the universal campaign for peace.

Within the past week the world has turned its eyes to 

the League of Nation^ for a solution of the Sino-Japanese 

problem, and the League has in turn looked toward Wash

ington. Now that President Roosevelt has attempted to 

remove the last vestige of doubt conçerning his readiness to 

participate in effective measures to secure peace without in

volvement in war, the question resolves itself to this:

.What effective measures can be taken?

There is and can be on|y one 'answer: Economic sanc

tions against the Aggressor,

If the League wifl muster sufficient courage to embark 

upon this most logical course of active condemnation of 

Japan, America will doubtless fall into line. President 

Roosevelt has not said so plainly; he has said enough to 

make any other conclusion ridiculous.
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?rora The China Press, Shanghai, October 8, 1987

.^AMJSJRICA^'FlNps HER’- VOICE”

TN these simple • wèrâs the important speech delivered by 

1 President.$ôû&W, ^Chicago on October'5, is com

mended by the Washingt^ Post, because said speech ends 
lor ad time “the flabby, '■vicious and humiliating doctrine 

that America can see no . difference between a ruthless 

aggressor and the innocent victims of his aggression.” The 

journal adds that to Tokyo, Pome and, Berlin “the President 

has served; notice that such'.aggression is not merely passive

ly resented by nthe United States but will be resisted by 

positive endeàvôr.” v’ - ' i

Chinese: reactions „ta.. President Rôôs^yelt’s. pronounce

ment* are summarized by their Ambassa^ok to Washington, 

Dr. C. T. Wang, when he declares: “I aifili^t surprised by 

the speech. I have never lost confidence PC the American 
people. The hour haà now come for th| ^peace-loving na

tions to put an end, to anarchy and me£jyods of barbarism 

in the world.” * ?

There is no doubt that President* Roosevelt’s timely 

utterances will go down into history as an epoch-making

It is freely admitted in Geneva that these utterances 

have been timed to perfection, and thf t they exerted a pro

found influence upon the deliberations 4at the Assembly of 

the League of Nations, so thâVthe only states abstaining 

from the unanimous adoption of the recommendations of 

the League Advisory Committee of 23 are Siam and Poland. 

Hereafter, together with the implied collaboration of the 

i United States the League mm therefore be expected ro 

muster greater courage to vindicate its ^prestige.

Judging from present indfcatiohs thpre is also no doubt 

but that Uncle Sam means hencefbtfÜi to exert an increasing 

influence on behalf of all peace-lowtig nations. This is at-^ 

tested by the significant statem^hJPissued by the American 

Department of State on October >6, clarifying President 

Roosevelt’s remarks. It declares with the latest verdict of. 
the League of Nations that Japan’s action in China is J 

“contrary to the provisions of the Nine-Power Treaty and the 

Kellogg Peace Pact,” and reaffirms the several principles] 

which in the opinion of the United States should govern j 

international relationships, if peace is to be maintained, j 

Consequently, it is already believed in Washington that the 

United States Government “intends to collaborate with the 

League of Nations in tile Far Eastern crisis to the limit 

of its ability.”
Those who do not despair of the ultimate triumph of 

right over wrong and justice over injustice will derive 

added inspiration from these latest international develop

ments. An apostle of “government of the people, by the 

people and for the people,” it is fitting that America’s voice 

should be found and given utterance to at this dire hour of 

.stress and storm.
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Froia Tne North China Daily Mews, aatea uctaoer y, lyD7,

CONSOLIDATING GAINS
The saner elements in the Japanese Gov

ernment will, it is to be hoped, realize that 

the concurrence of the United States of 

America in the League’s reading of the ob

ligations of the Nine Power Treaty cannot 

be lightly dismissed by the argument that 

the rattling of sabres can drown the voice 

of truth. Indeed President Franklin 

Roosevelt’s speech accurately reflects the 

prevalent opinion among democracies that 

unless a halt be called to the cumulative 

process of denying the efficacy of good faith 

the very foundations of their security must 

disappear. China is entitled to congratulate 

herself on the vindication of her right of 

defence against unwarrantable attack. She 

will be wise, however, to take careful note 

of the implications of the proposals whereby 

the League, with her acquiescence and with 

the co-operation of the United States of 

America, seeks to determine the issues in- 
’ volved. As a signatory of the Nine Power 

Treaty, Italy should realize that, by trans

ferring the responsibility of reviewing the 

Pacific problem to an extra-League tribunal, 

her own susceptibilities are being jja^gn 

into account. Just as America, Germany and 

Japan, non-members of the League and 

signatories to the Treaty, will receive theiç 

invitation from their colleagues of thè 

Washington Conference, so Italy, if she standi 

on her present objection to the Leagued 

authority, may be brought within the orbit 
of the projected new conference without pré

judice to her position. Frankly, much 

diplomatic spade-work will bey necessary to 

establish these preliminaries to the corporate 

discussion of Far Eastern affairs, but it will 

be earnestly hoped that solicitude for the 

world’s urgent need of peace will prevail over 

national particularism. No country, however 

passionately convinced of its own grievances 

can afford at this critical juncture to be 

responsible for barring the way to inter

national appeasement.

China has thus been assured of the moral 

support of an important section of opinion in 

her present resistance to aggression. She, no 

less than Japan, should, however, observe 

that the tribunal to which recourse is now 

proposed will have authority to survey the 

whole situation in the Far East and con

sequently to weigh up all factors which have 

contributed ’to the crisis now involving her

self and Japan in a disastrous conflict. The 

decision which has been taken does not 

imply commitment of any other nation to 

armed intervention, although it must be 

recognized that should Japan carry her con

tumacy to extravagant lengths that danger 

has to be taken into account. China will be 

well-advised to regard that danger as fatal 

to her own interests and to consider how 

best she can capitalize the benefits accruing 

to her from diplomatic solutions of her dif

ferences with Japan. The sympathy which 

she has commanded must not be misunder

stood. It may emphatically condemn the ac

tion into which Japan has been driven or led 

by a militarist clique. It does not connote 

complete blindness to China’s own short

comings which have contributed to exacerba

tion of Sino-Japanese relations in the years 

that have elapsed since the Washington 

' Treaty of 1922 was signed. Any conference 

; of the signatories to that Treaty will fail to 

do its duty unless it objectively reviews the 

. circumstances which have brought China 

and Japan into conflict. That is why the 

proposed method of investigation is prefer

able to presentation of the issues before the 

League—a point which. China has wisely 

conceded. It is natural that, at a time of 

conflict, China concentrates attention on the 

immediate causes of her present predicament. 

If, however, permanent solutions are desired 

a wider treatment must be permitted and 

will, certainly, come into play should the 

Nihe Power Conference take place. Enough, 

| for the moment, has been said on Japan’s 

part in4 precipitating the clash with China.

। It is now essential in fairness to China her

self, to indicate the requirements of a situa

tion from which she may secure advantages

I of real permanent benefit to her own national 

progress and to the stability of the Far East. 

The fundamental question to be considered! 

is whether, on her side, China needs to revise 

policies in facilitation of a real rapproche
ment, not only with Japan but with other 
powers concerned.

The vigour of Chinese nationalism has 

been recognized. The efforts to establish 

political unity, to develop a workable system 

of government are applauded. Yet it will be 

admitted that even the most sympathetic 

observers have considerable diffidence in 

accepting all claims which are made on 

China’s behalf. This is due to constant I 

evidence of discrepancy between declarations 

of policy and the administrative actions ap

plied to the process of giving effect thereto. 

Foreign opinion, especially that in close touch 

with affairs here, finds its sympathies heavily 

streaked with distrust. It is the duty of the

Chinese Government to consider the sources 

of that distrust and the means whereby they 

can be eliminated. Specifically this problem 

turns on Sino-foreign relations. China admits 

her dependence on foreign assistance, not of 

the kind which dominates her polity or in

fringes her sovereign rights, but based on 

equal and unfettered conditions of contractual 

associations. There is far too much ground 

for arguing that obstruction and evasion 

hamper the smooth development of this 

partnership. Even now when China is en

joying special favour from sympathetic 

powers, there is an unfortunate tendency to 

be resentful of the slightest criticism which 

judicial fairness, to say nothing of sage 

i caution, demands. Airy assertions that for- 

I eign capital and other aid are welcomed by

China blandly overlook the relentless facts 

of the not so very remote past. Without 

raking up that past, it is or should be pos

sible to insist that some assurance of ap

proved and acceptable validity should be 

forthcoming for removing apprehensions 

which at present deter foreign opinion from 

whole-heartedly supporting China’s efforts in 

working out her own salvation. Cannot Chi

nese statesmen ask themselves frankly 

whether the technical and other expert 

assistance readily tendered to her has met 

with the co-operation necessary to its practical 

success? Cannot they take steps to correct 

those tendencies which in so many different 

enterprises have been disheartening to 

legitimate foreign business—such as dis

criminatory legislation, local bureaucratic 

arbitrariness—and, to China’s detriment, have 

encouraged the baneful activities of unscru

pulous foreign exploiters of her weaknesses? 

Consideration of this problem may be dis

missed as inopportune in this crisis, but it 

would be unfortunate if that view prevailed. 

Unwittingly perhaps Chinese spokesmen 

have lately given the impression that, in 

taking foreign sympathy for granted, they 

are imperfectly seized of the significance of 

certain foreign doubts and hesitancies. It 

may at once be agreed that China has 

suffered much injustice front foreign 

scepticism. It is still operating even 

in this tragic crisis. For exampl# there 

is a faltering appreciation of much 

splendid work which is being done by 

the Government and people in facing the 

threat to their security, The truly remark
able valour of the Chinese soldier nas evoked 

; admiration, but—and the experience inspir

ing the doubts cannot be impugned:—-the 

W sentiment is heavily qualified by an inability 

to believe that his efforts are reflected

in the genuine desire of his leaders 

to eradicate anti-social weaknesses. This

scepticism can be overcome, but only 

if due recognition be paid to thé reality 

I of the grounds on which it is partly based. 

(I It is not enough to make protestations. So, 

■ when that conference takes place, China 

■ must be able to consolidate her gaifis by 
B facing this issue squarely and fairly. Japan’s 

B aggression has been condemned. Yet in the 

■ original causes are to be found palliatory 

■ grievances directly arising from China’s acts 

■ of omission and commission, just as foreign 
■ sympathy with Japan *on certain points is in- 

■ spired by the uneasy conviction that, what- 

Bever may be the general current of Chinesei
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able valour of the Chinese soldier has evoked 

admiration, but—and the experience inspir

ing the doubts cannot be impugned—the v 

sentiment is heavily qualified by an Inability L 
to believe that his efforts are reflected j 

in the genuine desire of his leaders | 

to eradicate anti-social weaknesses. This® 

scepticism can be overcome, but only I 

if due recognition be paid to thè reality I 

of the grounds on which it is partly based. I 

It is not enough to make protestations. So, I 

when that conference takes place, China 1 

must be able to consolidate her gains by 1 

facing this issue squarely and fairly. Japan’s | 

aggression has been condemned. Yet in the , 

original causes are to be found palliatory . 

grievances directly arising from China’s acts 

j of omission and commission, just as foreign 

sympathy with Japan on certain points is in

spired by the uneasy conviction that, what

ever may be the general current of Chinese • 

jU yj friendliness to the stranger within the gates, L 
v ™ ttie policies of successive Chinese administra- 

tions have been marred by an ever-recurring * 

xenophobia which is a grave stumbling block 

to Sino-foreign co-operation. This frank ex- 

**- - pression of opinion may be unpalatable at 

this time. It is not recorded with any lack 

of faith in the essential soundness of China’s 

outlook or in disregard of the difficulties con- 1. 

^fronting sincere efforts at reform. It is in- ” 

spired by a deep and convinced friendliness 

toward China—a friendliness which seeks to 

remove all checks on its capacity for stand

ing by her in this hour of need.
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From The Shanghai Evening Post and Mercury 
date d October 14, 1937. ’

Al Voice Of Sanity
COMMONSENSE and intelligence xrt 

America agree with my statement!

Some may pick up. the last sentence to say 

that “of course Japan must be excluded.” Yet 

if anything today can cause Japan to listen to 

the voice of reason (short of crushing military

•America hates war; America hopes for peace 

and, therefore, America actively engages in the 

search for peace.’”

Xn these words President Roosevelt states a 

great truth twofold—both in his affirmation of 

the need for a dynamic peace policy, involving 

international collaboration, and his belief that'

and economic losses which in any event must 

be a matter of time, during which China must 

also lose stupendously, with others losing as 

well) it may be a growing realization that such, 

countries as the United States will not remain 

indifferent, and that world opinion presses 

heavily on the Side of sanity.

the American people are with him in this view.

His action in calling a special session of 

Congress, although undoubtedly chiefly in

spired by domestic considerations, gives op

portunity for a concrete expression of this 

dynamic foreign policy.

Quite 'possibly there was until recently a 

disagreement on the need for active engage

ment in a search for peace. Recent events 

have assuredly worked upon “the commonsensc 

and intelligence of America5’ to develop a united 

view that insularity is an impossible, course. 

The United States would like to keep itself out 

of foreign affairs but it knows now that it 

cannot; foreign affairs have forced themselves 

Upon America whether or no. J

The President, in his fireside chat Tuesday 

night, said that it was his duty to look ahead.

It will be suicidal if Japanese leaders strive 

tc misrepresent the attitude of the United 

States toward their own people. America is not 

hostile toward Japan as a nation. America j 

does not ‘seek to ruin Japan and we do not 

think anybody, including China, wants to ruin 

Japan. But that is not to imply that it is to 

the best jntétest of Japan herself that she ruin 

China. The quicker a pause to wrong courses 

fs effected, the better for everyone—including 

and especially Japan.

Each day brings fresh developments in 

dnternaticnll thinking. The calm voices of 

such spokesmen as President Roosevelt can 

instill sense into the present mad situation if 

anything, save the passage of time and the 

undergoing of punishment by both belligerents, 

can do it.

In that he referred specifically to the issue of 

prosperity, out throughout his talk he appears 

very rightly to have mingled^ domestic and 

foreign issues with the utmost soundness:

“We want sound permanent prosperity 

which is not built up temporarily at the expense 

of any section or group, and we want sound 

permanent peace built on co-operative search 

by ah nations which want peace.”

Again, he declared that “aloofness from 

war is not prompted by unawareness of war,” 

continuing that “in a world of mutual suspicion 

1/éàce must be affirmatively reached for; it 

cannot just be wished, for and cannot just be 

waited for.” Therefore, Mr. Roosevelt made 

plain, it was the duty and intent of the United' 

States to co-operate with other signatories of, 

the Nhu-Püwer Treaty including China and 

Japan. . .
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f Working Toward Pence 
PRESIDENT; ROOSEVELT clearly counts on 

A the continued survival of some liberalism 

in Japan (or at least of ordinary sanity and 

conimon sense) in spite of the present domin

ance of a war-mad Japanese military clique.

We hope and believe that his faith is 

justified.

It is improbable that he has any direct 

information that both China and Japan are 

prepared to take part in a Nine-Power Con

ference. But it is a fair assumption that he 

feels there is nothing to be gained by any 

assumption that the Japanese national mind is 

closed to all reason. He knows that a “break 

in the game” must occur sometime, and he is 

alert to create such a break if 

least to take advantage of it 

come.

Another Roosevelt settled a 

flict on the other side of the world. History 

could repeat itself, although there is no very 

solid indication as yet that such a thing is to 

be counted among the possibilities. In any 

event, the President is making the Sino- 

Japanesc embroilment a matter of intense 

personal concern, he has skilfully led American 

public cp.n’pn to t?ke a keen interest in the 

situation, and he seems prepared to do what

ever he can toward a settlement through any 

channel which may open up.

Japan’s recalcitrance in the matter of j 

letting other nations play a part in the Sino-1 

Japanese difficulty will not necessarily con

tinue forever, particularly as Japanese leaders 

realize the fictitious nature of their attitude— 

as fictitious as the now admittedly false theory 

that Japan could divide China piecemeal and 

deal always with local Chinese leaders, never 

with the central Government.

fie can—or at 

when it does

Far East con

been given lip-service by Japan in the past— 

that a prosperous and peaceful China is to the 

best interest of all other nations. They want 

only to recall Japan to a realization of things 

Japanese civilian leaders have known all along.

Thus President Roosevelt and the enlight

ened men of other Western nations have always 

a kernel of Japanese good sense to work upon, 

however overlaid this may occasionally be by 

the wilfulness of the militarists. Plenty of 

people in Japan today have a not too deeply 

submerged realization that this period of war

fare is costing Japan tremendously, both in 

present and in future losses. Not merely the 

intellectuals and the liberals in Japan, but the 

sound business brains of the country, would 
Siike to see peace in China again, .and with 

reason they feel bewilderment (with the Chin

ese and everyone else) oyer the military 

vaporings about elimination of anti-Japanese 

feelings in China by punitive measures.

Somehow, sometime, such viewpoints must 

emerge and begin to weight the balance their 

way.^ When they do, the first real chance for 

peace will have arrived Meanwhile President 

Roosevelt and similar statesmen exert a power

ful influence to develop this urgently needed 

jevival of Japanese national sanity. V

The most powerful factor in developing a 

more enlightened Japanese attitude (apart 

from the increasing element of économe pres

sure) is the fact that other nations have a 

genuine interest in Far East peace thus far un

acknowledged by Japan, coupled with the fact 

that they do not wish to impose unfair con

ditions on either party. These other nations 

are by no means entirely altrustic yet it is 

impossible to contend that they want to be 

unfair to either Japan or China.

They are out for their own interest in part, 

certainly—tfadc, the lifeblood of all nations- 

but that interest is fair, explicable, and in 

essence parallel to if not identical with that of 

Japan as regards China.

They feel with justice that no nation can 

build markets in China by bbmbing the country 
to atoms. They believe in the theory which w'
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' America ^ Will Collaborate \
YFaNY DÔÜBTS remained concerning Ame- 
•^ricft’s official attitude toward Japan’s actions 

in China, the State Department condemnation 

ùnaàe public yesterday on the heels of Pre

sident Rooseyelt’s Chicago speech should set 

them thoroughly and finally at rest.

It is particularly interesting to observe 

that the vérÿ words, declaring Japan’s China 

*acts “contrary to the provisions of the Nine- 

Power Treaty and the Kellogg Peace Pact”, 

arc closely aligned with the findings of the 

League of Nations Committee of Twenty- 

Three.

The State Department likewise macle direct 

allusion to the curant meeting of the League 

As^dnbiy, and in the evidently wcil-ba^ed 

view- of Reuter the statement “is believed to 

Icayç, no doubt that tli-fe United States Govem- 

' ment intends to collaborate with , the League 

pi^Nfttjohs ; ih the Fax’ ‘ Eastern crisis to the

QÎability.”
This is^the best good news; the revelation 

of ^-pp^f0àh .which “irntôt» Aje supported by 

. every ehiighMried and international -minded 

American. “Ostrich-like isolationism”, round- 

r ly condemned ih a* letter to the New York 

Timesby-Odlohel Henry L. Stimson in suggests 
ing that America and Britain stop, shipments 

of all kinds to Japan; has no ptace in meet

ing the present crisis for nothing is more l 

ceriain today than that the best way'for any1 

pacific - minded nation to provoke trouble 

Wciild be to turn its back on a fire leaping! 

higher moment by moment. |

The State department note performed an1 

additionally valuable function in laying down 

principles which, in the opinion of the United, 

States Government, should govern interna

tional relationships if peace is to be maintain

ed. These include:

Abstinence by all nations from the use of 

force ih pursuit of their policy and from in

terference in the internal affairs of other na

tions;

Adjustment of the problems of interna

tional relations by’ the process of peaceful ne

gotiationand by agreement;

Respect by all nations for the rights of j 

ethers î and observance- by all nations of est- | 

ablishtd obligations; and

.Upholding the principle of the sanctity of 

treatiès.

The fundamental soundness of these ele

mentary principles should be self-evident. 

Unfortunately ;the actions of Japan prove that 

£hëÿ àtè in some quarters neither self-evident 

her valid in the eyes of a nation which with 

rnbte constructive leadership might have risen 

to gréàtnèss.

International anarchy cannot prevail; so 

much has been proved by* test. Rules of the 

gdmb must be laid down and observance of 

them brought about by whatever means ap

pear necessary. '?’^e\‘Unfted >j3Ùtès and other 

leading nations of pacific attitude have now 

notice of a willingness to work together 

toward this^énd. Jàistbry is being made of a 

inconsiderably more cheerful description than <. 

XfS beeii .the. hitherto prevailing rule of latoJ
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jV How Neutral Is “Neutral” ?ZC 
PRECISELY how “neutral” can America beS 

p with the best of intent? This question 

has been asked ‘by many, but by few betterj 

informed than Chester Rowell, syndicate writer 

who has several times visited both Japan and 

China.

He says: “The answer is that on the onet 

war now nearest in sight it is not neutral at 
ail,” continuing: I

Not only are Americans individually in: 

almost unanimous sympathy with the Chinese; 

side of the Japanese invasion, but the govern

ment itself is officially on that side, arid com

mitted to it by treaty engagements already 

made, as well as by fully fifty yçars of 

announced and unvarying policy.

We are officially committed to the “open 

door” in China, which Japan is now slamming 

shut; both commercially and politically. We 

are aljsoâ bound, by treaty with many other 

Snaticns, welvding Japan, to respect the sove

reignty of Jçhina which Japan is now defying 

its territorial integrity which Japan 
isjp^ Violatmg, and its administrative integr

ity' which Japan is now disrupting. We are 

bound *tb renouncce for bumives and to con

demn bihers that resort to War as an instru

ment of national policy, which Japan is now 

ccmihitting in China, and are parties, with 

Japafi, to a multilaterial agreement -to seek 

the ^ôttlement of all disputes by the pacific 

means which Japan now rejects.

We are not merely committed to these pbli-t 

cies as abstract propositions, but we have Al

ready registered our verdict that Japan is the 

one that violated them. When Japan did in 

Manchiiria exactly what its armies are doing 

in North China now, we . joined with -the League 

nations in declaring Japan guilty of aggression 

and of violation of treaty; we were represented 

on the Lytton commission which unanimously 

reported to the same effect, and we took the 

lead in the worldwide policy of refusing to re

cognize the results of that aggression. Finally,< 

Secretary ^Hull, in guarded but unmistakably 

language, has reiterated the same principle 

now. J ,

Now comes the absurd “neutrality” 
enacted as a false-pretense bluff for a Eurof^w 

situation in which we had no such comh§£r| 

ments to either side, and requires us to 

a meaningless gesture of treating ; both 
alike across the‘Pacific, where wehave sùcjbgl 

Î commitment on one side and against the Qtljo 

। and to make that gesture in a way which WOùlq 

in practical effect aid the side against 

our .position is already officially, fixed. .



n . m
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run-out policies cannot prevail and should not 

be either urged or encouraged. The United 

States must stand firm in China; that refers 

to individuals, to organizations, to’Officials, to 

protective forces military and naval. No other 

course can serve and everything possible should 

be done to i avoid any indication that such 

other course ds being so much as contemplated. 

If officials on the ground prove unequal to the 

strains of crisis, change such officials! 

Dynamic courses are now required.

Particularly it is the duty of the United 

States Government to examine every so-called 

“neutrality” measure with care to insure that 

it is really what it seems and not actually an 

unjustifiable handicap to one party—particu

larly to a victim of aggression. We have a 

great deal of sympathy in this connection with 

China’s need for airplanes and it is our belief 

that thé United States should facilitate Chin

ese access to American planes rather than do 

anything to cut off the supply, so long as China 

wants to acquire planes. It is not neutrality 

I to condemn China to being driven out of the 

air in her own. country. Nor is it the fur

therance Of a policy designed to bring about 

। peaceful and settled conditions outside America. 

Anything which helps the advance Of brute 

। forcé, even though that force is still far from 

any complete conquest, is contrary to American 

' ideas and American ideals. Washington should I 

realize and act upon that point. !

Likewise in the many other problems which 

may arise, fyrth Washington and other World 

capitals must use justice and good sense as 

well as academic diplomatic hard-and-fast 

rules. That is the only way to display clear 

thinking and a sense of the long view. The 

problems arising from Japanese aggression in* 

China are only beginning. We must learn 

through our experiences and progress according 

to our principles. For a time we have been 

rather inactive. The time for more construc

tive ànd/itfkve policies hat clearly now arrived.

/ The Long View i
WTÉÈ&ING a straight coüfse in one’s think-'

ing is no easy task these days. Yet it i§ 
imperative obligation upon all of us, whijfe 

ther of the belligerent nations or of outside'; 

nations fortunately not drawn within the orbit 

of war.

We doubt if anyone anywhefe has achiev

ed a tecord of 100 per cent clear thought during 

these stirring and confusing times.

The best that can be done is to hold fast 

to certain principles, and to test each passing 

event against these principles. A complicating 

factor of self-interest is hard to exclude. We 

in China are naturally concerned with our 

enterprises here; the foreign home Govern

ments equally naturally think first about keep

ing as clear as possible of trotible Which i& 

located a long way from their own shorpÉT 

Occasionally a margin of error is bound^to 

creep in but recent events show that “it all 

comes out in the long run.”

We’recognize how thorny is the path Of 

every State Department or Foreign Office in 

dealing with various issues as they arise. But 

time gives opportunity for deviating from the 

academic, considerations which sometimes must 

prevail in the ’first instance for lack of more 

certain counsel. A striking example is being 

giveh as President Roosevelt and the State 

Department' make clear that the United States 

will take part in whatever international action 

may be found necessary and desirable in the 

interest of world peace, to the end that the 

peace-loving nations may not find themselves 

islands in the midst of a storm of war. Far 

East Americans support this view and will live 

up to its ultimate consequences. For the mo

ment, however, it is an essential factor in 

American policy as we see it that Americans 

should hold fast in China to what is theirs.

It appears increasingly clear to Washington 

(on a sane and long-range evaluationljthat
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Against International Outlawr^\
T^EW DAYS PASS currently without some 

outstanding statement against inter

national outlawry courses on the part of a 

leading world figure. Typical of these, and 

most appropriate in its setting, was the speech 

by Mr. Cordell Hull, American Secretary of 

State,, “on British soil” as he himself put it, as 

he was responding at Toronto University after 

reception of a honorary doctorate.

Mr. Hull summoned “the outraged con

science of mankind” to set in motion forces 

designed to restore world peace. He spoke of 

his country and “the countries which compose 

y cur mighty union” as among “the protago

nists of the idea that,peace, rather than war, 

is the normal state of relations between 

nations. Violators Gf order and breakers of 

feeace have, in the end, always bowed to the

will of the overwhelming majority of mankind, 

Which desires the continuance, rather than 

inglorious decline,, of man’s civilized existence.”

Significant in its bearing on the obvious 

trend, during recent weeks, for Americans to 

realize the mistake of insularity was,Mr. Hull’s 

warning that no nation could escape the re

percussions of a major armed conflict any

where in the modem world . . . “Once the 

engines of war are brought into action in 

any portion of the earth, there is no security, 

no confidence, and no buoyancy Or enétgy of 

spirit anywhere.”

It is common in the Far East to dismiss 

such utterances as mere words. But words are 
^n expression of thought! leading 'toward 

action, and from high statesmen they serve to 

test and direct the weight of the public 

opinion. Today it is quite impossible to say 

what united pacific action may be not far 

ahead of us, but that desire for such action is 

is on the increase cannot be gainsaid. The 

peace-loving nations are naturally slow to act, 

and particularly to resort to forceful action; 

but that is not to say they are impotent when 

fully aroused. On the contrary, if slight 

adaptation be permitted, “their strength is as 

the strength of ten, because their hearts are 

pure.”

3 --------------------- >
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- THE STAKE OF THE WEST IN CHINA
_____ / . / * ■ ,......... r

qrHE eartoon republished from a Chicago newspaper in 

; T" The China Press,, several days ago, entitled “Those 

•Little Lord Fauntleroy Suits Fooled the JÇaiser, Too” carries 

a lesson even deeper than that conveyed by the little figure 

of “Japan”, in the backgrounds labelled “Insults.”

The reason why the two great 'Anglo-Saxon nations 

will always enjoy high prestige throughout the world is 

that they are the leading exponents of the idea that the 

main business of life is not to fight; but to live, and, as far as 
that may be possible, im peace and harmony with the rest 

erf the world. Incidental to the business of living, both the 
United States of America and Great Britain realize that 

one of the main essentials to a contented life is the exchange 

of commodities. They further subscribe to the proposition 

that. unless both sides to the bargain feel that they are 

getting quid pro quo, the seeds for future conflict have 
already; been sown.

< Thp^United States and Britain, both being essentially 

trading Rations and not war-like nations, are frequently 

able to .exert economic pressure and gain their objectives 

more effectively than other nations (whose main motive 

in life is to fight) are able to attain. It is only in the 

last analysis that either America or England can be in

duced to fight, and that only after every other meahs of 

securing a settlement has been tried out. As a result, 

both Anglo-Saxon nations usually,commence their wars in 

a blundering fashion, but, ever mindful of the postulate 

that it doesn’t maks much difference how hiany ‘ battles 

a nation loses, so long as they win the last one, the fact 

of the mattër is that both nations usually come out on the 

winning side at the end. The one outstanding exception 

was the American Revolutionary War, the losing of which 

led to Britain very much improving its colonial government

al system.

One hears much of “the house of want” asking for 

favors from the “house of have.” It is undoubtedly true 

that both England and America took possession of some of 

the most desirable spots on earth when the world was young 

and when the taking was easy. Envious people of other 

nations will, for example, point to the little island of Britain, 

and will ask sarcastically “Why should such a small ’island 

lord it over the world?” In tho best of all possible worlds, 

doubtless some rearrangement of. title to these spots would 

be in. order. But the question still arises, so far as the 

great mass of mankind is concerned r “Would you rather 

that the Mediterranean be left under the capitalistic, but 

liberal rule, of England, or would 1 y où prefer to see it 

transferred to some country ruled by a dictator?”

The same principle applies to other parts of the world. 

Take the Straits Settlement, for example. Britain has 

just about complete^ite Singapore Naval Base. That is 

notice to the rest of mApWnd that’Britain has no intention 

whatever of. retiring, Asïàt There would be no point

in denying the fact thaï'the principal country affected by 

the completion of the Bascis Japan. Here again arises this 

question: “Would you rathei1 see the Union Jack fly over 

this area, so rich in tin and rubber—no matter how the 

original title was obtained—or would you rather see the 

flag of the Rising Sun—supported by the worn-out theory 

of government by Divine Right,—flying over said area?” 
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Just, for example, how would American motor car manu

facturers, and American manufacturers of tin-plate and 

kerosene containers fare, if this area were placed under 

the control of the Japanese? The experience of non

Japanese merchants in Manchuria ought to be sufficient 

answer to this question.

The postulates discussed above hâve a very close re-, 

lation to the events that are now occurring in China. There 

have been many explanations by the Japanese describing 

their warlike operations in this country. Those obviously 
fhlse descriptions that the present war in 'China is merely1 

an “incident”, and that the Japanese Army and Navy are 

acting ni “self-defense” are so “thin” that no one will 

understand th$m, otherwise than as subterfuges to explain 
away actions that would not stand the light of reason if 

they were described by their real names. But there is one 

point on which the Japanese are honest, blatantly honest, 

and it is a surprising fact that the Western World does not 

realize that such is the fact. Quite baldly put, Japan ex

plains that she is determined to béat China “to her knees,” 

in order to impress on the Chinese the fact that they are I 

mistaken in placing any reliance whatever on the Western 

World, whether by accepting financial assistance from the 

West, or placing any reliance in the League of Nations 

(from which Japan has withdrawn)' or in the Nine- 

Power Conference (which Japan has indicated she will not 
participate in). . !

Does the Western World really realize this point in its 

true perspective? 1^ the ^est going to lay down supinely 

while the country which has placed its confidence in the 

nations that constitute that West, and which have pledged 

themselves to maintain the integrity of this country, 

while China is being ground down under one of the most 

impudent military machiiies that the World has eyer seen? 

Does the Western World really realize what they themselves । 

will be up against in the not-distant future-if they allow; 

that machine to go on in its swashbuckling way, without 

effective opposition from the countries beyond the seas?

Lest any one, however, might infer from the tenor of 

the preceding paragraph that China envisages being “beaten 

to her knees”, let it be recorded that Chinese strategy is 

likely to win in the end, regardless of initial military 

successes by the Japanese. If the fate of the World War 

had been decided by the indications of the first three 

months, Imperial Germany would have been the victor in 

the end. Now, what was it that decided the World War? 

Certainly, not the military side, because the German Army 

was never defeated. It was the economic factors behind 

the front lines that crumpled up the Kaiser’s fighting 

machine, and tfie leaders of the old Reich had the good 

sense to see, when the game was up, to sign a peace on the 

best terms available—harsh and humiliating, and impos

sible of fulfillment, as they proved to be. Had Imperial 

Germany not decided to sign on the dotted line at that 

particular moment, the world would have seen the greatest 

mass of metal ever assembled since the dawn of creation 

, rolling its steady path onward towards Berlin.

These things are mentioned, not with the object of 

opening old sores, but with the object of impressing the 

point that economic factors are the decisive weapons in the 

end. From the time of Napoleon to Lloyd Geor ge, great 

leaders have realized that economic factors are the winning 

bullets. It is here where self-sufficient China l?as the 

bulge on highly integrated Japan. ‘Shortly after the be

ginning of the present hostilities in China one of the 

Japanese spokesmen mentioned that jn time Western fiations 

would realize that Japan was fighting their battles. How 

much more true it is that in the present conflict it is China 

that is fighting for the benefit of Western nations! But, 

just suppose,’China would lose out in the end, where will 

the Western nations stand?
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AMERICA’S FOREIGN, POLICY \-4 N
N

EVElt in thfe^history of the United States of America 

has there bçen more attention directed than now to 

the point of whether the country should adhere to George 

Washington’s injunction to keep clear of entangling foreign 

alliances or, instead, abandon this policy and have America 

take an active and positive policy in connection with in

ternational affairs. That America’s relations with its 

nearest neighbors are conducted on intelligent lines is macle 

evident by the fact that nowhere else in the world is to be 

seen the same spectacle as is found on the Canadian-

1 American frontier. Here is a three-thousand-mile line and 

there is not a wire fence,any where along the whole border; 

nor are there cannons or forts erected by one party or the 

other on the theory that they may be necessary to prevent 

attacks !

As is the case with the other Anglo-Saxon country, the 

mainspring of American life is business. If Napoleon were 

alive today, he could make the same sort of jibe about 

Americans that he did a century ago about the British— 

that they were a nation of shopkeepers. The whole 

American business world is at present watching the world 

horizon anxiously, trying to figure out whether there will 

be a World War, and orientating its future development 

plans accordingly. Now and then there is a scare, and 

as a result there is a tumble in the value of stocks. Such 

a scare occurredJlbout a week ago. The United States is, 

placed in the position where it has an actual war to the 

west of it (so far West that it is known as the East!), and; 

another war to the east of it, namely the Spanish civil war.

The question of what attitude America should adopt 

in case another World War breaks out is being earnestly 

-debated throughout ^the whole country. America’s ex

perience in the last World War was not altogether of the - 

happiest. America" is blamed in many quarters for having 

gone into the World War, mainly for the purpose of securing 

its huge investments in, and also the debts owed them by, 

the Allied countries. About a decade ago, a noted German 

financial expert jibingly remarked that the Reich lost the 

World War because it hadn’t borrowed enough money from 

the United States!

However, whatever America’s motives may have been 

for entering that war, the fact remains that she went in 

with a vim and undoubtedly turned the tide against the 

Germans. The striking fact about America’s participation 

in the World War is, of course, that she was the only one 

of the participants in the fight against the Central Powers 

that did not demand, and get, some territory or privilege as 

the result. Ironically ; enough, also, as it has turned out, 

it is America that is really carrying the burden for a major 

part of the cost of the World War.

If it were true that America went into the war to pro

tect the debts for supplies she had furnished to. the Allies, 

the fact remains that her participation in the war has been 

futile for attaining this object, as those debts are still not 

paid, and in all probability never will be.

The World War, according to the late President Wilson, 

was fought, it will be remembered, “to make the world safe 

for democracy.” That object has certainly not been attained. 

That it was not attained may to. a large extent be ascribed 

to American policy, following the conclusion of the war. The 

war having come to a close, America once more adopted 

the worn-out Washington theory of keeping clear of 
European politics. Had America followed up the advant- ! 

age she gained as the deciding factor in the final overthrow 

of the Kaiser’s cohorts, she could have seen to it that j 

Wilson’s slogan about democracy should bear fruit. Instead ! 

of that, after having sponsored the League of Nations, 

America displayed: the amazing spectacle of refusing to -be-1 

come a .member of the very organization ; which the Presi-B 

dent, who had led the country through a successful war, K 

had insisted should become ? oneof the factors in theft, 

Versailles Peace Treaty. H «

In due course, American ^policy will doubtless be 5 

clarified. For the moment, it must be admitted-that there 

is a great deal of inconsistency in the pronouncements of$y 

American statesmen, President Roosevelt included. But it 

is one of the elements of a democracy that all matters, both 

I trivial and vital, should be open to full public discussion, and 

I out of the welter of contradictory opinions, a sensible, 

I workable, foreign policy, it is to be hoped, Will eventually hX* 

I evolved. ; s
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PROSPECTS OF MEDIATION
The British Government’s readiness to give 

its good offices in assisting in the composure 

of Sino-Japanese differences seems to be 

twofold. Viscount Cranborne’s statement at 

Geneva suggests the possibility of a confer

ence of nations who, whether members of the 

League or not, are vitally concerned in Far 

Eastern peace. It recalls Mr. S. M. Bruce’s 

earlier proposal for a conference of Pacific 

powers, but it does not, apparently, endorse 

the belief that the time is ripe for action on 

those lines. Lord Cranborne’s emphasis on 

the need for confining peacemaking efforts 

to measures which have a real chance of; 

success is important. Experience shows that 

elaborate plans for that kind of international 

movement are best deferred unless they can 

result in proposals which both contestants 

are likely to accept. At the moment no such 

hope can be entertained. The senselessness 

I of the struggle is, however, brought again 

to attention by the British representative’s 

significant comparison of the intrinsic import

ance of the Marco Polo Bridge incident with 

the large-scale military and naval aggression 

launched by Japan against China. That 

fundamental point must be borne in mind. 

It is vividly impressed on the sympathies of 

other nations, if only by reason of the heavy 

losses which, as third parties, they have 

incurred in the course of the struggle. Here 

in Shanghai there is no difficulty in appréciât- ! 

ing this point; the almost complete stagnation; 

of the commercial life of this nerve centre is 

a serious matter for all. It reflects condi

tions, in greater or less degree, in other parts 

of the country, where hostilities are in 

progress. The offer of Great Britain to 

mediate “if the need should arise” is the 

second, perhaps, the more practical proposal 

put forward by the British Cabinet. It gives 

a further reason for the firm refusal to 

countenance or approve the suggested boycott 

of Japanese goods.

If mediation is to be acceptable to both 

parties—an essential condition precedent— 

the mediator cannot be identified with a 

concrete act of hostility to either one of them. 

Apart from that axiomatic truth, Great 

Britain has never been enamoured of the 

boycott weapon. In the form of economic 

sanctions it was officially adopted in the 

recent efforts of the League to bring pressure 
1 to bear on Italy. It was a dismal failure. 

Yet British objections to it are based on 

longer and wider experience. Enforcement 

of a boycott invariably involves the use of 

methods which lead to violence. Whatever 

may be the moral purpose originally inspiring 

it, it becomes rapidly exploited by trade 

interests which cannot help giving it a pre

dominantly selfish motive. There is nothing 

so nauseating as the spectacle of a country 

stimulating the sale of its products in the 

name of morality. Practically too there is 

a grave objection to any measure which 

artificially interrupts the normal flow of 

trade. Sooner or later there has to be a 

restoration of the currents and the process 

is seldom impressive, involving as it 

frequently does a virtual repudiation of 

principles previously affirmed. Finally, as 

with economic sanctions, the danger of 

intensifying rather than eliminating the risks 

of war is always present. So it is not sur

prising that, despite certain demonstrations 

of public opinion, the British Government is 

not disposed to encourage the Archbishop of 

Canterbury to prescribe an economic anti

toxin for Japan’s malady. Japan has main

tained that her main difficulty with China is 

economic, it is true. That is the one com- . 

prehensible item in her list of alleged 

grievances. It can be met, not as she is now 

trying to meet it, by spreading destruction 

far and wide, but by a real approach to equal 

partnership on lines acceptable to both 
countries. That is where British media

tion, might be effective if it could be 

accepted—a condition which has yet to 

be established. Although the. world’s con

demnation of the policy of indiscriminate 

bombing is natural and salutary, it might 

develop into an obstacle to peace, and, con

sequently, defeat the objects of its amiable 

supporters. If it is allowed to get out of 

control it will certainly stiffen the obduracy 

of Japan, just as Japan’s reckless use of the 

aeroplane has undoubtedly stimulated Chinese 

resistance and gravely- complicated the task 

of reconciliation—a state of relationships 

which the two countries will ultimately have 

to accept. So long as the present state of 

war exists Chinese spokesmen are bound to 

exploit to the full the sympathies which must 

be aroused by the grim holocausts in so many 

of their cities. Yet third parties, while in 

no way surrendering their humanitarian 

principles, should recognize that the basic 

issue is to be found in the development of 

modern weapons of war and the vastly 

extended conceptions of conflict generated by 

their potentialities. It is exceedingly difficult 

to draw the exact line between what is and 

what is not a military objective. When, on the 

top of this difficulty, the disparity between 

man’s power of invention and his ability to 

control what he has invented comes into play, 

the danger of allowing well-intentioned 

emotions to get the upper hand of national 

judgment will be readily perceived. This 

does not rebut the plain fact that China is 

the victim of unjustifiable aggression and 

consequently the appropriate recipient of 

sympathy and encouragement. It does not 

preclude whole-hearted condemnation of 

those indiscriminate bombings which, despite 

the unequivocal assertions of Japanese apolo

gists, have undoubtedly marred the record of 

the invaders. It is merely concerned to show 

that if mediation is to have any chance of 

success at this stage, the mediator-designate 

cannot afford to be heavily committed to an 

attitude which any claim to might be taken 

to prejudge the issue.

It is unfortunate that Japan has, so far, 

shown a great lack of appreciation of the 

depth of feeling aroused by her naval and 

military assaults on the world’s sense kxf 

fairplay and on accepted notions of humane 

conduct. When, no doubt with considerable 

colour of truth, she calls attention to. the 

“unilateral” verdict of Geneva—an epithet 

earned by her own default—and when she 

discerns nothing but Chinese “propaganda” 

in the causes of the indignation in America 

and Europe, she is making it very hard for 

the influences of mediation to have their

• proper scope. Surely Japanese civilians who 

are able to sense the feelings of their friends 

with greater accuracy than soldiers or sailors 

absorbed in the task of “bringing China to 

her knees,” can move their Government to 

apprehension of this danger to their country’s 

reputation. They at least cannot lose sight 

of what Lord Cranborne calls the need for 

establishing friendly relations between China 

and Japan. They must realize that when

. the spokesman at Tokyo stubbornly asserts 

that this war is no concern of anyone except 

the two combatants he is ignoring the grim 

realities of the position of third parties here. 

He is working on an untenable theory. 

Meanwhile this devastating and cruel havoc 

proceeds. Critical, strongly critical though 

British opinion may be of the policy which 

has led Japan to intensify her aggressive role 

in China, Great Britain still maintains her 

right to be regarded as the friend of both 

parties. Her friendship is not without 

weight It would be an immense achieve

ment if by some means or other the tentative 

offer of mediation could at least be considered 

in Tokyo as well as in Nanking. Is Far 

Eastern statesmanship so supine that it must 

fold its hands and placidly watch two enemies 
who should be friends slowly destroying’ 

; themselves before its eyes and, in the process, 

damaging the prosperity of unwilling but 

impotent accessories to the crime?
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ANGLO-SAXON UNITY

Mr. Neville Chamberlain’s unreserved ac

ceptance of President Franklin Roosevelt’s 

•offer of co-operation in strengthening 

civilization’s defences against the lawlessness • 

now menacing international relationships is i 

an event of first-class importance. Mr. 

Chamberlain was not concerned solely with 

China, nor was Mr. Roosevelt. The extreme 

delicacy of the situation in Spain, or rather 

the controversies arising from that situation 

is evidently impressed on the minds of the 

American President and British Prime 

Minister alike. Yet in his reference to the 

Far East Mr. Chamberlain was not less precise 

than Mr. Roosevelt. Readers of this journal 

will perhaps note that he emphasized the 

very point which has been strongly urged in 

these columns during the last few days. De

precating the cruelty of modern warfare in 

its attacks on non-combatants, Mr. Cham

berlain advised that natural indignation at 

those horrors should not obscure the real 

charge of disregard of solemn treaties. That 

is exactly why this journal, realizing the 

highly technical issues involved in aerial 

bombing, as exemplified by Prof. Shinobu’s 

exposition of the jurist’s view of the subject, 
I ventured to express the fear lest the emotions 

of the boycott campaign should relegate to

the background the far more important 

problem of the invasion of China and the 

challenge which it has offered to accepted 

international codes. There can be little doubt 

that the broad targets presented by the 

boycott agitation came as an unexpected

, blessing to Japanese apologists. ; They have 

at once raised the cry of “atrôcîtÿ-monger- 

ing” against which balanced j Laments have 

a justifiable prejudice; they haye ^attempted 

to discount the accuracy of repdfcts, with the 

clear suggestion that the wholes turmoil is 

nothing m'ore than specious propagandas Cer
tain ingenuous foreigners, prfed^posed to 

such opinions by an inveterate *b&s against 

the Chinese, have conspicuously fallen for 

this device. In truth it is as unwise to give 

full vent to general charges against Japan’s 

air operations as it is to pretend that there is 

no conventional limit to the use of the aero

plane as an offensive weapon. Japan de

serves fair play. The problem of peacefully 

solving this crisis turns on the policy which 

has launched her naval* military and aerial 

expeditionary forces against the Government 

of China. Controversy over the manner in 

which those forces have conducted them

selves distracts attention from the main issue.

It stimulates the fervour of extreme idolaters1 i 
at the shrine of Japanese militarism. | 

j Mr. Chamberlain, as the mouthpiece of 1 

I Great Britain, implicitly rebukes that ob- 
i scurantism. He nails firmly to the mast those I 

principles which it has become the fashion of 

modem superficiality to deride or ignore. It 

is not surprising to learn that the Italian

Ambassador at Tokyo has burnt Signor t 
Mussolini’s boats. Despite the recent solemn! 

statements of Count Ciano, Italy is now stated J 

to be ranged completely on the side of Japan, i 

‘ No military consequences are intended but it 

is difficult to dissociate that decision from't 

events in the Mediterranean. Signor Mussolini I 

has not eased the burden of Italy’s repre- > 

sentatives in China. Mr. Chamberlain does ;

not conceal from the country the serious com- $

plications which have arisen from the Spanish

I upheaval. Those who recall the definite h 

pledges given by Signor Mussolini in January F 

; last cannot be blamed if they confess to be- '

wilderment at the unashamed admission that

Italian intervention in Spain is continuing j.

i and developing. Here again the question of |
I relying on the validity of the diplomatic as- iJ

1

1

surance has to be gravely canvassed. States

men have to decide whether their assertions 

have to receive credence from those who 

have business with them. When Japanese 

spokesmen declare that they have no terri

torial ambitions in China, that their country 

has made no assault on Chinese integrity, that 

they have no enmity against the Chinese 

people, that their invading forces here have 

at all times scrupulously observed various 

canons of humanitarian conduct, the listener 

has to pinch himself hard to be sure that he 

is living in a world of reality and not in a 

cloudy realm of fantastic absurdity. Never

theless it is essential that these compara

tively unimportant eccentricities of- pro

paganda should not divert the attention of 

the world from the main issue which the 

proposed conference of the signatories of the 

Nine Power Treaty will have to take into 

account.

If Japan is convinced of the righteousness 

of her cause she should have no fear of the 

outcome of this conference. Her spokesmen 

have on various occasions affirmed that the 

Nine Power Treaty is dead. The question is 

who has killed it, if the statement is correct? 

Certainly it has not been explicitly repudiated 

by any other signatory and it is not unrea

sonable to suggest that even if it be dead its 

sponsors have the right to hold a post mortem. 

Mr. Chamberlain has been criticized in

Europe because he concentrated on^the in

convenient issue of Honesty in diplomatic 

dealings and ignored what is described as the 

communist menace. There he showed his 

good sense. Strange as it may seem to 

Tokyo, any British statesman who wasted the 

time of his audience in elevating communism 

to the status of a major problem would be 

laughed out of court. In so far as com

munism is an expression of political or 

economic theory, it can be absorbed by the 

ordinary processes of British freedom of dis

cussion. Where it assumes the significance 
of a totalitarian doctrin^ it falls naturally 

within the scope of those polities which are 

based on that doctrine. Japan is bidding for 

anti-communist sympathy. Yet her conten

tion that the Chinese Government is con

sequently indicted is painfully thin. It ac

quires colour—and that demonstrably pallid— 

only from the fact that her own actions have 

dramatically rallied Chinese communists to 

support of their Government. The solidarity 

of view now established between London 

and Washington brushes these trivial 

irrelevancies aside. It insists on a plain study 

of Far Eastern tendencies and thereby Japan 

can be assured that her legitimate grievances 

will receive full and sympathetic considera

tion. The speeches of Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. 

Chamberlain leave no room for misapprehen

sion. There, is nothing bellicose about them. 

They rather insist that the nations should be 
invûedto^retum to the state in which prob

lems caribe examined and solved by the in

ter cffiange of opinions round the conference 

table. If there is any sincerity in the claims 

to peaceful ambitions preferred by Italy and 

Japan the response to the proposals for joint 

deliberation on Far Eastern affairs will be 

unreservedly affirmative. Japan asserts that 

she has no. territorial aims. Her presence at 

the conference would therefore be as valu

able^ it would be helpful to her. There is 

no intention to humiliate her. Errors of policy 

will jaof be pilloried. They will be faithfully 

c0n$B$bred in the light of her own statements 

of thélcase, as modified by China’s representa

tions where valid. What is the alternative? 

The military situation still eludes the con

sidered assessment of experts. Yet it cannot 

altogether be enthusiastically accepted by 

Japan. Even if it rapidly develops in destruc

tion of China’s hopes of resistance, the out

come will leave most onerous commitments 

for Japan. Does not the long view impel 

conviction that the Anglo-Saxon lead 

deserves earnest consideration from all con

cerned in maintaining the stability of the 

Far East—the fundamental problem on which 

Japan professes to concentrate such unre

mitting attention?
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From The Shanghai Times, October 12, 1937
i . .r,—• '• '»'r. •

NONE TOO SAFE !
! The notification which has 

been given by Mr. Herbert 

Phillips, the British Consul- 

General, regarding the inad- 1 
I visability of the return of 

women and children to Shang

hai at the present time must 

have the support of all who 

realize that, from the military 

standpoint, the city is as yet ’ 

far from being out .of serious 

danger. The Commander-in- 

Chief (Admiral Sir Charles 

Little) and Major-General Tel- 

fer Smollett consider that the 

military situation is still uncer

tain, and there is every reason 

why such well-informed opinion 

should be ‘taken fully at its 

face value. One has only to 

study the map, note the lines 

at present held by the Chinese 

and Japanese forces, and try to 

work out the probable plans of 

campaign which will be de

veloped as the Japanese seek to 

achieve their object of forcing 

the Chinese to withdraw from 

this zone to realize that the area 

within the perimeter is still ex- 
j posed to grave risk from flying 

। shells and shrapnel. The viola- 

î tion of the foreign-manned 

| bouncfarie^Js not envisaged as 

being likely to come from 

either belligerent, but until 

warfare has been removed from 

its present close proximity in 

the Northern district and until 

the situation in Pootung and 

out in the countryside to the 
South and West of the Settle- [ 

ment and Concession loses its 

possibility of developing into 

heavy fighting it is prudent to 

discourage the return of women 

and children who could only be 

a grave embarrassment to for

eign naval, military and official 

leaders in the event of an un

toward situation arising. Those 

women who have returned so 

far are, for the most part, with

out the responsibility of child

ren and, for a variety of private 

I reasons, might be justified' in 

! coming back. But unless there 

are good and sufficient reasons 

it is far better for wonien, as 

well as children, to be out 

of a city that is, from scrffiany 
points of view, definïtè& un

healthy. Although Mr;"çbffl 

has seen fit io state thatjJJwi 

subjects who bring thepr-^0|g 

and children back do sc^tf 

own risk, it must 

jstated, of course, that 

I be no lessening of Q 

I sponsibility. In the 

! —presuming any s

I situation arose—the various na- I 
' tional authorities here would | 

have to undertake further 

evacuation. There will doubt

less be no denial of that obliga

tion. But the possibility of such 

a contingency, while it cannot 

be regarded as feared at the 

moment, gives added point to 

the advice that all those who 

can still stay away should do 

so. For very many of the wo

men and children, the condi

tions under which they are! 

staying elsewhere are anything 

but ideal, and for very many 

of the men left behind it is a 

! financial problem to provide ex

penses here and elsewhere. 

But it is a case not only of 

choosing the lesser of two evils 

but of loyally supporting the 

authorities upon whom*, in the 

last analysis, the great respon

sibility 

fellow 

rests.

for ' the safety of their 

subjects or citizens

T
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From The North China Dally News, dated October 21, 1U37

' EVACUATION DOUBTS
The recently issued notice by- H.B.M. Consul- 

General regarding the positionne the authorities 

on the question of the return qf evacuees from 

Shanghai seems to have been imperfectly un

derstood despite the attempt in this column to 

give guidance on the subject. That comment 

supported the view that conditions did not 

justify an official declaration in favour of re

turn, but it pointed cut that the reservation 

included in the notice would assist British 

shipping companies to relax /the restrictions 

hitherto imposed by them on the booking of 

berths. The reservation was more implied than 

explicit, for\ it was couched in the following 

terms:

If notwithstanding the above advice any 
British subjects feel themselves compelled to 
bring their wives and children back to Shanghai, 
it must be clearly understood that they do, so 
entirely at their own risk.

Any person requiring further information 
regarding this question should apply to this Con
sulate-General or the nearest British Consul.

1 As evacuees from the first hiave been able to 1 

return practically unhindered on non-British 

ships, the sense of this notice was to put British 

companies more or less in the same position as 

those other companies. In other words, on 

the principle of a nod being as good as a wink 

to a blind horse, the British authorities appeared 

to recognize that circumstances might render 

it exceedingly difficult for evacuees 4o remain 

away from Shanghai, and thus, without-in any 

way yielding on the main principle, an effort 

was made to temper rigidity with discrimina* 

tion. It will be seen, moreover, that any doubts 

on the subject can probably be solved by re

ference either to the Consulate-General here 

or to the consular or other authorities at the 

place where the evacuee wishes to embark. t
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From e North China Daily Nev.s, dated Octet er IE. 19E7

/#//$.
PLAIN SPEAKING

Mr. Anthony Eden has followed President 

Franklin Roosevelt’s excellent example by 

speaking plainly on the fundamental issues 

now confronting a harassed world. Mr. 

Roosevelt called for a return to observance of 

the pledged word. Mr. Eden underlined that 

appeal, gave it the full endorsement of the 

British nation and significantly went further. 

Important as was the Foreign Secretary’s 

emphasis on the need for international co

operation in upholding good faith, his direct 

criticism of policies at work in Europe and 

the Far East requires particular study. His 

condemnation of unlawful activities which are 

undertaken in the unashamed conviction that 

they cannot be resisted owing to serious in

ternational distractions elsewhere, will be 

fully appreciated not only in this part of 

the world, for it is obvious that a similar 

technique is hampering the peace-construction 

of Europe. Hitherto there has been a 

tendency to accept this opportunist obliquity 

as an incorrigible factor in the breakdown of 

the collective system. Mr. Eden rightly points 

out that it is in itself a major evil which 

demands treatment if the world’s body politic 

is to recover sanity. To construe such a 

firm statement of the obvious as menacing to 

any nation which claims to be sincere in 

working for peace and stability is to run the 

risk of entertaining an uneasy conscience. 

When a man in Mr. Eden’s position ventures 

to indulge in so specific a reference to cur

rent tendencies it is reasonable to assume 

that he is prepared to support his allusions 

by even more specific data should occasion 

arise. He . is in effect inviting democratic 

countries to face the dangers of the present 

situation by adopting no less forthright a 

view of realities than the spokesmen of 

“other political faiths”, i Those spokesmen 

cannot complain if they find their arguments 

and challenges met on the public platform, 

just as they themselves, with a greater 

freedom of personal expression, substitute 

the demagogic harangue for the diplomatic 

message in expounding the principles of their 

international relationships.

Hitherto the process of removing disagree

ments as between the democratic countries 

and those who prefer non-democratic 

methods has been terribly 'one-sided. The 

rattling of sabres has become a commonplace 

with governments which openly deride the 

need for them to observe the restrictions 

placed on their actions by accepted engage

ments. Mr. Eden wants to rattle no sabre. 

He gives a weighty retort, however, by 

reminding his countrymen that national unity, 

backed up a readiness to pay the price of 

self-sacrifice for peace is the only practical 

course to secure self-preservation. He clearly 

is of the opinion, too, that by those means 

alone can the world once more find co

operation in the common task of restoring 

faith in and fidelity to canons of good faith. 

Mr. David Lloyd George’s fiery comment 

indicates the delicacy of the situation which 

the Foreign Secretary is ^endeavouring to

handle in the closest co-operation with 

France. There is ground for anxiety. There 

is no ground for despairing pessimism. 

Despite the facile irritation aroused by Mr.

Eden’s speech in Rome and Berlin, it is diffi

cult to imagine that serious statesmanship 

will allow itself to be betrayed into an in

transigeance which would belie its most 

recent protestations. To suggest that Mr. 

Eden has issued an ultimatum is to invite 

ridicule from anyone who has made a 

systematic study of speeches which have 

been expounding the aspirations of the 

totalitarian states during the last two or 

three years. The issue has beenf fairly and 

squarely stated by the British Minister who 

has just received from his chief the warmest 

commendation ever given to a ) Foreign 

Secretary in a time of crisis. The world in 

fact is being called upon to witness the close-- 

knit solidarity of the three great democratic 4 
powers—France, Great Britain and the || 

United States—in leading the free democracies M 
of the West not in a policy of aggression butB 

in the cultivation of efforts for asserting the! 

individual liberties of nations based on al 

common solicitude for international morality B 

and for the right of each to determine itsB 
own internal polity. Opposition to such al 

programme can proceed only from a desire B 

to repudiate the very bases of civilized in-B 

istitutions. B

I How far the preliminary step toward re-B 

covery of Europe’s equilibrium will be B 

Successfully taken in the present meeting ofB 

the Non-Intervention Committee it is diffi-B 

Cult to gauge. Mr, Eden's judicial appraise- B

rnent of the situation should add strength 
| to the influence which he may personally 

; bring to bear in presiding over to-morrow’s 

resumption of the sittings. Fortunately Count 
J Grandi has expounded Italy’s case with the 

skilled suavity which has consistently dis

tinguished his diplomatic utterances. No man 

can better reconcile the asperities of a dicta

torial régime with the more polished techni

que of his profession. The suggestion that 

the withdrawal of volunteers should be 

initiated by the token method seems to offer 

a useful compromise between the plan of a 

wholesale withdrawal and the definitely un

satisfactory device of restricting the with

drawal to a specified number of volunteers. 

Italian forces with General Franco are so 

greatly in excess of the volunteers on the 

Loyalist side that if a partial withdrawal 

were to be regarded as a conclusive solution, 

the principle of Non-Intervention would be 

farcically flouted. France and Great Britain 

are confronted by two concrete problems: the 

restoration to Spain of the right for Spaniards 

exclusively tp settle Spain’s constitutional 

destiny; the elimination of a standing threat 

to the integrity of the Mediterranean as now 

presented by the lavish disposal of Italian 

armed forces on soi] which is not Italian. 

They have reached a firm agreement on the 

issues involved. They have to consider how 

they can best provide the means for Signor 

Benito Mussolini to make a graceful retire

ment without imperilling his Government’s 

prestige. Where prestige is concerned the 

task of reasonable diplomacy is more than 

ordinarily difficult.
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From The China Press, Shanghai, October 19, 1937*

£ “PEACE BY AGREEMENT”
ÏN accepting the invitation to attend the Nine-Power 

* Conference, the United States is reported to have been 

actuated by a desire to achieve “peace by agreement” in the 

Far East in co-operation, not only with the powers signatory 

of the Nine-Power Treaty but also \wltlt others^which may 
be concerned with the fundamental qpMjpmpf the; sanctity 

of treaties or whose interest may be&Æ^t1y| Wlj^directly 

affected by the Sino-Japanese conflict. I * i V\ ' £

The American formula for geacè i| iiidjeed âafeble of 

many interpretations, and,. Jfiere^e, td nio^e than

one means to attain the object ifityieW.- ‘It "is not different 

from the spirit of the Chinese/aide mieiïi^ire addressed by the 
National Government on July^lfi ^6 ,the Japanese Government, 

In which was conveyed the Sitgge^tion that the Sino-Japanese 

dispute might be peacefully settled by mediation, arbitration 
or good offices on the part of Jhjrd parties. Thus it may be 

said that Nanking and Washingt^i Jiave entertained a com

mon principle under which tHefi* individual labors might be 
directed toward the cherished* éhey

fc The chief concern of thé ptiiûese people, as it must be 

that bf .the Chinese ^Governm^nt, is the practical basis 

orRwhich agreement for /peace may be reached. \General 

Chigng -Kai-shek in his famous Ruling statement’ laid down 

four points as the requirements compatMe "with
the* dignityof a sovereign state. Foil him peace milice ac

companied by fiopot, though it may be achieved witX^j$ im

pairing Japan’s prestige. ;t u........ •

; It may be candidly pointed ou*t that,* if Ænna hàd^ter- 

taUied the-slightest indention of being satisfied with peace 
without honor, she could have obtained it without muemado 

add without? the hntol^ sacrifices which she has already 

sustain^fîand^»mawyèt su|taim - One may take it for grant

ed th alkali douj&ts^^lotwffhstandingf the Nine-Power Con- 

fëfèncë^MLBrussel^ vjtoüld not h$ve”beén callèd but for a firm 

determination on tha part of t^e Powers concerned to ac

complish, by peaceful %èahs, mpre than China could alone 

bring about. . It is JydeH at fçreÿone conclusion that unless 

inter^ationaWlaw ana justice are: lo be upheld by effective 

-means as the result of I the? f oncoming Conference, the 

. World-Wide Reeling of uncertainty and apprehension of 

^a^anese atrocities being visited upon other lands will be 

intensified rather than appeased. The Conference must 

^oceed. if it is to do much good not only for China but for the 

world at large, and it cannot claim to succeed unless it 

^vexe ready at the outset to insist upon fundamental principles 

instead of seeking short-lived compromises.

***** Judging by the strong delegation which the United f 

States Government has selected and the promptness with 

Whjch the selection has been announced, one is naturally in

clined to the belief that America, to use a vulgarism, means 

business this time. This belief gains added support when 

it js remembered that through authoritative quarters it has 

ieén made known that the Conference agenda is to be con

fined to the Far East alone in order to avoid the possibility 

iOf having its attention diverted to irrelevant issues. Nor is 

it Insignificant that with or without Japan the Conference 

will proceed with its deliberations, and possibly with concrete 

measures to bring Japan Jtp her senses if not to book.
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| A j The important question prior to the actual convocation t 
^revolves around the attitude of the Reich, now that there: 

'Upbears to be little likelihood for Italy to be represented! 
tofecially or otherwise. For the Japanese standpoint it j 

‘AVodld be most welcome news if Germany should, if invited.! 

^d'exjline the honor and thereby strengthen the Japanese hand j 

‘ëither at the conference table or in the battlefield. i

Yet from the German standpoint, nothing would be more [ 

disastrous than to cast her lot with a nation condemned 

^practically by the whole world. As emphasized in these 

columns on more than one occasion, Germany has little to 

fgajn from Japanese domination in China but much to profit 

■ffom the defeat of Japan’s militaristic policy. It is im- 
’fio^sible to believe that German statesmen, well-informed as 

Tfi^y are. Can be misled by Japanese propaganda to regard 

Japan’s invasion of China as a war against Bolshevism. 

’sin i For proof of thus assumption one need^only refer to an 

!jlli|minatihg article contributed to The Quarterly Review of 
'file Chinese Railways by Dr. Oskar P. Trautmann, German 
Ambassador to China. In his opinion, “due to the efforts

*the Chinese Government, railway credit abroad has been 

’re-established as the result of arrangements made with the 

principal foreign creditors for resumption of loan service 

of the various Chinese railways. These arrangements have 

certainly paved the way for further fruitful’ Sino-German 

•üb-Joperation whereby railway construction work can ibc 

carried on on a larger scale mnd may result, sincerely, as I 

hope, in the full realisation of the Five-Year Plan of Gen

eralissimo Chiàhg Kai-shek for" the benefit of the country.*’ 

t It is scarcely necessary to add that if Germany is in- 

terestedp as Dr. Trautmann has indicated, in furthering 

Sind-German co-operation, she would hardly relish the idea 

bf helping Japan to monopolize a market in which German 

hdtionals have already acquired a prominent place.

‘With Germany remaining either neutral or sympathetic 

toward China. Japan may only look to Italy for material 

hüpport. And yet if the history at the outbreak of the 

European War of 1914 were to be recalled, Italy would not 

be tempted to render more than lip service to a country 

more isolated than Germany then was.

The world seems to be ready for the process of house

cleaning, so to speak, and a shrewd observer of international 

affairs like Mr. Norman Davis, the chief American delegate 

to the Brussels Conference, would not have ventured to 

undertake the difficult task if there had been no reasonable 

hopes for wise counsel to prevail upon the true patriots of 

Japan. While optimism may be premature at the present 

moment, one may be justified in reposing undisguised con

fidence in the world statesmen who are shortly to gather at 

Brussels in a joint endeavor to restore sanity to a war-worn 

world.
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interests is again a matter of opinion which 

is not strictly relevant to the immediate 

issues before the prospective Conference. 

Much must depend on the interpretation 

which Japan seeks to give to her own claims 

of leadership and on the extent of the en

dorsement obtainable from her fellow

signatories of the Treaty under review.

Extravagant confidence in the Confer

ence’s ability to apply a speedy solution to 
I the present problem in China is rightly de-

JAPAN’S OPPORTUNITY \
Diffidence in assenting to her participation 

at the Brussels Conference on the Nine 

Power Treaty is being felt by Japan. What

ever may be the rights and wrongs of the 

conflict in which she is now engaged on 

Chinese soil, fairness should recognize the 

grounds of her contention that past experi

ence has not encouraged the belief that _ 

third party mediation between her and an precated. The chief ground for hope lies in 

adversary is likely to ease her difficulties, the fact that—out of disappointment and 

Mediation is, however, not the immediate disillusionment—it is being assembled with 

object of the Conference. Nor is it seriously the express desire of restoring the efficacy 

expected that by assembling the signatories of international co-operation for the preser- 

of the Nine Power Treaty with other inter- vation of peace. China and Japan are not 

ested powers, an abrupt termination of the the only delinquents in the eye of civiliza- 

present hostilities will be secured. Friends tion. The breakdown here is not the only 

of both countries endeavoured to interpose sign of a betrayal of those principles on' 

mediatory influences before the crisis broke, which not so long ago the security of

Neither side was receptive; both regarded an nations was made to rest. It is not too

appeal to arms as inevitable. Regrettable much to say that, in greater or less degree,

though the decision was it has at least to every single Power likely to be represented

be developed to a definite stage before at Brussels is responsible and ought to be 

practical means can be found for applying standing in a white sheet. From this ad-| 

emollients. The League of Nations may be mission there should be born a tolerant 
said to have admitted this conclusion byV— - ,
transferring the issue to the Nine power humility whxch alone can exorcise the evil, 

Treaty signatories. Japan has been invited. sP1flts ’recriminatory_ rhetoric and 

to attend the Conference, not under the nghteous dialectics Realization of the 

auspices of the League from which she has suffering and material damage caused by the; 

withdrawn, but as an equal member of an 

international corporation charged to uphold ’ 

certain policies in China. The Conference ]

I is unencumbered by any obligation to pass ; 

! judgment or hunt for witches. Lord Halifax 
I has made that clear in his pointed reference 

to Article VII of the Washington Treaty. If 

the Japanese Government can be persuaded i 

to view the invitation in that light its ac

ceptance should naturally follow and be

(conflict now proceeding in China has been 

a strong instrument in promoting the pro- 

posed discussion. That discussion cannot be 

fruitful, however, if it does not lead to 

probing of the root causes of distrust and 

suspicion which have turned nations to 

desperate expedients. Japan has every 

reason to believe that her views. on this 

subject will carry considerable weight and1 

__ __ must have sympathetic and discriminating |

free of any embarrassment which criticism attention. She will have to face criticism,. 

of its policy has generated. *Ju^ .as others, as the result of her^own re-j

Let the Article in question be cited:

The Contracting Powers agree that, when- ! 

ever a situation arises which in the opinion 

of any one of them involves the application 

of the stipulations of the present Treaty, 

and renders desirable discussion of such ap

plication there shall be full and frank com

munication between the Contracting Powers 

concerned.

Attendance at the Conference therefore in

volves the widest possible treatment of the 

crisis in Far Eastern affairs. Obviously, mere 
concentration on the circumstances which Japan the respect of the world by the

have precipitated the present conflict would assurance that, without pirejudice to her

lead nowhere. President Franklin Roosevelt freedom of action, she will take her place 

and now, Mr. Cordell Hull have emphasized at the round table in Brussels and so give

that the Conference is being invoked to tull strength to the goodwill there invoked

direct attention to the paramountcy of inter- f°r recovery of international comradeship.

Ivelations, will incur reproach. She can,! 
'however, rely on the chastening influence of t 

I recent experience to exercise on her behalf 
J a generous and sagacious forbearance. De

finite assurances on that point to which she 

justifiably attaches considerable importance 

have been forthcoming from Great Britain, 

the United States of America and France, 

to mention countries where demur to her 

present policies has been specially marked. 

It is to be hoped therefore that the decision 

which is to. be made to-day will earn for

national good faith. On that issue Japan, no 
less than China and the other signatories to1 

the Nine Power Treaty, has a valid contri

bution to make. In recent years Japan has

felt that her leadership in the Far East has 

been imperfectly recognized by other na

tions. She considers that, in endeavouring 

j to establish practical relations with China, 

she has been handicapped by that condition 

which has tended to encourage Chinese re

liance on extraneous support in maintaining ; 

certain political views inimical to Sino- < 

Japanese co-operation. Whether Japan has 

been judicious in handling this difficulty is,' 

for the moment, beside the mark. The point k 

is that its existence is firmly considered by 

her to constitute a definite grievance and, 

in fact, to militate against the proper work

ing of the Nine Power Treaty. How far it, 
has prompted a dangerous recourse to mili-f 

tarist remedies in prejudice to Japan’s own]
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ence to the highly dangerous 

nature of the proceedings 

witnessed so far and of the 

growth of the idea that the 

nations of the world can be 

split into two groups, one 

peace-loving and the other 

wickedly aggressive.

If this unfortunate war 

between China and^ Japan is 

going to develop into a major 

j world conflict it will be because 

■ the major Powers of the world 

have either so decided or are 

’ bungling into it. Statesmen 

know perfectly well that the 

nations which are dissatisfied 

ask for co-operative readjust

ment. They don’t want war 

because they know that war is 

a catastrophe to all concerned, 

but they do get driven to belief 

in recourse to war if there is 

nothing else left open to them, 

or if they are stigmatized as 

being the only people in the 

wrong. Much liberality of 

thought has been displayed in 

official quarters in the United 

States along the lines that 

economic freedom and read

justment would bring about 

the solution of a great many of 

our international problems to

day, but nothing has ever been 

done about it. President 

Roosevelt has rightly said that 

“there can be no stability for 

peace either within or between 

nations except under laws and 

moral standards adhered to by 

all” but one very sincerely 

hopes that the President of 

the United States does not 

believe that wars are waged in 

the face of the active and 

operative presence of those 

“laws and moral standards.” 

Moral standards have the un

fortunate characteristic of 

varying with peoples and gov

ernments and “respect for 

treaties” depends on perform

ance by all of that underlying 

honesty of conduct upon which 

treaties must be based. * There 

is a good deal of confusion of 

thought and a good deal of 

oversight being committed to

day, some of the latter often 

appearing deliberate. But 

what is uppermost in our own 

mind at the moment is the very 

obvious fact that China and 

Japan would much more 

quickly, and possibly much 

more satisfactorily, come to 

terms as neighbours if they 

were left to resolve and adjust 

their own; quarrel. Formal 

international verdicts can only 

be pleasing to one side and 

greatly resented by the other 

and they cannot materiàlly^

WORLD REACTIONS
International developments 

in connection with the Sino- 

Japanese dispute and hostilities 

are proceeding at a pace which 

leads one to wonder where 

they are going to end. The 

Assembly of the League of 

Nations has adopted the two 

reports of the Advisory Com- 

j mittee, and invitations have 

been sent to the signatories of 

the Nine-Power Treaty sug

gesting that a conference be 

held. The League has already 

decided that Japan has con

travened her obligations under 

that Treaty, and so one is left 

wondering what the conferees 

will think they can do or ought 

• to do to the nation which has 

already been judged and con

demned. The League’s vote 

was practically unanimous, 

.under the encouragement, it is 

sairi, which derived from the 

speech of President Roosevelt, 

in which he suggested that 

peace-loving countries should 

“quarantine” countries which 

are aggressive and spreading 

war. Just how one thought 

leads to another is shown by 

the comment which has been 

made by the Washington “Post” 

which says that Mr., Roosevelt 

has, in effect, “served'notice to 

Tokyo, Rome and Berlin that 

aggression is npt .. merely 

passively resented the 

United States bût ' * ^rill be 

resisted by positive endeavour.” 

Japan, Italy and Ge^piany are 
tÜus luraped together a^ebjjcts 1 

for the world’s \ penal’ * diâ-* 

approval. Is it jinÿ wbftSer 

that Reuter can Report from 

Rome that the 4M

Italian press is noX làÿôUffhg' 

Japan’s action in 
’is critical of the Archbishop, bj,; 

Canterbury, and tha^J?resi(|çi^ 

Roosevelt’s speeches! ^e .jngefj» i 

ing with growing * disapproval 

on the ground of his failure to 

understand. Whereare we 
। going in this thing? :*Fhe StàfiF i 

Department in Washington j 

issued an official Statement ; 

condemning Japan’s action in ) 

China as contrary to thé prin- 

ciples of the Nihe-POw^, 

Treaty and the Kellogg ; Éeadf 

Pact without waiting* fpr ’ the | 

meeting and considered’ judg-H 

ment of the signatories td that 

first-named Treaty. It is hértb I 

to believe that Japan will» 

attend a Court into which she i 

will enter already found guilty^ j 

not only by a fellow signatory* , 
but in absentia - by an infer- ’ 

national body. Whether japM 

is guilty or not makes no-differ*^ 

affect the situation unless 

international action follows. 

That is the route along which 

might very likely lie a world 

war, and those who realize all

I that that would mean to 

humanity and its civilization 

cannot view with complacency j 

such a dire prospect. We seem I 

to be on the threshold of 

important developments, and 

one can only hope that national 

leaders all over the world 
thoroughly understand the risks ’ 

to which they are exposing i 

their peoples.
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AFTER MORAL CENSURE
HpHE League of Nations in 1937 has certainly shown more 

1 vitality than it did in 1931. The prompt adoption by 

the Assembly of the two reports submitted by the Advisory 
Committee of twenty-three has left no doubt in the .public 

mind of the general condemnation of Japan’s action in China, 

even though the word “aggression” is not employed.

It may be candid to suggest, without'depriving the 

Léa.gu£Qf itrs due credit, .that the;,rhomentouâ speech-delivered 

iirmfcago by President-Roosevelt must have hastened the 
pas^Sge of the relevant resolutions and heartened the states

men at Geneva imtheir stable,effort to uphold the tenets oi 
int^atipmlyMwfand;;justice? « ■ *— |

*What is more'• ëncouraging is the practical certainty thatj 

the signatories of the Nine-Power Treaty may be shortly call

ed upon to confer on The most effective measures to stop the 

human slaughter now . being committed by the Japanese 

forces bn the Chinese soil. The exact nature of such 

measures it will be difficult'to forecast; neither may one at 

this juncture be justified in assuming "that unanimity will be 

readily brought about at the forthcoming conference.
It is idle at this stage, howevbj^ to speculate on what 

may " or may not come out -of the^nference. What really 

matters is the fact there among the Powers,

with insignificant exceptions, in the resolution to place ar 

aggressor heyond the pale of civilization. The moral effect 

upon the world at large is mot to be disputed, even though 

upon the Japanese warlords it may be almost impossible to 

impress, the ? need to heed public* opinion and to respect the 

canctity of the pledged ,word.:

0Ï all possible measures the economic weapon has been 

advocated as the most effective without resort to the mailed 

fist The dangerous nature of a boycott is to be granted 

at the outset* and yet, unless th^ Powers are prepared to run | 

a reasonable amount of risk, there is no use talking about I 

rhecking the atrocities ,of ;any,mâti°n bent uP°n conquering 
the world. I

The question is not so much, about whether there is a l 

lisk of war in any measufePas to what measure may be 

taken with the least risk of an armed conflict. Otherwise, 

anything wfyich^the Powers may do which does not please 

the Japanese^military can be easily interpreted as hostile; 

and when-th is point is'pu&hed £b its logical conclusion, noth

ing whichmay be done limy eliminate the* possibility of an 
inter^ionaLwar.'->

Japanese réaction^ in'any events must be closely examin

ed.; JVhat thejiandful of- Japanese jjngoists may think is 
not^ necessarily whàt ihv average Japanese subject may 

think, dawn in ' his Witheart dr what he would given vent 

to if th§ bayonet is;hptheld atfhig neck, The enforcement 

of an economic-boycott, irrespective of its consequences on 

the;Japanese national'coffer' or Japan’s financial structure, 

wilt surely awaken the Japanese people^to the truth of the 

present international situation and give the lie to the 
‘‘popularity” which their military chieftains have claimed for 

the ;war in China.> . v

|In vie^^flhe/istrict censorship being enforced by the 

Japanese police/there is little^opportunity for the Japanese 

people to learn of what the world thinks of the war. The 
mpà; effective, though indirect, way'of acquainting them 

with the ? universal - condemnation now visited upon their 

proud empirels to make.Them feel the*economic pinch, which 

is bound tq follow an economic boycott. Thus, international _ 

action in this respect, while capable of inflicting hardship for 

a while,.will bè a virtual'service to the Japanese in the long ' 

r un ; anti, it will bç the Japanese .people/ oppressed though 

they nUybbe, who. will sfense back to their overlords.

tit may be argueti^ as it * is being'argued, that strong 

concerted açtïon by the Powers interested in the Far East 
migjit further irritate the-'Japanese military-and intensify 

their determination to wreak havoc in China. This argu- , 

... menft is plausible at best. The atrocities which have already ■?$ 
M| beerf witnessed within recent weeks can hardly be surpassed ■ 

^Hin their brutality, and it would'be inconceivable what worseB 

things the Japanese may perpetrate short of an indiscrimin- H 

^B ate Use of ther poisonous‘ga«*r The mask has now been torn H 

^Bofi’ Japan’s face, and she is in position to show her ugly self ■ 

^■witobffKwît^dùFân economic boycott; . pH

^B What 4s- more, if a firm ^determination among all theH
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1 & w|ilê^Æ¥^à.ÿ&tu^I^yi^to' the7[âpân^e’ïn'the5o«ïÏK 
lr.uril âT$k;>içj$pa$e$e ,people, oppressed though 

Jthej| n^^/wfevW ferïng s^nse back to their overlords: 

i ïlt sa^y ârguédt; as it is being argued, that strong 

conœrt^ a^ti^h by .fhè ï^pvzers interested -ip the Far East 

might further irritate the Japanese military and intensify 
their determination to wreak havoc in China. This argu

ment is plausible at best. The atrocities which have already 

beert witnessed within recent weeks can hardly be surpassed 

in their brùtality, and it would be inconceivable what worse 

things the Japanese may perpetrate short of an indiscrimin

ate Use of ther poisonous gas?: The mask has now been torn 

off Japan’s face, and she is in 31 position to show her ugly self 

withU^withôut an economic boycott;

*What 4S' more, if a firm ^determination among all the 

Powers tobring Japan to book - is driven home to the Japan

ese ^nilit^ry,Athey. wiJMjave to think thrice before venturing 

to affront the whole world and to engage other nations in a 

; war*the outcome of which they are already finding it difficult 

’to iri^u^ <- They ihàÿ bdàst^f their Military prowess against ' 

the united front of all right^hinkin^ countries, but they will 
hardly dare to throw the gauntlet at the risk of a> universal 

onslaught on them.

-The adoption of the resolutions submitted by the 

Advisory Committee is sufficient to produce the desired moral । 

effeejt, arid it remains t6 threatenjoint action to ostracize thet 

Japanese Government economically ând otherwise in order to L 

give:practical effect into the moral censure. If Japan were! 

not afraid of the whole world there is no reason why the 

whole world should be afraid of Japan. The police do not 

stop: shooting at an outlaw simply because he may shoot 

back; the police will never hesitate to shoot an outlaw, be-1 

cause force is the only thing which ~an_putlaw can understands 
'Now that Japan has been declared an outlaw in 

family of nations, it would be suicidal still to appeal to 
reason or conscience. On with the boycott; down with

the! 

her 

thel

2 aggressoi
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Foreign Office 

that it is 

disclose

not 

the 

the 

be

and altogether more wholesome 

atmosphere, therefore, must be 

the main business of the Nine- 

Power Conference if it is to do 

any good at all. The question J onesidedly protected by the 

that immediately arises is, of | League Covenant international 

course, whether the loud-voic

ed extremists have already 

prejudiced the issue. For

tunately, however, the vocifer

ous clamour for* sanctions, 

boycotts, armed action, 

what not, has come 

private individuals,

strikes us as being quite 

obvious and that is that if any 

nation thinks that its dealings 

with any other nation can be

From a con- 

statements of 

it does not 

there is any 

Japan should

NINE-POWE£ treaty
It is now practically certain 

that Brussels will be the 

meeting-place of the Nine- 

Power Conference which is due 

to meet in about a fortnight’s 

time. China is willing to be 

represented and it is taken for 

granted that the United States 

will have a delegate at the 

council board, 

of the Japanese 

has pronounced 

yet timely to

attitude of Japan towards 

Conference but this will 

made clear on the receipt of a 

formal invitation, 

sideration of the 

Japan’s leaders, 

seem to us that 

real reason why

not be represented at these 

parleys although she may ask 

for certain conditions. It is 

understood that the object of 

the Conference will be to secure 

an end to the Sino-Japanese 

hostilities by agreement and 

that there will be no question 

of condemnation of one side or 

the other. If the Conference.

I works in this spirit it is,, 

possible that it may accomplish

and । 

from I 

and as

sociations of individuals, and 

not from the Governments 

upon whose shoulders serious ’ 

responsibility rests.
| The letter of Sir Francis , 

Lindley to the London “Times,” 

quite apart from any views ' 

people may have as to the real 

nature of the origin of the 

present unhappy conflict, is 

worthy of the consideration of 

all discerning men. Sir Francis; ’ 

states that he has not yet met i 

any man with commonsense who ■ 

believes that any ultimate gobd‘ 

can come to the British Empire,) 

or to European civilization; i 

from a policy of sanctions or 

boycott. He urges the British 

Government to secure the 
j abolition of Article XVI çf the

something—if not immediately, | League of Nations Covenant, 

I then in the long run. The very which deals with sanctions,

definite statements by the 

leaders of Japan that there is 

ho intention of setting up the 

former Imperial dynasty, or 

any other form of imposed 

Government in China, or of 

alienating Chinese territory and 

that foreign rights and interests 

in this country are not intended 

to be in any way endangered 

should at least form a basis of 

discussion. At the same time 

Japan’s contention that there 

must be an absolute and final 

end to all anti-Japanese prop

aganda-must be taken proper 

note of by the Conference or 

any other body which seeks to 

alleviate the situation in the 

Far East. A definite working 

settlement between China and 

Japan of all the issues at stake 

I is what is required and which 

can be the only basis of a re

covery of international trade 

and industry in the Orient. 

Neither the Chinese, Japanese 

nor the Occidental can hope 

to do profitable business in 

an atmosphere of constant 

jealousy, friction and mutual 

recrimination with tl^e ever

recurring prospect of fresh 

violence resulting. How to 

secure these happier relations

relations must come to a state 
of increasing chaos. j

To return to the situation of 

China herself. The Nine- 

। Power Pact guaranteed the 

! sovereignty, independence, and 

territorial and administrative 

j integrity of China, but, to some 

extent, it was anticipatory in 

, its action rather than absolute. 

J These attributes of China’s | 

position in tbe world were not j 
complete in 1923 nor are they | 

wholly so to-day. It was the 

intention of the Powers that 

i they should become so, as long 

as the peace of the world was 

! not disturbed thereby, and the 

! well-being of foreigners in 

r China was not injured by pre- 

। mature and indiscreet action. 

Since the Nine-Power Treaty 

* was entered into, China has 

! made great progress in unifica*- 

Ji tion, in modernization, and in > 

general improvement of 1

I condition of the country, 

j the Chinese contention 

this steady and peaceful

•j gress to full sovereignty in the 

modern sense has been opposed 

by Japan to a far greater 

extent than by any other 

Power vitally interested in the 

( affairs of this country^. But 

jj specific questions immediately 

It is clear become involved and must be ।

the 

It is 

that 

pro-

“for as long as that Article 

stands there can be no appease- 
[ment between nations, nor any 

! relaxation of the policy of 

self-sufficiency which is the

I bane of the world.” '

; that Sir Francis is here think- ! : disposed of between China and 

ing more widely than just of 

the Sino-Japanese conflict, and 

we may well ask, if the Powers 

can assist China and Japan to 

settle their differences in a 

practical and reasonable way,'

i whether a new approach cannot 

be made to the settlement of i

1 the disputes which are keeping 

Europe in a nightmare-like • 

state of confusion and upset. • 

That conciliation must replace 

■ condemnation of others is, we1 

believe, a conclusion* that is 

slowly but surely being forced I

i upon the world. That it should 

Ï have to take so long to bring 

■ this home to the nations may 

; appear strange but the opposite 

’ notion seems to have taken its facts, 

j rise in the curious international 

’ psychology 

} ; at the end 

and which 

came part

j League Covenant. One thing

Japan themselves, although we I 

' feel that it is only right that ' 

J any settlement reached should 

take studied note of the inter- . 

ests of other Powers concerned. । 

The implementation of the , 

Nine-Power Treaty is still some

thing which is not complete, it is 

something which is progressive , 

in nature; and for this reason | 

we think that its signatories , 

. have a clear right to deliberate ' 

and speak upon the present 

unfortunate situation. But 

when they do so it must be 

with a very full sense of 

responsibility, an absence of 

prejudice, and with a real 

knowledge of all the relevant

that was apparent 

of the Great War 

unfortunately be- 

and parcel of the

4
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TOKYO AND BRUSSELS

I
T is yet too early to predict whether Japan will participate 

in the deliberations at the Nine-Power Conference to 

be shortly held in Brussels. Though the Belgian Ambassa

dor to Tokyo has tentatively sounded the .attitude of the 

Gaimusho, no definite decision is or can be expected 

immediately. The position of the Japanese Government is 

indeed an awkward one. On the one hand, it can no longer 

pretend to be ignorant of the world-wide disapproval of its 

China policy so ruthlessly prosecuted by its fighting ser

vices, and on the other it cannot continue to cater to the î 

whims and fancies of a handful of men who are bent upon | 

“beating China to her knees” without the slightest prospect 

of success, immediate or remote.

The dilemma which is now confronting the Japanese 

Government is self-patent. If it should decide to attend 

the forthcoming Conference, it will find itself most uncom

fortably embarrassed on account of the invasion of China 

and the atrocities consequent uponjts prosecution. If it 

should decline participation, the refusal would be in itself 

an admission and an indictment.

It may be also pointed out that Japan’s past experiences 

at international conferences have been none too encourag

ing, not because she was ever compelled to make sacrifices 
of any sort but because her own lack of statesmanship often 

resulted in making concessions under concerted pressure 

from Powers equally vitally interested m the political and 

administrative integrity of China as ,well as peace in the. 

Far East. Japan was prevailed upon to part wider pressure ’ 

of public opinion wiQi ill-gotten spoil’s which she ; could 

have surrendered voluntarily and in a gracious manner.

At the Washington Conference, for instance, she was 

constrained to agree, among other minor things* to return 

Shantung to China, though she succeeded in excluding the 

problem of Manchuria-from the agenda. Even at that very ; 

moment, Japanese publicists did not hesitate to warn the 

world that Japan would abide her time and that she would 

steadily achieve such a degree of military competence as to 

enable her to defy world opinion at a future date.

That competence, or at least self-confidence in such

competence, sne seems to have regarded as already achieved.

if one may adjudge her current invasion of China as a de

liberate cha lenge to the Powers signatory to thé Nine- 

Power Treaty. Whether she is sure enough of herself to 

disregard tne genuine desire Of --iKe*co-signatories is, of 

course, problematical. It must be éiriphasized in any event 

that, unless effective pressure can be brought to bear upon 

the Japanese Government by the nations attending the Con

ference at Brussels, the mere passing of judgment, however 

damaging morally, is not likely to deter the Japanese mili

tary from continuing on their mad war path. ’

For the Power$„responsible for the copvocation of the 

Brussels Conference an adequate exchange of views in ad- | 

vance. is iHui^exidaDie. It is highly/gratifying to note that 

President Boosevolt is reported to ; hâve taken a personal I 

interest in the preliminary conversations,; while one cannot j 

but entertain misgivings ' ahdut /the British Government’s ! 

alleged decision to rule out ,the idea-of ecônomic sanctions I 

altogether ^ preference to3noral persuasion and practical' 

compromises. ' * ; + j J.

it is perhaps in anticipation of\the ehipbiation of1 the . 

sanctions idea that JapahJha&jm^ the im-

pression that she might agree to be represented, at Brussels, 

provided she is not to be termed an “aggressor?* To be free

from being an “aggressor” is to be freeJvopi the penalty 

due to an “aggressor”—in other words; from economic 
sanctions. On this point London and Tokyo seem to have^jU 

struck a note of accord, though it would be injudicious to ■;< 

isuggest that London is thereby manifesting a change of < 
lattitùde toward the fundamental polnts^af issue or the right ! 

land wrong of the, SiUo-Japanese conflicts ? .

I On China’s part,1 only Undaunted resistance may help to
Ihear^en her friends sooh to^ proceed ^td Brùsàels. Ironical 

[though it may seem, it is in the final analysis her own power 

of combat which will heighten or lessen : international sup

port jto her cause. If the Japanese military chieftains can
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provided sne is not to be termed an “ageressor*»:*fiA-Kâ *uà--- » be “7^ th° ’■

XXlt +L2Î T f though it would fee injudicious to , 

ZtHfndl !h f 7?2do7 Ï81 thereby manifesting a change of v 

înd1™? T’?itho-funram?n^1 P°ints,a-t issue or the right 

and wiong of the. Siho-Japanese conflict*

On China’s part, only undaunted resistance may help to 

hearken lier friends soon to proceed to Brussels. Ironical 

though it may seem, it is in the final analysis her own power । 

ot combat which will heighten or lessen i international sup- I 

port to her cause. If the Japanése military chieftains cani 

be made fully aware of their;, difficulties in winning a swift ■ 

victory, they are apt to become less; sure of :their military ■ 

competence and less prepared to provoke further trouble B 

from other quarters and consequently more inclined to B 

participate in the Brussels Conference as a graceful exit and B 

to listen to the conciliatory views of the other participants B 

for the sake of peace and justice. B

It is, therefore, correct to maintain that Japan’s H 

attitude toward the coming Conference, will depend in a I 

large measure on the military developments within the next H 

week or so. Conversely, China’s prospect at Brussels will® 

rest upon her military achievements. >n the samA period.® 

Nothing thus far has tended to indicate a sudden turn of® 

events in Shanghai or North China,> and it may be hoped B 

that the futility of war will impress itself upon, the Japan-B 

ese Government in time and induce it to seek other means ■ 

or channels which may be offered at Brussels for the pur- 

pose of settling the Sino-Japanese dispute.
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From The Shanghai Evening Post and Mercury- 
dated October 20, 1937.

Italy May Accept X
TTALY is now reported in a mood to accept the 

*** Belgian invitation to the Nine-Power 

Conference on the Far East opening at Brussels 

on. October 30, on the ground that the invita

tion did not come from the League of Nations. 

Whatever the reason, this change of attitude 

appears congenial to everyone concerned.

Naturally there is a desire on the part of 

such nations as the United States and Great 

Britain to have a full attendance at this meet- 

\^g. No one wants a> “packed j ury” and a cor - 

. responding lack of réaï influence due to limited 

participation and a general feeling that thé 

gathering is not wholly representative.

Japan will be influencedtoward participa

tion, it is indicated by the Asahi Shimbun of 
Tokyo, by the fact that nations from which she 

expects support’ will1 take part. The Asaki 
suggests: “Not a bad idea to participate* in the 

Nme-POWef Conference at Brussels, where 

Germany, Italy and Portugal will1 support 

Japan and; attàék thé anti-Jàpenese atmos

phere.” We don’t muclfcare for the method of 

expression and- thé ‘ suggestion that any coun

tries go into thé conference ’with a closed mind 

on thé issués, but the;;general’idea, of Nine- 

Power participation in a Nine-Power meeting is 

certainly to be hacked*

The' duty to: participate- is clear, under 

terms tof the pact. As tothe results- of -parti

cipation, none should indulge in; forecast 

Presumably it will 'be the7 purpose14of - thé’ con

ference to seek the truth, to evaluate thé situa

tion as it stands at présent, and to- search out 

. solutions, dool heads* andopen minds should 

j prevail; otherwise the meeting-will break upj 

in a “dog-fight” with nothing accomplished.
Surely none of thé tréàty signatories bud 

would like an end to destructive warfare if it 

can be achieved on suitable terms. At the 

moment, the approaching meeting offers the 

first real opportunity to ascertain whether 

Japan’s objectives and China’s determination 

to defend her integrity are points completely 

impossible to bridge over. If the Sino-Japanese 

disputecan be solved by agreement, this is the 

chance.
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„ mhe Ghina Press, Shanghai, October 28, 1S37From. ’

CLOUDS GATHER
r«* eve of the Nine-Power < Conference and in the 

midst of the Non-Intervention Committee meeting, 

Europe presents an almost hopeless picture. While the 

peoples of the Old World are fervently praying for peace, 

governments are fast drifting toward war J
The sinking of the French liner. Oued.fellah, followed 

almost immediately by an air bombardment of the passenger 

air-line base oftAir* France al Fornells in thé second largest 

of the Balearic Islands, may provide the last straw in a 

situation already charged with ugly potentialities.

There is not the least intention on our part to be an 

alarmist. The history of Europe is one of the balance of 

power. IronicalJyJenhtîçh, the better the power is balanced, 

the closer is the'’approach to war. Today on the side of 

Fascism are arrayed both Italy and Germany, with possibly 

Poland to boot. . On the side of Communism are grouped 

France and Russia, with Great Britain still being courted.

The next war in Europe is to be fought more in the air 

than on land or at âe^. In the latest instrument of war 

France and Russia on the one hand and Italy and Germany 

on the other may boast pT an e^iality in strength. Either 

camp enjoys an equal chance t&twin, and the scale may be 

turned in favor of that camp to which Britain may choose 

to throw her weight. r

The decision for Britain is not an easy one. For the last 

few years she has been wavering between friendship for 

France and sympathy for Germany. In the Italo-Ethiopian 

conflict she sought to drive a wedge between Italy and Ger

many by invoking sanctions against, the former and induc

ing the latter to assume neutrality, At the same time, 

France attempted to prevent German-Italian collaboration 

by refraining from censoring Italy. It now seems clear that 

both Britain and France have failed, and the recent meeting

of Herr Hitler and Signor Mussolinf has emphasized that

failure almost with*a ^engeance. Much though Britain may 

wish to preserve the political ideology of capitalism with 

which there is more kinship inff^cism, she may be compell

ed to ally her§el£ with France > an?$>consequently with 

Russia. . , \* v

* The momentous decision has not yet^been reached^ as । 

may be seen from the British efforts to stefer èlear of definite, 

commitrpepts. Once that decision is reached the stage in ' 

Europe;will have. heé^côWfeW^ffTânôtKèf'conflagration. j

it is probable tgiut the British/decision may be deferred 

until the situation' ll the Far-East permits the formulation 

of a long-rang# foreign 'pplicy.; oth^words’ Britain 

cannot plunpe^ers|lt into, a European ^conflict without 

Keeping an/ey&on |h£ SlnO-Japanese f war ap<J bearing in 

mind the inier-felationshipLbetween' both. Y

Tile march events both in L>s|a and in Europe 

impels the conclusionJ6at the Sino-tJapanese war will not be 

brought to an end a^Bng’^^the.TWers in Europe cannot 

come to terms in regard ^Jthe Mediterranean and the 

Spanish civil strife. . fifeedless to point ’out that every 

step which Britain mày takqimthq interest of Oriental 

peace will be checkmated by a fresh development in Europe 

to be precipitated by the Power or Bowers Jm collusion with 

J$pan. Çpnvejrseîy, every; mçye V^ich Russia, may under

take tp undermine. the strength -of Germany and possibly 

iSlyun the7westerKlïêmn5pKeïe^lkbi3hg forth a counter- 

n^ve on the paé f t v
g’; There remainsvthe?attituae of the United States to be 

considered. Pxéi^dant*ftoosevèlt appears to have made it

abi®td^ntly Clear fh< Americans,.interested in exerting every 

effortto restore peace between China and Japan but is not 

cdpcerned aSyet with"the impending conflict in Europe. The 

dëMàrcatiofi herein lyimistakable, and yet one is perforce 

constrained to doubt ’ if the demarcation can be effectively

préservât The entire nerve system of the world is too : 

clbl^lj^knit to allow imaginary boundaries to be drawn. Of L 

tlj^vital point the American people may* not be aware, and] 

th^?may not become^so aware until they are brought face! 

tô fàcê^with the expansive and extensive destructive force of I 

tjj£ fighting, planes which are to be employed in the next I 

World war; beside which the present Sino-Japanese conflict I 

wilF seem tonbe comparatively insignificant in ravage 'and I 

dévastation^ I
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By 0. NARS. Date

From The Shanghai Times, dated October 28, 1937

NINE-PQ^ ÇAÈW V 
j The décision of th^upanesé Goverrl* 

। ment to decline the invitation: to attenft 

! the ' Nine-Power, Conference 

’is one which had doubtless,hééiiJ^ken 
after a ,7very* full review' of the possible 

I effect such a decision will haye on the 

other Powers attending./ It is .. also, 

doubtless, a direct outcome of the resolu

tion which was passed by thé Assembly 

of the League of Nations definitely 

adjudgipg Japan guilty of a breach of the 

Treaty and also because ( of the action pf 

the United States Government in officially 

stating likewise, Japan feels that she fogs 

already been found guilty, in absentia, 
and that her own claim that she took 

action which was justified because of 

preceding circumstances has now hot the 

slightest chance of being impartially 

listened to. We have no desire to present 

views either in support or contradiction 

of that contention, .but we do regret that 

Japan has had cause to justify; ip her 

own mind, â decision to stay awayiwhen 
the other party to the. dispute-—China—. 

will be .present. If China is’’going to 

attend then Japan, should have attended 

also, not to be put in the dock but to lay 

her case fully and simply before , the 

Powers who are not only interested 

themselves in the Far East but vitally 

interested in restoring peace. We have 

heard the opinion expressed that it would 

4iave been better if the other signatories 

to the Treaty had first met themselves 

without the attendance of either China 

or Japan, had examined the situation 

without what might prove to be tpe em

barrassing presence and pleadings qf ’ 

either of the principal s disputants/ ana 

then approached them with at least some

thing in thç w^y pf a compromise suggest 

tion. But, of course; itiias to be recognis

ed that the intransigent attitude of both 

Nanking and Tokyo, as so far indicated, 

is such as to. make the efforts of others at 

Brussels appear rather hopeless. It* has 

been stressed by Britain and some other 

Powers that the conference will con

centrate whplly on the finding of a con

structive solution and will > not he 

concerned with penal measures, but when 

Nanking declares so convincingly that; it 

is-prepared for a prolonged war and when 

Tokyo insists that there must be a change 

of Chinese attitude before Japan will 

consider its essential task accomplishéd it 

is not encouraging to third parties, no 

matter how bond fide their desires and 
efforts might be.1’ We regret Japan’s 

abstention, in all <the circumstances, and 

can only hop,e that what now appears to 

be so unpromising an outloôk will, by 

true statesmanship, be not too slowly 

resolved into the prospect of that perman
ent peace which the Far East so badly^
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From The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, October 2, 1937

/ Japan’s Washington Note 
tXpAN’S . ATTITUDE toward the bombing of 

* ;. non-combatants—-or, to be precise, the 

attitude ptJapan’s military who now appear 
even to dictate diplomatic correspondence— 

has been so unmistakable that it is doubtless 

^entirely accurate to report rthat the latest 

Japanese note to Washington -‘has been receiv

ed with no surprise-”

On the other hand it would be too much 

to ask that the United States should not be 

disappointed by Japan’s failure to give any 

guarantee against the recurrence of this 

slaughter of the innocent. And thé State 

Department can hardly 'be expected to accept 
fwith satisfaction the Japanese arrogation of a 

right to dictate movements of United States 

diplomats in China.

That right has not cannot and will not 

ibe given Japan. • .

The United States/ and the United States 

[alone, will dictate/ the movements of United 

States diplomats. *

In keeping with the rest of the note was 

the renewed refusal the/Japahesp Govern

ment to acknowledge responsibility for damage 

। to American property through Japafcesé 

military operations.

The Washington correspondent of the 

.New York Times is. essentially correct, in saying 

that this -note contributes, no essentially jiew 

element to the situation, and gives no intima

tion of a recession of policy in deference to 

• world opinion; likewise that the note carries 

an implication that Japanese military and 

naval commanders are speaking, not a^Foreign 

Office having any reaf dputrol of a vital ques
tion.in its special field. That,/as we say, is cor
rect so far as it^goes.

But worthy of further notice is fact that 

this note affords evidence ;of the hollowness of f 

Japanese diplomatic denunciations of perfectly 

accurate foreign press reports of the wanton 

air-bombing of civilian men, women and 

children.

We may include . within the scope pf these 

denunciations a wide variety of wild talk 

ranging from Mr. Okamoto’s recent slanders of 

the foreign press in Shanghai to the latest 

London Embassy pronouncement.

The Washington note tacitly admits «both 

the accuracy of past air-raid reports and the 

fact that further similar atrocities are in con

templation.
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From ±he ^hina Press, Shanghai, October

JAPAN AND GERMANY
/CERTAIN quarters in Japan have attempted of late to 

fçel: the wayjn which Germany may be induced to 

participate in a possible Soviet-Japanese war. It is ap

parently desired to enlist German support on the basis of the 

Anti-Çomitern Pact, but thus far no response seems to be 
forthcoming from the Reich.

If disinterested observations may be accepted at their 

face value, Germany is not likely to waste her strength on 

an unworthy ally. Not that she is being reconciled to Com

munism as a political-ideology, nor that'she is ill prepared 

to face ,a foe .in every respect her equal, nor yet that she is 

goingbackohher pledge undent lie bilateral pact with Japan. 

The reasonsfpr German refusal to becbmé involved in a Far 

Eastern cditflict are many, and we may perhaps touch upon 

a few important ones in a brief manner.

First of all, it is necessary to bear in mind the salient 

point that the Anti-Comitern Pact was entered into by 

Germanyrfor the sole purpose of combattipi thé active spread । 

of Communism. It must have been far nbm her *rhind to 
provoke a*.war with Soviet Russia in order^t^ccor^plish that 

purpose. The pact was intended to be" passive and not 

aggressive in nature, and it will never be so construed, in 
spite of pJapanese assertions to the vontrary^ *

Secondly, tha^tét L. ............

defensive meastJe^for its signatories,^ànd i| i$lj 

ful whether it hayfever beei^onsidered by 

as a ? military finance. If 

launch ?a campaign againsW 
fishery’^rfght^’^or itistap® 

fighting-Communism forjj 

Germany. ,/A pact of tips

in question must be regarded as a 

highly doubt- 
_.^Wn public 

pother words, if. «fewm were to 

|dviet Russia ovei/thl* c|tepute of 

she. ' co^ft^iardly c^i< to be 

er own sal^ Wlfé^ the sake of 

charac®?#^isf be*strictly con

strued, and strict construction will opce^lay bare the fact 

that Germany never côntemplate<yii Justing Japan in the 

latter’s continental/'policy of aggresfio$ under the cloak of 

a joint onslaught on Communism. |apan might have been 

naive enough to^truèt tpe subtlety o$ her own diplomacy; but 
Germany côuld notÿh^e been" so n^iVe as to have fallen a 

prey to Japan’s siïÿsber designs.

Thirdly, with voluntary abolition of the Chinese Com

munist Party and the incorporation of the Chinese “Red” 

army into the Chinese National Army, the raison d'etre of 
the Anti-Qomitern Pact is -extinguished as far as China is 

concerned/and. with it every valid* excuse for German 

participation in a war on the Chinese ÿoîl. Her Government 
will not indulge in if; her people^wijl |e opposed to it. No 

longer, can Japan create a ‘Tted^st^gin China; no longer 

will thet.other Powers believe it: ^'Hne Pact has become a 
dead letter; it was never blessed wTtlpmmixed feelings any

where;. /.y / * " * “

From, a general considerably 0f the obvious object of 

the Ahti-Gpmitern Pact, one/rhâyy proceed to analyse the! 

practical effect on Germany wtficlf is- bound to be produced 

by the present Sino-Japanese! 4nflict an(^ the Possibïe *n ' 

volvenjeht of Russia through Jatoese machinations.
It< is-commonplace to stifcfesF'fhat one.would not try to 

help another who is not worthy or deserving of help. This 

homely Struth among individuals holds also true among na

tions. Ill our opinion, Japan is neither worthy nor de

serving of German support,, openly or otherwise.

The military prowess of Germany is only too well known. 

Her people are equipped both materially and morally for the 

■strongest national defence in case of necessity. If they were 

to be mobilised for the benefit of another nation, they, have at 
least t|ie right to be sure that that nation is equally equipp

ed. The Japanese nfilitary operations in Shanghai and„ 

elsewhere have amply demonstrated the lack of fighting 

ability among the Japanese military^and naval forces. 

The only /point. on which independent observers are, 

ready, ip concede --them - due credit is their superior 

military. equipment, and yet equipment alone can

not Wifi a /Star, nor does it testify to the/spirit 

‘of the fighting services. - Thus the inherent strength । 
; of the' Japanese army hâs been over-estimated, and in the I 

circun^tance,/6efhl^ny\'Wd9d be. backing a wrong and un-1 

worthy horse if she should try tp aid Japan when the latter] 

begins* to engage in a war not only1 with China but also Rus-1 
sia to boot. As the Japanese have'already failed to achieve I 

a swift victory in Shanghai, it is nof likely that they willj 

fare better with Russia/ > I

Ton^n is hnf deserving of German support.
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placed her “outside the pale of civilization,” to quote Lord 
' Meston, President of the Liberal Party, and Germany will be 

. most ill-advised if she should throw in her own lot with an 

' outlaw of the world. - ) •

From the German standpoint* participation on Japan’s 

side would be most unprofitable, ànd this for two definite 

•easons. ) .
Firstly, it has taken the lleich almost two decades to 

: ecover from the consequences of the last World War, and if 

■ my people should know of the horrors of war, it is the Ger- 

■ man citizens. Fast on the rdad to the pre-eminent trade 

I md industrial position once occupied before 1914, it would 

scarcely pay her to undo what h^ been so remarkably ac

complished by joining a war so unequivocally denounced by 

he world and so devoid of a laudable purpose. Germany, in 
n-ief, has profitted too much biplace to think of possible 

gains in war. If she should direct attention toward the 

East, can she be sure of her security in the rear??

Secondly, Germany and Japah are keen competitors for 
the Chinese market. While there ma\|be i^eoloeica1 °rounr1 

Cor difference between Germany and Russia, there is 

certainly none for differences between Germany and China. 
Quite on the contrary, german trade in this country has 

?njoyed unprecedented development, and German traders are 

among the first victim^ of Japan’s latest venture on the 

i continent. The volratary contributions made by the 

। German community Shanghai toward the relief of 
[Chinese refugees shqifttrsuffice to show vv^ere their sym- 

?true that GermanyVand Japan had 
uded concerning “M&nçhukuo,” and 

ng to enter thJt desd.rtbd field only 

_ __ ____  _____r e to secure China’s! understanding of 

her difficult position d$d to continue her trade with the rest 

of this country. Japan must be given to understand that 
Germany is ready ^cooperate with her only as long as the 

Chinese market is çoî to be thereby adversely affected.

What is more, if Germany should help Japan win a war 

in China, what guarantee is there that German interests will 

not go the way that all othex foreign interests have gone 

under Japanese domination in Manchuria and North China? 

indeed, Germany *has more to gain by China’s defeat of 

! Japan than by Jàpan’s conquest of China, and Germany is 

too practical a nation to let rare opportunities slip>by' or, 

worse still, to destroy such opportunities deliberatêlÿ’Vr

Consequently the German press has not hesitated ‘either 

to condemn Japan’s barbarity in bombing innocent Chinese 

or to praise the Chinese soldiers for their valor and ability. 

Its frankness in both respects should convince Japan of the 

futility of trying to draw the Reich into a selfish war de
signed solely for the persona1 aggrandisement of Japan*s 

warlords and financial houses.

pathy lies. It may ? 

trade agreements co 

yet Germany was 

while she was still ft.
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From The Uhina Press, Shanghai, October 1, 1937»

SELF-CONTRADICTION

A
 COMMUNIQUE issued by tl|e Japanese Embassy in Paris 

attempts to defend the Japanese operations in China 

as* designed to restore “peace arid prosperity.” It further 

attempts to deny the bombing of civilian population in 

China by this specious argument:

Japanese soldiers always. carry maps, on which military . 
instructions are marked, apàrtheÿ are instructed by the General . I 

' staff to shell 'only rtiilitafy objectives. . |
It is only the wish to spare the civilian population living ; 

in the neighborhood .of these .dities (Nanking and Canton) 
that has prompted Japanese a^rpiep to fly low at . great personal 
danger. W ' •

We do not wish to contradict the official*, statement of 

the Japanese Ambassador to- France# It does Seem strange, 
however, that it is always the civili|p population which has 

borne the greatest suffering as^thf^result of Japanese air 

raids. The Japanese airmen must ba poor either in vision 
or in marksmanship^ 5 In fact, if thejjapanese Ambassador 

were so sure of the accuracy of their bombing ability, the 

notice served on the foreign Embas^^ and Legations in f 

Nanking to leave that city would appear to be both super- 

fluous and stupid.
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rom The China Press, Shanghai, October 1, 1957

£ PATRIOTS FO# PEACE

I
N Japan and in China the anti-war sentiment among the) 

Japanese is being slowly voiced. Reports of the growth ' 

of this sentiment have occasionally slipped through the 

Japanese censors and found their way to this country. 

Closer at hand the public has also been acquainted with a 

similar movement. The latest evidence is offered by a 

series of pamphlets distributed locally.

Of these the one released by the Overseas Branch of the 

Japan Peace League appears to be the most illuminating. 

Among other things it denounces the Japanese invasion in 

China in these unmistakable terms:

The militarists desire ter seize political power, the finance 
leaders attempt to monopolize Japan’s financial market, while 
the nobility wants ^erthrow His Imperial Majesty.
In this briefij^teinent rnqch food for thought is to be 

.derived/’Thou-^oh^mâye hesitate to believe that the 

Mikado is^jn iffîmediaœ digger of being ousted, it is reason

able to; .accent the. charge that the warlords and financial 

leaders of Japan are seeing pq^nal aggrandisement at tne 

expense of the common peopl^** Viewed in this light, ttye 

invaders of the Chinese soiFai^âs much the enemies of the 

Japanese pgtiomas of the Chmèsf Republic.

If the common enemies of tqp two countries should by 

chance win the war, the subjugation of China will be match

ed only by the further exploitation of the Japanese mâsses. 

If, on the contrary, they should, as all decent-lmihded 

observers hope they will, be defeated, their future in Japan 

will be doomed andj^ir menace to world peace removed for

It stands to fdasorf, then, that between the humble 

Japanese subjects and fee distressed Chinese there exists a 

community of interest. The former are concerned with 

the elimination of militarism from their empire and the 

latter, with the deliverance from the clutches of an alien foe.1 

For this community of interest bqth peoples must be pre-1 
pared to endure sacrifices, so that/fehe evil of jingoism may! 

be wiped out from the Far East, t
On the Chinese side staggeringTosses in lives and pro

perty are being endured with unprecedented stoicism. Vill

ages have been destroyed, industrial plants demolished, 

civilians slaughtered, and yet all the Chinese have remained 

unmoved and unfiappted, confident as* they are of their 

ultimate triumph over Japanese vandalism and brutality. 

The suffering which has been borne without a murmur is 

the price which the Chinese are jready to pay for a free, 

nation. -

One the side of .the, oppressed Japanese a like deter

mination to stand untold suffering is essential to the desired 

success in ridding their great empire of the one enemy which 

has disgraced its good name in the civilized world, and which 

is fast bringing about national ruin from which recovery will 

be both painful and-slo^^

If *such à determination were to avail, it must be ex

pressed in somèthîhg-mpte than pamphlets. The ardent ad

vocates of peace must strive to bring the truth of the present 

war home to tfieir compatriots. They must def y their warlords 

whose only weapon is the: threat of prd^cution or the em

ployment of brutal force. They must so ^organize themselves 

that the prosecution of one advocate will only add to their 

ranks more adherents* "; Theymust agitate openly, not 

secretly, against war and for, peace. They, must, at their 

personal risks, rise to denounceih^ir military taskmasters.) 

They must prepare to die as patriots for peace, even as their 

soldiers have died and/are still,dying on the battlefield as 

tools of imperialism. a
What the military "depend upon is force ; what they are 

afraid of is also force. If a few Japanese patriots are willing 

to sacrifice peiteqnal Jiyeô to challenge their warlords, they 

will be deprivini thp lâttêr.of. their only, weapon and at the 

same time awakening thèir feltëw-citizens to the cause which 

I they, hâve dedicated tfiemselves-to espouse and serve.
I , Just7a^ the salvatip^of tJfiinâJâ .tbe^duty of every 

IChinese^izen^sq.is-thé"sâlvaMon of Japan that of 'every 

I Japanese. BdiK .'éai$ ftorordiriate their ^patriotic5 endeavor 

[toward the common goaXfbM eâchmust fight its own.battle 

[separately. In the hercdc stand taken; fetheChinese people 
twej hope the Japâàesè wlÜ fifoct^^^am^^VjhSpijation in* a 

struggle which is;hWëâdy. jQrigNôŸ^^
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BACK TO BARBARISM |
1V7HIJJE the entire world is strongly denouncing the 
W Japanese military and naval authorities for their 

barbaric bombing and bombardment-of unprotected Chinese 

cities, the Japanese Government has( qiso resorted to another 

type of barbarism ho less reprehensible.

; From press reports it has been learned that in Formosa 

and in Korea the medieval custom has been* revived which 

calls for the mass execution of members of a family for the 

treachery of one of its number. The revival is designed to 

forestall the possibility of uprisings among the Formosans 

and Koreans now in the fighting services. Incidentally, it 

is the best proof of the weakness in the Japanese military 

ranks engaged in the Sfno-Japanese war.

In a more profound sense the anxiety over the loyalty 

Of the Formosans and Koreans should serve to convince the 

Japanese military of the futility of trying to conquer anothei 

people and to hold them under an iron heel. In Formosa 

the Japanese rule has exceeded more than two generations, 

and in Korea it is approaching three decades. If it has 

taken Japan so much time to effect a semblance of submis

sion over two comparatively small territories, it would take 

infinitely more time to subjugate China if China could ever 

be subjugated.

As noted students of Chinese history, the Japanese 

authorities must be able to réfe^Jl that the founders of the 
Yuan Dynasty spent oyer 3$.|pFS''.to suppress “bandits” 

who were really Chinese patriôft|’refûsing to accept an alien 

rule, and an equal period to cdrtpose differences among the 

descendants ÔÏ the conqueror himself. The Manchu regime 

fared none the better, and in spite of its benevolent rule 

it had to give way to Revolutionary forces.

Even in “Manchukuo” the Kwantung Army is on con

stant vigilance against uprisings, and the Japanese nationals 

dispatched there to undertake the task of “colonization” 

are frankly wary of the same fate that befell their com^ 

patriots in Tungchow under the puppet regime of Yin 

Ju-keng.

Wise statesmanship in Japan has yet not asserted itself. 

If the war in China is prolonged and defection becomes more 

apparent among her fighting forces, the Japanese Govern

ment may perhaps change its policy toward China as well 

as toward the colonies whose loyalty it has yet to earn.
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DAMAGING EVIDENCE

W
E have had occasion more than once to demonstrate that | 

the present hostilities were as much an anathema to the 

Japanese masses as to the Chinese people. To the latter 

the war is one of determined resistance against Japan’s fur

ther aggressions. To the former the hostilities constitute 

nothing less than a large-scale invasion of the territory of a 

friendly nation with whose people the Japanese masses have 

admittedly no quarrel bM whose Government leaders 

Nipponese warlords are bent ... Upon \.“chastising”-^-because 

they will not sign on the dotted line drawn up by Nippon’s 

militarists and because they will not bend their knees to 

Tokyo’s wishes or accede to made-in-Japan formulas of 

“sincerity” and “co-operation,” etc.

In proof of our thesis we adduced extensive testimony 

ranging from eye-witness accounts of àctual conditions in 

Japan—how the Japanese people; were prevented from learn-, 

ing the truth about Sino-Japanese relations, how Japanese 

“victories” were exaggerated and how their reverses were 

minimized, how the popul&ce we^e compelled to go to the 

railway stations and cheer the soldiers embarking for China, j 

and how they weré^SGared^uïto. subscribing to the war loans 

by tales of Chinese airplanes’ impending visits, etc. All this 

is in order to bolster up4he Japanese militarists’ courage and 

strengthen the morale 5f thei/n^isled masses, but apparently 

to little avail. Thus testified a foreigner recently returned 
from the Island Empire^:^^^P®ÇXi* M afraid of China, right 

in her own country. XtÊvery night, all of the lights in 

Nagasaki are put out;'In anticipation of an, air raid. And 

the feeding is that it might come at any moment.”
Since then It has also become public property that all is 

noCwell even in the puppet, state of “Mâhchukuo,” that de

fections by so-called “Manchukuo” troops have been reported 

with increasing frequency, and that reinforcements have 

been rushed from Japan, to “M^nchuküo”, nominally to re

turn the compliment of Soviet troop concentrations along the 

northern borders. And in these columns yesterday we 

adverted to the local distribution of anti-war pamphlets by i 

various Japanese groupp^ Japan’s aggres-?

siôns in China, as well ds to the,revival in Komf and Formosa 

of a mediaeval ruling4Mîch*^lfeTfôr'^'-îiiass’’éxecution of 

a family when oiiè of guilty, <pf treachery, in

order to forestall the Formosan re

volutionaries now in Japan’s fighting services, many of whom 

have been allegedly round hhrbofmg “dangerous thoughts.”

Just as public opinion all ovér the world is mounting in 

condemnation of JapanX ' ^ulU^rc&ede^eC barbarism” in 

Chiba, so fresh damagingevjdfeiicé isxsteadily 'coming to light 

which effectively “disposes” of ;the Japanese propagandists’ 

facile argument that the present hostilities'have been forced 

upon Dai Nippon and.; that she is waging, not a war of un

abashed invasion and relentless ^nquest, but a war of “self

defense”. Such new evidence-will shew, how hollow . is the 

Japanese militarists’ claim. * »

[Exhibit (1).—Patrol Ie^^^^g|hiû;i0ifdùcted.<an air 
raid over Taitsang, near Kfatihg, oxiSeptember^26 morning, 
but . his plane, was .brought down3 by ^Chinese "anti-aircraft 

guns and" he was taken -prison^ jGrteatly moved by the 

treatment he had received ,4n the ^èîd hospital, he declared'to 

his captors: “I swear Ewffl ;nÔt\take. up*, arms again if 1 

can -safely go, through t^g ^ese^t Sino-Japanese hostilities. 

The Japanese people doWi r^anf^war with Chihal” Inch 

dentally, he praised the, Chinese soldiers, whose gallantry, he 

averred,. “$as entirely ouVof mi/ expectation.” j, # t

\EwMbit —The following'illuminating entries appear

ed iii à Japanese soldier’s diary found on the battlefield, as the 
Japanese retreated from Yang-chia-tsun on September 26:—

*1; Busy at'sentry duty
- 2^ Chinese night attack Anticipated ; dared'not sleep 

soundly. _ * ■ - *•’'*>X? • ;; >Jf ■

: 3. Chinese troops’ Fesfstdhee unexpectedly firm. Their 

attacks clever and resourceful. Detonations of trench 

mortar shells fearful and nérve-raçkjng..,À., ,c> - ?...
g ,4. Food supply cutoff several times. Had to rely on I 

■ biscuits, arid bread. Recently.we experienced a shortage of 
I bredd *;Md cigarettes,YshoWnlg ^increasing extent of war 

■privations. * , -- ' j
I -5. Am homesickvand thoroughly disgusted with the’ 

■war, '

I -All this contrasts strangely  ̂with the stoic spirit ex- 

■ hibited by the Chinese defenders; 7 Since the aggressor
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soundly Cninese dared.not sleep

atbiLve troops’uïléîepfectêdly firm. Their

,-""««wtol Detmatto,;» of trench 

mortar shells fearful and nerve-racking^,.. < ... ;

biscuit» and^i supply cut. off several times. ' Had tp rejy on 

hi-njrj bread. Recently.ive experienced a shortage of l 

' '. : cigarettes,* t$h<»nig increasing extent of war I
privations. ■ < .>•

;5. Am homesick and thoroughly disgusted with the' 
war, . w ..

- / All this contrasts strangely with the stoic > spirit ex

hibited by the Chinese defenders. Since the aggressor 
means to conquer this country^ every Chinese defender has 

but* one choice—to resist "the invader to the very end 

and to make the enemy-pay dearly for-, every iqch he tnay 

succeed in gaining,, hot"CtHÉougli .superior jjôurage or for

titude but merely throughJnsteumentality* of superior 

tools and more modern’armamehE^^’^lw Chinese defender*! 

therefore knows not what.it is to.fear, .since Japanese shells:! 

and; bombs send one equally to perdition^ whether one takes !| 

it manfully or shivering in one’s shoes. And until the invader । 

comes, out of-his. trench to -give- combat, ihe-defender may as

( well while the hours away by fiddling on his Hu-Ch’in or 
playing mahjongg. Japanese shells and bombs may screech 

i and bellow destruction, but sweet music must continue to 
I be played and the captivating game of mahjongg must not 

I be interrupted.

-,G’V0 >

scucp pa*

jjg b^s22>

Qopops^»

what.it
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1'roa The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, October 11, i937

/ A Poor Statement
'yMfE SO-CALLED ‘‘vigorous defense of 

Japah’s action in China” made lost Satur

day in a statement issued by the Association of 

Members of the Tokyo House of Representa

tives will receive the close attention intelligent 

people give all responsible policy utterances of 

the Japanese; but it is even more disappointing 

than the average, if such be possible.

Starting off by denial that Japan’s action 

in China violates the Nine-Power Treaty or 

the Kellogg Pact, it goes on to say that “the 

present affair was started iby 'China, who 

violated various agreements with Japan, fired 

on Japanese troops engaged in maneuvers, 

butchered a Japanese naval officer and a 

marine on official duty in Shanghai, and at

tacked districts in Shanghai whèré Japanese 

residents were concentrated for the deliberate 

purpose of annihilating them.

“Japan’s expeditionary force was, there

fore, sent to Shanghai as a self-defensive 

measure.” The often made assertion becomes 

no more persuasive with repetition.

The Nine-Power Pact, the statement said, 

stipulates respect for the sovereignty, indepen

dence and territorial «and administrative .-in-' 

tegrity of^Chinsi, “but it never bans the ■ xiaM? 
[éï self^lâen^e,’'u^hich may beexercised by a 

I Power whose natlbnal’s are butchered by thé 

the Chinese or whose rights and interests are 

violated by China.

“The Kellogg Pact also never denies the 

exercise: of the right of self-defense in a 

similar case.”
China has made1 mistakes in dealing with 

Japan, certainly. ’ But to concentrate on re

latively minor matters' in which China may or 

may not have ‘peen in the wrong, and to ignore 

the- major matters in which Japan certainly 
has been and still is in the wrong, merely leaves 

things worse than before. For any unbiased 

outsider must conclude that if thte the most 

that can be said for-Japan, Jâpah’s ctÜse must 

bje weak indeed.

\ To conclude with an unfounded assertion 

that “the Comintern is behind the present 

Sino-Japanese conflict” and bombastically de

clare? that a “boïshèvisèd China will be a 

menace not only to Japan but to the whole 

world” is merely to tub-thhihp. The jworid 

sees very little ÜuSâïan link-up with China thus 

far,? let along/domiritaon, although Japan is 

clearly the chief force pressing China Russia- 

ward. But the , world increasingly feels that 

Japan is setting hersèlf up as1 a major menace 

through her very acts of aggression in Chinât
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From The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, October 12 193?

A/, a Seeing^ blatters Differently v 
/^HINA’S ATTITUDE, we are told by 1

Tokyo Asahi Shimbun, will chiefly detel 

mine the nature of the new administration 1

be conferred upon North China.

Such an utterance is likely to provoke a 

naturally hasty and bitter response from 

Chinese or friends of China. But the Asahi’s 
ideas are interesting and worth consideration, 

not because of any inherent justice, but as 

giving light on the almost complete divorce-! 

ment of Japanese thinking on China from 

that of the rest of the world including China 

herself.

The Asahi declares that what Japan wants 

in North China is not territory, but “China’s 

reconsideration of her attitude and co-opera7 

tion with Japan.... Therefore it is clear that 

the new administration, in North China will 

not aim at independence from Nanking or the 

permanent stationing of Japanese troops ir> 

North China.”

As alternative, however, “if China refuses । 

Ig reconsider her attitude and co-operate with) 

Japan, and instead resorts to protracted war

fare, it is also clear that Japan cannot retreat 

giaciously. In such an eventuality, Japan will 

be possibly compelled to occupy key .positions 

in China semi-permanentiy with a view to 

conducting protracted hostilities and urging 

China to reconsider. Then the new adminis

tration in North China will naturally assume 

a semi-independent character.”

I he idea that Japan’s present China ad

venture is purely punitive seems deeply fixed1 

upon the mentality of the Japanese public. 

Such an idea has never been considered in 

China. The two countries are worlds apart 

in their attitude toward this matter—and un

fortunately for Japan, as we see the matter, 

Japan’s artificially constructed viewpoint in 

that respect can in time take a terrific beating 

because of the Chinese unwillingness to accept 

such a viewpoint.

In other words, if the Japanese had been 

able to deliver one crushing blow and then 

withdraw from a 'bewildered and Subdued 

China, the accomplished fact might do some

thing to cause the world to feel Japan had 

the correct attitude. But China has already 

spoiled that lordly concept by refusing to take 

the blow as crushing, and by holding the 

Japanese forces locked in tight combat.

General Iwane Matsul’s proclamation of 

last week discloses essentially the same attitude 

when he speaks of an aim “to scourge the 

Chinese Government and army who have been 

pursuing anti-foreign and anti-Japanese poli
cies in collaboration with Communist in-.* 

fluences.” The ’phrase “to scourge” shows the 

punitive theory. The references to “anti- 

foreign” policies and “Communist influences” 

can be construed only as one more gesture 

toward a foreign support which even the 

Japanese must see is not to be had from the 

world at large.

* As time goes on, Japan’s concept of 

“punishing” China becomes increasingly ludi

crous; while the very strength and proibriga- 

tion of China’s resistance lends weight to the 

^Chinese concept that this is tlje revolt of a 

united nation against an intolerable, series of 
aggressions on the part of her neighbor?

Similarly, such utterances as those of the 

Asahi with reference to the North. China ad
ministration become increasingly hollow. 

Japan has had initial successes in North China, 

certainly, but in ^edbral the struggle is be

coming more far-flung and intense rather!

i than tending to relapse into the condition, say, 

I of Manchuria in 19$2,

Certainly it is becoming, difficult for Japan 

to “retreat graciously” but that is hardly the 

responsibility of the aggressed; rather it 

should have been the forethought of the ag

gressor. But Japarfs gfeate^t military weak

ness has ever been her failure to consider 

lines of retreat, and this pcilicy which did not 

much matter when Japan engaged In relatively 

minor and successful campaigns may yet be 

her Achilles’ heel in this, apparently destined 

to prove the first major war of her history.

If Japan has the slightest notion that 

China may weaken in expectation of a less 

harsh Japanese attitude in North China, we‘ 

fear that notiop must be subject to change.

! The Chinese are committed to a long cam

paign which might break down under impact 

of a more successful Japanese military effort 
than has hitherto been in evidence* but which 

will not be called off on a basis of misty hope.. 

China has had all too much experience with 

Japanese plans for her welfare. j

* —----- — . ...I I
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A GLEAM OF LIGHT
Prince Konoye seems, judging from his 

latest pronouncement, to be heedful of 

the criticism which Japan’s present policy has 

aroused in Europe and America. It is true 

that he ascribes that criticism to a “misun- । 

derstanding” just as he explains that Japan’s 

aggression which he considers to be a de

fensive gesture has been prompted by China’s • 

failure to understand Japanese friendship. 

His assurances that the Emperor Kang Teh, 
of whom it is noteworthy that Japanese I 

official statements now speak as Pu Yi again, I 

will not be restored to the Dragon Throne at I 

Peiping and that the Open Door, of 19th 

century fame, will not be closed by Japanese 

policy will be duly noted. Coming from the 

Prime Minister of Japan they can hardly be 
dismissed as valueless, although active ' 

memories will recall that Count Uchida, 

speaking deliberately at Mukden as the 

mouthpiece of the Japanese Government, 

declared in November 1931 that the then 

ex-Emperor Pu Yi would neither be en- 

cpurqged to take part in Manchurian affairs 

nor be used as an instrument of Japanese 

policy. Nor is it inappropriate to consider how 

far the Open Door has availed the foreign 

merchant in the new state of Manchoukuo, 

over which the Emperor Kang Teh with full 

support from Japan now presides. However 

that may be, the less menacing tone of Prince 

Konoye’s statement deserves consideration. 

Even if it reaffirms the view that third-party 

mediation in the current conflict is not 

' required, it is not hostile to the proposal 

for a conference of the signatories to the 

Nine Power Treaty, but quite properly 

suggests that Japanese policy on that 

point cannot be defined until an in

vitation to attend the conference has been 
issued. Differences of opinion <tegarding 

the relevancy of present Japanese âetiqns in 

China to a policy of peace are not neo^sMHly 

unbridgable and it is all to the ggdtf j&at 

Prince Konoye takes the troubl^ta^^^rt 

that peace and friendly relations^jg^pÇier 
powers are still the aim of Jap^ïï;<3Éfeat,4s a 

j gleam of light in an otheiMisfch^nrky 

, atmosphere. *

In such a mood it is not impossible for 

Prince Konoye to be open to revision of 

his views on the fundamental causes of dis

agreement between Japan and China. For 

example, his persistence in regarding the 

“anti-Japanese” attitude of the Chinese 

Government and the communist tendencies 

of its leaders as the main offence should be 

capable of appeasement if the facts be care

fully reviewed. So far from embracing com

munism the authorities at Nanking, ever 

since the Sian affair of last year, have firmly 

differentiated between the exotic theories of 

the communist armies and the economic 

grievances which they professed to champ

ion in the name of Chinese nationalism. The 

result, greatly facilitated by Japan’s invasion, : 

has been to break down the barriers formerly ; 

dividing the communists from the followers 

of the Kuomintang and, on Nanking’s terms, 

the communists are now merged in the na

tional forces. It may be assumed that this 

i union will enable the Chinese Government 
I to give closer attention to the legitimate 

claims of the converts to its fold but nothing 

in the programme supports the view that a 

communist regime will replace the Kuomin

tang in the development of constitutional) 

plans, unless desperation as the result of | 
I Japanese military pressure accrues from the । 

course of events. Until the conflict burst in ; 

the North and spread over the whole of > 

China, the energies of the Chinese Govern- ';

! ment had been so strongly directed toward | 

suppression of anti-Japanese activities that, i 

not unreasonably, they were criticized at । 

times as unduly fettering the exercise of the 

right of free speech. General Chiang Kai- 

shek had to endure internal attacks on the 

ground that he was in danger of yielding too 

much to Japanese claims. It was obvious to 

all, except apparently the Government at 

Tokyo, that the cumulative effect of the 

militarist programme which led from the 

creation of the autonomous regime of East 

Hopei, the ever-increased dominance of 

Japanese authority in Peiping, the smuggling 

troubles in the North, the undermining of 

the administrative fabric of the International 

Settlement in Hongkew, to the clash at Marco | 

Polo Bridge would be to make the Chinese 

Government’s position impossible unless it 

called a halt in the name of national soli

darity.

These * facts are imperfectly grasped by 

Japanese critics who now seem to imagine 

that foreign views are coloured by unscru

pulous Chinese propaganda and uneasy 

apprehension for foreign interests. Making 

all allowances for the emotions of the boy

cott agitation (which this journal has con

demned), it must be reiterated that the root 

cause of the world’s anxiety lies in the re

cognition that, as President Franklin Roose

velt, Mr. Neville Chamberlain and M. Yvon 

Delbos have in their different ways asserted, 

the basis of Japan’s actions here reSts on the 

use of force to override observance of solemn 

treaty engagements. Technical disquisitions 

of the technical question of bombing from 

the air do not dispose of the awkward fact 

that the principles, conservatively stated in 

the British Note which dealt with the attack 

on His Majesty’s Ambassador, six weeks ago, 

have not been fully observed. Japanese in

tentions to confine aerial and other offensive 

action to military or quasi-military objec

tives may be accepted, but unfortunately the 

interpretations applicable to many tragedies 

arising therefrom are not free from criticism. 

For instance, it is blandly suggested that 

because certain educational institutions are 

suspected of ‘‘anti-Japanese” prejudices their 

exposure to military correction is permissible. 

Nor is it by any means clear that a deliberate 

campaign of bombing Chinese cities through

out the length and breadth of the land can 

be justified on the ground that such action 

is concerned only with military targets, and 

that its destruction of non-combatant life 

and property is unavoidably accidental. 

Japanese apologists may rightly cast doubt 

on exaggerations which naturally appear in 

Chinese as in their own partisan statements, 

but they would do well to give some credit to 

the intelligence of statesmen who have ample 

means for checking the data thus forthcom

ing. There is far too much talk of pro

paganda in the hope of allaying uneasy 

consciences. As a rule, public opinion the 

world over has its own way of judging the 

broad facts of an international situation. 

Prince Konoye’s more receptive attitude 

gives rise to the hope that he is beginning 

to be impressed by that consideration.
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From The Shanghai Evening Post and Mercury, 
dated October 14, 1937.

y ;■ ? After Two Months \
> 'T'WO* have passed today since tn^

aerial ■ bombings of '‘Bloody Saturday” 

brought hôxne to Shanghai that thë'long- 

awaited major Sino-Japanése hostilities had at 

last arrived.

War has not been declared. Neither side 

has declared more than the vaguest of objec

tives. Progress has been far from sensational 

in any direction; and toward what is this pro

gress in any event? Someone may know but 

no One will say. Millions of 'dollars’ ftorth of 

damage^ hasif been done, trade has been halted. 

Japaheseif^fchina have been driven away from 

their livelihood and Chinese and foreigners 

have been driven away, from their homes. No 

one knows the total cost 'in lives.

Chind\is defending herself and Japan is 

waging a punitive campaign of seÛtâétéhsêi 

Make sense of that if you can. We can’t.

Confusing as these two fruitless and. havpc-? 

wreckingtwomonlhs hâve bèénHbne great f&ct 

emerges. That is the fundamental origih; bf 

all this trouble. in Japan’s China aggression, 

which is coupled with an Urgent and growing 

nefcd for a definition of Japan’s eventuàlWm.

fp state such an alm would be a'long Wy 

frortl accomplishing it, but at least thé world— 

-rificiudirig China—would have a clearer notion 

oixVhÿ Jàpan has pressed steadily into more* 

trôtîbfe . ($êàrîy to disadvantage for the 

time being at any. rate) instead of' seeking to] 

keep the peace, is there a reason or must we] 

accept this whole débâcle as a monument to,; 

miÜtàidstic Stupidity?
Soohér or later an answer must come? >If 

Jâpan will hot. give if the world will have;M 
dffcw its own conclusions, which on the pn|* 

sêhf showing^cannot be flattering.
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From The ^hina Press, Shanghai, October 16, 1937

JAPAN’S NEW “FEELER”

W
E have had occasion in these columns to comment or 

various “feelers” from Japan—e.g.-as expounded by 

Ambassador Shigeru Kawagoe and General Matsui, com- 
mander-m-chief directing Nipponese operations* the, 

Shanghai area—looking towards the early cessat&n ff^pre- ; 
sènt large-scale hostilities in this country. A jicïv friture 

into the same nebulous realm is apparently W 

motion, according to reliable * information obtained Wrom 

well-informed quarters in Tokyo by the Central Netvs 
Agency. * i ’

When the Japanese militarists embarked upon theii 

campaign for “chastising7’ the Chinese Government, they had 

misled their fighting forces and the Nipponese taxpayers 

first into thinking that the Chinese Government would yield 

to Tokyo’s threats and intimidations and then, when the 

Chinese Government preferred resistance to abject submis - 

sion, into believing that the fighting would be over in just 

a few weeks. Disillusionment began to dawn upon the mis

guided populace, when not only every Japanese transport 
bound for these shores was làaded with troops and reservists 

but also when every Japanese ? steamer ^returning from the 

battlefields around Shanghai w|s filled with Nipponese dead 

and wounded.

Dai Nippon’s war expenditure has been conservatively 

estimated at one million pounds sterling for every twenty- 

four hours. If so, the Tokyo Government’s treasury must 

have already been depleted to the extent of at least £60,000.- 

000. .In the meanwh‘ite'411 trade with this country has per

force come to a standstill, while an international boycott 

of Japanese goods is being mooted ' im many important 

countries.' Little wonder, therefore,-'that even the supposed

ly omnipotent militarists are beginning to feel uncomfort

able. And little wonder also that the Japanese nation at 

large isbeginning to see things in their true light, *

It is an open secret that all is anything but well within 

the Island Empire, despite the vaunted “war fever.” repres

sive censorship and ostentatious display of solidarity. The 

taxpayers have not hesitated to ^complain and financial 

quarters, led by the powerful Mitsubishi interests, have not 

minced words in their opposition to the/Tokyo Government’s 

so-called “dragging-on” policy. At least 15,000 men and 

women are reported to have been put under police surveil

lance for their temerity in voicing opposition against their 

Government’s aggressions in China. And no less than 20,000 

civilians in Korea are understood to have been questioned or 
detailed by the police for almost the same reasons.

What is more, dissensions are stated to have broken out 

between the War Office and the Foreign Office in Tokyo. Thf 

latter has been blamed by the former for “inactivity” and for 

permitting the diplomatic situation to deteriorate to such an 

extent as to bring on the present world-wide condemnation 

of Japan’s actions im China. As a result, the Gaimusho 

that stands so pitifully between the devil of Nippon’s mili

tarism and the deep sea of the world’s outraged conscience 

has at last been persuaded to send so-called goodwill envoys 

to explain1' the “true situation” of Japan’s objectives in this 

country to credulous leaders in Europe and America. This 

is because, in the estimation of the Japanese warlords and 

their mouthpieces, it is wicked for the world opinion to rely 

so mqch on “tendencious Chinese propaganda,” since Japan

ese aerial bombings of Chinese cities are intended, not so 

much; to fhaim or injure Chinese non-combatants but, believe 

it or not; to “establish enduring peace in East Asia through I 
sincere co-operation between Japan and China.” I w

Since the Tokyo Cabinet is divided in its counsels and I - 

1 ‘ Tnyinv. in Jh.- - i 1 1  _1  11 it.. Lvln” Isince Japan is confronted by an admittedly /‘unfavorable’', 

outlook,, it is understood that the Emperor of Japan himself 

may intervene in the. decisions of his Cabinet and, as Dai 

Nippon’s supreme military and naval commander, impose 
his will on Japan’s fighting forces. Accordingly, the highesi 

military command in Tokyo is understood to have issued 

instructions^to the Japanese command in China to suspend 

I all military operations béfore the end of this year upon the 

achievement of these three objectives: (a) Complete occupa
tion Of all Chinese: territory north of, the Yellow River : (b) 1 

Occupation of Hainan Island; and s(c)pA decisive victory 

pn the Shanghai front.

If this is the latest ballon d essai sent out by Tokyo, 
it will certainly share the same fate that befell Japan s prçd 

yious " efforts * Legions of Japanese propagandists and 

/<gooc^wiH”^nvoys may^^rgue themselves until they are ]
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may intervene in the decisions of his Cabinet ami, as Dai 

Nippon’s Supreme military and naval commander, imnosr 

his will on Japan’s fighting forces. Accordingly, the highest 

military command in Tokyo is understood to have issued 

instructions to the Japanese command in China to suspend 

all military operations before the end of this year upon the 

achievement of these three objectives: (a) Complete occupa

tion of all Chinese territory north of the Yellow River; (b) 

Occupation of Hainan Island; and (c) A decisive victory 

on the Shanghai front.

If this is the latest ballon cl essai sent out by Tokyo, 
it will certainly share the same fate that befell Japan’s pre

vious efforts. Legions of Japanese propagandists and : 

“good-will” -envoys may argue themselves until they are 

black in the face, but they will not be able to 

get over the basic fact that ■ Nippon’s war machine 

is dealing out death and destruction in an alien 

territory and that China is fighting with her back ’ 

against the wall to preserve her own existence as an in

dependent nation whose sovereignty and territorial as well 

as administrative integrity Japan has pledged her own 

solemn word with other co-signatories in Washington to res

pect. As Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek has declared, 

China’s war of resistance can only be halted when Japan

ese armed forces are entirely withdrawn from Chinese soil. 

Until then it will be futile for Nippon’s warlords to hope 

br attempt to call off the hostilities just because it suits 

.them so to do. When sich vital issues are at stake, the 
[whims and caprices of blistering bullies do not count at all.
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’rom The China Press, Shanghai, October 18, 1937

t A DANGEROUS GAME
T’H-k lnci2as^^ly apparent likelihood that Japan’s military 

1 i muckamùcks have bitten off a much larger portion of 
the tfeey can chew is being demonstrated

daily- on ^th-thfe-Shanghai and North China fronts. While 

frien§§*£îE^3fim'â during the fiçst ’weeks'*of hostilities were 

perhaps-a bit premature in pointing out any dire effects of 

the war; on Japan’s-economic structure Jind in the great 

drain on'hei* m£np« from, a disnas^Oafepoint of view 

it is; only now beCMrffng'fully evident China, foreign 

observers in. the Far East and .to an anxidLk world at large 

that 'JJapan is playing a martial game which is more than 

ordinarily dangerous—a game in which her very existence 

as a major world power is the stake.

Not the propaganda of the “clever Chinese,” to borrow

a phrase from the Japanese spokesmen, but the cold, dis

interested eyes of many foreign observers arriving in 

Shanghai from Japan indicate that the war is not a popular 

one with the common people in Nippon. Almost all 

foreigners arriving here within the past fortnight after 

years or months of residence in Japan deblare that the great 

mass of people are bewilderingly asking the question “What 

do we want in China? We do not know and our military 

leaders say nothing.” Perhaps the most significant aspect 

of this question is that it is now being freely put by the 

women of Japam-the women who bear sons who are sent to 

Shanghai and to. North China to be killed and wounded; the

women wl|o are left to cany the burden of family respon

sibility alone. They are finding it singularly strange, 

simple may be their t. inking, that Japan should be fighting 

China. This is note" Torthy because the Japanese woman is 

traditionally a figure "in the Nipponese family circle who 

says little and tends strictly to the business of running the 
home, leaving politjckl. and other burning questions of the 

day to the head of The house to ponder. Undoubtedly the 

fact that the heads of many houses have been conscripted 

has forced upon the Japanese mothers or wives the necessity] 

for doing some thinking of their own. The unpopularity of the I 

army, particularly, is said to be everywhere evident, being 

more openly so in rural areas where fear of police vigilance 

is not so pronounced. “Flat feet” and “squinting” are re

ported to be among the more common ailments which are 

stimulated by male members of peasant households in their 

efforts to evade the Japanese draft.

Almost universal taxes are also making the war 

across the Yellow Sea an unpopular business. Living very 

close to the limits of their income, the average Japanese 

family is ill-prepared to cope with sudden increases in the 

ccst of daily necessities and with the added burden of 

having to pay “war taxes” on almost everything he 

purchases.

It is not so much what the past and present unpopu

larity of the war has resulted in that interests the world, 

but what does the future portend? For China and Japan 

this question has vastly different implications. In reality 

! “from here on out” Japan will be fighting the world—if not 

actually on the field of battle, at least in the equally matter- 

of-fact field of trade. It may be said in all truth that Japan 

now has not a single nation for a friend in the world thatj 

can possibly be of any assistance to her in her present 

China venture. Conversely, she has quite a. formidable array 

of nations looking on her with increasing repugnance and 

! horror. Even though sanctions or export embargoes 

abroad are never actually enforced against her, Japan faces 

an antipathy in the hearts of the peoples of the civilized 

world that is mounting daily and could not be erased from —■ 

their minds for years were the war suddenly to halt today. 

Millions upon millions of people abroad will take and are 

taking the most obvious steps within their control to show 

their disapproval in voluntary and entirely personal boy- 

1 cotts of Japanese manufactures of all kinds. The time is L* 

I not far distant when the familiar “Made in Japan” onL^ 

(everything from children’s toys to more important articlesM| 

I for the export trade will become a leprous thing in the eyes ■ 
I of even the most humble purchaser abroad. With herH 

I income from exports reduced Japan will shortly' have no- H 
(thing more to ride on: than the draining to the very marrow ■ 

■ of her already impoverished people. Unlike China, shé is ■ 

I so devoid of natural resources and her econo- ■ 

I mic system s') highly industrializèd that the world’s’censureM
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their minds for years~were the war suddenly to halt today."’’ 

Millions upon millions of people abroad will take and are., 

taking the most obvious steps within their control to show 

their disapproval in voluntary and entirely personal boy-, 

cotts of Japanese manufactures of all kinds. The time is 

not far distant when the familiar “Made in Japan” on 

everything from children’s toys to more important articles f 

for the export trade will become a leprous thing in the, eyes | 

of even the most humble purchaser abroad. With her f 

income from exports reduced Japan will shortly'have no

thing more to ride on than the draining to the very marrow 

of her already impoverished people. Unlike China, she is 

so devoid of natural resources and her econo- If * 

। mic system so highly industrialized that the world’s4 censure j, 

affecting , her pocketbook will be the more readily a&d 

quickly felt. T ‘ |

Japan can expect no loans to carry on her war of| 

invasion. In fact, she can expect nothing but disinheritance | 

from the world. And then—there is always Russia! !
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From The Shanghai Evening Post and 
dated October 24, 1937.

Mysticism And Militatfen \ 
fl MIXTURE of mysticism and militarism is 

urging Japan on to “the ha2^d€Ç$^âr 

^enterprise with China,” ih t?ne vie% '^"‘the 

Honolulu Star-Bulletin Which explahls its view 

as follow»; /

Mysticism: The deep-rooted and increas

ing belief that Japan must wield the hand of 

authority over Asia. The doctrine, rapidly 

growing into a tradition, that Japan's destiny 

from time immemorial has been that of

hegemony over the mighty continent to which 

Japan originally* tall nearby

p into the 

Unoe to the 

temporal

archipel 

people fjr del 

empero< & 

duty ; bus principle.

The àotùinânee of the military 

governiheht>M any crisis., or 

tor màhufattüred crisis. The 

ftn’s war department from con- 

office. The wide divergence, 

department acts from foreign 

________ ? policies. The regimentation 

। of a whole nâfeâÿihto a potential camp, armed

over 

fane 

free 

trol 

in* 

' office's

for defense and equipped for offense expedi
tions. The ‘‘creation” of a Whole people by 

the propagaAàà of fear of attack from Russia 

-and t^/^ijnuitanebus education of that 

, people intq .the belief that only by dominating 

China can Jâpàn stave off the feared Russian 

communistic Wdermlnlng.

This result this combination of mysticism 

and militarism, IS driving Japan into what is

really an extremely perilous enterprise in 

territorial conquest.

Americans recently returned from Japan 

say that under all the noise of cheers, under 

the waving of banners, under the pomp and 

panoply of à nation going to wâr, iâ deep’ 

uneasiness on the part of thoughtful civilians.

'they realize the lengths tp which the milit

ary pbwers have cârHèd thëif "country.

They know that China, apparently vulner

able at its outer edges, is difficult to conquer 

wholly.

They foresee the costliness of a long war,, 

and the danger of repercussions at home.

They believe that unless Japan can speed

ily ùeat China to her knees, in a campaign so 

decisive that China must submit utterly, the 

drain on Japans limited resources will prost

rate the country.

« « «

The voice of the anti-militarists is, however., 

stiped hi Japan. They could scarce raise that 

dissenting voice in time of peace—much less 

can they differ in time of war. So thefe seems 

no chance that Japan will halt her armies and 

navy, or seek any compromise that China 

could accept.

$ * *

Secretary Cordell Hull appeals to Japan 

and China to “refrain from resort to war.'” 

Noble as is the sentiment expressed, practical 

considérations make its acceptance by either 

nation impossible.

Neither side will now halt the grind, the 

and the devastation of the war machines 

.—short Of a signal defeat for one side or tfie
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From The China ?ress, Shanghai, October It, 1937.

J ” RUTHLESSNESS
T''1*- '■ '■ ■ ——'—^7---------

’T’HE brutaFatlâck by h JapSïièse.submarine on a peaceful 

1 fishing ; fleet, some of whose survivors have been 

brought to , Hongkong, focusses attention on a form of 

ruthlessness which, as it gives its victims practically no 

( haiice^f^t^kih^ ^ôVër, ahkf dèpffves'ànÿ who live through 
I be expérience oKtheir sole means of livelihood, without any 

hope ôf~ç>hpensatji(hn i£ md^fto be condemned than an air 

raid. >Fbrbthe past^few w^k# J-ainuifele-warships have been 

systematically destroy in^Wiiriese trading and-fishing junks, 

often displaying call^u^dtMregard ibr life, if all tales are to 

be be^^^;^rgigg^^:arrivin^ in. Hongkong comment on I 

1 he refe^Wlile'absence of Chinesfeyraft along the coast, 

where^^WfuediJlUIy British water^re reached, hundreds’ 

of jui$<s are observed keeping within the safety zone.

beyt>nd^he limited,areaytunder Hong

kong ^urîsdicâjSiï has its polities, as thç recent action of 

a sul}ma^ne ’ has provj^'b'Ttâles brought by occasional 

Chinefce^ft^nnen who mànaged^ .escape death and- 

have pâîiïfullÿ Tounct^eif‘tv’ay to Hongkong all agree that 
the attacker^ usij^lly^ve. them, no/charice: if craft are not 

disabled and1 lèftÿt the mercy: of wind and tidey -they are 

burne^'OF>-sunk.^'Cpnflrmatiçp^f/th.çse attacks has been 

obtained frorii ^several Captains;ygssels who report meet

ing d(h-ini^3ünï^/s  ̂ fire, or sub
merged „hjfflb .which^fcJdjd^Wported aisji dagger to naviga

tion. «Occasionally thesé patient toilers of the sea, menaced 

by a £oe wh(y4s about to deprive them of their all, have put
' • .. ™ B^CTr»w>r,»^X3egB8J^aOBâB«^?aer^ri^Rt*aé»MBw~----------------------------- -v-m—

up a short and pitifully unequal fight, matching their 

muzzle-loading cannon, intended to keep off ordinary pirates, 

against the might of Japanese naval gun’s.

The consequence, as reported in more than one case 

some time ago, has been the virtual blowing of the offending 

craft out of the water, with possibly a sole, survivor, after 

’ drifting for days clinging to wreckage, living to tell the tale 

of this one-sided naval “war”. Apparently nothing can be 

done to protect these peaceable seafarers? They have no 

powerful status; their national standing is thatbf the crews] 

of Chinese small craft. Yet perhaps their fate is not quite | 

‘ in vain, for it is evident that the barbaric treatment to’ 

which many of them are being subjected will have its effect! 

in further rousing and hardening world opinion against their ! 

aggressors.—South China Morning Post.
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Krom The Shanghai Evening Post à Mercury, October 15, 19.57

/ Beyond War’s Necessities \
S A MEASURE of safeguard against “acciV 

ents,” pledge was given weeks ago thaï 

no Japanese airplanes carrying bombs would fly

over the foreign areas.

Not only have Japanese bomb-carrying 

planes repeatedly flown over the Settlement, 

but yesterday witnessed another cruel and 

senseless tragedy within Settlement limits when 

Japanese planes dropped two bombs near the 

Wihg On cotton mill where in the course of the 

1932 hostilities some 30- Chinese girls were 

killèd. The present affair resulted in many 

deaths and injuries in a trolly tram.

Other bombings of yesterday caused the, 

wounding of five U.S. Marines rand the deaths 

or Wounding of many Chinese in the supposed

ly neutral areas, together with much destruc

tion of property both neutral and Cliinesc. 

Casualties and property destruction occurred in 

Hunglao Road, which is ;an extra-Settlement 

highway.

Shelling has been in progress within this 

area for more than two months yet Chinese 
gunners strayed far from Weir marks during 

the late aftehioon with the death of more than 

IL Chinese and the wounàihg of half a hund

red or more* Buildings damaged included the 

NaVy Y.M.Ç.A. and the Soviet Consulate. 

Police officers were ambrtg the wounded.

An American sailor aboard the Augusta 

was wounded and the commander-in-chief of 

the U.S. Asiatic Fleet was narrowly missed by 

Japanese high explosive while he was standing 

on the deck of his flagship. And this is by 

no means a complète listing of the events of 

a single day.

À War is On, however undeclared, and war 

entails accidents and trouble for innocent by

standers.

Yet at least a clear statement of the facts 

and conclusions to be drawn from them is in 

order, and it is quite impossible to give airmen, 

gunners and military commanders a clear bill 

of health in such' matters as the various 

affairs of yesterday. The best thing which

can be said is that such acts constitute 

criminal carelessness.

However muctx war may be on, the Inter

national Settlement is not ât war; the French 

Concession is not at war; the foreign warships 

detailed here are not at war. Both parties owe J 

a clear duty to dp everything possible to safe

guard non-combatants, whether foreign * or1 

Chinese, in foçeîgn area® or aboard vessels.

That everything possible is actually being 

done cannot be contended when such tragedies- 
as those of yesterday can happen. No military] 

necessity ekists tor even the remote chance of 
such occurrences. \
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From The North China Daily News, dated October 18, 1937.

' GAS THEORIES
For the convenience of all concerned it will 

be hoped that the theories to which both 

contestants in the Sino-Japanese struggle have 

now subscribed on the subject of the enemy’s 

employment of gas are founded on insecure 

premises. The Chinese authorities appear to 

have obtain medical certificates to the effect 

that wounded Chinese soldiers are suffering 

from exposure to gas. The Japanese Command 

has produced elaborate reasons for imputing 

to gas the performances of a certain shell 

presented to the Japanese lines by Chinese 

artillery. Somehow or other the outsider’s 

faith in the better nature of both parties 

persists in offering scepticism. This does not 

imply a disbelief in the energetic propaganda 

thus generated. It merely emanates from the 

knowledge that it is quite easy-for experts to 

be deceived by manifestations which appear 

to Support the gas theory. For example 

entanglement in a shioke screen may give 

results which may be confused with gas burns, 

although fortunately- not nearly so harmful. < 
Unhappily, in spite of all prohibitions, gas I 

seems to be an expected accessory to the 

modern warrior’s equipment. All that is hoped 

at present is that it has not yet found its 

way to this curious embroilment which is not 

officially recognized as warfare.
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rT^HP resort to poison gas by the Japanese fighting forces 

1 m Shanghai has /peen conclusively^confirmed by two 
distinguished foreigri experts. The joint testimony of Dr. 

H. Fi Ettinger, hcBief surgeon of the Nanking Red Cross 

Hospital, and of* Dr. B, Borcic, representative in China of 

the League of Nations Health Organization, stands unchal-i 

lenged. In order to acquaint the public with the true state 

of affairs, this journal also produced on October 18 a picture 

of the Chinese soldiers upon whom poison gas had been used. 

From the joint testimony the following extract may be read 

with interest:

The patients, soldiers of the 61st and 87th Divisions of the 
Chinese Army, still have .marked symptoms of conjunctivitis with 
photophobia and are covered with blisters varying in diameter 
between. 0.2 and 05 c.m. Some of the blisters are beginning to 
tiry ùp, while others show secondary infection and ulceration. 
The color of most of the lesions is copperish, but some contain 
a black pigment.
4 Hoarseness is a common symptom of all three cases. The eyelids 
In two cases4 are edematous, the eyes lacrimating constantly. 
One of .the cases arrived with a marked broncho-pneumonia.

* Against this indisputable evidence Japanese denials, 

unsupported by factsr can hardly be of avail. Nor would 

it pfove effective counter propaganda for the Japanese to 

charge the Chinese with similar inhumane acts by merely 

producing poison gas shells as those fifed by the Chinese.

< On this particular subject.,we shall not try to dwell 
unduly, inasmuch as disinterested observers will in time 

ma|i? their voice heard throughout the^world.

* What interests us most is the fact that the Japanese 

have already employed so deadly a weapon at this early 

stajge of the war. Some may • feel that they are actuated, 

in this connection, by the desire to terminate the hostili

ties promptly by literally poisoning the Chinese soldiers to 

death, while others> are inclined * to the belief that after 

.several unsuccessful big offêhsïves the Japanese are now 

driven to desperation by a combination of circumstances. 
With this latter viewSve are heartily in accord, and for good 

reasons. ; % •
Firstly* it is generally’ admitted that no army or air 

fofce would risk international condemnation by using 

poison gas unless all other means of attack have been found 

ineffective. There is no doubt that the Japanese have been 

compelled to prosecute the Sino-Japanese war in Shanghai 

much longer than they had expected to or than it was ex-^ 

peçted of them. Even their latest promise to eliminate the( 

Chinese forces by October 15 has been left unfulfilled. : 

- Secondly, the chance discd^ory -Sy a- foreign resident 

here ofa bomb fragment bearing the date of “12th year of 

Showar. 7th month”, (be. July, 1937) has tended to show 

that the Japanese are; now; drawing upon their fresh muni

tions in order to maintain their position in Shanghai. It may 

be suggested df èôursêr|W the newly-made bombs might 

hajve beenused either for their greater effectiveness or be
cause the Japanese have tb-exert-their utmost to bring the 

war to ^uspeedy close., Jneith crease the state of desperation 

in; ^çnr^pTac^d by the unexpected
Chinese resistance is self-manifest.

; TMMïÿ> the?renewed" unrest in t‘Manchukuo” has also 

givenJapanese military, renewed concern. According 

totbofl%^iSbuter and Fleelnews, the Kwantung Army has 

in;th<;ÿbufSë. of the last tx^ynont§s drafted more than 100,- 

000 extra troops into the ^affected territory while armed 

forces actively hostile to theregime are estimated to exceed 

that figure; ■ Many districts are reported completely out 

of’ control, and it is intimated that with the approach of 

cold weathpr ^pxi^mgs^üKH^^ more frequent and 

numerous. .............................— -
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\ It is not.contended .that the puppet regime will in the1 

circumstance go by the board overnight but it js pertinent 
4point out,that whatever troopjs Japan must maintain in 

Manchuria cannot be expected to fight the war in China. । 

This is rbut another way of showing that, with the casualty 

toll daily mounting in the Shanghai area, the Japanese 

military forces are being, steadily depleted in spite of na

tion-wide' conscription.

* Fourthly, the unrest in Manchuria is also finding ex

pression among the;Formosafi afid Korean revolutionaries 

schtter^i throughout the mainland. Manifestoes issued by 

them iB Shanghai should,se^ve to - convince the Japanese 

thatatian opportune time5 the unfavorable position into 

which Japan has worked herself may kindle their patriotic 

fervor‘&nd give her military chieftains more causes for 

g^avp'au^i^ty.

। Fifthly, the growing .discontent in Japan with the in

creasing ’burden of. taxation and the failure to achieve a 
spectacular military success ha$'of late become more audible 

ahd articulate, e liberal Japanese Jlaye risked arrests ahd 

eyen a worse fate in order to arouse the people to the futi

lity of war in China; instances of suicides as a protest 

against the’conscription system are also being witnessed. 

11? the opinion of foreign observers long resident in the 

Island Empire, should be any gauge of private opinion among 

the Japanese, the military are about to be held accountable 

for trying to gratify their personal ambition at the expense 

oi the masses.

Sixthly, the momentum which the world-wide move

ment to boycott Japanese goods and to refuse selling supplies 

to the Japanese has ’added to the scores against the Japan

ese military. Japan needs both foreign credit and foreign 

raw materials to prolong the war. If both should be 

stopped of a sudden, the prospect of “beating China to her 

knees” will be dissipated in no time. Though official econo

mic sanctions against Japan are still highly problematical, 

no government today would go out of its way to dissuade i 

its citizens from severing trade relations with Japan in their 

private capacity. The anti-Japanese movement in China 

has become a world movement with which Japan will have 

to reckon.

Seventhly, the convocation of the Nine-Power Con

ference: has created a new problem which the Japanese Gov

ernment, as already commented upon in these columns, will 

find it most difficult to tackle. Either agreement or refusal 

to attend it will cause her unlimited embarrassment, and the 

very fact that such a conference has been summoned by the 

great Powers is in. itself an indictment against the Japanese 

policy vis-a-vis China in the eyes of the Japanese public.
Finally, the dispatch of “popular” envoys to tour the 

principal countries of the world to defend the Japanese 

military campaign in China cannot but lead the Japanese 

taxpayers to wonder about the whole situation precipitated 

by what is described to them as a holy war of chastisement 

of “the lawless Chinese soldiery.” They may well reason that 

if the Japanese Government has to send special publicists to 

explain its actions, then the Chinese soldiers can hardly be 

as “lawless” as they are painted to be.

The accumulation of évents has steadily given rise in 

Japan to the belated realisation that the war on the con

tinent is drawing fire from all quarters of the world. Un

less the military can achieve a swift victory before the 

Nine-Power Conference takes place, more exposure will be 

brought home to the Japanese and more condemnation 

visited upon the military. This feeling of desperation has 

compelled the latter to adopt the deadliest weapon against 

the Chinese defenders. Unfortunately, the warlords have 

failed to understand that more atrocities will only help to 

intensify international wrath and fortify Chinese deter

mination to carry on. Thus, it is clear, the Japanese mili- 

I tarists are hit both ways. If they apply extreme measures, 

they will be condemned; if they fail, they will also be con-s 

demned by their own people. They have sowed the seeds of 

hatred, and it is hatred which they will reap/
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UNSATISFACTORY RESULTS
The result of the latest air-raid over Shanghai 

should reinforce Mr. Nelson Johnson’s protest 

to the Government at Nanking. In flying over 

the International Settlement at night Chinese 

airmen are at a great disadvantage if ac

curacy in the search for a target be desired. 

So far much damage has been done to the pro

perty of Chinese citizens and the military value 

of these raids cannot be said to be impressive, 

whereas in other adventures, notably in the 

defence of Nanking, Chinese aeroplanes have 

proved their worth. Mr. Johnson’s plea is 

deserving of careful consideration by the 

Chinese authorities for it certainly is not 

their desire that their own countrymen should 

suffer as the Result of the operations of the 

Air Force. Tlie prompt expressions of horror 

which were evoked by the early tragedies of 

Aug. 14 were followed it was understood by 

the issue of precise instructions for avoiding 

the risk of flying over the Settlement. To this 

point Mr. Johnson has now rightly drawn at

tention. Japanese airmen are also involved, for 

their flights over the Settlement can still be 

noted. Although they have so far been com

paratively free of criticism on account of bombs 

dropped within Settlement limits-yesterday 

unhappily provided another exception—the risks ' 

involved by activities against which diplomatic 

protests have been made cannot be overlooked, y
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BOMB VICTIMS
f In restrospect, Shanghai’s travail since bomb
carrying aeroplanes appeared over the city 

warrants the strongest degree of protest and 

endeavour to protect the lives of the millions 

of people residing here. The mounting list of 

civilian casualties through bombing, either ac

cidental or intentional, makes the experience of 

other cities in the Great War and other con

flicts seem negligible. How many civilians in 

the Chinese and foreign areas have lost their 

lives since the beginning of the hostilities is im

possible to state, but the figure of 2,000 in the 

; Foreign Settlement alone, is conservative in 

' view of subsequent revelations. On that dread

ful Saturday, August 14, when four bombs 

killed many hundreds it was difficult to as

certain the death roll. In Nanking Road it 

was then believed that between 150 and 200 

had been killed and some hundreds wounded, 

but when the Fire Brigade report appears with 

the statement that there were 729 killed and

861 wounded, together with 1,012 killed and 

1,007 wounded outside the Great World, the 

magnitude of the horror must impress even 

those minds hardened to the daily toll of 

deaths from bombs and shells- In comparison, 

London’s losses from air raids during four 

( years of war are of a minor proportion. Ac- 
I cording to Colonel A. Rawlinson, who was 

largely responsible for the anti-aircraft de

fences of London during the war, the civilian 

Casualties for the entire period were 524 killed 

and 1,264 injured, with a property loss of a 

iittle over £2,000,000. This represents in about 

three years of air raids by dirigibles and aero

planes approximately a quarter of the deaths 

suffered by Shanghai in a single day. Colonel 

Rawlinson, in prophetic vein, concludes his book 

on the defence of London, with these words :

Still more important is it for all to realize 
that the possibilities of any future air attacks 
must bear still less comparison to the above 
figures, for, owing to the increase in numbers 
and efficiency of aircraft, the dangers to which 
the inhabitants of our great cities would be 
exposed if a modem air attack in force reached 
them are such as to utterly defy description.

This was written a few years after the Great 

War and coincides appropriately with the words 

of the Fire Brigade report that “the scene at 

the junction of Yu Ya Ching Road fmd Avenue 

Edward VII is indescribable.” Fifty more 

civilians suffered from the incendiary bomb 

dropped in Sinza Road on Friday and there 

will be more unless both sides can be prevailed 

upon to spare this city.
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THE KESWICK ROAD \
< TRAGEDY \

The synipaWy. of the whole com- 

nn<- lot,jpunity will nave ’ gone out to the 1st 
Battalion of the^oyal Ulster Rifles in the 

tragic-happening on Keswick Road on 

Sunday afternoon, by wh^pL Rifleman W.! 

McGowan lost his life.A To the j^othqa^. 

members of the Post ana to the many 

civilian riders who were machine-gunned' 

several times from a low-flying Japanese • 

aeroplane there will be mingled com

miseration extended to-ÿ them at the 

harassing experience congratulation 

at the narrow escape^ tjjîey had. The 

action which was imme&^ely taken by 

j Japanese civil officials^ ^and naval and 

’ military authorities indicateMdhe perturb

ation and regrets felt the unfor

tunate incident, and the fs^.that a Court 

of Enquiry is being held to establish 
where responsibility rests, that th^ 

question of punishment will.be decided 

after the enquiry has made its findings, 

and that a full report of the case has 

been made to Tokyo, illustrates* the 

anxiety which the higher Japanese ranks ,
1 feel regarding the affair. The claim 

the flier that the British Post was 

mistaken for a Chinese position by reàsoar 

of the fact that Chinese troops west of 

the railway had been observed moving to 

new positions will be countered, one 

imagines, by the plea that all Japanese 

aviators engaged in bombing and machine- 

gunning over areas closely adjacent to 

the foreign-manned perimeter ought to 

be given such clear instruction as to the 

line of that perimeter that chances । 

of accident are reduced to the very i 

minimum. The railway line from Siccawei 

round to the back of St. John’s University 

should be known to all as the line up to 

which foreign forces are in position and 

there should be no room for doubt on the 

part of any aviator engaged on either side • 

in these present hostilities. No doubt, 

every step will now be taken to prevent 

a repetition of the occurrence, though the 

poignancy and distress of the present 

tragedy cannot be eradicated. It is one 

of those irretrievable errors which occur 

wherever human fallibility is involved 

and out of which innocents are the unfor

tunate sufferers.

But the incident should have its 

lessons, and one which instantly occurs 
is that the extreme Western a&a should 

not now be visited by any exOfept those f 

who are on guard duty or *h#M^ urgent 

things to attend to. British Military 

Headquarters made jt known on Sunday 
evening that they ÿârticularly desire that 

civilian riders should not proceed along 

Keswick Road for the present, and no 

doubt that advice vzill be taken. But 

opinion has been expressed that the 

military authorities, possessed as they < 
are of much closer information than! 

civilians can be on day-to-J$y develop

ments and dangers, might qSr more than 
h& M'anspired hitherto in tfeejlirection of

J

warning and guiding the public. It would 

be no bad thing, for instance, if the 

Shanghai Municipal Council ordered the 

temporary closing of Jessfield Park in, 

' view of its Relatively close proximity to 

an area over which military .operations 
are bound to taki place. As reg|^dsvthe 

Hungjao Road district, it was not until 

the Chinese military authorities issued 

an order on Wednesday last that,'?;on 

account of activity by Japanese aircraft, 

no foreigners would be allowed to pro

ceed in the Hungjao region farther west 

than the railway line, an exception being 

made in the case of foreigners wishing to 

go to inspect their property, provided 

they were armed with permits from their 

respective Consulates. Up till that time 

golfers and riders had been going out 

into a district which was highly hazard

ous, though upon which no foreign official 

action had been taken. In the conditions 

under which Shanghai is now living there 

would be every justification for the 

authorities—both military and civil—to 

take steps to' impose the strictest of 

regulations for the safety of foreign lives 

for whom those authorities are, in the 

last analysis, responsible. The opinion 

has been ventured elsewhere that the line 

of Settlement defence in the Western 

District should have been out as far as 

. the limit of the Council’s Outside Roads, 

whereas it has been made to the east of 

a ^considerable quantity of valuable for

eign^"property which was built only 

because of the protection which it was 

presumed the Council’s roads, and 

, authority ^er those roads,gave/Chinese 

: troops arousing those roads and . have 

di^gMn considerably in between. That is 

a matter which it is now far too late to 

attempt", to remedy, but those unfortunate 

people who possess property and live in 

that, district, as well as those who live 

Within a very short distance of the 

perimeter where it has now been est

ablished, are entitled, we think, to much 

more guidance and advice than has so 

far been tendered. ,

No-one desires to offer criticism in 

strenuous times like these, but it should 
be put on record that considerable ques

tioning exists among many sections Of 

the international community at the com

plete air of secrecy and mystery which 

has surrounded all meetings of the 

Consular Body. It is felt that the public ( 

is fully entitled to know for its own 

guidance—through the press or other 

channels of information—what steps, if 

any, are taken to cope with the situation 

as it develops. For instance, well-* 

informed and qualified observers believe. 

that the whole of the Western District, 

both within and without the perimeter/* 

will became more dangerous as the scene 

of heavy fighting tends to shift round to 

that sector, and, inasmuch as the British-^ 

: held line upon which the Chinese wÉÎ 

pivot is so near to a quite populous 
foreign area, some advice should be given 

to the public living in that vicinity. * 
^SjQpsuIar authdrities^aF least some of 1 

them—have been secretive arid silent, and 

the public has been left to <uess as to 

what its best line of action should be. 

Incidentally, the foolhardy have been 

given an alibi/ We have wandered quite 

a good deal away from the subject on 

which this comment was originally to be 

based, for, no matter what'olsd might be 

said, the Keswick Road tragedy has to. be 

written down as a grievous one that should 

■ have been avoided. In' the nqpe that 
■ every possible precaution ijfffl be taken 

■ by the Japanese authorities jpjthis regard 

■ it has not been inopportune, we think, to 

■ point out that the foreign community 
■ might be a little more closely advised by 

■ those upon whom it has to rely for its 

■ protection. Preventive action is always 

■ worth far more than regrets. j

will.be
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From The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, October 25, 1937

/inexcusable and Inexplicable
.^QWING more apparently inexcusable and 

at the same time inexplicable has oc

curred during the present hostilities than 

yesterday’s Keswick *Road affair.

This involved the repeated low-altitude 

machinegunning of a British outpost and 

foreign civilian riders and pedestrians by a 

Japanese airplane, broken out of an element 

of three, at a point east of the Hangchow rail

way Where no Chinese troops are or have'been. 

Results included the death of a member of the 

Royal Ulster Rifles, the killing of one horse 

under its German rider, the wounding of an

other horse, and finally a response of fire by 

the British with a light automatic gun which 

apparently took no effect. Obviously other in

cidents have been of far greater magnitude so 

far as casualties were concerned but there has 
been none, involving either belligerent^ more’ 

completely puzzling.

The Editor of this newspaper traversed the j 

entire length of Keswick ’Road from north to- 

south shortly before yesterday’s incident, hav

ing been along sJjout half of the road an hour 

earlier.

Hungjao Road has flow been closed to all 

without passes, with an examination station i 

at its intersection with Chungshan Road, so 

Keswick Road presented an unusually crowded 

appearance as the day was sunny and fine. 

Not only Were therè many foreign riders on I 

horseback, ‘but cars passed along frequently* 

and there were a considerable number of' 

pedestrians intent on the bombings and the1 

airplane evolutions to the northwest and west. 

There was not a single Chinese soldier any

where east of the railway; there were no Chin

ese troops or emplacements anywhere nearer 

than Chungshan Road, in fact. Of civilian 

Chinese only an occasional farmer working ini 

the fields was to be seefi.

From an aviation point of view it may be 

added that there was an unlimited ceiling, 

perfect visibility, no ’clouds and extremely light 

breeze. Aerial operations by the Japanese 

included bombing (mostly without dives), dis

tribution of propaganda leaflets, and very in

frequent machinegunning.

It seems quite impassible that all Japanese 

(pilots could not hâve been thoroughly informed 

|bf the conditions along Keswick Road, which 

were as they have been throughout the pre

sent hostilities. Foreign outposts are main

tained on the road and it has been Used by 

foreign defense units and foreign and Chinese 

civilians EXCLUSIVELY, AT ALL TIMES. Kot 

- only was this condition subject to cheçk-üp

open to anyone. in Shanghai but it was of a 

sort completely obvious from the air, even at 

a rather high altitude, on such a day as yes

terday.
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KESWICK ROAD TRAGEDY J
Compared with some of their other per

formances the Japanese invaders of China’s 

soil may feel that the tragedy on Keswick 

Road is a trifling affair. When helpless non- 

combatants are killed in their hundreds by 

some airmen carrying out ostensibly military 

operations the protests are dismissed as 

pervei'sely inspired by Chinese propaganda. 

The death of a British soldier engaged in 

holding his allotted post on the perimeter may 

seem a light thing to the Japanese, 

despite the prompt apologies made by their 

official representatives. It is as well that they 

should be undeceived. Reliable accounts of 

the tragedy show that the Japanese airman’s 

action in machine-gunning the British post 

and the civilian riding party close by on the 

east side of the railway line was deliberate; 

no less than three times did he attack, and 

he apparently was deterred from making a 

fourth attempt only because the British 

soldiers properly opened fire when their 

comrade had been mortally wounded. Jap

anese spokesmen, with superb over-con

fidence, have frequently lauded the discipline, 

intelligence and accuracy of their airmen. 

They have constantly asserted that instruc

tions to bomb military or quasi-military 

objectives have been laid down for the ; 

guidance of pilots. Circumstantial reports in

dicating that these instructions have been 

imperfectly fulfilled or flagrantly ignored in , 

many parts of China have been*pooh-poohed 

by Japanese spokesmen. On certain occasions 

the foreign community has had clear ocular 

evidence that neither accuracy nor restraint 

characterizes the occasions of Japanese airmen 

whether machine-gunning or bombing. On 

the one hand the public is asked to believe 

that the airman’s observation is so acute that 

he can detect the spare parts of aeroplanes 

carried in a train which he has elected to 

bomb, on the other it is assured that even at 

a moderate height from the ground he cannot 

discern a Union Jack on the top of a car or 

distinguish between a party of British civilians 

and a posse of Chinese military officers.

It has been alleged that the delinquent in 

the Keswick Road outrage mistook the British 

post for a Chinese picket and, presumably, 

the ladies and gentlemen taking their exercise 

on the road for enemy fugitives. If the 

Japanese air force is not made aware of the 

position of the foreign troops garrisoning the 

perimeter of Shanghai then there is something 

radically wrong with the staff work of its 

superior commanders. Actually the British 

post attacked was so placed that the airman 

should have had no shadow of doubt of its 

identity, for Keswick Road is east of and 

runs parallel to the railway line which 

thereat gives a clear demarcation of the. 

perimeter. No excuse can be tendered for • 

any firing east of that line, if the airman ; 
were given such instructions as would be i 

deemed appropriate by any competent | 

authority in the circumstances. It is useless j 

to expect world opinion to accept Japanese 

valuations of the correctness of their airmen’s 

actions when such flagrantly elementary 

lapses are recorded. The question naturally 

is asked whether, when independent foreign 

witnesses are absent, worse delinquencies do 

not occur in full justification of the very 

charges which Japanese apologists so strongly 

repudiate as insulting to their forces. No

one will be so foolish as to aver that in 

assessing the consequences of the devastating 

operations of modern warfare on the edge of 

a great city, the possibility of honest error 

can be excluded. Yet there are limits.1 Above 

all it has again to be insisted that the onus 

of ensuring that his target has been correctly 

chosen lies upon the airman. The onus of J 

proving that his instructions have been 

framed with due regard to the requirements 

of international convention lies upon his com

manders.
In this light the Japanese forces have been 

sadly at fault and a^e attracting to themselves 

a volume of adverse criticism which cannot 

। be satisfied unless really effective measures 

i are taken to implement promises and as* 

i surances all too readily given but too 

j negligently fulfilled. This consideration ap

plies with great force to the persistence of i 
; Japanese bombers in flying over the Interna- 1 

tional Settlement, in direct contravention of 

pledges solemnly given the neutral' authori

ties. Ironically enough mourners at the fun

eral of Rifleman W. McGowan, the victim of 

Sunday’s tragedy, had their attention dis

tracted by the sight of three Japanese aero

planes flying in formation over the Settlement 

—a symbol of sublime indifference to obliga

tions professed on their behalf. No doubt the 

Japanese High Command is distressed at 

! this want of confidence in its ability 
I to enforce discipliné and decent conduct 

in its subordinates. That cannot be helped. 

The bare facts have to be set down lest 

misunderstanding of British and other foreign 

opinion should arise. Sometimes it seems 

that the Japanese themselves are in danger 

of making the very mistake which they have 

attributed to the Chinese Government—of 

confusing conciliatoriness with weakness or a 

sense of impotence. It should be apparent to 

them that here in Shanghai they are carrying 

out their self-imposed mission of “beating1 

China to her knees” under the eyes of a 

representative section of world opinion. Much 

. restraint is shown in criticism and remon- 
1 strance. Frequently, indeed, voices here 

venture to deprecate too fiercely voluble 

protests which, across the seas, are being 

made against certain Japanese actions. This 

does not imply a lack of either discernment, 

reasoning power or love of justice. It 'arises 

mainly from a desire to subordinate émotionàl 

impulses to a sense of proportion, to prevent 

ephemeral passion from stunting the spirit 

of fairplay. Reliance on this moderation cah 

be carried too far. It would be well for the 

Japanese authorities to bear in mind that 

point which is pùt to them in all friendliness, 
albeit with a feeling of real apprehension, on 

their behalf, as the growing impatience Of 

world opinion manifests itself.

----- A
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WHY THE KESWICK ROAD INCIDENT? ’j

T
HE Keswick Road Incident appeared so incredible at first 

that we, in fairness to the Japanese, even refrained 

from offering the slightest comment. It was our intention 

to give them the benefit of an official explanation which 

might be accepted as satisfactory by all unbiased observers.

Unfortunately, the facts were too indisputable to permit 

a flat denial after the typical Japanese pattern so well 

known to the public. The Japanese military spokesman in 

an effort to mitigate the offence, could think of no better, 
excuse than the suggestion that the pilot concerned, being j 

a new coiner, might have been confused in his sense of j 

direction and mistaken the British soldiers at post “Q” as 
members of a Chinese posse.

This excuse has already been exploded adequately by 

our morning British contemporary. Yet it may be in order 

to review a few facts which in themselves should provide

sufficient refutation of the feeble Japanese excuse. The 

shooting ;incident took place on a sunny afternoon when 

neutral foreign nationals were out horseback riding in the 

company of foreign women, in the neighborhood of the Bri

tish Post. From all eye-witnesses it has been definitely

ascertained that out of four Japanese planes circling over

head one detached itself and swooped down to about 100 

feet above the ground before letting loose a round tof ma

chine-gun fire. Three times did it power dive, and it would 

have done so a fourth time but for the return fire from the 

British soldiers upon seeing one of their comrades being 

fatally wounded and another narrowly escaping death with 

a bruise.

Thus, even if one were generous enough to give credence 

to the Japanese suggestion that the air pilot was confused 

in his sense of direction, one could in no circumstance ailoXv 

him the benefit of the doubt as to his power of vision. A 

person who could not distinguish British troops from Chinese 

soldiers or foreign nationals on horseback from Chinese 

cavalry or their women companions from Chinese amazons' 

could never have been chosen for the position to which he 

was assigned, otherwise, by confusion of direction a Japanese 

pilot might conceivably power dive to the detriment and 

destruction of his fellow-countrymen whenever two opposing 

forces should happen to be engaged in a close-quarter 

combat.
Moreover, if the Japanese military spokesman should 

insist upon his theory of the incident, then the higher 

command of the Japanese air force must be held fully 

responsible for thé failure to acquaint the pilots with the 

general lay of land surrounding the foreign administrative 

area. The responsibility is not lessened by plausible or 

specious arguments; it is a responsibility which is tanta-J 

mount to criminal negligence when the danger to neutral 

civilian life is taken into consideration. |

As usual, the Japanese officials, were prompt to tender ! 

expressions of “regrets” to the foreign authorities concerned. I 
Only this time the Japanese have done so perhaps once too 1 

often. It seems that “regrets” have become*a standing 

formula in the Japanese scheme to defy the rudimentary 

sense of common decency. The promptness with which 

“regrets” are expressed, when compared to the dilatory 

tactics so frequently employed by the Japanese on similar 

occasions before tempts one to feel that perhaps Japanese 

officials were all prepared in advance to rush their “regrets” 

as soon as a preconceived incident arose.

Nor is it unfair to maintain that, the Keswick Road 

Incident was a deliberate one. Judging from the accounts 
which this journal and its contemporaries have obtained 

from those who were fortunate enough to have taken cover 

in time fa avoid the sprayof machine-gun fire frpm the 
Japanese*plane, little doubt can be entertained of the deli

berate nature of the shooting.

The shooting,, it may be! emphasized, should not be 

judged by itself. Its significance will become self-patent 
when the history of the previous 10 days is recalled.

On October 14, a Japanese plane dropped two 50-lb. 

bombs on Markham Road in the perimeter of the Inter

national Settlement. As a result, a railless trolley was 

blown up and 10 persons were killed and 13 wounded. As 

no foreign or neutral life had been involved, the Japanese 

did not see fit to offer even a lame excuse, though the' out

rage was clearly in violation of the neutrality of the Inter

national Settlement and constituted a flagrant breach of 

the Japanese pledge of not allowing planes, loaded ? with 

bombs, to fly over this neutral area. t .
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The shooting,, it may bel emphasiized, should not be
I judged by itself. Its significance will become self-patent | 
* when the history of the previous 10 days is recalled. J

On October 14, a Japanese plane dropped two 50-lb.

>, bombs on Markham Road in the perimeter of the Inter- |* 
.1 national Settlement. As a result, a railless trolley was 1

blown up and 10 persons were killed and 13 wounded. As t 

no foreign or neutral life had been involved, the Japanese 

. did not see fit to offer even a lame excuse, though the" out- 

f rage was clearly in violation of the neutrality of the Inter-g 
national Settlement and constituted a flagrant breach of *

* the Japanese pledge of not allowing planes, loaded " with | 

bombs, to fly over this neutral area. .u
On October 22, two days prior to the Keswick Road 

Incident, a Japanese plane dropped an incendiary bomb at 

the corner of Sinza and Myburgh Roads. The casualties 

| included one American, 2 Sikhs and 27 Chinese of whof 
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more than 10 had died. On account of the wounding of 

the American, the Japanese military spokesman had to 

concoct an explanation besides expressing the customary 

“regrets”. The “regrets” are of no interest, because they 

are obviously meaningless. Wh%t amuses us most is the 

explanation baised on the allegation that a small gasoline 

tank had loosened and dropped on the ground. Military 

experts were quick to give the lie to this ingenious explana

tion. It was pointed out that a small tank of gasoline could 

find no place in an airplane, because the amount could not 

last more than a few minutes in its motor.

To these three incidents, all deliberately perpetrated, 

must be added the wounding of the British Ambassador, the 

falling of a shell on the U.S.S. Augusta, the wounding of an 

American marine on the same warship at a later date, the 

bombing of the Sincere Department Store, the niachine- 

gunning of three motor cars two of wlich were flying the 

Union Jack and of whose trip to Nanking the Japanese 

authorities had been previously notified* not to mention the* 

frequent threats of danger to foreign forces near the Chapei 

boundary.

The series of incidents, particularly the three latest, 

cannot be lightly dismissed as chance occurrences. A 

moment’s reflection on the scenes of their perpetration would 

lend weight to the proposition that the Japanese are deter

mined to harass the foreign defence forces stationed along 

, the peremeter of the International Settlement.

One of several general explanations in the public mind, 

is that the Japanese have decided upon a definite plan toj 

undermine the prestige of the foreign Powers in the minds’ 

of the Chinese people. Incident after incident has been 

created to challenge the foreign forces on the one hand and, 

on the other, to show to the Chinese that external help 

cannot be relied on to fight Japan. If this explanation were 

indicative of the Japanese motive, it is certain that all the 

incidents have <already fallen short of expectations. The 

Chinese are resolved tb ^resist aggression at any cost and 

without military assistance from the other Powers. This 

point must be manifest to the Japanese by now.

The second explanation attributes all the outrages to 

the Japanese desire to disturb the peace and order in the 

two foreign administrative areas, especially in view of the 

steady return to normalcy so evident everywhere in this 

' metropolis. Here again the Japanese will meet with dis

appointment, as the Chinese as well as foreign residents 

: have no intention to follow the line of least resistance and 

’ to close shop simply because of th*? reign of terror which 

! might result from Japanese indiscriminate bombings.

The third explanation is based on the theory that the 

Japanese, while looking forward toward clearing the local! 

northern area of the Chinese defence force according to I 

their schedule none too effectively followed, would like to 

see the foreign posts on the extra-Settlement roads with

draw within the Settlement limits. Should the Japanese 

succeed in occupying Chapei, Kiangwan, Nanziang and their 

vicinity, they may proceed to stretch their line along Chung- 

shan Road to the Native City at Nantao. That is why the 

Japanese planes have concentrated their attention on the 

western district, partly to drive away the Chinese and partly. 

to force the foreign troops to abandon their present posts.’ 

Though we are not in a position to read the minds of the 

' foreign authorities or dictate any policy for them, it may 

j be safely presumed that the defence plan of the International 

! Settlement will remain unchanged and that with each suc

cessive incident deliberately staged the determination to 

enforce the plan will become ever so much stronger.

When all these explanations are given due consideration, 

it cannot but be clear to all that further moderation will 

lead to more and worse incidents than it has been the mis- 

fortune of the public to witness. It is hoped that the British 

and other foreign authorities wilj make their neutral attitude 

most emphatic to the Japanese, lest this international com

munity should suffer a fate the consequences of which it 

may be painful to contemplate.
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jj'roia The Shanghai Evening Post, uotober 26, 1W3

0* ’ for the Japanese court of inquiry into the 

machinegunning of foreign defense force 

rpembers and foreign civilians, on Keswick 

Road Sunday afternoon, according to the 

Japanese spokesman.

That fact in itself means that the inquiry 

can hardly do any real, work of Inquiring, 

Of course : we may rather improbably assume 

that the Japanese flyer has confessed himself 

in error on every point. While we think he 

was in error on every point we have no intima
tion that he has said so. Or the court may 

in advance have condemned him on a basis 

of obvious facts. That, too, is unlikely.

Only foreign witnesses could be of any 

value, for the simple reason that only foreign 

witnesses and the pilot himself know any

thing about the case first-hand. There were 

no Japanese except the pilot on the-scene, .and 

no Chinese either for the matter of that with 

the exception of a peasant or two tilling the 

fields at a distance. We very much doubt 

whether the testimony of any Japanese avia

tors, aside from the man who did the job, 

could be of more than very slight value since 

i it appears that the offending pilot detached 

himself from an element of three and came down 

to low altitude—both of which actions removed 

him to som4 distance from his companions, ]and 

it does not appear that other pilots were in the 

immediate neighborhood.

The court is Japan’s, of course. We do not 

wish to pre-judge its verdict and we have no 

idea what that will be. Perhaps those in 

charge feel that they already have plenty of 

information. Certainly, as we pointed out 

yesterday, no one with the slightest interest in 

the subject could lack full details as to Kes

wick Road—an extra-Settlement highway on 

which passage of all was permitted freely, 

where there were no troops of either bellige

rent, where -everyone could go, see and photo

graph freely, and where there was no slightest 

excuse for thinking that there was any reason 

whatever for an aerial attack.

i As we have intimated, foreign witnesses 

may not be necessary. But it would look 

rather better to have them if there is to be 

any inquiry at all. Otherwise why call it an 

“inquiry”?
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From The Snangnai evening Post, dated October 2b, 1m37

£ Madness \
TOOTHING SHORT OF MADNESS is beinÿ'

displayed by Japanese pilots who, in 

apparently deliberate aggravation of the Kes

wick Road incident pf last Sunday and in direct 

contradiction to the conciliatory attitude of 

their diplomats, machinegunned British posts 

along the perimeter yesterday. *

Ope plane is said to have made five attacks 

near Brenan Road at 7.45 a.m. yesterday. Fire 

was returned by Lewis guns. Later the British 

anti-aircraft gunners were reported to have 

been forced to fire again as result of the activi

ties of Japanese flyers over their sector.

Last night the American Admiral very 

rightly authorized self-defensive return of fire 

in case of attack with bombs or machineguns 

by planes of any nationality on the defense 

j forces or non-combatants in. the sector de- 

' fended by the 2nd U.S. Marines Brigade. This 

extended an order given vessels of the U.S. 

Asiatic Fleet on September 2, authorizing 

simitar’action in case of attack.

It is clear that foreign defense units do 

not plan a to stand for murderous nonsense. 

The utmost patience will be shown in future 

as in the pa^j, we are sure, when incidents 

clearly accidental occur. This is war, whatever 

it be called, not a pink tea party. But war 

does not allow incidents which are not ac

cidents. It accords no privilege to attack in

nocent by-standers without incurring vigorous 

return action.

We hope and believe that such incidents 

are merely passing details of 4this crucial 

section of an emergency period, *It is impos- 

sible to think that Japanese high command has 

any directive part in such insane acts of 

bravo; but can Japanese high command avoid 

the most direct responsibility? Japan’s fight

ing forces have been reputedly among the 

best-disciplined in the world, yet unprovoked 

onslaughts against inoffensive and neutral 

Occidental defense units speak poorly of dis- 

ciplirie-if we are to choose the mildest pos

sible description of the position.

Apparently the kindest thing that can be 

said of these attacks along the perimeter is 

that the flyers are drunk with irresponsibility, 
(and feel themselves immune from punishment. 

^Considering the situation as a whole, this may 

s\em less strange to foreigners than to civilian 

Japanese steeped in the tradition of a loyal 

anu disciplined fighting force. But Japan’s 

China adventure is nothing to instill sane ideas 

in those let loose on a program of generÿk 

^rightfulness. .s'
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IS PEACE FpSSiHtelffl
The broadcast speech deliver-1 

ed by General Chiang Kai-shek 

on the eve of th^Double^T&dith 

is a brave and steadfast state

ment although it is disconcert

ing in one respect in that the 

Generalissimo declared that the 

war will be a long on$. “We 

■ should know that there is 

absolutely no hope of the 

hostilities being ended in the 

course of a few months” was 

the phrase he used. On the 

other hand, the Powers con

cerned are urged to lose no 

time in adopting measures to 

put an immediate end to the 

conflict in a Note from the t' 

Chinese Foreign Minister, Dr. 

Wang Chung-hui, accepting the 

invitation of the League to 

attend the forthcoming con

ference of signatories of the 

Nine-Power Treaty. The con

flict, according to Dr. Wang, is 

“proving more and more dis

astrous in its effects with the 

. passing of every day.” The 

impressions made on Dr. Wang 

by the effects of the war are 

similar to those made on us and 

the question we ask ourself is 

“How can the war be ended?” 

According to the formal state

ment issued by the Japanese 

Foreign Office on Saturday, 

what the Japanese Government 

seeks in China is merely the 

abandonment by China of her 

I anti-Japanese policies and the 

' establishment of enduring peace 

• in East Asia, through co

-operation between Japan and 

'China. Japan, the statement 

| emphasizes, harbours no ter

ritorial designs whatever upon 

China. China seeks, according 

to the Generalissimb, “deliver

ance from the present attacks 

on her national entity/’

Talting . these statements at 

their^ fate value and entirely 

without any arriere-pensee, it 

would seem that there must be 

some basis for negotiations for 

a settlement of the differences 

betvfeen the two countries and 

it sèems to us that if the good 

offices of Great Britain and 

! America could be utilized to 

bring China and Japan together 

there might be some chance of 

I ultimate success. Neither China 

nor Japan might perhaps get 

all they feel they ought to have 

but a settlement might be 

achieved which would gradual

ly broaden ouf into genuine 

peace and friendship in the 

Orient. There can be little 

doubt that as a result of the 

conflict the peoples of China 

and Japan are going to be 

impoverished for many years

October 11, 193 7
--------- ----------------------------—
to come and seeing that the 

majority of both are, already 

poor this is by no means a 

happy lookout Foreign busi

ness continues to. suffer very 

severely and, if the conflict is 

not soon brought to an end, 

must suffer a great deal more. 

It would seem, therefore, to be 

to the interest of all concerned 

to come to a peaceful arrange

ment at the earliest possible 

opportunity.

Whether the Nine*- Power 

Conference, as such, will be 

able to do much to help China 

and Japan to come to terms 

remains to be seen. We cannot 

say that we feel very hopeful. 

The list of the Powers expected 

to attend makes rather curious | 

reading. It includes South 

Africa, Bolivia and Mexico who 

have little or no concern with 

the affairs of China and Japan. 

Indeed, the idea of Bolivia 

helping to sit in judgment on 

the affairs of these two great 

countries strikes one as a little

! amusing. We are forced to the | . 

conclusion that if there is to be ■ 

any kind of mediation from 

without it must come from 

Britain and America. But even 

if Britain and America do offer 

their good offices we believe 

that it is only possible for themdî 

to go a certain way for it is 

clear that China and Japan 

have got to settle this matter 

; between themselves. Perhaps 

they may be assisted*to settle* 

it—but that is all. The ques-^ 

tion of the relations between 
China and other PowefM^would 

also have to be considered at^ 

the same time as that of draw-, 

ing up a Treaty of Peace 

j between China and Japan for 

i the two matters would doubt

less be found to be closely 

connected. » .

' —-- '' • ' hJ
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From The China Press, Shanghai, October 1?, 1937

r . ; HOW LONG ?

T
HIS is the question which is being asked every day among 

the Chinese as well as among the foreign community. An 

exact’ansiver can hardly be expected, and yet General Chiang 

Kai-shek,\ in hia address on the eve of the “Double Tenth”, 

was candid enough to warn against hopes for an e^rly ter

mination. Thus he declared:

We should know that there is absolutely no hope of the 
hostilities being ended in the course of a few months. We must 

- visualise .‘our ever-increasing hardships and- afflictions so long 
as ithis. struggle lasts/ and be prepared boldly to face situations 
and expériences ten times more difficult and harrowing than what 
wë are facing today. Our aim and object?—the deliverance of 
China' from the present attacks on her national entity—will be 
reaUsed^QxUy.ff jiUx^peQplo-^ndure «sacrifices with firm determina
tion^ • ' ■ • «i. : - ■ - ■ . . . .i-.V-w» .
In this brief extract the policy of the National Govern

ment's’.once more affirmed; It, is, of course; not to be under

stood /that China wants toprolbng the. war indefinitely; 

rather Is it correct to àuggést that China would welcome peace 

so soomas the aim and object of deliverance can be attained. 

If Japan could be brought to see-thè. wisdom* of abandoning 

her Aggression in China^péàcè may be restored overnight; if 

Japan should persist in her aggression, there can be no 

peace in sight how or this year or the year following.

The.deteririhiing factor in the present" armed conflict 

lies primarily in Japan and secondarily in China. As the 

aggressor Japan may discontinua her aggression at any 

moment;’as the victim of agression China can end the war 

only by defeating dr exhausting japan.* The voluntary dis- 
continuàhçe of the; war ,by^Japanus a matter over which 

China can. exercise-no direct’control; but it>is within the 

power of China and of every Chinese citizen either to defeat 

Japan br to exhaust her to an extent which will make further 

aggression impossible. ‘ JIn this process of attrition the 
Chinese nation alone mu^t play the leading role, while in- j 

terriationat support can be accepted only in the same sense as 

the flow of water from tributaries to the main stream.

In the course of the hostilities General Chiang Kai-shek 

has at nd time encouraged the: thought that the other Powers 

might, be: induced to fight China’s war with Japan. What 

China may expect of them is what they may freely contribute 

toward her> cause without involving themselves in war or in 

undue risjfô of war.

It is therefore not incompatibly with the Chinese spirit 

of self-reliance "to âsk, as IX Wang (Chung-hui did in his note 

accepting the: invitation to^participate in the Nine-Power 

Conference/that. the. signatories of the Nine-Power Treaty 

adopt effective' measures to ¥ put anw immediate end to the 
Sino-Japanese < conflict! Of àll the effective measures the 

only one which may be* eliminated is àÆdeclaration of war, 

on Japan by the Powers concerned. Aside from this highly 

undesirable course at, present, there is a large variety of \ 

measures which may be employed to restore peace to the Far 

East and to remove the threat to peace elsewhere as the re

sult of continued hostilities Jiere.
It has already been ;driven4iome effecti^lyfo the lead

ing chancelleries that the pieture of ’ devastatioh in China may 

be reproduced afiytyherë efee Içf thy . and that the 

fate of China may become the fete trfj-many another nation 
equally weak jp ’milïtoryAeq^mêht! If an aggressor in Asia 

cannot be stopped from eucrbaçhing upon a neighbor’s ter

ritory, what guarantee fe^th^ t^t a similar policy may not 

be pursued by nations addicted tô the same evil ways as 

Japan?

The/<yptd^ic,*/qjf J^vfesgness^as President Roosevelt 

pointed put;m^Jifce theèpidlmiçpf.any disease, recognise^ 

no t er riferMi boundary or'feeiab demarcation.^ Once given । 

sufficient momentum, it may spreadlikèwiMfirë to the ends! 

of the MfeSh* /^pan has originated*this epidemic; Japan* 

must bçSfiiaW/À/good example for ill-intentioned and bad- 

mannered .
If the right-thinking peoples of the world should join in 

a concerted campaign against* Japan, peace may be assured 

without/firing ashot and.in• quick order. If they should 

adopt only à negative watchful w attitude, peace may lurkj 

I perpetually èfrôupd thexorner. Thusut fe evident that tne^ 

duration <&endept\^P:^hina s pbwer of|

resistance jsaerifiOB^^may^h^ shortened or ■
prolonged aceàcdfin^^Welother prepared orl

pot ïo China’s ppwe£^X,r0sistancé;-or en-|

êburage^W^WSâHfice by, concrete ofemqtistratiOHS .of sup-B 
toort. is aifxiods'to haye.peace'. the world must!

MP Ch^A^g it abput; > > f ’’ j '■
|?f C.cinwmiMg Ka^sheklias clearly outlined the duty of.
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must bçShade a good: example' forilfâfttëntionedand bad- 

‘ mannered nations. ' iv-’”' -..v..1*- i
j If the right-thinking peoples of the world shouldjoin ini 
ia concerted campaign against-Japan, pgacemay be assured F

1 withouC-firing a-shot'and in quick oj?der^: If-.they ’should ® 
. adopt only à negative watchful .attitude,^ peace may lurk I 
* perpetually around thamnwr.. T'hus,itr is,;evident that the| 

duration (rf tfae war.'while dependent ^p^hjna's power off

I resistance and readineèsbosacrifieei.niÀyitta shortened or ta 
'prolonged according''as (he’other Pbw^t^,;aTO ;prepared orfe 

ijiiot prefeà^ttQ ftàd lo'China’s poweytf «mstancô-or en,^ 

'conrage-'h^F1 sacrifice l>v concrete demonstrations of sup-..- 
port. Üf„^e;woriçl is aiJxlohs'.to have peace, the World must|. . 

helPGe&B}hi£g KiUæc has clearly outlined the duty.oft 

. every d^aiw Br. Wang GhUngdiiii Jias Hkewme indicated | 

the part which must be a^u*pe$!-fry- W Powers. Only ।

through this international collaboration may _ the wai m 
stopped and peftcç*Realised QU U firmer basis thp-iueyer b 

fnrp t‘s i*. M
' .....................................................

i.®WS!V*S l lt:M 
I<•£l.; vUoqctopj. H iimitù-j fjv

; 311'1 OO£ st 1) aJ'U-nf :
■so.» in tssA .nd o<.•>}$. <| so ioj 

(rei^ueqs) Sj
•pT! ‘O' ^8 maid g pno*y j;

37*; nif{ j. jo s® 4 j ■

SiS’-iA a^aacxs moxlco ih
,-S ’twwmnps v xn j ;

q Uci 1»’^ ^nqT.rçipc' Q} a aq Ptfioqs as mjmo Ï !
.>r,orn*.î teAft -sSU'WP jo pasir ut aw teqj» ।1
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From The Shanghai Evening Post and Mercury, 
dated October 17, 1937 .

China Tomorrow
Z^HINA TODAY is in travail—the travail 

• birth, or rebirth, remarks the' New Yor

Times- The faraway observer of events in the

Far East, continues this organ, receives the 

impression of a prone, torpid, sprawling giant 

being picked, goaded and galvanized into new 

life. What shape or direction the China of to

morrow will take—eastward, westward, toward

Russian communism or American democracy- 

no one at this stage can foresee. But it is 

already clear that the present conflict, what

ever the outcome, is only one engagement in a 

longterm struggle for Asiatic power.

At some time, as yet incalculable, that 

means the end of Western privilege in the 

East. Senator Alberto de Stefani, the distin-^ 

güished Italian economist and former Minister 

of Finance who has been acting in recent 

months as financial adviser to the Nanking 

Government, emerges from China to predict 

that the one certain outcome of the Sino-^ 

Japanese conflict will be to dminish the in

fluence of the great Western Powers. All that 

Europe and America have done In the Orient, 

lie says, will serve as the foundation of the new 

and nationalist China which he sees in process 

cf development.

This forecast represents the view of most 

world observers. It does not imply a rapid 

weakenng, much less a liquidation, of the pri-, 

vlieges enjoyed in Asia by the nations of the 

West. The British are in no danger of being*' 

driven cut of Hongkong, th* French out o|^ 

Indo-China, or outside nations out of thej 

International Settlement of Shanghai and other* 

protected zones. China herself would be th$ 

last to desire this. While the events of 193?? 

and today do not indicate that the international, 

compounds offer much safety to the Chinese^ 

or to foreign residents, the presence of these 

settlements signifies the enormous amount of 

cutside capital invested in the development of 

China and the interest the Western capitals 

must therefore take in what happens there.,4 

This is a safeguard China cannot afford 

sacrifice, even if she would. Until the 

balance changes decisively, modification.of 

position, status or prestige ofc the Western^ 

Powers encamped there is not at all likelj^ ^ I

In the long-range view, however, fhe pro-' 

spect inevitably alters. A China nationalistic 

enough to save herself must eventually beftpo 

nationalistic to allow special privileges-—capïUH 

tétions—to foreigners. This prophecy is written 

in the stars. Not only is Asia stirred by the 

nationalist fever, but Africa as well. The re

lation of these great continents to Europe and 

the Americas is undergoing a mighty change,, 

hound to have a revolutionary effect on the 

map unless some sort of internationalism over

takes these reborn nationalisms. If foreign 

prestige in the East cannot be defended with

out military intervention, this might easily ! 

pave the way, as Professor de Stefani foresees, 

for a future alliance between China and Japan.

Somewhere ahead, beyond measurable time I 

but on the way, looms an Asia as actively Asia- j 

tic as it was passively so in the days before | 

the Open Door. Japan is racing Chinesei | 

nationalism to gain control of that awakening 1 

world. How soon will China be ready to block 

her advance? The Italian financial adviser to 

Nanking, predicting that the war will assume 

large proportions, testifies that the Chinese 

have greatly increased their offensive and 

counter-offensive strength, have superior re

sources in food and man power and consider

able deposits abroad. Their supplies of 

armament, he says, depend on these funds and 

the aid that may be forthcoming from Russia. 

This judgment of Chinese potentially is borne 

out by another witness with unusual experience 

on which to base an opinion. Nanking’s Ger

man military adviser, Colonel Fritz Neiholdt, 

asserted in New York that the Chinese, united 

for the first time, will fight Japan “to the last I 

ditch?’ .
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From The Uhina Press, Shanghai, October 23, 1937.

THE TALK OF A TRUCE

M
R. T. V. Soong, Chairman of the Board of Directors of 

the Bank of China, was not only speaking for himself. 

as a Chinese leader but also voicing the opinion of the; 

entire nation, when he declared in a recent interview with! 

the Shanghai correspondent of the London Daily Herald > 
regarding the possibility of a truce with JJap'an : “If a truce f 

is possible now. we would never have at Lukouchiao.

We would have made peace there. ^Wjrwçuld not have 

waited for North China to be occupied^’ RThe talk of a 

truce in the present mood of Chinese^i^foÿaT temper is, to 

say the least, idle and flippant. , ? ‘ v /

It is most encouraging to hear frpm â great* financier 

like Mr. Soong that China is economically' capable of waging 

a war of resistance for as much as. two years, or longer 

if necessary. .Mr. Soong not only knows wjiat he is talking 

about, but he /peaks with an authority that is bound to in

spire and command universal confidence.

The tempjM-|ry loss of territory and the heavy sacrifices 

in lives an/ property ^r.e inevitable in a war of resistance, 
and certainly^ they will constitute no deterrents to the Chin

ese people- wlfp/ in the light of their present ordeal, know 

fully well what to expect from a victorious Japan. So long 

as the war of Resistance is being vigorously carried on, so 

long the hope will remain for China’s recovery and regen

eration. Any talk of a* compromise with Japan at this 

moment will notjohly diminish that hope in the bosom of 

I every Chinese, but will seriously jeopardize Rhe political 

unity of the country which has been achieve/ through a 

united front against the "Japanese aggression.

As well pointed .out by ^r4 Soong, the longer China 

maintains her struggle, the, stinger she will become, and 

the correspondingly weaker Jâpiy^will be. The war is as

suredly going to be costly ty* bqtlfChina and Japan. But in 

face of China’s determined and prolonged resistance, the final 

collapse will inevitably overtake Japan sooner than China. 

Therefore considering all the pros and cons, China has every 

reason to fight on and no reason whatsoever to compromise.

Furthermore, any attempt at concluding a truce now is 

not only prejudicial to the interests of China but also to the 

cause of world peace. Japan is rapidly becoming a world 

menace and as such it must be removed by collective inter

national action. This point has been convincingly stressed 

by Dr. H. H. Kung, Vice-President of the Executive Yuan 

and Minister of Finance, in his statement ori October 19. 

Dr. Kung said: *

“The world today knows clearly the dangers of the Japanese 
menace. The lawless and brutal acts of the Japanese militarists 
have turned the. world against them, notwithstanding the clever 
and extensive campaign of their propagandists. For, if Japan’s 
policy of ‘grab^and-smash’ were to go unchecked in China, 
where will be the peace and security of other peoples in Asia, 
in the Pacific;’ in the world? And, if Japan’s lawlessness and 
brutalism wep to go unchallenged, it must tend to undermine 
all the past and present efforts made towards peace and security 
in Europe. Rations realize Japan’s unbounded lifst for power 
and supremacy. They know*Rhat, if Japan should succeed in 
her present attempt to conquer and dominate Chin/—which God 
forbid—then the burden of defending themselves against the 
common menace will soon fall upon themselves?’
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From The ^hina Pres*, Shanghai, October B4, 1937

A VIVID PICTURE
ÏN his radio broadcast to America Mr. T. V. Soong has 

1 painted a vivid picture of the danger to that country if 

Japan wins the war in China. In plain fsimple'terms he 

has brought out, among other things, the immediate effect 

which is sure to be produced on; the American program of 

national recoveit llgpan is described as a bully, and China 

the present vicja|kS#f America a potential one.

What Japi^i®|done to China is likened to what a 

bully may do to M house of wooden blocks. In Mr. Soong’s 

own words:

Do you remember Uhe'days of your childhood when you were 

playing at building Niduses out. of wopdem jalocK»: £iow 
painstakingly‘you were Macing columns over Ànd|trches 

over columns, how slowly the house beauttffr Jmterging, 

but just at that moment a little bully arrived # and ly a single 

kick shattered the fabric of your dreams'?; /
The history of my people for the last? quarter of a century 

has been the story of ceaseless efforts to make of ourselves a 

modem democracy. , We" have" been absorbed1 in the task, of 

spiritual and material reconstruction. We were promoting mass 

education-and public?health; building our lines of communica
tion arid developing bur farms,y factories and mines; but again 

and again no sooner did we make some headway than along 
came Japan, the racketeer nation, public enemy No. 1, and 

destroyed the fruits of our labor,, f . i'
$ ft g ’ * •’ ■ ’

What Japan has done Qhina,i? she is also doing to 

America at the very moment IhdiÀh in tan indirect manner. 

As Mr. Soong explains,: * /J / \

’ hike China you too w^tefj child at play; piling, block after 
block of your dream hopfer]fhen along came the little bully 

and destroyed your creatiôp also. Here you are trying to lift 
yourselves out of tfcie| ^economic depression, creating new 

organizations, making experimenting and ceaselessly striv

ing to improve 'your’si that ion. -You have made substantial pro
gress, your success is in sight, your people ari^.jjetter fed, better 

housed, and better clothed; when along comqsffthe bully Japan, 

ahd' by raising the specter Of a world war> threatens to tumble 
your house $ recovery into*' dispr^er. Xpur stock markets 
have gone down, you are even talking of szven-cent cotton and 
sëvénty-cënt toêat^ydü'àrê m -dahgër of falling back into the 
depression by the fear of another world war. The vast internal 

mafket of your great country ahd the splendid isolation of your 

snores have not given you .immunity from the baneful effects of 

the Japanese war on China.

The fallacy of isolation, for ,any modern state has been 

labored not only' by ; Chinese’ statesmen but also by the en

lightened leaders’ in America, a Under the leadership of 

President Roosevelt the American people, with the excep

tion of a small minority, have come to realise the necessity 

of joint international action.,, to put ah end to international 

brigandage which is being perpetrated by Japan.

Just how this laudable purpose is to be fulfilled is, of 

course# a matter for’*joint consideration among all the 

civilised states. One thing is certain: it requires no war to 

end war. Then,.whaf can . the American people do? Mr. 

Soonjgjpointedly answers this question:4

i iWhat, you ask -me, .should be the role of peace-loving 

America? When à gunman shoots up your home town, what do 

you do? Do you put up your shutters and simply pray that the 

outlaw does, not attack younext? No. Your pacifism is more 
constructive. You do, not want to break the peace yourself, but 

if a gunman Shoots your neighbor,' you organize a posse and go 

after him. For you know that today It is your neighbor, to

morrow. it may be. you.. .................
The< posse, so to speaks may shortly be organised at the 

Brussels Conference in Which America has already agreed 

to participate. In spite of Skepticism in some circles, the 

‘"forces of constructive pacifism,as Mr* Soong has pointed 

out, “are, however, immeasurably greater than the forces 

of violence if you only realise it.” Added to this point is the 

fact’that the myth of Japan being d first class military | 
Powèr is about to be exploded." Japan, like all bullies, is 

a bluffer, Weak China has already pricked Japan’s balloon 

of invincibility. Japan does not dare, she cannot make war 

agaiMt’à combination of peace-loving nations. By frank 

and sincere" co-operation with the nations that’actively de-” 

sire Jpeace and- by the determination to employ economic 

boycott against the v aggressor nation, you could dictate 

peacèz Your^posse ^eed^®ly^to show a united front, and 

the Çylly wilt throw lift 'fri^hands ”

Or, as we have, previously observed in these columns, 

g “if Japan is not afraid bfjhe< world, why should the world 

■ be a(faid of .Japan?*’ . M
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From The North China Daily News, dated27, 1937

> v o/j7
MEASURE FOR MEASURE

It would be bad policy and still worse 

pyschology if Chinese diplomats abroad were 

betrayed into the use of unnecessarily violent 

language in drawing attention to Japanese 

bombing exploits. This reflection is inspired 

by a cabled reference to a “tirade” of which 
Dr. C. T. Wang is said to have delivered him

self. The description docs not seem inappro

priate in the light of quoted extracts. 

Technique of that kind is unimpressive be

cause it may so easily be applied to a bad as 

well as to a good case. When Dr. Wang 

talks of Japan being “put beyond the pale” 

he is falling into the same error as that 

Geneva spokesman who, the other day, 

wanted to secure the “moral isolation” of 

Japan. There is no need to use violent words 

in description of a series of actions which 

are shocking and distressing the civilized j 

world beyond measure. Actions, in fact, 

speak so much louder than words that the 

quieter the tone of the protest—which is quite 

properly made—the more effective is it likely 

to be. It is natural for those who are them

selves participants in the ordeal of one of 

these ghastly holocausts to strain every 

possible combination of epithet, but the 

diplomat who has to reproduce the atmosphere 

in different conditions is well-advised to 

select his language with a nice regard for 

accuracy and proportion. Dr. Wang’s out

burst may do credit to his heart, but he has 

to consider the importance of ensuring re

spect for his head as he undertakes the 

onerous task of expounding China’s case to 

the American people. Excessive emotion may 

create a momentary flare of resentment; that 

transient impulse may be swiftly erased by 

some trick of logic when equilibrium has 

been restored to the mind and seeks argu

ments wherewith to fortify the usual pro

cesses of reasoning. It w’ould be unfortunate 

if Dr. Wang and his colleagues allowed this 

defect of method to defeat their admirable 

intentions, for the case presented to them by 

the folly of Japanese militarism is so

abundantly strong.

Reluctantly has the world accepted the fact * 

that aerial warfare is as much a part of I 

modern conflict as artillery, submarines or 

mines. It is also recognized that the very 

power of the machine by which man rides 

the air widens the margin of error in aiming 

at a given target. So there is less surprise 

than grief when this new weapon is seen to 

expose civilians and combatants to equal 

danger. Actually this constitutes a reversal 

to ancient barbarism when the siege of a 

walled city drew practically no distinction 

between combatant and non-combatant, al

though even then conventions were desperate

ly and not always unsuccessfully applied. 

Broadly the British Note to Japan on the 

wounding of H.B.M. Ambassador stated the 

principle:

Although non-combatants, including foreigners 

resident in the country concerned, must 

accept the inevitable risk of injury resulting 

indirectly from the normal conduct of 

hostilities, it is one of the oldest and best- 

established rules of international law that 

direct or deliberate attacks on non-combatants 

are absolutely prohibited, whether inside or 

outside the area in which hostilities are tak-

the personnel of Japanese cabinets in recent 

times, it will at once be asked why should 

Japanese airmen be instructed to carry out 

operations which, if they mean anything;, 

seem calculated to carry the chastisement 

of death and destruction directly to the 

mass of the population. Similarly do they 

render equivocal service to those other 

objectives on which Japan ostensibly sets 

such store. Once again the public is asked 

to note that Japan desires to stamp out anti

Japanese activities in China. This palpably 

harps on a worn-out string. It takes no 

account of the vigorous efforts successfully 

made by the Chinese Government in recent 

years to suppress even moderate forms of 

criticism of Japanese actions. It ignores the 

complaisance which permitted Japanese 

representatives to intrude into Chinese 

educational institutions for the examination 

of the curricula. Yet the obvious question is

whether the most intransigeant Government 

at Nanking could have devised a more certain 

and devastating campaign for the dissemina

tion of hatred of Japan than that which is 

now in operation under the direction of 

Japan’s naval and military commanders. As 

for the contention that China must purge 

herself of Communism, thanks to Japanese 

aggression she has done so most effectively, 

for Chinese Communists have themselves 

settled the issue by merging their forcesi and 

programme in full subordination to the 

Kuomintang Government for the 1 —con

solidation of national unity. To that dubious 

success can Japan point. For the rest, if 

measure be set , against measure, the straits 

to which her militarists are being driven in 

seeking to justify their aggression, are 

likely to have serious consequences when 

once the better mind of their peo- 

pie has been awakened to the true 

significance of the present reaction in China 

and the world outside. Dr. Wang need not 

indulge in “tirades.” The facts will do all 

that is necessary.

■ ?

A

ing place. Aircraft are in no way exempt 

from this rule which applies as much to 

attack from the air as to any form of attack.

It requires little perception to arrive at the 

conclusion that recent Japanese attacks from 

the air on cities like Nanking, Hankow and 

Canton and in wantonly eliminating rural 

villages are gross violations of this humani

tarian law. The trend of world opinion i 

has shown this quite clearly. The wonder 

is that grasp of so elementary a fact has’ notj 

apparently been secured in Tokyo. State- 

ments have been made to indicate a formal^/ 

intention on Japan’s part to respond to the R 

protests which have been so vigorously and fe 

promptly tendered by representatives of the 

great powers, but there is little to show that 

practical action has been taken. If behind 

these deliberately planned air-raids on urban 
areas there is a military purpose it seems to^H 

be that of expediting a termination of^H 

hostilities by breaking the morale of the^H 

enemy’s “home front” and saving the fighting 
men from exposure to risk. Actually it^H 

would seem that the immediate consequence 

is to convert civilians into intrepid defenders 
and to stiffen their support of their own^H 

soldiers in the field. Yet even if the military
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i» Liicti grasp or so elementary a fact has/ not! 
apparently been secured in Tokyo. State-1 
ments have;; been made to indicate a formal | 

intention oh Japan’s part to respond to the I 

protests which have been so vigorously and | 

promptly tendered by representatives of the $ 

great powers, bu| there is little to show that !; 

practical action has been taken. If behind • 

these deliberately planned air-raids on urban 

areas there is a military purpose it seems to 

be that of expediting a termination of 
hostilities by breaking the morale of thet 

enemy’s “home front” and saving the fighting! 

men from exposure to risk. Actually it» 

would seem that the immediate consequence» 
is to convert civilians into intrepid defenders ft 

and to stiffen their support of their own® 

soldiers in the field. Yet even if the military p 

purpose be conceded and even if it be proved 

that Japanese soldiers are protected by. this 

grim diversion, it is difficult to see how the 

morale of one side can thus be weakened 

without disastrous consequences to the morale 

of those to whom it is demonstrated that 

fighting on their>#art against fighting men is 

tactically dangerous and unsound.

Japan i£ 'presenting China with a ready

made case and at the same time is calami

tously damaging her own, such as it is. With ' 

almost tiresome iteration the world is asked 
to believe that Japan is not fighting the ! 

Chinese people but is generously carrying on 

a crusade on their behalf against an effete g 
and corrupt government. Without troubling® 

to inquire into the credentials thus claimed ™ 

by one nation for judging and punishing theft 

government created by another, with indis- Of 

creetly pondering over the idiosyncrasies of(y
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From The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, October 1, 1&37.

I ---------------- :
General Han Speaks Ont

pvESPITE the fact that in China as elsewhere 

there is occasional discrepancy between

word and act, great relief will unquestionably 

be felt over General Hap Fu-chu’s statement 

refuting rumors that he may save Shantung

from invasion by falling in with the Japanese 

“autonomous five northern provinces” plan.

General Han declares that it is unthie that ■ 
Japan’s fixer-in-chief ÙOihara flew to Tsinan [ 

to discuss the federation scheme. Further he 

asserts that “all of us military people are 

defending thé country and protecting the 

people” (although his own defense acts have

not as yet been such as to break into the news 

dispatches) and he pledges that “I shall im

plicitly obey orders from the Cehtral Govern- 

ment and suomit .absolutely to directions from 

the Generalissimo.’*

Tpo much importance cannot be attached 

to the ;fact that General Han has not plunged 

Shantiing directly into the hot water of active 

warfare, perhaps. At a time like this, General 

Han’s inaction coupled with Japan’s rather 

pointed announcement that TSingtao was- 

exempt from blockade was bound to cause 

talk and it should be plainly stated that such 

talk will continue until General Han himself 

indulges in something more than conversation. 

But at least his words are. thoroughly encour

aging. All he need do is live up to them.

The General seems to have a lively percep

tion of how his nation feels in the present 

juncture. He states a deep truth when he says 

that “our country’s resistance against Japan

ese aggression is a struggle for existence and 

is the only way out for China.” His personal

ity and record are not seemingly those of a 

potential traitor.

But the Japanese efforts to lure him into 

their fold are clearly not at an end. Though 

General Doihara may not have called at Tsinan, 

Chinese reports say that a Japanese airplane 

visited there on September 22 and dropped) 

three letters—one for General Han» one for 

Admiral Shen Hung-lieh, mayor of Tsingtao, 

and one for General Yu Hsueh-chung—asking 

for their attitude regarding an autonomous 

federation of the l|ve northern provinces. We 

trust that General Han’s present |statement 

may fairly be regarded as an answer on behalf 

! of all three.
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ou The China Press, Shanghai, October 3, 1937.

GENERAL HAN’S ASSURANCE

G
ENERAL Han Fu-chu has emphatically put a stop to all 

conjectures and speculations concerning his allegiance 

to the National Government. As usual, the source of mis

chief is the Japanese news agency which alleged that 

Major-General Doijiara had taken a trip to Tsinan to 

propose peace and “cooperation” to^ the chairman of the 

Shantung Provincial Government. Of the local journals we 

were among the first to discredit this insinuation of dis

loyalty, and his renewal of allegiance has once and for all 
dispelled all possible doubts that might have* been enter

tained inforeig^ quarters.

For years* General* Han’has endeavored to develop the 

province under his administration, but has seldom sought 
limelight in the press, Popular with tfce people, he has 

[on more than one occasion been singled out by the Japanese 

! as an object for iæidious propaganda, and on each occasion 

his goocL.name and honor had emerged unscathed. Now as 

before he has adhered to his firm stand by the National 

Government, and we are sure, that all Japanese persuasions 

whether by eloquence or by coercion, will not be of any 

avail.

In the North as in Shanghai, the National Government 
[stands ever ready to direct resistance against Japanese ag

gressions. If the Japanese continue to indulge in fabriça- 

! lions vainly calculated to cause internal dissension, they; 

can only deceive themselves. I
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UNSUNG HEROES

A
MONG the unsung heroes ^of the present Sino-Japanese 

hostilities, perhaps there are none more deserving of 

praise than the thousands of Chinese boy scouts who are daily 

rendering vital service in places of danger and who are doing 

their good'deeds without thought of personal safety or with 

au “eye on the grandstand.” Residents of Shanghai, both 

Chinese and foreign, are more or less inclined to take for 

granted that the boy scouts will step into the breach where 

needed with their usual alacrity and quiet willingness. For

eign Correspondents who are familiar* with the activities of 

boy Scouts in other parts of the world have been especially 

impressed with the yeoman service rendered by the Chinese* 

scouts and in many instances have filed cables and written i 

feature mail stories on their work during the past eight 

w’eeks.

In few other countries of the world does the boy scout 

give as much of his time and energy, even under normal con

ditions, to his people as is regularly witnessed in China. The 

Chinese scouts in years past have collected hundreds of 

thousands of dollars for the relief of famine and flood suf

ferers and have as well been mobilized in times of disaster or 

special emergency to give assistance io police and other au

thorities. One of the best commentaries on the good work 

of the. Chinese scouts is the unquestioning attitude of the 

general public in co-operating in every way possible with 

them when they are on the job, whether it is directing traffic 

or daringfor the /wounded. Their uniform, though worn by 

boys, for the most part still in their early Teens, commands 
a rdspedtthat is based on demonstrated service in the past.

* When.the present war is concluded and the recording of 
it becomes à matter for historians, there is small doubt that 

these youths will be accorded their just acclaim. If for no 

other reasons than their sheer physical courage in going 

almost to the field of battle to carry off the wounded as stret

cher-bearers and their tireless vigils at hospital entrances 

where the maimed and injured are received they should'be 

given international recognition. A number of these boys 

hav£ already been killed; and wounded while in the perfor

mance of their duties, while hundreds of others are exposing 

themselves ttf dangers that many adults would shrink or are 

shrinking from. !

’ * J ~ * 1
,Intimation has come from the Chinese Red Cross Society 

that many foreign-returned Chinese doctors might well 

emulate wiéexample of their junior countrymen. In the 

many base hospitals lining the railways between Shanghai 

and* Nanking and Shanghai and Hangchow, there is a 

definite need for doctors educated in the methods of the 
We^t. /^WhilèThérë is à' long and imposing waiting list of J 

Chinese women nurses who have indicated their eagerness 

to enter hospitals wherever and whenever they are needed, 

this* same willingness in,a large degree is yet to be shown 

by foreign-returned doctors. It has been explained in some 

quarters that these medical men as a whole are reluctant 

to leave fhe foreign concessions of Shanghai because their 
services are required locally by the numerous emergency hos-l 

pitals. Now that base‘ hospitals are being established in the 

interior, doctors rwhose services have not been available 

befor^inày ,;now be expected to respond to the call for as

sistance.^ ’ — ---
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'•Within the past week this paper carried a news account 

of tïié shortage! of doctors in North China, where it is said 

that are only three surgical operating units for all 

the ramies fighting on the various fronts and that these 

medical units* are “working their heads off” trying to give 

carer fethe wounded. Now is the time for Chinese doctors 

who^Wve established themselves in the treaty ports to volun

teer for 'service at inland hospitals. While conditions in 

base; hospitals to the west of Shanghai are not as serious as 

they are in North China,, there is still a crying need for 

forëïgii-trained Chinesé specialists—doctors who can save 

the mtote seriously* wounded patients who will otherwise 

die.or^be crippled for life because of lack of proper medical 
attehfiph. During" recent weçks t|fe|el more serious cases 

have been brought into the Int|rlq|ioijal Settlement and 

French Concession, but with wwfdld patients now being 
moved out of these two areas^mÿwthj stream of new war 

casualties being chiefly routed BIO11 to,'the inland hospitals, 
it may be easily seen that ftiure the doctors must 

go tb the wounded and not tM|fn|nAd come to the doctors.

; While this, situation-m^^olfeen largely through 

a lack-; of understanding on pne .paft Si the foreign-returned 

doctors, it is now necessaryi^that conditions be fully under

stood and some immediate action seen In the way of volun

teering for service. It is noted with some satisfaction that 

fifty' doctors volunteered for service late last week after an 

urgent appeal was issued by the Chinese Red Cross Society, 

but it is understood that the great bulk of these volunteers, 

while willing and courageous, are not the type of trained 

medical men who are most needed., Aside from the humani

tarian reasons involved, there is the larger one from the 

military point of view of getting trained wounded soldiers 

back to the front again as soon as possible.

* $ « “

;Ih passing, credit should be given to the large number 

of foreign missionary doctors and nurses who have stuck 

to *n many interior cities and villages and are

now rendering valuable assistance through the giving of 

their specialized training and the actual supplying in many 

instances of sorely needed medical supplies.

With what appears to be a world-wide movement under 

way to give medical supplies and funds for the purchase 

thereof to China, it is obvious that preparations on a large 

scale will have to be effected in this country to see that 

they are utilized to the best possible advantage. One neces

sity is that there be an ample corps of trained doctors in 

the field actively working and directing this huge problem of 

caring for the wounded which war has brought to China.
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From The Uhina Press, Shanghai, October 6, 1937.

RECOGNITION OF BRAVERY

N
EWSPAPER readers in China view with considerable 

interest the recognition in the German press of the 

‘•bravery and dauntless courage” of Chinese soldiers, as 
1 reported by German correspondents here who are now send

ing home cables on the hostilities in China. For many years 

the Chinese and German people, where they have come into 

contact, have worked together with an unusual degree of 

harmony and with a co-operation that has brought much 

to their mutual advantage. While in some quarters there 

may have existed in the immediate past a feeling of un

certainty as to where the real sympathies of the German 

people rested, it is how clear thal|lhe more horrible side of 

Japanese aggression in China has met with the censure of 

public feeling in Germany. With a large section of the. 

German people realizing what China is going through—they 

having experienced many of the realities of war during the 

late days of the World War—it is not unnatural that their 

press would reflect a recognition of the determined stand that 

is being taken on the Shanghai front by the Chinese forces. 

It is also interesting to note that German papers are com
menting on the inability of the Japanese to adopt steam-’ 

roller tactics with their huge war machine, and that the 

German press predicts increasing difficulties for the Nip

ponese as the war continues.
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Brom The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, October 9 1937

China Gathers Confidence \ 
QTBAWS show which way the wind blows 
® month ago* National Government leaders" 

at Nanking weie discussing the probably im

minent removal of the capital to an intend 

point, following the precedent of 1932. ^odhy 

there1 is a different attitude, with much pteifàf 

ing suspended. Many leaders now believe 

Japan will never penetrate to Nanking,

Only time can prove that point, but?it 

interesting to observe how the Chinese 
ance around Shanghai has exceeded expect^ 

tlons. Nanking from the first took no defeat^ 

attitude» and the projected removal of the 

capital would have been regarded as merely a 

strategic shift of no special significance save 

that it followed the general plan of falling 

back on China's great hinterland and lengthen

ing Japanese communications lines. In many 

respects this might be to Japan's detriment, and 

China’s advantage, put unquestionably it is anl 

important contribution to Chinese morale for 

the Chinese forces to hold as firm as possible 

for as long as possible,

Some quarters have speculated on Japan

ese military objectives to the extent of suggest

ing that Loyang in the north and Nanking in 

the local theatre represent the goals of Japan’s 

thrusts. All this is purely speculative, how*, 
ever, and in any event so long as China *is" 

making the present undeclared war a most; 

actively two-party affair we fail to see how4 

any Japanese commander could safely say that 

this placé, or that, would be the place to stop; 
—particularly at a time when the advance to-? 

ward the given point was crab-wise or non-i 

existant. ■

Tho‘se who have been watching to knitt

ing-together of Chinese national fe^g^^yid 

the cheerful determination with which soldiers 

knowing themselves none ’ too well supplied 

with mechanized forces have buckled down to 

unending opposition to a better-equipped foe, 

increasingly believe that China can and will 

fight on even though time whittles Chinese re

sources down to little more than the will to 

resist.

That is a mighty force indeed. Has Japan 

anything to matçh; it? We do not believe so. 

There can be no deep moral support to an act 

of aggression. Such' an act must succeed al
most at onoe^or begin to run down a long 

Upline toward failure which may well spell 

Wn.
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From The China Press, Shanghai, October 10, 1937.

BUY LIBERTY BONDS • t ’*

W
HILE China is struggling for the defence of life, liberty 

and property as well as for world peace, it is ohly pro

per that the Chinese people, in observing this memorable oc- 
1 casion should demonstrate their patriotism now as before 

by generous subscriptions to the Liberty Bonds.
i Today all facilities are offered to the public to m^ke con

tributions freely and liberally. The bonds are designed to 

serve a double purpose. On the one hand, they vxilL help to 

enrich the national coffer so essential to the regeneration of 

China; on the other, they will afford the prudent\an op

portunity for safe investment and for patriotic service to the 

nation.

Ih Order to encourage every Chinese to avail himself 

or herself of this opportunity, it has been decided to accept, i 

at a premium, gold or silver articles in exchange for the 

Liberty Bonds. There is no family in China which does not 

boast of articles of this kind, and consequently there is no| 

family which cannot afford to buy the Liberty Bonds.. Aj 
person who to the best of his ability buys, one bond is as! 

welcome as a person who may ; puréha^e ten times the 

amount. It is the spirit that ctraitd'; it is also the spirit* 

which will hearten the national defenders throughout, the 

length and breadth of this land.
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From The China Press, Shanghai, October 1£, 1937.

1 v sENsite . :
M

ADWBJ&M Kunthe women of

Chiha tô^hh^the. Lioéfrt^ Chaifhj^n of

the newly-createa^Women’s MDiVT^^^MMB|Libeity Loan 

Committee, * she ^®asT> ;brougHf to ^gfflMWw^tention the 

practical planner iK^h^fr^Wy woma^W China may con

tribute her shafe<r^ may be. As

Madame Kung oêservwfj h, “ . X
k I know many of not.innançH^ independent.. But a 
fi prâ^àtWTe^eilW^ to

turn in your, jewelry, gold and silverware to the Liberty Bond 
funds. Money thus derived will immediately turn non-produc
tive property to productive purposes. The Liberty Bonds may 
be used later as a fund for educating your sons and daughters.

The suggestion advanced by Madame Kung is not unlike 

the proposal indicated editorially two days ago in these 

columns. It is only, too well known that in every part of 

China every woman or child has silver or gold chains, ear 

rings, bracelets, neck rings, or charms. They are all ac

ceptable in payment tor the Liberty Bonds. In fact, ac

cording to the rules governing their conversion, a premium 

is placed, on them in preference to legal tender notes. Sub

scribers will not only get the full worth of these articles but 

something more.

The premium thus placed on silver or gold articles will 

directly raise the actual* return on their market value and 

indirectly increase the net rate of interest. As an educa

tional fund for children :the ‘Bonds represent a most safe । 

form of investment. Their subscribers will render a patrio-' 
tic service to the nation on the one hand and, on the other,! 

procure future protection for their dependents. !

The response from Chinese women so far has been highly 

encouraging. Under the personal leadership of Madame 

Kung and other prominent Chinese women leaders, the Wo

men’s Division of the Liberty Loan Committee should be • 

able to establish an enviable record in the history of the 

Sino-Japanese war.
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From The Shanghai Evening Post and Mercury 
dated October 14, 1937 ♦

/ “Share the Wealth’9 \ 
IÜULL SYMPATHY dust be accorded è^ery 

* effort to interest the mass of the Cmn- 
cSe pèôple in the present struggle for China’s 

territorial, political and economic integrity. 

At present a number of movements are under 
way, particularly with reference to sale4 of the 

Chinese ' Liberty Bonds. Madame H. H. Kung, 

for example, has urged the women Of , the 

nation to turn in their jewelry, gold/ and ( 

silverware to the bond funds, and it cannot1 

be Questioned that if such'actions àre encpur- 

aged there must be a more widespread under

standing of and devotion to the national 

cause.

Yet it is perhaps not wholly ungracious to 

inquire whether, while thousands of China’s 
relatively poor or downright poverty-stricken 

are giving both their lifefelpod and their 

pitiably small means to further the national 

welfare, China’s wealthy are'réalïy giving in 

proportion at ’ this time.

To be specific, there seems to be a lack of 

anything to be described as ‘‘doïlar-a-ÿéar*’ 

men, who are willing to give as freely'from their 

millions of dollars as. the massés are asked to 

give from their tens of dollars. The foreign 
i^feas have been left to handle an intensely 

j difficult problem of swafeiing Chinese refugees 

with effective collaboration of ho single out

standing wealthy Chinese of ‘ whom we have 

^knowledge, to mention, bût one 4 instance. 

fbthfcr issues more differ related to national 

‘défense, such as the ckfe/of fee wounded wjio 

Have been loaded feto SéfeienunLand Conces

sion in, such numbers as finally to .compel 

restriction of admission, have likewise failed 

to attract the 'appearance ôf Chinese philan

thropy although many individual Chinese— 

usùally of limitedmeans—have displayed 
great capacity fôr sélï^agriftée.

We know that/wealthy Chinese exist, 

though théy are hard tto;find in the vicihity 

of the Blind of. late. Wè know âlso that many 

of the less wealthy are displaying a capacity 

for sinking self in national, service wfech pqte 
to shame the Cynical remarks and writings bf 

many an old?China hand.” It seems impost 

sible that the /urgencies Of the hôûrMH nit: 

cause some of the Chlnesg millionaire to set^ 

^public1 Example by giving large bqftibns ôî 

fefer/wealfe„ to feecommon, struggle. It i^ 

fee one way that they can1 rncjst effeçfeeïydÿ 

thfeir Xf^-t arid^thp value ofsuchactifewoMld: 

incalculable, both in China and abw^ff j
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From The China Press, Shanghai, October 15, 1937 

; SOUR GRAPES

HTHE only Japanese newspaper in Shanghai, The Shanghai
* United-' Neivs, has taken the liberty to belittle the pro

gress which has been witnessed in the Chinese public sub

scription to the Liberty Bonds. What this war-time up

start; in the journalistic world thinks of this patriotic loan 

is of no interest to us; it is more than;,welcome to entertain 

any illusion either for self-g ratification-dr for self-deception.

Still, it is only proper to correct obvious errors of fact 

which might not otherwise be understood bÿvthe uninitiated 

public. The Liberty Loan was announced |s soon as the 

idea first germinafed, Aand before < central organisation had 

been formed ^subscriptions began to pour in Jrom different 

parts of the world. . ? --z V

The Ministry of^E&fôfice^ hd^eyer. was ^pt be persuad

ed by enthusiasm to* overlook the détails of organisation and 

procédure. The Liberty LoaffAct, like all other govern-* 

ment loans, had to be sanc$one(| by the. Legislative Yuan, 

and • upon thé requisite approval other rules of 

minor importance h|d also to be formulated. We are 

reliably informed that the process of completing the neces

sary arrangements took about one month, and meantime 

relevant literature "had to be prèparedCand printed.

Thus the subscription to the Liberty Bonds did not 

begin till the first of Septembet 'ih Shanghai, while branches 

are being formed in other country. The plan

of campaign is based* on a qub^a system in order to dis- 

[tribute the burden o£ the loan equitably in all sections of 

! the' country and to give every Chinese citizen in every walk 

'of L’fe the opportunity' to help the national cause.

2As far as Shanghai is concerned, its quota was reached 

within the first days of the campaign, and contrary to the 

insinuations of the Japanese journal, the bonds are to be 

issued at Par with no discount whatsoever.

It maV b® a’so Panted °ut that the subscription is 

entirely vmfuntary, an<d that unlike the war-time issues 

in Japan, no attempt has been or will be made to force the 

bonds down the' throat ^of the public. In spite of the time 

consumed to perfect anl efficient machinery for administra

tion, more than h^lf °t ‘ the total, issue has been subscribed 
for ’ If the quota èlan ^ad not been wisely persisted in, the 

entire amount could. haVe been floated in no time, even in 

Shanghai and the neighboring provinces. The Japanese 

journal in question coU'd not have been ignorant of these 

facts : perhaps it is thesl $ plain facts which were responsible 

for its display of a “sou/ -grape ’ attitude.
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From the Shanghai Times - October X5, 19^7
“ I 

' A LOOK AROUND
The very large measure of 

success which has attended the 

Government’s issue of Liberty 

Bonds is in itself a testimony 

to the spirit of the Chinese ■ 

people in the present crisis. 

Setting out to collect at least I 

$500,000,000 for national rev- • 

enues with which to finance ! 
the war against Japan, the ’ 

Government has received strik

ing propf of the people’s 

patriotism, for latest figures 

show that a large percentage of 

that sum has either been 

already subscribed or promis

ed. There can be little doubt 

that the goal will be eventually 

reached. After two months of 

fighting there is still a very 

brave and determined front 

being presented to the situation, 

for although there has been a 

disconcerting failure of the 

armies ^in North China to stem 

the Japanese thrust both west

wards and southwards there 

has been a show of military 

1 effectiveness in this region 

which has disillusioned those 

who might have been of the 

opinion that Nanking’s military 

machine* was no match for a : 

worthy contender. Just how 

costly in casualties the fighting 

here has been to/the Chinese 

is variously estimated, but it 

cannot be doubted that losses 

have been high, though in 

relation to available man power 

they might be regarded as not 

dangerously serious. One thing 

which does seem fully estab

lished is that the medical 

and Red Cross provision is all 

too inadequate to meet the 

great need which has arisen, 

and Dr. Kohlhauss C. C. Pang, 

of the Red Cross Society of 

China, has himself reported 

that “the number of medical s 

people in our country is entirelys 

disproportionate to the size of 

our forces now fighting in the 

various fronts.” It is known, 
however, that valiant efforts 

are being made to correct the 

disparity and to create effect

ively manned machinery to 

deal with the sick and wounded 

men who deserve so well of 

their countrymen. Generous 

response should be forthcoming 

to Dr. Pang’s appeal for more 

medical personnel, for, as he 

says, they are specially quali

fied 'to serve their country in 

this "hour of dire need.

In connection with the anti

Japanese boycott movement 

which is being organized by 

Chinese here in Shanghai it is 

most sincerely to be hoped that 

the worst features of previous 

movements of this kind will be 

avoided. The Chinese have 

every right at a time like this 

to say that they will not buy 

Japanese goods, but there ought 

to be studious care taken 

against confiscatory or punitive 

action. It is reported that 

measures have been adopted 
' by the Commission calling for 

the registration with the Com

mission of all Japanese goods 

imported prior to the outbreak 

Of local hostilities on August 

13, and that such goods will be 

either solid at public auction or 

be kept in the custody of the 

Commission with the co-opera

tion of various trade unions 

concerned. If the goods are 

auctioned then fifty per cent, 

of the proceeds will be divert

ed for the purchase of Liberty 

Bonds. All Japanese goods 

purchased after August 13— 

and there cannot be many— 

will be totally confiscated. It 

was not considered wrong' to 

buy Japanese goods until this 

crisis developed and merchants 

who did so in the ordinary 

course of trading should not 

be called upon to suffer special 

hurt. This is the sort of thing 

which leads to unhappy 

victimization, to public disorder 

by rowdy elements, and to the 

unjust working off of grudges 

against perfectly innocent trad

ers and shopkeepers. Shanghai 

{has had its disturbing incidents 

in connection with such a 

matter before, and although 

! no-one wants to doubt the 

! patriotism of those who are 

organizing and controlling the 

present boycott it is to be 

i hoped that they will proceed 

with a full sense of their 

responsibilities and in accord

ance with the ‘exercise of that 

public justice which all men 

hope to experience.
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From The China Press, Shanghai, October 10, 1937.

“DOUBLE TENTH’^OUBLE SIGNIFICANCE i

T
HE “Double Tenth"’ thishas a double meaning for

China and for the"'-wi^KL Never before has its 

observance been so impoft^ut;t.o the Chinese nation; never 

before has it been observed ^ith so much enthusiasm and 
so much hopefulness.:? ïtiæbccasion today will find all the 

Chinese united in one\sin|rle! thought, the thought of a new 

China, whatever land or 'crime they may be in.

For China the double meaning of the “Double Tenth” 

can easily be appreciated. The occasion marks the end of 

a period of suppressed emotion and the beginning of an era 

when the people may breathe freely and think aloud. It is 

commôri knowledge that, ever sinte the close of the Sino- 

Tapanese conflict in Shanghai in 1932, th© Chinese had been 
admonished to heed the*sdnsitive feeling^ jjfcthp Japanese and 

to réfraifl from expressions or acti|p> j(êl| t$ offend the 

proud empire across the China Sea. I ? <

‘When the Japanese Government <s$bAsjnhn chose

to denounce China and her people? tn e|Œin^çT but of the 

earnest desire to preserve peace and ariny/with Japan, had 

to observe the, tenets of common ^écenq^r and* international 

comity. When the Japanes/‘wejj free/to smuggle Japan

ese goods into this country,thé^Cpïn^sefwere compelled to 

employ round-about mean$| to^ c&rtail such nefarious 

activities. When the Japanès^ sfeents ^redoubled their efforts 

to demoralise the Chinese rac&v|th morphine and heroin, the 

Chinese had to content thémselvès frith polite appeals to the 

Japanese conscience» )' » /
When the Japanese took pléasifre jn provoking incident 

after, incident in various parts of Chin|, the Chinese had to 

beat «the brunt cheerfully. And when; any Chinese journal 

incurred the displeasure of the Japanese Government, its 

editor had to endure censure or’ punishment or languish in 

prison. The patience and forbearance so remarkably shown 

by the Chinese were even deprecated by Japan ; and nothing 

which the Chinese did could have gratified Japanese whims 

and ^fancies. r

With the outbreak of the present hostilities, however, 

the Chinese are able to give vent to their repressed 

sentiments. For once and forever they have begun to taste 

once* again the freedom of expression vis-a-vis Japan. Though 
this "freedom has nevèr been abused in spite of Japanese 

atrocities, it is a prerogative which will be most jealously 

treasured.

Internally, too, the “Double Tenth” signifies the era of 

a unified natjont Political differences have been set aside; 

personal interests have been abandoned. National leaders 

from all parts of the countryare; united in a joint struggle 

against Ja-common foe. -Most gratifying, in this respect is 

the dissolution of -the Chinese Communist party,- with the 

incorporation of the “Red*-’ Army inter the National Army.

From north to south, from east to west, there is one 

single ideal, and that is thediberâtibn of China from the yoke . 

which Jap^n has tf ièd^to" impdâ^ôriher Government and 

people. For this ideal thousands of lives are being 

sacrificed; for this idéal,hom.es and cities are being 

demolished; for this ideal .business ajid industry are being 

dislocated. These and other sacrifices are China’s offerings 

to the Goddess of Liberty; they are now dedicated on this 

occasion to the China of tomorrow.^ .5 . S,.,.
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Thus it may be truly said that this day closes the Chin

ese history of recent past and inaugurates a new chapter for 

the future. z. - v-

For the world, the -^‘Double Tenth” also denotes a de-< 

parture* in international polit|jjs^ * .. .

For the last six years the League of Nations as the in

ternational organization for peace ha’s been confronted with 

many a dispute or armedrconflict ; and its influence has been 
found wanting except on minor occasions. In China as in 

Abyssinia, it not only^did not; succeed • in preventing mili

tary occupation, failed to crystalise world opinion !

and moral censure "in good7 time. It tboft the League almost 

two years to ./reach,’^decision to condemn Japan’s invasion I 

of Manôhùi’ia, it.took -months Iq render verdict in the case1 
of Abyssinia^

With the outbreak of the ’SinorJapanese war of 1937, 

however, the Leagué has: shown increased vitality in dealing 

witlj the-questjons at issue.;- In^Jess than three weeks it has 

condemned1bomhW.pt undefended Chinese 

cities* as well as civilians and 'Japanese invasion Of > this 

country •‘-’Though? the effectiveness of moral censure alone 

is sfiiroperç to doubt,.it Ts significant'that the League has 

acted in so ‘expeditious a manperJ^*' \ *

Eq^ljyr;ipiprgsgiyejs the cleaj^st^tement by, President 

Roosevelt^i4he4^iility-of an isolationist policy for America. 
It is likeiytlMrd^^ life United States

may Undertake to ^Operate with' the other countries more 
closely for the mainte napce'of peace in the Far East as well 

as in Europe. • . *’

The gradual realisation by the Powers of the need to 

outlaw barbarism in modern warfare and to outlaw war it

self has comevabout partly as the result of the Japanese 

atrocities in China and the heroic defence of the Chinese 

fighting forces. The sacrifices now being made by the 

Chinese nation may be said,to have contributed to this pro

cess of slow awakening to the danger of a world overrun by 

jingoists. It would be only fitting to record here that the 

celebration of the -‘Double-Tenth— today may be also regard

ed .Mthe celebration of the beginning of a new world order in 

which justice will ^triumph over bad faith and right over 

might. - ' ■

In the midst of the re-birth of China and of the world, 

the Chinese people will find sufficient cause to rejoice more 

than ever in this national holiday. While the enemy is still on 

our soil, the day may not be distant when, with the'combin

ed strength of the Chinese defenders and world opinion, the 

enemy will be driven out of this land! once and for all. It is 

not too much to hope that, when the next anniversary is to 

be observed, Far Eastern* stability and peace so much ad

vertised by the Japanese will become a reality through kChin- 

ese endeavor and sacrifice.

1bomhW.pt
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From The Shanghai 'veiling Tost 5c Fcrcury, Oct. 21, 1K57.

China And Japan; A Study
TF CHINA WINS this war by even approximate 

A standards, it will be as much through 

psychology as anything else. Observation first 

hand and by distant report in China on the 

one hand,, and by creditable witnesses in and 

from Japan on the other, lend much weight to 

this view after more than two months of local 

hostilities and three months for China as a 

whole.

It is most extraordinary (superficially con

sidered) that China, which is being subjected 

to'air-bombings, blockade, and unpleasant re

alisation Of the superior mechanization of the 

foe, should be keeping “heads up” considerably 

better than is reported from many elements of’ 

Japan. Fundamentally considered this is not 

extraordinary at all, but the logical and inevit

able result of plainly discernable factors which 

should develop further with the passing of 

each. week.

China has, in the first place, been for six 

years like a spring bent more and more to a ’ 

greater and greater tension. From the period 

of the humiliating loss of, Manchuria every ; 

Chinese has been Itching to do something 

against Japan’s march on the Asiatic main

land. The initial realization of their own 

national weakness only sharpened Chinese 

anguish and heaped fuel on a growing deter

mination to prepare as rapidly as possible. In 

scores of Ways, all lines began to draw toward 

national unity and the employment of every 

means of resistance to a cause universally felt 

to be that of resistance to intolerable aggres

sion. There wds no tendency toward develop

ment of a radical psychology, as pictured by 

the Japanese propagandists, but rather a 

whitening of the “Reds” who more than a year 

before the beginning of hostilities renounced1 

their whole program in favor of a “united 

front” for combatting Japan. Of course a 

more radical attitude may develop with the, 

passage of time, but the beginning of hostili-i 

ties found the mass of Chinese comfortably 

assured that domestic matters were( proceeding 

along accustomed lines—which may or may not 

be for the .Chinese masses’ interest but 

which certainly accord in general with slow- 

moving Chinese psychology. Such recent' 

shocks as had toeen administered in national 

affairs (the Sian kidnapping of General 

Chiang Kai-shek, for example) had all come 

out well and for the established order, by the 

popular view. The only real internal tension 

had been the pressures of Japan in inflicting j 

hurts upon the nation, and Nanking’s pressure ' 

to keep peace with Japan even at the cost of 

oppressing indignant sections of public opinion.

Thus the beginning of war meant, for 

China, relief. Popular enthusiasm was all for 

resistenee, internal differences could be forgot, 

political prisoners could be freed, the nation 

could unite and test its. strength. The eager

ness for such a test had been manifested^ 

scores of ways- There was no important public 

feeling against war anywhere to be seen.

Japan, on the contrary, had no reason for 

spontaneous enthusiasm- for war. At various 

times, enthusiasms had been worked up for 

adventures in empire and certainly the Japan

ese people are docile and credulous ‘by the 

Western standard. It evidently was not at all 

an impossible task to create a sort of synthetic 

enthusiasm over the departure of troops in 

the present instance, but the demonstrations 

were under orders, and subsequently abandon

ed under orders. A controlled press did its 

best to promote the idea that Chinese’ 

treachery, bolshevism and unfairness to vital 

Japanese interests compelled the military—who 

alone understood China—to resort, reluctantly, 

to “punitive” strokes which would be brief,; 

dramatic, and followed by a forgiving genero

sity which would pay big dividends out of a 

humbled, grateful and productive China. Soon 

it was found necessary to conduct a hasty 

extension of the propaganda work to prepare 

thé people for a longer campaign, while at the 

same time damping the patriotic demonstra

tions and otherwise settling down to a long 

haul.

Considering the dovious falsifications and 

distortions required to convince the people of 

Japan that a China war was at once necessary, 

blessed with a guaranteed success, and bound 

to be fruitful, and -considering further the 

shock to faith in the army administered by 

the February rebellion of last’ year, and con

sidering again the overwhelming army defeat 

in the last registration of opinion by the 

voters, it cannot be denied that the Japanese 

military have .met with comparative success 

in carrying the home public along with them 

thus far. But the point to be emphasized is 

that such a process is an up-hill one in Japan 

’while the retention of war support in China 

is a down-hill process.

Although things have not thus far gone 

too weirin -North China, the Chinese feel that 

better times are at hand in that campaign. 

Shanghai has been completely successful from 

the Chinese point of view despite the appall

ing losses in lives and property. .On October 

14 the .Japanese Admiralty announced that 

Japanese naval aircraft had bombed 62 cities
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and towns in eight Chinèse provinces, evidently 

with the hope of weakening Chinese national 

spirit (since few of these towns had-any milit

ary objectives) yet every indication from every 

quarter is that tactics of that sort have only- 

strengthened Chinese conviction that nothing 
[ good is to be hoped for out of Japan, and 

that the decision to fight was a right one. 

There is, moreover^ a universal; feeling: that all 

China has to do is hang on over a period of 

months in : order to break Japan at last; and 

that is what the Chinese are historically fitted 

td do best, and what they are prepared to do.

While the tiine element thus tends only to 

strengthen the Chinese belief that they are 

right, and following right tactics, ;}the same 

certainly pannot be said forJapan. What the 

Japanese militarists have needed was a quick i 

and successful war, not a long-drawn-out 

affair with Chinese “will to resist” hardening 

like*concrete. The cost is heavy and cannot 

•grow lighter; the uJapanese taxpayer must dig 

ever deeper into his pockets, and the boycott 
! checks to Japanese trade mean that those 

pockets; have stbadMy less upon which to count 

for replenishment. ^Meanwhile the explana

tions of “why fight China?” must grow more 

and more difficult as the questions in even so 

well-regimented a nation as Japan rnust grow 

more and more pointed.

The China war is already unpopular with 

Japanese business and that unpopularity seems 

bound to spread throughout the mass of the 

entire populationastime goes on. There seems 

no reason to expect any corresponding process 
in China during any immediately discernable 

future-—in fact the process may quite well run 

in precisely the opposite ( direction as China’s 

plan-of a war of ..attrition ^appears -to be 
working out successfully. ït is true that China 

is being cut off from foreign trade and 

supplies in large degree, but such a thing 

hurts China less than it would any other com

parable nation. China is historically self- 

sufficient, and China can live within herself 

once more, as she has in the past, if she must. ; 

Munitions are important but by one means and ’ 

another they can be had. The war can be 

continued for a long time if necessary, and 
, China is Reconciled >to that possible necessity. ;

How Jqpg ^higher-strung and more dynamic 

Japân can heap up resources and hurl them 

.ag^ipst^such a psychological’ Chinese Great 

Wall is a question. Blit China is convinced it 

J^RS^the general answer, with date to be filled* 

in later. t
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BRAVERY AND PEACE \
The world-wide tributes which have 

been paid to the bravery of Chinese 

troops have found a heârty echo in thé 

rriirids and hearts of all in Shanghai, hbt 

excepting Japanese naval and rpilitary 

leaders. The prolonged resistance bffeifid 

succëssively in the Paoshan, WoosunX 

Liuhong and Dahzang districts has been 

an outstanding feature of local hostilities, 

although that resistance was staged 

mostly in well-prepared defensive posi

tions and at the cost of many casualties. 

The Chinese soldier has proved his high 

valour, not only here in Shanghai but on 

many occasions throughout history, and 

if, at other times, his reputation has 

'suffered somewhat because of antiquated 

equipment, poor leadership, lack of dis

cipline and dubious objectives there has 

come in 1937, as there did in 1932, a 

wealth of evidence to give the lie to 
' those who would lightly dismiss the 

bravery of China’s armies. What is now 

happening at the godown of the Joint 

Savings Society on North Soochow Road 

is art epic of high resolve, though it 

seems a sad waste of fine material for 

those beleaguered men to die holding out 

in a hopeless position. As an example, 

their sacrifice—if it has to come to that— 

will prove an inspiration and long be1 

remembered as a gesture typifying the 

rise of a people’s spirit. The bravery of 

those men of the Royal Ulster Rifles who, 

undertook the rescue, under fire, of 

Chinese refugees stranded on the Jessfield 

1 Railway Bridge, has rightly earned, the 

praise of all. Here was courageous 

Expression of that instinctive humanity 

.which all men like to feel they could 

show in similar circumstances, and to those who made the display in a purely 
Volunteer way there is properly accorded ^grateful recognition. And when one Speaks of bravery shown in this war sight should not be lost of the fact that many days of dogged resistance was offered by a relatively small force of Japanese 
Marines after fighting had first broken 

ot& in Hongkew, Wayside and Yangtze-; poo. Foreign military observers hâve 
rightly assessed that first week or ten 

days of fighting as an action earning for those who waged it the high respect of 
all who understood the nature of their task and the strength to which they were 
opposed. In the landing operations at 

^Woosung and points along the Yangtze 

coast there were many incidents of 
personal courage, and throughout the 

Whole of the operations since there has ! been a call for advances in face of 
withering opposition.

There is no monopoly of martial 

ardour on either side, nor any lack of it. 

Brave men are not afraid to pay tribute to 

each other and thàt has-been done in 

^Shanghai. Men of courage are much the 

ÿme all Ever théworld, and from out of 

§|he Great War Were have rcbme countless 

^monuments on, all sides to the brave dead 

fought for their respective countries. I 
Bolish, French, German, Italian, Ameri

can and many other troops staged I 

examples of heroism which each have ' 

gallantly recognized. Whether It was on 

the fields of Flanders, in the mountainous 

territory of North Italy, in the desert of 

Mesopotamia, before the bleak hills to 

the north of the Struma Valley, or any

where else where separate parts of that 

great struggle were waged, men died 

brave deaths and are now honoured by 

their peoples. War is cruel and destruc

tive, and in these days visits terrible hurt 

on all sections of the community, blit it 

is unfair to the inner self of the hujpan 
spirit not to recognize that in the w^Ang 

of war men in the field display sonOof 

the highest traits of character of which 
man is possessed. Self-sacrifice, 

determination in face of dire danger, 

bravery for the sake of a humane cause 
—these are the finer concomitants ’bf 

process which on all other grounds has 

to be accourited the worst possible for 

the resolution of human problems and 

difficulties. 'War, despite the flowering'1*4 

sees of the manly side of the human 

spirit and despite the recognition which 

is instinctively given to brave men, is* 

indefensible when other means are avail

able for adjusting national and interna-, 

tional relationships. It is the lack of the* 

use of those means, the stultification of 

diplomatic contacts by intransigent 

insistence on only one side of thé * 

argument, the negative inactivity of. 

those whose task it ought to be to adjust* 

human affairs according to human nèêws 

—no matter on what jifejpf nqti^rt  ̂

boundaries they might exist—which is f 
the well-spring of these physical and > 

material disasters through which 

humanity seems periodically doomed to 

pass. If only a tithe of the self-sacrifice 

which-war brings out were diverted to 

the promotion of peace, if the colossal 

expenditure in war were weighed 

against the lesser .cost of peaceable 

adjustment, if blind and selfish nation

alism could be broadened into a com

prehension of the welfare of peoples as 

a whole, if arbitrary geographical bound-y 

aries could be forgotten in the promotion 

of mutual aidvantage through neigh

bourly co-operation, man would be taking 

Constructive advantage of the intelligence 

, with which nature has endowed him. Jf 

■we- could only learn to profit by the 

lessons of history, if we could guide 

ipsiead of resist the flux and pressures of 

’ peoples and their economic needs irt this !

world of changing technique and inter

course, if we could practise the belief of 

the interdependence of all nations we 

should have emerged out of a con

tradictoriness which so often now 

becomes the despair of thinking menJ 
Here in Shanghai in this year 1^37 

the Christian era we have seen tHeshli 

of which men are made and it is hObOot 
materiâl. it is not enough to 

the brave*’; their deaths and’ saérificéfc; 

constitute a challenge to man to-’^e*Pi^ 
constructive ways of peace in which ^BF 

men can Jïive and prosper.
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GoodNewg _ . « i
OOD NEWS comes from Washington and 

Geneva. The American Red Cross , has 

contributed ILS.$1OO,GOO to assist in the care 

of sick and injured of all nationalities in Chipa,* 
this money to be usedfbÿ the Chinese Red Cross 

and other charltIWtb organizations fauctioning 

in the area of hostilities; the League of Nations 

committee , for Technical t( Collaboration in 

China has agreed to ihake available all pioney 

On hand to assist in medfciV sanitary and 

technical help as result ot’ÿ<ChXhése memo

randum reporting acute of medical-

and' sanitary supplies.;<àhd\gtâye danger* of 

spread of cholera and smallpox/.

The need is' urgent?; /Shanghai has a 

special interest in its immediate perception and 

amelioration. The two actions just reported 

should go far to change things for the better 

in the near future. '
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A GRATEFUL NATION

I
T is a grateful nation that isnow looking beyond the seas at 

the expressions of friendship both in Europe and in 

America. * On the one hand, immediate relief is being 

organised for. the couhtless suffering Chinese, and on the 

other, definite measures are being agitated for the prevention 

of further atrocities on the Chinese soil. In this hour of 

national • distress eVerÿXhïhésë i£-heartëhetF to ;bèlievè ; tlïatl 

the cause of righteousness is not' lost and that common 

humanity is quick to respond to the dictates of < conscience. 

Feebly though international morality may struggle to main

tain its hold on mankind, it has never failed to command 

universal support at the crucial moment.

«On the humanitarian side the League of Nations has 

practically pledged its available funds for the physical 

amelioration of the wounded and sick in China, both civilians 

and soldiers. The British Government is being urged to’* 

donate at least £100,000 to this cause, and from America 

a similar amount is expected to be forthcoming.

The private initiative shown by Sir Abe Bailey in call

ing upon hisTcompatriots to givë'gënéroùsly of their money 

to the aid of the Chinese is indeed most admirable, and so 

must be the leadership assumed by the Archbishop of .Can

terbury, the Archbishop of Westminster, the Archbishop of 

York and the Lord Mayor of London in attaching their 

personal endorsement to an. appeal to be addressed to the 

British public. Whether the actual amount raised will be 

impressive or otherwise, the Chinese people cannot but feel 

a sense of gratitude which mere words can scarcely convey.

On the economic side the movement organised by-British 

labor to boycott Japanese goods and to refuse'the supply of 

Japanese requirements is attracting international'attention. 

While médical relief may lessen the physical hardships of the 

Chinese, a tacit severance of economic relations will help 

to remove the factors which have brought abdut such hard

ships. The two movements are complementary: they will 

achieve the maximum good only when they are fostered 

together and with equal vigor.

On the success of the boycott no one is in a better 

position to speak in Shanghai than Mr. Frederick Louis 

Kerran. In an interview with this journal yesterday he 

declared that he was “absolutely certain that the whole of 

labor and trade union movement in Great Britain will

rally to the cause of the Chinese people” and that he had 

“no doubt that effective plans will be organised to carry 

the economic boycott against Japan into effect.”

Behind the two movements stands the sympathetic 

British press. Its editorial condemnation of Japaneses 

massacres in China has doubtless lent much weight to the 

popular clamor for preventing further recurrences.

Jn America the latest clarification of the United States 

Government’s policy Vis-a-vis the Sino-Japanese conflict 

tends’ to confirmr more than ever our conviction that its 

traditional friendship for the Chinese is by no means on 

the wane. The leading American journals have almost to 

a man condemned Japanese vandalism in China, with the 

result that the American public may be slowly prepared for 

such effective measures as the White House may decide to, 

enforce either on its own authority or in conjunction with the

other Powers.

’ Thus the world is fast proving toward concerted action , 

in the Far East. It should be made clear, however, that^ 

international sympathy for the Chinese people must be dis

tinguished from international agreement to shoulder the ; 

burdens of war for the Chinese. Whatdhe two movements 

signify is simply the universal determination to eliminate 

barbarism from military operations and to force Japan to** 

pay heed to the elementary requirements of civilised warfare 

as well as to the, tenets of international law.

* The task of evicting the Japanese from the Chinese 

soil still remains primarily the task of the Chinese them

selves, even though ah economicfboycott may conceivably 

shorten the period of war by depriving Japan of external^ 

_ supplies. With the spontaneous manifestation of goodwill 

■ by the Jriendly Powers,, the Chinese should redouble rather( 

■ tham reduce their heroic endeavors to wifi the war. For 

■ the world-wide sympathy and material assistance there is no 

■ better.way of proving appreciation than by strengthening 

ITJTSS/aI ”4^ Japan as well as the other nation? 
Iquèriijhe "° flagrant*y bent upon,eon-
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WESTERN HELP IN 
CHINA’S TRIALS

The noise made round the 

world by the outbreak of 

hostilities between China and 

Japan will probably be found 

to have been too big to last. 

While general sympathy with 

China is not likely to die out, 

it is already quite obvious that 

the notion entertained by some| 

people, both Chinese ançr 

Occidentals, that it is the duty 

of the rest of the world actively 

to bear China’s burdens is an 

exaggerated one. The majority 

of thinking Chinese fully realiz

ed from the beginning that the 

responsibility for carrying on 

the war, once started, must rest 

upon the shoulders of their 

own people and that foreign 

intervention was not a very 

likely proposition. The assist

ance which China. can most 

depend upon from outside 

sources will be medical aid to 

combat the diseases which 

follow in war’s wake in a coun

try like this and the willingness 

of certain countries to supply 

her with munitions. Presum

ably, however, the latter- will 

not be a free gift; 

will have to be paid 

sooner or later and very large, 

orders may place a consider 

able strain on the country’s 

finances. On Friday afternoon 

last/ the League Council, .in 

private session, unanimously 

adopted the report forwarded 

by the Committee for TecJ^fi^ 

Co-operation with China, Thij 

report recommended that all 

available resources of thé 

League should be used for, 

organizing immediate action 

against epidemics in China anol 

that the League Assembly 

should be invited, at its next 

session, to increase the credits 

voted each year for technical 

co-operation with China, as the 

League’s resources at present 

available are insufficient. It is

actively assisting China to carry 

on war under the guise of giv

ing medical assistance.

China’s great need at the 

moment in connection with the 

struggle against sickness arid 

suffering undoubtedly lies in 

the provision of an adequate 

supply of medicines and medical 

equipment. Of recent years 

great progress has been made 

in this country in the provision 

of clinics where the poor can^ 

receive treatment either free or 

at a very modest charge but this 

service, good in its way, is nÊt 

existent in every part of the 

country and in some places 

medical resources are extremey 

ly scanty. The large numbfiff 

of refugees assembled in many 

centres, caused by hasty evac- 

uation of homes destroyed in 

the course of hostilities, es

pecially through aerial bom

bardments, greatly complicates 

the problem of maintaining 

the health of the people of this 

country at a reasonably high 

standard and there is the danger 

ahead that, if the war should 

last long, and large *'areas of 

the country be laid waste, 

serious epidemics might occur. 

Such epidemics might—and 
probably would—affect neigh- I 

bouring countries considerably ‘ 

and even constitute” a menace 

to the world at large. The 

demands for medical equipment 

for the field hospitals and other 

wartime medical institutions has 

already made serious inroads 

upon the country’s reserves— 

at no time very large. That 

ithe need is great is shown bjr 

the fact that in reply to a tele

gram received from the Chinese 

Red Cross asking for aid, the 

British Red Cross has sent the 

medical supplies most urgently 

needed to China by air. As for 

personnel, the work of training 

men and women to take their 

share of public health effort 

should go on in an inten

sified manner. We do not

stated that the unanimous 

adoption of the report by the 

League Council did not com

pletely satisfy the Chinese dele

gation, who desired that medical 

assistance should be granted not 

only to victims of epidemics but 

also to the victims of hostilities. 

It appears that the Polish dele

gation was fearful lest the 

giving of medical assistance to 

Chine by the Powers might

know how far the work 

« of the Central Field Health 

| Station has been interrupted by 

the war but it is most essential 
I that public health workers 

should be continuously trained 

to sifflement the administra

tive functions of the National 

Health Administration. Thus, 

while the Western nations can 

be depended upon to assist 

China as much as possible with

come to bear a political coun- 

tenance, while the British dele

gation suggested that supple

mentary credits should be 

granted by the Red Cross and 

other private organizations 

rather than by the Governments 

concerned. It strikes us that 

the Jatter is a good suggestion 

and its adoption would prevent 

any recriminations later that

European Governments were

respect to her medical needs in 

the present period of severe 

trial, it is clearly incumbent 

upon the National authorities, 

with the assistance of the 

wealthier and more educated 

classes of the Chinese people, 

to put forth a worthy effort to 

maintain the standard of public 

health. We have no doubt that 

they will do so. 4
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; J. ; THE REFUGEE PROBLEM

T
HE:problem of providing food and shelter for the tens of

Jljoti sands of refugees in Shanghai has been given much 
attention hi-the press both editorially and through corre- 

respondericeu Â is gratifying tornote that constructive effort 

is now tacklg.it through the Shanghai In

ternational or^ Shanghai International Committee

of the?Red CiW ^defo^bf Cmha.* "

The ComÀftlslH’i^ .headed by Dr. W. W. Yen, who is 

?.ssistêà:|y Messrs. L. R, Jones and

L. W.H. PlâriS^|l-w^ir as J other prominent Chinese and 

foreign; civicJ^etsr The participation of leading citizens 

of Shanghai i£j adequate guarantee of the steady support 
from all quarts and also of the wise distribution of relief 

among the needy, t |

There is another phase of the problem, however, which 

is as important as the solicitation of funds, and that is the 

employment 'of'refugee labdr for productive or useful pur

poses/" To that end the Committee is understood to have 

appointed a Labor Project Sub-Committee under the Refugee] 

Sub-Committee, with Dr. John E. Baker as Director.

It is needless to point out that charity in the modern 

sense does not consist in merely giving for the asking but in 

helping the needy to help themselves to get on "their feet. 
Should the refugees be provided with food and softer on the 

one hand and with no work on the other, the der&ojralising ef

fect is self-patent. Some of them may perhkps relish the. 

idea of utter idleness, but ntost of those who have 

become destitute because of V the ravages of war may 

have too much self-pride to fee< happy as virtual paupers 

and a burden on the public. t t * % jY

Dr. Baker and his associates Wve rigMK^d^cided to seek 

employment for the local refugee in view

of the possibility that the SiHq# ap^dimwr may be in
definitely prolonged. In normd'lirnia^tjle refugees may be 

put to work in repairing highwaÿêjamrsimilar projects in 

I the country, but with the Japanese^ forces bombing and 

machine-gunning non-combatants as'' a daily routine, one 

could hardly suggest sending the refugees on the dangerous 

mission of undertaking peaceful jobs in the affected regions.

It follows that any employment which may be given to 

the refugees must be provided locally, that is, in the inter

national Settlement and the French Concession. Along this 

line the Labor Project Sub-Committee is reported to be work

ing, and it would be to the interest of the public as well as to 

the refugees themselves if local residents would give this 

problem their individual attention and submit proposals as to 

how the refugee labor may be used to the best advantage 

within the two foreign administrative areas. We are sure 

that members of the Shanghai International Red Cross will 

be prepared to consider proposals of this nature and, if found 

practical, to carry them out as far as circumstances will J 

permit. i

It is to be borne in mind that with the approach of the 

cold weather the refugee problem will become more acute. It 

would be a grievous mistake to think that it can be solved by 

a handful of men, however willing and able they may be. 

The problem is one concerning the entire community, and the 

I entire community must help to solve it.

tacklg.it
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NATION-WIDE GRATITUDE

M
AYOR 0. K. Yui has voiced the sentiment of the whole 

nation in expressing deep gratitude for tht 

spontaneous assistance rendered by the foreign defence 

forces in Shanghai to the helpless Chinese, refugees fleeing 

from Japanese gunfire. Particular recognition is due to the 

British soldiers who are posted along the western perimeter; 

where the present clashes taking place and where the 

greatest burden has been imposed on them by the influx of 
civilian Chinese.

Eye-witnesses, both Chinese *and foreign, can still re

count the scene of horror enacted by the Japanese planes dis

patched on a mission of bombing the Chinese, mostly women 

and children, who were trÿing to escape from the areas oc

cupied by the invadets^to the southern bank of the Soochow 

Creek. The horror was mercifully minimised by the 

physical succor promptly offered by fhe British sentinels, 

while the feeling of revulsion against the invaders’ brutality 

has been lessened by the gallantry and humaneness so 

generously made by the British soldiers. "

Nor can one fail to appreciate’thé repeated offers made 

to induce the Chinese “Doomed Battalion” to disarm and to 

seek shelter within the sanctum of the International Settle^ 

ment. The heroism displayed on the one hand and the ad

miration shown on the other cannot but kindle in Chinese 

hearts a feeling of kinship with all those who are sc 

manifestly in sympathy with their national cause.
Especially are the Chinese grateful for the neutral at

titude assumed by the foreign defence forces. One case in 

point is worthy of special reference. When two Japanese 

motor launches conveying Japanese troops to attack the mem

bers of the “Doomed Battalion” were approaching the Che

kiang Road Bridge, they were immediately halted on the

valid ground that the Japanese were intruding into the sector 

assigned to another national group for protection. This de

monstration of—strict neutralityhas been most gratifying, 

for * it is only neutrality which the Chinese are asking in 

this;‘bilateralconflict. ; >

‘The spirit of the rank and file of the foreign defence for

ces fe also to fee fppnd in the orders issued by the British and 

American high commands in Shanghai. 'Airplanes of either 

Chinese or Japanese nationality which attempt to shoot at 

the defence posts or civilians will be fired .upon. The orders 

giv^n to that end do ndt^drayr apy^dj&tipêtion between Chin

ese and Japanese flags. Inasmuch as the Chînësè have al

ways scrupulously observed , the elementary tenets of 

humanity, it is certain that no 'incident will occur on this 

account. It remains to be seen Whether the Japanese, who 
have repeatedly offered assurances of similar observance; 

will m$ke good th^phpledge. / rr

While we aredicing our gratitude to the foreign 
forces, we cannot but >be moved by'<the killing and 
founding of British aiÂri^lian soldiers who have so loyally 

d|fejnde<Ftlie International Settlement in the greatest crisis in 

its history* <0n the part of the Chinese, every precaution 

hasheen taken to avoid inflicting any suffering on neutral 
nationals, and with the exception of two or three regrettable 

incidents, it may be said that ‘they have deported themselves 

admirably well, considering the duration and extensiveness! 

of the military operaffomZ ^7 * !
; With, the change of fpe of’war, the danger of stray

shells anà bullets will ^necessarily be shifted to different 

sectors of * the Settlement* arid the French "Concession. Èlb 
may be evidenced from the careful avoidance of the two 

foreign administrative areas by the ^Chinese air force of 
late, the Siriceyity ^n&etW^WP^ct the rtesonal 

safety ofUocal residents cannot be .doubted. f # ,
p If itrshouîd h>pgerv;ris ft h^^^OHunairafeia^j^fied, 

that Japanese gun flfe (Sawn by flS Chihes^peWfcâ Should 
be* mis(^p£êdiinrpârigCand ^ccgracÿ $o the d^fc^nt of 

frièndjjfc ng^b^t§^è^Clpnê^a^hori  ̂

but feel profound sympathy/ theugh4he re^^ramlfty must 

rest wBh:^hri* Japanese whb'are' wont a to play havoc with 

humM1 éhdts^ ‘ j

h ihe Wir ^progresses, Jthe need of the .'Chinese for
undem^dJj^Kn^fhhridHnel^ ^A become greater. The 

past;^yrfUst, be i^iKedildi^titm oftherfuture, and the need 

will ÿure^yfe^mgt more; abundantly.
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/ North Of The Creek
TN AN EFFORT to clear up the Japanese 

*** attitude toward the International Settle

ment’s “North of the Creek’’ "areas which are 

now under the domination of the Japanese 

Naval Landing Party and have been since the 

beginning of Sino-Japanese hostilities, this 

newspaper put certain questions to a Japanese 

spokesman who afforded a reasonably full 

elucidation of a complex, abnormal state of 

affairs.

He declared it was incorrect to say that the 

Japanese take the position that ‘‘North of the 

Creek0 is now a civilian area, but on the other 

hand it is not construed to be “held 'by the 

military” nor is it under martial law. Thé 

situation is that the Japanese have only enough 

naval forces ashore to provide for patrcl. |

The reason civilians are not allowed in this i 

area freely was stated to be due to “military 

exigencies” including proximity to the front 

lines and the guarding of military secrets. Some 

Japanese civilians live in this area but not even 

they are allowed in all parts.-

During the course of the Interview, the 

spokesman took the attitude in effect that the 

Japanese “defense area” was similar; to that 

held by other foreign military forces. It was 

pointed out that the Settlement had declared 

no State of Emergency, and that therefore 

there had been putting into effect of a unified 

foreign defense plan in which the Japanese 

would be partners, as in 1932. Likewise the 

Japanese were imposing restrictions on the 

area under their control which had no counter

part in areaï under control of others. The 

spokesman’s reply was that the holding of the 

various defense areas was a result of conditions 

if not of the defense plan as in 1932, and that 

the special restrictions in the Japanese- 

controlled area were dué to the fact that Chin

ese had attacked the Japanese lines, whereas 

this was not the case regarding the lines of 

other foreigners.

When it was suggested that civilians might 

be allowed to pass freely to their properties in 

Hongkew and Yangtzepoo on an understanding 

that it was at their own risk, it was replied that 

to provide statements to this effect would be 

practically equivalent to obtaining the passes 

now being made available once more on 

application of persons with business in the 

areas. Restrictions will be dropped when hosti

lities move farther from the area, it was 

pledged.

All this impresses us as more straight

forward than some of the utterances recently 

reported, perhaps not with the fullest accuracy. 

One can accept a “hard-boiled” assertion of 

temporary military necessity with better grace 

if it is made directly» if it is accompanied by 

efforts to relieve the situation as much and as 

often as possible, and if it is made clear that 

these in occupation are not presuming on an 

emergency .situation either to extend their 

authority unduly or to prolong it beyond neces

sity.

We are not yet convinced that the recent 

complete stoppage of access to the Hongkew- 

Yangtzepoo àreas has been warranted by any 

apparent necessity, military or otherwise; but 

at the moment we see no reason for pressing 

this point if passes are really being issued with 

freedom and fairness—a case where the test of 

the pudding must be in the eating. There are 

vital business interests to be looked after which 

can be cared for without the slightest jeopardy 

to Japanese military secrets; which can in fact 

be attended to under Japanese supervision, if 

desired, for businessmen seldom care about’ 

standing on principle in such matters if there 

(s a way to get the job done. Certain foreign 

good-will will be fostered by a generous yet i 

businesslike attitude on the part of the Japan- ! 

ese with regard to giving as full access to 

“North of the Creek” as possible to all whb. 

have legitimate affairs there.

As to the reported Shanghai Municipal 

Police action in laying down rules against 

Chinese access to this area, we seem finally to 

have unraveled the actual facts which are not 

exactly in accordance with the original 

report.

Although a high Shanghai Municipal 

Council official confirmed that the police had 

issued such rules, endorsing this action both 

as a means of protection to thé Chinese ahd as 

a symbol of continued S.M.P. authority in the 

now Jap|Wese.^çontrolled area; the fact appears 

to be that rules were issued by the Japan

ese militarjç authorities and thfôwgh the 

S M.P. In other words, the police were acting 

as a soundihgboard for Japanese instructions!

This is conceivably better than for the 

police to frame the rules themselves, but it is 

a debatable point. Some may very well think 

that it puts the police in the position of ven

triloquist’s dummy. It certainly makes the 

police appear to be the point of origin of an 

order limiting the actions of people contribut

ing a majority share of the municipal rates, 

and the presumption is that if necessary tli4 

&M.P. will assist in enforcing this Japanese 

order.

We incline to think the SJM.P, will be wise 

to keep a hands-off attitude while the Japan

ese military is in actual control. Let the Japan

ese not only make, but both promulgate and 

enforce their own prohibitive rules if they so 

elect. It is not advisable to confuse the issue 

by lending police support to prohibitions which 

are no less illegal because based on plea of 

military necessity.
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From The Shanghai Times, October 30, 1937

FACING THE OBVIOUS
One of tiie subjects uppermost; in th^j 

minds of many residents of Shanghai is* 
of course, the question when ii^ will b^ 

possible to secure the opening up of tha 

Hongkew and Wayside districts which 

are now under Japanese military occupa

tion and from which all civilians, except 

those in possession of specially issued 
passes, are excluded. It appears that on 

Thursday four mëinbers of the Consular 

Body called upon thé Japanese Consul- 

General to discuss the matter. It is quite 

clear, however, that the answer to this 

question does not ; yet lie jvholly iriT 

Japanese hands. So long as the Chinese] 

batteries remain intact in Pootung and 

the Chinese Air * Force is in a position to 

stage almost nightly raids over the areas 

in question it must be obvious to ahyone 

that they are unsafe for general «use and 

habitation. Even if the Japanese military 

were to agree to raise no objection to 

the general public entering Hongkew 

and Wayside once again it is clear 

enough that they could not at present 

prevent the Chinese firing into these areas. 

If it is, ardently desired by the Consular 

Body that Hbngkew ahd Wayside be 

reabsorbed into r. the general life of 

Shanghai at the earliest possible moment 

it will be necessary to secure not only 

the agreement of the Japanese military 

but alib à definite undertaking from the 

Chinese forces that they will direct no 

kind of attack upon these areas hence-r 

forth. The fact that sonie damage wàsr 

done to the property of the Shanghai 

Waterworks in Yangtzepoo during the 
hostilities on Thursday shows hdw^ 

dangerous conditions still are. The only : 

côiiçlusion to which we can come is that 

it would be folly to attempt to pretêrfdt 

that conditions “north of the Creek” cab 

be ,normalised under 1 present circum

stances. It is true that the Chinesetfoops 
have , left Chapei , which immèhia^mr 

adjoins Hongkew but the dafige^

shell and aerial bomb is almost 

as at the beginning of hostilities.

-mH
?

■M

■ vO
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' council’s stand \
1\ TfH^jStirjing Fessenden, Secretary-General of the Shanghai 

I Vl^p?Municipal Council? Js reported to have informed the 

Centrât ffgws Agency that the International Settlement south 

of th§ Somehow Creek and east of the railway track will be 

kept intact, despite the change in the local war situation, and 

that decision applies both to -the maintenance of peace 

and' abler .and to the administration of the International 

Settferfténÿ;

\ *'*< / V •:
The-statement madeby Mr. Fessenden, needless to point 

out; is bound to produce a reassuring effect on the entire 

community. The position of the Council has been 
rendered difficult by the defection of one ôf the Powers re

sponsible for its administration. The assignment of the 

district north of Soochow Creek may be viewed at best as an 

expedient solution to a bad situation, though the use of a 

part of the International Settlement as a base of military 

operations against the territorial sovereign can scarcely be’ 

defended on legal grounds.

With the Council, however, the residents have been 

induced to examine the situation from a practical stand

point, and accordingly no serious effort has ever been made 

to embarrass its administration. The time seems to have 

come not only to preserve the rest of the Settlement intact 

but also to ask the Japanese to withdraw from the sector 

occupied by them as a “military necessity?’

The withdrawal of the Chinese forces from the northern 

part of Shanghai and the advance of the Japanese far 

beyond the Settlement limits in the north have automatically 

put an end to that “military necessity.” If the Japanese had 

the slightest reason for appropriating a part of the 

International Settlement to their own use and destruction, 

that reason no longer exists now.

Enough damage has been done to property of other 

foreign nationals as well as civilian Chinese for whom ths 
lapanese have avowed the truest,“friendship,” and no time' 

should be lost to enable them all to salvage what is left. I 

Once more peace should be restored to the ravaged area, 

and once more the International Settlement authority must 

be extended to the fullest extent.

In advancing this suggestion we are, not unaware of the 

numerous difficulties likely to confront the Council. Yet the 

record must be kept clear. If the Japanese should remain 

obdurate, the responsibility must be theirs. The Council in 

its own interest cannot tacitly acquiesce in continued military 

occupation when no “military necessity” obtains. <
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/ --- ----- M
FINANCE IN CHINA
As time goes on it becomes 

more and more apparent - that 

further relaxation in the 

emergency measures taken by 

the Ministry of Finance and 

the four Government banks is 

needed if the monetary situa

tion in Shanghai is to be made 

adequate to the community’s 

needs. One understands quite 

readily that the Ministry has 

the very important duty of ; 

preventing an outflow of 

capital—an outflow that would 

undoubtedly take place if 

unlimited cash withdrawals 

and the buying of foreign 

currency were allowed. It was 

ostensibly to protect the cur

rency against a terrific strati, 

against the demand for foreign 

currency being greater than 

the ability of the Central Bank 

to provide, that the present 

regulations were devised. But 

to achieve that object methods 

have been adopted which have 

had the disastrous effect of 

immobilizing for internal cir

culation the vast majority of 

the cash which depositors had 

with the banks when the

emergency closing took place [ 

on Saturday, August 14. Certain ! 

measures have since been taken 

designed to alleviate the situa

tion and to facilitate • the 

internal flow, but the unsatis

factory character and inade- 

( quacy of those measures is 

known to all business men of all 

nationalities in this city. There 

are a number of technicalities 

in connection with the Wei Wah 
system into which it is not 

necessary here to go, but the > 

great fact is that cheques of 

that name—call it “transfer 

money’’ or what one will—are 

not currency and are finding 

little or no acceptance for the 

ordinary purposes of business. < 

What has been described as

“blocked currency” or “deferred 

at all until it is made, to fulfil 

the functions of currency, and 

that it does not now do. The 

Government itself does not 

accept Wei Wah, cheques; how 
can business people do so? 

Within the circle of Chinese 

banks there can be the trans

ference of credit from* one 

individual account toanother, 

but business cannot be wholly 

done by book entries. Cash is 

required in a hundred and one 

different ways and until greater 

liquidity is conferred on the 

vast sums of money standing to. 

the credit of depositors "in

Chinese banks there is bound 

to be a tying up of business 

which might otherwise help 

Shanghai out of some of its 

difficulties. As Mr. E. Kann 

pointed out in tfiis week’s 

j “Finance and Commerce,” the 

[liquidity or otherwise of de

posits in Chinese banks “will 

determine the pace of trade 

recovery in Shanghai.”

Instances could be cited 

galore to prove that the present 

monetary situation is adding 

considerably to the worries of 

the moment. A great many 

undertakings cannot take Wei 

Wah cheques in payment of 
monies due to them‘ for the 

simple reason that these con

cerns have current obligations 

which can only be paid for in 

cash. Surely it is not imposs

ible to devise a scheme where

by internal liquidity Could be 

achieved without throwing 

wide open the door to the 

egress of capital. Measures of 

control in that regard—in co

operation with foreign banks— 

ought not to be insuperably 

difficult of design. It has been 

widely suggested that the cash 

position of some of the Chinese 

banks is itself in need of

artificial protection, but as the 

Ministry of Finance is the con

trolling body of currency and 

should have at its disposal for 

sagacious manipulation prac

tically all the currency of the 

country it ought not to be 

beyond its powers to have a 

sufficiency of cash here to take 

care of internal requirements. 

Laymen readily recognize that 

there are intricacies in this 

matter and also that the mafe 

tenance of the exchange value 

of the dollar must lead to the 

greatest care and caution being 

[exercised but it would be an 

| extremely constructive act if 

f the vast amount of money 

[which is virtually frozen to

day, or even a liberal propor-

tion of it, could be made 

available for the ordinary pur

poses of business. The absence 

of clearing facilities between 

the foreign and Chinese banks 

is also a serious handicap 

which; if liquidity were con

ferred/' would be almost 

automatically removed. We 

have gone through seven weeks 

of restriction, bht if this war 

is, as so many prognosticate, 

going to be a prolonged affair 

we shall suffer niore than we 

otherwise mig^t if no monetary 

and financial relief is forth

coming. This is sb important 

a matter that it deserves the 

most serious consideration of 

all boncérhéd. “

- ----------—.
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From The Shanghai Evening Post and Mercury, 
dated October 3, 1937.

p^OSPECT^ofc? feinghai |re|
certaii&y xjpt precisely? tn&ht. In the 

wqçgs of f.Fihanb<t,and Comji^ce, in fact, theyi 

may be said “stillremain A.under a «heavy | 

cloud*” This , organ copunents further as ! 

follows: ;

During the paM week, fogmêr residents of 

th$/^t^^ able to retuj^

to-u]th0rApld ‘h.ohi^ to retriefe some of theijj 

personal belongings. Over the week-end 

arrangements were made under which com

modities of various kinds and some of the 

foodstuffs^ stored in the many godowns north 

of the Sopehow Creek, were brought, to the 

warehouses in the Central and Western dis

tricts.., For two days there was an incessant 

stream Of lorries passing to and fro over j 

Garden Bridge, from which activity, incident- • 

ally,. all truck-owners must have made very [ 

substantial profits: ,J

* The supplies obtained 4will doubtless con-J 

tribute towels the alleviation of some of the ; 
imm.ediat^ ÿod^^cblems, and, now that im- i 

porters hands again upon a ’

portion stocks, it may be possible for

them to ÿoSt^i^fe further business, if their 

dealers eaijâ^ldünd with the cash ready to 

take

Butï.oK^^, it is only a smaU.and battered 

partand prosperous market 

that.• of the local
commi^wH hav&'^p- be met, and this may 

be accà^pl^eÇ; h| 

difficulty; is'conçjàir^)lé•••that a shortage will

develop. Jp jbàrt#|4 Ji^aQnd that importers;’ 

with thé required stocks in their possession, 

will have little , trouble in getting rid of. them 

at.vexjy satisfactory prices. This, however, will 

be a merely temporary phase of profitable 

business. u . f v

While the country as a whole remains closM 

ed by war to all ordinary commercial traffic* 

Shanghai’s means o£ ifyelihopd will be -cut 

and there will be little'more than a precaïiBù® 

^existence for anyone. ’ . “ ; 4|

. ______
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: KEEPING COMMERCE GOING
' The unobtrusive manner in which the coastal 

steamers are keeping open the sea routes be

tween various places in China and are stimulat

ing the morale of commerce is evident to anyone 

who reads the daily accounts of the arrivals 

and departures here. The Shanghailander is 

too well acquainted with the habits of them 

who go down to the sea in ships to lack appre

ciation of the services which the local mer

cantile marine is thus rendering "to the com

munity. It is desirable, however, that the com

panies which are administering these lines and, 

especially, the personnel of the vessels con

cerned should have some explicit assurance on 

that point. These are not normal times as every 

business man in Shanghai has ruefully to 

acknowledge. The effort required to bring in 

these ships, to take them from port to port, to 

cope with demands for cargo space, to handle 

unexpectedly importunate passenger traffic and 

to pretend that the impish combination of 

weather, warfare, human eccentricity and inter

national emergency requires merely a gallant 

gesture from the bridge to defeat, has to be 

studied to be fully understood in all its bear

ings. When, as is reported to-day, a hardwork- 

jed ship insists that Shanghai can do without 
bananas, takes the Royal Navy to witness the 

tnjth of that assertion and yet finds that in

genuity has converted her deck into a banana- 

covered expanse, it will be agreed that seaman

ship and navigation do not cover all the respon

sibilities of the marineras life nowadays. Nor 

should it be forgotten that when a ship has 

reached the goal of one of these variegated 4 

journeys, she has precious little time for that 

process known as “turning round”. For that 

schedule has to be kept, however much it be 

interrupted between port and port. The tribute 

due to such resourcefulness cannot be warmly
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From The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, October 12, 1937

X Yangtze TrâfiSç Resumed \
Æfe RESULT ofthe first crpssing of the Yang- 

tze boom by freight service from Shanglii 

Interim-bound* it is forecast that a regulsw 

Sb^iiiM-Nantungchow, operation ” 

inaugurated with a view to resuming interior 

trade.

At the same*time,,it is learned that other 

traffic has: been ^moving inland by interior 

waterways, recalling, à day when canals forined 

the major arteries of the country. All these 

enterprises indicate that regular trade may 

once more become moderately active, affording 

at Içast a measure of,relief (in conjunction 

with coastal shipping) * to thé temporary stag

nation’ of thia port.

The fact cannot ’.;e dodged that Shanghai’s 

plight may well become bad if or when this city 

is cut off from rail and motor connection with 

the Interior. Unless the rivet route can be used, 

we may alkbe in the position; of the people 

on ttjer desert island who made their living by 

taking in each other’s washing. While that 

sounds- like a joke, in practical application it 

might prove far from funny.

li seems inevitable that Shanghai’s current

ly thin time is not likely to become fatter in 

any immediate future. The period of devasta

tion should not last forever, but the period of 

trade and industrial stagnation may be pro

longed for many months. North China at the 

moment seems least troubled in this respect » 

(Canton having her worries over the frequent 

cuttingnoff pf the Hankow railway) and an 
arrival from. Tientsin informs us that both tha^ 

port and Peiping show unmistakable signs of 

recovery and even of actual boom.

' ■ . vni ■ i. . J
Our situation is by no means hopeless, ay 

in fact by any long-term view Shanghai m/st 

regain its former position. Reconstruction will 

put a great many to work, when the time for 

such activity arrives. Shanghai is naturally 

favored by factors which nothing can perman-, 

ently,.impair*.and..both, trade and industry are 

ijcund to pick up as soon as Mars permits. 

Already the Industrial Section of the Shanghai 

Municipal eounch is reported to be welcoming 

the return of certain industries and doing all 

that it can to encourage and co-operate with 

them, but for the time being it is clear that 

industry' must chiefly serve local needs

Free communications have value never 

better realized^ than in times like the present ' 

when communications are halted, it is de

cidedly t encouraging to t note any successful 

effort to restore movement of cargoes in and 

out of Shanghai, and wè trust that the Yang

tze route may be developed further.
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From The Korth China Daily News, dated October 20, 19t

~ y~
/ ON GETTING UP \ 

^When sickness, grave or light, overcomes^ 

•anyone between the phases of articulate 

childhood or inarticulate old age, the in

domitable spirit which is in man invariably 

makes an early—usually too early—peti

tion for medical grace to “get up”. The 

doctor demurs, makes a kindly promise of 

future complaisance but for the moment 

prescribes patience and no desertion of the 

sick bed. So it is not surprising that Shang- 

hailanders who are nothing if not indomitable 

should be at pains to discuss ways and means 

of extricating their city from its present 

affliction. The diagnosis of their condition 

has lately been forthcoming in a courageous 

review by “Finance & Commerce”, extracts 

of which were reproduced in this journal. 

In brief the argument was that Shanghai 

must be prepared to face “hard times” but 

should not plunge so deeply into despair as 

to talk about “collapse or anything ap

proaching to it”. Shanghai just now is show

ing a mild improvement on conditions 

obtaining a month ago, partly owing to 

special activities arising from the local war 

itself and partly owing to the capacity of 

its own fat to provide it with sustenance for 

the time being. That means, of course, that 

further deterioration is to be expected and 

that it will be accentuated by the probable 

state of isolation which continuance of 

hostilities in China generally will produce. 

Over the critical period Shanghai may look 

to be carried by the determined efforts which 

are being made to keep the current of com

merce flowing. Yet even that picture may 

be too dark. The patient, however, must not 

depend on being allowed to “get up” too 

soon. The malady has not run its course. 

The application of remedies has to be de

ferred until it is possible to ascertain the 

actual extent of the inroads made on a robust 
' constitution. Meanwhile Shanghai has to be 

grateful for the die-hard spirit of its citizens, 

Chinese and foreigners alike. They have not 

allowed the immensity of the disaster to 

daunt them. They are ready at the slightest 

sign of encouragement to start the ball of 

commerce rolling again; they have definitely 

succeeded on a modest scale.

In due course it will be appropriate to 

consider the possibility of providing against 

future threats to Shanghai’s security. It is 

natural that thoughts should already be 

turned to that problem. It is necessary, 

however, to confess that the time is not ripe 

for more than academic speculation on it. 

Until there is ground for defining the political 

conditions created by the struggle still pro

ceeding it would be a mere waste of energy 

and time to proceed beyond the assertion 

that some means should be found to main

tain Shanghai’s status as a world city 

ministering to the commercial requirements 

of China and the Far East. Much will de

pend on the outcome of the Brussels Con

ference. The matter may be left there, so 

that Shanghailanders can concentrate on the 

effort to carry on. Past history shows how 

remarkable are Shanghai’s powers of re

cuperation. Even if it be admitted that the 

present is the gravest blow ever inflicted on 

the city, there is no reason to believe that 

those powers will fail although they will no 

doubt require more time for their exercise. 

Prophecy cannot be attempted with any 

degree of satisfaction; it will have been 

noted that “Finance & Commerce” argues 

that there is “little likelihood of any 

fundamental change in Shanghai’s com

mercial situation during the next twelve 

months”. That conservative estimate should 

not be regarded as menacing. It should 

brace every citizen here to the effort which 

preparation for recovery demands.

So Shanghai may be forced by doctor’s 

orders still to keep in bed but it will not 

allow itself to be reduced thereby to complete 

inactivity. Daily the symptoms of its malady 

will make their demonstrations. Thunder in 

। the air, wreckage on the ground, casualties, 

suffering and distress cannot be at once 
ji eliminated. Yet the essential currents of 

social and economic life are kept running, 

feebly perhaps here and barely discernible 

there, but they are not completely blocked and 

each day may see a removal of obstruction 

if vigilance be allied to alert initiative. The 

coming of the winter season which, judging 

from the crop reports in the interior, could 

have been so full of prosperity for Shanghai 

as for China as a whole, gives a stimulus to 

well-devised co-operation. Fortunately there 

5 is no sign of panic or ill-considered despair. 

! Shanghailanders are not inclined to take 

i’- rebuffs lying down. That was signally shown 

when uncertainties at the beginning of the 

Ü crisis gave rise to the fear that this city was 

y to be left to its fate. With one accord 
| merchants who identified themselves with 

| Shanghai repudiated acceptance of any such 

| policy of scuttle. The firmness met with 
! immediate response. From that moment there 

could have been no real anxiety for Shang- 

l! hai’s future. Political conditions may change, 

? but adaptability has ever been a mark of 

the growth of Shanghai and will not fail in 

[ the solution of this crisis, whatever form 

‘ that may take, always assuming that states- 

manship has not entirely lost its grip of

Î realities. !
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From The Shanghai Times, dated October 20, 1937 .

(SHANGHAI* SITUATIO^
With the winter approaching 

and no immediate prospect of 

hostilities in this area coming 

to a conclusion, Shanghai is 

faced with a number of difficult 

problems such as the keeping 

of the maximum amount of 

trade and industry going as 

may be possible, the mainten

ance of food supplies at reason

able prices, the preservation of 

the public health, and the care 

of the refugees and unemploy

ed. Seeing that the trade of 

Shanghai is the very lifeblood 

of the city upon which all else 

depends it must be our 

paramount consideration to do 

all that we possibly can to 

maintain it at the highest 

possible level. Conditions 

being as they are, it is quite 

obvious that we cannot see far 

ahead as to what the future

considerable quantity of Chin

ese products are still being 

brought into Shanghai although 

we believe the majority of 

shipments have been made 

from stocks already stored in 

the city. It is obvious that thés 

future prospects of trade, like 

i a good many other things, 

fundamentally depend upon 

the progress of military opera

tions and the extent of the 

duration of the conflict. All 

then is uncertain, and it is a 

matter of carrying on as care

fully and methodically as 

possible from day to day. •

While there is no real short

age of food supplies, prices 

have gone up considerably and 

the cost of living is definitely 

higher for all classes of the 

community. So long as ships 

are able to enter and leave the 

harbour, stocks of food here

can be supplemented from 

abroad but if the present situa-* 

tion obtains for any iMgth of 

'time it will become h^eaphry^ 

for much larger suDDlieS to.fifi., 
’drawn from outside resources 

I and at such prices as will by 

account of the war is shown by ' competition alleviate the cost 

the figures contained in the of hving ln the port. Despite 

Shanghai Monthly Return of | 

Foreign Trade for September 

issued by the Maritime 

Customs. Comparison with the 

January-August figures shows 

thàV? imports from foreign 

counties into Shanghai during September totalled only $7,319,- 
7$^against a monthly average 

from'January to July of nearly 
$63,000,000. Exports to foreign 

cottntries during September 

were valued at $27,932,447, 

against an approximate month

ly average for the first seven 

months of the year of $43,000,- 

000. Under all the circum

stances this export figure for 

September is a remarkably | 

good one and it will be both- 

interesting and important to 

note whether it will be^sur-^ 

passed in the returns fol* the? 

present month. These Septem

ber export figures contain such 
items as animal products] 

$4,072,483, oils, tallow and wax! 

$4,291,821, tea $2,786,564, 

textile fibres $4,046,636^$nd 

ores, metals $5,015,018. That 

such considerable quantities of 

these Jifoducts^ould have been- 

shipped abroad during such! 

adverse circumstances as pre-# 

vailed in Shanghai during 

September speaks well for the 

grit and energy of those corn-, 

mercial men who were con

cerned in the operations. It is 

of interest to note that quite a

conditions for trade may be • 

but it is incumbent upon the 

commercial community to do • 

all that it can in the way of I 

^$rjÿng on temporarily. The . 

seriousness of the blow which ;

"the city’s trade has suffered on

the disorganization in a wide 

’ area of the countryside caused 

by the extensive military opera- 

i tions there is still a good flow 
I of country produce into the 

city. Prices of fresh vegetables, ।

I eggs, poultry and meat have 

I been enhanced but for those 

who can pay there is no 

difficulty in getting what is j 

required. Next to the securing 

of proper and adequate food 

supplies, one of the most ; 

insistent of wartime problems , 

is the preservation of decent 

health conditions. In Shang

hai, this problem has been, 

made difficult by the influx of 

tens of thousands of homeless 

refugees liable to the ravages 

of specific diseases and who 

have been deprived of the 

means, in many cases, of keep-* 

ing themselves in even a j 

moderately decent condition. | 

Thanks to the public-spirited 

devotion of a number of Chin-1 

ese and Foreign medical men < 

and others, the refugees in the j | 

various camps established for । 

their benefit have been cared ' 

for as adequately as the stress 

of circumstances and the limita

tion of funds would allow. On 

the whole, the bill of health is 

far better than it might have* 

been. Cholera, which caused* 

some alarm a little while b^ckr 

is now on the wane, althpvi^ 

i intestinal diseases continü^ÿp 

be prevalent. With the coifiing

of thé cold weather^"t]$e]5e isl 

always the danger of smallpox! 
but vaccination against 

disease has been vigorously 
proceeded with and it is hoped 

that any serious incidence may 

be averted. There are still 

over* 56,000 refugees in the 125 

camps under the inspection of 

the Public Health Department 

of the International Settlement 

and the prolonged existence of 

so many destitute people in 

our midst must continue to 

constitute a grave burden on 

the community.

The situation with regard to 

unemployment is somewhat 

obscure. Unemployment among 

Chinese industrial workers is 

grave and a great many other 

Chinese have also lost their 

jobs. Unemployment among 

foreigners, particularly among 

the Russians, has become 

noticeably increased and a 

large number of people have 

already had to be relieved. 

The Chinese authorities are 

doing their best to get as many 

Chinese industrial workers 

back to business as possible 

and a committee is at work 

trying to stimulate business. 

We fear. that their efforts can 

do little more than touch the* 

surface of the problem, so long 

as the city is practically invest- 

! ed by warring armies. The 

suggestion has been made in 

Chinese circles that industrial 

concerns should move up coun

try and re-establish themselves 

in war free spots, taking with 
thfêîpk ag. many experienced 

possible. In a few ciw^<vw’i believe, this has 
actuaUytbéën done but it is 

prétty certain that it is impos

sible on anything like a large 

scale. To a large number of 

foreigners, it must be surpris

ing how the large Chinese 

! population of Shanghai has 

I been* able to carry on so many 

, weeks with such greatly 

diminished means of gaining a 

livelihood. The same thing hàs 

struck observers in other parts 

of China at other times butpn 

somewhat comparable circuih- 

. stances. Together with what 

| seems to the Occidental a very 

; low standard of living, it ^Otild j 

j seem that the Chinese 

possess a wonderful resil^éàrë 

» all their own. It woulti ' 

| exaggeration to say th^ra^ r 
? Western city were callaj*^™ 

I to pass through all that

hai has sùffered durin|M|i 

past nine weeks the popù^^w 

would have shown far àïOw' 

visible distress.
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CONFUSION OF THOUGHT
The fiercely vocal agitation in Great Britain 

for the boycott of Japanese goods or for 

some form of economic pressure to be brought 

to bear on the Japanese Government is 

supported by well-meaning organizations and 

certain prominent men and women in British 

public life. The British Government has 

firmly refused to countenance the movement 

and may, eventually, take specific action to 

correct developments which might accrue* 

from it. Industrial and commercial opinion 

does not favour direct action of that kind 

and China would be wise to reject any 

suggestion that such abstention is purely 

formal. From America has come a definite 

repudiation of the boycott theory on the 

sound ground that it cannot be propagated 

except by stirring up hatred, that its 

practical effects would be long-delayed and 

that in the meantime it merely would 

strengthen the hands of the. militarists in 

Japan. Already it is discerned that the boy

cott proposal mainly rests on excessive 

exploitation of the reports of aerial bombing! 

of Chinese cities. This is understandable as 

the movement demands for its success those 

broad effects which can be obtained more 

readily by flamboyant appeals to emotion. 

This seriously weakens China’s case. As 

this journal has pointed out, the decision to 

bomb a large number of Chinese cities, many 

of which even by the greatest stretch of 

the imagination can hardly be called military 

objectives, is a gross defiance of humanitarian 

principles and heavily discounts the value of 

Japanese assurance^. Yet the agitation is 

as indiscriminate in its citation of examples 

as the bombing is alleged to be. The result 

is that Japanese spokesmen can immediately 

evoke sympathy by concentrating attention 

on those activities by which it is difficult to 

deny that military targets were sought and, in 

many cases, hit or narrowly missed. This 

has encouraged Japanophiles to come forth 

with specious assertions to discredit all 

charges however well substantiated. They 

are wrong, of course, for, contrary to the 

impression which they seek to create, 

; appalling tragedies have happened in Hong- 

kew and Yangtszepoo and have no connection 

; with aerial action. It must, however, be 

firmly said that the bandying of “atrocity” 

charges is an arid occupation. It invitesi 

tu quoques, as has already been observed by 
Japanese emphasis on Tungchow and on the 

tragedy of “black Saturday” in Shanghai. 

It develops a fanatical antagonism which 

sweepingly indicts a nation and, thus, 

delays the operation of healing processes 

essential to the termination of hostilities.

British objectors to bombing from the air 

are not on a good wicket. They cannot dis

claim all responsibility for the failure of the 

Disarmament Conference to arrive at an 

international interdiction of that form of 

warfare. It is true that "the British attitude 

was partly swayed by the conviction that 

such a ban would be impracticable for, once 

warfare had begun, the conversion of any 

form of aeroplane into a bombing machine 

would be simple and inevitably occur. Yet 

there was also the undoubted fact that the 

British reservation was expressly framed to 

retain the power of bombing from the air 

in carrying out “policing operations” in Irak 

—at that time under a British mandate—in 

Palestine and on the North-West Frontier of 

India. It will of course be urged in reply 

that in carrying out bombing operations, as 

the recent campaign in Waziristan showed,: 

the Royal Air Force takes most elaborate! 

precautions to give notice for the clearance! 

of the affected area well before the bombing 

begins. In addition to the dropping of

warning leaflets, emissaries are sent to induce 

the civilian inhabitants to evacuate the area 

with their families and cattle so that the 

action is as far as possible confined to the 

i bombing of combatants and the destruction 
! of their lairs. This may all be admitted, but 

! it does not alter the fact that the whole 

! question of bombing cannot be satisfactorily I discussed by appeals to popular emotion on 
1 the basis of information which, although 

circulated in good faith, does not possess the 
' high degree of accuracy necessary to the 

formulation of an indictment. Although there 

is an evident discrepancy between official 

Japanese assurances and the results achieved 

by some of their airmen, it is only fair to 

| say that maps recovered from the bodies of 

dead Japanese pilots at Nanking have shown 

that the air force staff took precautions to 

। mark those maps for the guidance of the 

bombers with symbols to indicate what were 

and what were not military or quasi-military 

objectives. This is said with no desire to 

qualify the condemnation which this journal 

has considered it necessary to pass on the 

recklessness of certain Japanese slaughter of 

civilians from the air, whether in the 

Shanghai area or further afield. It is brought 

to notice with the object of showing that 

judgment on the subject requires a dispas

sionate treatment altogether impossible for 

the organizers of a boycott campaign.

There remains the grave injustice which 

this exploitation of emotion does to China 

herself. Into the background is thus thrown 

. the basic issue on which China’s appeal for 

world sympathy rests. The reaction of 

intelligent men who refuse to be led into 

an untenable position created by ill-advised 

• and ill-informed fanaticism naturally: 

! encourages counter-propaganda to obscure 
the real charge against Japan. That charge’ 

must therefore be reiterated: it is that, on! 

fantastically insufficient ground, Japan, tied 
to the chariot-wheels of a dominant militarist | 

! clique, has launched a large-scale military 

and naval war of aggression on a neighbour 

who, faced with no alternative but to resist, 

is palpably the weaker party. Because, 

forsooth, the Government of China is open to 

certain criticisms, many of which might be 

applied with considerable force to other 

governments as well, because Japan’s 

economic needs seem to suggest that the 

technique of the housebreaker would bring 

her speedier relief than the devices of 

diplomacy, because in certain eventualities, 

remote and in essence problematical, Japan’s 

strategic security demands the power to con

trol China’s northern territory, the invasion 

of China by military, aerial and naval power 

hast been lacdomplished. From Tokyo Ihte 

word is sent forth that China has to be 

“beaten to her knees.” That inconvenient 

statement of the facts is even now being 

ignored by too many foreign observers. 

They will be further encouraged in thus dis

missing the eternal verities of right, and 

wrong—without observance of which neither 

civic, nor national, nor international life can 

remain intact—if responsible opinion is to be 

side-tracked, as must happen when the ineffi

cient processes of mob-oratory and mass 

demonstration are applied to the discussion of 

the highly intricate and controversial issue of 

aerial bombing. Reduced to its simplest propor

tions, Japan’s declaration that she wages war 

to exorcise communism, anti-Japanese feel

ings and corruption from the Government of 

( China implies that the powerful nation has 

! the right to chastise a weaker neighbour 

merely because that neighbour’s standards of 

efficiency and ethics do not conform to some 

arbitrary doctrine $of respectability. Mean- 

; while any doubt of the infallibility, perfection 

or capacity of the would-be instrument of 

! chastisement has to be stigmatized as Use ‘ 
majesté or a sin against impeccable rectitude, k 
Those who are rightly concerned lest Japan’s » 

grave breach of a fundamental canon of 
. international conduct may pass unchallenged 

R should tenaciously adhere to that vital issue 

and should not allow themselves by confusion 

of thought to bo lost In a maze of 
IrrotovRndM
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2>/V. /ù/é
THE REAL OBJECTIVE

Agreeing with this journal’s view that 

Japan’s aggression in China is the main 

issue arising from the present crisis, 

the Rev. Ronald Rees and pseudonymous 

correspondents deserving no less respect 

traverse its firm objections to the advocacy 

of a boycott or the exercise of econo

mic pressure with the ostensible pur

pose of ending that aggression, without the 

use of arms. Courtesy demands an effort to 

reply. A Chinese correspondent unwittingly 

puts a weapon ready to hand. He cites the 

schoolboy’s crude “sanction” of sending to 

Coventry. How seldom does that achieve its 

purpose; how often do the tyrannical 

majority eventually have the uncomfortable 

feeling that the solitary victim of their imma

ture assumption of the powers of judge, jury 

and executioner is in the right. Were a 

boycott of Japan established the same result 

would accrue, and the real delinquency be 

forgotten. A boycott must lead to violence. 

The picketer who seeks to “persuade” the 

shopkeeper not to sell or the customer not 

to buy the forbidden go^ds, is bound sooner 

or later to awaken the stubborn spirit of 

liberty which may assert itself, first in harsh 

words and then, perhaps, in actual physical 

resistance. From that to rioting is a short 

step. The idea that a boycott would stiffen 
' the moderate man in Japan against his mili

tarists is poor psychology. It would create 

a sense of resentment which would rather 

take refuge in national solidarity, seeing that 

an attack on the nation’s economy is intended. 

A boycott is as indiscriminate as certain* 

forms of bombing from the air. It finds sup

port from unscrupulous traderg as a useful 

stimulus to their business, an artificial 

buttress against fair competition. It may 

penalize the Japanese who object to war as j 

an instrument of policy just as much as those | 

who deliberately rely on aggression. It is an ; 

anti-social act similar to all measures of ’ 

oppression, such as excluding a man from a 

club because of his political convictions, | 

threatening a newspaper through its adver
tisement columns. It invites reprisals. It I 

stirs up hatred. It brings its exploiters to i 
the threshold of war. It recoils on the heads ! 

•of those who apply it, for it disturbs the ; 

normal operation of international trade. 

Worst of all, if ethics be brushed aside, it 

never can secure such unbroken unity in its 

support as to prove effective.

Mr. Rees with some ingenuity insists that 

the boycott or some form of economic pres

sure is incumbent on Great Britain because 

she cannot as a member of the League be ! 

neutral. Mr. Rees, like this journal, may be > 

convinced that Japan is the aggressor but 

that conviction rests on no formal declara

tion by the League. Therefore, the neutrality

defections to which reference has been made, j 

China herself has recognized that the 

Covenant cannot be strained to its logical 

; fulfilment. The rump of the League in its 

wisdom has tried Japan in absentia—a 

proceeding which manifestly limits accept- 

| ance of the resultant findings. Mr. Rees 

i admits that the main issue is that of Japan’s 

I aggression, but he considers the dubious 

i emotions arising from the aerial bombings 

are useful instruments for rousing popular 

enthusiasm on China’s behalf. China 

deserves to be protected from her friends in 

that event. This journal has lacked’ clarity 

of expression if it has not established the fact 

that this bombing question is highly con

troversial and hedged about by technical 

difficulties. Japan has certainly exposed 

herself to serious criticism by a negligent 

observance of recognized humanitarian con

ventions. There is no ground for believing 

that, given the use of the bombing machine, 

China or any other nation would successfully 

avoid condemnation if only because the 

| development of scientific invention has out- • 

| stripped the capacity of the human agent to 

j control the instrument thus evolved. What 

j guarantee can be given that the British air

man ordered to bomb military objectives in 

a certain country will Hot be so affected by 

the atmospheric conditions, the light, the 

excitement of the adventure, the activities 

of anti-aircraft artillery that his accuracy of 

aim, even his detection of the target, is* 

wildly at fault? This gives room for definite | 

rejection of the very charges on which the 

movement for a boycott is really based, and 

the consequent weakening of the fundamental 

case against aggression.

It is astonishing to find the principles of 

British Liberalism invoked to justify the con

tention that it is good to foment indignation 

and passion for the establishment of 

principles. Has not Conservative fervour 

working on such lines been condemned as 

jingoism—happily an extinct phase in the 

progress of Mr. Neville Chamberlain’s party? 

It is just this appeal to emotion which has to 

be deprecated by well-wishers of China and 

Japan, assuming that they desire what this 

journal desires—a speedy restoration of 

peace. Granted that the Japanese people 

have tragically given hostages to militarist 

fortune, it should still be the aim of all 

responsible third parties to work for the 

composure of relations between the two 

warring neighbours. By pillorying the whole 

of the Japanese nation instead of con

centrating criticism on the aggression 

launched by its militarist clique, the rest of 

the world is merely throwing Japan as a 

whole into the arms of that clique, 

embittered, isolated, resentful. Unfortunately 

hostilities are in progress. They are marked 

by the free emission of sentiments which in 

calmer times would be ridiculed as fantastic.

of Great Britain—consequently her position 

as a friend of both parties—is not affected. ____________ ______________ __ ___________________ ______________
Even if the League in its present state were * of affront? Is not the positive alternative for 

to indict Japan as an aggressor, it must be j which Mr. Rees asks that of soberly stating 

remembered that the United States of 

America never joined the League, Germany 

and Japan have withdrawn from it, Italy is; 

hostile although a member still. Can it be 

argued that the obligations of the Covenant 

in their full force with special regard to 

sanctions in such conditions hold good. Re

ducing the issue to an absurdity if defections 

from the League left it with no other mem

bers than France and Great Britain, would) 

it be seriously maintained that on those twoj 
stalwarts lay the duty of enforcing the col-^ 

lective system? The principles of ^the ! •••

Covenant are still upheld by Great Britain ; gj “jp lo^reqiei 

apd other members. They cannot ks ro Xj pue

sidered apart from the realities Of; thé ' aUi gmzniBumu

Why should they be aggravated by the 

deliberate intrusion of destructive measures

the case for reconciliation, for exposition of 

the moral weakness of a policy of aggression, 
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THE REAL OBJECTIVE

Agreeing with this jàürnal’s view that 

Japan's aggression in China is the main 

issue arising from the present crisis, 

the Rev. Ronald Rees and pseudonymous 

correspondents deserving no less respect 

traverse its firm objections to the advocacy 

of a boycott or the exercise of econo

mic pressure with the ostensible pur

pose of ending that aggression, without the 

use of arms. Courtesy demands an effort to 

reply. A Chinese correspondent unwittingly 

puts a weapon ready to hand. He cites the 

schoolboy’s crude “sanction” of sending to 

Coventry. How seldom does that achieve its 

purpose; how often do the tyrannical 

majority eventually have the uncomfortable 

feeling that the solitary victim of their imma

ture assumption of the powers of judge, jury 

and executioner is in the right. Were a 

boycott of Japan established the same result 

would accrue, and the real delinquency be 

forgotten. A boycott must lead to violence. 

The picketer who seeks to “persuade” the 

shopkeeper not to sell or the customer not 

to buy the forbidden go^ds, is bound sooner 

or later to awaken the stubborn spirit of 

liberty which may assert itself, first in harsh 

words and then, perhaps, in actual physical 

resistance. From that to rioting is a short 

step. The idea that a boycott would stiffen
1 the moderate man in Japan against his mili

tarists is poor psychology. It would create 

a sense of resentment which would rather 

take refuge in national solidarity, seeing that 

an attack on the nation’s economy is intended. 

A boycott is as indiscriminate as certain* 

forms of bombing from the air. It finds sup

port from unscrupulous traderg as a useful 

stimulus to their business, an artificial 

buttress against fair competition. It may 

penalize the Japanese who object to war as । 
an instrument of policy just as much as those i 

who deliberately rely on aggression. It is an ; 

anti-social act similar to all measures of » 

oppression, such as excluding a man from a < 

club because of his political convictions, j 

threatening a newspaper through its adver
tisement columns. It invites reprisals. It I 

stirs up hatred. It brings its exploiters to 

the threshold of war. It recoils on the heads 

of those who apply it, for it disturbs the । 

normal operation of international trade- 

Worst of all, if ethics be brushed aside, it 

never can secure such unbroken unity in its 

support as to prove effective.

Mr. Rees with some ingenuity insists that 

the boycott or some form of economic pres

sure is incumbent on Great Britain because 

she cannot as a member of the League be 

neutral. Mr. Rees, like this journal, may be 

convinced that Japan is the aggressor but 

that conviction rests on no formal declara

tion by the League. Therefore, the neutrality

defections to which reference has been made. I 

China herself has recognized that the 

Covenant cannot be strained to its logical 

fulfilment. The rump of the League in its 

| wisdom has tried Japan in absentia—a 
proceeding which manifestly limits accept- 

! ance of the resultant findings. Mr. Rees 

! admits that the main issue is that of Japan’s 

i aggression, but he considers the dubious 

i emotions arising from the aerial bombings 

are useful instruments for rousing popular 

enthusiasm on China’s behalf. China 

deserves to be protected from her friends in 

that event. This journal has lacked clarity 

of expression if it has not established the fact 

that this bombing question is highly con

troversial and hedged about by technical 

difficulties. Japan has certainly exposed 

herself to serious criticism by a negligent 

observance of recognized humanitarian con

ventions. There is no ground for believing 

that, given the use of the bombing machine, 

China or any other nation would successfully 

avoid condemnation if only because the 

| development of scientific invention has out- : 

i stripped the capacity of the human agent to 

j control the instrument thus evolved. What 

। guarantee can be given that the British air

man ordered to bomb military objectives in 

a certain country will Hot be so affected by 

the atmospheric conditions, the light, the 

excitement of the adventure, the activities 

of anti-aircraft artillery that his accuracy of 

aim, even his detection of the target, is • 

wildly at fault? This gives room for definite { 

rejection of the very charges on which the 

movement for a boycott is really based, and 
j the consequent weakening of the fundamental 

case against aggression.

It is astonishing to find the principles of 

British Liberalism invoked to justify the con

tention that it is good to foment indignation 

and passion for the establishment of 

principles. Has not Conservative fervour 

working on such lines been condemned as 

jingoism—happily an extinct phase in the 

progress of Mr. Neville Chamberlain’s party? 

It is just this appeal to emotion which has to 

be deprecated by well-wishers of China and 

Japan, assuming that they desire what this 

journal desires—a speedy restoration of 

peace. Granted that the Japanese people 

have tragically given hostages to militarist 

fortune, it should still be the aim of all 

responsible third parties to work for the 

composure of relations between the twn 

warring neighbours. By pillorying the whole 

of the Japanese nation instead of con

centrating criticism on the aggression 

launched by its militarist clique, the rest of 

the world is merely throwing Japan as a 

whole into the arms of that clique, 

embittered, isolated, resentful. Unfortunately 

hostilities are in progress. They are marked 

by the free emission of sentiments which in 

calmer times would be ridiculed as fantastic.
of Great Britain—consequently her position 

as a friend of both parties—is not affected. 

Even if the League in its present state were 

to indict Japan as an aggressor, it must be* 

remembered that the United States of 

America never joined the League, Germany 

and Japan have withdrawn from it, Italy is 

hostile although a member still. Can it be 

argued that the obligations of the Covenant 

in their full force with special regard to 

sanctions in such conditions hold good. Re

ducing the issue to an absurdity if defections 

from the League left it with no other mem

bers than France and Great Britain, would, 

it be seriously maintained that on those two \ 
stalwarts lay the duty of enforcing the cpl^ 

lective system? The principles off ^the ! 

Covenant are still upheld by Great Britain ; 

apd other members. They cannot be '’(W- | 

sidered apart from the realties ôf thé I

Why should they be aggravated by the 

deliberate intrusion of destructive measures 

of affront? Is not the positive alternative for 

which Mr. Rees asks that of soberly stating 

the case for reconciliation, for exposition of 

j the moral weakness of a policy of aggression, 

I for ascertaining the best means to remove 

such grievances—real or imagined—as gave 

rise to that lapse? On one point most critics 

agree; they condemn the senselessness and 

apparent purposelessness of this orgy of 
destruction. They perceive that it is little to 

the liking of either contestant. China rightly 

has the sympathy of the world. Japan has 

also a claim to sympathy in her present 

inability to do justice to the greatness of her j 

achievements and the essential generosity of 

the better mind of her people. Instead of 

throwing a monkey wrench into the much 

clogged machinery for peace-construction it 

is preferable to use such friendly efforts as

may be available to remove the causes of | 

clogging, to suspend the processes of condem- 1 

nation, so that, with due regard to the dignity > 

and prestige of both sides, honest attention

may be paid to possibilities of solving their

perplexities. To advocate such folly as has 

, been proved in another crisis to be hope- 

lessly provocative and inadequate is to 

adopt a counsel of despair and to abandon 

JJthe real objective—the restoration of peace.
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From The Shanghai Times, October 1, 1937

THIRD PARTY ROLE
It is understood, says Reuter, 

that the proposal for an 

economic boycott of Japanese 

goods, which is being advanced 

in some quarters, will not meet 

with the approval of British 

Government circles. We have 

never supposed that it would. 

The use of an economic weapon 

for a political purpose is, at 

best, dangerous and undersir- 

able and the boycott is a 

double-edged tool which is 

better left alone. Trade is a 

reciprocal matter and no part 

of it can be destroyed without 

serious repercussions in other

elsewhere, on the necessity of 

maintaining peace. It was a 

policy calling, essentially, for 

the fullest international co

operation, and also a policy 

which was in complete har

mony with the principles of the 

League Covenant and demand

ing the establishment of

friendly understanding between 

China and Japan. Lord Cran- 

borne also said that the British 

Government recognized that 

the relations between China 

and Japan were normally a 

matter for the two countries 

to settle themselves, but in the 

unhappy event of the conflict 

which had arisen it was, quite

hands of the consequences. The 

situation therefore ca^is for the 

most anxious attention and 

careful thought on the part of 

îthe British Government which 

|is most unlikely to be led astray 

from judicious handling of the 

case by the somewhat hysterical 

utterances of the few who

allow their natural feelings to 

carry them away. What com4 

monsense calls for is a settle-1 

ment of all differences between 

China and Japan that will be 

lasting in point of time and of 

a nature that will establish an 

area of general progress in the 

Far East. It is extremely prob

able that this settlement must

quarters. We saw quite recently 

how, in the case of the sanctions 

against Italy in the course of 

the Italo-Abyssinian dispute, 

the Welsh miners lost a 

valuable market for the coal 

they produce, with consequent 

distress among them. We 

regard the outbreak of hostili

ties between China and Japan 

as a great misfortune for the 

Far East. There is no reason ’ 

for making it a general mis- ; 

fortune for humanity at large 

by deliberately extending the 

scope of its repercussions. It 

ought, indeed, to be the object ! 

of all men of sound understand- । 

ing and goodwill to endeavour^ 

to limit the amount of suffer-1 

ing and disturbance caused by 

this conflict. It is rather 

surprising to observe a man of 

the standing of Mr. J. M. 

Keynes urging that it is the 

duty of the British Empire, the 

United States and other nations 

represented at Geneva to warn 

Ja^an that they will sever all ‘ 

t^ade relations with her “unless | 

sfte mends her ways.” We lay n 

no blame upon Mr. Keynes for 

his desire to cripple Japan as 

much as possible in her con- ; 

test with China but the ' 

principle of the method which 

he advocates we must certainly : 

challenge.

Although the British Cabinet relations

apart from any question of 

League obligations, obviously 

impossible for the British Gov

ernment to accept the view 

that this was a matter only 

affecting the parties to the 

conflict and that third parties ' 

must stand completely aside. 

Lord Cranborne’s statement is 

reasonable enough; for Gréât 

Britain has large interests in 

China which are directly affect

ed by the Sino-Japanese 

dispute. We feel, too, that 

Great Britain has strengthened 

her right to have a say in the 

final issue by reason of the fact 

that she made representations 

at the beginning to both Nan

king and Tokyo to keep the 

peace with one another. Never

theless, it must be conceded at 

once that no form of mediation 

or intervention between China 

and Japan can come easily to j 

a third party. Only the very 

ignorant or the hopelessly 

prejudiced can believe it to be 

a simple matter. There are 

some complicated international 

issues in Europe - but the 

problem of the Far East is far 

more intricate. Foreigners in 

China are not unnaturally dis

posed to put their own interests 

j first before giving sufficiently 

close consideration to the i 

political, social and economic

which must exist

is not likely to support any 

boycott against Japanese goods, 

it is reported that if the need 

arises, Great Britain is prepared 

to act as a mediator between 

the contending parties. Indeed, 

an assurance that the British 

Government was ready to 

participate, with other Powers, 

in a conference to arrange for 

a settlement of the Far Eastern 

conflict ^was made by Viscount 

Cranbôrne at Wednesday’s 

meeting of the League Advisory 

Committee. Lord Cranborne 

told the meeting that the policy 

of the British Government was 

based, in the Far East and

be accompanied by certain 
I readjustments between the 

Treaty Powers and China, 

although it is too premature to 

say precisely to what extent 

these readjustments will be 

found to be desirable. What

ever happens, it ought to be 

understood clearly that pre

vailing conditions in the Far 

East—we might add Asia gen

erally—constitute something of 

a challenge to all Occidentals 

whose everyday standard of 

living. is so much higher than 

that of Orientals. The Sino- 

Japanese conflict is merely one 

phase Ôf something very much 

bigger—the struggle of the 

masses of Asia for a more 

.satisfactory standard of living. 

That a phase of this struggle 

should have taken the form of 

a conflict between China and 

• Japan is due to a set of peculiar 

circumstances. Although we 

cannot say that this set of 

peculiar circumstances was an 

accident there can be no doubt 

that they are destined to pass 

into something different. No 

temporary patching up of the 

present situation is really 

worth attempting.

between China and Japan, 

i From • this fact, some strange 

notions and prejudices have i 

arisen. But it is fully realized, 

both in London and Washing

ton—Geneva does not really 

count for much in this matter 

—that conditions in the Orient 

k are very different from what 

’ they were twenty, or even ten, 

years ago.

; Any kind of mediation or 

intervention between China 

’and Japan must entail serious 

responsibilities upon those

, making it. It is quite imposs

ible to effect any active inter

ference and then wash one’s
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From The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, October 18, 1937

They will pay,’

countries have ’ 

boycott.

xvr X» There is a real danger point from, the

/ World Boycott Japanese viewpoint. Japan’s stupendous trade-
ÆwpYCOTT of Japanese goods in the peace- n expansion during recent years has aroused 

loving countries of the world has ceased . Pîenty of enmity by no means based on humani- 

to be a debatable thing and has come to be a tarian concern either for the bombed Chinese 

fact, however much or little this may be forma- population or the sweated Japanese workers, 

lized. It had its base in that powerful and universal

Typical of what is happening is this extract factor, self-interest. All that labor and 

from a letter: “I have discharged my Japan- hidustry abroad wanted was a good excuse to 

ese yard boy and am doing the work myself, to 

my infinite satisfaction. Hé won’t be sending, 

any more of my money back to Japan. Nor 
mÿ next-door neighbor’s, either, he having, 

pursued the same plan. We feel that we can

not buy any Japanese goods while Japan acts 

in China as she has been doing; These; 

marauders will have civilization catching up!

with them one of these days, 

and pay plenty.”

Trade unions in various 

taken definite positions for 
Denver comes a dispatch saying that". tbÿ 

annual convention of the. American Federation 

of Labor has voted unanimously in favor of 

joining with the British labor movement in a 

boycott of Japanese goods, and the A; F. o f L. 

ialso adopted a report expressing an aim ta 
'extend the boycott beyond Great Britain and 

the United States by enlisting the support of 

trade unions in other countries. The rival 

Committee for Industrial Organization has 

taken the same position.

Of course this labor support is jpot wholly 
disinterested. The A. F. of L. contention, for 

example, adopted the boycott ÀsiÀition in 

retaliation “for the barbarous and systematic 

massacre of Chinese population” but Jacked to 

this is a canny taking into account of the fact 

that Japanese goods have been undermining 

the American and British markets tothe detri

ment of domestic labor’s selfish interest.

go into action.

Japan’s China policy has now afforded such 

excuse. We have recently seen how altruism 

and selfishness may link hands to get some

thing done, after long procrastination, in the 

case of Philippine independence. It is true 

that years of effort by friends of the Philip

pines advanced the cause of independence Very 

little if any.; but once the people with an in

terest in keeping: FiHpino sugar, coconut oft 

and cheap labor from America swung into 

action, the united effort put over independence 

with “the greatest of ease.” carrying the 

quotation farther, that “daring young man on 

the flying trapeze/* Japan, may well come a 

• cropper through the operation of similar 

forces. __ _____

The idealists in any country may be\fe*j 

latively negligible in such a practical matter ag'i 
. clamping down a boycott. Labor cannot] 

’ alvzays have its own way. Big capitalistic 

’ industrial interests seldom rule the roost as j 

fully as the New Masses fondly believes. Bytj 
let a number of these usually conflicting^ 

cléments get together and you have an accumu-^ 
la tian of power which may move mountains^ 

much bigger than Japan’s trade abroad. §
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87. Facing the Obvious Shanghai Tinea oct. 50» 1937
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90. Shanghai*a roublaa Shanghai Evening Oct. 3, 1937
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94. shanghai Situation Shanghai Tinea Oat. so, 1937
9ft. Confusion of Thought North Chinn Tally Fewa Oat. 4, Isay
9ft. The Real Objective « • ditto - - Oat. e, 1937
99. Third Tarty : ole Shanghai Tines oot. 1, 1937
98. Forld Mycott shanghai "venIng OOt. 1®, 1937
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No 5Ô6 ThÇ FOREIGN SERVICE
^RECEIVED of the JEi-'AHTjJMi+gbogT5T9S *>F America

.'937 DEC 27 Pfj £ ?6
AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL

r -Tientsin, China., November 26,
C O N F i D u T ? A L

SUBJECT: Report by rÆerioan Citizen of 
Conditions in gpjyuan Proving^

The Honorable
Nelson Trusler Johnson,

American .ambassador,
Peiping

1 ONI

I have the honor to enclose, as of possible
interest to the Hnbassy, a copy of a memorandum 
covering a conversation between Consul Berger of 
this office and an American resident of Suiyuan 
regarding conditions in that province since its 
occupation by the Japanese.

Respectfully yours,

J. K. Caldwell, 
American Consul General.

Enclosure:
1. kemorendum dated November 24, 1957.

SOU
DCB:L
Original to j&ibassy, Peiping.
Copy to the Ambassador, Hankow.
Copy to Embassy, Nanking.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
Copy to Consulate General, kukden.
Five copies to Department, without covering despatch
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Enclosure to despatch No. 5ÛG, dated November 2d, 
1937, from American Consulate General, Tientsin, 
China, on the subject of "Report by American Cit
izen of Conditions in Suiyuan Province’'.

November 24, 1937.

M. à îA 0 R «. N P U M

Subject; Report by .•xerican Citizen of Conditions 
in Suiyuuh Province.

During a conversation with an .uierlcuu resident 
of Sulyuan who was in Suiyuaa throughout the recent 
Siiiw-JupdKOEe hostilities there, he informed me that 
the Chinese forces defendinc Suiyuun ut the time of 
the Japanese occupation of the province were under 
the command of General Lfa Chan-shan and consisted of 
only a few thuuaaaa cavalry, with a small amount of 
light artillery; that the Japanese invaders were 

। not numerous, though they apparently outnumbered the 
• Chinese. Mongolian and "Manohukuo" troops took no 
active part in the fighting; and the Japanese only 
occupied the country along the railway, the mountain- 

■ ous area south of Kuaihuu ana west of Tatung being 
still occupied by Chinese troops, reported to be "reds”.

He stateu that there *oè no fighting in the city 
of Sulyusn and no looting by -’ Ines® troops or civil
ians, but that the Japanese troops were very disorderly, 
robbing and raping indiscriminately. When questioned, 
he cited numerous cases oi‘ robbery and rape which had 
come under his personal observation. He added that 
the Japanese troops have not generally taken a great 
deal of merchandise, but have entered Chinese shops 
and required the shop-keepers to give thejsmmcney, 
that the Japanese are forcing the Chinese merchants 
to turn over their stocks of native products, such 
as hides and skins, seeds and wool at ridiculously 
low prices, and as a result, the Chinese are in a 
most serious situation economically.

He stated that he had found it necessary to eject 
numerous Japanese soldiers from his compound at various 
times, particularly during the early days of the Jap
anese occupation, but that he had succeeded In avoid
ing forcible action, relying only on persuasion; that 
all of the American residents of Suiyuan are safe, 
but that the Japanese had looted a number of the mis
sion stations when no Americans were present, seeming 
particularly Intent upon the destruction of all books 
and pamphlets.

David C. Berger, 
American Consul.

3U0 
DCBîU

• A true co by sf 
the signad origi- *

: ,na!. Zl../.
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Nq S07 TH£ FOREIGN SERVICE
,ir.. '«/VEl-0F THEriMlT^C-ST^fSS. .OF AMERICA

1957 DEC 27 pm |2 29 
AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL

China, November 3ü, 1937.
i c. Atj ’J

SuBJECT: Report by ^erioan Citisen on
Conditions in Interior of'liopel.

The Honorable

Sir;

Nelson Trusler Johnson

x^erioan .jabuesador

Peiping

I have the honor to enclose, us of possible

interest to the ubassy, a oopy of a memorandum

covering a conversation between Consul Berger of 

this offiee and an American resident of Tientsin

regarding present conditions in the interior of

Hopei Province to the west of Tientsin

Respectfully yours

/ J. K. Caldwell,
/ Àmerloan Consul General.

Enclosure;
1. llemoraadum dated November 29, 1937. -s

3?
eoo „ h

DCB:M g

Original to Embassy, Peiping. :Zm'4Z 03
Copy to the Ambassador, Hankow. - ...
Copy to Æbassy, Nanking. 
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo. '•‘ru ’ n .
Copy to Consulate General, Hukdeu. ■’’*
yive copies to Department, without covering despatch.

: * fra» copy ,f ‘ 

:
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Enclosure to despatch Ko. 567, dated November 30, 
1937, from American Consulate General, Tientsin, 
China, on the subject of "Report by ^lerlcan Cit
izen on Conditions in Interior of Hopei".

November 29, 1937.

là £ M 0 R Z. h 1 u k

Subject : Report by ..i.erican Citizen on Conditions 
in Interior of Hopei.

An American resident of Tientsin culled on me 
this morning and Informed me that he hud just re
turned from an inspection trip to Hslnchenhslen (4^ 

and i’ahsien [% ), about 50 rilles west
of Tientsin. He stated that he had visited a very 
large number of villages during the week that he hud 
spent in that area, and describee conditions there 
as follows:

The urea visited Is at the extreme eastern end 
of the entrenched line across the Pinghan railway 
held by the Chinese prior to the Japanese southward 
drive during September. ««hen the Japanese passed 
through this urea during September they murdered 
from three to one hundred and fifty men in each of 
the villages visited with, us fur as could be as- 

: curtained, no other purpose than to frighten and 
subdue the Chinese. The Chinese were not frightened, 
however, nor hud they any idea of ceasing to resist 
Japanese aggression in whatever way they could.

There are no Japanese troops in the area at th© 
present time, but the Japanese have bombed one village 
during the past week. The bombing of this village 
was on account of the killing in the village of a 
Japanese adviser to the Magistrate of Hsinchenhsien 
and several of his Chinese associates early in Nov
ember, the killing having been done by agents of the 
Red «W which has sent Its propagandists and recruit
ing agents throughout this section of the province and 
who exercise considerable influence in all of the dis
tricts to the west of Tientsin and south of the Yung- 
tingho. The agents of the Red Army in this area 
carry on no propaganda other than resistance to the 
Japanese.

, Tremendous areas of the countryside are at present 
i under water, but the villagers generally state that 
/ they have sufficient food to carry them through the 
/ winter, but are dubious of their ability to feed their 
। livestock. With the freezing of the inundated area, 
which will occur shortly, the villagers expect much 
banditry, although they have so far not suffered very 
much. Considerable groups of bandits are reported 
in other areas further south and west and also along 
the rivers and canals leading out of Tientsin. Most 
of these, however, ure not professional bandits but 
are partisans and local ruffians.

800 
DCB;M

David C. Berger, 
American Consul.

A tl 
the 
nal
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AMERICAN CONSULATE

Tsingtao, China, September Bl, 1937.

- Sublet: gplitloal and unitary Situation In Tsing^®0* 
CM

American Ambassador

For I ‘ rbution*Chenk

Nanking, China,

■ " The Honor

*- < -Nel son Srusler 7 dkna on J (L<J

Sir:

I have the honor to anolose an article vihlah ap

peared in the T3INGTA0 TIMES on September 19, 1937, 

under the heading "THE TIGHTENING CORDON". There is 

little doubt that the Chinese authorities have in the 

past 10 days increased their vigilance from a military 

point of view as is testified by the faot that foreign

ers are now prohibited from traveling on the outskirts 

of the city. However, over the very roads on which 

> foreigners may not travel in motor cars, Chinese of d — 

O I 
w t'Sso I personally went to the outer limits of the Tsingtao 

. tn I 
Smnloipal area in a westerly direction, approximately 

<ÜL2OI ®^®s ^rom the consulate; yesterday when I endeavored 

y’tol reach the same point the motor oar was stopped at a 

distance of 10 miles from the center of the city.

Occasionally Chinese soldiers are to be seen on the 

streets of Tslngtao, but only very infrequently. These 

soldiers are said to be members o£ Yu Hsueh-ohungls forces 
3 

But so far as is known, it cannot be definitely atatgà 

that Yu Hsueh-ohung’s troops are actually quartcjBbd ’Within 

: the
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the limits of the Tsingtao municipal area.

The presence of Yu Hsueh-ohung’s forces near Tsingtao 

is not at all to the liking of Admiral Shen, the Mayor 

of Tsingtao, nor is the presence of these troops in Shan

tung welcomed by General Han Fu-ohu according to the aver

age Chinese who takes an Interest in such matters. I 

spoke to one of the soldiers, at first thought to be 

one of Yd’s troops, but he said he belorged to a part 

of the Revenue Guards still remaining outside of Tsingtao.

The one commercial airfield in Tsingtao has recently 

been rendered by the Chinese unfit for use; short trenches 

of approximately 20 feet in laigth and 4 feet in width 

have been dug vtiile 4 foot posts of perhaps 5 inches in 

diameter have been placed between trenches and stones 

strewn over the runway which was constructed this spring. 

The only Chinese airforce in Tsingtao consists of a squad

ron of 6 seaplanes, some of which this morning made their 

first flight within more than two months following the 

appearance of two unidentified airplanes which were bel

ieved to be Japanese. These two airplanes flew over the 

Tsingtao coast at about 9 o’clock this morning when the 

Chinese seaplanes took to the air at 9:30. 

Effect of American Government’s Action with Respect 
to Shipment of Arms

There is enclosed a memorandum prepared on September 

19, 1937, by Vice Consul Hawthorne, in which some inter

esting observations were made, particularly with respect 

to the Chinese reaction to President Roosevelt’s prohibi

tion of the transportation of arms and ammunition on 

board United States Government owned vessels. The obser

vations of Vice Consul Hawthorne made on September 19, 

were
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were all the more of interest in view of a REUTER tele

gram issued today, September 21, at Nanking in which the 

following appears:

"The Italian and German Embassies, have de
cided to remain in Nanking for the present. The 
French Embassy is awaiting instructions from Paris.

The Chinese authorities point out that all 
other Embassies, apparently, are remaining and 
are very indignant at the American M) assy's de
cision to evacuate. They contend that America 
has, hitherto, rejected every Chinese request, 
like moving away from the Japanese warships in 
the Shanghai harbour, but are "taking every op
portunity to meet Japan's wishes’1. The Chinese 
authorities describe this and President Roose
velt's partial embargo on the shipment of arms as 
a ’’betrayal of Chinese-American friendship." Chi
nese circles openly intimate that retaliatory 
measures are possible.”

This consulate in conversation with one or two Chinese 

officials, has detected a feeling that "those who are 

not for us are against us.” Strict neutrality from a 

Chinese point of view is difficult to conceive; there

Is no doubt whatsoever that the I.iayor of Tsingtao, 

shortly after the outbreak of the Shanghai hostilities, 

entertained a hope that the foreign powers would come 

to the assistance of China.

Generally speaking with the exception of the re

strictions on the travel of foreigners on the outskirts 

of Tsin^tao, and the known defense preparations in the 

country, one would say that outwardly Tslngtao is regain

ing a normal appearance, although to be sure the absence 

of 16,000 Japanese and the closing of their shops is 

noticeable. A fair nun&er of Americans have left Tslng

tao, out. this exodus is not so marked among British, 

German and other nationals. Approximately 60 American 

men, women and children have registered with this con

sulate
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aulate their desire to leave on the U.S .3. CANOPUS and 

CHAUMONT for Manila and Japan on naval vessels between now 

and the middle of October. On Saturday, September IS, 

I addressed another meeting of missionaries and empha

sized the fact that following the departure of the U.S.3 

CHAUMONT from Tsingtao on October IS, evacuation by naval 

vessels would not he available.

Respectfully yours,

Samuel Sokobin, 
American Consul.

Enol osar mi
1. Clipping of September 10,
2. Vice consul Hawthorne’s Memo of September 19, 

800
ss/ad
Original and 5 copies to Embassy, Nanking, 
Copy to Embassy, Peiping, 
Copy to Chefoo.

A true copy o' ’ 
thesign«io\k Î
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'Reporte we have.teoeiyed indicate 
the slow but <»jrt^in-^r^^iction of; 
free movement adjacent
to^the munici^lJ^^R^^. | There 

ilappears reasonF^at all 
.the territory ou^d^..^; <nunici* 

1 pal boundary i$lho<Jind|& the con- 
tool of pg^
ami authorities,-tapjtoehtly^ 
surrendered cdnw,t^^0^“W|W1 
lines have bee» ppsltecKBeaxer^»»^ 
nearer to the eity0nd.:ffr.W'Wie-!Wb5 
the city is fdso 4$W^ib

■be at all surprised
the encircling > by wWi
this city is
whatever it 4 ■ >érk ^e^rf^^J 
movement as a f|gs^W àn<| d^jb^j 
able mistake» ^^h^Japanesé, by A' 
gesture almost withoutp parallel in 
modern history, withdrew the whole
body of the .nationals in an effort to 
avoid Tsrngtaô being drawn into the 
sphere of conflicts It would have 
been an easy matter for them to land 
suiflcient force, supported j by local 
reservists, to hold Tsingtao against 
any force than Chinese were then, 
or are now, in a position to bring 
against it. They withdrew, and their 
withdrawal ’ is being jused ' by -the 
Chinese military as a pretext for mi* ; 
iitary occupation of b^far tile/grea
ter part of the Special? Area. ; ; What 
military activities aregoingjbn be
hind the cordon line w^ do ao^know, 
It is not oür business^ In W of 
Japan's action, the only sane,States
manlike policy on .the ’fraftrof the 
Chinese would have been tb? main
tain the pre-clash Status Qt|?< 4

This can only be done by b(fth p&r- 
ties honouring the bbliigatiw the 
Rendition ’ Treaty > ,imposee;| 
Japanese, ih this instance, at v 5 
have more- than honoured | 
If the treaty is iuya 
absence of the Ja 
China. T 
will be! 01 
melting p< 
whatever 
conflict, 
ci>uIdU)e 
any other
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AMERICAN CONSULATE
Tsingtao, China, September 19, 1937

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.

MEMORANDUM:

In a conversation which I had. with Mr. V. L. D’Alton, 
in charge of the Tsingtao Post Office, last night, the 
latter informed me, in the strictest confidence, that the 
twelve censors who had for sone time been attached to the 
Post Office primarily for censoring Chinese correspondence 
in an effort to prevent the circulation of communistic 
literature, had recently been discharged. In their place 
had arrived another group of censors appointed by the 
Central Tangpu. The man in charge of the group had call
ed on Mr. D'Alton a few days ago and stated that he and 
his men proposed to censor all mail passing through the 
Post Office, including foreign mail. To this request Mr.» 
D'Alton demurred, saying he saw no reason for such action 
and asked the Chief censor to obtain written authority 
therefor. The censor then stated that he was not primar
ily interested in British and American correspondence, 
but was anxious to censor all Chinese, Japanese and 
German mail. Mr. D'Alton insisted that in any event he 
would have to have written authority.

Yesterday, September 18, 1937, Mr. D’Alton received 
an official request from Admiral Shen, Mayor of Tsingtao, 
to permit the newly appointed censors access to the mails. 
This request is being referred to Nanking, in the mean
time the censors have agreed to confine their activities 
to the censorship of Chinese and Japanese mail, though 
Mr. D'Alton said that he had no effective way of prevent
ing them from censoring other mails as well.

Mrs. D'Alton said that these new censors are just one 
group of recently arrived trouble makers, of whioh there 
are many in town. Re expressed the opinion that the 
activities of Admiral Shen in fortifying the immediate 
vicinity of Tsingtao, as well as the dismissal of certain 
local officials, are the result of pressure of these new 
arrivals from Nanking.

My informant further expressed the opinion that 
General Han Fu-ohu and the Japanese have already con
cluded a working agreement and that the central Govern
ment troops in this part of Shantung and Han’s troops 
will probably dash before the present trouble is over.

He referred to the numerous posters now appearing 
in public places, each of which usually concludes with 
the exhortation "slay the enemy", and said that such 
propaganda is dangerous to all foreigners here because 
the ignorant masses, and indeed most of the educated 
Chinese, place all foreigners in the same category.

Add
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Add to this propaganda the disappointment which 
the Chinese may feel because America or some other 
power has not come to China's aid in the present 
crisis, American and other missionaries having led 
the Chinese to believe that their respective Govern
ments would, in the event of hostilities with Japan, 
pull China's chestnuts out of the fire, and the re
sentment aroused because of the "pro-Japanese" 
attitude recently displayed by the American Govern
ment in prohibiting American ships to carry Arms to 
China (and/or Japan), and the.stage is set for another 
of China's periodical outbursts of anti-foreignism.

Mr. D'Alton added that the military preparations 
now in progress in the environs of the city would 
probably provoke the Japanese into taking action con
trary to their present plans or wishes.

Carl 0. Hawthorne, 
American Vice Consul.
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' No. 230

AMERICAN CONSULATE

Tsingtao, China, October lb, 1937

vu Subject: Situation in Shantung?"* v1>7i^tdhuf---n-('’'o"'\ 
| j j.„ q,. ■ ;

iSe Hop^r stole

Nelson Trusler Johnson,

? American Ambassador,
> r--

- __ _  Nanking, China.

' : TO i
Sir: .. aU)

jU-j- J 

I have the honor to report

Tsingtao continues very quiet in spite of the advance 

of the Japanese along the Tientsin-Pukow Railway to- 

ward Tsinan. Possibly the calmness which prevails may 

be due to a belief that hostilities in this part of

J I - I

that the situation in

Shantung will be avoided after all by the conclusion

of an agreement between General Han and the Japanese

cjr between some other powerful Chinese faction in 

and the Japanese. In this connection it may
S w * afd^daid that there are fairly definite reports that

Repérai Ko Kuang-t’ing, Chairman of the Railway Board, 
g © j 
gxeaps a group which would be q,uite willing to negotiate

2^-jto the Japanese in regard to Shantung and which op

poses any hostilities in this region. Many rumors

involve General Ko and his pro-Japanese attitude, so

much so that on September 28, dp. m., this consulate ~ 

reported that there was in circulation a report to the 
effect that General Ko had been shot and killed in Jÿ

Tsinan
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Tsinan by Chinees because of his reputed pro-Japanese 

attitude. It appears however that General Ko had not 

been shot but there is little doubt that he is (or was) 

opposed to hostilities against the Japanese. Closely 

allied to General Ko Is another member of the Board 

of Management of the Kiao-Tsi Railway, Mr. Ts’ui 

Shih-ohieh ). Th® latter was one of those

who as early as the first week in August proposed that 

a Peace Maintenance Commission similar to the one set 

up in Tientsin and also to the one now functioning in 

Peiping be established in Tsingtao. This office in 

its despatch no. 220 of august 20, 1937, file 800, 

reported to the Embassy at Nanking that certain Chinese 

considered the time was ripe to stage a coup d’etat 

aimed at the removal of Admiral Shen and his adminis

tration. Since then the leaders of this movement 

have found it necessary to flee from Tsingtao; those 

who do not deem it safe to return to this city include 

Mr. Ts’ui dhih-chieh. It is more than probable that 

this group which has for one of its objectives the 

ousting of Admiral &hen and his administration and the 

installation in Tsingtao of its own pro-Japanese clique 

as the governing body, have been endeavoring to in

fluence General Han or other influential persons in 

Tsinan to adopt a like policy. Such reports as have 

come from Tsinan with reference to General Han’s 

military activities indicate that he has not taken 

an unequivocal stand in opposition to the Japanese. 

At the moment information has come to the consulate
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to the effect that a large withdrawal of Chinese 

officials of all classes from Tsinan has already 

begun and it would hardly appear Likely that there 

will be a serious or prolonged siege of Tsinan.

Assuming that the Japanese do occupy the pro

vincial capital of Shantung, as seems altogether like

ly, the question is what the effect of this occupation 

will be on Tsingtao. The Japanese occupation of Tsi

nan will naturally be of the greatest strategic import

ance and it is hardly conceivable that Tsingtao will 

remain unaffected thereby. Between Tsingtao and Tsi

nan there were garrisoned fairly good sized Chinese 

forces; more recently a large part of these forces 

have been moved southward from the Kiao-Tsi Railway, 

probably toward the Lunghai Railway, while it is 

understood that General Han has retired some of his 

troops along the railway to Tsinan. There o&n be no 

great numbers of Chinese troops along the Kiao-Tsi 

Railway at present. While a small force remains in 

the vicinity of Tsingtao, it is difficult to believe 

that such a force could possibly resist successfully 

any invasion of Japanese troops from the sea or op

pose successfully a Japanese movement from Tsinan 

toward Tsingtao. In other words on both flanks (1. e. 

by land or by sea) Tsingtao is open to Japanese pene

tration. It would appear that during the entire 

campaign in the north and particularly in Shantung 

there has been no unified steady direction of military 

defense...
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defence against the Japanese advance on the Tslnpu 

Railway. Apparently Nanking's attitude has been that 

General Han must assume responsibility for military 

policy, for military operations, for service of supply. 

On the other hand, General Han, having been given this 

responsibility, has felt that Nanking was failing to 

send the necessary support. buoh resistance as has 

been given to the Japanese would appear to be weak and 

Ineffectual and lacking in force or cohesion, ïhe 
crumbling of the Chinese defense along the Ts^pu Rail» 

way appears to have been due altogether to the absenee 

of any defined policy on the part of General Han or 

his superiors.

Respectfully yours,

Samuel Sokobin, 
American Consul.

800 
3H/AD/CML

Original and five copies to Embassy, Nanking, 
Copy to Embassy, Peiping, „
Copy to Commanding Officer, U. 3. S. MARBLEHEAD.

A true cops 
the signed
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J
Department of State i

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Dec.29,1937 f

This despatch^need not be read. I 

It is a routine despatch transmittin

for the files detailed records of

letters, -nd memoranda - 

matters already reported by 

telegraph. /
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THE^FOttelGN SERVICE 
'^APTMf^THE>T. >
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

®37 DEC 2"? p# । 57 

AMERICAN EMBASSY 
division or m ,

No. 2692. COMMUA.’C7/0^s Tokyo, December 10, 1957.
SUBJECT : SINO-JAPANESES®TIONS.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
O
C'

. \ v\ The Honorable
, V,*’ \v The Secretary of State

«’ashington

94/1 Io40

Sir:
With reference to the Embassy’s despatch No. 2666 

dated November 26, 1937, I have the honor to transmit here
with, for the purpose of the records, further copies of 
various notes, letters, memoranda, and other documents 

relating to Sino-Japanese relations. Documents relating 
to the Chinese customs administration have been transmitted 

under separate despatches, as follows: 2606, September 30
2627, October 16; 2674, November 29; and 2693, December
10, 1937

Carbon .
.... c* ■'*<.. ad •=

710.
ESC :mg

Joseph C Grew co

annex: / 
List Wf enclosures
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List of enclosures transmitted with 
despatch No. 2692, December 10, 1937.

1, The Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the -«merican Embassy.
2. The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to the 

Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.
3. The American Counselor, Mr. Dooman, with the Director, 

East Asia Bureau of the Foreign Office, Mr. Ishii.
4. The "merican Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
5. The Counselor of the British Embassy, Mr. Doods, to the 

American Counselor, Mr. Dooman.
6, The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
7. The American Counselor, Mr. Dooman, with the Director of 

the American Bureau, the Foreign Office, Mr. Yoshizawa.
8. The British -tt-mbassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to the 

Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.
9. The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to the 

Minister for Foreign affairs, Mr. Hirota.
10. The British ambassador, Bir Robert L. Craigie, to the 

Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.
11. The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L, Craigie, to the 

American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.
12. The American Counselor, Mr. Dooman, with the Director of 

the American Bureau, the Foreign Office, Mr. Yoshizawa.
13. The American Second Secretary, Nir. Crocker, with the 

Chief of the First Section of the American Bureau, 
Foreign Office, Mr. Ishii.

14. The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

15. The American Second Secretary, Mr. Crocker, with the 
Chief of the First Section of the American Bureau, 
Foreign Office, Mr. Ishii.

16. The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.
17. The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.
18. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the American Embassy.
19. The First Secretary of the British Embassy, Mr. Clarke, 

to the American Counselor, Mr. Dooman.
20. The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
21. The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
22. The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.
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Enclosure No. to despatch
No. 2S32 dated December /#, 1937 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
to the American Embassy

(Translation)

No. 143, American I, confidential.

Department of Foreign Affairs 

Tokyo, November 25, 1937. 
Memorandum.

The Japanese Foreign Office has the honor to acknowledge 
the receipt of memorandum of November 12 from the United States 

Embassy in Tokyo stating that on November 2 the property of 

the American Church Mission at Sungkiang was bombed and des

troyed by Japanese airplanes. Investigation of the matter by 

Japanese authorities discloses that, when Japanese naval planes 

bombed various military establishments of the Chinese army 

at Sungkiang those engaged in the action were duly solicitous 

of the rights and interests of foreign Powers, but that as 

the day was rainy visibility was low and any beacons or marks 

indicating the property of Americans were not distinguishable 

from the air. At that time the Japanese army had advanced to 

the Soochow-Honan area and Sungkiang was within the zone of 

fighting; and it is believed that the United States Embassy 

will understand that mishaps are possible in spite of the 

strictest caution. It is clear that the present case was 

wholly the result of an error consequent upon low visibility. 

The Japanese Government hereby expresses profound regret 

for the occurrence and has the honor to state that it stands 

ready to give consideration to the matter of loss or damage 

thereby sustained by the Mission.

(Copy sent to the British Ambassador, Tokyo)
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Enclosure No. 2 to despatch 
No 2692 of DEC 10 1937 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, 
to the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

(Left by the British Ambassador with the M.F.A. 
on 29th November 1937)

His Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom learn 

that the Japanese authorities at Shanghai have approached 

the Shanghai Municipal Council with a demand that the extra

Settlement areas between the Perimeter in the west and the 

Settlement boundary should be policed by them since the 

former Chinese Government police were disarmed by the defence 

forces early in August and no Shanghai Municipal police have 

been regularly functioning there except on the Municipal 

roads. The Japanese proposal is opposed by the Shanghai 

Municipal Council, by all the defence Commanders and by 

the leading Consuls as the Council are ready to post addi

tional police there, but the Japanese authorities have been 

pressing this demand strongly.

It is felt by the British authorities at Shanghai that 

the presence of Japanese Military Police inside the British 

defence lines might create incidents with the Chinese popu
lation, 50fo of whom will automatically coms into the Set

tlement to swell the existing excessive number of refugees.

It is the earnest desire of His Majesty’s Government 
to avoid incidents between Japanese and British troops, but 

the proposed Japanese action will greatly increase the 

danger of this besides throwing a severe additional burden 

upon the Municipal Administration by adding to the number 
of
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of refugees.

His Majesty’s Government therefore desire to urge upon 

the Japanese Government the importance of allowing the 

Municipal Council to police the area wi thin the British 

defence sector to the West of the Settlement. His Majes

ty’s Ambassador understands that this the Council are pre

pared to do effectively.
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Enclosure No. 3 to despatch. No. 2692 Of DEC 10 1937
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation November 30, 1937

Mr. Ishii, Director, East Asia Bureau 
of the Foreign Office, 

Mr. Dooman.
Subject: Marching of Japanese troops through 

neutral areas of Shanghai.

I called on Mr. Ishii by appointment. I said that I 
could perhaps best explain the purpose of my visit by hav

ing him read the aide-memoire (copy attached). Mr. Ishii 
read the aide-memoire, but he said nothing. I asked then 

whether there was anything he could say. Mr. Ishii re
plied that the Foreign Office had received no report from 

Shanghai indicating that Japanese troops would be sent into 
the neutral areas in the near future, and he doubted very 
much whether any decision had been taken to that effect.

Mr. Ishii then asked whether the foreign troops would 
forcibly resist the passage of Japanese troops. I said 

that I was surprised that he should have put such a ques
tion to me, for the reason that members of the profession 
to which he and I belonged should be concerning themselves 
with solving problems in a peaceful manner to the satisfac
tion of all concerned. I then spoke at considerable length 

on the conditions in the International Settlement, point
ing out the danger of incidents arising out of the presence 

in the Settlement of refugee Chinese. Mr. Ishii merely 

stated that he would telegraph at once to Shanghai and ask 
how matters stood
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Enclosure No. 4 to despatch
No2692_ of DEC 10 103/ 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Embassy to the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Aide-memoire.
Indications have been given by the Japanese authorities 

at Shanghai that they intend to dispatch troops to occupy on 
December 1st certain buildings within those sectors of the 

International Settlement allotted for defense purposes to 

the American and Italian detachments, and that Japanese 

forces are to be transported through the International Set

tlement south of Soochow Creek to Nantao and other points 

beyond the International Settlement.

The International Settlement has a special status re
lated to extraterritoriality and to the Treaties, and by 

long usage has been recognized as a neutral area. Those 

parts of the International Settlement protected by the 

"neutral” foreign forces have been set aside in the past 

by mutual agreement in plans for the defense of the Inter
national Settlement. The defense plan stipulates that 

any commander desiring to arrange special protection for 

his nationals in a sector other than his ovm shall first 

obtain the concurrence of the sector commander concerned. 

Under existing conditions, such concurrence might reason
ably be withheld, as the introduction at this time of Japa

nese troops into a thickly populated area would actually 

constitute a grave danger to peace and order.
Entirely apart from the legal aspects of the action 

proposed by the Japanese authorities, it is earnestly to 
be hoped that the Japanese Government will share the view

that
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that the presence of Japanese troops south of Soochow 
Creek at this time must create new problems in the way 

of protecting and safeguarding other foreign rights and 
interests. :71th the huge Chinese population heavily 
augmented by refugees forced to leave the countryside, the 

problems of the authorities of the International Settle
ment are extremely grave, and notwithstanding all precau
tions, there may be expected to occur incidents likely 
seriously to prejudice the safety of foreign residents 
and otherwise lead to most serious difficulties.

In view of the fact that armed Chinese forces have 
been carefully excluded from the areas concerned, it would 
be appropriate if the Japanese forces were directed by the 
Japanese Government to abstain from entering the areas at 

this time.

Tokyo, November 30, 1937.

(Copy sent to the British Ambassador, Tokyo.)
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Enclosure No. 5 despatch 
No.2692 of DEC 10 1937 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Counselor of the British Embassy, Mr. Dodds, 
to Counselor of the .American Embassy, Mr. Dooman.

British Embassy, 
Tokyo.

1st December, 19S7.

With the compliments 
of

Mr. J.L. Dodds

Mr. Eugene H. Dooman, 
American Embassy, 

Tokyo.
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(The British. Embassy to the Ministry 
of Foreign. Affairs)

Shanghai

His Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom 

are informed that the Japanese Haval Landing Party 

propose to occupy on the 1st Beeember certain build

ings and mills in the American and Italian sectors 

formerly occupied before the hostilities; to send 

lorries with provisions into the Settlement to supply 

them; and to supply other troops in the Toyoda Mills 

and in Kantao by lorries through the Settlement.

His Majesty’s Government feel that, as the 

Japanese mills are in some cases situated on the Peri

meter, their re-occupation v/ould bring the Japanese 

forces into dangerously close proximity to other foreign 

troops. For this reason it would seem undesirable that 

the Japanese authorities should replace armed guards 

in the Mills until the other forces have withdrawn from 

the perimeter area.

British Embassy

30th November, 1937.
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Enclosure No. g to despatch
N°»2692 dated December //? 1937
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Embassy to the Mi ni «try 
of Foreign Affairs.

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No. 829.

The American Embassy is informed that there remain 

at Nanking about forty Americans, including five members 

of the American Embassy staff, who are at the Embassy. 

The U.S.S. PANAY is also at Nanking. It is understood 

that a number of Americans, together with a number of other 

nationals are being accommodated on Jardine Matheson and 

Company’s hulk which lies four miles up river from the 

Nanking bund.

The foregoing is brought to the attention of the 

Foreign Office with the request that the appropriate 

military and naval authorities be promptly notified.

Tokyo, December 1, 1937.

(Copy sent to the British Ambassador, Tokyo)
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Enclosure No. 7 to despatch.
No 5692 of DEC 10 1^3/ 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation December 2, 1937

Mr. Seijiro Yoshizawa, Director of the 
American Bureau, the Foreign Office, 

Mr. Dooman.

Subject: Marching of Japanese troops through
neutral areas of Shanghai,

Having sent Mr. Yoshizawa a copy of the aide-memoire 

which I had handed on November 30th to Mr. Ishii, I called 

on Mr. Yoshizawa and informed him that the Japanese Assis

tant Military Attache at Shanghai had yesterday at noon 

informed the British military authorities that Japanese 

troops would be sent into the neutral areas tomorrow, Decem

ber 3d.

Mr. Yoshizawa said that a report had been received from 

the Consul General at Shanghai that, although there had been 

a project to send Japanese troops into the neutral areas, 

the plan had been "abandoned and, therefore, the question 

does not arise”. I expressed great satisfaction over the 

outcome, and Mr. Yoshizawa said that he felt as I did.

E.H.D.
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Enclosure No. 3 to despatch. 
ï°-2692 of DEC 10 1937 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie 
to the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. TTirota.

(Left with the Vice M.F.A. on 2nd December)

Reports have been received from Shanghai to the effect that 

it is the intention of the Japanese authorities there to disrupt 

the present financial organisation by enforcing the closure of 

the Chinese Government Banks there.

Apart from the consideration that these banks are now em

ployed on purely commercial transactions, His Majesty’s Govern

ment would view with grave concern any action which would have 

the effect of adding to the already considerable difficulties 

experienced by British financial Interests in Shanghai. The 

closure of the Chinese Government banks would, it is true, in

flict great harm on the Chinese community in Shanghai, but it 

would also seriously embarrass the whole foreign community as 

well, including Japanese interests, and might indeed involve 

the immediate closure of all other Chinese banks there and a 

complete stoppage of all economic activity.

There is the additional consideration that, while prolong

ed hostilities will in any case make it difficult for China to 

maintain the stability of her currency and Government finances, 

the destruction of Chinese financial machinery at Shanghai can

not but have serious repercussions on Japan herself, rendering 

more complicated an eventual settlement of the Far Eastern sit

uation.
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Enclosure No. 9 to despatch
no2692 of DEC 10193/
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British .Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, 
to the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

(Left with the Vice-M.F.A. on 2nd December)

On 29th November as a result of the decision of the 

Japanese authorities to place a censor in the Chinese tel

egraph office all the inland telegraph Service from Shang

hai ceased, the operators of the Chinese Government Tele

graph Administration refusing to work under such censor

ship.

The attention of the Japanese Government is called 

to the damage which the suspension of telegraphic commun

ication with Shanghai will inflict on British commercial 

interests in China. It is hoped that the Japanese author

ities may find it possible to adopt some method that will 

minimize that damage.
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Enclosure No. 10 to despatch 
5°-2692.or DEC 1Û 1937 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, 
to the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hi rata,

(Left with the Vice-E.F.A. on 2nd December)

With regard to compensation for the casualties suffer

ed by the British forces in Shanghai as a result of the re

cent hostilities in Shanghai it is suggested that the Japa

nese Government might be prepared to take over the exact 

liability which would otherwise have fallen on the British 

War Office.

For the sake of convenience the liability in each case 

would be capitalised on an actuarial basis and would nat

urally vary from case to case according to whether a disa

bility, widows or dependants pension was payable. Further

more pensions to dependants would vary according to the re

lationship, age etc of the beneficiary.

The war Office have undertaken to deal v/ith this mat

ter as expeditiously as possible but it will take some 

weeks to determine exactly what pensions would be due under 

the Army Regulations.

If however the Japanese Government agree in principle 

to take over the War Office’s liability to compensate, 

His Majesty’s Ambassador tdll furnish them with exact 

figures as soon as enquiries and calculations are complete.
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Enclq^ure No. to despatch No. £0^2 dated" December {0 , 1937, 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, 
to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL BRITISH EMBASSY
TOKYO

2nd December, 1937.

My dear Grew,
I have been giving some thought, as I expect you 

have also, to the question of ultimate financial assist

ance in the development of Northern China. There can be 

little doubt, I think, that there is a desire in business 

circles here to avoid some of the mistakes made in connec

tion with Manchukuo and a recognition that Japan would be 

unable to develop Northern China adequately with her own 

resources.
Feelers have been put out from time to time and my own 

invariable reply is that everything must depend on the terms 

of peace, foreign capital being a shy bird which is unlikely 

to be attracted to regions where a recurrence of political 

trouble may be expected.
It seems to me that the virtual control of international 

finance by New York, Paris, and London, is one of the best 

weapons in our armoury and that we should therefore use it 

shrewdly. I am thinking of sending to my Government the 

telegram, of which I enclose a draft herewith for your 
private information, but before doing so I should be glad 

to know whether you would consider sending a telegram on 

similar lines to your Government.
Believe me,

Yours very sincerely,

His Excellency R. L. CRAIGIE.
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew,
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 

for the United States of America
x at Tokyo.
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(The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, 
to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.)

COPY

Proposed 
telegram 
to 
Foreign 
Office

It is clear that Japan is beginning to feel the 

need of foreign capital for both present and future 

requirements at home and in China and Manchuria. Approaches 

are now being made to United States financial interests by 

Japanese industrialists, notably by Aikawa of Nippon Sangyo.

Any success obtained by Japan in securing credits in 

England, France or the United States would encourage the 

prolongation of hostilities and diminish our chances of 

exercising moderating influence in the final settlement; 

whereas the hope of obtaining economic assistance after 

the settlement is at present a factor which keeps respons

ible financial and industrial circles anxious for our good 

will.

It would be therefore useful if the three Governments 

concerned could take an identical line with regard to 

Japanese requests for financial assistance in any form. 

The best answer to any such approaches is to say that every

thing must depend on the terms of peace.
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Enclosure No. 12 to despatch 
No. 2692 Of DLL 10 B 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation December 3, 1937.

Mr. Seijiro Yoshizawa, Director of 
the American Bureau, the Foreign Of
fice , 
Mr. Dooman.

Subject: Marching of Japanese troops through
neutral areas of Shanghai.

Reading in the Japanese papers that there was to be held 
today at noon a '’demonstration” of Japanese troops through 

the International and French Settlements, I called Mr. Yoshi
zawa on the telephone this morning and inquired whether we 

could still count on the statement which he had made to me 

yesterday that plans to send Japanese troops into the neutral 
areas had been abandoned.

Mr. Yoshizawa said that nothing on the subject had been 

received from the Consul General at Shanghai subsequently to 

the report which he had mentioned yesterday to me. However, 

he had a feeling that the accounts in the papers this morning 
would prove to be correct. I urged Mr. Yoshizawa that some

thing be done at once to prevent the military authorities 

needlessly aggravating the situation at Shanghai and ignor
ing foreign rights and interests. If the demonstration were 
held, the statement which he had made to me (as well as a 
statement in the same sense made by a Mr. Inouye of the For
eign Office to the Counselor of the British Embassy) would 

be cited as evidence of the ability of the military to do 

as they pleased in spite of contrary assurances given by the 
Foreign Office. Mr. Yoshizawa said that he was afraid that 

this
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this case would rise to haunt him, but that there was not 

enough time to keep the plan — if press reports are true 

from being carried out.
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Enclosux^e No. 13 to despatch 
No£692 of DEC 10 1937 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Chief of the First Section of the American 
Bureau, Foreign Office, Mr. Ishii, with 
Mr. Crocker, Second Secretary of Embassy.

Conversation. December 3, 1937.

SUBJECT: Party proceeding from Hankow to Hong Kong 
via Canton December 10, 1937.

I called upon Mr. Ishii this morning by appointment and 
read to him the pertinent portions of Hankow’s telegram via 
Shanghai, December 2, 5 p.m., and I then asked that the 
appropriate authorities be informed and expressed the earnest 
hope that the party on the train proceeding from Hankow to 
Hong Kong via Canton would be given safe conduct. I then 
handed Mr. Ishii a memorandum, copy ôf which is attached.

Mr. Ishii read the memorandum and then stated after 
considerable pause that he feared that there might be great 
difficulties in connection with the proposed journey. He 
said that he had previously arranged for the safe conduct of 
a party of Americans on a train from Hankow to Canton, but 
that he did not know whether he could be successful the 
second time. He arose and led me to a map of China on the 
wall, upon which he traced the proposed route, at the same 
time shaking his head in a very dubious manner. He inquired 
whether it would not be better for the party to take another 
route, and he made a gesture with his hand from Hankow east
ward, but as the map was entirely in Chinese characters I am 
unable to say exactly the route which he meant. However, I 
replied that I felt sure that the officials at Hankow who had 
arranged for the evacuation of the party under reference had 
undoubtedly chosen the route only after the most careful

consideration
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consideration, and that I felt we must leave it to those 

on the spot to decide the matter. Mr. Ishii agreed. He 

then said that he would immediately inform the appropriate 

authorities and that he would do what he could. He said 

he would let me know what the result of his efforts was.
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Enclosure No. 14 to despatch.
No2692 of DEC 10 1937 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

American Embassy to the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs.

miOBANDWi

The American Embassy is informed that a party 

of about seventy foreign nationals, mostly American 

and British women, children, and invalids, is booked 

for Hong Kong starting by train leaving Hankow at 

ten a.m., December tenth. The American Embassy 

expresses the earnest hope that this party may be 
given safe conduct and that the appropriate authorities 

may be informed to that end.

Tokyo, December 3, 1937.
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Enclosure No. 15 to despatch.
No. 2692 dated December 1937, 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Chief of the First Section of the American 
Bureau, Foreign Office, Mr. Ishii, with 
Mr. Crocker, Second Secretary of Embassy.

Conversation December 3, 1937.

SUBJECT: Party proceeding from Hankow to Hong Kong 
via Canton December 10, 1937.

Mr. Ishii telephoned me this afternoon to say that he 

had referred the matter of safe conduct for a party of for

eigners by train from Hankow to Hong Kong on December 10 and 

that the naval authorities had said that the railway from 

Hankow to Canton was not open to traffic; that there were 

several bridges out and that the route was impracticable; 

that the naval authorities would suggest that the party 

might be routed down the river from Hankow to Nanking and 

thence to Shanghai and that if such route were chosen they 

would consider a request for safe conduct; that in any case 

it would be preferable for the request and arrangements to be 

made between the interested consuls and the Japanese authori

ties at Shanghai.

Mr. Ishii said that the British had taken up a similar 

question (I presume he referred to the evacuation of the 

British Chargé d*Affaires and his party who are leaving today 

from Hankow for Hong Kong) and that the naval authorities 

had given them a similar reply.

(I later discussed this matter with Mr. Clarke of the 

British Embassy who confirmed the foregoing but stated that 

the British Charge and his party had decided to take the 

train from Hankow and proceed as best possible. Mr. Clarke 

said that the arrangements had been made at Shanghai and

that
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that the Foreign Office had merely been informed; he further 

said that the Japanese authorities had not guaranteed safe 

conduct but had taken due note of the proposed journey and 

said that they would do what they could to avoid damage to 

the train.)

E.S.C.
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Enclosure No. 16 to despatch. 
no. 2692 of dec 10 193/ 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, 
Mr. Grew.

V
BRITISH EMBASSY,

TOKYO.
5th December, 1937

HITS THE COMPLIMENTS
OF

HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY’S EMBASSY

His Excellency,
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew;
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 

for the United States of America 
at Tokyo.
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(The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Oraigie, to 
the Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi. )

(1200/70/37)
British Embassy.

Tokyo.

30th October, 1937.

My dear Vice-Minister,
As I promised you on the 29th October, I am 

sending you enclosed in this letter a brief memo

randum on the attack which was made upon two barges 
belonging to the Asiatic Petroleum Company by Japa

nese aircraft near Wusih on the 14th October.
Believe me,
My dear Vice-Minister, 

Yours very sincerely,

(sgd) R.L. ORAIGIE.

His Excellency
Mr. Kensuke Horinouchi,

H.I.J.M. Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs
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(The British Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs.)

Memorandum.

On the 14th October last a motor oil barge belong

ing to the Asiatic Petroleum Company, with another barge 
in tow, was machine-gunned and bombed by Japanese air

craft about six miles below Wusih on the Grand Canal. 

Both barges were flying the red ensign in addition to 
a large Union Jack nailed on the roof of the rear wheel

house.
According to the master’s report there was no Chin

ese craft in the vicinity when the Japanese aircraft 
circled the barges twice at a low altitude. The pilots 

were clearly visible from the barges. They first fired 
about the barges by machine-gun and later dropped two 
bombs. The bombs missed their target and only one of the 

barges, the "Seng Mao”, was hit by several machine-gun 

bullets.

British Embassy, 
Tokyo.

30th October, 1937
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(The British. Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to the 
Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi. )

(1228/70/37) British Embassy

Tokyo

5th November, 1937

My dear Vice-Minister,
In my letter of 30th October I gave Your Excellency 

an account of an attack on two barges belonging to the 

Asiatic Petroleum Company by Japanese aircraft near 
Wusih on 14th October.

I have now received the instructions of my Government 
to seek an assurance from the Japanese Government that 
this matter will be thoroughly investigated and that dis

ciplinary action will be taken against those responsible 
for the attack.

In this case, as I pointed out to Your Excellency at 

our interview on 30th October, there would seem to have 

been a direct attack on non-combatants carried out at so 

low an altitude that the Japanese aviators were clearly 
visible from the barges. Moreover, as one of the barges 

bore the Union Jack nailed to the roof of the wheel-house 
and both were flying the Red Ensign, there could be no 
doubt as to their nationality and it would therefore ap

pear that the aviator responsible for the attack was act
ing in disregard of the undertakings of the Japanese Gov
ernment to respect the lives and property of the nationals 

of third Powers.
I

His Excellency,
Mr. Kensuke Horinouchi,

H.I.J.M. Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs.
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I hope that Your Excellency will accordingly be good 

enough to cause the matter to be very carefully examined 

and to give me the assurances which my Government have re 

quested as to the taking of disciplinary action.

Believe me,

My dear Vice-Minister,

Yours very sincerely, 

(SGD) R.L. CRAIGIE.
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(The Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi, 
to the British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie.)

(No. 1261/70/37)

THE GAIMUSHO
T 0 K I 0

8th November, 1937.

My dear Ambassador,

I have received your letter of the 30th October 

enclosing a memorandum on the subject of an aerial at

tack alleged to have been made on two barges belonging 

to the Asiatic Petroleum Company on the 14th October 
and of your further letter of the 5th November.

In pursuance of the conversation we had on this 

subject on the 29th October, I have had enquiries made 

and I have just been informed that the Commander-in-Chief 

of the British Asiatic Fleet requested the Commander-in- 

Chief of the Third Fleet of the Japanese Navy to make an 

investigation of the case and a reply was sent denying 

that any vessels known to be of British ownership were 

attacked on that day.

I am enclosing copies of the letters which were ex
changed between the British and Japanese Commanders-in- 

Chief.
Believe me,

My dear Ambassador
Yours very sincerely,

(SGD) Kensuke Horinouchi.

His Excellency
Sir Robert Craigie, K.C.M.G., C.B., 

The British Ambassador.
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(Captain, of H.M.S. ’’DANAE” at Shanghai to the Commander- 
in-Chief of the Third Imperial Japanese Fleet, Vice- 
Admiral Hasegawa.)

H.M.S. ’’DANAE” 
at Shanghai, 

18th October, 1937.

Dear Sir,
My Commander-in-Chief has instructed me to re

quest that you will investigate the report that he has 

received from the Senior Naval Officer, Chinkiang that on 

Thursday, 14th October, the A.P.O. motor barge "SENG-MAO” 

was machine gunned and bombed by one aircraft 20 Li below 
Wusih on the Grand Canal, and about eight bullet holes 

were made in the structure.

I am, Sir,
Yours sincerely,

Captain, Royal Navy, 
Senior British Naval Officer, 

SHANGHAI.

Vice-Admiral K. Hasegawa, D.S.O., 
Commander-in-Chief,

Third Imperial Japanese Fleet.
H.I.J.M.S. "IDSUMO”
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(Commander-in-Chief, Imperial Japanese Third Fleet, Vice- 
Admiral Hasegawa, to the British Commander-in-chief, Ad-

( mirai Little.)

October 21st, 1937.

Admiral Little, 
Commander-in-Chlef, 
British Asiatic Fleet.

Dear Admiral Little:

I am in receipt of the letter from Captain Maund 

dated the 18th instant in which he mentions that accord

ing to the report that you have received from the Senior 

Naval Officer, Chinkiang, the A.P.O. motor barge, "Sengmao", 

was machine-gunned and bombed by one aircraft on the 14th 

October.

In reply, I have to inform you that while it is true 

that Japanese naval aircrafts, on the 14th instant, ma

chine-gunned and bombed Chinese vessels that were being 

engaged in the transportation of Chinese military supplies 

in the waterways in the area of Wusih and Soochow but they 

did not machine-gun or bomb any of the vessels which were 

known to be of British ownership.

In carrying out their aerial attacks, Japanese air

craft have been instructed to exert very careful atten

tion towards the interests of third Powers, but in view 

of the fact that the water-ways in the area mentioned above 

are being extensively utilized for the transportation of 

Chinese military supplies, our aircraft actually find it 

very difficult to make distinction in case vessels or 

motor-cars of British firms are moving close to those

Chinese
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Chinese vessels or motor-cars which are being utilized by 

Chinese troops.

In such cases, I have to add, I would not be in a po

sition to guarantee the safety of any of those British 

vessels or motor-cars.

Yours faithfully, 

(sgd) K. Hasegawa, 

Commander-in-Chief, Imperial Japanese 
Third Fleet.
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(The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to 
the Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi.)

No: 1269/70/37 British Embassy,

TOKYO.

My dear Vice Minister,

Thanh you for your letter of the 8th November concern
ing an aerial attack made on two barges belonging to the 

Asiatic Petroleum Company, on the 14th October, in which 

you were good enough to enclose copies of letters exchanged 
between the Commander-in-Chief of the British Fleet in Far 

Eastern waters, and the Commander-in-Chief of the Third 

Fleet of the Japanese Navy.

I should explain that the instructions of my Govern

ment, in accordance with which I wrote to you my letter of 

the 5th November, were sent to me in full knowledge of 
Vice-Admiral Hasegawa’s letter of the 21st October.

My Government have, of course, received with satisfac
tion the assurances given in Admiral Hasegawa’s letter and 

on other occasions by the Japanese authorities that Japa

nese aircraft have been instructed to exercise great care 

regarding the interests of third Powers. On this occasion, 

however, these instructions do not seem to have been re
spected since the barges in question were clearly marked 
with British flags, and the attack was carried out at so 

low an altitude that the aviators were clearly visible to 

the
His Excellency,

Mr. Kensuke Horinouchi, 
H.I.J.M. Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs 

Tokyo.
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the occupants of the barges.

Moreover in the report furnished by the Asiatic Petro

leum Company it was stated (as explained in the memorandum 

contained in my letter to Your Excellency of 50th October) 

that there were no Chinese craft in the vicinity. Even had 

there been any Chinese ships in the neighbourhood, my Govern

ment cannot accept the implication that it would no longer 

be necessary to exert the greatest care in distinguishing 

vessels of British nationality.

I feel that this is a really bad case of neglect of in

structions by Japanese Aviators and that, if such cases are 

allowed to pass without disciplinary action being taken, they 

are bound to recur in future. As I know that the Japanese 

Authorities are sincerely desirous of preventing this type 

of attack not only on non-combatants but also on the British 

flag, I trust that further enquiry may be made to elucidate 

the facts and that I may be informed of the results in due 

course.

Believe me,

My dear Vice-Minister,

Yours very sincerely, 

(SGD) R. L. CRAIGIE
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(The Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi, 
to the British Ambassador, 3>ir Robert L. Craigie.)

30th November, 1237.

My dear Ambassador,

In your letter of the 12th November, Your Excellency 

asked that further investigations should be made into an 

attack from the air on two barges belonging to the Asiatic 

Petroleum Company.

I accordingly caused the appropriate authorities to make 

thorough enquiries once more and these have revealed that 

about the time of the attack on the barges, i. e. October 

14th, the Chinese were using junks and small motor craft 

in considerable numbers for the transport of troops and War 

supplies from the direction of .msih by the Grand Canal and 

the neighbouring Creeks. In order to put a stop to this 

transport, the Imperial Forces repeatedly bombed these 

vessels for several successive days and, in carrying out 

this bombardment, they continually met with heavy anti-air

craft fire from the Chinese Forces in order to avoid which 

they were obliged to maintain a considerable altitude. Your 
Excellency will readily understand that, in these circum

stances, it was impossible to distinguish the barges in 

question by means of a flag fixed to the roof of the wheel 

house which was no larger than about 1 or 2 metres breadth.

Further, according to the report of the thorough ex

amination of the squadron which carried out the bombard

ment 

His Excellency
Sir Robert Craigie, K.C.M.G., C.B.,

The British Ambassador.
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ment on the day in uestion, it goes without saying that 

no Japanese Aviator had. consciously bombed, the British flag 

and. that at the time of the attack no airman entertained, 

the least misgivings that the barges might have been British. 

This incident arose then from the absolute conviction

on the part of the Japanese airmen that the barges in ques

tion were Chinese Craft engaged in the transport of troops 

and war supplies and, as the bombs were dropped from a 

height of over 1,000 metres there is no truth whatever in 

Your Excellency’s statement that the barges were bombed from 

a low altitude. As will be clear from the foregoing, the 

occurrence of this incident, however regrettable, must be 

regarded as an unfortunate accident for which the impossi

bility of distinguishing the markings was entirely responsi

ble.

The Imperial Government will, of course, exercise the 

utmost care to prevent the occurrence of similar incidents 

in the future, but I would like to point out to Your Ex

cellency that at the front, or in its neighbourhood, it is 

not possible in practice to fly at low altitudes in defi

ance of the elementary principles of warfare in order to 

make sure of nationality and that the use of small flags 

only as markings represents a most serious defect in the 

matter of guaranteeing safety. I therefore hope that, in 

future, when British barges intend to pass through danger 

zones which are being repeatedly bombed by the Imperial 

Forces, they will report to our authorities giving adequate 

notice beforehand with details as to the date of transit, 

a rough description of the barges, the markings and other

necessary
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necessary information.
This being so, the Imperial Government is unable to ac

cept His Majesty’s Government’s assertion that this incident 
constitutes a bad case of disregard by Japanese Aviators of 

their instructions and they are therefore unable to consider 
taking disciplinary action against those responsible as re

quested in Your Excellency’s letter of the 5th November.
Believe me, etc.,

(Sgd) Kensuke Horinouchi
H.I.J.M. Vice-Minister for Foreign 

Affairs.
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Enclosure No. 17 to despatch 
No.2692 of DEC 10 1937 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, 
Mr. Grew.

BRITISH EMBASSY,
TOKYO.

6th December 1937

WITH THE COMPLIMENTS
OF

HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY’S EMBASSY.

His Excellency,
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew 

Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotenti ary

for United States of 
America at Tokyo.
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(The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, 
to the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.)

. 191 (1367/70/37) British Embassy

Tokyo.
3rd December, 1937.

Your Excellency,

In view of the operations of the Japanese forces 

in the neighbourhood of Nanking, I have the honour, 

under instructions from His Majesty’s Principal Secre

tary of State for Foreign Affairs, to request that Your 

Excellency will be so good as to cause instructions to 

be sent to the Japanese military authorities on the 

spot to afford the necessary protection to British sub
jects and to British property in Nanking. A Map of 

Nanking showing all British-owned property and houses 

occupied by British subjects was communicated to the 

Japanese Ambassador in Shanghai by His Majesty’s Am

bassador to China on August 17th last.
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to 

Your Excellency the assurance of my highest considera

tion.

(Sd) R. L. CRAIGIE

His Excellency

Mr. Koki Hirota,
H.I.J.M. Minister for Foreign Affairs.
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Enclosure No. 18 to despatch. 
No. 26J2 of ÜLÜ101^'- 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs to 
the American Embassy 

(Translation)

No. 150, American I, Department of Foreign Affairs,

Confidential. Tokyo, December 6, 1937.

Note Verbale.

The Japanese Foreign Office has the honor to acknowledge 

the receipt of the memorandum of November 19 from the United 

States Embassy in Tokyo stating that on November 12 the 

property at Wusih belonging to the American Church Mission and 

St. Andrews’ Hospital, and a separate plot on which there 

stands a church, were bombed by aeroplanes of the Japanese forces.

Investigations which the appropriate authorities were 

instructed to make have revealed the fact that on November 12, 

when Japanese naval planes bombed military establishments of 

the Chinese army at Wusih, the combatant personnel, as a matter 

of course, paid due attention to the rights and interests of 

foreign countries but that, as the day was cloudy and heavily 

overcast, they could not distinguish any designation or mark 

indicating the property of Americans, even though they en

deavored to do so. Further, it was revealed that on that day 

the line of operations of Japanese forces had already extended 

to the east of Kunshan and that in view of the fact that '.Vusih 

was a basis of important military operations of the Chinese 

army at that time bombing operations were repeatedly carried 

out against the Chinese military establishments and that in 

so doing it was necessary to maintain high altitude in order 

to avoid the intense anti-aircraft gun-fire of the Chinese army. 

In view of the foregoing, it is believed that the American 

Embassy will understand that incidents such as that under reference
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are liable to occur, notwithstanding the exercise of great 

care. The occurrence of the present incident is wholly 

attributable to a mistake due to the imperfect range of 

vision. The Japanese Government hereby expresses regret 

and has the honor to state that it will do all in its power 

to prevent recurrence of such incidents and that it is 

prepared to give proper consideration with regard to the 

losses and damage inflicted on the American property involved 

in the present case.
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1 Q Enclosure No. x to despatch 
NO-2692 of DECK 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The First Secretary of the British Embassy, Mr. Clarke, 
to the Counselor of the American Embassy, Mr. DoomanT

BRITISH EMBASSY,

TOKYO. 
9th December, 1937.

Dear Dooman,

The Ambassador has asked me to let you know that at the 

interview he had with the Minister for Foreign Affairs yes
terday of which I told you' last night he drew the attention 

of the Minister to the Wuhu incident in which two British 

merchant ships were attacked, one being gutted and one beach

ed full of water.

Speaking informally in advance of any instructions from 
London, Sir Robert said he felt sure that His Majesty’s Gov

ernment would take a serious view of this case if the facts 
turned out to be as reported. Not only had there been a 

complete disregard of the assurances in regard to safeguard

ing the lives and property of non-combatants but a further 
indefensible attack on the British flag at a point where 

there were no Chinese forces and no opposition to the Japa

nese aircraft. It would appear from enquiries made here 

that the latter were military (not naval) machines. Sir 

Robert concluded by asking whether there was any message he 

could send to London.
The Minister promised to make immediate enquiries into 

the facts and to communicate with him again.

I 
Mr. Eugene H. Dooman, 

American Embassy 
TOKYO.
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I also enclose for your confidential information a copy 
of the letter of protest which our Commander-in-Chief deliver

ed to Admiral Hasegawa on 6th December.
Yours sincerely, 

Ashley Clarke.

P. S. Since the above was written we have received a tele

gram from London approving what Sir Robert said, the main 
facts having been authenticated by the Commanding Officer of 

H.M.S. Ladybird. In accordance with the instructions in the 

telegram Sir Robert will address a letter this afternoon to 

the Minister for Foreign Affairs stating that his protest has 

been approved by the Foreign Office and that he reserves the 

right to claim compensation.
A.A.C.
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(The British Commander-in-Chief, Admiral Little, 
to the Commander-in-Chief of the Imperial Japanese 
Third Fleet, Vice-Admiral Hasegawa.)

I regret to inform you that I have received reports from 

; the British Senior Naval Officer at WUHU stating that the

British steamers TUCKWO (3,770 tons gross) and TATUNG (1,560 

tons gross) were attacked yesterday by Japanese aircraft 

while at anchor off that port. Both vessels were hit. The 

TUCK1,70 is reported as completely gutted and the TATUNG beach

ed full of water.

2. The TUCKw'O and TATUNG were flying the British flag 

in accordance with recognised practice and in addition were 

f ' displaying the Union flag painted a large size on horizontal

surfaces. I am informed that no Chinese Man-of-war was at 

,/UHU and only two Chinese merchant ships, the nearest being 

one and a half cables distant; these were not hit. A very 

few junks were loading refugees at the Bund. No Chinese 

soldiers were in the vicinity and there was no opposition 

to the aircraft. Japanese aircraft flew at about 6,000 feet 

and they were Identified by their markings. H.M. Ship 

"Ladybird” was also at anchor off ,rtJHU and witnessed the at

tacks, her Commanding Officer receiving a slight flesh wound. 

There was one other British casualty and some Chinese.

3. Serious damage was also made to stationary HULKS of 

Messrs. Jardine Matheson & Co, and Butterfield and Swire and 

to godowns ashore belonging to these firms all of which were 

marked conspicuously with the British Union Flag, a bomb 

passing through the flag on one roof.
4. Without prejudice to any action my Government may con

sider
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sider desirable, I wish, to protest strongly against this 

reckless attack on merchant ships of a friendly Power and 

the menace to non-combatants. The Aircraft apparently took 
no steps to identify the nationality of the vessels before 

making the attacks.
5. I request that Japanese aircraft may be instructed 

in their responsibility to identify British ships and to 

take the necessary steps not to attack them.
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Enclosure No. 20 to despatch
No. 2692 dated December /O 1937 
from the Embassy at Tokyo. *

The American Embassy to the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Aide-mémoire.

The American Embassy is informed that the following 
eighteen American citizens are planning to remain in 
Nanking indefinitely in connection with hospital, safety 

zone and newspaper work:

M. Searle Bates, 
3 Ping Tsang Hsiang;
Miss Grace Bauer, 
University Hospital;
Frank Tillman Durdin, 
Italian Embassy;

George A. Fitch, 
3 Ping Tsang Hsiang;

Ernest H. Forster, 
10 Sze Taio Hsiang;
Miss Eva Hynds, 
University Hospital;

John G. Magee, 
10 Sze Tiao Hsiang;
James H. McCallum, 
3 Ping Tsang Hsiang;
C. Tates McDaniel, 
British American Tobacco Residence;

Arthur Menken, 
Italian Embassy;
W. P. Mills, 
3 Ping Tsang Hsiang;

C. H. Riggs, 
23 Hankow Road; 
Lewis S. C. Smythe, 
3 Ping Tsang Hsiang;
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H. L. Sot, 
3 Ping Tsang Hsiang;

A. T. Steel, 
7 South Kulou;

Dr. C. S. Trimmer, 
University Hospital; 

Miss Minnie Vautrin, 
Ginling College;

Dr. Robert Wilson, 
University Hospital.

The officers of the American Embassy at Nanking are 
ashore during the daytime and evenings. In the absence of 

officers of the Embassy the buildings and two compounds 

of the American Embassy and a dugout at the Ningpo Road 

Corner, adjacent to the main premises, are in the care of 

Messrs. T. C. Teng and We Yu Chiao, Chinese clerks. Serv

ants of the Embassy and of its officers, together with 

the servants’ families, are living on the premises as well 

as seventeen special police who are paid by the Embassy, 

all of whom have been given identification cards.
It is requested that the foregoing information be com

municated to Japanese military authorities with the request 

that the American citizens named, as well as all persons 
connected with the Embassy mentioned above, be given all 

possible protection and facilities.

Tokyo, December 10, 1937
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Enclosure No. 21 to despatch
No2692 °f DEC 10 1937
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Embassy to the Ministry, 
of Foreign Affairs.

EMBASSY OF THE
Memorandum UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

The American Embassy has received the following com
munication from the "International Committee", Nanking, 
(composed of nationals of Denmark, Germany, Great Britain, 
and the United States):

"The International Committee has secured agreement 
of defense Commissioner Tang Sheng Chih to the propo
sitions embodied in the following telegrams -

Telegram No. 1.
’The International Committee which has organized 

a safety zone in Nanking would respectfully make this 
further humanitarian proposal to the Chinese authorities, 
namely, that they should undertake not to carry on military 
operations within the walled city of Nanking, provided 
the International Committee can secure the agreement of the 
Japanese authorities not to attack the walled city. A 
practical means of procedure, the International Committee 
proposes for the forces in the vicinity of Nanking a truce 
of three days, during which time the Japanese troops would 
maintain their present position and the Chinese troops 
would withdraw from the walled city. The International 

Committee would request, for the sake of the great number 
of civilians now endangered, the earliest possible reply to 
this proposal signed Rabe Chairman*.

Telegram No. 2.
’The International Committee which has organized a

safety 
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safety zone in Nanking would respectfully make this 
further humanitarian proposal to the Japanese authorities, 
namely that they should undertake not to attack the walled 
city of Nanking provided the International Committee can 

secure the agreement of the Chinese authorities not to 
carry on military operations therein. As a practical 
means of procedure, the International Committee proposes 
for the forces in the vicinity of Nanking a truce of 
three days, during which time the Japanese troops would 
maintain their present positions and the Chinese troops 
would withdraw from the walled city. The International 
Committee would request, for the sake of the welfare of 
the great number of civilians now endangered, the earliest 
possible reply to this proposal. Signed Rabe Chairman.’

"General Tang wishes us through you to communicate 
the first telegram to General Chiang Kai-shek. We are 
transmitting the second through Atcheson to the Japanese 
authorities in Tokyo and Shanghai.

"Please inform the other Embassies of these pro
posals. The International Committee hopes the pro
posals may have their indorsement. Speed essential. 

Signed Rabe Chairman."

Tokyo, December 10, 1937.

(Copy sent to the British Ambassador, Tokyo) 
( " " " French Ambassador, ” )
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from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Embassy to the American. Ambassador, 
Mr. Grew.

BRITISH EMBASSY,
Tokyo.

10th December 1937.

Left with Minister for Foreign Affairs
on the 9th December, 1937.

WITH THE COMPLIMENTS
OF

HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY’S EMBASSY.

His Excellency
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew 
Ambassador Extraordinary and

Plenipotentiary
for the United States of America 

at Tokyo.
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(The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, 
to the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota).

(December 9, 1937)
t

X
It is clear that the Municipal Police took all 

the precautions humanly possible during the march of 

Japanese troops through the Settlement on 3rd December, 

and considering the provocation offered by this march it 

is surprising that there were no further incidents.

The unrestrained interference of the Japanese 

military authorities is likely to destroy the Municipal 

Administration and the authority which it exerts for the 

preservation of law and order in the Settlement. By such 

action the Japanese military authorities will gain nothing 

and will only succeed in producing chaos in this thickly 

populated area to the great danger of the many valuable 

foreign interests, including Japanese interests.
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H THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
DEPARTMENT \ OFTtHE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

1937 DEC !6 PM 2 32

DIVISION OF 
No. 2666. COMMUN'"- IONS 

AND Rt-CÛiWS 
SUBJECT: SINO-JAPANESE RELATIONS.

AMERICAN EMBASSY

Tokyo, November 26, 1937

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

The Honorable
The Secretary of State 

Washington.
Sir:

With reference to the Embassy’s despatch No. 2642

dated October 29, 1937, I have the honor to transmit herewith,

for the purpose of the records, further copies of various 
notes, letters, memoranda, and other documents relating to

Annex:
List of enclosures.

795.94/11672
 

/ 
F/fG 

u
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Lj_st of enclosures transmitter with 

despatch No. 2666, November 26, 1937

1. The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

2. The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

3. The .American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with the Minister 
for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

4. The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Criagie, to the 
Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi.

5. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the British 
Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Criagie.

6. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the British 
Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie.

7. Conversation between Mr. Clarke and Mr. Matsumura of 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, on 30th October.

8. The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

9. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with the British 
Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie.

10. The Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota, to the 
British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie.

11. The Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota, to the 
British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie.

12. Chief of the Bureau of American Affairs, the Foreign 
Office, Mr. Yoshizawa, with the American First Secretary, 
Mr. McGurk.

13. The Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota, to the 
British Ambassador, Sir Robert 1. Craigie.

14. American Second Secretary, Mr. Crocker, to the British 
First Secretary, Mr. Clarke.

15. The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

16. The Belgian Ambassador, Baron de Bassompierre, to the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

17. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the American Embassy.

18. The Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota, to the 
Belgian Ambassador, Baron de Bassompierre.

19. The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

20. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

21. The British First Secretary, Mr. Clarke, to the American 
Second Secretary, Mr. Crocker.

■ 22. The British First Secretary, Mr. Clarke, to the American 
Second Secretary, Mr. Crocker. {Enclosure No. 3 to this 
letter was transmitted to the Department with Embassy’s 
despatch No. 2642, October 29, 1937).

‘ t m r J 1
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23. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

23 a. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

24. The American Second Secretary, Mr. Crocker, to the British 
First Secretary, Mr. Clarke.

25. The American Second Secretary, Mr. Crocker, with the British 
Third Secretary, Mr. Haigh.

26. American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. .
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Enclosure Jt.1 to despatch
N°2666 of NOV 26-LMd/ 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

British Embassy, 

Tokyo.
11th October, 1937. 

Your Excellency,

I have the honour to state that, according to infor

mation which has reached His Majesty’s Government, the 

payments due in August and subsequently out of the revenues 

of the Peking-Mukden Railway have not yet been made. The 
sums due are those on (a) the Shanghai-Fenchiang Railway 

mortgage redemption loan of 1913 (amounting to £ 5,000 

per mensem, including the liquidation of arrears) and (b) 
the debt owing to the Metropolitan flamme11 Carriage Com
pany (amounting to £ 3,600 per mensem under the agreement 
concluded in 1934). It appears that since the 29th July 
last the Peking-Mukden Railway has been used exclusively 
by the Japanese military authorities without any payments 
being made for these services. The Railway has in fact 

had to borrow from the South Manchurian Railway to cover 

its running expenses.
2. The General Manager of the Peking-Mukden Railway 
to whom informal representations have been made in regard 
to the latter default, has promised to resume payments as 

soon as the financial condition of the railway has im
proved.
3. Under instructions from His Majesty’s Principal 

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, I have the honour 
to 

His Excellency, 
Mr. Koki Hirota, 

H.I.J.M. Minister for Foreign Affairs
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to inform Your Excellency that His Majesty’s Government in 

the United Kingdom do not consider it admissible that the 
Japanese authorities should make use without payment of a 
Railway which is mortgaged to the British bondholders. They 

feel sure that the Japanese Government will agree that pay
ment should be made at regular rates for the carriage of 

troops, and His Majesty’s Government would therefore be glad 

if the Japanese Government would be so good as to give orders 
to this effect. I also have the honour to request that 

provision may be made for payment in respect of the past use 
of the Railway in order that the sums referred to above may 

be duly remitted and the arrears liquidated.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your 
Excellency the assurance of my highest consideration.

(SGD) R.L. CRAIGIE
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despatch Nozbbb 0ÉN£)V 2 6 1937 
from the Embassy at Toitycr.

The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, 
to the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

British Embassy 
Tokyo

27th October, 1937. 
Your Excellency,

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of Your 
Excellency’s note No. 199 of 25th October, the contents of 
which I at once communicated to His Majesty’s Government 
concerning the attack by Japanese aircraft on a British 
military post in Shanghai.
2. I have now the honour, under instructions from His 
Majesty’s Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 
to inform Your Excellency that His Majesty’s Government in 
the United Kingdom accept the apology and assurances con
tained in Your Excellency’s note.
3. I am instructed to add that His Majesty’s Government 
consider that the retaliatory fire by the British post was 
entirely justifiable and that it must be expected again if 
ever a case of this kind should recur.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your 
Excellency the assurance of my highest consideration.

His Excellency
Mr. Koki Hirota,

H.I.J.M. Minister for Foreign Affairs.
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Enclo Xre No. 3 to despatch
No^bbü dated NOV 26 1937 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation October 27, 1937.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with 
the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

Subject; Japanese refusal to attend Nine Power Conference.

The Minister for Foreign Affairs asked me to call on 
him at the Foreign Office at 6:20 this afternoon in order 
to give me a copy of the Japanese reply refusing the invi
tation of the Belgian Government to attend the Nine Power 
Conference in Brussels. Mr. Hirota saw the British Am
bassador at 6:10 and the Belgian Ambassador at 6:30 and in 
the meantime the Vice Minister was similarly conferring 
with the French, Italian, and German Ambassadors. Mr. 
Hirota also gave me a long explanatory statement in Japa
nese which he said would be communicated to the State De
partment by the Japanese Embassy in Washington.

Mr. Hirota*s only comment was that he hoped that we 
would understand the Japanese point of view and that if we 
wished to help the situation the best thing we could do 
would be to persuade Chiang Kai-shek to negotiate for 

peace.

J.C.G.
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The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to the 
Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi.

COPY» British Embassy,
Tokyo.

28th October, 1937. 
My dear Vice-Minister,

With a view to obviating the serious dangers to for
eign lives in the International Settlement at Shanghai the 

following two suggestions have been made by our authorities 
on the spot;-

(a) Japanese Aeroplanes should comply strictly with 
conditions already agreed upon in Shanghai, namely that 
they should not fly over any portion of the International 
Settlement nor over districts within the defence of perime
ter. (This would include the area of the Toyada Mills, 
at present occupied by British troops).

(b) That only skilled pilots should be employed for 
operations near the perimeter.

In view of the increased danger to the International 
Settlement of which the renewed attack on British troops 
on 27th October is a flagrant example, the two suggestions 
made above seem to me eminently reasonable and I should be 
grateful if Your Excellency would let me know whether you 
can give me any assurance on these points.

Believe me
My dear Vice-Minister

Yoursvery sincerely,

His Excellency SGD R.L. CRAIGIE.
Mr. Kensuke Horinouchi, H.I.J.M.
Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs.
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from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the British 
Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie.

Tokyo, October 29, 1937.

My dear Colleague:
With reference to my letter of October 26, relating 

to an attack by a Japanese airplane on a party of non- 
combatants, including five Americans, while riding in 
Keswick Road, Shanghai, and to your reply of October 27, 
I am enclosing herewith for your information a copy of 
the note addressed to me by the Minister for Foreign Af
fairs, on October 26, expressing regret, stating that 
measures are being devised to prevent the recurrence of 
such incidents, that those responsible will be appropri
ately dealt with, and offering compensation for injuries 
which may have been incurred.

I also enclose a copy of my reply to the Minister 
for Foreign Affairs on October 28, in which the appre
ciation of the American Government is expressed for the 
prompt expression of regret offered by the Japanese Govern
ment.

Very sincerely yours,

Joseph C. Grew.

His Excellency
The Right Honorable

Sir Robert L. Craigie, K.C.M.G., C.B.
His Britannic Majesty’s Ambassador 

Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
at Tokyo.
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Enclosure^o. 6 to despatch
No. 26 6 c *tf oy 9 fi 1937'
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the British 
Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie.

Tokyo, October 29, 1937.

My dear Colleague;
I am sending you herewith for your information a 

translation of a memorandum addressed to us by the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs on October 19, and a copy 
of an aide-memoire which we sent to the Ministry of For
eign Affairs yesterday on the subject of the use by the 

Japanese forces of the International Settlement at Shang

hai as a base of military operations.
Very sincerely yours,

Joseph C. Grew.

His Excellency
The Right Honorable

Sir Robert L. Craigie, K.C.M.G., C.B.
His Britannic Majesty’s Ambassador 

Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
at Tokyo.
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EnclosurdLfo. 7 to despatch 
No* 2666 Of NOV 26 1937 
from the -embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation between Mr. Clarke and Mr. Matsumura of 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, on 30th October.

I left with Mr. Matsumura a copy of the attached paper 
based on a telegram dated 29th October from the British 
Consul-General at Shanghai and asked that the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs would do vfaat they could to expedite the 
reopening of the districts in question.

Mr. Matsumura promised to telegraph to Shanghai but 
pointed out that the areas were not yet safe in spite of the 
recent advance of Japanese troops since the Chinese were 
still in Pootung. They continued to fire at Japanese war 
vessels in the river and shells were consequently still fall
ing in the Settlement.

h.a.c.
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At Shanghai yesterday (29th October) the British, 

American, French and German Consuls General called on 
their Japanese colleague and requested that certain 
districts of the Hongkew and Yangtzepoo areas should be 
completely re-opened and all restrictions withdrawn as 
soon as possible.

The Japanese Consul-General replied that the Japa
nese authorities were anxious to do this but the district 
was not quite safe and he could fix no date. He offered 
to increase the small number of permits and passes now be

ing issued.
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EnclÆsur No. 8 to despatch
No. <r!6bV of HCV^ôW/ 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The .American Embassy to the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Memorandum

Information has just been received by the American 
Embassy that the property of the Methodist Episcopal 
Mission at Sungkiang, which is approximately eighteen 
miles southwest of Shanghai, was bombed on October 29 
by Japanese planes. While no casualties were report
ed, it is stated that the girls school was destroyed 
by one or more bombs, and other buildings, which were 
all plainly marked by American flags, were damaged. It 
is further stated that no Chinese troops were in or 
near the property.

The American Government, which adheres to the views 
previously expressed to the Japanese Government, pro
tests against an unwarrantable attack which exposed to 
grave danger the lives of Americans and other non-com
batants and inflicted damage upon a humanitarian es
tablishment .

Tokyo, October 30, 1937
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Enclof’*| e No. 9 to despatch 
No.cOOü of JVOV 26 193/ 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation October 50, 1937.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with the 
British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie.

The British Ambassador came to see me this morning 

and started the conversation by observing that Anglo-Jap
anese relations are going from bad to worse. Three more 
British soldiers have been killed, presumably by Japanese 

shells, in the British sector of the International Settle
ment and feeling in England against Japan is steadily 

mounting. The Ambassador said that he is also worried 
about the attitude of the Japanese Navy which is becoming 
intensively anti-British and he fears that almost anything 

can happen. He is concerned about the organization of 
the new Fourth Fleet which is now operating in southern 
waters and he fears that its main purpose may be to cut 
off Hong Kong as a first step in carrying out the naval 
policy of "southern advance”. ’He said that the Nether

lands Minister is equally concerned on this subject. Sir 
Robert said that he had learned that the French Government 

had closed the frontier of Indo-China to the export of arms 
and ammunition and other war supplies into China which he 

thought might be a temporary measure pending the delibera
tion of the Brussels Conference. Hong Kong now remains 
one of the only channels for the importation of such sup

plies into China.
Sir Robert Craigie then turned to the domestic situ

ation and says he fears that Hirota’s position is wehken- 
ing and that the military elements aim to establish

Matsuoka
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Matsuoka as Prime Minister. He and General Pabst both 

fear the possibility of another coup similar to the Feb

ruary 26 Incident. One of the reasons ascribed by Sir 
Robert to the weakening of Hirota’s position is the as

cendency of Chinese propaganda and the failure of Japa
nese propaganda abroad which has resulted in giving for

eign nations an erroneous impression of the basis of the 

present Sino-Japanese hostilities.

Sir Robert then turned to the Brussels Nine Power 

Conference which is to meet on November 3 and said he hoped 
that I would be willing to act with him in sending identic 

telegrams to our respective Governments containing recom

mendations which might help the conference. In brief, his 

idea is that if good offices or mediation are to result from 
the Conference, the Conference must take care not to go 
beyond its mandate of attempting "to promote peace by agree

ment” and it should avoid expressing judgment as to the 

origins of the conflict or the responsibilities involved. 

The more the Conference can maintain an appearance of im
partiality, the better will be the prospect of eventually 
successful mediation. Furthermore, mediation, if under

taken at all, should be entrusted to one power, preferably 
to the United States or Great Britain, and not to a group 

of powers or to America and Great Britain acting together, 

for this would imply an element of pressure, and foreign 
pressure, or any semblance of it, would be resisted to the 

last ditch. The Conference, too, should carefully con
sider the possible effects of its proceedings on the in
ternal situation here. Hirota’s position is shaky; the

military
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military and the chauvinists want Matsuoka to take his 
place, and if that should happen, not only would we 
have to expect even greater ruthlessness in China but 
American and British interests here would inevitably 
suffer. The war spirit here is noticeably growing.

We were able to subscribe to the essential part of 
Sir Robert’s proposed identic telegram and finally agreed 
to a text which was sent - to Washington and to London - 
but a good deal of it we objected to and that part Sir 
Robert agreed to eliminate. For instance, he had in
cluded in his draft an enumeration of possible peace 
terms which the Japanese might demand, but this, we point
ed out, was pure speculation and might mislead. Then al
so we didn’t like his theory that Hirota’s position was 
shaken largely because of the successful Chinese prop

aganda abroad and the lack of organized Japanese propa
ganda to offset it. This may come into the picture 
but it is a detail. Anyway, the final draft which was 
satisfactory to both Sir Robert and myself was despatch
ed about 7 in the evening. Our French colleague agreed 
to telegraph in the same general sense to Paris.

J.C.G
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Enclo h# No. 10 to despatch 
No. ^ôob of NOV 26 193/ 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota, to 
the British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie.

COPY 
Translation 
Urgent

1st November, 1937 
Confidential

No. 205.

Your Excellency,

The Imperial Japanese Government profoundly re
gret the occurrence of the incident in the western 
sector of Shanghai in which British soldiers were 
killed and wounded as the result of accidental fir
ing by the Japanese forces on the 29th October and 
I hereby offer an apology in their name.

2. I have further the honour to inform Your Ex
cellency that the Imperial Japanese Government have 
taken the necessary precautions to prevent the re
currence in the future of incidents of this nature 
and that on the completion of their investigations, 
they will deal in an appropriate manner with those 
concerned in this affair. They are moreover prepared 
to pay the necessary compensation of the British sol
diers who were killed or wounded.

I avail, etc.
(Sgd) Koki Hirota (L.S.) 

H.I.J.M. Minister for Foreign Affairs.

His Excellency,

Sir R. L. Craigie,
H.B.M.Ambassador
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Sncloo^re No.ll to despatch 
No. 2666 ofnov 2OW• fLwUU siUy z- ü'L-L'.j/
from the Snbassy at Tokyo.

The Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota, to the 
British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie.

TRANSLATI ON

November 1, 1937.
Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of Your 
Excellency’s Note No. 161 of October 11th, in which you 
ask, in connexion with the suspension of payment of sums 
due to British firms by the Peking-Mukden Railway owing 
to its use by Japanese forces without payment of charges 

therefor, that such charges may be paid in future together 
with the amount which has remained unpaid in the past.

The Peking-Mukden railway has in the past continuous
ly been used by Japanese forces without payment, though it 
seems that recently, owing to military operations in the 
district, the use thereof has greatly increased. I re
gret that of late the payment of sums due by the Railway 
to British firms should have been suspended; but, as the 
claims of Japanese nationals upon Chinese railways have 
also all been unpaid, such suspension is in the circum
stances regarded as inevitable.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your 
Excellency the assurance of my highest consideration.

Koki Hirota (L.S.)
H.I.J.M. Minister for Foreign Affairs
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Enclpt Tg No. 19 to despatch
No. of NOV 26 W37 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation November 1, 1937.

Chief of the Bureau of American Affairs, 
the Foreign Office, Mr. Yoshizawa, with 
the American First Secretary, Mr. McGurk.

At Mr. Dooman’s direction I called on Mr. Yoshizawa 

this afternoon and read to him Shanghai’s telegram No. 

904 of October 29, 5p.m. relating to the desire of mer

chants in Shanghai to remove or otherwise handle their 

merchandise in the Hongkew and Yangtzepoo areas.

Mr. Yoshizawa stated that those districts were still 
under the control of the Japanese military; that while the 

Chinese may have been driven out of those districts, the 

Chinese continue to fire into them, and the Japanese mili

tary are loath to allow foreigners more facilities than 
within the requirements of safety. He said, however, that 

he would take up the matter and see what could be done.
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Encl<*tire No. 13 to despatch.
No/bob of NOV 26 iao/ 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota, to 
the British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie.

(Translation)

No. 205
CONFIDENTIAL

1st November, 1937.

Your Excellency,
The Imperial Japanese Government profoundly regret the 

occurrence of the incident in the western sector of Shang
hai in which British soldiers were killed and wounded as 
the result of accidental firing by the Japanese forces on 
the 29th October and I hereby offer an apology in their 
name.
2. I have further the honour to inform Your Excellency 
that the Imperial Japanese Government have taken the nec
essary precautions to prevent the recurrence in the future 
of incidents of this nature and that on the completion of 
their investigations, they will deal in an appropriate 
manner with those concerned in this affair. They are 
moreover prepared to pay the necessary compensation to the 
British soldiers who were killed or wounded.

I avail, etc.
(Sgd) Koki Hirota (L.S.) 

H.I.J.M. Minister for Foreign Affairs.

His Excellency,
Sir R.L. Craigie,

H.B.M. Ambassador
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Enclosure To. 14 to despatch No. <6b6 TlÔV 2 6 W
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

American Second Secretary, Mr. Crocker, to 
the British First Secretary, Mr. Clarke.

November 4, 1937.

My dear Ashley:

With reference to our telephone conversation the 

other day concerning the desire of merchants in Shang
hai to have access to their goods in the Hongkew and 
Yangtzepoo areas, I am enclosing herewith for your in

formation a copy of a conversation between Mr. McGurk 

and Mr. Yoshizawa, Chief of the American Bureau at the 
Foreign Office on this subject.

Sincerely yours,

Edward 3. Crocker.

Ashley Clarke, Esquire,
British Embassy,

Tokyo.
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Enclp "*|ra No.lb to despatch
No. of NOV 26 hJ/
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to 
the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

COPY
British Embassy,

Tokyo
6th Novemb er, 1937 

Your Excellency,
I did not fail to convey to His Majesty’s Government 

in the United Kingdom the terms of Your Excellency’s note 
No. 205 of 1st November regarding the accidental killing 
of three British soldiers in the western sector of Shang
hai by Japanese forces on 29th October.

Under instructions from His Majesty’s Principal Sec
retary of State for Foreign Affairs I have the honour to 
inform Your Excellency that His Majesty’s Government glad
ly accept the apology and assurances offered by the Imper
ial Japanese Government and that they regard this incident 
as closed.

I am further to convey to Your Excellency an expres
sion of their thanks for the spontaneous and prompt amends 
which the Japanese Government have made and which have been 
much appreciated. His Majesty’s Government have every con
fidence that the possibility of any similar accidents in 
the future will be precluded by the observance by the Naval 
and Military authorities on the spot of the precautionary 
measures now agreed upon, which are essential in the pres
ent delicate and difficult situation.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your 
Excellency the assurance of my highest consideration. 

His Excellency B*1**
Mr. Kofci Hirota,

H.I.J.M. Minsiter for Foreign Affairs.
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Enclosur T To. W to despatch.
No266b of NOV 26 1937 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Belgian Ambassador, Baron de Bassompierre, 
to the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

(Translation)

NOTE VERBALE

The representatives of the countries participating 

in the Brussels Conference on November 3, last, have duly 

noted the reply which the Japanese Government made on 

October 27 to the invitation of the Belgian Government, 
as well as the statement which accompanied this reply.

2. In these documents the Imperial Government 

states especially that it has no territorial ambition 

with regard to China, that it has on the contrary a sin

cere desire to aid in the material and moral development 
of the Chinese nation, that its desire is also to pro

mote cultural and economic cooperation with the foreign 
Bowers in China, and that it intends furthermore scrup
ulously to respect foreign rights and interests there.

3. The points mentioned in this statement repre

sent certain of the fundamental principles of the treaty 

concluded at Washington on February 6, 1922 (the Nine 

Power Treaty). The representatives of States signatory 

to this treaty have taken note of the statements of the 

Imperial Government in this regard.
4. The Imperial Government denies furthermore that 

there can be any question of a violation of the Nine

Power Treaty by Japan, and it formulates several complaint

against
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against the Chinese Government. The Chinese Government 
on its part maintains that there has been a violation of 
the treaty, denies the complaints of the Japanese Govern
ment and sets forth complaints on its part.

5. The treaty envisages precisely the steps to be 
taken in such a situation. It may be recalled that the 
exchange of views which are taking place at Brussels is 
essentially based on these provisions, and comprise the 
frank and complete exchange of views which are envisaged 
in Article 7. The conference has been called for the 
purpose of assisting in the solution by peaceful means 
of a conflict between States which are parties to the 
treaty. One of the parties to this conflict, that is to 
say China, is represented at the conference and has shown 
itself to be disposed to associate itself entirely in the 
work of the conference. The conference regrets the ab
sence of the other party, that is to say Japan, whose 
cooperation is particularly desirable.

6. The Imperial Government has expressed "its firm 
conviction that to try to find a solution at a meeting 
of so many powers which have diversified interests in the 
Far East, or practically none at all, can only complicate 
the situation and create new obstacles”.

It may be remarked that all the Powers which are 
parties to the treaty are, under the provisions of this 
act, qualified to exercise the rights which the treaty 
confers upon them; that all the powers which have inter
ests in the Far East are affected by the existing hostil
ities, and that the whole world is preoccupied by the

repercussions

' «./«a*
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repereussions of these hostilities on the peace and the 
security of the members of the Family of Nations.

However, the representatives of the States which are 
meeting at Brussels believe it possible to dispel the 
doubts of Japan on this subject; they would welcome being 
informed whether the Imperial Government is disposed to 
delegate one or more representatives to undertake an ex
change of views with the representatives of a limited num
ber of powers who would be designated for this purpose. 
Such an exchange of views would take place within the scope 
of the Nine Power Treaty, and in conformance with the stip
ulations of the treaty.

The objectives to be pursued would be to clarify cer
tain points mentioned above, and to seek for a settlement 
of the conflict. Regretting the continuation of the hos
tilities, firmly convinced that only a peaceful settlement 
can bring a lasting and constructive solution of the ex
isting conflict, and confident in the efficacy of the 
methods of conciliation, the representatives of the States 
assembled at Brussels greatly desire such a settlement.

7. The States represented at the conference would 
greatly appreciate being informed as soon as possible of 
the views of the Imperial Government with respect to their 

proposal.

Tokyo, November 7, 1937
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Enclosure No. 17 of despatch
No. ^666 of NOV 26^ 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the American Embassy. 
(Translation)

Confidential Department of Foreign Affairs
No. 139 American Bureau Tokyo, November 11, 1937

NOTE VERBALE

With reference to the memorandum of October 30 of the 
American Embassy in Tokyo to the effect that the property 
of the Methodist Episcopal Mission at Sunkiang, southwest 
of Shanghai, was bombed by Japanese planes on October 29, 
that the girls’ school belonging to the said church was 

destroyed, and that other buildings on which the American 
flag was clearly displayed were bombed, the Imperial Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs has taken note of the circumstances in 

the Embassy’s communication and has caused the authorities 
concerned in the incident to make an investigation. It is 

recognized that Sunkiang is close beside the area of 
Japanese military operations and that a large body of Chinese 
troops were there concentrated. Although the Japanese forces, 

in acting as combatants and in carrying out their bombing of 
this area, were of course duly heedful of foreign rights and 
interests, they had at the time of the bombardment no data 

concerning the location of the property of the American 
church in this area. For the sake of safety, flying at a 
very low altitude had to be avoided in the vicinity of the 
area occupied by the Chinese forces. On this account the 
Japanese forces could not recognize the markings of the said 
school and other buildings. It is very sincerely regretted, 
but it is clear that the incident was wholly due to a mistake.

Furthermore, the Imperial Ministry of Foreign Affairs, on 

behalf of the Imperial Government, has the honor to state that 

whereas it has been particularly mindful of non-combatants and 

humanitarian
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humanitarian establishments, it will exert its best 
efforts not to repeat actions of this kind, and that 
it is ready to give adequate consideration in regard 
to the damage to the above-mentioned school and 
buildings.
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Enclosure "%. '< H to despatch
No. 266E' of NQW9nfiiq'}7 
from the Embassy1 ^t'^Tbkyo.

The Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota, to 
the Belgian Ambassador, Baron de Bassompierre. 

(Translation by the Foreign Office) 
(Released November 12, 1937)

Note Verbale

The Imperial Government have the honour to acknowledge 

the receipt of the Note Verbale, dated the 7th November, 

concerning the Brussels Conference.
While they are pleased to take cognizance of the fact 

that the opinion of the participating Powers set forth in 
the said Note is the result of careful consideration, the 
Imperial Government regret that this opinion is not suffi
cient to persuade them to modify the views and policy 
clearly expressed in their last answer, dated the 27th October, 

and in their public statement of the same date. It is 
stated by the participating Powers that they would be pre
pared to designate representatives of a small number of 

powers for an exchange of views with one or several repre
sentatives of Japan within the scope of the Nine Power 

Treaty and in conformity with its provisions. However, the 
Imperial Government adhere firmly to the view that their 
present action, being one of self-defence forced upon Japan 
by the challenge of China, lies outside the scope of the 

Nine Power Treaty, and that there is no room for any dis
cussion of the question of its application. It is cer

tainly impossible for them to accept an invitation to a 
conference convened in accordance with the stipulations of 
that treaty after Japan has been accused of having violated 
its terms.

Since the present affair has its origin in the special 
conditions of East Asia, the most just and equitable solu

tion can be reached through direct negotiations between the
two 
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two parties who are directly and immediately interested. 

It is the firm conviction of the Imperial Government that 

an attempt to negotiate within the framework of a collective 

organ such as the present Conference, would only arouse 
popular feelings in both countries and hinder a satisfactory 

solution of the affair. The Imperial Government would be 

glad if the Powers, appreciating fully the above-mentioned 

view, should contribute to the stabilization of East Asia 
in a manner consonant with the realities of the situation.

The participating Powers state that all the Powers 

having interests in the Far East are affected by the present 

hostilities and that the whole world views with apprehension 

the repercussions of these hostilities on peace and on the 

security of the members of the family of nations. As regards 

this consideration, the Imperial Government desire to point 
out that, as has been made clear in Japan’s successive 

declarations, they are doing everything in their power to 

respect the rights and interests of Foreign Powers in China, 

and that they have the deepest concern for the firm estab
lishment of peace in East Asia through a satisfactory 

conclusion of the present affair.
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INo« Zi9 to dççpatch
No* 2.666 of ROV 26 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Embassy to the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Memorandum.

Information has just been received by the American 
Embassy that the property of the American Church Mission 
at Sungkiang was bombed and destroyed by Japanese aero
planes on November 2, 1937.

The American Government, which adheres to the views 
previously expressed to the Japanese Government, protests 
against an unwarrantable attack which exposed to grave 
danger the lives of Americans and other non-combatants 
and inflicted damage upon a humanitarian establishment.

Tokyo, November 12, 1937
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EnalofiHre.A.o. <0 to despatchNo^ube of NOV 26 193/ 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation November 16, 1937

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

The Minister for Foreign Affairs last evening asked 
me to come to see him at his official residence at 9:30 

this morning and he talked to me along the following 
lines :

1. Reports received from the Brussels Nine-Power 

Conference indicate that the draft resolution submitted 
to the Conference provides for united action against Japan. 

The Minister does not know whether the draft which he has 
seen was passed by the Conference without alteration or 

amendment. If the clause for united action remained in 

the resolution as passed he fears that it will have a very 
unfortunate effect on Japanese public opinion. He inter

prets the term ’’united action" as envisaging some sort of 
economic boycott or other sanctions. He said that any such 
united action, far from helping to terminate the hostilities, 
would actually result in prolonging them indefinitely.

2. The Minister said that according to the informa

tion which he has received through the diplomatic repre
sentative of "a certain Power” the United States Government 

not only took the initiative in convoking the Conference 
but is also taking the lead in Brussels (I here interrupted 

the Minister to interpolate the information which we had 

received from the Department and also the gist of the 

statement made by Mr. Eden in the House of Commons to the 

effect that the initiative for calling the Conference had 
been taken by a group within the League of Nations of which 

the United States is not a member and that the United
States
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States, when asked where it felt the Conference should 
be held, had merely suggested Brussels as the rendezvous. 
The Minister repeated nevertheless that his information 
was to the effect that the United States had been the 
real leader from the start). Mr. Hirota said that he 
hoped that I would bring the views in paragraph 1 to the 
attention of our representatives in Brussels.

5. Mr. Hirota then said that these rumors of American 

initiative were bound to appear soon in the Japanese press 

and that this would have a most unfortunate effect on Jap
anese public opinion. The Japanese public hitherto has 

felt that Great Britain is the country which has been fore
most in endeavoring to develop a solid front against Japan 

but that if the Japanese press now reported the United 

States as taking the leadership in Brussels the onus would 
be largely transferred to the United States.

4. The Minister said that good relations with the 
United States, as he had often told me, was his fundamental 
policy and that he greatly ’’feared" the results of such a 

change in Japanese public opinion.
5. Up to the moment of the President’s speech in 

Chicago on October 5 the Japanese public had felt that 
the United States was the only country which had been gen
uinely impartial during the Sino-Japanese hostilities. 

All of the other countries, he said, for one reason or 
another had special interests in China and their impar
tiality was therefore doubted. The position of the United 

States in the estimation of the Japanese public, however,
was such that it was generally felt that the United States

might
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might play the same role in helping to terminate the 

present hostilities as it had played in the Russo-Japa
nese war as being the most impartial of all Japan’s 

friends. The President’s Chicago speech had temporarily mod
ified this view but the fact that in his recent speech 

opening Congress the President had made no reference to the 

Far Eastern situation made the Japanese public feel that 

perhaps the United States is not so rigid in its attitude 
as had been feared.

6. Mr. Hirota then said that the Japanese military 

movements in China are progressing favorably and there is 
no need for the Army to go much further than it has al

ready gone although they will be perfectly capable of 
doing so if they consider it necessary. In China’s own 
interests now is the time to bring about peace. The Chin

ese Government is considering evacuating Nanking to some 
other capital and this, the Minister said, will be a very 

foolish move. As a matter of fact Chiang Kai-shek’s po

sition is far from secure and some of the principal gen
erals are already forming an opposition. If peace is 

made now the Japanese demands will be ’’reasonable” and not 

a foot of Chinese territory will be taken by Japan. If, 
however, the warfare continues the present attitude of the 

Japanese Government may no longer apply and more drastic 
terms may result in view of the increased sacrifices in

volved.
7. If the United States wishes to help, the best 

thing it can do is to persuade the Chinese Government to 
open negotiations with Japan. As soon as there is some 

indication that such negotiations will be acceptable to
the
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the Chinese Government Mr. Hirota would send a representa
tive to Shanghai to talk with a representative of the Chin
ese Government either in public or in strict secrecy as the 
Chinese Government might wish. (Mr. Hirota, having men
tioned the continued presence of the Chinese Ambassador 
in Tokyo, I took this occasion to inquire whether diplo
matic channels would not therefore exist which could be 
utilized along the lines of Mr. Hirota’s suggestion. Mr. 
Hirota merely assented that these channels did exist but 

made no further comment thereon.)
8. When Mr. Hirota had finished the foregoing state

ment, I repeated it to him, point by point, and inquired 
whether I had correctly understood everything that he had 
said. The Minister assented. I said that I would prompt
ly report the conversation to Washington. I then said 
to the Minister that I hoped that he would do his best to 
prevent the Japanese press from publishing unconfirmed 
rumors concerning the attitude of the United States and, 
in any case, that he would endeavor to calm such adverse 
press reactions against the United States as might occur, 
especially until my Government’s reaction to our present 
conversation had been ascertained. The Minister replied 
that he agreed with me as to the importance of this and 
that he would do his best.

J.C.G.
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Enclosure ^o. 21 to despatch 
No2666 *àf NOV 26 1937 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British First Secretary, Mr. Clarke, to 
the American Second Secretary, Mr. Crocker.

BRITISH EMBASSY,
TOKYO

17th Nov. 1937.

Dear Ned,
With ref. to our conversation this morning I send 

you herewith a copy of a paper left with the M.F.A. by 
Sir Robert Craigie on 15th November concerning the re
cent press interview given by General Matsui.

The M.F.A, promised to look into this and agreed 
as to the need for settling these matters in a peaceful 
atmosphere.

Yours ever,
Ashley C -
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The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie 
to the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

November 15, 1937

On the 11th of November General Matsui gave an inter
view to the press in Shanghai in which he is reported to 

have stated that he was compelled to conclude that it was 
extremely difficult to preserve peace and order in Shanghai 

in co-operation with the Foreign Powers whose attitude had been 
most un-neutral. He is also reported as having said that 
while generally speaking he respected the interests of third 

Powers he would have to take steps to remedy the situation 
if need arose.

Utterances so worded may convey a most unfortunate im

pression and it is hoped that they have been misreported 
and that whatever was said was not to be understood as in

validating in any way the promises of the Japanese Govern
ment that British interests would be safeguarded.*

It is further hoped that the questions which may ex
ercise the mind of the Japanese authorities in regard to 
anti-Japanese activities and Chinese Government operations 

in the Settlement will be allowed to be discussed and pro
vided for in a peaceful atmosphere which should not be com
plicated to the dis-advantage of all concerned by abrupt ac

tion on the part of the Japanese Forces.
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Enc^p^s® No. 22to despatch 
Noxbbt- of NGV 26 1937 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

. The First Secretary of the British Embassy, Mr. Ashley
V Clarke, to the American Second Secretary, Mr. Crocker.

BRITISH EMBASSY,
TOKYO.

18th November, 1937

Dear Ned,

Many thanks for your letter of today’s date enclosing 
correspondence regarding the bombing of an American Mission 
at Sungkiang.

I send you herewith copies of the following documents 
for the purposes of your confidential records:

1. To Minister for Foreign Affairs - 11th October 
Peking-Muk'den Railway.

2. From Minister for Foreign Affairs - 1st November 
Peking-Mukden Railway.

3. From Minister for Foreign Affairs - 25th October 
British soldier killed 24th October.

4. To Minister for Foreign Affairs - 27th October 
British soldier killed 24th October.

5. To Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs - 28th Oc
tober Flying over Shanghai.

6. From Minister for Foreign Affairs - 1st November 
British soldiers killed 29th October

7. To Minister for Foreign Affairs - 6th November 
British soldiers killed 29th October.

Edward S. Crocker, Esquire 
American Embassy, 

Tokyo.
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8. Record of conversation - 30 October 
Hongkew and Yangtzepoo.

No. 3 above was already sent to you on 27th Octo

ber and is only attached for convenience of reference.
As regards No. 5 above, no written answer was re

ceived but the matters referred to therein were discussed 
betv/een our authorities and the Japanese authorities at 

Shanghai and according to our information satisfactory as
surances were given at least in regard to point(a).

Yours ever,
Ashley Clarke.

]?. S. Nos. 3 and 6 were spontaneous communications.
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Enclq^pe No.
No.klbd'O of
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation November 18, 1937.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with the Min
ister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

In accordance with the Department’s instruction No. 
300, November 16, 8 p. m. I called this morning on the 

Minister for Foreign Affairs at his official residence 
and precisely carried out the Secretary’s directions. I 

read to him the text of the final paragraph of the decla

ration drawn up by the Brussels Conference and pointed out 
that no where in the declaration did the phrase ’’united 

action" appear. I remarked that the term "common attitude" 
is quite a different matter and I hoped that this clearing 

up of an erroneous impression would completely set at rest 
the fears which he had expressed to me the other day. Mr. 
Hirota assented.

I then said that in the message from Mr. Hull which 

he had asked me to communicate directly to Mr. Hirota it 

was made clear that there was not an atom of truth in any 
allegation that the initiative in convoking the Brussels 

Conference was taken by the United States. It is Mr. 

Hull’s understanding that neither the United States nor 
any other Power represented at the Conference has gone 

farther than to assume its share of the common responsibil
ity for an exchange of views concerning the situation in 

the Far East. I then once again spoke of the originally 
inaccurate press reports concerning Mr. Eden’s speech in 

the House of Commons and I also repeated Mr. Welles’s state
ment to the press definitely correcting the misunderstand

ing
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ing. I said I feared that an effort was being made in va
rious quarters to injure the relations between the United 
States and Japan by spreading rumors to the effect that 
the United States had not only taken the initiative in con
voking the Conference but is also taking active leadership 

in the Conference, and I appealed to Mr. Hirota, on behalf 
of good relations between our countries, to do everything 
possible to counteract the effect of these rumors and to 

let the actual facts be known. Mr. Hirota said that he 
would take definite steps in that direction and that he 

would also convey to his colleagues what I had said to him.
I then read to Mr. Hirota Mr. Hull’s message concern

ing their mutual efforts to maintain and develop good rela
tions between our countries and Mr. Hull’s apprehension lest 
the present situation in the Far East would injure those 

relations. Mr. Hirota expressed great pleasure at this 
message and asked me to thank Mr. Hull for it. He asked 

if he might have the paper on which I had written the 
message but as the message had come in confidential code 

and would have to be paraphrased I said to Mr. Hirota that 

I would write him the message later on the plea that the 
paper in my hand was not sufficiently neat to leave with 

him.
Mr. Hirota then referred to our conversation the other 

day and said that reports are now coming in to him that 
Chiang Kai-shek and the Chinese Government are evacuating 
Nanking. He repeated that he felt this to be most unfor
tunate because if chaos should result it would mean an in
definite prolongation of the hostilities. He said ”we 
want to talk with Chiang Kai-shek and this will now be 

very
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very difficult”. I merely 
diplomatic channels between 
still in existence to which 
but without comment.

inquired once again whether 
the two Governments are not 
Mr. Hirota smilingly assented
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Enclosure jj. 2SA to despatch 
No. 2666 of November 26, 1957, 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Ambassador, 
for Foreign Affairs, Mr.

Mr. Grew, to the Minister 
Hirota.

November 16, 1957.

My dear Mr. Minister:
In accordance with your request I take great pleasure 

in communicating to Your Excellency the message from Mr. 
Hull which was conveyed orally in our conversation this 

morning.
Mr. Hull sincerely appreciates Your Excellency’s 

desire that good relations with the United States should 

be maintained. At all times during the past five years 
Mr. Hull has striven with that end in view and in all 

frankness and friendliness Mr. Hull feels that he must 

express his apprehension lest the cause of promoting and 
developing those mutually good relations, which both Your 

Excellency and Mr. Hull have constantly in mind, should 

be injured by the present situation in the Far East.

With high respect, I am, my dear Mr. Minister, 

Sincerely yours,

Joseph 0. Grew. 
His Excellency

Mr. Koki Hirota,
His Imperial Japanese Majesty’s 

Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
Tokyo.
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i Enclos ""b No. to despatch.
No. 26dfe of NOV 26 1937 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Second Secretary, Mr. Crocker, to 
the British First Secretary, Mr. Clarke.

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Tokyo, November 18, 1937.

Ashley Clarke, Esquire,
British j&abassy,

Tokyo.
Dear Ashley:

I am sending you herewith for the completion of your 
records, in accordance with our conversation yesterday 

morning, copies of a memorandum addressed by us to the 
Foreign Office, on the subject of the bombing of an Amer
ican Mission at Sunkiang, and a translation of the reply 
thereto.

Very sincerely yours,

Edward S. Crocker, 
Second Secretary.
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Enclosure W>. 25 to despatch.
No.^bbb Of NOV 26 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation November 24, 1957

Hr. A. A. F. Haigh, Third Secretary, 
British Embassy.

Mr. Crocker.

Subject: Ambassador Johnson’s departure
from Nanking on November 25.

At the request of the Ambassador, I telephoned to Mr. 

Haigh this morning and read to him the Department’s telegram 

No. 312, November 23, 7 p. m., and I asked him whether the 

British Embassy had any intention of notifying the Foreign 

Office here of the departure from Nanking of the British 

Ambassador. I explained that it was apparently the inten

tion of the Department that we take no action unless action 

was taken by the British and other Embassies. Mr. Haigh 

replied, upon referring the matter to the Ambassador, that 

they had no present intention of communicating on the sub

ject to the Foreign Office, but that if the occasion should 

arise when action seemed desirable he would not fail to let 

me know. He also asked that similarly we should let him 

know if at any time we deemed it desirable to take action. 

I assured him that I would keep him informed.

E.S.C
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\ Enclosure Ng. 26 to
\ despatch Np.7 g50 ofNQV26l937
) from the Embassy at Tokyo.

/ **
Ime American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs* 

/' 
i

1 
Memorandum I 

Information has been received by the American
Embassy that the property at Wusih of the American 
'Church Mission, Saint Andrews Hospital, and a separate 
compound containing a church building, both marked 
clearly wit!,, Amer lean flags painted on the roof, were 
bombed on November 12 by Japanese planes. The extent 

/ of the damage is unknown, but the American residents 
were apparently unharmed.

The American Government, which adheres to the views 
previously expressed to the Japanese Government, pro
tests against an unwarrantable attack which exposed to 
grave danger the lives of Americans and other non- 
combatants and may have inflicted damage upon a humani

tarian establishment.

Tokyo, November 19, 1937
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Reference Tokyo’^No1. ’ 2^9%, December 11, 
1937. Subject: Anglo-American relations as 
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OrHCt OF (lit. SEOREIM
The British Ambassador in Tokyo believes 

that the customs and other civil problems 
which have arisen in Shanghai have brought 
about a divergence of views between the Japa- 
nese milItary and civil government in Tokyo, 
and that the present crisis involves a def- 
inite "show down"; he believes that the 
threats of the Japanese military tô seize 
outright the customs in Shanghai are largely 
a bluff and that the bluff should be called. , uS 
--------------- ~ ~~ ~ ~~ - ■ - ----------- ------ - ~ h ’

Sir Robert Craigie feels that the United 
States should stand shoulder to shoulder with 
Great Britain in opposing Japanese depreda
tions because injury to British interests in 
the Far East would automatically injure the 
interests of the United States, and our fail
ure to cooperate will tend to drive Great 
Britain into the arms of Germany and Italy. 
When asked what kind of joint action he had 
in mind, Sir Robert Craigie referred to a 
particularly secret approach made to our 
Government by the British representative/ in 
Washington (an approach wliich Ambassador 
Grew fails to describe^;'

(( : i Ambassador
%
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Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Ambassador Grew’s comments upon Sir 
Robert Craigie’s views are as follows;
(1) There is no evidence of a divergence 
between Japanese civil and military elements 
on broad national policy, and it is not be
lieved that a substantial divergence ex-
>ists. (2) A threat of coercion by other 
powers would only drive the moderates into 
the camp of the extremists and would be a (complete miscalculation of Japanese psychol
ogy* (3) There must be prior consultation 
between the United States and Great Brit
ain if there is to be a common front, as 
Sir Robert Craigle proposes; without prior 
consultation we would have to share the con
sequences of British ineptitude (which Am
bassador Grew intimates are numerous). (4) 

i! It is not certain that a lowering of Brit- 
Hish prestige and influence in the Far East ’must necessarily injury American interests.

FE;JMJ;NN FE
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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No. 2696

1957 DEC 27 PM I 26

AMERICAN EMBASSY 7
L);VIS-ON OrCOMMUNICAtlONSCokyo, December 11, 1937

AND RECORDS

SUBJECT: ANGLO-AMERICAN RELATIONS AS REGARDS JAPAN

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

1 "7 A

\btp art men i o! Suit

The Honorable
( 4M I ’. ®38

notsy
The Secretary of State

Washington
Sir:

DEC 311937 

'MjjMENT_OF_§5^

/

In a long conversation my British colleague recently
elaborated certain views on the general situation especially

£
as affecting the United States, France, and Great Britain,

5
He feels that the present problems which have arisen in •3

Shanghai have brought about a divergence of views between-^
the Japanese military on the one hand and the civil Govern- $

ment in Tokyo on the other hand. The latter, realizing
that
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that good relations with our three countries as well as 

their financial and economic cooperation will become in

creasingly important in future, wish to avoid unnecessary

I antagonisms. The present crisis therefore involves a
I definite ’’show down”. If the military succeed in having 

their way in the customs and other civil problems in China 

they will interpret as weakness the lack of effective 

measures on the part of the interested Powers and will 

become increasingly truculent while the authority of 

the Foreign Minister and other civil officials in Tokyo 

will inevitably and commensurately suffer. Craigie be- 

lieves that the threats of the Japanese military to seize 

outright the customs in Shanghai is largely bluff and he 

feels that their bluff should be called. Shanghai’s 1089, 
--------------------- „ .... ..........

December 5, 10 a.m., which I read to him, seemed to him 

to be another case in point. He knows that General Matsui 

is markedly anti-British.

Sir Robert Craigie furthermore feels that unless the 

United States now stands shoulder to shoulder with Great 

Britain in opposing Japanese depredations on our legitimate 

interests the results will be two-fold. First, the current 

cry that England is trying to push the United States out 

in front will, if we fall behind, temporarily promote 

America’s reputation in Japan but in the long run it will 

injure more than benefit us because (a) the Japanese will 

feel that they can ride rough-shod over our interests with 

I impunity and because (b) injury to British interests in 

ithe Far East must automatically injure the interests of 

the other democratic Anglo-Saxon Power. Second, if the

United
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United States fails to cooperate with. Great Britain it 

will tend to drive the latter ultimately into the arms 

of Germany and Italy which in the long run would inevi- 

i tably prove disadvantageous to .America. He feels that 
f we should both be firm but should never take positions 

/ or utter threats which we are unable or unwilling to 

I back up.

I pointed out to Sir Robert that throughout the 

present Sino-Japanese hostilities we have adopted a 

common attitude with Great Britain and that in every 

case where the interests of both our countries were 

involved we had, so far as I was aware, proceeded very 

closely if not actually step by step together, at least 

I along parallel lines. I asked him what sort of action 
| he especially had in mind. He then referred to a par- 

। ticularly secret approach recently made to our Govern- 

j ment by the British representative in Washington, the 

i* nature of which I shall not herein mention, and expressed 

the belief that only drastic action can bring the Japan

ese military to their senses while at the same time, 

paradoxical as it may seem, affording moral support to 

the Foreign Minister, the civil Government and the liber

al elements in Japan. I said that I doubted very much if 

the American Government, Congress, and the public would 

favor such a step as he had in mind but that I was not 

specifically informed.

The foregoing conversation is reported because it 

summarizes many talks along the same lines which Sir 

Robert Craigie has had with me since his arrival in Japan, 

ami in reporting his views I feel that I should comment

on
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on some of the important points on which he dwelt.

(a) We have no evidence that there is a divergence 

between the Japanese civil and military elements on 

broad national policy. Some westernized Japanese, with 

foreign business or cultural associations, privately 

and secretly express disapproval of the direction which 

Japanese national policy is taking, but with public 

expressions of thought effectively under control there 

is no way of determining whether or not there is any 

substantial dissentient opinion. We do not believe 

there is.

(b) I agree with Sir Robert that a great deal of 

bluffing is being done by the Japanese military with 

regard to the Chinese customs and other matters of 

something less than primary importance as we have 

already had evidence that firm opposition does produce 

good effects. It is apparent that the Japanese are 

testing us out to see how far they can safely go in 

these matters. However, assuming that those in auth

ority in Japan have divided into two camps, as the Am

bassador suggests, I believe that the expectation that 

a threat of coercion by other Powers with regard to the 

primary problem arising out of Japan’s effort to sub

jugate China would do anything else but drive the moder

ates into the other camp would be a complete miscalcu

lation of Japanese psychology. Further, it would have 

to be realized that if a threat of coercion should not 

have the effect which Sir Robert so confidently antici

pates, the Powers would have either to implement the

threat
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threat or be prepared to lose completely their prestige

in the Far East

(c) It is obvious, of course, that prior consultation

must be postulated if there is to be the common front of

the United States and Great Britain which Sir Robert pro

poses; and whether that would be a practicable proposition

the Department alone is in a position to judge. Without

prior consultation we would have to share with the British

the consequences of British ineptitudes, both of action

and of statement, such as those which have contributed

their full measure toward the developing of the feeling

of exacerbation now prevailing between Great Britain

and Japan

(d) I do not altogether share Sir Robert’s views that

a lowering of British prestige and influence in the Far

East must necessarily injure American interests. The barom

eter of the prestige and influence of foreign nations in

Japan is constantly fluctuating. Today’s friend may

through some incident or development, become detested to —

morrow, and vice versa. I feel that our cooperative action

with Great Britain during the Sino-Japanese hostilities

has been adequate and that our attitude in this respect

has been sound and sane

Joseph C. Grew,
710 ,
JCGtEHD/C

Copiéa ,
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Deoember 14, 1937.

My dear Senator King:

Referring to our conversation of this morning and 

your request for documents, I send you herewith copies 

of Brussels Conference documents as follows: statement 

by Mr. Davis, November 2} statement by Mr. Davis, 

November 13} declaration by the Conference, November IS} 

report of the Conference, November 24} also, a print of 

the so-called "Tanaka Memorial.*

with regard to the Brussels Conference documents, 

might I especially call to your attention the declara

tion of November IS and the declaration of November £4 

(which appears on pages 4 and 5 of the press release 

dated November 27 entitled "Text of the Report Adopted 

November 24, 1937, by the Nine Power Treaty Conference 

at Brussels)•

With regard to the "Tanaka Memorial," may I say 

that, in supplying the print, I assume no responsibility 

and

The Honorable

William H. King,

United States Senate
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Please 
do not 
attribute 
to me or 
to the 
Department 
any com
ment on 
this 
matter.

S.K.H.

and express no opinion with regard to the authenticity 

of that document. Many observer® have taken the position 

that it is probably a ’’faked” document. An explanation 

was current some five or six years ago that It was some

thing copied by a clerk from a paper In General Tanaka*s 

files. "Experts" have advanced the view that It contains 

much which General Tanaka might have written but that it 

also contains, passim, various statements which General 

Tanaka himself certainly would have never made.

With kindest regards and best wishes — always, 

I am. 

Yours sincerely,

ftsulsy K. I’crabeck

Enclosures:

As described above.

DEC 11^7

PA/H:SKH:ZMK
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
EG GRAY

1—1336

Secretary of State

Tsingtao via N. R
From

Dated December 27, 1957

Washington

Rec’d 3:25 m.

December 27, 10 a.m. X De?*’

The actual situation in the Tsingtao'municipal^ area 

■since Saturday night has been one of quiet, from outward 

appearance. However, the Mayor has issued a statement 

from which the following is quoted: "we should not 

cherish any hope of escape (for Tsingtao), The enemy 

have completed their encircling plans thus maneuvering 

Tsingtao into an impossible position. The enemy will then 

seize the city at a single stroke. We shall not yield a 

fraction (of Tsingtao) unless it is absolutely necessary.

With disaster so close, with the exception of those on 

military police and public utility duties, all should 

withdraw from Tsingtao as soon as possible”.

Mayor also refers to those who would try to save them

selves and their families at the cost of betraying their own 

country, "such people are unwittingly committing suicide" 

apparently, the mayor has in mind a group which is probably 

counselling nonresistance or compromise.
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-2- December 27, 10 a. m. from Tsingtao via N. R,

The mayor’s statement is disturbing to many. Further- 

morE, there is EVEry good rEason to believe that all 

ChinESE govErnmEntal authoritiES in Tsingtao, both 

national as well as municipal, havE rECEivEd instructions 

from thE CEntral govErnmEnt to dEstroy public utilitiES 

and propErty of whatever nature, namEly, thE telephone 

CEntral, tElEgraphic apparatus and railway rights of way. 

ThE ConsulatE is CErtain that thE main waterworks were 

minEd last week rEady for dEstruction at any moment. How

ever, some of thE officials will probably refuse to obey 

instructions in this rEspEct. There is littlE doubt that 

all ChinESE accejt thE loss of Tsingtao as inevitable, 

as may be judged in instruction from General ManagEr of 

thE Bank of China to thE local branch of a foreign bank 

to ship to Hong Kong 30,000,000 dollars in bank notEs which 

the foreign bank is holding for the Bank of China.

SEnt to Peiping, Hankow.

SOKOBIN
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

1—1336 Froa£ray

partmeht
Secretary of Stste-r—

Washington,

December 27, 
*^At a meeting

Tsingtao Via N.R.

DatEti DECE"bEI' CT> 193ï>fC28&J7
Rec’d 7:45 p

..copies sen r t 
O.N.L AND M.I.L

4 p.m,

of the local consular corps o:

December 25, which I was unable to a ttend, there was

discussed the responsibility of preserving order in

Tsingtao in the event of the departure of Chinese mun

icipal police and other Chinese authorities before the

arrival of Japanese forces. The following appears in

the minutes of the meeting:

"It was suggested and agreed that each consul would

793.94/1 
I 843

send a circular to find out how many of his own nationals 

would act as special constables in case of need. They 

should wear a special brassard, which (#) be prepared 

in advance, and would be armed with truncheon (baton). 

It was felt that the presence of foreigners and the

men-of-war kept the Chinese from losing their heads”

Today the Senicc Sonsul Gerneral (British) asked

me to define position of this Consulate on the subject

of the "constables", This Consulate replied that under

no

PEC 2 S V33*<

*4

4
CD <»
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NPL December 27r 4 p.m. from Tèïngtao.

no circumstances could it sancion the assumption of 

police powers by any group of American citizens in 

Tsingtao. Is this reply approved?

Sent to the Department, Peiping, Hankow.

NPLtRGC SOKOBIN

(#) Apparent omission
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1
* PREPARING OFFICE 

V^LL INDICATE WHETHER

Collect

Charge Department 

OR

P' 7- 3.

Telegram Sent TO BE TRANSMITTED

CONFIDENTIAL CODE 

rNONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

PARTAIR

PLAIN
Charge to 

$
. A

i937 DEC 28 PM 6 I

.•a.V/'' Di Vi;
AMERICAN cOuL

. Oi-

Washington,

December 28, 1937, 
7 (P, M

n3,|sJ
TSINGTAO (CHINA)

Your'December 27, 4 p.m.

On the assumption that it was our intention simply
indicate to the Senior’ Consul ' that the matter of ^Arneri*to ______ _____

cans^acting as 'qUOTE Special constables UNQUOTE was one* 

which you 'were not 'repeat 'not called upon'to approve'or' 

disapprove^ the Department ifeels that'you might have Added' 

that^ although you were1 continuing'to urge 'all Americans / 

to withdraw'from'Tsingtao you'of coursé would not'repeat ' 

not'wish to' interpose'any objection or/obstacle/to appro

priate' provisional' measures' which 'Americans And other I 
foreigners who'elected remain 'in' Tsingtao Light 'find 

it 'desirable' to adopt' for their 'selfAprotection 'during a • 

temporary 'period'o? emergency»

Please repeat to ^Hankow and Peljping.

793.94/
I 1843

fe:\tcv:nn:EVB:ss PA/H

Enciphered by

Eent by operator M.,____________ /9„_

D. C. R.—No. 50 1—1462 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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MBo *-133*
This message was received 
in navy code and must be 
closely paraphrased before 
being communicated to any
one.

ACTION : CINCAF
INFO; 2ND BRIGADE 

COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT 
NAVY DEPARTMENT 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0027. Quiet good order

From
uss Marblehead
DecembEr 28, 1937

1900 no change seen in military situation no Chinese 

troops or marines in town rumored they left 25th. Out

lined on horizon resembling naval vessel. Chinese 

civilians continue to evacuate rumors every boat about 

arrival Jap forces, none which seem very logical occasion

al seaplane over bay or city 2300.

RR:
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

^3'^

1—1830
EG From
This message must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone

ALUSNA PEIPING

December 28, 1937

Rec’d 7:05

ACTION: NAVY DEPARTMENT
INFO: SECOND BRIGADE 

COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
CINCAF 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT
USS MARBLEHEAD

m

0028. Bridge at Tsoshan 85 miles west of Tsingtao

^ieiouu

reported destroyed by order Han Pu Chu which cuts Yu Sueh

Chung1s line of retreat to Hsuchow. Rumors continue that

battleship MUTSU was sunk 70 miles from Liuho in October.

Japanese column leaving Changtien toward Tsingtao. Jap 
Cu
•r- 
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carrier planes at Jihchow conducting raids on Kaomi,

Changio. 1025.
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From Tokyo

Dated December 28, 1937

reports that the follow/ng state

Secretary of State, _ 
i

Washington.

686, December 28, 

The Naval Attache

ments were made to him yesterday by the senior aide to

the Navy Minister.

n0ne« He informed me of the orders transmitted to

Vice Admiral Hasegawa to prevent a recurrence of any 

happening similar to the PANAI incident. These orders 

■were from the chief of the naval general staff and the 

Minister of the Navy* Lieutenant Layton believes they 

are worded in a language seldom if ever used before and 

that Vice Admiral Hasegawa’s reply is noteworthy-, Cap

tain Kondd is furnishing me with translations*

Two, I gave him the letter in regard to the pro

posed foreign neutral zone in Tsingtao* He said Vice 

Admiral Hasegawa was the responsible one to act and asked 

whether our authorities in Shanghai had informed him to 

which I replied I do not know but that our position in 

such cases was to transmit information to the government

authorities
( 1
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2- No* 686, December 28, from Tokyo.

authorities here with the expectation that they take the 

proper action. We assumed that our government authorities 

in China acted in a similar manner. In this connection 

he volunteered the information that the Navy was not 

contemplating any action for the present against Tsing

tao. When asked about the army, he stated that ’’that 

was an army matter.”

Three. When asked whether the Navy was contemplating 

operations against South China, the reply was he could 

not give any information about that.”

Repeated to Shanghai for relay to Johnson.

GREW
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A1.1ÉIBASSY HANKOW
_ Peiping via N. RFrom &

Secretary of State

Washington

852., December

Reference our

Dated December 28. 1937

Rec'd 7:05 a

28
/(?/ "777

732J December 23, noon

One. The Japanese military at Tientsin announced

last evening the occupation of Tsinan by Japanese forces

and the severe bombing of Taian, thirty miles south of 

Tsinan, where Han Chu was reported to be at that 

time.

Two. The Embassy received official notification 

this morning from the local Japanese Embassy that the 

Japanese blockade has been extended to include Tsingtao.

793.94/
I 1847

Three, The press published this morning a letter 

addressed to General Yen Hsi Shan by the officer in charge 

of the Japanese special military affairs organ at 

Tiayuan in which three proposals are made; namely, the
Yen 

guarantee of the safety of/’» and his soldiers; the 

cessation of resistance and the withdrawal of Yen’s 

forces to southern areas in preparation for a campaign 

against communist forces; and the driving out of Shansi
-1 j :

of all troops of General Chiang Kai Shek. The letter n Ï,
el • • 

concluded ‘0
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-2- #852, Dec Ember 28, 4 p.m.^ from Peiping via N. R;

conclude'! vzith the statement that, unless Yen agrees 

by December thirtieth, the Japanese army will consider 

him lacking in sincerity and will take whatever action 

may be necessary. A resident of Shansijhas recently 

reported that Yen is guarded by National Government 

officers either in the extreme left side Shansi or at

Sian.

Repeated to the Ambassador. By mail to Tokyo..

RR LOCKHART
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EG i-ua. grayFrom
Tokyo

Dated December 28, 1937

Rec’d 9:30 a.m. ______
Secretary of State, A ■ , , \

! )
Washington. -icr/î'v p-. ,/ i

\ OhtoHl h! z

690, December 28, 4 p.m.
I ii Xoy

Department’s 380,'December 27, 9 p.m. danger areas 

on the Yangtze.

Action taken under last paragraph of Department’s 

telegram. The British Ambassador is taking similar 

action in the form of a memorandum left with the Foreign 

Office tills evening. Repeats, p to s- fi/tAfc.//#/
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Secretary of State, 

Washington.

PRIORITY.

28th, 9:45 p.m.

Violent explosion

Tsingtao via N. R.

just occurred, more Japanese

property destroyed.

SOKOBIN
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PLAIN
From

Tsingtao via N. R.

Dated December 28, 1937

AMB5BASSY HANKOW

AM0IBASSY PEIPING

Rec’d 11:20 a.m.

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

PRIORITY.

28th, 9:57 p.m.

Another explosion, exact location undetermined.

SOKOBIN
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